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INTRODUCTION.

THE following work is the result of much careful study continued

through many years, and of a personal visit to the lands of which it

treats. The author has been a teacher of Sacred History in the Col-

lege of the Bible for fifteen years, and his course of instruction includes

all of the historical matter in the entire Bible. The necessity for a

knowledge of sacred geography, in order to the elucidation of sacred

history, led him to a careful study of the former subject. But no man

can so vividly depict to others the local features of a country as one

who has seen them with his own eyes. ‘In order, therefore, to qualify

himself more thoroughly for his chosen and favorite line of instruction,

the author made a visit, in the year 1879, to Egypt, Palestinej Syria,

Asia Minor, and Greece.

Until near the middle of the present century almost nothing was

known by Europeans and Americans concerning the topography of

Palestine. To our own country, in the person of Dr. Edward Robin-

son, belongs the credit of the first scientific exploration of that land.
~~Let it be distinctly remembered, ” says the learned Committee of the

Palestine Exploration Fund of Great Britain, “ that Dr. Robinson is

the jkrtof scientific travelers, and that his books are still, after thirty

years, the most valuable works which we possess on the geography of

Palestine.”* This was written in 1872, and Dr. Robinson’s first journey

through Palestine was made in 1838. But even after the publication

of Robinson’s invaluable work, entitled “ Biblical Researches in Pal-

estine, ” the two most remarkable physical features of the country—the

Dead Sea and the deep-lying river which supplies its waters-were

shrouded in mystery, and had for ages been the subject of many super-
stitious legends. To W. F. Lynch, a lieutenant in the American navy,

is due the credit of the first exploration of these waters. He was sent,

at the expense of our government, in the year 1848, to make a scien-

* Our Work in Pdestme, p. 8.
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12 ZNZR OD UC710N.

tific exploration of the Jordan and the Dead Sea. With ten American

seamen and two subordinate naval officers, he launched two boats, one

of iron and one of copper, on the Lake of Galilee, April 10, 1848.

He passed down the Jordan, and after a voyage of eight clays, sailed

into the Dead Sea on the 18th of the same month. He spent twenty-one

days exploring the shores and sounding the depths of this mysterious

lake, and then ran a line of levels to the Mediterranean Sea, to deter-

mine the exact difference of level between the two bodies of water.

“ The official report of this journey, ” says the same learned committee

just quoted, ‘‘ has become the standard authority on this most curious

and remarkable feature of Palest inc.”*

.4nother American, Dr. J. T. Barclay, who resided as a missionary

in Jerusalem from 185 I to 1855, gave the Western World the first elab-

orate and strictly reliable description of modern Jerusalem, in his work

called “ The City of the Great King. ” This, too, has been quoted

as a standard ever since its publication in 1857,

The three preceding works having treated lnainly the physical features

of the country, it was reserved for Dr. William Thomson, who has lived

as a missionary in Sidou and Beir(tt’ since 1840, to treat successfully

the manners and customs and products of the country which best

illustrate many passages of Scripture. This was done in a work appro

priately entitled “ The Laud and the Book, ” published in the year

1858. The same author has recently followed this work with another

on Southern Palestine and Jerusalem, covering partly the same ground,

but devoted chiefly to localities and subject-matter only slightly treated

in the former work. It was issued by the Harpers in a magnificent

volume in June, 1880, and came into the author’s hand after his manu-

script had been nearly completed.

Though a multitude of books on Palestine have been published

since the dates of the four just mentioned, not only in the English

language, but in the French and the German, no material additions

were made to the knowledge of the subject until the work of the Pales-

tine Exploration Fund of Great Britain was inaugurated. Under the

leadership of Mr. George Grove, the principal writer on Palestine in

“ Smith’s Bible Dictionary, ” the work of collecting this fund was

commenced in the year 1865 ; and in the course of ten years, by a very

large outlay of money, not less than $150,000, the managers of the

fund succeeded in obtaining a complete survey of all Palestine west of

the Jordan, together with an accurate account of the archeology,

+$Our Work in Pa!estine, p. 9.
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manners and customs, topography, geology, and natural history of the
country. They employed in this survey men of experience and learning

belonging to the corps of Royal Engineers of the British army, such

as Captains Anderson, Wilson, and Warren, and Lieutenant Conder,

with competent assistants. The results of the labors of these men

have been published from time to time, in quarterly statements, in a

small volume called “ Our Work in Palestine, ” and in two octavo vol-

umes, by Lieutenant Couder, called “ Tent-Work in Palestine ;“ and,

finally, a complete memoir of the survey, with (irawiogs and cuts, in

seven large volumes, accompanied by a large map in twenty-six sheets,

has been published, to supply a limited number of subscribers, at $60.00

each.

While the work of this British Fnnd was being prosecuted west of

the Jordan, an American Palestine Exploration Society was formed

for the purpose of a similar survey and exploration of the country east

of the river. The society was organized in 1870, and in the course

of seven years, with Professor R. D. Hitchcock as its president and

Howard Crosby as its secretary, it has sent out several expeditions and

accomplished some important results; but for want of sufficient funds

its work has not yet been completed. The results attained have been

published in several “ Statements” in pamphlet form.

It may be safely said that Palestine was not known, nor was even

Jerusalem properly understood, until the work of these two associations

was undertaken ; and that all of the older books on the subject must

be superseded by those which shall have these explorations as their

basis. No correct map of the country was ever given to the world,

or could be, until these surveys were made. Not yet has the great

map of the British Fund been published on a stnall scale ; and as it

is the author’s fixed purpose to allow nothing a place in this volume

known to be inaccurate, he prefers that it shall contain no map at all

rather than an inaccurate one, such as abound in books 01) Palestine,

and even in our Bibles. Our readers will soon be supplied, in com-

mon with the entire public, with reduced copies of the great map,

which will be entirely accurate, and will be far more serviceable than

diminutive copies which could be folded in a volume like this.

To the works above mentioned, and to B~edeker’s “ Handbook for

l’ravellers in Palestine and Syrio, ” the author is chiefly indebted for

the in fornmtion contained in the following pages, so far as it is not

the result of his own observations. As Boedeker’s Handbook has been

but recently translated into English, and is therefore little known in

America, I must do it the justice to say tilat it proved to the author
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the most valuable of all the works which fell into his hands for

minute and accurate details in regard to every part of the country;

and that to the tourist who wishes to explore the country intelligently

and independently it is indispensable as a guide-book. The living

guides obtainable in Palestine are not half so reliable. The work was

prepared by a number of learned German professors sent into the

country for the purpose by the publisher, and it is one of a series of

guide-books on different countries frequented by tourists which has

made the name of Baedeker and his publishing-house at Leipsic

familiar to travelers of all nationalities. Other works consulted by
the author receive due credit in foot-notes at the proper places.

The author had for many years entertained a longing desire to visit

Palestine, but his limited income and the care of an increasing family

seemed insuperable barriers. Finally a number of his former pupils
in sacred history, under the leadership chiefly of C. C. Cline, now of

Louisville, Kentucky, realizing the advantages to myself personally, to

the classes which I instruct, and to the church for which I minister of

such a tour, proposed to raise by subscription the amount necessary

for the expense of the tour and for the support of my family during

my absence ; and to depend for reimbursement of themselves on

the sale of such a book as I should write after my return. I accepted

this generous offer, and it is to these friends and others whom they

succeeded in interesting in the enterprise that I am indebted for the

privilege of publishing this work, and for the inestimable privilege of

seeing with my own eyes the land of all lands.

My outward journey, as will be seen by consulting the letters of travel

in Part Third, led through England, France, and Italy to Egypt, and it

included a visit of nearly two weeks to the principal objects of interest

in Lower Egypt. I spent nearly three months in Palestine and Syria,

visiting every part of Palestine, and seeing nearly every square mile of

its territory. On my homeward voyage I visited the sites of the “ Seven

Churches of Asia, ” except that of Laodicea, saw Constantinople,

and spent a few days in Athens. Previous to undertaking the journey

I prepared notes on all the places which I expected to visit, indicating

the points to be verified and the links of missing information to be

supplied. This rendered my task comparatively easy, and enabled me

to pass quite rapidly from place to place without slighting the work.

Without such previous preparation more than double the time would

have been necessary to attain the same results. I may add that the

same preparation has rendered comparatively light the task of writing

the present volume.
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Nearly all of the books on Palestine hitherto published contain mere] y

narratives of the tours made by their authors. In that line of writing

the present author, although his tour of Palestine was mor~ extensive

than that of. any other writer whom he has consulted, could not hope

to excel some of his predecessors; but, while giving in Part Third of

this work a personal narrative of this kind, chiefly to gratify many

friends who have read with pleasure, and desire to read again, the let-

ters of which it is composed, he has devoted by far the larger portion

of his space to a systematically arranged account of the geography and

of the topography of the entire country in two separate parts. This

is the distinctive characteristic of the present work, so far as its plan

is concerned, and upon this the author chiefly relies for its accepta-

bility and usefulness. In order to render this feature of the work

practically available to all students of the Bible and of sacred geog-

raphy, he has appended to the volume, in addition to the table of con-

tents, a copious topographical index, by means of which the reader

can readily find all the pages on which any given place or subject is

mentioned in the book.

Owing to the fact that Scripture proper names, as well as the modern

names of Scripture localities, belong to foreign languages, the masses

of English-speaking people are wofully deficient in their pronunci-

ation. In order to help my readers in this particular, I have aimed to

attach to all foreign words in this book which are at all likely to be

mispronounced the proper marks of accent and quantity. It is hoped

that due attention will be paid to these, and that thus another dis-

tinctive feature of the work will be productive of good.

Many of the’ engravings which have been printed in books illus-

trative of biblical scenes are unfaithful to their originals. In a matter

of this kind the artist should take no more liberties with his subject

than are allowed to the historian. Both should be faultlessly true in

their representations. Under this conviction, the author has selected

from the mass of cuts within his command only such as can be relied

on for fidelity. By a much larger outlay the number of these could

have been greatly multiplied, for almost every object of any interest

in Palestine has been photographed by skillfbl operators; but it was

thought best to limit the expenditure in this direction, lest the in-

creased price of the book should place it beyond the reach of many

who desire to own it.

This introduction would not be complete without a brief sketch of
the history of Palestine; for whilst the general reader of history is-

sufficiently familiar with this subject to read the following pages intel-
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Iigibly, there are many earnest students of. the Bible who have not

enjoyed this advantage. We will speak only of its history since the
close of the New Testament period.

In A.D. 65 the Jews revolted against the Romaus, under whose

dominion they had lived for one hundred and twenty-two years; and

after a war of five years they were subdued and Jerusalem destroyed in

the year 70. For a knowledge of the history of this war we are de-

pendent on Josephus, who was an active participant in it, and who was

present as a prisoner in the army of Titus during the siege of Jerusa-

lem. He represents that I, 100,000 Jews perished in the siege of

Jerusalem, a vast multitude in attendance at the Passover having been

shut up within the city by the beginning of the siege ; that 256,450

were slain in other parts of Judea and Galilee ; and that 101,700 were

taken prisoners and sold into bondage. * With this catastrophe Pales-

tine ceased to be a Jewish country, and under an order of the Emperor

Vespasian the entire landed property of the country was offered for

sale to foreigners. Only that portion east of Jordan escaped utter ruin.

The Emperor Hadrian, who ascended the throne A.D. I I 7, issued an

edict prohibiting circumcision among the Jews, the reading of the Law,

and the observance of the Sabbath, He also declared his intention to

make Jerusalem a Roman colony, and to build a temple to Jupiter on

the site of the temple of God. These measures drove to desperation

the Jews who had crept back into the country, and there appeared

among them one Bar-Co’chebas (SW of t/re Star), who claimed to be

their long-expected Messiah. He raised the standard of revolt in the

year 132. Jews from every quarter rallied to his support. He took

Jerusalem, proclaiming hilnself its king; and he Alaintained war

against the Remans for two years, when the remnant of his forces

perished with great slaughter at a place called Be’ther. This was the

last and only struggle made by the Jews to recover their country and

their nationality. Hadrian carried out his infamous purposes. A

temple of Jupiter was built on Mount Moriah; the statue of the em-

peror was erected where the Holy of Holies had been ; a heathen

colony was planted in the city; and its name was changed to A31ia

Capitoli’na. Jews were forbidden to enter the city under penalty of

death, and this prohibition continued in force about two hundred

years.

The progress of Christianity in Palestine was necessarily interrupted
—

* sec the figures gleaned from the pages of JOsepllus, in Milman’s HistOry Of the Jews,
Book XVI.
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by the outbreak of the war against the Remans, and after the destruc-,

tion of the Jewish nationality a beathen population overran the coun-

try. But the all-conquering religion of Christ quickly subdued the

new inhabitants, and Palestine became a Christian land. Its history as
a Christian country may be properly dated from about the beginning

of the third century, and it continued until the Mohammedan conquest

in the year 637, a period of about four hundred’ and thirty-seven years.

During this period the Christianity of the country was undergoing

that gradual decay which characterized the Church at large, and it

finally lost almost every element of the religion originally established

in the same land by the apostles.

At the date last mentioned, only fifteen years after the rise of the

Mohammedzm power in Arabia, Palestine was invaded by the armies

of the Calif, Jerusalem surrendered to Omar in person, and the long
night of Mohammedan dominion began. It was stipulated among the

conditions of surrender that the Christian population of Jerusalem

should be still permitted to worship in their existing churches, but that

no more churches should be built. Similar immunities were granted

to some other Christian communities in Palestine, but nearly all fhe

churches in the country were either demolished or converted into

Mohammedan mosques. From the remnant of Christians allowed to

remain in the country have descended the Christian portion of its

native population at the present time.

The next important period in the history of the country is that of

the Crusades. These ill-advised and fanatical attempts to recover the

Holy Sepulchre from the hands of the infidels were so far successful

that Jerusalem was taken in the year 1099, and made the seat of a

Christian kingdom. But the triumph was of brief continuance, for in

July, II 87, at the battle of Hattin, near Tiberias, tl~e Christian Power

was finally crushed by the celebrated Saladin; and although within

the next fifty years the country twice more fell into the hands of the

Christians, it was lost almost as soon as it was gained, and finally, in

1244, the efforts of the Crusaders were totally abandoned, and the

current of Mohammedan dominion resumed its course. Palestine was

now a depe~dency of the Califate of Egypt.

During the brief period in which the kings, princes, and knights from

the Western World who commanded the hosts of the Crusaders had

sway in Palestine, many of the churches and fortifications whose ruins

are an interesting feature of the country at the present day were erected.

A vast amount of money and labor was expended in improving the

country and strengthening its defenses.
2
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In the year 1517 Palestine passed from under the dominion of

Egypt to that of the Ottoman Empire, then ruled by Sultan Selim I.

With the exception of eight years, from 1832 to 1840, during which

it was once more held by Egypt, under Mohammed Ali, it has re-

mained under the dominion of the Sultans of Turkey until the present

time, a period of three hundred and sixty-three years.



LANDS OF THE BIBLE.

PART FIRST.
THE GEOGRAPHY OF PALESTINE.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COUNTRY.

$ I.

THE LAND PROMISED TO ABRAHAM.

THE country promised to Abraham as the inheritance of his off-

spring is not co-extensive with that which was actually inhabited by

the twelve tribes of Israel. The former included the latter, but it

extended beyond it both to the north and the south. The promised

land was bounded on the west by the Mediterranean Sea, and on the

east by the uninhabitable desert of Northern Arabia. A sea of sand on

the one side and of water on the other cut it off from approach in

either direction.

About midway the southeastern curve of the Mediterranean Sea, a

dry stream-bed, now called Ef@zy el Arlsh’, but known in the Bible as
~<the river of Egypt>’ (Gen. XV. 18), reaches the sea-shore by a grad~lal

descent across the desert from the southeast. The mouth of this

w&d’y* marks the southern limit of the coast-line of the land in ques-

tion, while a line drawn from this point in a southeasterly direction to

* A w&l’y is a stream-bed or a ravine.

19
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the head of the Gulf of Ak’abah, and thence eastward to the desert,

would mark its entire southern boundary. The northern boundary
would be marked by a line drawn from the river Euphrates, at the

ancient city of Car’chemish, which stood a few miles above the Inodern

Ba’lis, almost due west to the mouth of the river Orou’tes, near Antioch.

The country thus included extends over six and a half degrees of lati-

tude, from 29° 30’ to 36° north, and. is about 417 miles long in an

air-line. Its average width is about 75 miles.

‘rhis narrow strip of territory was closely connected at its northern

extremity with the seats of ancient empire in Western Asia, while at

its southern extremity it was separated only by a narrow strip of desert

from Egypt, the dominant power in Africa. Its situation rendered it,

throughout all the ages which preceded the invention of great fleets,

the highway of commercial intercourse and of military expeditions

between the great powers whit’h ruled respectively in Asia and Africa.

The name Syria, which now extends over all this territory, was

anciently limited to its most northern portion, with Damascus in the

earlier period, and Antioch in the later, as its chief city. The most

southern portion, that south of the Dead Sea, was called Edom, or

Idume’a; while the district between these two is the one now best

known to the world under the name Palestine, the land actually inhab-

ited by the Twelve Tribes. Of the two former we will speak in Part
Third ; the last commands our attention at present.

While the land given in promise to Abraham was not all occupied

by his descendants, it was all at one time in their possession. David

extended his conquests over the whole of it, so that both he and Solo-

mon reigned from the Euphrates to the river of Egypt. * But all be-

yond the limits of Palestine was held as conquered territory, and it was

all lost upon the division of the kingdom after the death of Solomon.

$ II.

THE LAND lNTHABITED W ISRAEL.

The boundaries of the land west of the Jordan actually given to the

Twelve Tribes are laid down in the thirty-fourth chapter of Numbers;

but some parts of the description, especially that of the northern and

southern lines, is now obscured by our ignorance of many of the places

named in it. It is well ascertained, however, that the actual settle-

ments of Israel did not extend so far, either to the north or the south,

* 2 Sam. viii. 1-15; I Kings iv. 21.
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as the limits there assigned. We would come near a description of the

southern boundary if we should draw a line from the southern ex-

tremity of the Dead Sea in a direction a little south of west to 13e-er’-

sheba,, and thence northwest to the Mediterranean shore at Gaza.

The western boundary was the sea-shore, and its northern terminus

was the White Promontory,—the cliffs of white limestone which termi-

nate the Plain of Acre on the north. Here the territory of Tyre and

Sidon, called by the Greeks Phcenicia, sets in , md this district formed

the northern boundary of Israel as far east as Mount Hermou. The

town of Dan was usually spoken of as the most northern city of Israel,

from the fact that it was so on the route most usually traveled in going

north ; but the district immediately west of D.m extended a few miles

farther north, and was separated from the southern end of Phmnicia

by the river Liti’ny. This river, after rising at BZd’bec and running

southward through the southern part of the plain between the Lebanon

and Hermon ranges of mountains, here curves abruptly to the west,

cuts through the former range in a chasm from 2000 to 3000 feet deep,

and makes its way to the sea. It is a natural and an almost impassable

boundary between the two countries. Its Arab name, K%imi’yeh

(boundary stream), is probably derived from its ancient use in this

particular.

The eastern boundary of the tribes dwelling west of the Jordan was

the Dead Sea, the River Jordan, the Lake of Galilee, and the eastern

side of the plain through which the upper Jordan flows.
The entire length of the country, “ from Dan to l%er’-sheba,” is

139 miles in an air-line, the latter place being in latitude 31° 16’, and

the former in 33° 16’. Its width at the northern extremity is about 30

miles, and at the southern about 50 miles. The entire area west of the

Jordan is about 6000 square miles.

The territory of the tribes which dwelt east of the Jordan was not

so long nor so wide. It extended from the river Arnon on the south,

a stream which flows westward from the desert and enters the Dead

Sex about midway its length, to a line drawn eastward from the north-

ern end of the Lake of Galilee, a distance of about 100 miles; and its

average width is not more than 25 miles.

The entire country inhabited by Israel is distributed by its natural

features into seven distinct parts,—the Maritime Plain, the Hill Coun-

try of Judea, the Plain of Esdra’elon and Adjoining Plains, the Hill

Country of Galilee, the Valley of the Jordan, the Dead Sea, and the

Country Beyond the Jordan. Of these we will speak separately in the

seven following sections of this chapter.
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THE MARITIME PLAIN.

A broad plain extends along the entire sea-coast of Palestine, except

where Mount Carmel thrusts its narrow front forward to the water’s

edge and divides the plain into two unequal parts. That part which
lies north of this promontory will receive attention hereafter, the term

Maritime Plain being usually limited to the larger portion which lies

south of it. It is divided into two parts, the Plain of Sh#ron and the

Phi]is’tine Plain. These are distinguished, not by anynaturalboun-

dary, nor by any distinct natural features, but merely by the names

which they anciently bore. They really constitute but a single plain,
unique in all essential features.

The Philis’tine Plain is the more southern portion, andis so called

because it was anciently inhabited by the Philis’tines. It extends
along the sea-shore about 30 miles, from Gaza to within a few miles of

Joppa, and on whatever part of it you stand and gaze eastward you

see rising before you in the horizon the mountain-wall of the Hill

Country of Judea. From the sea-coast back to the feet of these

mountains at the northern extremity is about nine miles, and at the

southern about 16 miles. It is an undulating plain, and some of its

elevations rise as high as 300 feet above the level of the sea. It is

crossed from east to west by many streams of water, some of them

perennial, but most of them only wet-weather streams. Much of the

water which descends from the hills in the winter makes its way toward

the sea on the surface of the underlying rock, and rises to the surface

in lagoons within a mile or two of the shore. In most parts of the

plain inexhaustible supplies of fresh water are found by digging wells

of moderate depth. The soil is finely adapted to the growth of small

grain, a large quantity of which is produced ; yet only a small part

of the surface is now cultivated at all, the sparse population seeming

to aim at little more than the supply of their own bread. The south-

eastern part is occupied by Bed’awin Arabs with their flocks and herds,

but the remainder is thickly dotted with small brown villages, around

each of which there is a small scope of well-cultivated country.

The Plain of Sha’ron extends from a short distance south of Joppa

northward to Mount Carmel, and is about 50 miles long. It maintains

an average width of about nine miles until it reaches the foot of the hills

projecting from the southwestern side of Mount Carmel, when it suddenly

contracts to about four miles. Near the promontory which this moun-
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tain formsat tbe sea-shore it is contracted into an acute angle between

the mountain and the sea. The plain is traversed byastream of con-

siderable size, which descends from the hills at the southeastern ex-

tremity of Mount Carmel, flows westward along the base of that moun-

tain until it crosses half the width of the plain, then turns a little

southward, and empties into the sea two miles north of the ruins of

CZsarea. It is called by the natives the Zerka, or Blue River. It

is the largest stream in Palestine, west of the Jordan. Several mills are

located on its banks, fish abound in its waters, and it is said that small

crocodiles have been seen in it. From this last circumstance it is

called by Europeans Crocodile River. Other smaller streams traverse

the plain in various directions, but in the latter part of the summer

they are usually absorbed by the thirsty soil. As in the Philistine

Plain, lagoons are forlmed in many places near the sea-shore by the

rise of water, which flows underground from the drainage of the

hills ; and water is easily found almost everywhere by digging. Good

wells exist wherever the people have the energy to dig them, or have had

the care to preserve those dug by the ancient inhabitants. Especially

is this the case about Joppa, where extensive gardens and orchards are

irrigated by water drawn from wells of moderate depth.

What we have said about the fertility of the Philistine Plain may

be repeated with emphasis concerning the Plain of Sha’ron. One

acquainted with the rolling prairies of the Western States of America

would imagine himself in the midst of one of these if suddenly put

down in the midst of this plain. The only trees visible are the olive-

groves immediately about the villages.

The underlying rock along the sea-coast of both sections of the

plain is a coarse and soft sandstone. This is disintegrated by the

perpetual wash of the waves; they crumble it into sand, and then

push the sand out on the shore, where the sun dries it and the wind

drives it inland. So long has this process continued that an almost

unbroken ridge of yellow sand stretches along the coast, obstructing

the outflow of streams, and in some places rising trxa height of from

50 to 60 feet above the level of the plain. Much valuable land is

thus covered up, and the sea-shore is made to present a desolate ap-

pearance. It is estimated that this encroachment of sand upon the

soil is advancing inland at the rate of three feet per annum. *

* Conder, Tent-Work in Palestine, ii. 327.
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THE HILL COUNTRY OF JUDEA.

While the mountains which bound the Maritime Plain on the east

seem at a clistance to rise in a smooth, continuous wall, on near ap-

proach they are found, especially along the Philistine Plain, to begin

with aseriesof lower ridges. These ridges run north and south, and

they rise in some places as high as 1200 feet above the sea-level. Be-

tween them and the mountains farther east there is a depression about

5oo feet deep, constituting a series of elevated valleys, which separate

the range of hills from the range of mountains, and drain the adjacent

sides of both. They descend toward the north, the greatest elevation

of the country being toward the south, near Hebron, and they finally

break through into the plain at a point nearly due west of Jerusalem,

These hills are called the Shephe’lah. They do not extend along the

Plain of Sha’ron.

East of the Plain of Sha’ron, and of the elevated valleys just men-

tioned, rises the central mountain ridge of the country, and it extends

eastward to the Dead Sea and the valley of the Jordan. That part of

it which lies south of Jerusalem is called in Scripture the Hill Country

of Judah, because it was occupied by the tribe of Judah; and that

north of the city Mount Ephraim, because the powerful tribe of Ephraim

occupied the chief part of it. Its water-shed lies nearer the eastern than

the western side, and runs in a crooked line from Hebron northward

by Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Bethel, and She’them to the vicinity of

Mount Gil’boa, a distance of 65 miles. Its average elevation is about

1500 feet, but its highest point, which is 3 miles north of Hebron,

is 3300 feet high, while that of Bethlehem is 2900 feet, that of Jeru-

salem is 2600, and that of Mount Ebal, overlooking She’them, is

3076. *

From both sides of this central ridge are projected long and crooked

outstretching spurs, which sometimes make a gradual descent toward

the lowlands, and sometimes rise in tall peaks or ridges which break

down suddenly into the plains. Between these spurs are deep, narrow

gorges, called wa~’ies, which d~ain the mountains, and along whose

rocky beds there are many copious springs. These wadies, beginning

at the water-shed as slight depressions on the right and left of the

highway, rapidly grow deeper and narrower, until they often attain

.

* Conder, i. 67.
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a depth of from 1000 to 1500 feet before they reach the ]eve] of the

plains to which they descend. Those on the eastern side are more

abrupt and rugged than those on the west, both because they make

their descent within a shorter distance, and because their descent is

greater,—the valley of the Jordan, to which they descend, lyingat a

much lower level than that of the Maritime Plain. They are washed

by mountain torrents during the heavy raiils of winter, and by babbling

brooks in the spring; but mostof them become entirely dry as the

summer advances. Theroads running east and west across the country

follow their stony beds or pass along narrow bencbes cut in their steep

sides, while the principal route of travel north and south follows the

line of the water-shed..

That part of the eastern slope which lies west of tbe Dead Sea is the

most rugged and barren portion of the entire country. The barren

region begins a few miles east of the water-shed, and extends along the

entire length of the Dead Sea. It is about 45 miles long, and from 8

to 10 miles wide. It is very correctly and graphically described by

Lieutenant Conder in the following words:
~~T]le character of the rock is different from the stratified limestone

of the mountains above. It is a white, soft chalk, which is worn by

the winter rains into long, knife-edged ridges, separated by narrow

ravines with stony beds. The sea-breeze never visits this ghastly des-

ert, which is fitly called in Scripture /&’imo~, or SolLfutie. Thus,

though in spring the naked slopes are thinly cov’ered with grass and

flowers, it presents throughout nearly the whole year a long succession

of glaring ridges, with fantastic knobs and peaks, and sharp, rugged

spurs, absolutely treeless and waterless. ” *

Nearly all travelers who visit this desolate region suffer much from

the intense heat, the glare from the white hill-sides being as fierce as

that from the burning sun itself. The writer just quoted says, “ There

are probably few places in Asia where the sun beats down with as fierce

and irresistible a power as in the Desert of Judah.”~ The author’s

experience in traversing it was exceptional. We occupied three days

—May 13-15—in an excursion from Hebron to the Dead Sea, and we

enjoyed a cool north wind from noon on tbe 13th to sunset on the 15th.

The 15th was indeed a chilly day. We rode all day in our overcoats,

and the temperature the following night at Hebron was as low as 55°

Fahrenheit.

Next in ruggedness to the chalk hills west of the Dead Sea is the

~$Tent-Work in Palestine, i. 296. t Ib., 299.
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section immediately north of it, lying east of a line between Jerusalem

and Bethel. Along the road between these two towns, which are

12 miles apart, the surface consists very largely of naked rocks, and

the hills to the eastward are very rugged, growing more so as we ap-

proach their termination in the volcanic and barren mountains which

overhang the Jordan Valley near Jericho. This region was occupied

by the tribe of Benjamin.

North of Bethel, on both sides of the water-shed, the hills are more

rounded, the valleys wider, and the general aspect of the country is

more pleasing. The same is true of the western slope, opposite the

two sections first described above.

The Hill Country terminates at the north, with Mount ,Gil’boa on

the east, and Mount Carmel on the west. The former is a lofty ridge,

extending from the line of the water-shed in a southeasterly direction

to the Jordan Valley; and the latter, commencing a few miles west of

the same line, extends 12 miles in a northwesterly direction to the

Mediterranean Sea.

$ v.
THE PLAIN OF ESDRA’ELON AND ADJOINING PLAINS.

The Hill Country, at its northern extremity, breaks down into three

connected plains, the central and largest of which is the Plain of

Esdra’elon. It is triangular in form, its longest side being towards the

southwest, and extending from Jenin’, in the southeast angle, in a

direction a little north of west to Mount Carmel, and along its

northern base about one mile. This side is 25 miles long. Tbe

eastern side starts also from Jenin’, and runs north past the western

foot of Mount Gil’boa to Mount Tabor. It is 14 miles long. The

northern side, starting from Mount Tabor and running a little south

of west, skirts the hills of Galilee and terminates at Mount Carmel,

where it forms an angle with the southwestern side. It is about

16 miles long. No one of these sides is entirely straight, for the

plain, on every side, forms numerous bays running into the mountains.

Its elevation is from 200 to 250 feet above the level of the sea, and its

slope is towards the lMediterranean. It is drained by the river Ki’shon,

which flows through the middle of it, collecting the waters of many

springs which break forth near the hills on every side. This river

passes out through a gap about half a mile wide between Mount Carmel

and the Galilean hills at the northwest angle of the plain, Thence it
runs nearly parallel with the northern base of Mount Carmel until it

empties into the Bay of A’cre. That part of it which is below the gap
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is perennial, with a sluggish current and a bed of mud. The part

above the gap frequently goes dry in summer. It was entirely dry when

seen by the author, in June, 1879, after a very dry winter.

In this plain occurred two very important events in the history of
ancient Israel. It was here, on the banks of the Ki’shon, that Deb’orah

and Ba’rak defeated the army of Ja’bin under Sis’era, and the retreat

of the routed army was along the course of the river, though their

commander fled in another direction. * It was here also, near Me-

giddo, on the southern edge of the plain, that Josiah, king of Judah,

encountered the army of Pharaoh Ne’cho, king of Egypt, who was on

a march to the Euphrates, and was defeated and slain, —the first and

only king of Judah who fell in battle. ~

In the Old Testament this plain is called ‘the Valley of Jez’reel, from

the city of Jez’reel which stood at its eastern side, on a spur of Mount

Gil’boa,$ and Esdra’elon is but a Greek corruption of that name. It

is called by the present inhabitants, who seem to be totally ignorant

of its ancient history, lileV” lb’ tz xlmt~, the Meadow of the Son of

Ameer’.

There are no large towns in the plain except Jenin’, and no villages

except a few very small ones on its eastern side. If any towns were
ever built in the interior of the plain, they were constructed of perish-

able material, and all traces of them have disappeared. The soil is of

volcanic origin, and exceeding y rich; but on account of annual incur-

sions of Berl’awin from beyond the Jordan, who resorted to it for

grazing purposes, and often robbed the surrounding villagers, it was

not much cultivated until a few years ago. Now it annually produces

large quantities of grain, and Conder states that in 1872 nine-tenths

of it was in cultivation. $

From the eastern side of the Plain of Esdra’elon there opens a gap

about four miles wide between Mount C~il’boa and a mountain north of

it, called Jebel Dh’hy. This gap opens into a plain, which widens as it

extends eastward until it reaches Beisan’ , where it breaks down by a
precipitous descent of about 400 feet into the valley of the Jordan.

To this plain the name Valley of Jez’reel is now confined. It is about

12 miles long, and it occupies the space between the two mountains

just named, which recede from each other as they extend eastward,

Jebel Dtl’hy inclining northward, and Mount Gil’boa southward. The

plain is not less than IO miles wi& where it breaks down into the

Jordan Valley.

* Judges iv. 1-18; v, 21. t 2 Kings ix. 27; xxiii. 30.
$ Judges vi. 33 ; Hoses i. 5. ~ Tent-Work in Palestine, i. 113.
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A number of fine springs issuing from the northern base of Mount

Gil’boa and spreading over this plain , render the eastern portion of it

green and marshy in summer when all around it is parched and dry.

The largest of these, situated a mile and a half east of Jez’reel, is

called A in Jalfid’, and it is the source of a stream which, when swelled

by the streams from other springs, becomes the river JalOd’, the largest

of the western tributaries of the Jordan. Many mills along the plain

are propelled by the water of these different streams. The dryer parts

of the plain are well cultivated, and the marshy portions afford sumn.er

pasturage. It is claimed by Bed’awin from beyond the Jordan, who

resort to its green pastures and luxurious canebrakes when the ad-

vancing summer has dried up the vegetation of the plains in their own

country. No villages now exist on the plain, except the miserable and

insignificant hamlets of Jez’reel and Shu’nem at its western end, and

the equally wretched village of Beisan’ at the eastern end,

It was in the upper end of this valley that the host of the Miclian-

ites, the Am’alekites, and the Children of the East were spread abroad

when Gideon came down upon them from his camp on Mount Gil’boa

and defeated them with his three hundred men. * It was at Shu’nem,

near the head of the valley, that the Pbilis’tine army was encamped

before the fatal battle in which King Saul was defeated and slain.

Saul’s army was encamped at Jez’reel, and his retreat was over the

slopes of Monnt Gil’boa. Somewhere on that mountain the dead

bodies of the king and his sons were found by the Pbilis’tines, who

gibbeted them on the walls of Beth-she’an (Beisan’), at the eastern end

of the same valley.~

The Galilean hills, which bound the northern side of the Plain of

Esdra’elon, make a gradual curve on the western side of the plmin and

approach l~ount Carmel at a right angle. But they m-e separate(l from

it by the narrow pass already mentioned, through which the Ki’shon

flows. This pass connects the plain with the Plain of A’cre, which

lies at a lower level, aud stretches away to the Mediterranean. This

latter plain is therefore a part of the same series of plains to which

those of Esdra’elon ‘and Jez’reel belong, and which extends from the

Jordan Valley to the Mediterranean Sea. Its width, from the moun-

tains to the sea, is from 8 to 10 miles, and its length from north

to south is about 16 miles. Mount Carmel forms its southern

boundary, and its northern is the mountain-wall of Phcenicia, which

terminates at the sea-coast in a lofty bluff of white limestone, called the

White Promontory.

.*Judges vi. 33 ; vii. I, 8. t 1 Sam, xxviii, 4 ; xxix. 1 ; xxxi. 1-10.
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This plain lies but a few feet above the level of the sea. In many

places it is marshy, and the marshes are crossed from east to west by

paved roads, the flat stones of which are laid. on an elevated bed. It

possesses a rich soil , and its surface is dotted with a multitude of

villages, whose inhabitants cultivate a large area in grain. It is in-

dented on the southwest by the Bay of A’cre, whose shore has the

curve of a bent bow. The southern side of its mouth is near the foot

of Mount Carmel, and the town of Haifa stands there, on a narrow

slope between the mountain and the bay. On the opposite side of the

mouth, and in the angle between the sea and the northern side of the

bay, stands the town of .4’cre, from which the bay and the plain both

derive their names. It was known in the New Testament period as

Ptolemais (Acts xxi. 7), and the plain is called by Josephus ‘‘ the ter-

ritory belonging to Ptolemais.” It has had an eventful history, and

it is now the only well-fortified place in Palestine; but Haifa, being

the landing-place of the steamships, is fast gaining on it in population,

and already excels it in commercial importance.

$ VI.

THE HILLS OF GALJLEE.

The section of plains last described, with the exception of the

Plain of A’cre, belonged to Galilee , and were the southern portion of

that district. According to the description given by Josephus, the

authority on this question, Galilee was bounded on the south by

%maria, and the latter district began with ‘‘ Gin’ea, ”* which is the

modern Jenln’, on the southern extremity of the Plain of Esdra’elon.

That portion of Galilee which lies north of these plains is a‘ hill

country. The ascent from the Plain of Esdra’elon to the general level

of the southern end of the hill country is about JOOO feet. The

ascent continues toward the north, approaching in elevation, as in

distance, the southern end of the Lebanon range of mountains,

until it reaches, in the highest points near the Lit?i’ny River, an ele-

vation of more than 4000 feet. The deep gorge of the river just

mentioned~ constitutes its northern boundary, while on the west it is

bounded chiefly by the Plain of Acre, and on the east by the Lake of

Galilee and the upper and lower Jordan Valley.

The account of Galilee given by Josephus represents it as it was

when frequented by Jesus and made the chief field of his earthly

* War., B. iii. CL iii. j? r, 4. t For a description of the Litany, seep. -m.
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labors. He says that its soil was “uniformly rich and fruitful;”
that it was “full of plantations of trees of all sorts;” that it was all

cultivated, no part lying idle ; and that it contained two hundred and

forty cities and villages.* The same may be said-of its soil at the
present time, and its hills are even yet more wooded than those of the

southern hill country. They are not so steep nor so bare of soil, and
the valleys between them are broader, Many villages, and some
towns of considerable size, still exist there. Of the latter, Nazareth

is the largest, Tiberias the next, and .$afed the third in size. But
great changes in the relative importanceof places have taken place.

For example, Seph’oris, now called Sefuri’eb, about three miles north

of Nazareth, was then, according to Josephus, “the greatest city of

all Galilee,’’~ while Nazareth was so insignificant that it is not once

mentioned except in connection with Jesus. Now’ Sefuri’eb is an in-
significant village and Nazareth is a large town. Only a small por-
tion of the country is now in cultivation, but the soil yields a good

return for the labor bestowed on it.

$ VII,

THE VALLEY OF THE JORDAN.

That portion of Palestine thus far described is bounded on the east,

along its entire length, by the valley of the Jordan. If you stand on

the slightly elevated site of the ancient city of Dan and look to the

south, you see before you the most northern section of this valley.

It stretches before you, apparently a dead level, about 20 miles, and

it is about five miles wide. A mountain wall rises from it on either

side to a height of from 1500 to 2000 feet, while the horizon at the

farther end of it is bounded by low hills jutting out from the moun-

tains on either side. It is called the Plain of Hftleh. The site of

Dan, on which you are standing, is at the northern extremity of the

plain, and if you turn and look northward, you see that from the north

end of the plain arise the spurs of Mount Hermon, terminating, to the

northeast, in the snow-covered summit of that lofty mountain.

The site of Dan is a mound about 30 feet high, and under the west-

ern side of it there issues from the ground one of the .Iargest springs

in the world. It sends forth a stream about 20 feet wide, and from 20

to 30 inches deep, which flows southward along the middle of the

* War,, B. iii. ch. iii. ~ 2; Life, ~ 4s. T War., B. ii. ch. xviii. ~ II.
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plaiu, and is hidden in thedistance byajungle ofweeds, cane, poplars,

and other vegetation, which grow with a tropical luxuriance. This

spring is the central and principal source of the river Jordan, and the

stream which flows from it iscalle~the ..Lm’d&z’.
Two and a half miles east of Dan are the ruins of Ban’ias(Cmsarea,

Philippi), under whose northeru wall issues another spring about half

as copious as the one at Dan. The stream which flows from it, start-

ing from an elevation nearly 1000 feet above the lowest part of the

plain, rushes rapidly away toward the southwest, and enters the Ledd~n’

about six miles from the source of the latter. This spring is the eustern

source of the Jordan.

About one mile and a half west of Dan, the road running in that

direction crosses a bridge built of black rock, whic~ spans a rapid

mountain stream lying deep within its bed of the same rock. This

stream is the J7ashkrny. It is about equal in size to the stream which

flows from Czesarea Philippi, and it issues from a third spring near the

town of Hasbeiah, under the western side of Mount Hermon. This

spring is the western and most distant source of the Jordan, and the

stream empties into the Ledd~n’ a short distance below the mouth of the

one from C~sarea Philippi. All three of these noted springs maintain

a copious flow throughout the dry season, being fed by the melting of

the snows on Mount Hermon. The snow-water finds its way between

the rocks down into the foundations of the mountain, whence it is

forced up, icy cold, into these and many smaller springs.

After the junction of these three streams, the Jordan flows southward

a few miles farther, and then expands into Lake Hfileh, called in the

Bible the Waters of Merom. This lake is triangular in shape, being

about 3 miles wide at its northern end, and coming to a point at its

southern end ,—-length, 4 miles. Its northern end is 12 miles from

the central source at Dan. Its average depth is only about I I feet

(Baedeker), and it lies on a level with the Mediterranean Sea (Conder,

ii. 35). The plain, in the immediate vicinity of the lake, is too wet

for cultivation, so wet that the lake-shore can be reached only from

the east and the southwest ; but the chief part of it is tillable, and all

is exceedingly rich. It contains no villages, but is cultivated by a

tribe of Bed’awiu Arabs, who pitch their tents near their grain-fields,

and pasture their stock on the luxuriant natural vegetation.
From the southern end of the lake the Jordan starts again on its

course. At first it glides tranquilly between sloping banks, but after

passing under an ancient stone bridge one mile and a half from the

lake it begins to descend very rapidly. It cuts through the hills which
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/
bound the southern end of the plain, in a narrow gorge between per-

pendicular walls of black rock, and rushes down a continuous succes-

sion of rapids and cascades until it nears the Lake of Galilee, when it

reaches a level and runs slowly into the lake. The entire distance

from Lake Hfileh to the Lake of Galilee is Iofi miles, and the differ-

ence in elevation between the two is 682 feet. The Jordan makes

nearly all of this descent in 8 miles, a fall of 85 feet to the mile.

The Lake of Galilee, like Lake Hfileh, is but an expansion of the

river Jordan. It is 6 miles wide at the widest part, and I z% miles

long. The curve of the northern shore continues to widen toward the

south, until it reaches a distance of 4 miles, when the shores begin to

contract toward a narrow point at the southern end. The southern point

lies eastward of a line drawn along the middle. The form of the lake is

not unlike that of a longitudinal section of a pear, with the stem-end

toward the south, and turned a little to one side. It is bounded on ,

the east and west by a continuation of the same mountains which bound

the ,plain of Hfileb above, and they maintain about the same relative

height; but the level of the lake, according to Conder, who carried

the levels from the Bay of Acre, is 682 feet below that of the Mediter-

ranean (ii. J 77). Its water is clear, and deepens gradually from the

shore on every side. Its greatest depth is 165 feet (Lynch, p. 165).

It abounds in fish, as it did of old, but the fleet of boats which once

dotted its surface with their white sails is now reduced to three, and

even these find only partial employment in supplying the market of

Tiberias, the only town now left on shores which once were packed

with a dense and busy population.

The lake is often visited, as it has ever been, by sudden storms,

which literally come down upon it from the surrounding mountain-tops

(Luke viii. 23), and in a few moments lash its waters into fury.*

This lake, during the long period of its history, has passed under a

variety of names. When first mentioned in the Bible it is called the

* Captain Wilson describes one of these storms as follows : “ Suddenly, about midday,
there was a sotind of distant thunder, and a small cloud, ‘ no bigger th:m a man’s hand,’
was seen rising over the heights of Lubl’eb to the west. In a few monlents the cloud ap-
peared to spread, and hc~vy black masses came rolling down the bills toward the hake.
At this moment tbe breeze died away, there were a fcw minutes of perfect calm, during
which the sun shone out with intense power, and tbe surface of the lake was smooth and
even as a mirror. Tiberias, Mejdel, and other buildings stood out in sharp relief from
the gloom bebind them ; but they were soon lost sight of as the thunder-gust swept past
them, and, rapidly advancing across tbe lake, lifted the placid water into a bright sheet of
foam.” (Our Work, 185.) For the author’s experience of a similar storm, see the letter
on the Lake of Galilee in this volume. .
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Sea of Chinnereth, probably from a city of that name which sfood on

its shore.* In the New Testament it is sometimes called the Lake

of Gennesaret, from the small plain on its western shore called the

Land of Gennesaret ; sometimes the Sea of Galilee, from the country

west of it; and twice the Sea of Tiberias, from the town of Tiberias

on its western shore. This last title, found only in the latest of the

New Testament narratives, still clings to it in the Arabic form ofl?ukfi

l?aba#yeZ. Of the plain and bills, the springs and streams, the towns

and villages, which are or have been about its shores, we will speak

under the proper headings in the topographical part of this work,

#dding here only the remark, that its shores possess nothing to especially

interest the traveler apart from their historic associations. It could

not have been his taste for either the grand or the beautiful which led

Jesus to make it a place of so frequent resort.

From a pointed bay in the southeasternl- extremity of the Lake of

Galilee the Jordan makes its exit, running first a little north df west

for about a mile (compare Lynch , 172), when it makes a short curve

to the south, and fairly starts on its serpentine course toward the Dead
Sea. The entire distance from the lake to the sea is only 65 miles,

but so crooked is the channel of the river that in traversing this dis-

tance it runs 200 miles (Lynch, 265). It runs, in its countless nlean-

derings, to every point of the compass, but it makes no long bends;

and it falls during this part of its course 610 feet, the difference be-

tween 682 feet, the depression of the Lake of Galilee below the Medi-
terranean, and 1292 feet, that of the Dead Sea. $ The rate of its

descent is by no means uniform. According to Conder, this part of

the river may be divided in this respect into three sections. From the

lake to the Dam’ieh ford, 42 ~miles, it falls 460 feet,—an average of

nearly I I feet to the mile; but in a part of this section it falls ~or~

feet to the mile. The second section is one of 13 miles, with an

average fall of only 4% feet to the mile; and the third is one of 10

miles, with a f~ll of g feet to the mile. With such a fall the river

would be a torrent but for its many short bends, and for the many

places in which the descent is by a succession of rapids, alternating

with pools and level stretches in which the current is slow.

From about 8 miles south of the l~ke the Jordan runs in a valley

within a valley, the inner valley varying from a quarter of a mile to a

* Josh. xii. 3 ; xix. 35. T L’lany writers say by mistake the southwe~ter,z extremity.

$!Concter, ii. 36. Lynch made it 1312, but the more mcurate levelings of the Palestine

Exploration Society are to be preferred.

3
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mile in wi{ith, anti lying from 100 to 200 feet below the level of the

ul)per .mci wider valley. Along this narrow {Iel)ression the river winds

about from side to side like a coiling serpent, and its immediate banks

me everywhere thickly set with small trees an(i unciergrowth. From

the Lake of Galilee to the heginnit)g of this tlepression the bed and

hanks of the river are com])nsed chiefly’ of basalt, l)ut tl)roughout the

remainder of its course it flows over a be~l of sml(iy ci:~y, except at a

few points where the naked rock or beds of gravel are exi)osed. .kt

these ~)laces are fixed ti)e fords and ferries. Of tile latter .tl)erc me :It

present only two at which ferry-boats are kq)t,-the Dam’ieh ferry,

above mentioned, and one opi)osite Jericilo. Fords are much nwre

numerous. Conder obtained the names of more than forty, and

among them was one called Abiir’ah, whicil he identifies with the

Bet il-ab’arah of John i. 28. Of these we wiil si)eak more particularly

in Pmt Second.

The Jordan has only four perenni:li trii)otaries. Of these, two enter

it from the west and two from tile east. (-)f the former two, ti)e more

northern is the J(z42JJ, which has its source in tl)e v.illey of Jez’reei,

and flows thence through the twins of Beisan’ ( Bethsiwdl) ), and tl)eoce

to the Jor(lan. ‘i’he more souti)ern is tl)e Xhr-’r,z/t, whose source is on

the northern slope of Mount Eiz:d, whose current sul)i)lies the “ mucil

water” of “ Enon near to Salim, ” an(i wl)ich enters tile jorxlan a snort

distance south of tl)e D:un’ieh ferry. ‘i’he l;itler is tl)e smaller O( the

two. Of the otiler two, tile more nortilern, :[1}{1i)y I.lr tile i.irgt:st of

the four, is the Yur-’Mti4, whose mouth is :ibt)ut six miles south oi tl)e

Loke of Gaiiiec. It is nearly as l~rge as tile Jord.Ln wilere tllcy unite.

“N)c other is ll;z@ ZC’AZ (tileriver J.li)i)uk}, Ivhit’il en)[)tics intn ti)e

Jortian a haif-miie above ti)e Dmn’ich furry. Besi(ics these i)ercnni~l

streams, there are severai winter strc:m)s ot! tile west, anti a stili IJrgcr

number on the cast, which contril)ute to tile slrclling of tl)e river

(luring the winter and spring, hutwilose tilmil)islwxl waters in the dry

season arc al)sorl)c[i Ill tiw ti)irity I)l:lin<

Tile voiunw oi tv.lter WIIIUII IILIW. II) the J)r,i:~n ]n.:y I)(Yestima[,ti i,~
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were meandering through the inner valley. * When seen by President

Bartlett, in March, 1874, not far above its mouth, that writer describes

it as follows:
~~The river was very high. We were fortunate enough to see it in

the state in which it is described in Joshua, ‘ overflowing all its banks’

—that is, the whole line of its banks. The turbid stream rushed along

like a mill-race; and though it had fallen from its greatest height, the

proper banks of the stream were invisible, and indicated only by lines

of oleanders and other shrubs and trees.’ ‘j_

Doctor Robinson, though he made no measurements himself, quotes

the statements of several other writers as follows:
~~At the ford, near Beisan’, on the 12th of March, Irby and Mangles

found the breadth to be one hundred and forty feet by measure; the

stream was swift, and reached above the bellies of the horses. When

Burckbardt passed there in July, it was about three feet deep. On the

return of the former travelers twelve days later (March 25), they found

the river at a lower ford extremely rapid, and were obliged to swim their

horses. On the zgth of January in the same year, as Mr. Bankes

crossed at or near the same lower ford, the stream is described as

flowing rapidly over a bed of pebbles, but as easily fordable for the

horses.”~

The upper valley of the Jordan varies greatly in width, and is divisi-

ble, with reference to width, into six sections. The fir.rt, extending

below the lake 13 miles, is about 4% miles wide; the seco?za’, extend-

ing 12 miles farther, is 8 miles wide; the t~~r~ contracts to z or 3

nliles on the east, with a high table-land, not a valley, on the west,—it

extends 12 miles; the ~ozi?’tk, 10 miles long, is 8 miles wide, -three

on the west of the river, and five on the east; thejj?k, about the same

length, is more than 10 miies wide ; while the ~zktlz and last, extending

from a short distance above Jericho to the Dead Sea, is 8 miles long

and 14 wide, the Jordan running through the middle. If we add to

these the basin filled by the Lake of Galilee, 12~ miles long, and the

plain of Hfileb, 26~ miles long, we have, in eight sections, the entire

valley of the Jordan, and find it 104 miles in ]ength, with an average

width of about 7 miles. But the singular depression of which this

valley forms a part extends much farther toward the south. It in-

cludes the basin of the Dead Sea, 45 miles long, and also the sandy

valley running south from this to the head of the Gulf of Ak’abah, 100

miles farther. Throughout this entire distance of 250 miles, from Dan
—

+:Our Work, 225. T From Egypt to Palestine, 4s1. ~ Bib. Rcs., i. 539.
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to the Gulf of Ak’abah, there isa great rent in the earth’s crust, the

walls standing from 4 to 14 miles apart, and the sunken space between

occupied by the Jordan Valley, the Dead Sea, and the valley south of

the Dead Sea, called the Ar’abah. That portion of it which extends
from the Lake of Galilee to the Dead Sea is called by the Arabs -El-

GZZZ, fZz -De>ress&, showing that its low level has not escaped the
notice of these uneducated people. In the Bible it is called “ the

plain, ” or “ the plain of the wilderness.”*

Of the ruins to be found in the valley, its streams of water, and its

historical localities, we will speak under the proper special headings.

$ VIII.

111~ D~A~ SEA.

Although the basin occupied by the, Dead Sea is but a continuation

of the Jordan Valley, being but a deeper depression of that valley

filled with water, it is proper on account of its peculiarities that it be

considered in a separate section.

As we have stated above, its entire length is 45 miles, and its aver-

age width 10. Its eastern and western shores throughout the chief

part of its length are nearly parallel, so that its width is quite uniform.

Its surface, according to Lieutenant Lynch’s estimate, based upon a

series of levels carried from its western shore to the Mediterranean at

Joppa, is 1312 feet below the level of the sea; but, according to Lieu-

tenant Conder, it is 1292 feet. Its greatest depth, according to Lynch,

is 1308 feet, and its bottom inclines downward from the western toward

the eastern shore. It is the lowest lying body of water in the world.

Toward its southern end a low peninsula, called the Lisiu’ (the

tongue), juts out from the eastern shore, and extends to within two miles

of the western. The length of this peninsula, from its northern to its

southern cape, is about I o miles. These capes were named by Lynch,

—the former Cape Costigan and the latter Cape Molineux, in honor

of previous explorers. The water in the strait between it and the

western shore, though 642 feet deep at the northern extremity, is only

18 feet deep at the southern. The surface of the peninsula at its

northern cape is 260 feet above tbe level of the water, but at its neck

it is nearly on a level with tbe water. The neck of the pehinsula is

not more than half as far across, north and south, as its extreme west-

* 2 Sam. iv. 7; xv. 28; z Kings xxv. 4.
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ern shore. It has a good soil, and it would

supplied with water.
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be very productive if

That portion of the sea which lies south of this peninsula is almost

circular in shape, and is a mere lagoon, varying in depth from 3 to 12

feet. It was conjectured by Dr. Robinson, in 1838, that this lagoon

was once the Plain of Sodom, and that when that city and the plain

on which it stood, together with four neighboring towns, were burned,

the bitumen with which the soil was impregnated was consumed to

such a depth as to leave a depression of the surface, into which the sea

flowed and formed the lagoon. He also conjectured that by means of

simultaneous volcanic action the bed of the sea may have been slightly

upheaved, thus promoting the flow of its water over the depressed sur-

face. * But this theory, though accepted by some other writers and

travelers, is now very generally rejected” , and it is held that an actual

elevation of the bottom of this Ingoon has taken place, caused by the

deposit of earthy matter washed down from the surrounding n~oun-

tains.~

The great weight of the water of the Dead Sea, and its extreme salt-

ness, have been observed by all travelers who have visited it, from

Josephus down. The historian of the first century says of the water,
~~It bears up the heaviest things that are thrown into it; nor is it easY

for any one to make things sink therein to the bottom if he had a mind

to do SO. Accordingly, when Vespasian went to see it he commanded

that some who could not swim should have their hands tied behind

them and be thrown into the deep ; when it so happened that they all

swam, as if a wind had forced them upward. ” Dr. Robinson says,
“ Two of us bzthed in the seo; and although I could never swim

before, either in fresh or salt water, yet here I could sit, stand, lie, or

swim in the water without difficulty. ”$ Stephens swam a horse into

it, and says that as soon as his body touched the water he was afloat.

He struggled with all his force to preserve his equilibrium, but the mo-

ment he stopped moving he turned over on his side again, and almost

on his back, kicking his feet out of water and snorting with terror. $

The author’s experience was much the same. When he floated upright

in the water its surface was even with his armpits. He could lie on
his back ancl float with his head and heels both above the water. In

attemping to swim in the usual way, he found his feet constantly tend-

ing to fly out of the water, and he could make but slow progress.

Such are the saponaceous properties of the water that, after being in it

* Vol. ii, pp. 189-192. * Smith’s Dictionary, article Salt Sea, by Mr. Grove, ~ 32.
$ Vol. i. p. 506. ~ Travels in Egypt and the Holy Land, p. 210.
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L short time, one feels as if smeared with grease or soap, and it is

]sual to take a bath soon after in the Jordan in order to get rid of this

;ensation. But notwithstanding the density of the water it is as clear

M any other sea-water, and although it is exceedingly nauseating to

he taste it has no offensive odor. Its waves do not rise as high, under

1 wind, as in other seas, but they beat with greater proportionate force.

Lynch compares their beat upon the sides of his boats to the strokes

~f a hammer.
The water of the Dead Sea has been subjected to chemical analysis

~y various persons, but the analysis made for the American expedition

.mder Lieutenant Lynch is considered the most reliable, because the

water employed was taken from a considerable depth in the middle of

he sea, and was not affected by the surface-flow of fresh water from the

Jordan or other streams. The analysis is as follows :

Specific gravity at 60° .

Chloride of magnesium
4’ sodium .
., calcium .
c, potassium .

Bromide of potassium .

Sulphate of lime . .

Water . . . .

. . . .,
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .

,.. . . . . .

1.22742

145.8971

78.5537

3r.0746

6.5860

1.3741

0,7012
——

264,1867

7358133

lcOO.cGOO

Mr, Grove, in Smith’s Dictionary, furnishes a more appreciable

statement of these results, in substance as follows: Every gallon of

the water weighs 12~ pounds, and contains nearly 3ti pounds, or

more than one-fourth of its entire weight, of solid matter in solution.

In other words, the Dead Sea water weighs 2% pounds to the gallon

more than common sea-water, and it contains nearly 3 pounds more

of matter in solution. Of the 3% pounds held in solution, nearly 2

pounds are chloride of magnesium ; nearly I pound is chloride of

sodium, or common salt i and more than ~ of a pound is chloride

of calcium. The other ingredients amount to but little. Thus it

appears that while the amount of salt in this water is nearlY double
that of all the solid matter found in ordinary sea-water, there is only

about half as much salt as chloride of magnesium. It is this latter

element which gives to the water its bitter and nauseous flavor.

The water is nearly saturated with salt, for Lynch found that it

would dissolve only one-eleventh of its weight of salt, whereas common

sea-water will dissolve one-sixth. When it becomes entirely saturated
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it will begin to deposit all additional accumulations on its bed, and

will thus gradually fill up the basin whichit occupies.

The presence of so large a quantity of foreign matter in this water

is easily accounted for. It has no outlet; consequently the water

which flows into it through the Jordan and the smaller streams found

along its shores can pass away only by evaporation. During the rainy

season, when the influx of water is at its maximum and the evapora-

tion at its minimum, the former gains upon the latter, and the surface

of the sea rises; but during the summer, when the relation between

the influx and the evaporation is reversed, the surface is again de-

pressed, and thus an annual equilibrium is maintained. From this it

appears that all the surplus water which has poured into this deep basin,

from the period of its first formation till the present hour, hasevap-

orated, leaving in the sea all the solids which it held in solution.

This accounts fortlle ul~usual quantity ofsucl] matter wllicll it now con-

tains. The average quaotityof water thus evaporated is estimatedat

24,000,000 of cubic feet per dienl.* It would seem to require no

unusual amount of solid matter in such a quantity of water daily

evaporating for thousands of years to leave the result in question;

yet we must add the consideration that a large number of mineral

springs flow into the Jordan, and some into the Dead Sea itself; and

that on the southwestern shore of the sea is a mountain of rock-salt

seven miles long, from which the winter rains constantly wash a con-

siderable portion of salt into the sea. The irnmensityof the evapo-

ration necessary to the result in question is due to the intensity of

the direct heat of the sun during the long summer, which lasts in this

low chasm from March till November, and to the reflected heat from

the bare and lofty masses of rock which constitute the mountain-walls

on either side. So thickly is the atmosphere above thesea filled with

this vapor that the eye can seldom penetrate it in the summer-time

more than a few miles, and the entire surface of the water can seldon?

be seen. Lynch (April IS to May g) found it very hot. The ther-

mometer was seldom below 70° @ the morning and 85° at noon.

Freqtiently it was over 90° at the latter hour. April 26, at noon, it

was 95° ; at three P. M., 102° ; at eight P. M., 106° ; at midnight, 98° ;

and at four A. M., 82°. On May 8, at noon, it was IIOO.

On account of the large amount of noxious matter with which the

water is impregnated, none but a few of the lowest orders of animal

life are found in it, and the ordinary observer sees in it none at all.
—

* Professor Marchand, q,loted by Grove in Smith’s Dictionary.
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Fish, which are washed in from the Jordan, soon perish, and their

[lead bodies are found by nearly all travelers washed ashore near the

mouth of the river. It was once believed by travelers and by the
natives that no bird could survive a flight over the water, and that to

breathe the air upon its surface would be destructive to human life; but

the observations of all recent travelers have disproved the former of
these opinions, and the latter was effectually refuted by the fact that

Lieutenant Lynch and his party of ten sailors’ spent twenty-two days

on its waters and its shores in April, 1848, with no other injury than

that resulting from privation and from exposure to the intense heat.

The mountains on the west vary in height from zooo to 3000 feet

above the water, and they rise less precipitously than those on the east.

The latter are from 500 to 1000 feet higher. Ou both sides there is a

narrow beach in most places, but on neither is it sufficient to allow a
continuous passage between the bills and the water. No traveler has

succeeded in passing entirely along the eastern coast, and along the

western a part of the passage lies high Up the bluff on an elevated shelf.

The scenery along both shores is imposing on account of the solemn

grandeur of the mountains and their sombre hues. In a few places, as

at Air-r Jid’y (En’gedi) on the west, and at the mouth of Wady

Mo’jib (the river Arnon), on the east, the perpendicular walls of rock

MOUTH OF THE ARNON.

are full of grandeur. The latter spot is thus described by Lynch :
~~The stream, now 82 feet wide and 4 feet deep! runs throwb a
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chasm 97 feet wide, formed by ’high, petpendicuiar cliffs of red, brown,
and yellow sandstone on the southern side, and orI the north a soft,
rich red, all worn by the winter rains into the most fantastic forma,
not unlike Egypt ian architecture, It wm difficult to reaiize that some
were not the work of art. The chasm runs up in a direct line for 150
yards, and then turns with a SIOWand graceful curve to the south-
east.”* On all sides, wherever there is fresh water them is luxnriarrt
vegetation; but this occurs on 1y where streams make their way into the
sea, On the southeastern shore there is sufficient moisture to produce
a very rank growth over a considerable space; elsewhere the strips of
verdure are narrow and insignificant. There are two oases on the
western shore, one called Ain Fe5kah, but a fmv milts fro’m tire
northern end, and the other called Ain Jid’y, the ancient En’gedi, or

SOUTHERN END OF THE DEAD SEA FROM EN fGED1.

@kg o/ th W. The latter is one of the most interesting spots about
the Dead Sea. It is imperfectly represented, together with the southern
portion of the sea, in the above cut.

* Nnrr.itive, pp.367, 568.
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The name ‘‘ Dead Sea” is post-biblical, and the earliest writer

known to have used it is Pausan’ias, who wrote in the latter half of

the second century of our era. It doubtless originated partly from

the exaggerated stories told in regard to the sluggishness of its waters

and the dead] y nature of its atmosphere, and p~rtly from its supposed

intimate connection with the fate of Sodom and Gomorrah. The tra-

dition of its connection with this great catastrophe is traceable also in

the name Bahr Lftt (Sea of Lot), by which it is known among the

Arabs. The earliest suggestion of such a connection that has come

down to us, and the only one within the period of Bible history, is

found in the apocryphal book of Esdras, where it is called the

“ Sodomitish sea.”* It is also called the “ Sea of Sodom” in the

Talmud. But its usual name in the Bible is “ the salt sea, ” though

it is sometimes called “ the sea of the plain. ”-f The’name “ salt sea”

was derived undoubtedly from its extreme saltness, and the name “ sea

of the plain” from its position at the southern extremity of the broad

plain of the Jordan. The name ‘‘ Dead Sea” has completely super-

seded all others in the language of modern literature, and will prob-

ably continue to hold its pre-eminence, notwithstanding the super-

stition in which it partly originated.

BEYOND THE JORDAN.

The country lying east of the Jordan is the last district to be included

in our general description of Palestine. So much of it as belongs to

the Jordan Valley has already been described in Section VI I., and we

now speak only of that which lies east of that valley. It is everywhere

an elevated region, and its mountains are much more uniform in eleva-

tion than the hills west of the Jordan. ‘l’he mountain-wall by which

it breaks down into the Jordan Valley has a descent into that valley of

from 3000 to 4000 feet, and an elevation above the sea-level of from

2000 to 3000 -feet. The” top of this wall, except where it rises into

ridges or rounded knobs above its usual height, marks the general ele-

vation of the country lying east of it; but after extending eastward

about twenty miles, this elevated district is terminated by the still more

elevated plateau of the great Arabian desert. Its southern boundary

is the river Arnon, which flows from the vicinity of the desert westward

* 2 Esdras v. 7.
T Gen. xiv. 3; Numb. xxxiv. 3, 12; Deut. iii. 17; Josh. iii. 16; xii. 3; xv. 2, 5; et al.
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into the Dead Sea, through a chasm which it has cut for itself, and

which is in some places 2000 feet deep. Its northern boundary is

marked by the hills of the southern foot of Mount Hermon. This

district isnaturally clivided into two by the river Yar’mfik, which runs

chiefly on the parallel of the southern end of the Lake of Galilee. A1l

south of this river is an undulating table-land, except where it is broken

by a few rocky knolls and ravines. The name Gilead (hard, rocky

region), by which it was known in the Old Testament period, suggests

its general character. Its southern and northern extremities are now

destitute of trees; but they have a rich soil, and they furnish fine
grazing, besides abounding in fields of grain. It is only of late years

that the Bed’awin inhabitants have become habituated to the cultivation

of the soil; but they now cultivate many fields of grain which compare

favorably with those found in the plains west of the Jordan. The

central portion, especially that part irnmediatel y north of the river

Jabbok, and in the vicinity of the western boundary, contains many

groves of low-growing timber. The slopes and tops of the mountains

are in many places covered with a thick growth of oaks and other forest-

trees, among which the honeysuckle and other flowering vines are seen,

while the open glades are decked with flowers in great abundance and

variety. The river Jabbok (Wady Zerka) rises on the eastern side of

this district, a half-mile above the ruins of Anln15n’ (the ancient Rab-

bath Ammon), and after flowing northward for some miles, turns to

the west and cuts its way through to the Jordan Valley. It divides the

district into two unequal parts, the greater part toward the south, and

it is the only river of any importance in this region, except the two

already mentioned. It is a perennial stream of considerable size, and

abounds in fish even as high up as the ruins of An~nl~n’. This district

is thickly dotted with the ruins of ancient towns and cities, many of

which are extensive and magnificent, showing that it was once inlmbited

by a numerous population possessed of wealth and intelligence. At

present it contains no town of importance, except Es Salt (the

ancient Rarnoth-gilead), which is said to have a population of I z,000.

The rernaitider of the population , except that of a few small villages

in the hills north of the Jabbok, consists of Bed’awin Ar’abs of the

Ad’w5m tribe. Their present chiefs, Gobl~n’ and Felliihr, have acquired

a world-wide notoriety by escorting nearly all the travelers ancl ex-

plorers who ilave visited their territory within the last thirty years, A

Turkish garrison is kept at Es Salt for the purpose of holding in subjec-

tion the Bed’awin tribes, which were formerly very lawless. The district

is called by the Ar’aLrs the 13elki?i’,and they boast greatly of its fertility.
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The district north of the Yar-’mdkwas anciently called Ba’shan (soft
and level soil), and is, ss this name indicates, a comparatively flat and
very fertile region. It extends from the northern limit of Gi}ead to
Mount Hermon. * ‘ When this district was first conquered by Moses,
it included within its limits Argob, the kingdom of Og, who is called
“ King of Ba’shan. ” It is probable that Argob was the territory of his
tribe, and that he held the remainder of 13a’shanas conquered territory.
It then contained sixty cities, 4(fenced with high walls, gates, and ban]

besides unwalled towns a great many.’‘t In the days of Solomon it is
again spoken of as containing the same number of cities, defended in
the same way. $ It was celebrated for its tine groves of oak, and the
oaks of Ba’shan are placed beside the cedars of Lebanon in the majestic
imagery, of the prophets.$ David gives prominence also, to the bulls
of Ba’ahan, saying,—

“ Many bulls have compassed me;

Strong butls of Bashan have beset me round.”1

In the New Testament period, as we see by the writings of Josephus,
Ba’shan was’ divided into four districts. The most western, that bor-
&rirtg on the Lake of Galilee and the upper Jordan Valley, was called
Gatdoni’tis, and it is yet’known under the same name in the corrupted
Arabic form of Jauliin’. It lies nearly 3000 feet above the surface of
thsLake of Galilee, and although it is now IJut little cultivated, it has
exuberant rioil. It is said that no less than 127 ruined villages are
sea&tered over its surface.

Immediately east of the northern portion of Gauloni’tis was the
district called Trachoni’tis, now called the Lejiih’. It is about 22
miles long from north to south, of a regular, almost oval shape, and
14 miles wide in the widest part. Its surface is covered with basaltic
rock, black and hard, which appears, according to Mr. Porter, the
best authority on this region, ‘‘ to have issued from the innumerable
pores in the earth in a liquid state, and to have flowed out on every
si&. ” He thinks that before cooling “ its surface was violently agi-
tsted, and that it was afterwards shattered and rent by internal con-

vulaions. ”~ Notwithstanding this, the region, he says, is thickly
tidd with deserted cities and villages, in all of which the houses
are sbklly built and of remote antiquity.** This is the region called
Argob in the Old Teatament,-the term meaning t-h st.my,-and

● Deut. iii. S, Ia, 13. t Deut. iii. 3-5.

$ r Kings iv. 13. ~ See Isaiah ii. 13; Ezek. xxvii. 6; Zec. xi. a.

I ~ xxii. la ~ Porter’s Daosaaeus, ii. a+. ~ lb. a38.
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Trachoni’tis is its Greek equivalent. It was inhabited during the

period of the Roman dominion in Palestine by a people who lived ~

chiefly by pillaging the surrounding districts, and who were full of

rebellion towards the government. * Such has been its history ever

since.

South of Trachoni’tis and east of the southern portion of Gauloni’tis

is the district called Au’ranitis by the Greeks and Haur5m’, a corrup-

tion of the Greek name, by the Arabs. The term Hauriin’ is also used

by Ezekiel in a geographical passage which leaves us in doubt whether

he applies it to this district or some other. ~ Its surface is flat and its

soil very rich. It contains more than one hundred towns ancl villages,

most of which are deserted but not in ruins. Many of the buildings

are remarkably strong, the walls being of great thickness and the roofs

and doors being of stone.

Batane’a is a small, mountainous region east of the Lejah’ and the

Haur5m’, and its name is derived from the name Ba’shan. It abounds

with forests of oak, possesses a rich soil, and is studded with towns of

great antiquity, deserted, but in a remarkable state of preservation.

See, on these districts, Smith’s Dictionary, articles Ba’shan, Argob,

Trachoni’tis, Haur&n’; and Porter’s ‘‘ Damascus. ”

CHAPTER II.

TFIE CLIMATE, SOIL, AND PRODUCTIONS.

$ I.

CLIMATE.

THE climate of Palestine is dependent in part, of course, on its lati-

tude, but chiefly on its local surroundings. It lies between the paral-

lels 31° 16’ and 33° 16’, which is the latitude of the Barbary States of

Northern Africa, and of the southern parts of Georgia, Alabama, and

Mississippi, in the’ United States. The line of latitude running

through Jerusalem passes close to Savannah, Georgia, and a little

south of Montgomery, Al~bama, and of Jackson, Mississippi. Its

temperature does not vary much from that of these localities, but its

peculiar situation causes its climate in other respects to be quite differ-

* Josephus, War, i. ZO, ~ 4; Ant., xvi. 9, ~ I. T Ezek. xlvii. 16, 18.
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ent. Bounded on the south and the east by a vast desert, whose thirsty

atmosphere absorbs all the moisture coming from distant seas, it can

receive no rain from those directions. The same atmosphere spreads

over Palestine itself, absorbing in summer all the vapor from the Medi-

terranean, so that the country receives no rain at all during thewarmer

season of the year. Only in thewinter-tirne ;when the temperatureof

the air is reduced and its capacity for absorption lessened, is the

moisture from the Mediterranean condensed into rain. During seven
months of the year there is rarely a drop of rain, and never enough to

lay the dust. All vegetation, except trees and the vine, becomes dry

and dead. This long and dry summer, during which the sun seldom

fails to shine from its rising to its setting, necessarily imparts to the

atmosphere a high temperature ; and when the east or the south wind

blows from over the deserts the heat is intense and oppressive. These

winds are very debilitating, and they have a parching effect on the skin

of the face and the hands. Fortunately tbeyblow butseldorn. The

prevalent wind in thesummer-time is from the Mediterranean. It rises

almost invariably between eight and nine A.M. and continues without

intermission nntil about four p.M. The traveler, riding under the shelter

of his umbrella, which protects his head and chest frornthe direct rays

of the sun, is fanned by this breeze and suffers no serious discomfort

even in the miclst of summer. He usually suffers most during the hour

just previous to the rise of the wind in the morning, for then the

atmosphere is sultry, and the direct rays of the sun are almost as hot as

at noon. The nights are usually quite pleasant, growing cool toward

morning.

The remainder of the year, from November I to .4pri11, is the

winter, or, more properly speaking, the rainy season ; for the year is

divided into buttwoseasons, adrysummer ofseven monthsanda wet

winter of five months. It is seldom cold enough to form ice on the

uplands, and never on the lowlands. Snow is not often seen, and

when it falls it usually melts rapidly away. , At intervals of many years

it falls on the highlands to the depth of a foot or more, and in the

winter of 1854–55 it ‘remained on the ground about two weeks. A

remarkable fall of snow is referred to in 2 Sam. xxiii. 20, which

shows that in this respect the climate has undergone no remarkable

change during the lapse of ages. The cold is seldom severe enough to

injure vegetation.

“No long-continued thermometrical observations in Palestine have

been reported to the public, except those of Dr. J. T. Barclay, while

a resident missionary in Jerusalem, from January r, 1851, to January
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31, 1855. The mean temperature of the different months of the year

during that period is presented in the following table:*

January, 49.4°. April, 61.4°. July, 79.1°. October, 74.2°.
February, 5+4°. May, 73.8°. A1lgust, 79.3°. November, 63.8°.
March, 55.7°. June, 75.”2°. September, 77°. December, 54,5°.

From these figures it appears that January is the coldest month and

.August the hottest; but the difference between December, January,

February, and March is very slight; and between June, July, August,

September, and October it is equally slight. The greatest changes

between consecutive months are those between March and April, when

the rain is passing away, and between October and November, when

the r~in is returning. The lowest temperature recorded by Dr. Bar-

clay was 28°, and the greatest heat 92°. As these observations were

confined to Jerusalem, they cannot, of course, be taken as correct for

any other than the highlands of Judah.

Dr. Vartan, Superintendent of the Medical Mission at Nazareth, has

very kindly furnished the author with the results of his observations

in that city rlrrring the last eight years. Astheyhave never been pub-

lished, and as they constitute a very valuable contribution to the-

meteorology of the country, we insert them in fttll in the appendix.

In the Maritime Plain and the Jordan Valley the temperature in

both summer and winter is higher; but we haveno continuous obser-

vations taken in either of these localities.

The author took observations of the temperature morning, noon,

and night during his eighty-six days of travel in the country, from

April 13to July 7, 1879; and although they were taken at different

places, and consequently cannot represent theternperature at anyone

locality, they represent it asit is likely to be experienced bythetrav-

eler at that season of the year. The highest temperature that he

experienced, in the morning about six o’clock, wqs 83°. Only eight

times did he find it above 800,— four times in June and four times in

the first seven days of uly. The average temperature at this time of
J

day during the three months was 67°, and the lowest 42°. This last
fig~lre was reached on the morning of May 16, at Hebron, after a cold

northwest wind had blown with considerable force all the previous day.

The average temperature at noon was 85°. It was as low as 68° only

once (May 17), and it was above 90° only twelve times. The highest,

without a hot wind, was 97°, which was experienced in two places,—

in the deep gorge of the hot springs of Callirrh6e, and in the plain of.-

~fCity of the Great King, 428.
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Jez’reel, afew mileswest of Beisan’. The hottest wind which we ex-

perienced was on the 5th of June, at the southern extremity of the

Lake of Galilee, where the thermometer rose to 100”, and remained

so for about one hour. This was about three P.nf. The average @m-
perature at this hour, distributed according to the months, was asfol-

10WS; In April, 82°; in May, 81°; and in June, 87°. May was

unusually cool, having a lower range tham the latter half of April

The highest temperature at sunset was 89°, the lowest 54°, and the

average 75°. The greatest range of the temperature in any one day

was on the 3oth of April, when the mercury ascended from 56° in the

morning to gIO at noon, a difference of 35°. On several other days

the range within the same numberof hours was about 30°, usually the

result of a hot wind.

Although the rainfall of the year is almost entirely confined totbe

five months from November I to April I, the amount of rain which

falls is equal to that of some countriesin which it is more evenly dis-

tributed. Thus the average during the years of Dr. Barclay ’sobserva-

tions at Jerusalem was 56.5 inches, while the average in London is 25

inches, and in the United States 45 inches. The greatest seen by Dr.

Barclay was 82 inches, and the least 44 inches. According to the ob-

servations of Dr. Vartan (see Appendix), there were three seasons, oc-

curring at somewhat regular intervals, in which the rainfall averaged at

Nazareth only 15 inches, while in the other five years it averaged 28

inches. The average of the eight years was 23.63 inches. Lieutenant

Conder estimates the average for all Palestine at from 20 to 30 inches.

It is obvious from these figures that longer-continued, if not more ac-

curate, observations must be made in several clifferent districts of the

country before we can feel sure that we have the true estimates. In the

mean time results already obtained show that the amount of rain which

falls in the country is amply sufficient, if properly husbanded, to answer

all the necessities of the population. In all those portions of the hill

country which are not supplied with springs there are numerous ancient

cisterns cut in the natural rock for ~he purpose of collecting the sur-

face drainage; amd where the springs are feeble it is quite common to

find large tanks or pools, well walled and plastered, for the purpose

of securing during the winter an accumulation of the surplus water

for use in the dry season. The most of these cisterns and pools are

now unused ; many of them are partially filled with earth, and some

of the larger pools are sowed in grain, which grows Iuxurian tl y from

the deposit of rich loam with which they are filled. It is well re-

marked by Conder that, “ were the old cisterns cleaned and mended,
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and the beautiful tanks and aqueducts repaired, the ordinary fall of

rain would be quite sufficient for the wants of the inhabitants and for

irrigation.”*

$11,

SOIL OF THE VAR1OUS SECTIONS<

We may say in general concerning the soil of the plains and valleys

of Palestine, including the Maritime Plain, the Plain of Esdra’elon, the

Valley of the Jordan, the elevated plateau beyond the Jordan, and the

small valleys everywhere found between the hills and along the water-

courses of the highlands, that it is exceedingly productive and admirably

adapted to all the products which are suited to the climate. It needs

nothing but skillfully applied labor and the proper drainage of some

marshy pl~ces to bring it into full and successful cultivation. We have

already spoken sufficiently of the fertility of most of the above-named

places in the descriptions of them contained in Chapter First, and

we need not here repeat what is there said.

The hill country described in Chapter First, Section IV., is, with the

exception of its small,, rich valleys, a comparatively unproductive re-

gion, and the district along the western shore of the Dead Sea, as we

have formerly stated, is utterly desolate. But, with the exception of

this last-mentioned district, wherever the hills colitain even a handful

of soil it breaks forth with a rank vegetation in the spring. The soil

is formed of disintegrated limestone intermingled with vegetable mould.

Where the hill-sides are steepest the soil has all been washed away,

leaving nothing but masses of naked rock; and in places not so steep,

-as among the hills about Bethel, rough masses of naked rock sometimes

occupy the chief part of the surface, with only small patches of soil

between them. But in general the hill-sides are covered by a thin soil

which, if properly protected by terrace-walls, would yield abundantly.

‘Mat such terrace-walls once existed, making fertile the now barren

sides of multitudes of bills, is everywhere attested by the traces of them

which are still visible; and that these mountain-sides were remarkably
productive when thl)s cultivated is attested by the fact that around

some of the villages on the northern slope of Mount Herrnon, and some

in the Lebanon Mountains, hill-sides thus terraced are now productive

to their very summits. Walls from three to six feet high, according to

the slope of the hill-side, are built up of stones gathered on the spot,

~.Tent Work, ii. 320.

4
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with a strip of soil above them from: six to ten feet wide. Vines are

set along the edge of the terrace and trained along the top of the wall,
while their young shoots, laden with fruit, hang down the outer face
of the wall. Fig-trees, garden vegetables, and sometimes grain occupy
the remainder of the terrace; and thus a hill whose natural rock would
soon be swept clean of soil if left to the action of nature, is turned into
a smiling and fruitful field, more beautiful by far than those of the
level plain.

During the rainy season the soil everywhere puts forth a luxuriant
vegetation, the rankest of weeds and grasses growing where there is no
cultivation ; and during the summer this growth is intensified by the
tropical heat of the sun where there is suficient moisture. Where
irrigation is practicable and skillfully applied the extreme richness of
the soil is everywhere attested by the abundant results. It is safe to
say, in conclusion, that few countries in the world of the same extent
have uniformly a soil so replete with the elements of productiveness,
or so certain to adequately remunerate the toil and expense of the
skillful husbandman.

PRODUCTS OF THE SOIL.

In considering the products of the soil we will consider first those
that are natural, and second, those that are artificial. Among the

former are first to be mentioned the native forests.
By far the most common forest-tree in Palestine is the oak. In

most instances it is now found in the form of a sturdy bush of com-
paratively recent growth, from eight to twelve feet high, with thickly
set branches starting from a low, knotty trunk. Groves of this scrubby
growth are found on the slopes of many hills to the south of Mount
Carmel, and that mountain itself is almost covered with them from end
to end. They are also found in many places in Galilee, and they cover

an extensive area of the mountains east of the Jordan, from the Lake of
Galilee to the mouth of the Jabbok, Some are found also between
Bethlehem and Hebron, and the fuel which they furnish is there used
for burning lime, which is taken into Bdthlehem’ and Jerusalem as an
article of trade. There are also a few groves of oaks of a larger growth,

the most extensive of which lies at the northern foot of Mount Tabor,
while the entire northern slope of the mountain is covered with the
smaller growth. Several square miles at the base of this mountain are
covered with a grove of trees whose trunks are from eighteen inches
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to three feet in diameter, and,whose branches spread over an area
from twenty to forty feet in diameter. The branches areverythkk,
casting a dense shade; M their trunks are too short to tiord timlwr
of much value except for firewood. Isolated oxks of a similar size and
form are found scattered throughout the entire country, except in the
Jordan Valley and the wildern~ of Judah. Some of these are msg.
n ificent trees ; and the tombs of ~ohatnmedan sheikhs and prophets
are often found nestled beneath their branches,

SYRIAN OAK.

Abraham’s Oak, so called, near Hebron, is one of the most venerable
and one of the largest in the country, Its trunk is about thirty-two
feet in diameter, and at a height of nine feet it divides into four huge
branches, which reach out almost horizontally to an immense distance.
Two of these great branches, the two at the right, ,are now so nearly
ready to fall that they are supported by props, The trunk has ako

begun to decay about the roots, and for the purpose of prolonging its
life a bank of fresh earth four or five feet deep has recently been
thrown up about it, and supported by a well-built stone wall. It is
now owned, together with some acres of grotmd around it, by the
Russian government; hence these efforts to preserve it. It has been
venerated as d]e oak under which Abraham entertained the angels, since
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the sixteenth century, but of course it is not old enough for this.

‘rile author saw another oak of magnificent proportions on Jebel Osha,

I)eyond the Jordan, by the tolmhof the prophet Hoses. Its branches

ABRAHAM’S OAK.

spread out evenlyon every side, casting a dense shade, and covering an

area sixty-six feet in diameter. Its trunk isthirteen feet ten inches in

circumference. It would attract attention asashade-tree in thef inest

oak-groves of the United States. These fine trees are but feeble relics

of the primitive forests of the country, which at a very early period

were cut away in order to bring all the soil into cultivation.

Next totheoak, the travelerin Palestinemeets most frequently with

the carob-tree. It is not found in clump; or groves, but appearsns an

isolated shade-tree, andas such it is the best in the country. Its foliage

has a bright hue pleasing to the eye, and it is very dense. It bearsa

green, fleshy pod, in shape like that of the pole-bean, from four to six

inches long and one inch broad. It was on tl]lse pods—incorrectly

rendered “husks”*- that the prodigal son is represented as feeding

the swine. It was his business to climb the tree and shake them down.

The following cut very correctly represents both thetreeanditspods.

*Lul:e xv. 16.
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CAROB-’TKEE AiiD PODS.

The tree sometimes called ‘‘ Sycamine ‘‘ in the Scriptures, and some-

times “ Sycamore, ‘‘ is next in frequency of appearance. It is really a

species of wild fig, and quite peculiar as a fruit-tree, in that its fruit

grows not at the ends of twigs, but on short stems which put out from

the bark of the larger branches. Each stem bears several figs, and

they put out in bunches, sometimes encircling the limbs. The figs are

small and not very palatable. The trees bear several crops in the year,

sometimes, it is said, as many as seven. * It is to this tree that the

prophet Amos refers when he says, “ I was no prophet, neither was I a

prophet’s son ; but I was a herdman and a gatherer of sycamore fruit ;

and the Lord took me as I followed the flock, and the Lord said to me,

Go prophesy unto my people Israel.”~ \

Along the perennial water-courses in the northern part of the coun-

try, the aspen and the white poplar, the latter growing tall and straight

like the Lombardy poplar, constitute a striking feature in the land-

* Thomson, Land and Book, i. 24. t Amos vii. zq, 15.
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scape. Requiring for their support a constant supply of moisture they

are found only on the immediate banksof the streams, and they mark

the courses of the streams on which they grow by a tall, narrow strip

of verdure waving in the wind. The trunks of these trees, cut while

they are yet small, are used as rafters for the roofs of houses, and the

small limbs which are cut from them are used for fuel. They have a

very rapid growth and they are of great value.

Some walnut-trees are found, especially in the northern part of

Galilee anrfin Barshan, of the variety known in America as the English

walnut. They are beautiful in form and color, and their fruit in the

~reen state is not unlike that of the black walnut. Tbe scattering

trees of this variety in Palestine seem to be but the outskirtsof the ~

extensive groves of them in the Lebanon Mountains, and along the

water-courses of the Hermon range.

Oneof the most common bushes met bythet ravelerin the rich soil

of the plains, such as the Valley of the Jordan, the land of Gennesaret,
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and similar localities, is a thorn-bush, called by the Arabs the A?tihk,

also called the Dom-tree. Sometimes it grows to the proportions of

a tree, with a trunk from one to two feet in diameter. It is chiefly

distinguished by the multiplicity and the excessive sharpness of its

thorns. They are set thick along all the limbs and twigs, being on

the latter only about an inch long. It is difficult to touch a limb of

the bush without being wounded, and horses are so much afraid of it

that it is almost impossible to make them walk up close to it. It bears

a round yellow fruit about three-fourths of an inch in diameter, with

a large woody stone. The fruit ripens in April and May, has a pleas-

ant subacid taste, and is very refreshing to the thirsty traveler. It is

gathered by the natives and sold in the markets of the principal tqwns.

From the twigs of the bush are woven crowns like that which was

pkrced on the Saviour’s brow, and they are sold to travelers in Jeru-

salem.

The only flowering bush worthy of special notice is the pin,k olean-

der. This is so beautiful and so conspicuous that the traveler who

passes through the country when it is in bloom cannot fail to notice

it. It is found only along the banks of perennial streams, but on

nearly all of these it grows in a thick jungle. It attains a height of

from ten to twenty feet, but it differs not in other respects from the

oleanders grown in tubs in the United States. Sometimes an un-

broken jungle of them is seen for several miles together along the

courses of small streams, and when they are in full bloom, during

May and June, they present a most pleasing appearance.

Many other native trees and shrubs grow wild in the country, but

those above mentioned are the most conspicuous. Of the others we

will not speak in particular.

Of fruit-bearing trees, by far the most important and the most ex-

tensively cultivated is the olive. Olive-groves are seen in the vicinity

of nearly all towns and villages, and sometimes they extend over many

square miles. They are particularly abundant and well cared for about

Hebron and in the Plain of Sha’ron. They grow well in all localities,

from the low plain to the summits of the highest hills. They are by

uo means a handsome tree. The leaf is small and of an ashy green,

its limbs are scattering, and its dark trunk is almost universally knotty

and gnarled, and full of cavities. It grows about the sizeof an app[e-

tree, as to its head, but its trunk is often from t@ee to four feet thick,

and some very old trees attain a thickness of seven feet. They live to

a great age and continue to bear; but the number of limbs and the

amount of foliage diminish as extreme age comes on, and so does the
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gnarled and decayed condition of the trunk. The wood is of a beau-

tiful dark color, and admits of a polish equal to that of rosewood. It

is used for the manufacture of many small articles, such as canes,

paper-weights, rulers, paper-folders, toilet-boxes, etc., but it furnishes
no sound plank or pieces of timber of any considerable size, and it is

a
OLIVE-BRANCH AND BERRY.

household comfort in Palestine, being used

quite brittle. The value

of the tree lies in its fruit.

This is an oblong berry,

having while growing

much the appearance of a

young peach. When it

ripens in the fall it is

shaken from the trees,

ground in a species of

mill, and then pressed in

order to force from it its

oil.

Large trees in a good

season yield from ten to

fifteen gallons of oil; and

an acre of them at this

rate will yield an annual

crop which, according to

Mr. Thomson’s estimate,

is worth a hundred dol-

lars. * The oil is an

indispensable article of

in lamps, in the manu-

facture of soap, and in cooking. There is scarcely a limit to the quan-

tity of it that might be produced in Palestine, seeing that the olive

flourishes in every part of the country, and grows through the long

dry summers without interruption. Even in the present disordered

state of the country the exportation from all Syria in 187 I was esti-

mated at 1800 tons, which was only one-fourth of the entire production

of the season, one other fourth being used for domestic purposes and

one-half being made into soap. ~

The oil is expressed by the rudest of machinery. The mill in which

the berries are mashed consists of a circular rock with a flat surface,

some seven or eight feet in diameter, with a depression two or three
~’

* Land and Book, i. 74, t Ib.
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inches deep , and from eighteen inches to two feet wide, running

wound it near its circumference. In this depression the berries are
placed. Another circular rock, smaller than this, and in shape like a

millstone, is rolled around on the berries by means of a beam, which

passes through a hole in its centre, with one end working on a pivot set

in the centre of the ku-ge rock, while to the other and outer end of the

beam is hitched a mule or a donkey. This grinding is now done in

dark rooms, on the ground floor of houses, or in a kind of half-cellar, to

keep the oil from the heat of the sun; but in for[ner times it was done
in the open air, as appears from the many old mills which are seen un-

used in the open country. The pulpy mass into which the berries are
thus mashed is taken to a rudely-constructed lever-press, and +nder

strong pressure the oil is forced from it. Better machinery would

doubtless extract the oil more thoroughly and far more expeditiously.

The olive is a tree of slow growth. It ordinarily bears no berries

until it is seven years old, nor does it bear heavily until it is ten, and

sometimes fifteen ; yet it lives to an extreme old age, probably 500

years, and as long as it has any foliage it bears some fruit. The same

tree bears only every other year.

The olive-brancb has been the symbol of peace from time immemo-

rial, perhaps from the very time of that circumstance which seems to

have given it this significance,-the return of Noah’s dove to the ark

with an olive-leaf in her mouth. The allusions in the Scriptures to

the olive-tree are quite numerous, from the time of the flood to that

of the apostles; and it is worthy of note that the mention of it in

connection with the dove’s return to the ark is the first me~ltion of

any species of tree by name in the Word of God. Its relative value

in Palestine is indicated in Jotham’s fable, in which it is represented

as the first choice for king of the trees. *

Next in importance to the olive among the fruit-bearing trees of

Palestine is the fig. Like its constant companion, the olive, it needs

no more moisture through the summer season than the dry climate of

the country affords; and hence it is at home in that climate. True,

it grows with great luxuriance where its roots are constantly supplied

with water, but its fruit in such localities, though very abundant, is

not sweet. The fruit usually begins to ripen in June, a second crop

is gathered in August, and a third when the leaves fall early in autumn.

The ground of the fig orchards is usually kept pulverized and free from

weeds and stones through the summer by frequent ploughing. Some

* Judges iX. 7’-15.
i
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of the neatest work of the Ar’ab farmers is seen in the well-kept soil

of the fig orchards.* Its leaves being large andof a bright yellowish-

greeu, and its top symmetrically formed, it is a handsome tree, and
furnishes, when of good size, a luxuriant shade. It is this which gave

rise to the expression concerning the peaceful and prosperous reign of

Solomon : that every man sat under ‘‘ his own vine and fig-tree.’ ‘j-

In many of the villages dried figs are sold, but they are so poorly

handled and have such a flavor from the smoke of the houses that they

are not very palatable,

The figs now grown in Palestine, unlike those in some other climes,

are formed after the leaves come out ; but Thomson remarks that

‘‘ The fig often comes with or even before the leaves, especially on

the early kinds. ” It was on this account that Jesus, when he saw a

fig-tree at the foot of the Mount of Olives full of leaves, went to it

expecting to find fruit on it, though it was not yet fig-time. $ Thomson

says that he has gathered figs of an early variety in the mountains of

Lebanon, 150 miles north of Jerusalem, in May; from which he argues

that they might possibly have ripened at the foot of the Mount of

Olives by the time of the Passover. $ It is one of the signs ,of in-

creasing enterprise in Palestine at the present time that the area planted

in figs is increasing. The author observed many young orchards that

had just been set , and others not quite old enough to commence

bearing.

The vine was successfully cultivated in Palestine by the original in-

habitants before Israel came out of Egypt. This we learn from the

account of the cluster of grapes brought away by the twelve spies of

Moses, and borne on a staff between two. 1] It continued to be care-

fully cultivated throughout the entire period of Jewish occupation, and

at the present day it is cultivated in every part of the country. The

vines are trained in various ways,—sometimes supported by stakes, as

about Hebron and Bethlehem; sometimes planted at the edge of ter-

race-walls and trained along their tops, as on the slopes of Mount

Hermon ; and sometimes allowed to spread out flat on the ground, as

is most usual east of the Jordan, especially about Es Salt, where there

are very extensive vineyards. In the last instance the vine-dressers

go among the vines when the grapes are about half-grown, and prop

* Comp. Luke xiii. 6-9.

T 1 Kings iv. 2<; Micah iv. 4; Zech. iii. ro. The author met with the singular belief

in Asia Minor that to sleep under a fig-tree, even for an hour, would be followed by a
spell of fever.

~ Mark xi. 13. ~ Land and Book, i. 538. ]] Numb. xiii. 23.
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up the branches with sticks just high enough to keep the fruit from

touching the ground. *

The finest and most extensive vineyards in Palestine are still found,

as they were in the days of the spies, in the vicinity of Hebron,

especially to the north and northwest of that town. There the author

saw clusters of grapes, when the fruit was just forming, that were a

foot in length. They would probably be twenty inches or more in

length when the fruit matured. Such bunches could not well be car-

ried to any considerable distance without bruising the fruit, unless

carried, as by the spies, “ on a staff between two. ” But the cluster car-

ried by the spies was probably much larger than any found there now.

Mr. Houghton, in Smith’s Bible Dictionary, quotes an authentic

account of a cluster of grapes that weighed nineteen pounds’(article

Vine) ; and .kiam Clarke, in his commentary on Numb. xiii. 23, says

that he himself once cut a cluster that weighed nearly twenty pounds.

Ali travelers who have seen the finest grapes of Palestine represent

some of the clusters as surprisingly large, but we have no exact figures

in regard to their weight. The nearest approach to” exactness is the

statement of the German traveler, Schulz, who is quoted as saying that

he saw clusters on a vine near Ac’cho (A’cre) that weighed ten or twelve

pounds.+

The chief part of the vintage was anciently manufactured into

wine, and the ancient wine-presses are still seen in all of the rocky

portions of the country. They consist of two vats dug in the surface

of the natural rock, one large and shallow, in which the grapes were

trodden by the naked feet of men, and the other deeper, narrower,

and lower down the slope, into which the juice was drawn from the

crushed berri;s above. The upper and larger vat is usually from six to

eight feet square, and from fifteen to eighteen inches deep; while

the lower is about half as large but twice as deep. These presses are

often seen in regions such as the Belkii’ beyond the Jordan, where no

grapes are now grown, showing that grape culture in the earlier period

was more nearly universal than it is now. Their peculiar structure

illustrates the Scripture expression about u’i~@rg a wine-press. ~ An-

other expression in the same passage finds a striking illustration in the

vineyards about Bethlehem and Hebron. It is the statement that after

the householder had planted his vineyard and dug his wine-press he

—

* The author saw many persons treating their vineyards in this way along the slopes

of Lebanon. )
~ Smith’s Bible Dictionary, article Vine. j Matt. xxi. 33. ‘
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hilt a tower. The tower was a small circular strllcture of stone for

the accommodation of the watchman, who guarded the vineyard

against thieves and the depredations of live stock when the grapes

were ripening. M~ny of these are now seen in the vineyards above

mentioned, and they have an ancient appcarrmce. They are eight or

ten feet in diameter, aud ten or twelve feet in height.

As it is contrm-y to tile religion of tlm Mohamn)e(ians 10 llse wine

or to manufacture it, tl)~~re 1)1s hecn little wine ])rwluced in }’Jl&.t;lle

since the Mohammedan invwiorr in the l~tter ]x]rt of the sevcntl] cen-

tury. This is one cause of tl)e diminished clllture of the grolw a])d of

the entire neglect of the ancient wine-presses. All of the present pro-

duct of the vineyards is either eaten by the inhabitants in the form of

grapes, or dried into raisins, or boiled down into a kimi of syrup called

dibs . ‘1’hc people begin to eat the growing gropes while they are yet

quite green and sour, and continue to fee(i upon them till they are all

gone. The raisins rmtde at Hebron are very goo(i, and some of them

are of fine size. Ycung vineyards, like young fig orchards, are now

being p]anted in many parts of the country, and under a lKLCCfLll

government there is no doubt that the l)roduction of grapes would

rapidly increase.

While the olive. the fi(, III([ the gr~]w zre by f~r the most common

and abundant fruits of Palestine, many others grow there, and they

could be prmiuceci in great abundance with pro])er cultivation. Among

these are the quince, which is grown most abun(iantly in the border-s of

the vineyards about Hel)rwn ; the apple, whicl] is now seen only in the

northern portion of the Hill Country; the apri(ot, also abunda[tt in the

northern districts; the mulberry, both b]a( k an(] white, most ahu:][iant

about Nab’lus (She’chern I ; the peach, much more rare than the :l~micot ;

and the pear, wilich does well here when irrigate(i. In(ieedt nearly till

the fruits of the tenlper~r(> zone cm Ix grown here lIy irrig.ltion.

Besi(ies these fruits of the ten; perate Zoue, some troj)lcal fr(lits ore

cultivated with success. The orange and the ltmon grow vigorously,
and bear abundantly ~vherever they are cultlv~teci, but they rrqllire

regular irrigation. Hundreds of acres are set in these fruits ill tl)e
immediate vicinity of Joppa, :II]d the orange cro]) is a source of great

profit. ‘Ike oranges al-e a very large and seed)ess variety, with a ttm-

der pulp and a tine flavor. They are estecmc{l l,y tmrny ;1s the finest

oranges in the worl(i. M~ny thous~n,ls of Imshcl. (,f tl)em are shiI)ped
to the ports of the Mc(llterr~nean cvtry year, anti great quantities are

transported on came)< to the towns and viil:i~t.i of tilt ititerior. Jol)pa

is the only place in W]lich this fruit ]s cultivat(,d in any considerable
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quantity, the shallow and inexhaustible wells which are dug there fur-

nishing an abundant sLlpply of water for irrigation. The water is

drawn by means of a wheel, over which is suspended an endless chain

thickly set with earthen jars. l’he jars empty their water into a trough

as they reach the top of the wheel, and the wheel is revolved by a mule

or donkey turning a sweep which works into it with a set of cogs, The
water flows from the trough into trenches which extend in every direc-

tion through the orchard. This culture might be indefinitely extended

in the Plain of Sharon, and it

also coulti be introduced in some %- “%s ~.
other portions of the country. ‘~

The date-palm grows luxuri- ~ ‘

antly at A’cre and Si[ion, and it
% /

would do equally well almost

everywhere in the Pl;lin of Slla’-
,flfjl$k

ron ~ud the Philistine Plain. In ,:#j,

the Jordan Valley it was once so .

abundant that Jericho was called . “ ‘~””

“the City of Pcllm-’rrees, ”though ‘-” ,::.1
.—+:.-,m

._-*.=:=~J=.~===_&
on]y a single palm-tree is stanci- ~;-.~==-,..::~-%~>~;

ing there now. Even on the ~~~~~~
~

shores of the Lake of G~lilee it =y..~

will grow, for the author saw two
-?

near the brink of the water at ~

Capernaum. T1~e great value of ,,~~

this tree and of its fruit is so well +

known that I need only allwle to ‘:~
them here. The accolmpan ying ,.~,~+,.

cut gives a correct representation -7$

of both. ,., ,.., .=
Bmanas are also seen in gar- ‘“ “”-jATE-r~~~l

dens at Sidon, and in the hotter

portions of the country they could be grown with success.

The pomegranate, a beautiful tree of moderate size, with a large,

crimson blossom and richly-colored fruit, is seen in many gardens

where irrigation is practicable ; and it would add greatly both to the

bemlty of the scenery and to the fruitfulness of the land, if it were

cultivated more extemively.
In the department of cereals and other farm prodllcts, wheat is by

far the most important product of the soil, and the most extensively

cultivated. It is the staple for bread, while barley is the staple for the
.
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food of domestic animals. The variety of wheat universally cultivated

at present is the flat-headed and long-bearded kind which is grown in

Egypt. Tbe sowing of grain commences in the fall, as soon as the

rains make the soil sufficiently soft for ploughing, and it is continued, on

account of the scarcity of stock and the lack of enterprise amon~ the

people, as late as February. The grain which is sown late never yields

well. It is chiefly on account of this delay in sowing that the traveler

sees by the side of some pieces of ground on which the heads of grain

hang thick and heavy, others in which the stalks are so scattering and

of so low a growth that they are not worth harvesting.

Next to wheat the most extensively cultivated grain at the present

time is A2r’r<zfi. The plant of this grain while young very closely

resembles that of Indian corn, and persons not familiar with the latter

could not distinguish the two. Its blade is narrower, however, and its

stalk is smaller. The grain also is like Indian corn, but it is smaller

and more rounded. The chief difference in appearance is that the

dfir’rah puts out a head like that of broom-corn or sorghum, and forms

its grain in this head, as do those plants. It is planted in rows about

eighteen inches apart, and cultivated only with the hoe. It is planted

about the time that the rain ceases in the spring, and consequently it

grows and comes to maturity without rain, though it is sometimes irri,

gated. When the wheat and barley are ripening the dfrr’rah is high

enough to cover the ground with its rich green; and as the three

classes of grain are often sowed in alternate strips, the alternate green

and yellow impart a very pleasing aspect to the fields.

Watermelons are cultivated very extensively in the Plain of Sharon

and in some of the valleys amo~g the bills. They, like the dtir’rah,

grow and mature without a drop of rain. The variety mostly culti-

vated is small and round, with a thin rind, red meat, light-colored

seed, and a delicious flavor. The melons are shipped in great quan-

tities from Joppa to other ports of the Mediterranean. They consti-

tute during their season an important and most refreshing article of

diet. The author saw boats loaded with them in the harbor of Lar’nika

in Cyprus, anrl”great piles of them on the streets of that city, on the

8th day of July, 1879.

Next t~ watermelons in quantity, and above them in the number of

places where they are found, are cucumbers. These are cultivated in

the vicinity of nearly every village. When well irrigated they mature

early and produce abundantly. They are eaten by the natives with-

out preparation or seasoning of any kind, as apples are eaten in

America.
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An entirely modern garden product, introduced within a few years

past, is the tomato. It is now extensively cultivated, and sold in

the markets of all the cities and larger towns. Its well-known health- -

fulness and its refreshing effect when eaten in hot weather make it a

most valuable addition to the fruits of that hot and dry climate.

In addition to melons, cucumbers, and tomatoes, the gardens of

Palestine produce all of the vegetables not peculia~ to the coldest

climates, and the inhabitant who will provide sufficient means of irri-

gation can supply himself with all in this line that is necessary to

luxurious living.

The natives, both Christian and Mohammedan, have long been ac-

customed to the use of tobacco. They never chew it, but they are

universal and inveterate smokers. Their chief supply of this noxious

weed is from Persia ; but they now grow small crops of it in every

part of their own country. Sometimes it is seen on tfie tops of hills

in the Philis’tine plain ; it is often seen amid the courts and rooms of

old ruins, where a rich mould has accumulated, and often in other spots

where the soil has unusual strength. Its growth is low and its leaf is

small. The government tax on tob~cco is heavy, and its use is an

expensive luxury.

$ IV.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

The domestic animals of Palestine at the present

both in kind and in relative number, as in ancient

time are the saline,

times. Goats and

sheep are most numerous, and next to these, among animals of value,

are cattle, asses, camels, mules, and horses, in order of number. Dogs

in countless numbers throng the towns and villages and the camps of

the Bed’awin, barking hideously at every stranger who passes by.

Cats are seldom seen. Chickens are abundant, and their flesh and
eggs are an important article of food.

The sheep of the country are all of the large-tailed Syrian variety.

They are of ordinary size, and have wool of ordinary quality, their

chief distinction being their long and heavy tails of pure fat. These

are from ten to fifteen inches in length, and from three to five inches

in diameter. The fat is fried from them and used for culinary pur-

poses. In the absence of hogs’ lard, which is not used by the Mo-

hammedans, it serves an important purpose, and is cheaper than olive

oil, which is the only other substitute. This mass of fat is doubtless

the “ rump” which the Levitical law required to be burned on the

.
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altar, and which was taken off hard by the backbone, * Mutton is the
chief article of flesh used by the people, and the wool of the sheep is

partly used for thei~

SYRIAN SIIEIH>.

estine are uniformly black, though many of t’

spots or rings. They are doubtless the same

by Jacob and Laban when it was agreed that

own heavier cloth-

ing, but is chiefly an

article of comtmerce.

The sheepskin tan-

ned with the wool

on is often used as a

coat or mantle, and

is sometimes seen on

men’s backs in hot

weather.

The goats of Pal-

hern have some white

variety that was kept

the rings treaked and
spotted should be Jacob’s. They are more valumble to the present

inhabitants of the country than the sheep, and they appeared to

the author to be more numerous-among the villages. Their superior

value depends on the uses to which their skins are put and on the

quantity of milk that they yield. The skins of both the kids and

the full-grown animals are still used for bottles to hold water, milk,

and other liquids. When intended for this purpose they are stripped

from the carcass of the animal as near whole as possible; they are

tanned with the hair on; a11 the openings but one are closed up water-

tight; and that one (usually at the extremity of a leg) is used as a

spout into which the liquid, is poured, and through which it is drawn

out. The full skin, with all its openings closed by strings tied tightly

around them, is swung across a man’s shoulders, or two of them are

strapped opposite each other on the sides of an ass, and thus the water

is carried over considerable distances. The water is forced out by un-

tying one of the legs and pressing your foot on the side of the skin.

This is the only way in which w~ter is carried by men. If in jars, it

is always carried by wolmen, and usually on their heads. These skins

are used not only as milk-vessels, but as churns. It is easy to agitate

the milk in them, either by working your foot up and down on the

skin as it lies on the ground, or by tying it to the limb of a tree and

swinging it up and down until the butter is made. They are easily

* Lev. iii. 9, et al.
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turned inside out for cleansing and drying. Such skins as are not used

for these purposes are manufactured into leather, or shipped to other

countries for the manufacture of kid for fine shoes and gloves.

Cattle are so scarce and costly, and the cows of the country are so

indifferent as milch-kine, that the goat is almost the entire dependence

for milk and butter. Having no means of keeping milk sweet and

cool, the natives churn it soon after milking, and drink the buttermilk,

which they call leb’ez In this state it is more refreshing, on account

of its acidity, and there is a conviction among the people that the use

of sweet milk generates fever. On account of the superior value of the

goat, derived from these considerations, it is seldom killed for food,

and there is a constant tendency to increase the number of the goats,

and to reduce that of the sheep. A kid will sell in the market for

nearly double the price, of a lamb of the same weight. The hair of the

goat is also of some value, and it is used by the people almost as much

as the wool of the sheep. It is twisted into ropes for tethering their

stock, and it is woven into a very coarse and heavy cloth_for tents,

and for sacks in which grain and many other articles are transported.

Two immense sacks are swung on the opposite sides of a camel and

filled with all manner of produce and merchandise, which the patient

but growling animal transports to any required distance.

The cattle of the country are a small black variety, well formed and

active, but not suited to heavy drafts, and inferior, as we have just

THE BUFFALO.

stated, in their milking qualities. They are most abundant where the

surface of the ground is moist in summer, so that pasturage for them is

found throughout the dry season. Many of the villages in the dryer

5
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parts of the Hill Country have none at all, but herds of considerable

size are found in the northern part of the J?lain of Sha’ron and on the

grazing-lands beyond the Jordan. In the former of these two regiolis

the traveler also sees a few small herds of cattle shaped like the buf-

falo, and known by that name. They are fond of standing and sw~m-
ming in deep water, and are most abundant about the lagoons and

along the sea-coast. * There they feed on the cane and other coarie
vegetation which grows luxuriantly under the hot sun and in the

marshy soil.

The asses of Palestine are smaller and of better shape than those used

for breeding purposes in America. They are usually about 3fi feet

EGYPTIAN DONKEY.

high, lightly built, with ears not larger than those of the handsomest

mules, and legs as neat and trim as those of a deer. They are quick

and easy in their movements, and are capable of carrying immense bur-

dens, Man y of them have the gait called the ‘‘ pace, ” and are pleas-

ant under the saddle. They are exceedingly tractable, and are usually

handled by women and small boys. They live on the com-sest food,

and require but little to keep them in serviceable condition. They

can travel in a pack-train as far and as fast as mules and horses, with a

* See Chapter I., ~ III., p. 23.
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proportional burden. They are cheap enough to be owned in small

numbers by villagers who can afford no other beasts of burden, and

they may be styled, above all the other animals of the country, the

poor man’s friend. The preceding cut represents one of themaccou-

tred for riding. The author, in his travels, saw none of the ill treat-

ment of donkeys, of which he has read much in books of-travel, ‘

except in the way of overloading them and of sometimes using them

when their backs are sore from the saddle, or their hips from the strap

used to keep the saddle from slipping forward. The boy or woman

who drives them walks behind with a stick, by which they are both

urged forward and guided; but a mere motion of the stick, accompa-

nied by the proper exclamation, is far more frequent than a blow.

The owner usually gives the donkey a stall or resting-place about

the humble dwelling almost as comfortable as his own, and sometimes

a corner, of his own room.

Camels are bred in large numbers by the Bed’awin Ar’abs who in-

habit the regions beyond the Jordan, and by those who dwell in the-

southern part of the Philistine Plain. They have not only enough for

their own use, but an annual surplus for sale; and a large part of their

wealth is derived from this source. Having an abundance of camels,

they use few asses, the latter animals belonging chiefly to the villagers.

The Bed’awin move their camps, including tents, bedding, farming

implements, and all their goods and chattels, on the backs of camels,

and their wives and children are often seen perched on top of the
packs of these articles. They also use them for moving their newly-

cut grain to the threshing-floors and for the transportation of all arti-

cles of traffic. A camel of good size and condition will carry a burden

of 800 pounds. It is always divided into two parts, one on each side,

and the two are fastened together across his back by ropes. To pre-

vent these ropes from abrading the skin, a wooden frame, with soft

padding under it, fitted over his hump receives them and supports the

weight of the two packages. These packages are usually made tall

enough, as the camel kneels between them, to be strapped on him

without being lifted. If the articles are small they are put into large

goats’ -hair sacks; if liable to break, into tall baskets, like panniers.

If grain in the sheaf is the load, a kind of ladder, with a hook at the

lower end, is fastened on each side, and the load is built upon this to

such a size that the camel walking along with it looks like a moving

wheat-stack. When the burden is adjusted, at the command of his

driver he rises and goes on his way at the rate of about three miles an

hour. At the end of his day’s journey he kneels down again, his
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packs are unfastened as they rest on the ground, and he is made to
move away from between them, leaving them in position for him to
kneel and receive them again the next morning. During the process

of
Upl
An

kneeling toreceive hislmrden, and-all the timeit is being fastt
on him, he keeps up a contiliual growling, as of a surly bull-(
Id sometimes he bites, crushing the hand or arm of his drive:

med
dog,
“be-
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tween his teeth. He is the most woe-begone and querulous animal of
all that man is accustomed to employ in his service; and yet, when
on his way, he moves with a head so meekly adjusted, and a step so
steady and quiet, that he appears the very embodiment of patience.

The surprising capacity of the camel for traveling a long time with-

out water—often six or seven days—is well known. His ability to live
ott the most innutritious food is equalIy surprising. He will not reject

a feed of barley or of any delicacy that would be prized by a plmpered
horse, yet he will cheerfully feed on the leaves of the dryest weeds;
and the thistles, which his master carefully avoids touching lest their
needles pierce through clothing and shoes, he will wipe greedily into
his mouth with his long under-lip, and roll as a sweet morsel under his
tongue. He is rightly caIIed the ship of the desert, not only because
of his ability to transport merchandise across those waterless wastes,
but because any but the most barren desert will afford him a sufficiency
of food. The cnmel-driver usually walks in front of his train of loaded
animals, leading the foremost of the line by a halter, while the halters
of the others are hitched each. to the saddle of the one before him.
When ridden the rider holds the halter in his hand, and guides the
camel by a stick, with which also he beats him to make him quicken
his pace. He is capable of moving rapidly, but it is seldom that he
is driven out of a slow and deliberate walk. He is by far the most
valuable animal used by the natives, serving among the villagers the
purpose of heavy wagons with us, while the donkey answers to the cart
and the spring-wagon of our farmers.

Very few horses are used by the villagers of Palestine. Some are
kept in all of the larger towns; they are ridden by Turkish officers and
resident foreigners ; and they are reared in considerable numbers by
the Bed’awin Ar’abs. The celebrated Ar’ab steecls, highly prized in

the Western Worki before the turfrnen of England and America had
produced a breed superior to them, are not found among the tribes of
Palestine, but a few of them are yet bred by some tribes above Damas-
cus. The horses furnished the traveler in Rdestine are usually reared
in the Lebanon Mountains, though some are bought from the Bed’-
awin.. They are commot~ly fourteen hands high and lightly built.

~ They are all mares or stallions. They have no saddIe-gaits, but they
are surefooted, especially on mountain-paths, and they can endure a

$.
I ilreat deal of service on light feeding and an irregular supp[y of water.
~When on a journey they are niwer strippe{i of their saddles night or
/ day except to be currie(i ; and it is a rare thing to fin(i a Syrian horse
~,without a sore back. The blankets used under the saddles are of enor-
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mous thickness, and they often cover the entire back, reaching to ~he

crupper. The Ar’abs think that this covering, which would be’too

warm for an American horse even in cold weather, is necessary to pro-

tect the back of the horse from the direct rays of the sun in the day-

time, and that if it were removed during his rest at night he would

certainly take cold, be stiffened in his limbs, and eventually die from

the exposure. They treat their pack-animals in the same way. Th-e

Ar’ab saddle is nearly the same in shape as the Mexican saddle so co~-

monly used in.our Western States, but the stirrup is peculiar. Its bottom

plate is so broad in the direction of the length of the foot that both

the toe and the heel of the rider rest upon it. It is a thin plate, with

sharp corners which are used instead of spurs, the rider being able to

thrust them into the sides of the horse with severe effect. The nati;e

riders use very short stirrup - leathers, and ride with their knees

drawn up almost to a right angle,—a most painful position for

one accustomed to the American mode of riding. The bridle is

usually made of woolen stuff, and is adorned with tassels and other

ornaments in fantastic colors. The bit is stiff, with a severe curb

made of an iron ring which encloses the under-jaw, and is attached to

a flat piece of iron projecting from the middle of the bit about two

inches up into the mouth. When the rein is tightly drawn this piece

of iron is forced against the roof of the mouth, and the iron ring presses

severely against the under jaw. It is this cruel bit which enables the

Ar’ab rider to stop his horse suddenly when he is at full speed, and even

to throw him back upon his haunches. It is an instrument of torture

to the poor horse, and blood is often seen flowing from his lacerated

mouth.

Mules are employed for pack-animals in all the trains prepared for

European and American trwelers; yet they are so seldom used for other

purposes that they need scarcely be mentioned among the domestic

animals of the country; and even those used for this purpose are owned

chiefly in the Lebanon region, and are brought down into Palestine by

their owners for the purpose of finding employment during the traveling

season. The muleteers of the pack-train are usually the owners of the

animals.

The dogs of Palestine, as of all Mohammedan countries, are a priv-

ileged class. There prevails a superstitious regard for them, so that,

as the author was told in Damascus, itis thought a greater sin to kill a

dog than a Christian. The most of the dogs in cities and villages

have no owners. They live in the streets, and find their only food in

the garbage that is thrown from the houses. They are the only street
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scavengers, and but for them pestilence would break out more fre-
quently than it does. The dogs are usually small, and they have
a hungry, woe. begone appearance. In the villages and about the
Bed’awiw camps they are always on the alert to bark fiercely and with
every variety of intonation at the passer-by, but in the cities they lie
asleep in the streets, and none but the most violent kick will move
them out of your way. The Mohammedans carefully walk around
them or step over them, and leave them to quietly enjoy their slumber.
“l’hey are usually peaceful, except among themselves; and even
among themselves there is but little dissension, except when a dog
wanders out of his own street or part of a street into one appropriated
by another set; then there is a fight, and he is hastily driven back to
his own quarters.

The only fowls reared by the natives are chickens. Nearly every
village has a few of these, and the traveler through the country can
always procure a supply both of them and their eggs at a cheap rate;
but they are so poorly housed and fed that their produce is insignifi-
cant. They are very much like the common barnyard fowls of our
own country.

The land of Israel once flowed with honey as well as milk. Now
the milk, especially goats’ milk, is much more abundant than the
honey. The decrease is owing much more to the neglect of bee cul-
ture and to the inferior hives employed than to the want of food
suitable for the bee. The bloom of countless flowers which decks the
uncultivated surface everywhere in spring, and that of the olive, the
fig, and the vine in the’ summer-time, give ~urance that the country
is well adapted to bee culture. In a few of the more enterprising vil-
lages we see some hives of bees, but the hives are nothing more than
long earthen cylinders laid in a pile beside the wall of the house, with
their ends closed up with mud, except a small opening for the ‘passage
of the bees. These hives are hot, and are exposed to the inroads of
all the insects wl]ich disturb the swarm. The honey produced is
usually dark and of inferior flavor.

WILD BEASTS, BIRDS, REPTILES, INSECTS, AND FISHES.

The most common wild animal in Palestine is the jackal, He is
near the size of the American red b, but is a little taller. He is of
a yellowish-gray color, darkest on the back, and shading lighter be-
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neat h. His tail is bushy and nearly black at the tip. He is seldom

seen in daylight, but he comes forth from his burrow at twilight and

seeks his food during the night. He feeds chiefly on carcasses, and

eagerly devours human flesh when he can find it, though he flq,es before

the face of a living person. He arrests the attention of travel~rs

THE JACKAL.

chiefly by his dismal

howling at night.

The following,, from

Thomson’s “ Land

and Book,’J , is a

very good descrip-

tion of this howling

when a large number

of them are collected

together: “At one

o’clock I was “start-

led out of pr’ofound

sleep by the most

frightful noise 1 ever

heard. It seemed to come from this graveyard on the east of the

house, and to be very near. . . . It began in a sort of solo,—a low

long-drawn wail, rising and swelling higher and higher, until it quite

overtopped the wind,—and just as it was about to choke off in utter

despair it was reinforced by many other voices, yelling, screaming,

barking, wailing, as if a whole legion of demons were fighting among

the tombs over some son of perdition that had fallen into their

clutches.”* This is the animal called@x in the Bible, and it wa~
/ three hundred of these that Samson turned loose in the grain-fields of

the Philistine with firebrands attached to their tails.

The next most common wild animal is the gazelle. It is seen in all

parts of the country in which the population is not dense, sometimes

in groups of half a dozen or more. They are exceedingly timid and

watchful, so that the hunter can seldom come within gunshot of them

unperceived ; and they are so swift of foot that it is vain to chase

them on horseback. They are smeller than the American deer, but

much the same in appearance. When the author and his ptirty were

crossing the Philistine Plain from Mejdel to B?t Jibrin’ we saw a group

of three or four gazelles, and were much amused to observe how the

sight of them excited the young sheikh, Ab’as, who was our escort. He

%Land and BOOk,i. 133.
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thrust the sharp corners of his Ar’ab stirrups into the sides of his white
mare, and dashed away, like an arrow, in pnrsuit, trying to get within
shot-gun range of the nimble animals; but they left him far in the
lurch, and, on reaching the top of a ridge, turned a moment to look
back at him, then darted out of sight.

The lion was once known in the country, but has long since disap-
peared. A few bears yet remain, and the author saw a large one on the
top of Mount Hermon. Hyenas are not unknown. The wild goat is ,

sometimes seen, as also the wild boar. Porcupines and hares are not

uncommon, and mice are abundant.
The birds most frequently seen in all parts of the country are doves.

They are especially abundant where the grain-fields are interspersed with
clumps of bushes and small trees on which they can alight when not
feeding. The small double-barreled shot-gun which, together with one
revolver on the person of our dragoman and a broadsword in the hands
of our cook, constituted the only armament of the author’s party, was
in requisition nearly every day for the purpose of shooting doves; and
sometimes they supplied us a sut%ciency of meat for several meals in
succession. Next to these in abundance are quails. In all fields remote
from the villages they occasionally start up from before the traveler’s
horse; but we found them most abundant in the Jordan Valley. There
a good sportsman could find constant employment for his dog and gun.
The quail is smaller and of a lighter color than those of America, but
its appearance, in other respects, and its habits are the same. Pheas-

ants, differing from the American
variety in the same particulars
with the quails, are also seen in
considerable numbers among the
rocks and Iow-growing brush on
man yhill-sides. They go in flocks,
fly but a short distance at a time,
run very rapidly, and hide them-
selves very skillfully. Their meat
is good, but not so delicate and
juicy as that of the well-fed pheas-
ants of our American forests.
Other birds are comparatively
scarce, the absence of forests and
the scarcity of food suitable for

THE STORK ON A RUIN.

many varieties tending to drive them away. A few storks are seen in
the valley of the Jordan and on some other plains, and the eagle and
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raven sometimes float about in the lazy atmosphere. Birds of song are

heard wherever there are shady groves and fresh water, but there are

very few birds whose plumage is remarkable. The most striking bird

to an American eye is the stork. He is about the size of the crane,

with a somewhat heavier body. His wings are black, but his body is

white. His most striking peculiarity is the funereal solemuityof his

appearance as he stands with his neck curled and his bill pointing ●

d_ownward, as if mourning theloss,of his dearest friend. - -

Many parts of Palestine; especially the vicinity of Jerusalem, are

alive with lizards. They areofevery size andvariety, from thesn~ali-

est gray lizard to great dark fellows a foot long and four inches high

as they run. As one rides or walks where they abound, he sees and

hears them rushing away from him on every side; he beholds them

perched on the tops of rocks, large and small, or on the highest points

of stone fences and ruined walls, gazing at him and bobbing their

heads as if to make a bow. This motion of their heads is very much

like that of a Mohammedan at his prayers, when, prostrate on hands

and knees, he touches the ground three times in quick succession with

his forehead. There is a notion among the Ar’abs that the lizard

mimics them in their prayers, and they frequently stone them on that

account. But, independent of this, they present a most tempting

mark as they sit and gaze at you from their perch on the top of a rock,

especially to boys who are fond of throwing stones. Snakes are rarely

seen; but the scorpion is quite common, and the centipede still more

so. The stings of both the latter are quite poisonous, though never fatal.

Frogs abound in all shallow water, and the Greek tortoise, called the

terrapin in America, is sometimes seen.

Of the insect tribes, the common house-fly is the most abundant ;

and, next, a brown, long-winged horse-fly. The long and dry sum-

mers are most favorable to both these torments, and it is hard to tell

whether man is tormented by the former more or less than the lower

animals by the latter. The eyes and mouths of little children about

the villages are often almost covered with flies, and the dogs in the

streets attract ther+ in swarms. In camp-life one finds the greatest

‘exemption from them; but the table spread in a tent must often be

guarded by a servant with fly-fan in hand. The horse-flies hang about

the head, neck, and flanks of the horses in great swarms. The variety

above mentioned causes the horse so little pain that he makes very

little exertion to get rid of them; but there are other varieties whose

sting is so severe as to render horses and mules almost frantic. Often,

in kicking at them, your horse will strike the stirrup with his hind feet,
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and in biting at them endanger your leg; while his constant struggle,

first in one way and then in another, to get rid of them, renders your

seat uncomfortable and the ride fatiguing. Great as is this torment,

however, I think I have seen it surpassed, both in the number of flies

and the severity of their sting, on some of the low-lying prairies of I
the State of Illinois.

In every damp and shady place mosquitoes abound; and they are

intensely annoying on the banks of the lower Jordan. Their sting

often produces sores which do not heal for many months. The author -

brought home one on his cheek which did not disappear till after six

months. But a greater pest to the traveler than either the fly or the

mosquito is the flea. Fleas abound in nearly all dwelling;, and in all

caves and sepulchres frequented by goats. The only exemption from

them is in the open country; and the only sleeping-place not abound-
ing in them is the moving tent which remains but a ni~ht in a place.

How the natives of the country can sleep at all, with these and other

still more pestiferous bedfellows which are equally abundant, is a mar-

vel to European and American travelers. Spiders are also quite abun-

dant, though more dreaded than dangerous; and ants ‘a~e so numerous

that in many parts of the plains it is difficult to pitch -a tent without

covering one or more of their hills, or crossing one of the long lines

of march on which they go out in search of food and return to their

holes laden with supplies.

Locusts are still found in the country as in ancient times. There is

probably no season in which they do not appear in considlera%le swarms,

though not in sufficient quantities to do much damage. In the latter
part of spring and in summer one frequently sees a swarm of them so

thick as to completely cover the ground for a few square rods, and to

fill the air when they are forced to fly. On the Lake of Galilee, when

the wind blows hard off shore, many of them are driven out over the

lake, and on dropping into the water they are instantly swallowed by

fish who are waiting and watching for them. They are mostly of tl?e

large, golden variety, with black heads, wings, and legs ; though some

are very much like the grasshopper. The writer saw many of them in

the Valley of the Jordan, where John first baptized, and was reminded

of their use by him for food,

Many other insects, nameless except to an adept in zoology, but alto-

gether harmless, abound in the earth and the dry atmosphere.

All of the perennial streams of Palestine abound in fishes, and the ‘

Lake of Golil’ee has been famous for them in all its history. Those

most abundant are small, only five or six inches in length, and are
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eaten with the bones. But some of fine size are caught in all the
larger streams; and in the market of Tiberias, the only market at the
present day for the fish of the Lake of Galilee, many are seen from
twelve to eighteen inches in length. Along the Mediterranean coast
the sails of fishing-boats lying out from one to four miles from shore,
are constantly in sight, showing that a considerable traffic is carried on
in salt-water fish. In all countries where fish can be easily obtained
they are a cheap and wholesome article of food, and they are fully
appreciated in Palestine.

CHAPTER III.

THE PEOPLE OF PALESTINE.

THE TURKS.

THE population of Palestine consists mainly of Turks, Jews, and
Ar’abs. Besides these there are a few Europeans, cllicfly (krmans,
Russians, French, and English.

The Turks are the ruling class, all the offices of the Turkish gov-
ernment being in their hands, al!(l all ti)e soldiers of tl]e varioll~

garrisons being Turks. There are garrisons at Jerusalem, G.iza,
A’cre, Nal.fltrs, and Jenin’, on the west of the Jor(ian ; aud at Es Snlt,

beyond the Jordan ; but the chief mi Iitary centrcs fire Jerusalem,
A’cre, and Nab’lus. The characteristic dress of the lurks is the

fez, a rimless red cap, made of felt in the silat)e of a 10W, truncattxi
cone, with a black-silk tassel dangling from the top of it. It affords

no protection at all to either fnce or eyes from the ilttunse gl~re 01

the sun; and it is singular that it shoold IMW become the uiliversal
heart-dress of the ])eople in so hot a (li:mte. nut it is worn i)y ali
Turks, from the Sultan and his greal PAM down to the scrv~i)ts
anti beggars in the streets. No other or))wnent tlmn thu IJ:wk

tassel is ever attached to it, and this is never omitted. Neither is

the color of the fez ever v~ric(i. The milit~ry otlixrs of high r~nk,
with epaulets ami gold lfice, gilded sword -heits ami glittering scab-
bards, appear singularly (ieiective in ornament about !he head, with
nothing on it but this unsightly cap. It is worn everywhere, indoors

and out, at the table, in the social circle, in the mosque. If a Turk
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ever removes his fez it is when he goes to bed at night. In other
respects their dress does not vary materially from that of Europeans.
Their women are seldom seen in public, and when they appear they are
still not seen very distinctly, for they are so covered with long robes
(usually of white), enveloping
head, face, and form in one
shapeless mass, that there is no
temptation to gaze upon them.
In some parts of the empire, how-
ever, as in Constantinople, there
is more freedom; the style of

dress is nearer the Parisian, and
the faces of the women are some-
times only partially veiled.

The Turks are an irreligious
people, for though they are nomi-
nally Mohammedans, and it is
considered among them a crime
worthy of death to abandon the
faith, yet they are quite indiffer-
ent about the ceremonial observ-
ances of their religion; and they
are not characterized by any of
the virtues which once made
their religion respectable in the
eyes of the world.’ They are in

SULTAN ABDUL AZK3.

the main a godless and sensuous people, avaricio[~s in the extrenle,
and when in office full of bribery aud corruption. It is the common

conviction of the people in Palestine and throughout Syria that no
action can be obtained in a Turkish court except by bribery, and that ‘=
by the payment of a sufficient sum of money any decree at all, how-
ever unjust and oppressive, may be obtained. There is similar cor-

ruption in the collection of tithes and other taxes, and in the payment
of ot%cial sataries. One-tenth of all the produce of the country is
claimed as tribute by the Sultan. It is collected in a most irregular
and oppressive way, so that often it amounts to fifteen, and even
twenty per cent., instead of ten. It is said that only a small portion
of it finally reaches the imperial treasury, and that the money which is
ordered from the treasury to pay ti-fesubordinate officers in the prov-
inces suffers so much loss in ,passing through intermediate hands that
only a portion of it reaches its destination. This failure to receive
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the salaries due from the government is made an excuse for extortion
and bribery. *

The’ llrrkish soldiers stationed in Palestine are poorly drilled and
poorly clothed; but they are well armed with the most approved of
modern weapons. The barracks in which they are quartered are usually
substantial stone houses, but they are supplied with very few comforts,
and the pay of the common soldier is .meagre. Travelers passing
through the country are entitled to a military escort of one or more
sold iers if they claim it, and the poorly-paid soldiers are always glad
to go on such service, for the sake of the better food and more liberal
compensation wi)ich the traveler is sure to furnish. There is really,
however, no need of such an escort at the present time.

THE JEWS.

In the absence of all census-taking, and the custom of the people of
towns and villages to underestimate their population for the purpose of

diminishing taxation, it is impossible to state with accuracy the popu-
lation of any town or city, and still more so to state the exact ratio
of one portion of the population to another. But the Jews in Pales-
tine are far more numerous than the Turks. They are found chiefly
in Jerusalem, Tiberias, and S&’fed, though a few are settled in some
of the other towns of the larger class. Their entire number in a]l
Syria is estimated at about 40,000, and it is probable that about one-
half of these dwell in Palestine, and more than one-fourth of them in
Jerusalem.

In appearance, ZMwell as in dress, the Jews of Palestine are quite
different from those commonly seen in America, and especially is this
true of those in Jerusalem. Most of them are pale and thin, with bent
forms and unhealthy complexion. They cut their hair short behind,

but allow a long lock, often curled, to hang down in front of each ear.
Many of them have light hair and blue eyes. They wear very gener-
ally a bear-skin cap, rimless and lying flat on the head. Their dress
is the usual gown, with narrow skirt, fitting over a long cottoti shirt
bound around the waist with a girdle. Over all is a loose coat, with
sleeves, which hangs nearly to the ground. In summer the entire outer
dress is of colored cotton, the colors usually bright. The Jewish women

—.

* Compare Conder, vol. ii. 264-67.
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appear on the streets with unveiled faces, their head-covering being usu-

ally a piece of white linen hung loosely on the hair, open in front, and

of such a size as to hang down over the entire person. They wear

dresses made somewhat after the European fashion, though they make

no effort to keep up with the Parisian styles.

The Jews work at various mechanical trades, keep little stands for .

money-changing, and deal in the usual articles of traffic in the bazaars.

Many of them are exceedingly poor, and are fed by contributions

from their more prosperous brethren in Europe and Ame~ica.

For a year or two previous to the recent war between Turkey-and

Russia there was a considerable influx of Jewish population into Pales-

tine, and especially to Jerusalem, causing the erection of a large

number of tenements for their accommodation outside the city; but

the uncertainty of the results of that war, and especially of its effect

on the Jewish population of the two countries, put a ch~ck to this

immigration, and it has not since been renewed.

Many of the resident Jews retain their citizenship in the countries

of Europe from which they emigrated, and are therefore tinder the

protection of their respective consuls. This protection waves them

from many annoyances and procures for them an administration of

justice which they would not otherwise enjoy. There is every reason

to believe that as prosperity revisits the land and it is revived from the

ruin which has so long brooded over it, its former inhabitants and

owners will be among the first to repeople it. Natural causes; directed

by the hand of Providence, may yet bring about that regegeratiooof

the country and that return of its Jewish population which seems to

be demanded by many predictions in the Word of God.

$ III.

THE BED’AWIN ARABS.

The Ar’abs of the country are divided into two very distinct classes: ‘

the F~l’lahin, who dwell in cities and villages, and the Bed’a~in, who

dwell in tents and are properly the Ar’abs of the desert. Until re-

cently the latter devoted themselves exclusively to grazing, and despised

agriculture. ‘1’hey exchanged the increase of their flocks and herds

for grain and other necessaries , and often made incursions among the

villages and robbed the threshing-floors. The frequency of these in-

cursions dishem-tenecl the villagers and greatly restricted the cultivation

of the soil. But of late years the Turkish government has quartered
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soldiers in the border districts to keep back the bands of robbers, and

both classes have been benefitted. The Fel’lahin have since then

greatly extended their area ofcultivation, and the Bed’awin themselves

have become growers of grain. As yet they make no attempt at gar-

den vegetables or fruits, aud they live entirely without these, except

when they visit the towns and purchase them; but they cultivate some

small patches of tobacco, and those of them who occupy the better

class of lands may yet become agriculturists. Their entire wealth

consists in their flocks of sheep and goats, and their herds of camels,

cattle, and asses.
The tents of the Bed’awin are very rudely constructed. The’; con-

sist of long strips of black hair-cloth suspended on rude stakes from

five to six feet high, with one side-curtain to keep out cold winds or

the afternoon sun. The tent-cloth is a very coarse texture, woven by

hand from the hair of the black goats, and it has a very gloom! ap-

pearance; but it is impervious to rain and it makes a fine shade. In

cold weather a fire is built before the open front of the tent, the ~nel

being brush, roots, weeds, or the dried odure of the cattle. When

the last material is burned an offensive odor is diffused througl$ the

atmosphere for a great distance around. Within these tents are spread

the hair-mats and heavy strips of carpet on which the family sit during

the day and sleep during the night. In the corners are stacked the

other household effects. In one end are frequently huddled some

calves or some motherless kids and lambs; while the dogs and chick-

ens occupy whatever vacant spaces they can find. The tents vary in

length from 15 to 40 feet, and are usuallyno wider tilan 8or 10 feet.

Many are not tali enough for a person to stand erect in them, except

in theimmediatev icinityof the taller stakes. They are usually pitched

in groups of half a dozen or more, but sometimes an encampment is

seen containing 30 or 40 tents.

Theo uter dress of the Bed’awin women consistsof a skirt, rather

scantily cut, from the belt of which, behind, there rises a kind of large

hood of tl~e same goods, covering the head and the arms. The arms

are wrapped in this, and it is drawn over the face as a veil when occa-

sion requires. It is not their custom, however, to veil their faces.

They wear no other covering for the head than this hood. The ma-

terial now universally used for this dress is blue cotton. The white

cotton is imported from England and dyed by the natives, dye-shops

for this purpose being seen on the streets of all the towns of any con-

siderable size. The feet of the women are either bare or covered with

slippers without upper leather around the heel ; no stockings.
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The dress of the men consists of a long shirt, reaching nearly to the
heels, over which is worna colored calico gown of the same length,
open in front, but secured around the waist bya girdle, in which is
worn the invariable dirk or long knife, sheathedin a leather scabbard.
Sometimes theshirt, with abeltat thewaist, istheonlygarrne~t. For
cold weather there is added a kind ofovercoat, which maybedescribed
as a loose-fitting sack, long enough to nearly touch the ground, and
made of coarse woolen goods, with broad stripes of white and black
up and down. It is used for a coverlet at night, and it is called the
acYa. Slippers of the same
kind as those worn by the
women, and sometimes san-
dals of the most primitive
kind, are worn by the poorest
of t~e men; shoes by those
in better circumstances; and
short-topped boots by the
aristocratic; all made of red
leather. But the distinguish-
ing dress of the Bed’awin is
the hufezyeh (pronounced
kuf-fe&yah), which is his
substitute for a hat. It is
a square shawl of cotton,
woolen, or silk, folded di-
agonally, laid on the head
with the fold in front, two
of the corners hanging on
the shoulders, the third on
the back. It is secured in
its place by a large cord
passed twice around the head across the temples. The cord is about
half an inch in diameter, and is commonly a rope of goats’ hair,
though sometimes it is made of thread, and sometimes covered with

silk and adorned with tassels. The front fold can be drawn over the
forehead to shade the eyes, the side corners can be tucked up under
the cord to let the air into the face, or they can each be passed under
the chin and tucked under the cord at the other side, to cover the
f.lce and protect it from the ~ld winds or from the hot evening sun.
It is a cheap, convenient, and not unsightly head-dress; and nothing
better adapted to the Bed’awin mode of life could be invented, It

6
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is said also by the Europeans who have tried it to be the very best

protection of theheacl against the hot sun of that climate.
The Bed’awin are always armed; but their arms are of the rudest

and most obsolete kind. No one is without adirk or crooked knife,

worn in a leatber scabbard and suspended at the girdle. Sometimes a

pair of old horse-pistols, of the kind used in America ahundre~ years

ago, is also stuck in the girdle, both pistols on the left side, The gun ,
is still more common than the pistol. It is long in the barrel and short

in the breech. The stock reaches the entire length of the barrel,

and is fastened to it by a succession of brass bands. The lock is
invariably the old-fashioned flint-lock. Coarse and dirty powder is
carried in a rude powder-horn suspended at the right side ; and a

leather pouch, suspended by the same strap, holds the shot, *slugs, or

bullets. The locks seldom fail to strike fire, but the range of the

musket is short and the aim very inaccurate. In addition to this

armory the sheikhs and other men of importance wear an old .broad -

sword, whose scabbard, old an~ worn, is wrapped here and th%-e with

leathern strings. But instead of the musket these more aristocratic war-

riors usually carry a spear about 14 feet long, whose hezd, shaped, like the

blade of a two-edged bowie-knife, is 14 inches long and an iqch and

a half wide. ‘Ile spear-staff is light and elastic, often a bamboo rod.

It has an iron spike in the butt end, which is stuck in the grolnd to

hold the spear erect when not in use, When the Ar’ab horseman d is-

mounts at camp, he sets up his spear, by striking this spike into the

ground, hobbles his horse with the saddle on, takes a seat at the tent

door, lights his pipe, meditates, or converses solemnly and slowly with -

his neighbors. He never smiles nor weeps. If the stoic philosophy

had been preached among the Bed’awin they would all have embraced

it as a natural result of their temperament.

The Bed’awin men are of medium height, thin and sinewy. They –

have a light and elastic step, are straight as an Indian, and have the

Indian’s coarse, black hair, piercing eyes, and high cheek-bones.

Their corqplexion is a dark brown. They wear their beards in full

and their hair trimmed to moderate length. Their women are short

and square] y built, with coarse features but kindly disposition. The

men do but little manual labor apart from ploughing. All the drudgery

of camp-life and of the care of young stock is imposed on the women

and the boys.

The most important tribes of Bed’awin in Palestine are the AdwSn,

who claim the territory east of the Jordan from Jerash to the Zerka

Mi?i’ in;the Beni %khr, who claim the ancient land of Moab; and the
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Tiy~hah, who occupy the plains between Hebron and Gaza. The

Ta~’mirah and the Jahalin’ are very poor tribes, who dwell in the wil-

derness west of the Dead Sea, occupying such spots as afford a little

water and small patches of tillable soil; and the Ghuwar’tneh, a still

smaller tribe, occupy some parts of the Jordan Valley. None of these

tribes will willingly allow Europeans t~ pass through their territory

without the payment of tribute in the form” of fees for an escort from

their own tribe. The usual custom of the traveler is to have his consul

at Jerusalem send for the sheikh of the tribe through whose territory

he wishes to pass, and request him to come immediately to Jerusalem.

This can be done allmost any day by means of individuals of the tribes

visiting the city for trading purposes. A bargain is then madez stipu-

lating the time to be spent in the terrjtory, the number of men to con-

stitute the escort, and the amount to be paid. All is reduced to writing .

and signed in the presence of the consul by both parties, the sheikh,

who is never able to write? using a small seal, which he always carries

with him to authenticate written docur%euts. Under this contract and

escort a man is perfectly safe in any pa{t of their territory.

The government of these tribes is almost purely patriarchal. Each

father of a family is supreme ruler of, his own offspring so long as he

lives, his sons taking separate lordship of their own offspring when the

father is dead. A chief called sheikh (slkike), whose office is hereditary,

presides over the entire tribe, not as an absolute ruler, but as a head

man, whose voice is obeyed rather from custom than from law, and

who is the leader in time of war. Sometimes two brothers exercise a

kind of joint headship, but in such cases the elder brother has superior’

authority.

The primitive law of blood revenge* prevails among these people,

requiring the nearest kin of a murdered man to put to death the mur-

derer. His friends in turn avenge his blood, and so the feud goes on

until sometimes entire tribes become involved in war, and the strong

hand of the Turkish government must interpose to make peace. The

modific~tion of this law under the Jewish economy, by means of the

cities of refuge, prevented these excesses of retaliation.t

The hospitality of the Bed’awin is well known, having been noticed

in the writings of nearly all travelers among them. While under the

roof of one of them a stranger is safe, and the murder of one who .

has eaten salt with them is unknown. They will not even. rob a man

who has been their guest until at least three days afterwards, and ‘if he

* Gen. ix. 5, 6. t See Numb.,..”.
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is under the protection of the tribe they will defend him with their
lives.

These sons of thedesert claim descent from Ishmael; and although
the claim to be exclusively of his posterity cannotbe established, the
rite of circumcision, which is still retained among them, together with
their habits of life and modes of dress, nearly all of which have come
down from the earliest times, make it almost certain that they are de-
scended, with but little admixture of foreign blood, from the various
sons of Abraham by his concubines. They probably represent this
branch or the Abrahamic
through Isaac and Jacob.

family as truly as the Jews do the branch

$ IV.

THE FEL’LAHIN.

in villages and till the soil are called Fel’-Those Arabs who dwell
lahln, a word which means tillers. These people in many respects
resemble the Bed’awin ; but they are of lighter complexion and speak
a different dialect of the .4rabic tongue. Lieutenant Conder, in a
somewhat elaborate treatise on their peculiarities, endeavors to trace
their origin to the remnants of the aboriginal inhabitants of Canaan,
who were allowed by the Jews to dwell in the land in the midst of
themselves. But when we remember how few of these people could
possibly have been left after the destruction of the Jewish nationality,
and what a variety of nationalities have been represented by the peo-
ple who have at various times overrun the country and mingled their
blood with those of the inhabitants, we must receive such a theory
with much doubt. Certain it is that the Arabians who took possession
of the country after the Mohammedan invasion of the seventh century
have held it ever since; except during their partial and temporary dis-
possession during the Crusades; and they are, if not the original, at
least the principal ancestors of the present settled population. They
are doubtless a race of mixed origin ; but they have been so long iso-
lated that they have become entirely homogeneous; and until more
certain evidences to the contrary are adduced, it will be better still to
call them Af abs. They are distinguished from the Bed’awins not
only by occupation and complexion, but by their modes of life and
their head-dress. They shave their heads, leaving only a tuft at the
crown, by which the angel Gabriel k to lift them into heaven. * They

● Conder,ii. 233.
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cover the naked scalp with a close-fitting cotton cap, and wear outside
of this the turban. This historical head-dress, once universal among
both Turk sandArabs, is nowretaisaed only bythe Fel’lahin. It con-
sists of a roll of white cotton or linen long enough to pass twice
around the head, with both ends tucked under its own folds. It is
far better adapted to the climate than the fez, for which it has been
discarded by the Turks; for its many folds, lightly pressed together,
afford complete protection to the head against the direct rays of the
sun, and it”also slightly shades the eyes and the upper part of the face;
but it is more inconvenient than either the fez or the kufei’yah, and it
requires more frequent washing than the latter. Only when it is en-,

tirely clean does it present a decent appearance; and those who wear
it are more particular in regard to its cleanliness than to that of any
other garment.

The dress of the Fel’lahin is in other respects the same as that of
the Bed’awin; and there is no difference in point of dress between the
women of the two classes. The Fel’lahin women of the large towns

and cities are careful to veil their
faces in the presence of strangers;
and some of them, in addition to
the hoods described above (p.
80), wear a small colored veil,
which is attached to the head
above the forehead and hangs
down over the face. But in the
smaller towns and villages most
of the women mhke no attempt to
use the veil, but meet strangers
and foreigners with a free and
open face. They do not, how-
ever, salute a stranger unless he
first salutes them. They expect
no notice, and when spoken to
by travelers they are surprised ;
but they respond in a prompt
and pleasant manner. It gives
no ofrense now to either sex,
as it once did, for a traveler DRESS OF WORKING CLASSES.

to speak pleasantly to any unveiled woman whom he chances to
meet.

The modes of life among the Fel’lahiu differ from those of the Bed’-
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awin in that they dwell in houses grouped into villages in the mid:

of the lands which they cultivate; they engage in various mechanic:

trades and mercantile pursuits; they cultivate fruits and vegetables :
articles of diet and traffic; and they. pay some little attention to tk

education of their children.

The Fel’lahh-r and Bed’awin are alike free from the sin of intoxication

their religion forbidding them the use of intoxicating drinks. The,

regard the use of these drinks as L+peculiarly Christian accomplishment

and a story is told of a sheikh who was importuned by an English travele

to take some wine, but he answered, “ I am not a Christian; I canno

take it. ” They are also entirdy honest among themselves, theft bein]

practiced on none but strangers, and seldom on these. Property oi

all kinds is left exposed, and locks are not appendecl to the doors of

the village houses. There is no high sense of virtue among the felmales

but the early marriage of both girls and boys, the former usually a

about thirteen and the latter at ab~rrt fifteen, combined with the jealou

watchfulness of husbands, prevents any large amount of sexual impurity

and harlotry is not practiced at all. A limited polygamy prevails, the

Koran allowing a man in ordinary circumstances to have four wives.

Only a few of the villagers have sufficient income to justify an indulgence

in this privilege. It must be said, also, in behalf of both classes of Ar’abs,

that they are good-natured, that their minds are quick and active, and

that in their deportment there is a remarkable degree of grace and dig-

nity. But here the list of their virtues terminates and that of their vices

begins. It would not be too much to say of both Fel’lahin and Bed’-

awin, as Paul said of the Cretans, that ‘‘ They are always liars ;” and if

we extend the remark to the native inhabitants of all Syria we shall not

be found guilty of slander. There seems to be no conscience on the

subject of veracity in the entire population, for when one is detected

in a falsehood it causes him not the least embarrassment or confusion;

Even an oath is regarded as a light matter, unless it is made in the

presence of a religious teacher of the same faith with the party sworn ;

hence it is the custom of our consul in Jerusalem, as he informed the

author, in all cases which come under his jurisdiction, to have witnesses

and litigants thus sworn before he will receive their testimony. It is

singular that this sin, the most universal in those countries at the

present day, is the one most lightly thought of among the patriarchs

of old, and among the Israelites throughout all their ages. lt led

David to say, in his haste, “ All men are liars.”* It appears to be a

* Psalm cxvi. 1x.
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traditional sin, handed down from father to son, and from people to

people, as they alternately possess the country. The habit will prove

a very great barrier to the speedy Christianization of these people.

The vice which appears most prominent and most offensive to an

American traveler is the gross oppression to which women and chil-

dren are subjected. All the drudgery of which they are capable is

heaped upon them, while the men live comparatively at their ease. If

the men take part in the harvest, their wives, and all of their children

capable of rendering any assistance, are at work under their oversight

all the day. At evening, when the day’s work is done, and at morn-

ing, before it begins, the women have the additional task of bringing

all the water for domestic purposes and preparing all the food for the

household, while the boys and girls attend to the stock and milk the

goats. The spring, which generally affords the only supply of water,

is nearly always at some distance from the village, often a quarter of a

miIe, and all the water is carried on the heads of the women in stone

jars that will hold about five gallons. It is considered disgraceful to a

man to be seen carrying a jar of water, so much so that even the ser-

vants of our camp, who were hired as muleteers, disdained to do it ;

and wherever our camp was pitched some woman was employed, if one

could be found, to bring us the necessary supply of water. Only when .

we were remote from any village would the servants condescend to wait

on themselves in this particul~r. But this oppression appears in its most

offensive form when you see a turbaned Fellah riding on his donkey

into the city, with two or three women, his wives, or wives and

daughters, walking before him barefooted, with heavy packs on their

heads containing articles which he is going to sell if the markets.

This is not an unusual sight on any of the roads leading into Jerusalem.

The boys and girls have as hard a lot as their mothers. The girls

assist their mothers until they are about thirteen years of age, when

they are given away by their fathers in matrimony, which means that

they become the slaves of other men. They are alloweb no voice in

the selection of the new master. He may be a young man of suitable

age ‘and unmarried, or he may be an old man with other wives and

full-grown children. The small boys are the shepherds. The small

bunches of calves, sheep, and goats belonging to most of the villagers

can be managed each by a single boy; and if they are large, a man,

with the assistance of one or more boys, is put in charge of them.

These shepherd boys, often not more than eight or ten years of age, ‘

go out with their flocks early in the morning, and remain in the field

or on the mountain-sides with them until after sunset. They spend
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theday in solitude, except when two or three arenear enough to each
other to converse while they watch their flocks, and their only food is
a little tough bread and a small kid-skin bottle of buttermilk. They
have usually no means of amusement, but the traveler will now and
then see one supplied with a wooden whistle, which sounds about half
the notes of the scale and makes a shrill kind of music. These they
prize very highly, and they cannot easily be induced to sell them.
‘Me children that are too small to do any work are allowed to run about
the village uncombed and unwashed, and to roll in the dirt like little
pigs. Even the infants are scarcely acquainted with the use of soap
and water, and as a consequence half the little children have sore
eyes, and many of both the children and the adults are blind in one
eye Or both. Conder attributes this neglect of cleanliness to a super-
stition among them in regard to the 4’evil eye, ” and says that the
children ●re purposely left dirty and besmirched to avoid the conse-
quences of an envious look.* This may serve some of them as an
excuse, but were we to judge by the uncleanliness of the mothers
themselves, we would suppose that the neglect is chiefly due to in-
difference.

Avarice, the common sin of humanity, and supposed to be most
prevalent among commercial nations, is not more so among any people
than among the Fel’lahin of Palestine. From the oldest to the youngest
they are beggars, and they beg, not because they are in want, but be-
cause their thirst for money is insat iable. They hope for a gift, which
they call dwkd$d’, and plead for it without the slightest ground on
which to base a claim for it; and when they have received con~pensa-
tion for a service to the fuli amount agreed on, they still entreat for
additional pay in the way of a present. When a gift is bestowed they
are never content with the amount of it, but they indicate by the most
pitiable tones and looks that they are disappointed. Their avarice is
●lso shown in their methods of making bargains. They cannot buy
the smallest amount of any article without long hesitation and debate,
and. often two men are seen in a loud and apparently angry quarrel,
accompanied with violent gesticulation, over a difference of a few
cents. If this love of money were rightly directed by a wise govern-
ment, and by the introduction of capital from more prosperous coun-
tri.s, it m~ht result in making the people enterprising and thrifty.

Another trait of character which always arreats the attention of the
western traveler, is the disposition to engage in angry and boisterous

● Conder, ii. 932.
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quarrels without coming to blows. It is seen among the employ& in the

traveler’s own camp, causing him great annoyance ; and it appears

among all who have dealings likely to involve conflicting interests.

Thomson tells a story of a man against whom a neighbor raised a

quarrel when he was about to pray. With violent gesticulations he

broke forth in the words : ‘‘ May God curse your grandfather and

the father of your great-grandfather ! Can’t you give a man time to

pray ? I want, to pray.”*

All persons from the West who enjoy personal familiarity with the

Ar’abs, or with Syrians of any class, notice their inability to appreci-

ate a jest. They take everything you say in sober earnest, and your

best efforts at humor in conversation are lost on them. They indulge

in no jesting among themselves, and they know not bow to appre-

ciate it in others. As Lieutenant Conder remarks, “The Eastern people

are by nature grave and dignified, and they have but little sense of the

ludicrous. Their only attempts at witticism are feeble puns. ”

The inhabitants of the various villages, like the tribes among the

Bed’awin, have a local government of their own entirely distinct from

that of the Turks. Every village has its sheikh, who is implicitly

obeyed by the citizens ; and he, in conjunction with the elders or

heads of families, constitutes a kind of informal court for the adnlin-

istration of justice. They have no prisons, but they- inflict such

penalties as they think proper. They also make provision for such

of their number as cannot cultivate the soil for themselves; for

example, they cultivate a piece of ground for the religious teacher of the

village and one for the village carpenter, who are thus compensated

for their labors.~

.

THE NATIVE CHRISTIANS.

In some towns and villages of Palestine the people are chiefly Chris-

tians, those in Nazareth and Bethlehem being almost exclusively so.

Nearly all such belong to the Greek Church, though some are Rornanists.

These appear to be of the same race as the Fel’labin, with perhaps

the difference of a greater admixture of Euronean blood. Their

belief in Christ is inherited from the remnant of the Christian popu-

lation which survived the Mohammedan invasion of the seventh cen-

—

* I.and and Book, i. 206. ~ Conder, Tent-Work, ii. 256,268.
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tury. The Christian portion of the population show amarked superi-

orityin some respects over the Mohammedans. They are not so chaste

nor so temperate, and they are equally superstitious; but they’ are more

enterprising in business and better educated, Their-women are freer,

and both sexes have more cheerfulness and domestic happiness among

them. In the dress of both sexes they areeasily disting~lished from

all classes of Mohammedans. The men wear on their heads a red

cap like the fez, except that it is hemispherical and has a larger tassel.

Their coat is a close-fitting jacket, open in front, and usually orna-

mented with embroidery. In front, hetween thelappelsof the jacket,

is seen an embroidered vest, buttoning up to the chin. Their nether

limbs are encased in a pair of trowsers of very voluminous folds,

gathered close at each ankle and around the waist by stout draw-strings.

It is reallya large bag with two holes at the lower corners for the feet

topassthrough,and a draw-string in the mouth to drawit tight around

thewaist. It is madeoft hesamem aterialwitl~ thejacket,—cloth, silk,

or linen,—and is often of fine goods and of the richest colors. At the

waist, and covering the connecting point between the vest and the

trowsers, is a voluminous sash of various colors, wound several times

around the waist, with both ends hanging down by the right thigh.

Stockings of cotton or silk and shoes of .13uropean patterns cover

the ankles and feet. This is by far the most picturesque and pleasing

costume seen in Palestine or any part of Western Asia, and when worn

by a tall man of graceful action it is unexcelled in appearance by any

costume in the world. It is ill suited, however, to horseback riding

on account of the narrow stride of the trowsers. Short stirrups are

~ necessity. Yet even on horseback it must be admitted that a Syrian

gentleman presents a much more pleasing appearance than an Anleri-

can. For an overcoat he uses the identical LWa of the Bed’awin,

except that it is made of finer goods and in more pleasing colors.

When riding in the sun he very frequently ties the Bed’awin liufefyeh

about his cap, or folds it around the cap in the style of a turban. This

is to protect his head and face from the intense heat of the sun. Solme-

ti)mes a Turk does the same.

The Christian women dress very much after the lluropean style,

~xcept that they wear nothing corresponding to a bonnet or ‘a hat.

heir most usual head-covering is a white veil, varying in texture ac-

:ordiug to the circumstances of the family, folded diagonally, like the

cnfeiyeh, and laid lightly over the head, leaving the face entirely bare.

rhe pin by which it is fastened to the hair is hidden, so that the veil

Lppears to hang in its place without fastening. Whatever might be
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thought by American or European ladies, it is the general verdict of

male travelers that this is a far more pleasing head-dress than nine-

teenths of the botinets worn in the West.

EUROPEANS.

The Russian government, the natural guardian of the Greek Church,

becouse it is the only strong nation professing that faith, encourages

pilgrimages tothe Holy Land, and makes provision outofthenatioual

treasury for the protection and the comfort of the pilgrims. Conse-

quently she hasplauted a kind of colony of priests and their assistants

at Jerusalem, at Bethlehem, at Nazareth, and in some less important

places. These constitute an inferential eletnentof the population.

Attached totheconsu]ates of Germany, France, Gr+eat 13i-itain,and the

United States, in Jerusalem, andtothe consular agenciesof the same

in Joppa and EIaifa, m-e a few persons of those nationalities, besides

missionaries from Gre~t Britain and America, who are located at vari-

ous places. These persons are to the traveler a very interesting part ‘

of the population; but their number is small, and they can scarcely be

regarded as a part of the settled population of the country. There is,

however, at Joppa, and also at Haifa, a coIony of Germans who have

taken up their abode in the count<y with a view to permanency. Each

colony numbers about 300 souls. The Haifa colony was founded in

the fall of 1868, and that at Joppa in 1869, the former under the

presidency of G. D. Hardegg, and the latter under that of (l)ristopher

Hoffman. They were both planted by a German sect called The Tem-

ple. Their religious tenets are not fully stated in any work that has

come under the eye of the author. Conder, who attempts to set them

forth in part, confesses that they are not easily understood, and inti-

mates the opinion that the colonists do not clearly understand them-

selves. * It is sufficient for our purpose to remark that they interpret

the “predictions concerning the restoration of Israel to their own land

as referring to its occupation by the spiritual rather than by the literal

Israel, and that they are aiming at the fulfillment of thse predictions.

They contemplate, also, the elevation and conversion of the ,native in-

habitants of the country; but, as explained to the author by one of the

number at Haifa, they seek to accomplish this not by sending n~ission-

* II. 302-305.
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aries to preach to them, but by living among them and setting an ex-

ample forthem to imitate. They hope that thenatives will eventually

see the superiority of European methods and of a pure religion, and be

led to adopt these without other persuasion. At first the colonists had

schools in which their own children and those of the natives were

taught together; but they found that their own children deteriorated

more rapidly than the others improved, and therefore they excluded

the native children from their schools.

CHAPTER IV.

MODES OF AGRICULTURE.

PLOUGHING AND SOWING.

WHEN the rains commence in November, softening the ground

which during the summer has become hardened in the sun and often

cracked open to a considerable depth, ploughing for the next season’s

crop begins. But son)e of the farmers have adopted the custom of

ploughing in the spring, during the leisure just before harvest. This

early ploughing p-events the surface from being hardened by the sun,\

and as no weeds nor grass will grow during the sumn~er, it exposes

the soil more to the fertilizing effects of the dry atmosphere. It also

gives rest to the land, for cm this method the same piece of ground is

sown in grain not oftener than every alternate year.

The plough now used is qtiite an improvement on that described by

early travelers in Palestine, showing that the natives are capable of im-

provement even in agricultural implements. It is retie like a very

heavy ‘kbull tongue, ” wkh two bars reaching back from the sides of

it. These bars serve to widen the furrow and to increase the pulveriza-

tion of the soil, The upper end of the plough is hollow, and receives

the single hmdle, which rises with but little backward slope, and has

at its top a cross-piece by which it is held. The beam is attached to

this upright, and is strengthened by a wooden brace above the point of

connection. It reaches forward to the yoke, and has a sufficient up-

ward inclination to touch the yoke, to the middle of which it is tied
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with a rope or a piece of raw-hide. It is a tongue, rather than a beam,
The yoke is a straight pole about six feet long and three inches in
diameter, which lies on top of the necks of the oxen, and is fastened
to the neck not by a bow, but by a rope. All of the timber used is
light but tough, and it answers its purpose better than one would sup-

PLoUGHNG,

pose, for the plough is not run more than three inches deep ; its draft is
light and there is very little danger of breaking, except when it strikes
a heavy stone or the solid rock, then some part of the plough or of the
gearing is almost certain to break, and much time is lost in making
repairs. The oxen are still driven by a goad, a long stick with a sharp
spike in the end, as in the ancient times. *

This simple instrument pulverizes the ground very well, and where
the soil is light it stirs it to a sMficient depth. It is doubtful whether an
American steel plough, running eight or ten inches deep and bringing
the subsoil to the surface, would produce any better results in that soil
and climate. At any rate, if our method were introduced there, not
only the ploughs but the yokes would have to be imported, for the tim-
ber out of which to make our heavy yokes and plough-beams can be
found there only in a very few places. It would be necessary, also,
either to import a larger breed of cattle, or to plough with two or three
yokes of those now in use.

The poverty of the people is such that they have an indifferent sup-
ply of cattle for ploughing, and a scarcity of even the cheap and rude

* Judges iii. 31; Acts xxvi. 14.
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plonghs which they manufacture. While one man is using the team and

the plough, several are waiting to use it in their turns. As a conse-

quence, the ploughing and sowing continue all the winter, exposing the

farmer and his stock to much hardship and to many causes of ill

health, besides necessitating a very light yield from the grain that is

sown late in the season. The traveler often sees this lately-sown

grain so thin as not to be worth harvesting, side by side with heavy

crops that are sown early. With more capital and a better supply of

work-stock, the ploughing could be’rushed through in the early part of

the rainy season, and better results would follow. Even in November,

however, cold winds and rain are encountered, and he who would

push his business vigorously must disregard both. It is to this that

Solomon alludes when he says, ${ The sluggard will not plough by reason

of the cold; therefore shall he beg in harvest and have nothing.”*

The sower goes immediately before the ploughman, sowing the grain

that it may be ploughed under. In order to keep up with the sower it

is necessary to follow him with several ploughs. The barrow is not used

at all. Were the ground ploughed before sowing and then the grain

harrowed in, or even covered by dragging a heavy brush over the

ground, the yield would probably be greater,

HARVESTING> THRESHING, AND GRINDING.

The Syrian farmer is in no hurry about the commencement of his

harvest. He can begin, if he chooses, as soon as the grain is suffi-

ciently matured ; but he usually waits till it is “ dead-ripe” and the

stalk is yellow to the roots. Neither is he in any hurry, like the

American farmer, to get through. The American begins before the

grain is dry enough to shatter out, because with his machinery he han-

dles it so roughly as otherwise to cause great waste; and when he

begins he must hurry through lest the rain hinder him and ruin his

grain. Btit the Syrian farmer knows that he will not have a shower

during harvest-time, let the latter be ever so long, and his mode of

handling -his grain is such as not to shatter it, though ever so ripe.

He cuts it with a sickle, as did his fathers back to the days of Abraham,

and as our fathers did less than a hundred years ago. Some writers

represent the harvesters as sitting on their haunches while using the

* Prov. xx. 4.
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sickle;* but the author saw harvesting in process from end to end and

from side to side of the entire country, and he saw no one in this

lazy posture. The grain is tied in little bundles, which are loaded

on the backs of camels or donkeys and transferred to the heap at the

threshing-floor. They are not tossed with a pitchfork, but moved

gently by hand. The grain must be removed from the field because

the soft, tillable ground is unsuited for a threshing-floor, and because

the threshing-floor must be near thevillage forthesake of convenience.

The Jews in anoient times used carts for this purpose, instead of

donkeys and camels. ~

When alltlle grain isharvested andlaid upinheaps, notstacks, about

the threshing-floors, the threshing begins, unless the necessity of

getting out some grain for immediate use has led to some threshing

before. Often this is the case, anclit isnotarare thing tosee persons

employed in threshing a few sheaves with a rude flail when the harvest

has scarcely begun. This is done when the old crop of wheat is

already exhausted, or when some of the fresh grain is wanted for

parching. The “ parched corn” so often mentioned in the Bible_$ is

still in common use. The threshing-floor is a hard pie,ce of ground,

made harder by tramping and beating, or, when it can be found of

sufficient size, the flat surface of a rock. The grain is laid upon this

in a circle from forty to eighty feet in diameter, and then oxen, horses,

and mules are driven around upon it until the most of it is shattered

out and the straw broken to pieces. Then follows the process of

grinding the straw into chaff and disengaging all the grain that may
yet be encased in the ears. This is effected by dragging over it a ,

rough slide, usually about three feet wide and five feet long. It con-

sists of three planks of hard timber about two inches thick, laid edge

to edge, with two battens nailed across them to hold them firmly

together, and one end slightly turned up so that the instrument will

slide over the straw. The bottom is bored full of inch auger-holes

not deep enough to go through, and rough stones of the right size to

make a tight fit are driven into these holes deep enough to leave nearly

half their size ~bo.ve the surface of the plank. These stones constitute

a kind of teeth, and as the slide is dragged round and round the

threshing-flo~r by a horse or a mule, with a man or boy sitting on it,

they grind the straw into fine chaff and shatter out the very last grain

of wheat. This instrument was used in early times by the Jews, and

b
* Conder, ii. 258. t See Amos ii. 13.
~ Lev. xxiii. X4; I Sam. xvii. 17; xxv. 18; 2 Sam. xvii. 28.
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was probably included in the instruments offered by Araunah to
David.* It is called the vzozu’xq”. This mass of grain and chaff is

then heaped into a conical pile in the centre of the floor, or at a short

THE MOW~RF.J.

distance outside the circle, andanother bed of the unthreshed grain is
laid down to gothrough the sameprocess. I have seen the driver of
a rnow’ny” lying down on it fast asleep while the horse continued his
rounds.

When a favorable wind blows, and this occurs nearly every day from
nine A.M. till four P. M., the heap of threshed grain is tossed into the air,
first with a ,three-pronged wooden fork, until the coarser straws are
separated, and then with a wooden shovel called “ a ‘an” ‘n ,the
English Bible.j_ The wind blows the straw and chaff to one side,
while the grain falls back into the heap. Sometimes when the grain
is nearly clean it is poured from a shallow basket held on top of a

!nan’s head, that the wind may blow away the remainder of the trash.
When the entire process is completed, there is still some fine chaff left
among the wheat, and nearly always some dust and grit from the

threshing-floor. The people have no means of removing this except
by washing the grain. It is in most instances not removed at all, but

ground with the wheat. But the author has seen women engaged in
washing their wheat by dropping it into a little stream dammed Up for
the purpose, stirring it around a few minutes, and then laying it out to
dry. In the hot sun and dry atmosphere the moisture is absorbed too

quickly to injure the grain. The ancient Jews completed the process
—

* see Isaiah xii. 15; 2 Sam. xxiv. 23. t Isaiah xii. 16; Mat. iii. M.
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of cleaning their grain by the use of a sieve, and it was customary

among them for the owner and the workmen to sleep at the threshing-

floor while the winnowing was going OU. * This last was for the

double purpose of hastening the work and guarding against thieves.

It is still customary to guard the heaps both of the threshed and the

unthreshed grain day and night. .

When the wheat is sufficiently winnowed it is put away in granaries,

of which there are two kinds, one kind above the ground and the

other beneath it. Those below ground are jug-shaped excavations

from four to six feet deep, plastered, and drawn to a naFrow mouth at

the top. Sometimes a great many of these are dug in a group very

close to each other. The author saw’, on a piece of sloping ~round

not far from Jericho, about an acre of space that was honey-combed

with them, but they had been abandoned and their tops had fa~l in.

Of course these granaries are made only in very dry spots or spots in

which the drainage is so good that water will not accumulate. Where

such ground cannot be obtained a structure of about the same shape

and capacity is built above ground out of sun-dried brick, plastered

outside, and terminating at the top with a conical point. The grain

is put in and taken out through an opening in the side. The chaff is

put away with the wheat. It helps to keep it dry, and it’ is used for

feeding stock. Anciently the grain was stored in similar structures,

but more secure and more durable, and they are called both garners

and barns in the English Bible. ~

J?or the purpose of grinding wheat and barley none but hand-mills

were anciently employed, and there are many allusions to their use in

“ the Bible. But water-mills and horse-mills have now been in use a

long time, and wind-mills have been erected recently at Jerusalem

and at Haifa. At Jerusalem there are three wind-mills and at Haifa

one.

The hand-mill consists of a nether md an upper millstone, the top

of the former a little convex, so as to promote the movement of the

flour toward the circumference, and the lower surface of the latter cor-

respondingly concave. An iron pivot rises from the centre of the

lower stone, on which the upper stone is supported and around which

it revolves. A hole six inches in diameter through the centre of the

upper stone allows the grain to be thrown in, and an iron bar extend-

ing across this opening rests on the pivot, supports the stone, and

allows it a rotary motion. The stones are not oyer two feet in diame-

* Amos ix, 9 ; Ruth iii. 1–7. T Matt, iii. 12; vi. 26; Luke xii. G%
7
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ter. Awoodell pinanincll ormoreill dial~leter islet illtotlle top of

the stone near its circumference, and rises high enough to serve asa

handle with which to turn it. The mill is usually operated by two

women, who sit flat on the floor at opposite sides. Each one turns it

half-way, and one puts in the grain with the disengaged hand. The

flour comes outonthe floor all around thenether stone, and is gathered

up as it accumulates. Sometimes, when a small quantityof grain is

to be ground, and there is no haste; the mill is operated by a single

woman. “I%e author has seen several instances of this. Hand-mills

are used at present only as a dernier resort, when it is quite incon-

venient to procure grinding at mills of some other kind.

Horse-millsare numerous in Jerusalem, and the traveler as he walks

the streets frequently hears the sound of grinding. Theyare also found

in all the large towns. The stones for these are constructed in the same

manner as for the hand-mills, but they are usually about three feet in

diameter. The horse moves around in a circle, drawing the end of a

lever, the other endof which is morticed into a perpendicular shaft

with which the gearing of the machinery is connected. There is no

bolting-chest in the m]ll, neither is there a wooden case around the

stones to collect the flour and make it come out at a single spout. It

comes out, as in the case of the hand-mill, all around the stones, and is

much exposed to the dust and trash of the dingy building. There is,

however, at Nazareth a horse-n~ill, recently erected by a German,

which has a simple bolting-machine, and makes very fair flour. This

mill is operated by a tread-wheel, and it is alone of its kind.

Water-mills are built wherever practicable. ‘l’he number of ruins

of such mills that are seen in some parts of the country shows plainly

that they were once more numerous than at present. The millstones

are of the same form and size as those used in the horse-mills.’ The

paddles of the water-wheel are ‘immediately under the floor of the mill

and under the stones, being attached to the shaft which passes through

the lower and turns the upper stone. As a consequence the stone turns

uniformly with the wheel. The water issues from an orifice just op-

posite the wheel and spends “its force on the paddles as they rapidly

revolve. There is no casing about the circle of paddles to confine the

water and concentrate its force, and consequently a large part of its

power is lost. In order to give force to the water as it issues from

the orifice, it is collected into an upright cylinder built of stone and

cemented inside. This is 12 or 14 feet high, and its interior diameter

is from 15 to 20 inches. A stream of water from the mill-race pours into

the top of this cylinder and keeps it full, so that the entire perpen-
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dicular pressure of the column imparts its force to that which rushes

through the orifice below and impels the wheel. Such mills are con-

structed on the hill-side adjoining the stream where a race, tapping the

stream some distance above, and led along the hill-side with a gradual

fall, is sufficiently high above the parent stream to allow its water to

flow into the mill. In some instances, where the descent of the parent ‘

stream is very rapid, there is room between it and the race for two

mills, the water passing through both in succession before it reaches

its natural bed. There are several such I)airs of mills on Wady Bediln’,

the chief tributary of Wady Far’rah, and the people of Nab’lus resort

thither for their grinding. Sometimes the principal stream is itself

dammed, and the mill constructed just below the dam. There is such

a mill in the Plain of Jez’reel, and eight or ten on Croqodile River, in
/

the Plain of Sha’ron. * With a little more art in their construction,

and with the addition of a bolting-apparatus, these mills would make

very good flour at a very cheap rate.

Wind-mills have been introduced only within the last ten or twelve

years, and those thus far constructed are of European manufacture.

They do very good work, and can be operated from six to ten hours a

day nearly everyday in the year. It is probable that as capital in-

creases, and with it a demand for better articles of diet, they will be-

come universal in those parts of the country that are destitute of m,ill-

streams. Steam-mills are not to bethought of, nor steam-machinery

of any kind, on account of the scarcity of fuel.

Under the head of Products of the Soil, Chapter II., $ III., we

have already given as full an account as our space will allow of

other grains, fruits, and vegetables belonging to the department of

agriculture.

TENURE OF LANDS,

Under the law of Moses lands were inherited perpetually by the

descendants of those to whom they were first distributed after the con-

quest under Joshua. A man could sell his lands only temporarily, for

they were restored to the heirs of the original owners in the year of

jubilee, which was every fiftieth year ; and they could be redeemed at

any time by paying a fair equivalent for their use until the jubilee.t

The operation of this law was suspended by the Aslsyrian and Babylo-

* See description of latter in Land and Book, ii. 244. T See Lev. xxv. 8-28.
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nian captivities, and there is no evidence of its restoration afterward.

If it were even partially restored after the return of thecaptives it was

finally discontinued bytheciispersionof the Jewish nation A.D. 70,

Under the present Turkish rule the lands of Palestine are held ‘in

three ways. Some are held as the property of the Sultan, some as

individual possessions, and some as the property of mosques and other

institutions of a religious character. In English phraseology these are

called, respectively, crown-lands, freehold, and glebe-lands. Purchases

of government lands must be confirmed by a firman from the Sultan

before the title is good; and in securing this there is often great delay

and expense. In some instances, however, purchases of extensive

tracts have been made at a ridiculously low price. An instance is

related in the following terms by Conder: ‘(A Greek banker named

Sursuk, to whom the government was under obligations, wm allowed

to buy the northern half of the Great Plain [Plain of IIsdra’elon] and

some of the Nazareth villages for the ridiculously small sum of X20,000

($100,000) for an extent of seventy square miles. The taxes of the

twenty villages amounted to ~4000 ($20,000) ; so that the average

income could not be stated at less than XI 2,000 ($60,000), taking good

and bad years together. The cultivation was materially improved under

his care, and the property must be immensely valuable, or would be if

the title could be considered secure ; but it is highly probable that the

government will again seize the land when it becomes worth while to

do SO.”*

Whoever may be the owner of lands, the inhabitants of every village

are the cultivators of the soil immediately arbund them. The limits

of the territory thus claimed by each village are marked by valleys, by

ridges, or by large stones, and so’ are the subdivisions among the vil-

lagers themselves. The extent of territory varies somewhat with the

population of the village, and the nearness or remoteness of other

villages. In more exact terms, it varies from three or four hundred to

four or five thousand acres.t

The tax on. land belonging to the government is one-tenth of its

entire annual product, and this is assessed before the harvest begins.

Of course there is usually an overestimate of the yield. No man is

allowed to thrust in his sickle until this assessment is made. The as-

sessor often delays until, for fear of serious loss to the crop, the culti-

vator gives him a heavy bribe to proceed. The temptation to gross

injustice, already pressing hard on the officer, who wishes both to fill

—

*I. 166. t See Conder, ii. 255-s6.
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his own coffers und to g:iil~ f~vor with his stllwriors by bringing a large

inuomc to lhc govcrt)nwnt, is grctitly i]wrcuwl by the fact that the

t~xc> arc Lmm.xl (NILI)y (I]stricls to ilIc higlmt bidder. A mm having

iAIlcII Iligl), :IIILIfeeling a necessity ior Ilot on)y collecting the amount

of I)is bi(l but an a(lditiomd sum to enrich himself, studies (ml “ail

IImtlc>r of (Icviccs to olqmss the poor hus.l)at)lllmn. ‘1’hese farnwrs

of lhC rC!veI)llC Ull(i lh(!ir 5tlbOdll]LStt!S are tilt! SdlllL! ChSS Of Ofh(’hk aS

IhrJx culled I)ul)li(uns in the New Testanlcnt, and they as well (Ieserve

the litlc “ n)i>erisble sinntxs” as liid their predecessors of the New

‘1’cst.slllclll I,erio(l.

‘llIe tax m the glclJe-lLuIds, or those lwlongil)g to religious institu-

tions, is a fixed amount of produce I)cr annujn, without regmi to the

yiel,l of the lan(is. Ti]is, in ui)favor;~bie years, is often ruinous.

O.mdcr, in his remarks on this point, says, “ At Kurh’wis, in 1873, the

pcopte told me witil te~rs in tiwir eyes that the oilve crop Id hem so

poor that the vidue was not as muuil as tile amount of tile tox to lx

collectell. ”* And the autl)or was in fornwd, when in tl)e vicinity of

Michl)ml), in thu s]rnng of 1879, tlm between three am] four hundred

men frcm) the vIiiages in tiut part of the country Imti fled across tile

Jor4i.ii) wi[ll ti)clr fwnilles to avoid troubie about taxes wi~ich tiwy

could 110[ il~)

Accor{llllg to Conder tl]e taxes are Imught into the towns where

the iocai govurnors re.i(ic by 13asili-lbzouiis, or the irregular sol(iiery.

But smwtimcs the governor himcif makes a tour of ti)e viil:)ges to

coikx-t ti)cnl), WiICII he and hIs ]lutlwrous attendants must be fed ami

iwigcil at tile exlwnse of tile vili:lger>. ‘1’i)is .;LW very greatly to the

wcigi]t of thti grin(lillg tux~tion ul)dcr which the lJeoi)ie grofin. clJn-

(Ier pcrtiuclltiy rel]]~rks Ii]clt unller sucl) a governnwnt it can scarcely

be a lnu[ter of sori,risc that the Fcl’lai)in are lazy, thriftless, and sullen.

“ WiI.it is tile U5Cof tryil]g to, get moIIey,” tiwy (lel IIaIl(l, “ when the

sohlicrs :UIII the Kai’luak:ln] ~governor) woui(f eat it ail ?“

Anotiwr evil whiuh nukes ;~ he:lvy (Ir.iin on the imdu(tive !abor of

ti)e couutry is tile cuns(rii)tion for tile ‘1’urkish mny. Con(ier says,

“ Ti)crc is no w(ider bi~ilt til:m tl)at of ti)c recruits lcuvillg a viilqy of

l’:lleslinc. ‘1’lIcy w-c Iltarchu(l off in irons 10 hea[iquarters, leaving
tli(ir wccpillg f:ll]li]ics lje]lin(i ti]elt), al)(l l)urrie(l away to Etjrolw or

Armcn~;\, wl)crc ti)cy iI_Ml a miserabie iifc, receive but little }J:iy, and

arc hullie(i by ignorant otlhm. “1- ‘1’iw autilor witnessed at licimn L

Inure pleasing sigi]t ,—tiw returu of a few conscripts who had been
.—_ ..– - ._ ._________ _. -——

● Il. 266. t Tent-Work, ii. 267.
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taken from the town for the Russian war. Their male friends went
out to meet them with the tiring of guns and shouts of welcome, and
received them with kissing and warm embraces. Meantime, a group
of women in a double line, at a little distance, sang a monotonous song
and marched about in irregular curves, keeping time to their own
music. After the entire party had disappeared within the town we
could hear at our camp loud wai Iing from those women who were dis-
appointed about the return of their husbands, sons, or brothers, and
who learned from those who did return the sad fate of their loved ones

lost in battle. Sheikh Ab’has, of Hebron, told IIS that he himself was
in the Russian war; that he served his own government twer,ty-two
months without receiving a cent of wages; and that in the mean time
he sutTered for want of both food and clothing. At the end of that
time he was taken prisoner by the Russians, who fed him well, made
him comfortable with warm clothing, and released him when the war
was over. Good Mussulman as he was, he evidently felt more kindly
to the Russians than to the Turks, and would prefer, in another war,
to fight on the side of the former.

The facts presented in this section enable the reader to see one of
the chief causes of the present miserable condition of Palestine, and
how the country might be rejuvenated under a just and well-a(iminis-
tered government. That its condition is actually improving even
under these circumstances, and has been for the last twenty years, is a
proof of the irrepressible terflency to material prosperity which char-
acterizes the present age. The ability of the people to prosper at all
under such a condition of things is due to the extreme cheapness of
the necessaries of Ii fe and to the small amount of these necessaries on
which they have learned to live. Conder ~ays he has heard of a family
of five who lived on only X25 ($roo) a year.
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CHAPTER V.

MODES OF ARCHITECTURE.

BUILDING MATERIALS.

THE American traveler in Palestine sees nothing which contrasts
more strongly with the aspect of his own country than the appearance
of the houses, both inside and out. He sees no wooden houses nor
shingled roofs. There is at present only one framed house in all
Palestine, and that is a small school-house in Joppa occupied by an
American lady. It was made in America and transported in pieces to
Joppa. Neither does he see a single house built of brick. Burnt
bricks are unknown in the country, from the fact t~at fuel is too scarce
and costly to justify the burning. It is a sufficient draft on it to burn
a small amount of pottery and the smallest quantity of lime that can
be made to answer the necessities of builders, Chimneys are likewise
unseen, aird both fireplaces and stoves are unknown. If you were to
speak to a Syrian of the ‘{family fireside” you would speak in an un-

known tongue. Ail the houses of the country are built either of stone
or of sun-dried bricks. Among the rocky hills where stone is abundant
it is employed almost exclusively, and everywhere it is the material of
the better class of houses. Not only the walls of the houses, but the
stair-steps and the roofs are built of stone. The floors themselves are
stone or cement, or tiles laid upon cement. Wood is used only where
it is indispensable. In the stone houses, the doors and windows are
often the only parts made of wood, though sometimes wooden joists
are employed to support the second floor. The walls of the better
class of stone houses are built of hewed stone, but those of the inferior
class are built of rough stones picked up from the surface of the earth
and laid in a large amount of mortar. The mortar used is often little
more adhesive than mud, it being a capital point with builders to use
as little lime as possible. But the lime itself is beautifully white, and
the plastering is very durable. The cement which is to be exposed to
the weather or to the tramping of feet is also very hard, and impervious
to water,
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The sun-dried bricks are nothing more than masses of mu{i, thickly

]ntermixed with the d)ort str~w from the tl]resl)ing-floors, ])rcsseci by

hand into a wootieI) moui(i, and then left to dry in the SUII. ‘~lle author

saw a brick-yard, if it might be dignified with the name, in operation

on the I?l:lin of Sha’ron. Two or three women were working IIIJ the

dark surface-soil at the edge of a puddle of water into a stiff mud,

anti stirring into it the short straw of the threshing-tloor. They

operated WI[h their llJked feet al)d >Ollle I’Ulk! hOeS Another carried

the mud in her hancisj when properly prepared, to the moulder. ‘he

moukl had spaces for ouly two bricks at Q time, each about twelve

inches long, eight wide, and six deep. When the moulci WLMIilic(i it

was lifted up, leaving the bricks on the ground, and placed at a dis-

tance in (rout, ready for another supply of mu(i. The bricks are

turned over occasionally while drying. The straw helps to keep them

in shape while drying, and tends to prevent them from wasting ill the

rain and from crumbling in the dry weather. Such were the bricks

made by Israel for Phamoh in the time of tlw Egyl)tian bondage.

Tiles, which were used to some extent for roofing hotlses in the New

Testament period, * are not now seen ill P:licstil]e. Doubtless the in-

creasing scarcity of t’uel for baking tllcn), Jmi of timber for supporting

them on the roof, has led to their disu>e,

ARCHITELTLRE OF THE CI’I’IES.

All the houses in the cities of the hill country are built of stone;

and most of those in the cities of the plail)s, SUCI1as Jo])l):t, H~ii.i, and

A’cre, are of the same materi:d. GJza, however, is an excel) tiou, being

situated where stone is not easily I)rwllrtxi.

All the better class of city buil~iings are two stories high. ll]ey are

built compactly against each other, no open spaces being left except

the streets; and, in case of the largest houses, un o]]en court in the

centre. Such a thing as a yard about Q house is unknown. The lower

stories are usually occupied for business purposes of some k inLi, and

the upper stories by the families. The windows are chiefly in the upper

stories. They are usually very small, md are often covered witil an

unpainted wooden lattice, or a network of iron bars. \Vin(iows of the

lower stories are invariably protected in the latter way for I he purpose

of guarding agaiust burglars. The doors are heavy and strong, and by
.—- ...——— ——
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no means ornamental. They are seldom painted. The ceilings are

seldom supported by wooden joists; theyare usually vaulted with stone,

the vaults being plastered on the under side and levelled ontop for the

second floor. The vault of the uppermost story is levelled on top for

a flat roof, though sometimes the highest part of the vault is left to

project in the centre of the roof, and is finished asa plastered dome.

Such domes are especially common in Jerusalem. The thicknessof

the walls, ceilings, and roofs renders thehouses compamtivelycool in

summer.

The space left for streets isverynarrow, often notrnore than six feet,

and seldom more than twelve. Sometimes there is a narrow sidewalk,

a little elevated above the street, but usually there is none. The streets

are usually paved with stones whose tops have worn smooth and round

so that they are very slippery. Both man and beast must tread care-

fully on them to avoid a fall, and the care taken renders walking on

themquitef atiguing. Inafewinstances thestreets arepaved forshort

distances with smooth flag-stones, andstreets notmuch used aresorne-

times not paved at all.

The narrownessof the streets was intended for the double purpose

of keeping out the hot rays of the sun and of economizing space within

the walls of the city. The former purpose is still further secured by

covering the streets in many places with matting stretched across on

poles from the roofs of the houses on either side, and sometimes by

turning arches of stone across the streets from the walls of the houses.

Sometimes these arches serve the additional purpose of supporting rooms

above them which are connected with the houses. In all such places

the streets are considerably darkened; but the exchange of some light

for a cooler temperature is a good bargain in that hot country.

These street coverings are nearly always found along those portions

of the streets occupied by the bazaars, or the rows of small shops for

the transaction of business. Each of these shops is a small room in

the front of the house, from six to ten feet square, the side next to the

street entirely open during business hours, but entirely closed with

wooden shutters at other hours. The other three sides, without doors

or windows, are entirely occupied with shelves and goods. The floor

is elevated about two feet above the street, and the dealer sits on a mat

in the middle of it ready to wait on his customers. He smokes his

pipe if not busy, and sometimes, in dull days, he falls asleep. He can ,

reach the articles most frequently called for without rising, and he

never rises if he can avoid it. All the shops on the same street for the

sale of the same article are grouped together, and often all in the entire
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city. There is the silk bazaar, the cotton bazaar, the shoe bazaar, the
grocers’ bazaar, etc. But sometimes, as in Jerusalem, there are many
persons of different nationalities or religions doing business in the same
city, and then the bazaars take the names of these, as the Turkish, the
Jewish, the Christian bazaar, etc. The blacksmiths, coppersmiths, car-

penters, and other craftsmen, have also their bazaars, and their shops
differ in size but little from those of the merchants.

The walls of the walled cities are built in the manner prevalent four
hundred years ago, before the general use of heavy artillery, and from
that period back to remote antiquity. They are now utterly useless,
except to regulate the ingress and egress of citizens and soldiers; and
they obstruct these while they regulate them. No guards are stationed
on them, no special care is taken to preserve them, and persons are
allowed at will to walk about on them. Jerusalem, indeed, is the only
city in Palestine whose wall is yet preserved entire, those of the other
cities having either entirely disappeared, or been preserved, as in Nab’-
lus and Haifa, only on one or two sides of the city. That of A’cre has
been displaced on the land side by an entirely modern fortification,
intended to resist an attack from artillery.

A city gate is not a mere opening in the wall, with a heavy shutter to
close it; but it is a square tower, usually twenty or thirty feet square,
and projecting beyond the wall both without and within. The outer

entrance is through one side of this tower, and the inner through the
side at right angles to it ; so that after entering the tower you turn
either to the right or the left~usually to the left—to enter the city.
This made it more difficult for an enemy to force his way into the city,
and it prevents one who is outside from seeing in or shooting in when
the gate is open. .4’cre is the only city whose gates are now closed at
night. Wherever there are gates there is an armed guard both day and
night, but there is no hindrance to the passage of the people. The
open spaces about the gates am-l that within the tower are the resort, as
they have ever been, of idlers, beggars, and news-gatherers, and they
naturally serve the purpose of meeting-places for friends. Here men

exchange greetings, engage in conversation, or transact business, as the
occasion may suggest.

$111.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE VILLAGES.

As we have remarked in the foregoing section, the better houses of
the villages are built of stone, like those in the cities, and in those vil-
lages that are situated in rocky districts all the houses are of the same
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‘material. But the intkrior houses are built ofs@has,@c@d Wi~,
the surfkce, of every stape and ~m~t everys~. They are rt#@
built into the walls, and t’hewalls themselves are usually not more.*
from eight to ten feet high. The house conta~s but a ,tingle rodhj
apd the flat roof is made of poles plastered together with a cem@t
made of clay mixed with straw. This cement is put on in layers, anil
beaten and rolled with a stone roller until it is hard enough to walk
upon and impervious to water. The eaves extend about two feet be-

yond the walls on every side, in order to throw the water away from
the wall? in winter. On account of the great weight of this rcw~, if
the room is of any considerable size, one or more rude props are placed
under it at its weakest points, making a cqmbroua obstruction within
the room. Th&e houses are usually the merest huts, with. none Df the
comforts or conveniences of civilized life. T~y afford a dry and
warm shelter from the cold rains of winter, and they afford a hidiag-
place for hou&hold goods; but they have no attractions, and their
owners prefer to spend all of their time out of doors, except when the
weather or the necessities of life compel them to remain within. As
habitations they are superior only “to the huts of sundried brick whkh
are occupied by the poorest villagers in the plains.

These huts are commonly called by writers on the country “ mud
I houses,’‘ an expression which is somewhat misleading. The walls. ~

,never run up more, than six or eight feet high, and the roofk are made
of sticks and long coarw weeds, matted together wi~a cement made
of the same material as the brick, and usually laid on about a,ibot
thick. The roofs have a sdf.supporting strength fkr above what one
would imagine, and persons are often seen walking about, on them.
,They are favorite resorts for the barking dogs, when a compagy of
strangers are riding by. There they can bark in sa&ty, out @ magh
of the traveler’s dog, and in no danger of being run over by t!m@v-
eler’s horse. Moreover, they can see the whole troup of the i&adess
at a glance, and dogs love to see as well as to bark.

Sometimes the walls of these huts, for their better protection against,
the weather, are plastered outside with a brown mortar, and in rare
instances this mortar is ornamented with a white or colored wash.
They are also sometimes plastered inside. The floor within is of clay,
and is seldom elevated above the surface of the @reet. In&ed, the
narrpw street is so constantly receiving accretions of filth, and .trssh
that its surface is often elevated above the floors of the hut% If the
stone huts are uncomfortable and unattractive, still more so are those
made of mud. They have no windows at all, the only light and ven-
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tiiatioti being recei$ed tlwottgh the door. The people have invented
two dei%es .tb i?scape%lw irrtolerable heat and bad hir within them m
night,+ne is to ctinsti’uat, adjoining the outer wail and close to the
4@rj, a Ma@ ~f plastered plwfmn on tthic?h to @@ad their mattresses.
O@y’thwse who hitn a little door-yatd inckxw!!!lwith a mud-wall can
sleep’ M tbh wky without too much exposure. Such yards are ncit
awcommbir ‘ifi#re Mrger villages. The other device is to build little
Wmthwout “d rei$dsor the branches of trees, on top of the houses, and
skep t~t~ dtiring the hottest weather. Even people who live in stone
hout)eaand in the cities very often resort to the housetop fa a cool
place Wsieep; and houses of the better class mw usually supplied with
biittlcmehts aroutid the eaves, which hide the d- fkom the eyes
d thdit’ fieighbors.

The ~streets in the villages are scarcely worthy of the name. It
sbems as if every mab has built his house where he chose, without
‘regkrd to othets; eic@pt that he left a space wide enough to reach his
ovh dthm. Conquently the streets hav’t no regularity in regard either
to width O* dit-eetion. They are often not more ,thait four &et wide,
iid~ %ddckn wider than six feet; but open spactw of all shapes are
found here and there. The streets fun,in all-directions, and they ofteh
wktninate abruptly at the door of a habitation. A stranger is easily
lost in trying to ride through them.

Nearly all the villages of the country me built on elevated -spots.
%nne of them are perched on the tops qf high hills, and such situa-
tb$ns weve anciently selected mom frequently than at present, as is .
proved by the frequency with which deserted ruins art ibund on these
Mty sites. Btrt the modern village is usually MM vn a bench of the
inouhtaini or on the rounded summit of a more moderate ekvaticm.
Even those ha the Plains’of Sha’ron and Philis’tia are nwu+y all tituated
on elevations either naturtd or artificial. ,

IV.

S+CRED BUILDl~OS.

Ewery Amekican who visits Palestine is iriterelued in visiting mosques
tmd chtirchesj und he finds both quite diffkreht ‘from what he would
- if M we= to judge f? the -d bu$!dings of his own
coWkry.

n~ ~ild~~, likq all ot~m in P&stine of any considemble

sise, w tif atbn& The Roman Catholic churches (called Latid in



thatcountry) are usually small. rectangular chapels,, not mhterkdz ,dif+
&rent. from- the small l@mea of the, “same sect in this country. Q+.
in Nazaceth and Jerusalem have they clmrc+es of any pmtensiima’,-
regards st ylo and extent. They hwe smne cha~ls w piacea of saying
mass in grottos, and one at the place now tailed AcFldam% near Jeru-.
salem, in an ancient ~pulchre. AN of their piaces ~f worship w
supplied more or less with pictures of the saints am$ of Jesus, but none
are sqppiied with sea@for the congregation. The peophz who uow
ip at. the hours of mass are expected: merely to pray and theq retire+
While praying they are on their knees, and if they remain to, witnew

theprocession of the priests they stand or sit on tiw floor. This chwwh
‘has several monastery buildings of some magnitude, but t&y are all
plain stone, buildings without extern~ orn~otation.

The Greek chapels are not unlike the Latin, in exteraal appearance.
Inside they are usually suppiied with a single row of mdcly-constructed
seats around the wall, intended for the combrt of old persona. The
altar is at the end opposite tie door, and is a@t oif by a paa%.ition
extending entirely across the room. This pa?tj.tion, is usually hung
with tawdry pictures, po~es$ing no merit at all as works of art, and’ it
is gilde~ ~d painted in a fantastic style. A door ~ front of the alfar
is thrown, open for the ingress and egrew of the pries% and thqogh
it the people have glimpses of the ceremonies per@med withh one

of the finest ~cred buildings in .Palestine is a church. of thw order
erected at the expense of the Russian government wiChin the bdatl
possessions near Jerusalem. The Greek Church baa uroruwtteries also
at various sacred places, many of which have been recently built, but,
like the Latin structures of the kind, they are very plsin buildings
outside and very bare inside.

The Mohammedan mosques are still plainer $tructu~ than the
churches, either Latin or Greek. They arc usually kquare, buiid~
with little or no ornamentation either outside or inside. No pictures nor
statues are ever seen about them, the use of both, either in sacred editi
or private houses, being forbidden by the Koran on acco ~ of their con-
nection with idolatry and saint-worship. Sometimes a rude fresco’ is
seen on the inner walls, and the roof is often supported by handsorpe
columns. An arcade forming a kind of portico sometimes extends
across the front of the building, and there is often a ,paved space in
front or entirely around the building, Every mosque ~s provided with a
tank of pure water, in which the feet, hands, and faces of the worshipem
are washed before they pray. The floors within are usually covered
with’ matting, on, which the worshipers kneel to say their prayers o,f -
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sit to hear the sermon, which is preached on Friday. There are no
seats of any kind. The most distinguishing feature of the rnckque
is its minnret. This is a tail shaft built of’ stond, rising from one
corrier of the mo$que, with a balcony near the top, around which the
Mueizin tilita as lie utters his call to prayer. The shaft is usually
cireuiar, But sometimes octagonal. It is sometimes built of hewed
stones and sometimes of rough stones, plastered outside. A“winding
st-e stairway akcends inside, by which the Muezzin climbs to the
balcony. These minarets rising above a town or city give a pleasing
reiief to’the monotony of the unornamented stone buildings and flat
roofs. They are more picturesque than the church spires and steeples
of the Western world.

Another class of sacred structures peculiar to Mohammedan coun-
tries are the tombs of the Mohamm&ian saints. These are nearly all
built a!ter one model, and consist of a stone building from ten to twenty
feet square and about ten high, surmounted by a dome of the same
material, plastered and whitewashed. Sometimes there is attached to
one side a room whose front is an open archway, and which serves as
a sheiter.ed place of prayer for those who visit the saint. They are
usually built in conspicuous places,, and they are often seen on the tops
af the’highest mountains. Being whitewashed, they are tien at a great
distante, and the traveler is nearly always in sight of one or more of
them. They are variously called Kub’beh (Arc), Mazi& (;hvhe), and
Muk&M’ (a stti”ti). The last is the Hebrew name for the “ high
places” of the Canaanites which Israel was required to dest~oy.* They
are also called ?-Xel’y,“ beloved of God ;“ but this is the title of the
person rather than of the tomb. Sometime# they are called Neb’y
($ro#het) so-and-so, the person again being put for the place.

* Cunder, Tent-Work, ii. arg. See also Pm Second, dhap@rVIII., ~ 3 of this work.
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CHAPTER VI.

SOCIAL AND DOMESTIC HABITS OF THE PEOPLE.

$ I.

MARRIAGEAND DIVORCE.

AS we have stated in a former chdpter, the patriarchal form of gov-
ernment prevails in all Ar’ab families; and it has almost the same prev-
alence iti the Christian families of the Greek Church. Fathers give

away their daughters in marriage, as they have done in that country
from the earliest ages; and it is not unusual for.the father to make the
proposals on this subject. Conder relates that he received on one oc-
casion, in a very confidential way, a proposal from an Ar’ab to take his
daughter in marriagel and that it taxed his ingenuity to find how he
could decline without giving offense. But though the father gives away
the bride, he always expects a~rcsent from the bridegroom, and this is
another custom as old as the days of Abraham.* Conder escaped by
informing the sheikh that in his country it was the custom for the fathcr-
in-law to give a dowry to the son-in-law. When the sheikh heard this’
he had nothing more to say.

When the day for the marriage arrives, the bridegroom with some
of Ais friends goes to the house of the father-in-~aw, and receives the
bride. She is brought with much parade to the bridegroom’s home,
where a feast is prepared, of which the guests partake with a great d@ ‘
of boisterous merriment. The author saw a bridal party at Nazareth
bringing homes bride from A’cre. She was mounted on a camel whitae
head and neck were ornamented with ribbons. Several other omnela
were in thetcompany, ridden by female friends. The male itttencknts,

including the bridegroom, as the party approached the town flom the
high hill to the northetwt, dashed furiously forward and back on tbdr
horses, swinging theirswords and spears in the air, and appearing like
madmen in their glee; The bride was dismounted at the house of a
friend to rest, and to remain there until the time appointed for the feast.
While we were camped at Hebron we heard the shouts of laughter at

* see &n. xxiv.53.
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a wedding-feast within the town, and the same occurred at Tiberias.
This method of celebrating marriages is not unlike that indicated in
the parable of the ten virgins.* It is probable that fathers in many
instances pay some respect to the wishes of their daughters, and con-
sult their real interests in contracting marriages for them ; but usually
this is not the case. Thomson speaks of a man of his acquaintance,
sixty years old, who obtained for a wife a girl only thirteen. t

The husband exercises the privilege of divorcing his wives at his own
pleasure, the Mohammedan law in this respect being the same as the
Mosaic. But as the wife is not chosen for a companion so much as
for a servant and a drudge, he is not likely to exercise this privilege
except in case of the most ungovernable and unprofitable women. In
case of marital infidelity the wife is liable to death after a trial and
condemnation before the elders of the village or of the tribe. In
the towns where the Turkish government is practically in force such
caaea are brought before the judges.

CARE OF CHILDREN.

The care of young children in this country devolves on the mother
even more exclusively than in more enlightened countries. But the
care bestowed very often approaches that bestowed by our domestic
brutes on their young. The infants are in their mothers’ arms when
necessary for their nourishment, and on their backs, suspended in a
kind of bag which is supported by a strap passing around the mother’s
forehead, when it is necessary to carry them; but at other times they
are rolling in dust and dirt about the hut, or under the shade of a bush
in the field where the mother is at work. When they are of a little

larger growth, so as to sit alone in safety, they are carried astride the
shoulder of father or mother, steadying themselves by holding to the
paternal head, I But as soon as they can carry their own weight they
are turned Iooae to care for themselves until they are large enough to
do some work, when the utmost that they can do is required of them.
The fondling of children by their parents or by their older brothers
and sisters, which is so great a source’ of domestic enjoyment in en-
lightened society, is rarely seen among the Ar’abs; nor is it at all com-
mon to spend amy money or labor in providing for them toys or other

● M*ILXXV.x-x3. t 1.45x.
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articles of amusement. Toys for children constitute one of the clearest
proofs of advanced civilization; they are never known among savages
or half-civilized communities.

Children are usually dressed in the scantiest clothing that will keep
them from suffering in winter and hide their nakedness in summer.
Indeed, the latter point is not always gained; for both in the villages
and in the Bed’awin encampments it is not unusual to see little boys
running about in a state of perfect nudity.

The small children of a village, like other gregarious things, are
fond of going in groups; and they often gather in large numbers on a
low house-top, or on the village manure-pile, which has been accumu-
lating at one side for ages, and is sometimes higher than any of the
houses. Here they stand to gaze at passers-by; but they are seldom
seen engaged in those plays and pranks which are universal among
groups of children in enlightened countries. Indeed, the children are
little “ old people, ” with scarcely any of the gayety belonging to
young life. Conder says, ‘‘ They receive, as a rule, no education, and
are neither disciplined nor cared for, the aflection of the parents being
in most cases small. They learn to curse almost as soon as to speak;
and I have seen a boy of six or seven throwing stones at his father with

the most vile language. They have none of the gayety of children,
but are as solemn as their elders. To animals they are cruel, and to
one another mischievous and tyrannical. . . . I have only once seen
children in Palestine playing at any game: this was near Samaria, and
the sport appeared to be a sort of hockey; but as a rule they seem to
do nothing but n]ischief. ”* The author saw Mohammedan boys at play
only once, and the pl:~y was a game of ball in one of the most sacred
places to that people in the world. It was in the Har’iim, or temple
inclosure in Jerusalem, and in the portico of the mosque El Aksa.
Frequently, however, when we have camped at night near a village or
a Bed’awin encampment, I have heard the laughter and merry calls of
children enlivening the air until a lste bedtime.

What is said above has reference only to the children of Moham-

medan parents. There is no contrast more striking between Moham-
medans and the native Greek and Latin Christians than in their care
of children, and in the consequent appearance of the children them-
selves. Cheerftt’luess, comparative cleanliness, good food, and com-
fortable clothing are characteristi~ of these, and it is a rule among
Christian parents to seek for their children at least a small amount of

— _—.
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education. In regard to the state of education among both classes,
see Chapter Seventh.

$ ~T.

PREPARATION OF FOOD.

The appliances for preparing food and making it palatable which are
common in Europe and America are mostly Unknown among the
Ar’abs of Palestine. An American cook-stove, indeed, with its various
attachments and conveniences, would be a novelty in any nation of

Europe. But few of them have ever been used even in En gland.’ An
Ar’ab housewife would stare at one in amazement. Copper frying-~ns
and skillets are used among them to some extent) as are kettles of
copper and iron, while little copper coffee-pots that hold about a quart
are among the indispensables; but of other cooking-vessels they know

nothing. Their fuel consists of broken pieces of brush, of coarse
weeds, or of dried manure; and more frequently of the last than of

eith;r of the others: only the most wealthy can afford charcoal. The

VILLAGE RAKE-OVEN.

manure from cows, donkeys,
and horses is all carefully
gathered up by the village
women, patted out into round
cakes about six inches in
diameter and one inch thick,
and then either laid out on top
of the house or stuck against
the wall of the house to dry. *
These cakes when dried are
used as chips for boiling the
kettle, frying the meat, or
heating the bake-oven. The
ovens are liffle conical struc-
tures, made of mud and
smoothly plastered both in-
side and out. An opening
in one side enables the

woman to put in the fuel and

build the fire, and also to rake out the fire when the oven is hot, and
to put in the bread. The odor of these ovens is what might be ex-
..—. .—

* M~~kTwain’s amusing description Of thk in “ Innocents Abroad” is true to life.
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petted. The loaves of bread, made up of unbolted flour, in shape and
size about like the “ chips” with which the oven is heated, dark, soft,
and tough, are palatable when you are hungry and have notl]ing else
to eat. As Artemus Ward said in regard to eating hash for breakfast
at a Western tavern, when you eat these loaves “ you know what you
are eating. ”

Another method of making bread is to roll the tough brown dough
into large, thin cakes, less than an eighth of an inch thick, and fry
them on a griddle with the mutton-tallow made from the sheep’s tail. *
These cakes are almost as limber and as tough as sheets of India-rub-
ber, but the native will roll one of them up into a long cylindrical
roll, stick it into his pocket or his bosom, and eat it as he walks or
rides along the way, with or without accompanying food. The shep-
herd boy, when he starts out for the day with his flock, is content with
one of these rolls and a little sour goat’s milk in a skin-bottle for his
noonday meal. And the laborers in the fields have usually the same
food at noon, They never return to the village to prepare warm food
until the day’s work is done.

The reader can readily see from the above that if the traveler in
Palestine were dependent for bread upon the native Ar’ab bakers he
would suffer in the flesh; but, fortunately, in nearly all of the larger
towns there are Jewish bakers or persons of some other nationality
who have learned the art of baking in Europe. Tiley procure flour
of better quality, and make bread that is pal~table ; still, the art of
bread-] naking, at best, is one of the undeveloped arts in l’alestine.
We may here remark that an American, travel 1ng an ywh~re in the
world away from his own country, will turn back to his native shore
with longing for bread if for nothing else, for in no other country is
bread used in such variety of wholesome an(l palatah]e forms.

In cooking meats the people succeed much better, frying and stew-
ing being very sirni)]e operations. Boiled rice, with a little gravy from
the frying-pan ppured over it, is a favorite dish among those who can
afford it. Only a little meat is eaten, chiefly lambs and chickens.
CotTee is universally used except among the extremely poor, woo can-
not afford it. It is prepared by putting a large quantity of the ground
coffee into a pot of cold water (USUAIV a copper pot holding f:um a
pint to a quart), and setting it on the coals till it boils. It is then
served in little cups which hold less than a gill, and is sweetened ex-

cessively before it is served. T& cofiee is very strong, and the cup is
—

● !%?descriptiond Syriansheep,p. 63.
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generally nearly half full of dregs. It is not palatable, but it is always
served to guests, even by the Bed’awin at his tent, and it is a breach of
etiquette not to”drink it. Coffee is never used, as in America, while
eating other food, but is drunk as a beverage. The people of the
Eastern European nations use it much in the same way.

For the method of preparing fruits and garden-vegetables for use,
the reader is referred to remarks on these articles in Chapter I I., $111.
Milk and butter are used extensively, but both in a very unsatisfactory
condition, there being no cool place in which either can be kept sweet
during the long hot season.

In the cities the cooking of meats as well as bread is done in better
style than among the villagers. Meat-shops are seen among the
bazaars, where meats are both offered for sale and cooked to order.
On a kind of counter in the open front of the shop is a row of little
bowl-shaped depressions, in which a fire is built with a handful of
charcoal, and the meat is broiled on griddles. The mutton is often
chopped into a kind of sausage, which is cooked and eaten at the
shop, and seems to be a favorite dish.

Travelera who live in tents are usually provided with professional
cooks, who are skilled in all parts of their trade except bread-making.
The kitchen tent is furnished with a light portable range for cooking
with charcoal, and with a full supply of pots, pans, and kettles.
Chickens, lambs, eggs and vegetables are bought from the villagers,
and charcoal is obtained in the larger towns. A heavy pack-train is
necessary to transport supplies and baggage through the country.

$ Iv.

HOUSEHOLDFURNITURE.

No furniture such as Western nations use is found in the native
houses.. No chairs, tables, bedsteads, or bureaus. If a carpet is on
the flWr it is of heavy material, laid down loose, and itseldom covers

the entire floor. An elevated platform or divan about a yard wide
runs round the wall of the room, or across one side, on whit h are
spread rugs and cushions. This answers the place of chairs during
the day and of bedsteads at night. The membi?rs of the family, both
male and female, sit on the divan during the day, with their feet drawn
tip under them, and their shoes on the floor before them ready for use
whea they are needed.’~ At night thin mattresses, which are rolled up
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and put away in closets during the day, are spread on these divans, or
on the floor, for beds.

Food for the family is usually served in large trays placed on low
stands in the midst of the floor. Those who partake sit on the floor
around it and help themselves. The
fingers are used instead of knives

and forks. Spoons, both of metal
and wood, are used as occasion
requires.

The shoes worn in the house by
women are either wooden clogs at-
tached to the foot by a broad strap
across the toes, or slippers without
heels. These are used because of
the ease with which they are slipped
on and off, the mode of sitting
requiring that they be removed
whenever the wearer takes a seat. BEl)/AWIN EATING.

In the meaner hovels of the poor mirrors are unknown, but they are

used by the better classes. Clocks are also found in some houses, and
the better class of mosques are supplied with them; but their dials are
marked with the figure I where ours has 6, and so all round, according

to the ancient method of beginning the day at six o’clock.
The bareness of furniture does not mean, as one might at first sup-

pose, want of comfort, or even of luxury; for, while in the huts of
the poor there is no comfort, either in that country or this, the houses
of the rich are often very luxurious. Floors covered with the richest
of Turkish or Persian carpets, far more costly than any used in this
country; divans covered with the richest silks, and supplied with the
softest cushions; bedding of the same rich and costly materials; in-
terior walls decorated with gilding, or colored porcelain of the richest
hues; court-yards fragrant with flowers and green with the foliage of

beautiful trees; sparkling fountains playing in the sun and cooling the
air; costly raiment and gorgeous jewelry; servants in waiting to re-
lieve their owners of every care and labor, —these all attest the ease
and luxury in which the rich indulge, and they can be secured and
enjoyed on a smaller income than will procure corresponding luxuries
in our own country. Only in Damascus, however, of all the cities of
Western Asia, are these luxuries enjoyed to the fullest extent, and there
only by a few. In the palmier days of Mohammedan rule such living
was not uncommon.
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PERSONALHABITS.

While the better class of citizens in the large towns and cities are
cleanly both as to their persons and their clothing, the masses of the
people are repulsively filthy. The undergarments of the ])easantry,
made originally of white cotton, seldom appear as if they had ever
been washed, and although the ancient custom of removing shoes from
the feet on sitting down is still practiced, the twin custom of washing
the feet has disappeared. The custom of sitting down on the highway,
under a shade-tree, or about the streets, with the skirts of the garments
spread out on the ground, greatly contributes to this uncleanliness.
You seldom see a village woman in a gown that appears clean, unless
it be a new one. Their mode of washing is rude and ineffectual.
They have no wash-tubs nor wash-boards, and they use no hot water
nor soap. Beside the spring or pool where the washing is done they
are provided with smooth, tbt stones, on which they lay the garment,
ofter dipping it in the water, and lmun(i it with a smaller stone or
with a heavy wooden paddle, dipping and Iwunding alternately, until
the process is completed. This, with a little rubbing in tlw hands,
is the entire process of washing. To supl)ly them with tubs, wash-
boards, and wringers, and to teach them how to use these, even with
cold water, would greatly improve their con(lition. Until a better
supply of fuel is obtained, the use of hut water must continue to be
limited, and also the eating of warm food.

We have already spoken, in $ II. of this chapter, concerning the
filthy habits in which children are rtmred, and in this respect the child
is father of the man.

The universal custom among the Ar’:lb women of t~ttooing is ob-
served and mentioned by all travelers. Features which would otherwise
not be unple:tsing to an Americ:m eye are sometinws rendered :dmost
hideous by this L):trbarous custom. ‘Nw t:lttoo-nxirks ure on the Iilx,
the chin, the checks, and the forehead “, Jnd they are also seen on the
backs of the han(ls ami on the wrists. Frequently tl)e finger-nails all(l
the ]xdms of the hands arc (Iycd with hcllna, which imparts to tllenl
an orange tinge, an(i the eyelids are I)ilinted ulmost black. I)ollhtlc’ss
this disfigurement ad(is to the beauty of women according to Ar’ab
taste, otherwise it would be discontinued. ‘1’attooing is (lone by men
whose profession it is, and they frequently visiteci our camp to offer
us their services.



‘1’he personal urnmnents of the women, in ml(lition to the tattooing
of their faces and hamls, consist of Ln4cclcts of brass or glass on their
wrists, brass rings on their fingers, and hewl-l):m(ls set tl)ick with silver
coim hanging just back of the forehead and ])msing {Iown under the
chin. Sonwtiuus tlw coins extend all the w:ly aroun(l the head -ban(l ;
solnetimcs only :1s fir down as the ears. These orl]mncw [S are worn
well while thu owl)crs are engaged in the most colnmon out-(iour
hl)or, lwrh:ll)s frol)l the fuct that they hive 1)0 good ])lace ill tlw housu
10 sccrcte thcm. It may be, however, that love of sulwrior diq,lay
lwolnpts the hubit, for it is only a favored few among the vill:igc
WOIIWIIwho can >Iure enough silver to nutke u1) SUC1la Iwad-dress.

lnf.mts are sometilucs wlorned with iiltlc lnet~l’ anklets hung rouml
with tiny bells, These make a sligl)t tinkling as tlw child walks, or
as it lies on its back and tosses its Ii!tle feet iu tlw air.

I’hose polite attentions between the series which n)ak social life so
agreeable nmong enlightened peolJie arc uoknowlt among the Ar’ahs,
alx.1 very Iittlc known even anmng tlw n:~tive Christians. A man is
never seen walking by the si(le of a wom:m ; but she always follows after
or goes before. Ncitiwr is a man ever seen sittil)g with his wife or
daughters in ]dcasant conversation. hlen converse with men, aml
woIneu with wolncn. \Vhcti a mdn routs his friend from wholn he IILS
been long separatc(l he kisses him o]) the right cl)eek, and receives a
like salutation ill return ; but he twvcr salutes his wife in aI)y such
way. Imlwl, Iii>sing, so far as it is seen by strangers, is contin&l 10
the men, anti is not I,racticed hy the women at all. H:md-shaking 1]:1s
Lecn ilitro(luced to son)e cxlmt, ill iltlitation ~f Wcslern customs, am]
because all Western travelers shake hamls “with the natives when they
meet tllcm ; but the usual form of s:dut:uioi) bctwcull those who are
not intimate fl icnds, and thuse WI)Uh:tve not been loI)g selxlr:llcd, is I(J
toucil the Lrcwt, lil)s, tilld forelwa(l with the right haml. ‘I’llis action
nlcxtls, ‘h1 am mdy to serve you with hurt, li])s, find mind. ” If
uIIusu;tl politeness i> il)ten(lwl, this action is accompanied with a low
buw ; if less than usu:i[, the hami touches only the furehc:l(l. ‘1’lic>e
lonns of salututioll :tre (Iqitc sit))ilar to those enlployetl by the mcicnt
Jcw5, aIId they are oflcll allu{icd to in the Scril)turcs.

%me ]Iart of the time of women is of course occml)ie(l in sewing,
and some in s])inning WU1weaving. “l%e sewing is of tlw coarsest
kil)d, ami” the idea of a fit in garments is .warcely tmterttiined. They
weave only the coorsest fhbrics, such as th: I]air-cluth fur tents and the
heavy woolen goods for the ab’as of the men. ‘Nw sl)innirig is doilc
by means of a heavy stick, shaped somewhut like an inverted to]). ‘ll)e
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thread being spun is wrapped round the middle of the stick and passes
through a little hook at the tip end of it, and thence up to the thumb
and forefinger of the left hand, between which the wool is drawn as it
is twisled. With the right hand a twirl is given to the stick; and
while it continues the same hanci draws some of the wool through the

other hand, then gives the stick another twirl, ami so on continuously.
lhe weaving is sometimes done in the rr)ost primitive manner. ‘1’he
warp is stretched on pins driven into the ground, and the filling is

done slowly by hand. But while this mode of weaving is followed to
some extent by the villflge women, in the larger towns there me weavers
who use a loor-n not unlike the hand-looms used in our own country ;
and they weave both cotton and woolen stuffs of goo(i quality an(i neat
patterns. Hand-looms are aiso used in Damascus for weaving silk,
and there are no patterns of silk in the world more beautiful than some
of these.

$ VI.

AMUSEMENTS.

In regard to the amusements of children, we have spoken under the
head of Care of Children, $ H. of this chapter. ‘lMe amusements
of adults are more meagre than those of chihiren. ‘Ile Ar’abs are
naturally a grave people , and they have probably become more so
under the system of oppression and the state of poverty which they
have long endured. Con(ier remarks: ‘‘ The adulls appear to have no
amusements. They say themselves with terrible truth that they have
‘ no leisure in their hearts for mirth,’ being hopeless anti spiritless under
their hard bondage of oppression, usury, and violence.”* ‘1’hey cannot
be said to cultivate music, either vocal or instrumental. ‘1’rue, the
rude shepherd’s pipe mentioned in a former chupter is heard at rtirc
intervals, and the dancing performances, if dancing it may be calletl,
of the Bed’awin gypsies, is accompanied with guttural sounds uttered
in regular time; but to call either of these music would be a free usc
of the term. In riding through all parts of the country for three
months the author never heard an Ar’ab attempt to sing. Other trav-
elers have been more fortunate, but all speak of the few attempts which
they have heard as resulting in harsh and discordant SOUII&~ Our
Syrian mttleteers frrm the Lebanon Mountains sometimes attempted a
song, but it was nothing but a monotonous whine. The people appear

● II. 25’$ t See Lynch, pp. 185, 242.
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as iucapable of aplweciat ing music as of mali in~r it; for sometimes in
our camp worshil) we hnd singing, which for Incluly and harmony
wouhl he not un])l~iising to American curs, but it uttr:ictcd no mtcntion

from tile nltivcs, either Cl)rislimr or klol]ill~~ll]c(lall. The latter pecq)le

]Mve no music :tt all in their worship, and the ~reck Church IUISusually
]Ione deserving the IMIIC, allhoL@l the ])rie>ts, il)stead of readiug the
S(ril)tures, try to sing them to a kind of cl]~nt. l’erhaps the absen(t
of music from their worshil) accounts Iwgeiy for its absence from the
wci:l.i circle; fur mnong the \Vestern nations it is usually sacred music
which iirst catches the ears of children, and the universdl use of rnusi(:
in public worship tends more than all ill fiucnces combined to nuk it
nnivcrsd among the people. In the train of it true religion, if it CUUI(I

once be introduced among the Ikstern nations, there would doubtless
follow tbe general cultivation of music.

In the large towns some of the people are entertained in compwl ies
by the ])uldic remling of ronmnces , and many of them in(ltdge ex(:es-
sively in gambling I)y means of chess :md draughts. * ‘f’hey also a5-

semble about the c:IILs, l)laccs where pipes m-c kq)t for public use, and
indulge for hours in smoking MI(I quiet conver-s~tion. ‘1’he favorite
pil)c uswl at these places is tllc”mrr~-~j’l<’~. It consists ofaglitssbottlc,

sul~portcd lJy 3 bra>s foot, irn(l about half filled with wuter. A brlss
I)ilwbowl filled with tob~cco sits on topof the bottle’s neck, wi[l~a
I)rasstub eexten(lit) gfromits bottomd own into tlm water. l’o another
tube, enteringthc 5i(lecJf thelmttlc above thewater, is attached agutta-
I)crcha tube,cxten(ling to the mouth of the smoker. As he driws

through Illis tube the air from the portion. of the bottle dxwe the
water, the outer air forces itself (lown through tl)e burning tobacco and
tl)c tube beneath it, ai)(l from tlw button] of tlmt tube up through the
water to the other, which lCMIS to the month, carrying the smoke all
thew:ly with it. The advant~gc of tl)is pil,e is that the passage of tile
sn)oke through tlw w~tcr cools it, and takes aw~ty some of its strength.
Ol)lytlw strol)gest.l’ersial] tobocco isuse(i in tl]e])argl~i’lel), a[)dbeti)re
it is put in tlw ]Iilw it is moistened to make it burn slowly. Tll]s
method of smoking cwl I)c indulged only when the victim of it i5 5it-
ting still and is at Icisure, for tlw narghi’leh cannot well be carric(l
ahJUt in tk hd. .4t other times tlw inveterate smoker generally

uses a common CI:IY pil)e, though the cigarette, made of tine-cut
tol)acco rolled in lxqwr, is now rapidly taking its })lace.

In the villages which cannot afford acaf6neither smoking norgan)-
—.—. ..——.—. -—

● Cinder, ii, 253.
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ing abound to any great extent, and the only amu~merrt of the people
seems to consist in the quiet one of sitting on the ground in a shady
place and talking in a very subdued manner on the slender topics that
come up in village life. The women in such groups usually have sonle
kind of knitting, sewing, or spinning in hand, while the men fold their
hands in idleness.

Among the 13ed’awin the men sometimes amuse themselves by man-
mtvres on horseback, in imitation of battles. Their women, especially
those of the Jordan Valley, sometimes engage in a wild, shuffling kind
of dance, keeping time to grunting sounds made by themselves. T!:f:

men also have a performance somewhat similar, in which a number of
them, with arms locked,, go through a great variety of swaying and
bowing motions in unison, while one in front of the line directs the
movements and accompanies the motions of his body with fierce and
rapid swinging of a sword.

FUNERALS AND IKJRIAL-PLACES.

Among the Afabs, both villagers and Iled’awin, funerals are conducted
in a wild, disorderly manner. If tlw cor])se is that of a child, it is
borne to the grave cwffinless in the arms of a man, accompanied by a
group of men who walk along without any order. The women WIIO
attend reach the graveyard in advance, and t~ke seats on the ground
a few steps distant from the grave. The men, when they arrive, stand
around the grave, and the one bearing the coq)se takes it ill among the
women, thtit all may have a final glance at its features, I)resenting it to
the mother last of all. During this ceremony tlwre is a loud wailing
and tossing of arms mnong the women, but the men look on with
solemn calmness. The corpse is then taken to the grave, which is
seldom a fresh one, but usually onc alremly containing a number of
corpses, al)d very shallow at that. ‘1’he flat stone which covers it has
been removed, and :15113110wexcavation ma(le. The body is de])ositcd,
mud mixed with lime is hastily workc(l into 2 kind of mortar, some
fresh earth is thrown in, the fl:lt sl:d) is replaced, the mortar is pressed
around the edges of the slab, and tl)e attendants return to their homes,
departing in small groul)s. Such was a funerul witnessed by the author
at Hel)ron, in May, 1879.

\Vhen the deceased is an adult the demonstrations of grief are more

violent. Thomson describes one that hc witnessed at SicIon about as
follows: the procession, “ a confused medley of men and boys in all
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sorts of costume, rolling on somehow or other toward Lhe cemetery;
the o[)ly tiling solemn about it the low, s.d monotone in which they
clunt that elcrnal truth, Ltz if/d4 illd .4//1r/I (UUGuif but G’od) ! accorn-
I,mlicd by that necesstiry lie, as Gibbon c:tlls it, W’ MdwwJd&2

YIISJ’U[.4iAih (wr,f 4Zohuwfd is the prophd of (Ad). ‘Ilis and nothing
else is their fulwrid dirge, itnd they repciu it over and over until they

re:ich the gr:lve. ” At the grave, whither the women have preceded
tlmln, a ring is furmc(i by the mun, with two or three of tlwir number

in the centre. ‘IVwse last are the choristers. ‘l’hey shake tiwi r heads,

twist Jnd jerk their I)odies, and Lugin very slowly to repeat Yu-AiAtA ~
Y1l-.-lffdh ! tt ,\s ~hey grow w~rm their motions IXcome wild and

fr:mtic ; the chant runs into a horrid, duep growl, like wild beasts, in
which it is iml)05sible to distinguisil any words.)’ ‘1’his is continued

until from sheer exhaustion they l-mxk down. l’he performance is

called the Zib, and ‘IWnnson says “ there is nothing in all the cus-
toms of the IL]st so outr~geotrsly repulsive and disgrrsting. ”*

‘Ile Iullcrul ])rocessions of theGreek Church are conducted in a
more orderly manner, an(l with much more red solemnity. The corpse,
in grave-clothes, but without a coffin, is I)orue to the grave on an open
bier carried by fuur men, the arms of the bier resting on their shuul-
(Icrs. Two or ]nore ])ric>~s, baring censers of burning incense, which
they swing 1).wkw.ml J1l(I forward as tlwy go, uurch with measured
stel) before the I)icr. Women, weeping wildly, tossing their arms and
swinging thuir Im])(llierchiefs high above their heads, follow the bier,
w])ilc malt :Ittci](l:t[)ts w;dk at the si(le or in the rear, without any i)re-

scril)c(l onlc+r. ‘1’lw author ~Llwseverul l)roccssiolis of this kind at Je-
111>.JILW],Jn(l l)e Il]ct O])Cin u 1,ciuncm villqp , in which d young girl
tl)il-lcen or Ihllrtcct) yems of :lgc w:u I)itlg on the bier, with her lw:e
en[ircly uiwovcrul. ‘1’I]cfc.lt[]rcs of the cor])se were rcgul~rly furmcd,
w)(I they Ix)rc the (’x\)re>iioll of I]c:weful slccl).

l;llllcr:tl~ ;Irc s.li(l to lx excccIll]Igly cxj)e])sivc to the living rekttives,
IIot, w in ti)is colllltry, on ac(ount of lI)c (ostly bllri~l-(:he, tlw IIUINIJCr

.

of c.trrixges et IKdge(l, the [)rice of nwurl)it)g ruinwnt, :mIl tht of a

(ctl]cl cry lot :tll(l a Ill(ll)lllllclll, I_(,r IIOIIC 01 these expenses we knuwIt

ill I’.llbtillc, ; tJ!lt, as St,llu(l i)y ‘1’h(JlllS(Jll (i. r.+~), “ (.’row(ls of Ielil-

:llivm, I’iicn(l>, 311d u{ (lu,~illt:}l](:cs :~ssellll~le Jt tile ful)c.l-.k. k’(JI’ :111

ti)ew rc!”rc>l)llicn[s Iilust lJe [)rovide(l, aII(l not u few oi then] from 2
(li S[:liitc t:lrry till nigt)t, Jll(l nlost h entcrt3incd. ‘1’hcn tlww gatlw-
il)gs :lnd fcuhts for [he (lcwl are rclmated at stfitccl ti[ncs for forty (]~ys.

● Land .IIld Book, 1. 1+2.
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The priests and religious functionaries must also be rewarded for their
attendance, and for subsequent prayers and good offices in behalf of
the dead. Man y families are reduced to poverty by funwds.” Thomson
thinks that this cxlxmsiveness characterized to some extent the funerals
of the ancient Jews, and that allusion is made to it in the solemn state-
ment required of men when they brought the tithes to the Lord, saying,
among other things, “ I have not eaten thereof in my mourning, nor
given aught thereof for the dead.”*

During the interval between the death of a person and the removal
of the corpse, a system of mourning prevails quite similar to that
among the ancient Jews. In every community there are women who
are skilled in the at-t of mourning, and who are sent for on SUd~ oc-.

casions. They recite in piteous tones such incidents in the history of
the dead as to keep up a wailing among the kindred; and as one sym-
pathizing friend after another comes in to visit the family they strike
up impromptu lamentations concerning the deceased relatives of each,
for they know the history of the entire village, and thus they keep all
the house in an uproar.t The author heard this kind of wailing in a
house in Cairo occupied by Copts, for it prevails in Egypt as well
as in Syria. The practice is of very ancient origin, and is alluded to
by Jeremiah, when lamenting over the downfall of Judah. He says,
“ Consider ye and call for the mourning-women, that they may come,
and send for the cunning women that they may come, and let then make
haste and take up a wailing for us, that our eyes may run down with

tears and our eyelids gush out with waters.”~ The “ minstrels” who
were found in the house of Jairus when Jesus went there to heal his
tiaughter, and the people who made “ a tumult and wel)t and wtiiled
greatly, ” were these professional mourners and the friends of the fhmil y
whose emotion? were excited by then). $ These women are usuully
spoken of as mere pretenders; but it is more likely that they are in the
main women of tender syn)pathies, WI]O can readily enter into the
sorrows of !heir neighbors, and whose emotions are genuine. such
women are found in every conllnuJ]i[y, even in our own land, and they
contribute no little to the consolation of stricken families. Weeplllg
is but an outflow of sorrow, and whatever contributes to it is a nw:ms
of relief.

Mourning does not terulinate with the funeral ceremonies, but ihe
custom of visiting the graves of the dead, which is so natural M to be
common in all countries, is observed in a peculiar manner. E~ery city
———. .—. . . — . .—— ..——...

● Deut. xxvi. IJ–16. T TIIOIIISOII, i. 146. j Jer. ix. 17. 18. ~ Matt. ix. 23; Murk v. 38.
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and large town has, of course, its cemetery, and almost every morning
of the year one or more groups of women arrayed in white can be
seen as soon as daylight is abroad making their way toward it. They
sit down in silence about the freshly-made grave or the old grave, as
the case may be, which has received another occupant. In a few mo-
ments remarks are made concerning the dead, and weeping begins,
Some of these women are mere friendly attendants of the mourners,
and consequently they manifest but little emotion; but the sorrow of
the real mourners is perhaps as genuine as that of more highly civilized

SCENE IN A BURIAL-GROUND.

persons. They sorrow, too, as those who have little hope, because the
thoughts of ignorant Mohammedans concerning the future of the dead
are little more consoling than those of the heathen. This visitation is
kept up at least nine days, and longer if the parties are so inclined.
It is observed with but little regard to wind or weather, so that it often
results in the winter season in serious illness to the mourners, such as
rheumatism, catarrh, and fever.

The modern burial-places of the country are similar to the unfenced
and neglected graveyards in some of the older parts of our own
country. Thers is not one in all Palestine that has a fence or a wall
around it. A large portion of the area immediately adjoining Jeru-
salem on the east, and a considerable portion of that on the west, is
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covered thick with gravestones. Those of the Jewish grounds are plain
slabs of limestone, barely large enough tocover the mouth of the grave,
and laid flat upon it after it is filled up. Above the Mohammedan
graves there is usually a structure of rough stones about as high as the
mound of a newly-made grave in our country graveyards, and in
about the same shape. This is covered with plaster and whitewashed.
Those of the better class are built up of hewed stones, and are not
plastered. In the village graveyards there is often nothing to mark
the grave except a rude stone at the head and foot, as in the meanest
graveyards of America. The graveyards in all Mohammedan countries
might be deseribed in the same terms, except that those in Asia Minor
and those about Constantinople are usually surrounded by a fence and
planted thick with cypress-trees. In those regions, also, the headstone
is often a round pillar of stone carved on top in imitation of a fez,
as though the head of the man were therewith his fez still upon it.

The ancient rock-hewn sepulchres of which we read in the Bible
have long since gone into disuse. They abound in all the rocky
regions of Palestine and of all Sy& but so tkr as they have been
discovered they have long since been robbed of their dead. The
author visited one at Nabat!’yeh, a village of Southern Phomicia,
which had but recently been opened, but its fifteen places for burial
purpmas for bodies had all been dug open in search of relics, and the
bones were still lying scattered about the floor. This universal robbing
of sepulchres has taken piace since the Mohammedan posaesion of the
countsy, and it was ●ffected in the search for relics and articles of
value. It was the custom of the ancient Jews, Syrians, and Phoeni-
cians to bury articles of value, such as jewelry, weapons, and lamps,
with the dead ; and when the land fell into the hands of a strange
people, void of respect for the dead of a hated race, the robbery
began. But it is not the ignorant Ar’ab treasure-hunter alone who has
thus invaded these houses of the dead ; he has been seconded by the
relic-hunter from the most enlightened nations of Europe. Wherever
a ~rcophagus has been found in a tomb, if it possessed any merit as a
work of art, or any inscriptions that could be deciphered, it has been
snatched greedily from its resting-place and transported to some of the
museums of Italy, France, or England. The visitor to the Phomician
department of the museum in the Louvre at Paris sees a sarcophagus
of black basalt, which was found in the tombs of the ancient kings of
Sidon in 1856, and which declares by an inscription on its lid, in the
ancient Phoenician characters, that it is the sarcophagus of Ashmun-

az’er, king of the Sidonians. It was taken out of its resting-place and
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removed to Paris under an order from Louis Napoleon, notwithstand-
ing the foliowing malediction which constitutes a part of its inscription:

“’My prohibition to every royal person, and to every man, not to open my sepulchre and
not to seek with me treasures, for there are no treasures with me; not to take away the
sarcophagus of my funeral couch, nor to transfer me with my funeral couch upon the couch
of another; and if men command to do so, listen not to their opinion, because every royal
person and every span who shall open this funeral couch, or shall take away the ssrcopha.
gus of this funeral couch, or shall transfer me with the funeral couch, he shall have no
funeral with the dead, nor be buried in a sepulchre, nor leave behind them son or posterity;
and the holy gods, with the king that shall mle over them, shall cut off tirat royal penoo
and that man who has opened my couch, or who has abstracted this sarcophagus, and so
also the posterity of that royal person or of that man whoever he he; nor shall his root
be planted downward nor his fruit spring upward; and he shall be accumed among those
living under the sun, because 1 am to be pitied-snatched away before my time, like a
flowing river.’O*

This malediction, so little regarded by the late emperor and his offi-
cers, yet so nearly fulfilled in the subsequent history of himself and his
son, shoura with what tenacity men of that age clung to the desire for a
permanent resting-place in death; and it shows as clearly that the
practice of robbing tombs for the sake of the treasures to be found in

them was already known at that early period.
The sarcophagus, even in its cheapest form, was too costly a coffin

for any but the very rich. Those of basalt and of granite were the
most expensive, on account of the exceeding hardness of these rocks,
and the consequent difficulty of shaping and polishing them. Marble
was employed for the purpose in the countries convenient to the Greek
Archipelago, where this material is so abundant, and many sarcophagi
used by the ancient Greeks contain on their sides and lids some of the
most beautiful specimens of sculpture that have been preserved from
antiquity. But in Palestine none have been found, I believe, of any
other material than limestone. Many of these are seen in various parts
of the country; but~early all lying on the surface, or half buried in
the ground, and in a mutilated condition. They indicate that the an-
cient Jews, like their Phmnician neighbors, sometimes employed these
in their burials.

But in the sepulchres of the Jews bodies were usually buried as they
now are in that country, without a coffin of any kind. The mode of
excavating their sepulchres and burying in them was as follows: A
mass of rock was found, of sufficient extent for the purpose, without
seams through which water could find its way, and with an exposed side
already perpendicular, or easily made so. Into the face of this perpen-

* Land and Book, i. aoo.
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dicular side of the rock a doorway was c;t, usually about two feet wide
and three feet high, intended to admit one person at a time in a stoop-
ing posture. After chiseling this opening twelve or eighteen inches
into the rock, a square chamber was chiseled out, never less than eight
feet square and sometimes twenty feet square and eight feet high. This
chamber was not the burial-place, but a room around which the actual
graves were dug. These last were niches like pigeon-holes cut into the
sides of the chamber, of the right size to receive a man feet foremost,
and long enough to receive his entire body. They are usually about
twenty inches wide and twenty-five or twenty-six high. There are
usually three of these on a side, and they are cut with their floors
nearly on a level with the floor of the chamber.

AN 0RD1NAR% JEWISH SEPULCHRE.

Sometimes a second tier of niches was made above the first, with
about a foot of rock between. When a body was placed in one of
these niches, a stone slab cut the right size and shape was fitted to the
mouth of it with cement around its edges, so that the odors of decom-
position would be confined and not allowed to infect the central
chamber. A similar stone was fitted to the outer door of the chamber,
or else the door was closed by a large round stone like a millstone,
which could be rolled to the right or left when admittance was sought,
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without throwing it on its side. The purpose of this outer stone was
to guard the sepulchre, not against men, whose horror for the unclean-
ness of the dead woldd keep them out of it, and who could easily
remove the stone, but agains~small animals, like dogs, cats, and jackals,
which might otherwise feed upon the dead bodies.

The following cut represents the front of two sepulchres, one open
and the other closed. The one closed is also sealed, a cord being
stretched across the stone and its ends fastened with wax to the rock
on either side. When the body of Jesus was laid away by Joseph in his

SEPULCHRE OPEN. CLOSED AND SEALED.

new tomb hewn out in the rock, it was not placed in one of the niches,
as is evident from the fact that one of the angels seen there by Mary
sat at the head and the other at the foot of the place where he had
lain. * This was either because the. sepulchre being new was not yet
completed by cutting the niches, or because Joseph had not yet com-
pleted his preparation of the body for its final resting-place. It is
certain that the women hid yet something to do in preparing the body,~
and it is probable that Joseph either intended to complete the task
himself, not knowing of their purpose, or had left the matter in their
hands. The statement that “he rolled a great stone to the door of
the sepulchre”~ implies that it was not the stone made for the purpose
but one that he extemporized for the occ~ion. Probably the stone
intended for the door had not yet been completed. The stooping
mentioned in John xx. 5, II, in order to look into the sepulchre, was
necessary, because the door was a low one, as usual,

A sepulchre once dug by a man continued for an indefinite time to
be used by his descendants; hence the oft-recurring expression of the
Scriptures about being buried in the sepulchre of one’s fathers.$ But

* John xx. 12. t Mark xvi. I. $ Matt. xxvii. (%x
1 See Ju@es viii. 32; a Sam. ii. 3Q; xvii. 23; xxi. I.I; I Kings xiii. 22,etd.

9
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in order that it might answer this purpose it ww enlarged as neceSltY

required. It is to some such enlargement as this in the cave of Mach-
pelah, that Jacob referred when he said to Joseph, “In my grave
which I have cligged for me in the land of Canaan there shalt thou
bury me;” for Abraham had originally prepared the sepulchre, and
Jacob can only have enlarged it.*

When all the niches that could be made in the first chamber were
occupied another door was cut, usually much higher than the outer
rloor, and deep enough to pass the niches on the same side, if any were
there, and another chamber opened; and so on as fa~ as the ma:s of
solid rock would allow or the needs of the family require. The niches

are usually designated by the Latin term zo~zj (little places)” In the

sepulchre miscalled the Tomb of the Kings, which is about a mile north
of Jerusalem, there are four of these chambers and about forty of the

ENTRANCE TO TOMBS OF THE KIN=.. ,,

‘$

loculi. A tomb on the
west ern side of the Mount
of Olives, miscalled the
Tomb of the Prophets,
is peculiar in form. Its

principal apartnlent is a
narrow, semi-circular Pas-
sage, fifty yards in circuit,
on the outer side of which
is dug a row of loculi
about thirty in number.
These two sepulchres and

“another about two miles

northwest of the city,
called the Tomb of the
Judges, have received
their names in moderu
times through the mere
fancy that their superior
extent and costliness jus-
tified a name of superior
importance. It is cer-

tain that the tomb of the kings of Judah was ‘inside the city;? and
there is no probability that any two of theJudges or of the Prophets.
were ever buried in the same sepulchre.

%
* Gen. 1. 5, 13. t I Kings ii. IO ;’Xi. 43; XiV. 31.
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Many slight variations were made from this general plan of the sep-
ulchre, the result of the taste or the means of the owner, or of the
peculiarities of the rock in which the excavations were made. In a
few instances the Ioculus for the body was made parallel to the side of
the principal chamber, with the entire side of it open, so that the
whole body was in sight after being laid in it. In some others they

were dug in the floors of the chambers, only deep enough to receive a
body, and covered with close-fitting slabs. The author and his party
explored a sepulchre of this latter class near Nabati’yeh, in Southern
W@micia, which had not previously been entered by a European,
hiving been discovered by the villagers only two years before our visit.

It contained eight clWpbers, seven of which had each two graves side
by side, while the eighth had only one, and it was dug in the middle

%
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of the chamber with the evident purpose of being left alone to be
occu~”ed, perhaps, by the head of the family. Its plan isaeen in the
preceding cut.

Thomson describes some sepulchres of this character near Sidon,
the flocmof whose chambmwere paved with closely-fitting slabs of
dresmlrock, intended toconceal the existence of the graves beneath,
but he says that they have long since been opened and robbed of their
contents.

The modem Ar’abs have little of the reverence for burial-places which
characterized the Jews of old. The empty sepulchres of the ancients
are everywhere used for the folds of sheep and goats when practicable,
and some of them, with their doors enlarged and an additional struc-
ture in hont, are used as dwellings. Even the modern cemetery in
which their own dead are buried is but little reverenced. The author
saw ●t Gaza a crou’d of women enjoying a kind of picnic under the
shade-trees of a graveyard, while a small group of their company were
dancing for the amusement of the others in a narrow space closely sur-
rounded by gravestones.

CHAPTER VII.

STATE OF EDUCATION AND RELIGION.

EDUCATION AMONG THE MOSLEM.

AXONG the Moslem inhabitants of Palestine a system of education
can scarcely be said to exist. The Bed’awin have no school-teachers

at all of their own nation, and their children are never tayght to read,
except a few of them that receive instruction from missionaries.
Some of the stationed missionari~ occasionally visit their camps and
spend a short time in teaching their children. The author met an

Italian priest at Es Salt who claimed to be devoting his entire time in
this way among the Beni Sukr tribe, who dwell in the land of
Moab. Such teachers must live as the Bed’awin do, and move about
with them as their camps are moved from place to place. Their labors

must be entirely gratuitous, for the Bed’awin are so far from paying
for such services that they barely tolerate them, and few will allow
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their children to be educated at all. They think that learning makes
boys effeminate.

The Fel’lahin, as a general rule, are equally void of education, but
missionary schools are taught in many of the larger towns, and the
town people make no opposition to the education of their children.
Some, indeed, are willing to pay a small fee to the teachers, but the
mass are indifferent on the subject, and some inducements of a pecu-
niary kind are often given by teachers to secure a regular attendance
of their pupils. At the best, however, the boys are put towork at so
early an age, and the girls are married so young, that the education
which they receive extends very little beyond reading and writing in
the Ar’abic tongue. In the smaller villages there is seldom more than
one man who can write, and he is the marvel of the community. He
does all the village writing, and his word settles all learned contro-
versies. Letter-writing is practiced but little, and newspapers are un-
known. There is not a printing-press in Palestine, and there are only
three cities that can boast of a post-office, namely, Jerusalem, Joppa,
and HaIfa. There would be none at even these places but for the
European residents and the European steamers that carry the mails.
It appears singular to an American to visit cities of from 5000 to
tj)ooo inhabitants in which he cannot mail a letter.

In the cities, such as Jerusalem, Hebron, and others, a few native
Moslem teachers are found. They sit on the floor, with their pupils in
a like position around them. Their compensation is very meagre, but
fully equal to their deserts, for their pupils seldom learn to do more
than read in an imperfect way certain favorite chapters in the Koran.
Still there are some intended for the sacerdotal order whose education
is more extended.

The foundation of all missionary work among the people is usually
laid in the education of the children, and until this can be accom-
plished more successfully the Christian faith can make but little head-
way. The Moslem\who allow their children to attend the missionary
schools make no objection to their reading the gospels, and conse-
quently the gospel narratives are used as a text-book in all of them.
The result will be that a generation will eventually be brought into
existence many of whom-and the most intelligent of them—will be
better acquainted with the New Textamen t thanwith the Koran, and
that the leaven will work from them through the entire mass. This
u the hope of the few patient toilers who are cultivating this un-
promising portion of the Lord’~ wineyard.
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$ II.

EDUCATION AStONG THE GREEKS AND LATINS.

In every community that contains any considerable amount of Chris-
tian population, whether Latin or Greek, there is some attempt at edu-
cation. Teachers are found in many of the villages. They are chiefly
of the Greek Church, because nearly all the Christians in the country
are of this faith. The Greeks, however, pay less attention to education
than do the Lstins. Counected with nearly all the churches and con-
vents of the latter are schools for the native children, in which all the
education is imparted that the children can be induced to receive. In
Jerusalem the Franciscan friars have recently erected a large two-story
building of hewed stone, with ample grounds about it, which they call
● college. It is supplied with a wellqualified corps of teachers, and it is
largely ptroniaed. There were probably one hundred boys and young
men in attendance in the spring of 1879, principally of Ar’ab parent-
age, though among them were a few of the sons of European residents,

The Protestant missionary schools depend chiefly on the native

Christian population for their pupils, though they also gather in some
of the Ar’ab children. T’~e Church of England has cultivated this
field more than any other Protestant community. Bishop GobAt, who
was for many years English bishop of Jerusalem, having oversight of
O the English missions in Palestine, established a school on Mount
Zion, which has been more successful than any other in the country.
It has a boarding department for the accommodation of about forty
boys, and it generally succeeds in keeping together about this number,
chiefly orphans. It receives considerable patronage also from the city,
●nd many of the young men of the country are indebted to it for a
moderate education, including a slight knowledge of English. The
bishop died at ● very advanced age, in May, 1879, having lived in
Jerumlem for many yeara. He was a native of Prussia. The school
is supported by contributions raised in England. Its pupils are in-
-td in the creed of the Church of England, and the boardera are
required to attend tk English church in the city, and to take part in
therecitation of the liturgy. There ia an English church with schools
@@ched, et Nasemth, ●nd also a boardingachooi for girls with accom.
Ittodationc for two hundred pupils; and at ES Salt, the most important
town east of the Jordan, there ia another school. Joppa, Gaaa, and
some other towns are seats of similar inatitutiona. There is a Baptist
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mission at Nab’lus, supported by Baptists in Great Britain, with a
school for boys and a separate one for girls.

The chief obstacle in the way of education where missionary schools
exist is the almost total indifference of parents on the subject, and,
next to this, the fear that their children maybe led to adopt the relig-
ious faith of their teachers. Mohammedans and native Christians are
alike in respect to the latter point, and are not far apart in regard to
the former. Time and patience, however, will eventually overcome
these obstacles, especially if pexee and consequent security of life and
property shall be maintained in the country.

CONDITION OF MOHAMSfEDANISM.

The traveler who visits Palestine, or any other portion of the Turk-
ish empire, with the expectation of seeing the Mohammedan religion
as he has read of it in its earlier history, will be greatly disappointed.
Instead of seeing men stop everywhere on the street, or in the high-
way, to go through the manual of prayer at the prescribed hours, he will
see but few engaged in prayer at all; and when he xees one he will see
many others round about h:m as indifferent as if they were adherents
of a ditierent religion. Wherever there is a mosque the muezzin’s call
from the minaret is still heard at the five regular hours of prayer,* pro-
vided the noise of the street does not drown it; but you look around
in vain to see any giving heed to it. When you visit the mosques you
find some old men now and then going through their genuflexions and
mutterings, but the number is exceedingly small ; and of young men
there are none. Even on Friday, their Sabbath-day, though their
houses of business are usually closed, but few of them go to the mosque
to pray. ‘1’hey~refer to spend the day loitering about the streets, or
seeking recreation in the groves of olive-trees outside the city. As
for the Fel’lahln, in whose vil]~ there are no mqueg, their religion
brings them no rest. They are equally idle or equally busy on Fritizy
as on other days of the week. The mosques are not only to a large
extent destitute of worshipers, but they are neglected by theiti custo-
dians. Dust and decay are seen both within and without the sacred
buildings, and the breaches made by time in the walls and minarets
w but xeldom repaired. Even the platform of the &ar’@ a S&ri?#

● At daylight, at sunrise, at q at sunset, and at the cod of twilight.
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(Ike noble sanctuary), in Jerusalem, the haliest place in Moslem estima-
tion in the world next to the temple at Mecca, is allowed to grow up
in weeds, except where pavement-slabs and the tramping of feet keep
them down, and an air of neglect broods over the entire place. There
is scarcely a Moslem sanctuary of any kind in all Palestine which shows
marks of careful preservation, much less of recent decoration or im-
provement. This is partly due, no doubt,
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to the extreme poverty of
the people, which has
gone on increasing for
generations back, and
I]artly to the impoverish-
ment of the Turkish
government. But it is
chiefly due to the decay
of the religion itself.
None of those peculiari-
ties of Mohammedanism
which imparted some
admirable virtues to the

Ar’ab character a thou-
sand years ago are now
discovered in the prac-
tical workings of the
system, and the ideal
Mussuhnan is a thing of
the past, never to be
known again in real life.

The decline in the
reverence for mosques
is seen not only in the
prevalent neglect of these
buildings, but in the
greater freedom with
which Christians fin-.

‘them. Twenty vears a~o,, -.’.

no Christian was allowed to enter the Har%m at Jerusalem, except
under extraordinary circumstances, * but now all are freely admitted
on the payment of a fee of five francs; yet it is customary to go under
the escort of the cavassc. of your consul (his body-guard), and of a

* See, for an accountof this by Dr. Barclay, City of the Great King, p. 470.
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couple of soldiers from the garrison. The attendance of these officers
is necessary only to protect a stranger from attack by fanatical Moslem
who might be enraged by seeing him there. . In order to enter the
sacred buildings one must pull off his boots or shoes; but he is aHowed
to walk in slippers. In former years it was only with bare feet that
one could enter any mosque; but now you can enter in your own
slippers, and in Constantinople the author was allowed to enter with
his boots on; but they were slipped into averylarge pair of heelless
slippers. The Moslem themselves go in barefooted, but they saunter
about these sacred buildings with an air of total indifference, and

instances, that the heart is
not engaged. The wander-
ing eye and the listless ex-
pression of the countenance
are not easily misinterpreted
by the looker-on. The forms
of prayer are themselves,
from the very fullness of
outward demonstration, cal-
culated to divert the atten-
tion of the really devout,
and to prevent the cultiva.
tion of piety among the

sometimes men are seen in
them sound asleep on the
floor, while the venders of
cakes and lemonade and
trinkets of various kinds are
sometimes allowed to traffic
with the visitor as he passes
through. *

The ancient forms of
prayer are still preserved by
those who pray at all; but
it is easy to see, in many

A MUSS ULMAN AT PRAY KX1.

careless and hypocritical. The figures in the cut represent the six
attitudes assumed in the progress of every prayer.

In the posture of figure No. I the prayer is begun, with the expres-
sion “ Allah lzd aAbat-” (God is great) and a few mental petitions,

* The author sawall this in the great mosque at Damascus.

,
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Then the hands are brought down, as in figure No. z, when he recites
the first chapter of the Koran and some other brief passages. Next
he assumes the attitude of No. 3, and repeats some formulas of praise.
Then standing erect with hands down, as in No. 4, he exclaims, as in
the beginning, ‘fGod is greatl” Then he drops upon his knees,
plants his open palms upon the ground before him, and touches the
ground between them three times with his forehead, as in No. 5, re-
peating short petitions and praises, Last he throws himself back on
his knees, with his body resting on his heels and his hands on his
thighs, as in No. 6. In this attitude he completes the round of his
prayers and exclamations. This round is called a rek~h’, and he gen-
erally goes through with it three times, unless he is in a hurry, when
once will suffice. Before he begins he washes his hands and feet, and
spreads a mat or rug, or, in the absence of these, his outer garment,
on the ground, to stand and kneel upon. The floors of the mosques
are usual iy spread with mats for this purpose.

There is no clearer evidence of the decay of Moharnmedanism than
the substitution of a degrading superstition, which abounds in Palestine,
for the ancient simple worship of the one only God. Lieutenant Con-
der seems to have obtained more intimate knowledge of this supersti-
tion than any other explorer, and he furnishes the fullest account of
it.* After remarking that though the professed religion of the country
is Islam, you may live for months in the out-of-the-way parts of Pales-
tine without seeing a mosque or hearing the call of the “ muedhen”
to prayer, he says that the people are not without a religion which
shapes every action of their daily life. The mtlkiim’ represents this
religion. We have already given a description of these buildings and
of the sites chosen for them in the last section of Chapter VI. of this
work. It is the central point from which the influence of the saint in
whose memory it is erected is supposed to radiate. If propitious, the
saint or eheikh, as he is called, bestows good luck, health, and other
blessings upon his worshipers; and if not, he inflicts Mows, distrac-
tion of mind, and even death. If a man is at all queer in his manner,
his fellow-villagers will say, “ Oh, the sheikh has struck him. ” The
greatest res~ct is paid to the place. The peasant removes his shoes
upon entering, and takes care not to tread on the threshoid. He
says as he enters, ~~Your leave, O blessed one, ‘‘ Ploughs or other
objects of value are left in the building with perfect safety, no thief
being daring enough to remove them. When sickness prevails in a

● II. 21s-235,
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village, votive offerings are brought to the m(tk&n’, consisting of
earthenware lamps and similar articles, which are left at the tomb.
The author saw a number of these in the tomb of Joseph, near
She’them. Sometimes sheep are killed near the mhk~m’ and eaten
in honor of the sheikh. The lower limbs of trees standing mar are
often almost covered with bits of rags which have been tied around
them as tokens of gratitude or as maans of propitiation. Some of
these mtlk~ms’ are dedicated to Scriptural characters, such as Abra-
ham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Seth, Shem, Noah, and Jonah. Tk k
two are thus honored more frequently than any of the others. Some
are dedicated to Christian saints ~nd some to famous robbers, but
most of them to men noted for their devotion to the people or their
religion.

Sometimes pilgrimages are made to these shrines, and Conder saw
hundreds of persons gathered around them on special occasions. In
many places throughout the rocky portions of the country piles of
small stones are seen, sometimes consist ing of three laid together with
a fourth on top of them, and sometimes of a pile of small, flat stones
a foot or more in height, which mark the spots where these pilgrims
first come in sight of a holy place. These piles are built on the large
rocks, and in some places they are scattered over an acre or more of
space.

The villagers believe in charms, divination, and incantations, and
t~ey believe profoundly in the existence and power of evil spirits.

Conder points out the connection of this superstitious veneration

i for dead saints and sheikhs with the ancient superstition of the Ca-
naanites, which was so often ‘imbibed by the Israelites. But it has a
Mill closer correction with the saint worship which prevailed in the’
country just previous to the Mohammedan invasion, and which was
temporarily restored during the Crusading period. The apostate Mus-
sulman is in this instance an imitator of the apostate Christian.

$ Iv.

THE LABORSOF MISSIONARIES.

As a missionary field Palestine has been but very slightly cultivated.
JThe Greek Church has existed so long in the Turkish empire, side by
4jde with Mohammedanism, and has sunk so low in point of piety and
@ssionary zeal, that she has accepted the situation and makes no effort
~where to proselyte from the adherents of that faith. These causes
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of inactivity are promoted in Palestine by the fact that this Church
feels secure in her own existence there only because she is under the
powerful protection of Russia, without which she might at any moment
be expelled from the country. Furthermore, she suffers so much from
proselytism at the hands of other more zealous Churches, that she has
acquired an abhorrence for the very thought of proselyting from one
religion to another, Through the grasping power and wealth of Rus-
sia this Church has acquired very valuable possessions at Jerusalem, and
has erected convents, chapels, and hospices for her pilgrims at many
other sacred localities; but all of this is rather for the purpose of hold-
ing her own adherents and securing their safety while visiting the
country than for the purpose of making converts to her faith. She
does not preach to the native Mohammedans, nor even establish schools

;* the education of their children. Her convents are abodes of idle-

U- and ignorance. That of Mar Sab’a, which has existed from the

#fth century in the midst of all the vicissitudes through which the
country has passed, has never, perhaps, been the means of converting
one Mohammedan sinner from the error of his way.

The Latins, or Roman Catholics, are far more aggressive. They
‘have schooh, at various places in connection with their churches and
monasteries, and they make vigorous efforts to convert the children of
both Greeks and Mohammedans to their faith. They have convents at
Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Joppa, Ramleh, Mount Tabor, Mount Carmel,
Nazareth, and Es Salt; and they have chapels at Tiberias, Kefr Kenna,
Halfa, and many other towns and cities. What progress they have
made in the way of conversions from the native population we are not
able to state with any approach to accuracy.

As we intimated in $ II. of this chapter, the Church of England
has almost monopolized this country, so far as Protestant missions
are concerned, Jerusalem is the seat of a bishopric of that Church.
The bishop’s residence and the church adjoining it, both handsome
buildings, occupy an eligible site on Mount Zion, fronting westward
towards the Tower of David, and only a short distance from the
Jopps gate. The church is capable of seating about three hundred
persons, and services in Engiish are held there every Lord’s day. It is
frequented by nearly all the European residents of the city, and all
English-speaking visitors. The same church owns a stili handsomer
chapel, with parsonage attached, in the midst of the new settlement
north of the city, where services are conducted in Arabic for the espe-
cial benefu of the nativea. This property was erected at a cost of
●bout $30,000. We have already mentioned the large boarding-school
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for boys, under the control of this church, outside the wall and on the
southwestern part of Mount Zion. See page x34. It was intended as
an auxiliary to the church, but the number of converts from among its
pupils is small. This school was first established in 1843, the mission
itself having been established in 1838. Bishop Gobat entered upon
his official duties there in 1846, and continued at his post until his
death in x879, a period of nearly thirty-three years. The annual ex-
penditure for this mission in 1854 was ~5328, or nearly $26,640.*

Next to Jerusalem Nazareth is the chief seat of the missionary oper-
ations of the Church of England. There she has a chapel equal in
style and finish to that in Jerusalem, and it is frequented, chiefly by a
congregation of natives. Here also is the large school for girls men-
t ioned above (page 134), which adds greatly to the influence and pres-
tige of this church in the community. The mission was established in
1857. Other missions of less importance exist at Gaza, Joppa, She’-
chem, and Es Salt.

There is a German medical mission at Jerusalem, and one supported
by the Scotch Presbyterian Church in Nazareth. In both of these
efforts are made to indoctrinate the people religiously while they are
receiving medical treatment. Medicine is gratuitously supplied to
those unable to pay for it, and at Nazareth there is a hospital in con-
nection with the dispensary. This is a very benevolent work in itself,
and it is wisely adapted to its purpose. A Baptist mission exists at
She’them, under a native preacher, El Kiirey by name, who was edu-
cated in England, He conducts two schools already mentioned
(page 134), and also holds religious meetings for the instruction of
adults in his own dwelling.

The success of these missions, so far as the Ar’ab population is con-
cerned, has been meagre; but it is greater than outward manifestations
w,ould indicate, for it is hazardous to the lives of Mohammedans to
change their religion, and many are fully convinced of the truth of the
Christian religion who dare not say so, Many also are largely indoc-
trinated with Christian ideas, who are not fully committed to Christ

even in their convictions. The seeds of truth are being sown in un-
promising soil, but some will yet come to a harvest.

In the present state of profound ignorance and of undeveloped moral
sensibilities which prevaiis amen ihe adult population, there can be.----- ~. -.-..” ~... ”,, l!!.1.- =UUIL pupu IaLIu II, Ll}crc ciin m
little doubt that the most effective way to Christianize the country is
to work upon the children by improving their minds and imparting

● Cityof the Great Kng, 58S-91.
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to them a Christian education. If the author of this volume were
allowed to direct missionary labors there, he would settle in every im-
portant village a Christian family, con]posed ofplain American farming
people, with moderate education, and practical experience in all the
details of good farming and good housekeeping. They should reside
in one of the better class of village houses, but should make it a model
of neatness, and supply it with an outfit of the simplest and cheapest
articles of household comfort, such as the natives would soon learn to
admire and be able to procure. The housewife should he supplied
with a few extra wash-tubs, wash-boards, tables, chairs, table ware,
brooms, toilet articles, etc., and it should be her part of the mission
work to teach the women of the village how to use these, and
how to keep their persons, their children, and their houses clean.
The man should be supplied with a few hoes, rakes, wheat-cradles,
wheat-fans, ploughs, and harrows , and it should be his first work
to teach the use of these, and thereby enable the people to make
more money and buy these things for themselves. He should also
act as an agent to import for the villagers at cost all articles of im-
proved agriculture and houtikeeping. While prosecuting this work

the family should be learning the language of the people, and as
fast as possible imparting to them Christian truth. One other adult
in the family should be the school-teacher for the village, and should
commence teaching as soon as a sufficient knowledge of the language
could be acquired, previous to which he should assist in the work above
mentioned. Within a few years it might be practicable to have meet-
ings of the people for public preaching, and within the lifetime of a
single missionary the entire village of a thousand souls might be on the
highway to financial prosperity and Christian enlightenment. Every
such village would be from the beginning of its improvement a radi-
ating centre for the diffusion of the light which it was receiving. In
this way a few humble families, whose influence in the church at home
is scarcely fell, might be instrumental in evangelizing a nation.



PART SECONI).
THE TOPOGRAPHY OF PALESTINE.

CIIAPTER I.

JERUSALEM.

THE ORIGINALCITY.

THE city of Jerusalem is supposed to he first mentioned in the BiMe
under the name Salem, If this supposition is correct, it was the resi-
dence of Melchizedec.* From the time of Abraham’s interview with
this mysterious personage it is not mentioned again until after the in-
vasion of the country by the Children of Israel under Joshua, a period
of about four hundred and sixty years, when it is found in the posses-
sion of a Canaanitish tribe called Jebusites. At this period, and for
a considerable time after, it was known under the name of Jelmsi
or Jebus. t There can be no doubt that this name was derived from
that of Jebus, the ancestor of the Jebusites, who then inhabited the
city.

The origin of the name Jerusalem has been the subject of several
diflerent theories, the most plausible of which is that it is a combina-

, tion of the preceding ‘names )ebus and Salem, the J in Jelms being
changed for euphony to r, thus forming the compound word Jeru-

salem. $
The author of the book of Joshua states that the children of Judah

could not drive out the inhabitants of Jerusalem, 4’but the Jebusitea

● See Joscphus’s War, vi. 10; OoB. xiv. M; Pa. Ixxvi. s,
t Josh. xviii. 16, aS; Judga dx. so, xx.
$ For ottur thooricq - SdSWs DUoouy, Art. Jwasatom.
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dwell with the children of Judah at Jerusalem unto this day.”* Yet
the author of Judges, in recapitulating the conquests under Joshua,
says that C1the children of Judah had fought against Jerusalem, and
had taken it and smitten it with the edge of the sword, and set the
city on ftre. ”t We gather as the result of these two statements that
the city was at one time captured, but that the Jebusites retook it and
then held it permanently, living in it at peace with the adjacent tribe
of Judah. It should also be observed that the city lay within the ter-
ritory assigned to Benjamin, the line passing through the Valley of
Hinnom immediately south of it. It is probable that Judah’s first
attack on it was made previous to the assignment of Benj:unin’s lot,
and while it was yet considered within the territory of Judah. ~

Jerusalem remained in possession of the Jebusites during the entire
period of the Judges, through the reign of Saul, and until the eighth
year of the reign of David, when it was captured and made the capital
of David’s kingdom. The fact that it had been successfully held by a
handful of Jebusites in the very heart of the land of Israel for more
than five hundred years$ was manifest proof of its superior military
strength, and justified its choice as a capital. An occasional reference
to the opposite cut from a draft by Conder, representing the actual
lay of the rock of the entire city, will help the reader to understand
the description which follows.

At this time, as is evident from the statements of the sacred text,[l
the city was confined to the summit of Mount Zion, and the stronghold
of its defensea was a fortification called Millo. The theory of some
modern aeholars, headed by Mr. Ferguson, that Mount Zion, the city
of David, was on the southern end of Moriah, has been disproved by
Warren and Conder.

This mountain was completely isolated by surrounding ravines, ex-
cept at its northwest corner, where a narrow saddle of rock connected
it with higher ground lying OR in that direction. On the top of that
saddle the modern Joppa gate now stands. Outside of this gate to the
southwest, and within fifty yards of it, the Valley of Gihon, which
heads about half a mile due west of this point, makes an abrupt turn
to the south and passes-deepening rapidly as it goes-along the western
aide of Mount Zion. Thence, by an abrupt turn to the east, it passes
along the southern side of the mount as far as its southeastern ex-

tremity. Its present surface is some 40 or 50 feet below the city wall
—.—

● J~. XV. 63. t Judges i. & : Josh. xviii. -4.
t AccordlIIg to Pad, Acts xiii. -IU. I a Sam. v. 7,9.
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opposite the Joppa gate, about xao feet below the top of the mountain
at the southwestern curve, and about x54 feet at the southeastern curve.
Originally it was still deeper, for it has been filled up to a considerable
depth, stone widls having been built across it at short intervals to cause
an accumulation of soil. All of that portion of it south of Mount
Zion is called the Valley of Hinnom.

The present JrJppa gate is on the western slope of the connecting sad-
dle mentioned above, the exact water-shed of the rock of this saddle,
according to Conder’s excavations, being about 70 yards east of this
gate. From this watershed a valley runs due east along the northern
base of Mount Zion, growing deeper and narrower as it advances. It
curves abruptly to the south around the northe”mtern corner of the
mount, and thence runs almost due south until it joins the Valley of
Hinnom. This valley is called the Tyropeon. The separating saddle,
from which it takes its descent, is 40 feet below the top of Mount
Zion, and the valley, as it passes along the northern side of this
mount, has a depth to the rock of more than 100 feet; but now it is filled
up in places with rubbish to a depth of 40 feet. At the northeastern
curve it is 150 feet below the top of Zion, and midway the eastern side
of Zion it attains a depth of #90 feet. These figures are based upon
the rock-levels ascertained by the excavations of Captain Warren,*
and they show that from the vety nature of the ground on which the
original Jerusalem stoorf it could be approached only by a steep
ascent on every side, except along the top of the narrow ridge at the
northwest, and that the top of this ridge was 40 feet Mow the highest

ground within the city. The chief fortification, called Millo, must
have berm located here, and here at the present day stands its suc-
cessor, the fortification called the Tower of David. Properly defended
at this point, the city was impregnable against any ordinary attacking
[orce; and it is not surprising that when David came near to assault it
the Jebusites taunted him with the remark, “ Except thou take away
he Mind and the lame, thou shalt not come in hither: thinking,
David cannot come in hither. “t

Josephus, in his account of David’s capture of Jerusalem, speaks of
a lower city which he took before he assaulted the citadel. ~ Dr. Bar-
clay supposes this to be Salem. But there is no Scripture authority for
this, and it is unreasonable in itself: for why should the city be built
~ low ground in front of the citadel, fully exposed to attack, when
tkre was unassailable ground ~hind the citadel, with the latter for a

● Our Work in Palestine, chart p. 159. faSun. v.6. $ A..
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protection at its only weak point? Itwasamilitary necessity to build
the city on the topof Zion.

AS the city was when David took it, such it continued to be through-
out his reign, with the exception of internal improvements and the
strengthening of its fortifications. * This, therefore, isthe city which
we must have in mind when we are considering its history during the

reign of Davicl, and thealltssions to it made in thePsalmsof David,—
for example, theexulling strainsof the forty -eighth psalm:

“ Great is the Lord and greatly to be pmised
Inthecilyol our God, inthemountmnof His holiness.
Beautiful for si!ualion, Ihe joy of the whole earth,
Is Mount Zion on the sides of the Nortl),
The city of the great King.
9 ● * ● ● * *
Walkabout Zion, andgo roundabout her:
Tell the towers !hereof.
Mark ye well her bulwarks, consider her palnces;
That ye may tell it tothe generation following.”

THE ~lTY UNDER SOLOhlON.

Thesite selected for the Templeof Solomon, we are told, was”in
Mount Moritih, where the Lord appeared to David, his father, in the
place that David had prepared in the threshing-floor of Ornan [or
Araunah] the Jebusite. ”t

Mount Moriah was a long, straight ridge, running north and south,
a short distance northeast of Mount Zion. From one extremity to the
other it was more than a mile in length, while its width was less than
a quarter of a mile at the widest part. It terminated towards the
south in a long slope, narrowing as it descended, and reaching a level

near the point of junction between the Valley of Hinnom and the
Tyropeon Valley. The latter valley separate(l this southern slope from

Mount Zion, and the nortl]ern en(l of Zioo was due west from the
highest pirrt of Mount Moriah. Much the greaLcr I)art of Mouljt

Moriah lay farther north than this. As we stated in tlw last section,
the descent from the summit of MOIInt Zion to its northeastern foot

in the Tyropeon Valley was 150 feet, but the ascent thence to the top

of Moriah was only 50 feet, the lat[er mountajn bejng 100 feet lower

than the fortner. Tile elevation of the two above the sea is respec-
———

● a Sam. v. 9-11. t a Chron. iii. x.
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tively 2540 [eet and 2440 feet, But the Tyropeon Valley deepens very
rapitl]y as it passes southward, and at the southern extremity of the
temple inclosure it has a depth of 150 feet below the summit of Moriah,
measuring down to the rock.

It thus appears that when Solomon prepared to build his temple
Mount Moriah was entirely outside of Jerusalem; that it was separated
from it by a deep, narrow ravine; and that its summit, where the temple
was to stand, was due east of the northern part of the city. It had
been the wheat-field of Arattllah, the Jebusite. David had allowed
him to retain it after he had taken the city, but had purchased it from
him at the time of the plague.* The eastern side of Mount Moriah
was a steep slope descending into another deep and narrow ravine,
called sometimes the Valley of Jehoshaphat, and sometimes the Valley
of the Kedrcrn. The bed of this valley descends but little more
rapidly than the slope of the mountain, and its average depth may be
stated at 240 feet below the top of the ridge of Mount Moriah.

On the very summit of Mount Moriah Solomon built his temple,
laying the foundation% of course, on the solid rock, and including in
them the threshing-floor on which David had made his offering.
Around it he made an inner court, inclosed by a wall, and outside of
this a greater court. t But the summit of the mountain, being a sharp
ridge, did not furnish a level space of sufficient extent for these courts,
and hence the necessity of the work which col)stituted the chief part
of his undertaking, demanding the l~bor of the vast army of work-
men for a period of seven years. ~ Of this work Josephus gives a
l.rief WMI characteristic (descrilXion. After speaking of the temple
IJrul)er and the inclosure of the inner or Jewish court, he says: “ But

he miu{e that temple which was beyond this,-a wonderful one indeed,
and such as exceeds ail description in words ; n.iy, if I may so say, is
hardly klI~v~ll Ul)on sight ; for when be had filled up great valleys
~itb earth which, on account of their great depth, could not be looked
m when you twnded down to see them without pain, and had elevated

he ground four hundred cubits, he made it to be on a level with the
op of the mountain on which the temple was built, and by this means

i the outmost temple, which was exposed to the air, was even with the
~ temple itself.”$
1

This rude and inaccurate description is readily understood, and its
inaccuracies corrected, in the light of recent excavations. No doubt
-— __ —..——— —.

● See z Sam. xxiv. 18 JS; I Cbron. XXI. 15-30. t ~ (’hrcn. IV 9.
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Josephus formed his’ conception of the work from the appearance of
the temple mount in his own day; and marry modern observers have
drawn conclusions from its appearance not less inaccurate than his.
Nothing but actual excavations to the natural rock of the mountain and
its adjacent valleys could determine what Solomon’s work really was;
and previous to these excavations many conclusions of the utmost im-
portance could be reached only by conjecture. But during the year
1867 excavations were made by Captain Warren, under the auspices of
the Palestine Exploration Fund of Great Britain, to the foundations of
the present wall arw.md the site of the temple, anti to the solid rock in
many other places about this mountain. It was ascertained that tnost
of the present outer wall of the temple inclosure was founded by Solo-
mon, the lowest layers of the rock being now precisely where he laid
them. We are able, therefore, to state in most particulars proximately,
and in some precisely, what work of Solomon Josephus describes so
obscurely in the above extract. It was as follows:

Wishing to make a broad level area on top of the tnountain and
nearly on a level with its sharp summit, he laid the foundations of the
eastern and western walls on the solid rock near the foot of the nloun-
tain on each side, and built them up perpendicular until their tops
were on a level with the top of the mountain. ‘l’his required the
western wall to be x50 feet high at its southern end, and 80 feet high
just opposite the temple. The eastern wall was 170 feet high at its
southern extremity, and 70 feet opposite the temple; but on account of

a descent of the rock from this point northward it was 160 feet ]ligh
near its northern end, * where it crosses a depression iu the rock. 1[ is
1536 feet long, while the western wall is 1608.

To connect the southern ends of these two walls, which were g27

feet apart, a cut was made across that part of the mountaii] which lay
between them, and the solid rock laid bare to receive the foundations
of the southern wall. ‘I’l Ie rock here rises i~bout 100 feet as we pass
from the east siile westward, and then descends about 80 feet ere we
reach the southwestern corner. This wall, then, in order to reach the
level of the mountain’s top, was built up like the southern end of th~
eastern wall, with which it made an angle, 170 feet high; at the highest
part of the rock towards the west it was 70 feet high, and at the south-
western angle 1,50 feet. Everywhere, as Captain Warren discovered,

.— .—

● Tbesc figures ●nd those that follow are based on the supposition that the foundutlon’
of the present wall are ]denimal with those l.md by Solomon. If Lhey are M“ A
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the foundation stones were laid not only on the natural rock, but within
a bed 24 inches deep cut for them into this rock, so that nothing could
move them from their places. The foundation stones in many places

bear to this day the marks of Phcmician letters painted on them by
Hiram’s workmen, to show the order in which they were to be laid
clown. * Many of these stones are of enormous size. Captain Warren
reports one in the southeast angle whose estimated weight is 100 tons,
and one at the south-
west angle which, though
not so heavy, is 38 feet
9 inches long. Several
are seen above ground
which approach this
magnitude.

The two side walls
are not parallel, but
they diverge toward the
north, so that, although
only 927 feet apart at
the southern end, they
are 1044 feet apart at
the northern end. At
the northwestern angle
the natural rock came to
the surface, and rose 20
feet above the level that
was desired : so here the
rock was cut away in
leveling, and a perpen-
dicular wall of it 20

SUBSTRUCTIOXS AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE

HARrAM.

feet high was left at the corner, and for some distance east of it. The
western wall terminated against this natural rock, and the northern
wall, starting from it eastward, closed up the remainder of the northern
end. This rock formed a narrow neck connecting this part of Mount
Moriah with that part which extended farther north, and on this, in
Herod’s time, stood the fortification called the Tower of Antonia.

When Solomon had erected these walls, his next task was to level
the inclosed space, amounting to thirty-five acres, so as to bring the
low slopes next to the walls up to the height of the space about the

* our Work in Palestine, pp. 121,122.
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temple, or nearly so. He left the court immediately about the temple
higher than the surrounding area, but doubtless only a few feet higher.
The filling in necessary for the purpose of this leveling, is estimated
by Captain Warren at not less than 70,000,000 of cubic feet. To save
the necessity of filling this space solidly, a large number of stone piers
were built at the southeastern angle, where was the greatest open space,
nearly to the desired height. Vaults of masonry were turned on top

of these, and earth laid on top of the vaults. These, when first dis-
covered in modern times, were called Solomon’s Stables, in ignorance
of their true design.* They are seen in the preceding cut.

When the space within the walls was thus leveled, or reduced sufK-
ciently near to a level to suit Solomon’s purposes, the walls were doubt-
less carried up still higher all around, and a parapet constructed on
top of them; so that they served the additional purpose of a military
defknae to the temple. As such they presented, on the eastern side,
a perpendicular front, averaging more than J50 feet, with a steep ap-
proach to the foot of the wall from the narrow floor of the Kedron
Valley. Opposite the southeast angle this valley was 100 feet lower
than the foundation of the wall and very close to it. The entire height
of the wall at this angle above the valley below must have been not
less than 280 feet. The earth outside the wall at this point, as Captain
Warren discovered by his excavations, was only 8 feet deep; for in
digging here he passed through dtbtil until within 8 feet of the rock,
when he struck the original natural soil. The exposed part of the wall
then, outside, was about 172 feet high, supposing it to have been built
xo feet higher than the summit of the mountain, while the exposed
part inside was only xo feet. Thus was the mountain cased in with a
stone wall, and changed from a sharp ridge to a vast mound, with a
level summit of thirty-five acres, containing the temple and its courts.
Only at the northwestern corner of the inclosed space was it approach-
able on level ground, and in this respect it was precisely like Mount
Zion, What extra defense was built here the Scriptures do not inform
us; probably nothing more than a suitable strengthening of the wall
by towers and buttresses.

This temple-crowned and stone-encased mountain was next con-
nected with the previously existing city on Mount Zion by running
two walls across the intervening valley, one from the northern curve
of Mount Zion, and the other from such a point along the eastern side
of the same as to connect it most conveniently with the southern end

● SW more concermng these m ~ IV,
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of the temple inclosure. No trace has been found of the foundations
of these walls, but the remains of two bridges that once spanned the
valley and furnished passages from one mountain to the other have
been discovered. The more southern of these, 39 feet from the angle,
is called Robinson’s arch, from the name of its modern discoverer,
Dr. Edward Robinson ; and the more northern Wilson’s arch, from
the name of its discoverer, Captain Wilson, of the Palestine Explora-
tion Fund. It is believed that both of these arches were built by
Herod ; but beneath them are the remains of older ones,. which are
supposed to have been the work of Solomon. *

Many modern reconstructors of ancient Jerusalem have located Sol-
omon’s palace at the southern end of the templi inclosure, and most
of these have supposed that it occupied the southeast angle; but they
seem to have strangely overlooked the fact that, if thus situated, it must
have been built on the tall columns erected there for the purpose of
leveling up the surface, and the erection of a large and massive palace
“on such supports is unheard of in the history of architecture. The
author cannot resist the conclusion advocated by Captain Warren,
against the almost unanimous voice of recent explorers, that this palace
stood on the loftier hill of Zion.t As Warren is the most thorough and
exhaustive explorer who has ever worked on the topography of Jerusa-
lem, his opinion is entitled to the highest degree of respect.

JERUSALEM : ADD1TIONS BY THE SUCCESSORS OF SOLOMON.

When Solomon’s work on Jerusalem was completed, the city walls
included, as we have seen in the previous section, Mount Zion, a small
portion of Mount Moriah, and so much of the Tyropeon Valley as lay
between these two, The southern continuation of Mount Moriah, often
mentioned under the name Ophel, a long tongue-like slope terminating
nt the junction of the Tyropeon and Kedron Valleys, was left outside the
walls. All of the same mount which lay north of the northern wall of
the temple court was also left outside, but a broad ditch in the solid
rock, which is still visible, was cut across it to prevent an easy approach
from that direction. At that time the northern wall of Mor.ult Zion
,overlooked the upper part of the Tyropeon Valley, while another valley
$!early at a right angle to this extended northward along the entire

——.
t

—-.—

0 our work in Palestine, 103, Iog. t Ib. IOS.
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western base of Mount Moriah. In the angle between these two val-
leys arose a knoll whose rock-summit is z490 feet above the sea level,
just 50 feet lower &!Ianthe summit of Mount Zion. See the cut of the
rock-soundings, page x44. .41i of this was then outside of the city.
But a second wall, beginning at the northwest corner of Zion, and head-
ing the Tyropeon Valley, inc]osed this knoll, and passing thence across
the other valley terminated at the northwestern corner of the temple wall.
Josephus calls the part thus inclosed the lower city, from the fact that
it was all lower .han Mount Zion ; and he says that ‘$ it is of the shape
of the moon when she is horned,” by which he evidently means that
its outward limit was an arc of a circle. It is possible that this wall
was built by Solomon, and that it is included in the Scripture statement
that he built “ the wall of Jerusalem round about ;”* but we have no
specific ground on which to ascribe the work to him, and we have as
little for ascribing it to anyone of his successors. The next statement
which we find in the scriptures concerning the building of walls is in
a Chronicles xxvi, 9, where it is aaid that “ Uzziah built towers in
Jerusalem, at the corner gate, and at the valley gate, and at the turning
of the wall, and fortified them. ” This appears to be a strengthening
of existing walls by additional means of defense, but not the erection
of new walls.

In the reign of Jotham, the successor of Uzziah, there seems to have
been a wall upon Ophel, the southern extremity of Mount Moriah;
for it is said of Jotham that “He built the high gate of the house of
the Lord, and upon the wall of O@l he buiit ttmch.’‘t Of the extent
of this wall we know nothing.

Hezekiah found it necessary to again repair the walls of the city,
and he built a new wall of whose position and extent we know nothing.
We have only the brief statement that “he built up the wall that was
broken, and raised it up to the towers, and another wall without, and
repaired Millo in the city of David. D’$

To Manasseh, the son and successor of Hezekiah, is ascribed the com-
plete inclosure of Op}lel : ~~He built a wall without the city of David,

on the west side of Gihon in the valley, and compassed about Ophel,
and raised it up a very great height.”$ The clauses, “ without the
city of David” and ~~on the west side of Gihon in the valley, ” locate
that part of this wall which reached from the wall of the city of David,
or Mount Zion, across to Ophel. Gihon is the name by which the

—

● I Kings iii. I; lx, IS; XI. q, t a Chron. XXVIL 3.

$ lb. xxxii. S. ~ lb. xxxiii, 14.
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Tyropeon Valley was then known. This wall was 4(in the valley” be-
cause it extended across the valley, and it was ‘I on the west of ~~ihon”
in the sense that most of it W’SSon the west side, the deepest part of the
valley here lying close under the precipice of Ophel, Many modern
writers on Jerusalem have doubted the existence of a wall around
Ophel, anti they gave this passage a different interpretation, until
Captain Warren actually found a large portion of it during his excava-
tions, and traced its course from the southeastern angle of the temple-
wall about 700 feet south, where it terminated within a few feet of the

surface. It is 14 feet thick, and, though entirely under ground, it is
from 40 to 60 feet high.*

We have no account of other additions to the city previous to the
Babylonian captivity. We suppose that no others were made, and that
consequently the city of Jerusalem, during the period of the kings of
Judah, attained to no greater dimensions than those which we have

given above. In other words, the city, in its greatest extent during
this pried, included no more than Mount Zion, Mount Moriah as far
north as the temple-court extended, the valley between these two, and
the comparatively low ground lying in the angle north of the former
SM! west of the latter.

When Nehemiah re-erected the walls, after the return of the Jews
from Babylon, he built on the old foundations, and the’ former di-

mensions of the city seem to have been restored. t From that time
tillthe time of Christ only two alterations are known to have been
made in its topography, Josephus represents the Asrnonean princes$
as having cut down the top of the knoll in the lower city called

“ Ikra, and tilled up the ‘1’yropeon Valley. $ This was a change in
he level of the northern part of the city, ‘The other change was
nade by Herod. He reconstructed the temple and its surrounding

{walls, and built a fortification at the northeast corner of its outer

e

rt, which he named Antonia in honor of Mark Antony. He
so built a number of towers in the walls of Zion and Akra. These

~~l]g~ left the general out]in~ of the city about ●s it was before the

E
tivity, and consequently the Jerusalem of the gospel narratives was
r]y identical in extent with the Jerusalem of the later kinga and

prophet’s,
.,

II
@ OUS Work in Palestine, 14s. t Neh. iiL
;~ lhse worn a line of mdepenrfent princes who ruled the Jewish nation for more than
~hd?ed year., having thrown off the yoke Or the Greek kings of Syria in 167 B.C.,and

ShUdA their independent tili conqueredby the Remans under Pompey, B C.63.

~ War, v, 4, I.
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The most important addition made to the city after the timeof
!%lomon, ancf the one which brought it to the greatest extent it ever
attained, was begun by Agrippa (the Herod of Acts xii. ) and after-
wards completed by the Jews. Itis commonly called thethirc iwall,
thetiecond being thesen~icircula roneinclosingAkra, and the first the
original wall around Mount Zion. The only account of this wall
which has come down to tss is given by Josephus. He represents it as
starting from the Tower of Hippicus, supposed to be identical wi[h the
present Tower of David (see the cut on the opposite page), a(ijoin-
ing the Joppa gate; thence it ran north as far as the most northern
part of the city; thence it passed somewhat east of north until it came
~~over against the nlol]un]et] ts of Helena” (a locality not ~ertainlY

identified ); thence it extended to “ the Tower of the Corner, ” which
must be the northeastern corner of the wall ; tind thence it ran south-
ward along the eastern declivity of Mount Moriah, overlooking the
Kedron Valley, until it united with the northeastern wall of the temple
inclosure, which had previously been lhe northeastern corner of the
city. This wall inclosed additional space along the western and
northern sides of Akra, which had been called the lower city. “1’he
northwestern part of tl]e ground thus inclosed was higher than tl]e
summit of Mount Zioo. It has an elevation of 2570 feet, according
to Conder, “while that of Mount Zion is 2540 feet. * It also inclowd
the northern extension of Mount Moriahj which Josephus says was then
ealleti Beze’tha, the New City. ‘1’his historian states the occasion of

constructing this wall in these words: “As the city grew more popu-
lous it gradually crept beyond its old limits, and those parts of it which
stood north of the temple and joined Ihat hill to the city made it con-
siderably larger, and occasioned that hill, which is in number the fourth,
to be inhabited also. ” His account of the cessation of Agrip]]a’s work
on the wall, and of its subsequent completion, is as follows: “ He left
off building it after he had only l;~id the foumlations, out of the fear
he was in of Claudius Ckar, lest he should suspect that so strong a
wall was built in orller to make some innovation in public alllirs; for
the city could in no way have been taken if that wall had been finished
in the numner it was begun. As its parts were connected together by
stones twenty cubits long and ten cubits broad, which could never have
beerr either easily undermined by any iron tools or shaken by any en-
gines. . ! . After this it was erected with great diligence by the Jews
ss high as twenty cubits, above which it had battlements of two cubits

● See Rock Soundings, page 144.
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and turrets of three cubits altitude, insomuch that the altitude extended
as far as twenty-five cubi Ls.”*

lhe tleath of Agrippa occurred in the year 44 of our era, just ten

years after the death of Jesus, and twenty-six years before the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem by Titus; consequently, this enlargement of the city
to the greatest dimensions which it ever attained occurred subsequent
to the solemn announcement of its doom which had been made by
Jesus.Y Though that doom was to befall it, according to the predic-
tion, before the generation then living should pass away,~ when ten
years had passed the city had started on a new career of growth and
apparent prosperity, yet the words of Jesus were not falsified by the
result.

$ IV,

JERUSALEM : ITS DESTRUCTION BY TITUS AND ITS LATER HISTORY.

Jerusalem was taken by Titus in the year 70 of our era after a des-
perate war and a bloody siege. It is asserted by Josephus that during
this war 97,000 Jews were carried into captivity, and that the number
of those who perished in the city was I,roo,ooo. He does not claim
that the population of the city was equal to this last sum, but that so
many were assembled there at the Passover feast when the siege was
begun, and were shut up within the city by the approach of the Roman
army,$ His account of the destruction of the city at the close of the
siege is given in the following words:

It pJoW X+SOOII as the arm Y had no more people to slay or to pl(lnder~

becausethere rem.~ine(l none to be the objects of their fury (for they
would not have spared any had there remained any other such work to
,b done), Ciesar gave orders that they should now demolish the entire
city and temple, but should leave as many of the towers standing as
were of the greatest eminency, that is, Phasaellls, and Hippicus, and
~Marianlne, al~(l so much of the wall aS ii]closed the city on the west
side. This wal I was q)are(i in order to afford a camp for such as were

lo tie in garrison, as were the towers also sl)ared in order to demonstrate

‘~0posterity what kind of a city it was, and how well fortified, which

\e ~oman valor had subdued; but for al] the rest of the wall it was so
@ottghly laid even with the ground, by those who dug it Up to the

Dtm@tion, that there was left nothing to make those that came hither

!&&e it ever had been inhabited. ”11
___
%

● WsxO(Jews, v. 4, a. t MarI.XXi~1-s8.
~ \Var,vi,~, ~,

$ lb. xxiv. 34.

Ii lb., vii, i. x.
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Such was the close of Jerusalem’s history as a Jewish city. It fell
with the downfall and dispersion of the nation. A very brief synopsis
of its subsequent history is given in Smith’s Bible Dictionary (Art.
Jerusalem), from which we glean the following facts. For more than
fifty years after its destruction by Titus Jerusalem disappears from his-
tory. Of its annals during this period we know nothing. But in A.D.

132, under the Emperor Hadrian, the Jews then in Palestine con-
cocted a secret revolt, made one Bm Co’chebas their leader, crowned
him as a king, took possession of the ruins of Jerusalem, and under-
took to rebuild the temple. They maintained themselves against the
Roman army, which was sent to subdue them, for two years, when the
city was taken, and Bar Co’chebas was killed. Other fighting of a most
desperate character followed, in which there was frightful slaughter on
both sides ; but the Jews who escaped the slaughter were totally dis-
persed. Under Hadrian’s orders the ruins of the city which ~tus
had left standing were razed, the site of the temple was ploughed
over, * a temple to Jupiter was built on a portion of it, and a statue
of the emperor was erected where the Holy of Holiest had been. A
Roman colony was planted in the city, and its name was changed to

. Aelia Capitolina, a name which it continued to bear for several cen-
turies, and Jupiter was proclaimed its guardian deity. Jews were for-
bidden to enter the city under pain of death, and this prohibition
continued in force for about 200 years; but about the middle of the
fourth century they were allowed to enter it once a year, and weep
over it on the anniversary of its capture. Jerome represents them in
his day as being accustomed thus to weep by the west wall of the tem-
ple, and says : “ On the ninth of the month Ab might be seen the
aged and the decrepit of both sexes, with tattered garments and dis-
heveled hair, who met to weep over the downfall of Jerusalem, and

purchased permission of the soldiery to prolong their lamenta-
tions. ”

After the changes effected by Hadrian, but little is known of the
city until the fou~th century, except that it became to some extent a
Christian city, and that a list of twenty-three bishops who resided
there is preserved. t In A,D. 326, the Empress Helena, mother of
Constantine, visited Jerusalem and built a church on the Mount of

Olives to commemorate the ascension of Christ, and one in IIethlehem
over the supposed site of the Saviour’s birth. Her son, the emperor,

* Robinson calls this in question, but on insufficient grounds, Res., i. 369.

t See the appendix to Eusebius.
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followed her example by building a cha])ei over the suppose(l site of the
Holy kk]JUkhr13.

In the yem 362, the Emperor Julian. co[i]i]l(,t~l\ c~lled the a!mst~te.
was lnOVed by ])1S l)atr~(l Of ChrlStl LJlllt~ [(J a!t~tnl)t the l(?COll Str J( tli)l,

of the Jewish temple and the restoration O( Its ancient worship. M’i-
teri~ls were furnished at his expense, an(i manv of the T*WSentew!
u]mn the work with great enthusiasm; but while they were cieariri~
away the rubbish and PrelJilrlllg fdr the foundations of the new tem],lr
lxdls of fire issIJed from under the ruins and frightened the workn]ei~
away. Many exaggerated accounts o! this incident were glvei, h!
Christian writers of the period, but tl)e pr)ncipal fact is asserted lo the
writings of Ammianus Marcel llnus, a friend and companion in arms of
the emperor, and it must be cred)ted. * Ti]e occurrence was universally
ascribed at the time to supernatural agency, but it may have been ti)e
result of the explosion of gases which had accumulated in openings
amid the ruins, and which exploded as the alr was let in by the tools
of the workmen.

In the year 529 the Greek emperor Justinjan butlt io Jerusalem a
church in houor of the Virgin Mary, and Jlso estabiisi)ed a number O(
mooasterles in the neighborhood of Jerus.iilem and Jerichu T)]?
country hdd then been for two hul](ire(l year. tne rescrrt ,,[ ri;~:” \ ~

grims, and monks an(i hermits had been for a long time swarming to
its sacred lou.ilitle5 in great nun]her>. T!,15 st2Le If .~ti.]trh wa, :rj:K-
ruptcd eorlv 11)the next (el)turv by [he resulis Of a w.lr bvtween tne ~:--
I)eror Herfi’clius and the Persla”n> un(i:-r C/losro’es 11 ‘~ile i’er..t::) ar~
inva(lcxi P~lc5tine ill 614, and, as~l~tr(: bv mal)v jew>, tOL)k jcrusoieni
by assault, slew n)uL]y of the nlorlks ant clergy, (iem(jlts!]e(! all the
churclw, an(l Lurllc(l much of the (.lrt, ‘111,.war Ias[cd ior i,m:tecl,
years, and fil]ally resulte(i in a vi[tori over the i’~rs!,.ils ~nd the restora-
tion of Jcrlis~len] ; imt the triumph WA of .n(,r: (itit.~~,(1 i,)- i: f,,:;

Oni} nine tears later, the cltv w~$ +Ilrren{terwi ;,., [ .: ~..: !)i,,,i- ,-.,’,,

entered LlpOO11shistory as a Mot)an]mc(ia: :.:, w~- +!i!m~~!t .:

one con(iltion of the surrender that the Ci)r!s:l~r! r~i)w]i:L’lo- s ~~:,
stilt permitteci to worsi)ip in their exi,::, tg {i~ur..~les, u:~~tna: i,(~ n ‘.

churches sho Lli(i he bu) l:. ~h!s !ikr:v ha< ;w) c:~!Ir!nuec u “r

little interru!)tloo until the present dat (.)ma~ remokecr tne “- a:,

-.
● ‘1’t)ewords [If M,ircell}nu5 s. qu~te:; !, Nea r:.. - ]. nh a.:IL~.: tlmto:~ .

50, and Robinson, ). 377, are L%fed.>ws “ i-e::rful nalts 0: name burstln~ t: -s ned- ::-

foundauons, with frequenl assaul:s, mnde the place lnaccesmblc 10 the often .,~,Ir. i w~: K

men, and m thm manner be!ng overruled by the remaLmgamrtunt he dau$ted fron; tbt
altempt. ” AlsoGibbon’sRome, iis. 91-41.
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filth which had accumulatedon the site of thetemple, assisting in the
work with his own hands, and built thereon a wooden place of prayer.
In the year 688, only fifty-one years after the surrender to Onmr, tile
Calif Abd-el-Melek replaced this womlen structure by the splendid
building which now.occupies the spot, improperly called the Mosque
of Omar. * This last fact is attested by”an inscription in :he building
itself. t

The next important epoch in the history of the city is its capture by
the Crusaders in the year 1099. It was then made the seat of a Chris-
tian kingdom, and continued so until after the fatal battle of Hattin,
near Tiberias, in July, 1187, in which the celebrated Salad in broke the
power of the Christian kingtlom and again restored Jerusalem to Mo-
hammedan dominion. Within the next fifty years it fell twice more
into the hands of Christians, only to be speedily lost, md finally, in
xa44, the e!Torts of the Crusaders were abandoned, and Palestine
remained a dependency of the caliphate of Egypt.

In the year 1517, Selim I., sultan of the Ottoman empire, took pos-
session of the country, and his successor, Suleiman, built the present
wal]s of Jerusalem, A D. 1542. With the exception of eight years,
from 183a to 1840, during which it was once more held by Egypt,
under Mohammed Al’i, it has remained under the dominion of the

Turkish sultan until the present time, a period of three hundred and
sixty-three years.

$ v.

JERUSALEM: ITS PRESENT WALLS, HILLS, AND VALLEYS.

In studying the remainder of our description of Jerusalem, it would
be well for the reader to make frequent references to the plan of the
city on the oppo>lte pa~e.

The oniy g~t~ now on t:le western S}(iK of Jerusaicln is tlic O]]C(ailed
by :he Arabs Bw+</-A_ufii’ (the G~te O( the F!iei)(i ,. .\]) inscrl])[ ion
ct]t ]]] Arah~c ( i.i~!.i(ty~. I;) [,; d IllJrbi~ sIUiJ OVCr Lllc, t’IltrJil (’<’ suffi-
ciently points out tile “ frieo(i’ reie:-re(i to in tli:,na:iIK. Itis Ll]i>:
“ There is no god but Go(I, and .Al)rat]arn IS t+<: IrIeIt(l of (; LxI.’”
This gate is chiefly known t{) Europem> as .,t!]~, I,}~,IIJ? gate. LW~uw

through it the road to Jopl)a enters tl; e c::! 13u: Ith sometimes called
the “ Bethlehem Gate, ” because the road to Betille!wm, which ap-
.— _____ —.—

● See further account of this building m ~ V] I ~ Corrder, t 318.
$ Called by the Arabs Yiffa, sometunes mwrrectly written m Engh.h .ldfa
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preaches it from the southwest, also enters through it. Much more

than half the travel and traffic of the entire city at the present time

passes through this gate; consequently, it is the best point from which

to start in attempting to give the reader a general conception of the

city.

From the Joppa gate the wall runs almost due northwest about 1300

feet, where it reaches the northwest corner of the city. Here stood

an old castle called Xaldt el Jaldd (the Castle of Goliath) ; but in the

year 1878 its ruins were entirely demolished, and the ground is now
occupied by a large and handsome two-story school-building belonging

to the Franciscan monks, and by the garden and playground attached to
this building. The natural rock on which the wall stands rises at this

corner several feet above the outside surface, and the inner surface

here is the highest part of the city.

THE DAh<AbCUS GATE..

.

From the northwest corner of the city .the distance along the

northern wall to the Damascus gate is nearly 600 yards, in a waving

line. The direction is about east northeast, and there is a descent of
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about 50 feet, so that when you stand on top of the wall over that
gate, which is 50 feet high, you are about on a level with the founda-
tion of the wall back at the northwest comer. This is the most elab-
orately constructed of all the present gates, and it is defended by two
towers, which are seen in the preceding cut. Passing along the top of
the wall from this gate in the same general direction, but a little nearer
east, at a distance of 375 yards farther we come to a gate now closed
up, called Herod’s gate. In passing this distance we have crossed
over another rise in the ground, which is nearly as high on the north-
west comer; and here the natural rock shows itself at least 25 feet
above the outside surface, forming a perpendicular ledge, on the top
of which the wall is built. Standing here and looking back, we can
very plainly aee that we have crossed a valley, and that the Damascus
gate is in the lowest part of it. Then turning and looking toward
the northeast corner, we see that there is a rapid descent to the
Herod gate, and thence a level to the comer. From the Herod gate
to the northeast comer, bearing very little north of east, is about 330
yards. Adding together the figures now given along the northern
wall, we find the distance about 1300 yards, nearly three-quarters of
a mile. This is the longest side of the city.

The eastern wall is 9s1 yarda or a little mop than half a mile in
length, and its course is nearly due north and south. From the north-
east comer south to St. Stephen’s gate, the on] y gate now in use on
this side, is about 34 I yards, and the descent is probably 40 feet.
Thence to the corner of the har’am or temple inclosure, is about 67
yards, and the entire length of the eastern wall of the hafam is 5 I a
yards. This wall overlooks the Valley of the Kedron all the way, and
it maintains a gradual descent through its entire length, though the
steepest descent ia from the northern end of it down to St. Stephen’s
gate.

The wall on the south side of the city is very crooked. Starting
from the southeast corner of the har’am, the wall of this inclosure is
the outer wall of the city for about 238 yards westward, where the city
wall starts out at a right angle, and runs by a rapid descent down the
slope of Ophel southward for 98 yards. Thence making another right
angle, itruns west 17 I yards, where it reaches a small gate common] y
called the Dung gate, but called in Arabic Miigtw5in or Stranger’s
gate. This last piece of wall crosses the Tyropeon Valley, and
makes an ascent of about 50 feet up the side of Mount Zion, and
the gate is on a shoulder of this mount. The wall where it crosses
the valley is not over five feet above the level of the ground on the
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inside, which is here cultivated as a garden, though it is more than
30 feet above the ground on the outside. From the Dung gate the
wall continues to ascend toward the southwest, making four angles
of 45° alternately southward and westward, and reaches Zion gate
(sometimes tailed David’s gate) at a distance of about 320 yards.
This gate is on the highest part of Mount Zion crossed by the wall,
and it is nearly 300 yards from the southwest corner of the city.
The entire southern wall, from the southeast corner of the har’am to
the southwest corner of the city, is I x27 yards long, or about two-
thirds of a mile.

The western wall runs almost due north from its southern extremity
until it reaches the ditch surrounding the citadel near the Joppa gate,
a distance of nearly 300 yards. This fortification extends thence 153
yards to the Joppa gate. Consequently this gate is about 453 yards
north of (he southwest angle of the wall, and, as we saw ii the begin-
ning of this description, about 433 yards from the northwest angle.
The entire western wall, then,ois 886 yards, or about a half-mile in
length, with the Joppa gate a little nearer its northern than its southern
extremity. This is the shortest side of the city.

The measurements above given were taken by the author himself,
and chiefly by measuring along the top of the wall. It was his aim
to get the distances along the general directioli of each wall, and con-
sequently he left out the length of some portions of each which run
at right angles to the general course. The entire distance around the
wall, according to these figures, is about 4264 yards, or a little less
than z% nliles. * The circuit of the city is represented by Conder at
about 2% miles,t and it would very nearly reach this distance if the
measurement were made on the ground outside, and included all the
sinuosities of the walls.

The wall varies in height from forty to fifty feet above the outside
surface, but at the southeast angle of the har’am it is eighty feet. It
is nine feet thick at the base; the parapet is three feet thick; and there
are two places for the lines of soldiers to stand upori, each three feet
wide, and one about four feet below the other.

The hills of the ancient city have undergone so little change x to
lx identified witho[lt the least uncertainty. About one.half of Mount
Zion now lies outside of the southern wail, and the most of it is culti-

-- .——.

● This me]surementagrees with Dr, Barclay’s esomate, p. 430. Dr. R&insm’s Mess.
urcmem makes the entire circuit of the wall 43a6 ymda, which is 6a greater thm mme ;
but he me;t.mrredon the ground outside. 1. a6S.

t Tent Work, i. 31K. ButWarren makeait lessthanal miles: Our Work m Palestine,v.
11
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vated in grain, thni fulfilling to the letter the prediction of Micah
when he said to Judah, “Thereforesh all Zion, for your sake, be
ploughed like a field.”*

Ak’ra, the hill north of Zion, still rises forty feet higher than the
highest part of Zion, but it still slopes downward asit approaches the
angle between Zion and Moriah. It also slopes downward toward
the Joppa gate, and more rapidly still toward the Damascus gate. The
ri(lge north of the temple inclosure, once an unbroken continuance of
Mount Moriah, has un(lergone the greatest change. Where the wall
crosses it between the Damascus gate and the Herod gate a cut has
been made through its solid rock, so as to leave a wide space between
the wall which rests on one side of the cut and the other perpendic-
ular side, thus preventing the possibility of an approach to the wall
along the crest of the ridge. This cutis about two hundred feet wide.
So much of the original ridge as lies between this wall an{i the north
wall of the har’am is now called Beze’tha, which means, as explained
by Josephus, the two ci~.

That part of the original Mount Moriah which is incloaed by the
har’am wall remains as it was in the days of Herod, with the excep-
tion of the changes effected by the frequent destruction and re-erection
of its walls and the entire change of the buildings within.

The greatest change in the surface-level of the city has taken place,
as would naturally be supposed, in its valleys. All of these have been
to a great extent filled up, Conder estimates the present surface of
David Street, along the northern foot of Mount Zion, as forty feet
higher than its ancient level, and thinks that the city in general has
an average elevation of thirty feet, the result of so frequently tearing
down houses and building others on their ruins.t But the greatest
filling up of the Tyropeon Valley is along that part which lies between
Mount Moriah and Mount Zion. Near tile southwest corner of the

har’am, Captain Warren found the rock sixty feet below the present
surface, and a short distance from that corner, along the southern wall,
where the surface maintains the same level, he found it ninety feet below.
His shafts were sunk through rubbish, which was so loose and so mucl)
disposed to “ run, ” that he was compelled to case them strongly witl]
wood as he descended. ‘1’lx cut on the following page represents the

shaft which he sank at the southeast angle of the har’am, and it illus-
trates his mode of working at other points. He was compelled to sink
his shafts at a distance from the wa]l, and then tunnel ljl]ljer to examine

——.. ..-.— — . ....

● Micah iii. 12. t Vol. i. pages 31a,367.
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the foundations, because there were graves near the WI1l
which he was not allowed to disturb.

The same indefatigable explorer found that the Valley

of the Kedrou is also largely filled up. At the southeast
corner of the ha~am the rock was found eighty-seven feet
below the present surface, and the whole of this is made
earth and rubbish except eight feet “of “ fat-mold” next
to the rock. Here there is an accumulation of nearly
eighty feet of c’t)tis from the crumbled materials of former
walls. He also found the ancient bed of the Kedron,
which was identified by its layer of water-worn pebbles,
forty feet beneath its present surface. Moreover, the
deepest part of this valley has b:en pushed eastward hy
the accumulation of rubbish fro~ the wall until it is now
ninety feet east of the original bed of the Kedron. * The
fact that this stream has long since ceased to flow except
in the wettest of seasons is accounted for by the fact that
this vast accumulation of loose rnbbish absorbs the water
as it flows from the hill-sides. This valley begins about a

mile north of the city as a mere depression in the surface;

* Our lVork, 148.

ONE OF CAPTAIN WAR RIL~”S SI{AFTS.
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and when it first turns southward, northeast of the city, it is a smooth,
broad valley covered with grain-fields and olive-orchards. When it
reaches a point opposite the northeastern angle of the city wall it has
become quite narrow, its sides are steep, and its depth beneath the
wall is nearly as great &,.it attains at any point below, for though its
bed continues to descend, the surface aloag the foot of the wall de.
scends almost as rapidIy. Opposite St. Stephen’s gate the side of the
valley is so steep that the road descending into it is cut with a zigzag,
and when it reaches nearly to the bottom of the valley a further de-
scent is saved by a stone bridge on arches thrown across to the foot
of the Mount of Olives. From this bridge southward, almost to the
southeast angle of the city wall, the valley has a level bed fifty yards
or more in width, set with olive-trees and cultivated in grain. Walls
have been built across it at intervals to check the wash and to secure
an accumulation of soil. Below the southeast angle of the wall, how-
ever, the valley becomes a narrow ditch and shows marks of the rapid
rush of torrents of water after heavy winter rains. Here it deepens
rapidly, and near the extreme southern foot of Ophel it widens out
again and makes room for luxuriant vegetable-gardens irrigated by
water from the Pool of Siloam.

The Valley of Hinnom, as we have stated,* has also undergone a
considerable elevation. No excavations have been made in it, so as to
ascertain the exact depth of the rock beneath the present surface, but
a great part crf its space is occupied by large and flourishing olive-trees,
showing that the depth of the soil must be considerable. It is no
longer the narrow, deep, and gloomy gorge that it once was. When the
brow of Mount Zion was crowned with lofty walls, and its rocky side
was bare of soil, while the bed of the valley was the naked rock now
many feet beneath the surface, it was a gloomy place, and well adapted
to the horrid orgies practiced there in a spot called Tophet by two of
the apostate kings of Judah. t But now nearly all that part of it which -
lies south of Mount Zion is from fifty to seventy-five yards wide, and
has a smooth floor and a rich soil. It is preserved from being washed
into gullies during the winter rains by stone walls built across it at short
intervals, and it receives an annual accretion of rich soil by the wash
from the heights on either side. The olive-trees spread over it a
pleasant shade, but not thick enough in the spring to prevent the
maturing of the grain that is grown ,on the well. ploughed ground. On
the western side of Mount Zion, and about midway between its northern

.————

s● .Sce page x+$ t a Chron. xxviii. 3 ; xxxiii. 6; a Kings xxiii. IO; Jer. vii. 31.
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and southern extremities, this valley is occupied by Blrket es SA?tan
(the Pool of the Sultan), known to English readers as the lower pool
of Gihon. * From the lower end of this pool to its head, a half-mile

THE VALLEY OF GIHON.

west of Joppa gate, the valley is known as the Valley of Gihon. The
chief portion of the upper part is cultivated in n;uch the same manner
as the lower part. In the above cut we look up the Valley of Gihon
to the western wall of the city.

JERUSALEM : ITS STREETS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.

There are only four streets in the city of Jerusalem which are digni-
fied by names, and all these seem to have been named by Europeans.

The first of these with which the traveler becomes acquainted is
David Street. It commences at the Joppa gate and runs almost due

.

* For description of this pool, see ~ VIII. of this chapter. “e
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east through the city to the principal gate into the har’am. It is
nearly a straight line; but just before crossing” the Tyropeon Valley it
makes a right angle to the right, and, after running south a few steps,
another right angle to the left, resuming its original course. From the
last angle to the har’am it has the name of Temple Street, David
Street is about twelve feet wide between the houses, with sidewalks
about two feet wide and slightly elevated.

The Joppa gate, which admits us into this street, is a strong tower
thirty-six feet square, with its sides toward the cardinal points of the
compass. The gateway is not on its western side, as one would
naturally expect, but on that portion of its northern side which pro-
jects in front of the wall. You approach it by a road parallel with the
wall which rutts off to the northwest. Entering here, by a door twelve
feet wide and sixteen feet high, you turn square to the left, and enter the
city through a similar opening on its eastern side, This arrangement
was intended for the better defense of the gateway against an enemy
trying to force his way through. The shutter is a folding door
made of timber five or six inches thick, covered with sheet-iron,
and thickly set with the heads of iron bolts. This gate, like all the
others of the city, now stands open night and day ; so that visitors
are no longer under the necessity, as they were a few years ago, of
getting inside of the city before sunset to prevent being excluded
for the night. A military guard is kept at each gate, but chiefly to
regulate the ingress and egress of the soldiers of the Turkish garrison.
Perhaps their presence also tends to preserve the quiet and good order
which always prevail among the comers and goers. Through this
gate pass more than half the people who go in and out of Jerusalem ;
and the level space in front of it is always crowded with motley groups
of men, women, and children ; beggars, camels, and donkeys. All

styles of dress are seen, and many different languages are spoken.

After passing through this gate you see before you an open space of
irregular shape, bordered on the right by a low wall guarding the moat
of the citadel, and on the left by a garden-wall and some small houses.
The space varies from six to ten yards in width, and stretches about
seventy yards before you on a level, when it begins to descend, and soon
enters the narrow mouth of David Street. Along this descent on the

left are two stores, kept on the European plan and supplied with Euro-
pean articles; and next to them is the Mediterranean Hotel, a two-story
building of stone, with comfortable rooms and good accommodations.
It is kept, and has been for many years, by a German named Horn-
stein. He was one of Dr. Barclay’s converts while a missionary in
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Jerusalem. Passing the hotel and entering David Street, you continue
to descend until you reach the angle in the street above mentioned.
In this descent you cannot keep the sidewalk, on account of meeting
persons w!lom you cannot pass without stepping into the street, and on
account of persons, baskets, boxes, etc., occupying it in front of the
open shops. The stones of the street are so slick, of so many different
sizes, and so rounded on the top, that it requires constant care to main-
tain a perpendicular, and walking on them is laborious. The street is
nearly always crowded, and while no vehicles of any kind are ever seen
in the city, you meet many loaded camels and asses, which occupy
nearly the entire street, and they turn neither to the right hand nor to
the left to avoid a collision with you. The bazaars here are devoted
chiefly to the sale of groceries and other provisions, including vege-
tables and fruits, and the traffic is chiefly in the hands of Turks and
Ar’abs. About the angles of the street towards the har’am are the
shops which deal in dry goods, and here, besides the Ar’ab dealers, are
many Jews. Here the street is covered overhead, partly by arches and
partly by matting stretched on poles. It reaches the har’am on a
level with its surface, showing that here the Tyropeon Valley has been
filled up to a level with the top of Mount Moriah. On the right, ai
you pass down David Street, are a number of narrow alleys leading up
the slope of Mount Zion, some of them so steep that they are ascended
by steps. On the left you occasionally pass a mill, and occasionally a
house devoted to the buying and selling of grain. Indeed, the amount
of traffic on this street, and the stir and business activity, Ire quite a
surprise to any one who enters Jerusalem with the idea that it is a deird
city. On your left, as you enter this street from the Jol)pJ gate, tl,e
ground rises by a gradual slope nortilward. But below tl]e ~Iedlter-
ranean Hotel the ground to the left runs off for some distance on a

level, and farther down the street there is a tiescent to the left which
increases as you advance. This arises from the fact that David Street
occupies a bench cut along the northern side of Mount Zion. It slopes
downward only fast enough to strike the levei of Mount Moriah at its
farther end.

If you enter the city from the east you pass through St. Stephen’s
gate. The principal street from this gate runs westward entirely across
the city nearly parallel with David Street, the space between the two

being about two hundred yards wide. This is the Via Doiuruss. *
—

● The Sorrow IU1‘A’ay. SO uiled beoause of the tradmon that along this street Jesus
wa9 led to GcIlgo Iha.
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St. Stephen’s gate is a square tower like the Joppa gate, but does not,
like it, project beyond the wall. Its door’ ‘is immediately in front; but
after you enter the tower you tyrn ,~uare to the left and enter the city
through “its southern side. As’ you do so you see before you a narrow
street, aoo feet long, leading along the city wall to the north end of
the haf am, and enpxing that iiicloaure Ihrougt. a narrow gateway in
its wall. On the right of this street, all tiw w?y, is the so-called Pool
of Bethead&; ‘of which, Ye will “give a description in another section.*
Turning westward at. the’ gate you see theVia Dolorosa stretching
before you, with a gradual rise as it advances. On your left for a
considerable distance, filling all the space bet ween the street and the
har’arn wall; is the Pool of Bethesda. ‘“A watl six f-t high guards
against falli~g Llto it. On your right, opposite t$e pool, is the church
and convent ~f St. .%nne, belonging to the Latin” Church, and dedi-
cated to i’,nne, the supposed mother of the Virgin Mary. After passing
the pool the remainder of the space between the street and the north-
ern end of the har’arn is occupwd l.Jy the barracks for the Turkish
+irr:sun. ‘This pi!e of buiidings is supposed I.~or reisoni ‘which have
~J:I&(ine~r]y ail the explorers of Jerusalem) to occupy ‘the identical
sites oi’ the ,hcmse of Pontius Pilate, and tile castle of” .Antonia in
which Paul was contined by the chief captain. t Two narrow passages
run tilrough !mder this mass of trti’i]dings from the Vi? Drdorosa into
tke har’am, making, with the o;;e above mentioned, three entrances
il]to t!le northern end of that Inclosure. 8

Opposite the northwest corner oi the barracks stands a Latin con-
v~nt, and from its wtiil spr[ngs. an arch which spans the narrow street
and supports a small room with a window looking eastward. (See the
cuton the oppos]w page. j “~~~isis c~iied Pilate’s arch, or the arch of
Ii:ce Homo, because oi a tratii~ion, datil)g from the fifteenth century,
t!]~t here I’ilJte mused j!. N]> :(: b~ jcd forth, and cxcl~imed, “ ECCe

f]J),,o /“-., &tloid t!ie >1.M ‘“~ .\t this polut the Via IMorosa,
)IJVIIIbFmain t~ind a si~g{,t 3SCdiit from the lower corner of the bar-

.!’I“WW. I.Xgll)s .I r.li)lu dc>ce[l~ :L.WC1:. i the west. Tilis ciesccnt leads into
tiIe bottom of :!ie \Jilcy WhI~II w~ur~[es the hill Bezc’ti)u, the soutil-
cr~; eld of wi~]ch WC i):lve iti>[ urossed, iiurn Ak’rd. “Ilit Via DOIU-
ro~ct ncre turns m t!)e id: ~!I! 1 ioll~t,~ this valley southward for J short
!Ji>wce, wiwn It II IAii C5 dn~thcr angle to rlw west, and continpes with
J cu;l~tant ascen”t Up tile slope I.Ji_ .Ak’ra to the western side of the CIIY.
.~bout vne Ilrrudred y~rds [rOIU tile ]ast-m,entjolled angle it passes the

. -. -—.—... —..—.—. ——-

● ; \’111..11!/1.,CllJpLer, ~ .~.~i $X).j+-+J ; hkil. Jj, 2+. $Jolur xix.5.
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Church of the Holy Sepulchre, where tradition locates the crucifixion
and burial of Jesus; and along the course of the street from the arch
at the convent to this church are pointed out by the superstitious

VIA DOLOROSA,—PILATE’S ARCH.

priests of the city the spots at which all the incidents of the march of
Jesus from Pilate’s house to Golgotha that are mentioned in the Scrip-
tures, and several which the Scriptures do not mention, took place. *

‘ The principal cross-street running north and south and connecting

* They show not only the exact spot where the cross was taken from the shoulder
of Jesus and laid on that of S]mon of Cyrene, but the spots where Jesus twice fell under
the weight of the cross. They show the spot where Jesus spoke to the women who fol-
lowed him; and, also, at the junction of a narrow alley with the street, they say that Mary,
unable to reach her son in the crowd, stood to speak to him as he passed. Not content
with these inventions, they show a depression made by the hand of Jesus in the rock of an
old wall, and the place where St. Veronica wiped his face, and found that her handkerchief
had received the picture of his face.
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the two streets which we have now described is Christian Street. On
leaving the Mediterranean Hotel and descending David Street, ~.ta dis-
tance of seventy or eighty yards you come to the southern end of
Christian Street, and turning into it by a right angle you follow it to

the Via Dolorosa. It runs almost on a level, and it is the seat of the
Christian Bdzaar, or the shops kept by Christians of the Greek and
Latin Churches, together with a few kept by Protestants and Jews.
Many of these shops are kept very much after the European style, and
among them are a bookstore, an antiquarian establishment, and a
regular European dry-goods store.

If you return to David Street and pass farther eastward, before
reaching the corner of Mount Zion YOU cross Damascus Street, along
which, as far m the eye can reach to the left, you see the Turkish
Bazaar, This street, starting southward from Damascus gate and
crossing the Via Dolorosa at a right angle, here crosses David Street
at a similar angle, and continues its course southward until it reaches
Zion gate, inthesouthern wall of the city. Itisthe longest street in
the city, and that part south of David Street is called Zion Street.
AgrorJpof short covered streets near the intersection of David and
Damascus Streets accommodate the principal bazaars for the sale of
drygoocis, boots and shoes, saddlery, andallthe articles of like char-
acter manufactured or sold by Turks, Ar’abs, and Jews.

Thecity is divided into four distinct quarters, named according to
the predominant population in each. All that portion which lies south
of David Street is divided into the Armenian quarter toward the west,
and the Jewish quarter toward the east. Zion Street is the dividing
line. The portion north of David Street is divided into the Christian
quarter, which includes all the northwestern part of the city, and the
Turkish, which includes all the northeastern part. Damascus Street
is usually put down as the dividing-line between these two quarters.
None of these quarters must be understood as being strictly exclusive,
for while there are certainly very few besides Jews in the Jewish quar-
ter, and few besides Christians in the Christian quarter, both Jews and
Christians are found in all the quarters, and the Protestant Christians
are located. chiefly in the Armenian quarter.

~:,~.@blic building that strikes the eye of a visitor is the cita-
del, w ,%Tower of David,” which stands immediately south of the
Jop#a~ &te; and is partly hid from view by the tower of that gate as
you approach it on the Joppa Road. This is an irregular group of
five square towers, all constituting one fortification, and surrounded by
a moat. The moat is about thirty feet wide at the top, and where it
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has not been filled up to some extent it is about twenty feet deep. It

is walled on the outer side, and this wall rises about three feet above
the surface to prevent persons and beasts from falling into the moat.
The moat is 460 feet long on the western side, which is outside the
city, and it is nearly as long on the eastern side. On the other two
sides it is about half as long. From the bottom of the moat on its
inner side the foundation-wall of the towers rises at an angle of about
60°, until it reaches the level of the exterior surface, but the upper
wall resting on this is perpendicular. This foundation-wall is built of
very large stones, many of them eight or ten feet long and three feet
thick, and they bear the ancient “ Jewish &eveI,” which indicates that
they are of early Jewish origin. The upper part of the structure is
evidently modern, and probably dates from the last reconstruction of
the walls, in 1542. Its entire height is about eighty feet. A few
small pieces of cannon are mounted on the towers, and the citadel is
occupied by a garrison of Turkish soldiers.

Immediately left of the citadel, across an open space resembling a
wide street, is the American Consulate; and standing back from this
street is the English church, with the residence of the English Bishop
of Jerusalem adjoining it. Both the latter are handsome buildings of
stone. Servi~es in English are held in the church every Lord’s day;
and nearly all the Protestant residents of the city, as well as travelers
who speak English, attend these services.

The open space just mentioned betweeu the citadel and the English
church runs on southward, narrowing into a street, and passes the l,)ar-
racks on the right and the extensive inclosure of the Armenian church
and convent on the left. A large gateway on the left atlmits you into
a court, whence you have access to the Armenian Church of St. James,
a large and massive building with tawdry decorations. The residence
of the Patriarch is farther south ; and also an extensive and irregnlar
groul] of buildings occupied by the priests and monks of the Armenian
faith. “1’hecut on the opposite page gives a correct view of this part
of the city. In the portico of the Church of St. James the visitor is
struck with two interesting objects : one an immense plank of hard
wood suspended on chains, which is struck with wooden mallets to call
the priests and monks to prayer (answering to the bell in Latin con-
vents), and a cistern supplied with a little metallic bucket, from which
you are at liberty to draw and drink the coolest and purest water to be
found in Jerusalem.

In the Jewish quarter there are four or five synagoguea, but only two
of them are at all conspicuous. Both of these are square structures of
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considerable height, with large plastered domes of masonry rising
above them. The newer at-d larger of the two is situated on the high-
est part of Mount Zion towards its northeastern curve, and is one of
the most conspicuous Lr~,l:(~;~gsin the city. Its large dome, painted a
lively green, attracts especiai attention. It was completed only a few
years ago.

Returning now to the Joppa gate, and going northward along a nar-
row street between that gate and the Mediterranean Hotel, you find
the northwestern part of the city occnpied by extensive bui Id ings be-
longing to the Latin Church, the most conspicuous of which are the
Bishop’s residence, with a beautiful little flower-garden along its west-
ern side, and a large new college, erected in 1878 by the Franciscan
monks. The residence of the Greek Patriarch is also in this part of
the city, and a large Greek monastery lies between it and Christian
Street, with an entrance on the latter street, Very great improvement
has been made in this part of the city recently.

The most famous building in the city, and by far the most interest-
ing to those who believe the current traditions in regard to it, is tile
Church of the Holy Sepulc!]re. It is situated not far from the angle
between Christian Street and the Via Dolorosa, but it is separated from
both of these streets by smaller houses which are built against its walls
anrl extend out to the street, completely hir.ling the chnrch. Its walls
are nearly everywhere hidden by adjoining houses; but a small open

square on the south side g“ives access to its principal entrance, an[l a
section of the front of the building, about fifty feet, is visible. This
view of it is given in the cut on the opposite page. The church is
surmounted by two domes, one a very large one, which towers above
all surrounding buildings and is a conspicuous object in the view of the
city from a distance. The dome seen in our cut is the smaller one.

It would require many pages in this book to give a description of this
church, and it would be impossible to convey to persons not familiar
with similar structures an adequate conception of it. We will, there-

fore, mention only its principnl features and then pass on. It is a very
irregular mass of buildings, extending about 230 feet east and west, an(i

about aoo north and south, In the centre of the rotunda under the
great dome (which is to the left of the one seen in our cut) is a little
btrildin~ of white marble, 26 feet long by 17 wide and about 15 high,
wherein is the Holy Sepulchre proper. Its outer wall is elaborately
carved, and burning lamps of silver and gold hang thick about it,
while enormous candles in tall candlesticks of marble and silver stand
in front of it. It is divided into two rooms, and the entrance is
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through a door in the eastern end, visible in the cut. The first room

is called the Chapel of the Angels, because it covers the spot where the
angel rolled the stone

away from the sepul-

chre and sat down on

it. This room is 16
feet long and 10 wide

inside, and is lighted

by silver lamps. The

inner room is called

the Chapel of the

Sepulchre, and on
your right hand, as

you enter it, is seen a

portion of the natural

limestone of the hill,

said to be a part of

the wall of the sepul-

chre remaining in its

original position. Sil-

ver lamps burn dimly

here, and every pil-

grim who enters the

place brings a wax

taper to be lighted
THE HOLY SEPULCHRE.

and left there, and also leaves a contribution with the priest, receiving

at his hands a slight sprinkling of holy water. The chamber is only

about six feet square, and the ceiling is very low.

In different parts of the great edifice are large chapels, belonging

separately to the Greeks, the Latins, the Armenians, and the Copts.

Of these the Greek chapel is by far the most elaborately ornamented.

It glitters with ornaments of gold, silver, and precious stones. Be-

sides these there is a multitude of small rooms and recesses, each the

chapel of some particular saint.

The tradition-mongers have collected within this building all the

spots made sacred by incidents connected with the crucifixion. They

show you the spot where Jesus was nailed to the cross; a hole in the

marble floor of the church, faced with silver, in which the lower end

of the cross was placed ; and just five feet distant on each side the

sites of the crosses of the two thieves. A cleft in the rock, about 4%

feet from the foot of the cros~ and about six inc?zes deep, is one of the

.
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clefts made by the earthquake when Jesus died, am-l it is said by some
to reach to the centre of the earth ! Betwken the cross and the sepul-
chre is shown the very spot where the body of Jesus lay as juseph and
Nicodemus were anointing it, and a little to one side is the chapel of
Adam, marking the spot where this venerable patriarch was buried. It
is said that the blood of Jesus flowed through the cleft in the rock
above mentioned until it touched Adam’s skull, when he was re-
stored to life. In another place a hole in the wall is shown where his
skull is yet preserved. You can put your hand into the hole, and you
are expected to believe. They show you a prison in which Christ was

kept while his cross was being prepared, and another little room in
which the soldiers parted his raiment. They show you the tombs of
Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea;* a piece of the column to which
Jesus was tiedwhile they scourged him, and another piece of a
column which stands in the exact cenfYc of tkt Toot-la’. Other things
equally impossible or incredible, and almost without number, make
up the wonders of this building, —the centre of an astonishing super-
stition, and the annual resort of tens of thousands of pilgrims.

In this church is annually enacted, during the festival of Easter, one
of the most disgraceful and shameless frauds ever invented in the name
of religion. Through a hole in the wall of the Chapel of Angels
above described the Greek Patriarch, concealed within, passes out a
torch lighted with fire which has just descended from heaven. A
crowd of pilgrims filling every part of the church, and packed together
in a solid mass until not another human being can find admittance,
are waiting in darkness, with bunches of wax tapers in their hands
which they are to light from the heaven-descended fire. The latter
is passed rapidly about over the heads of the seething mass until all
the tapers are lighted. In the mean time the superstitious devotees
bathe their hands in the flame, and scorch their clothing with it, under
the belief that it will bring many blessings to them. The tapers, after
burning a little while, are carried to the distant homes of the pilgrims,
and are there objects of devout reverence, as are the pilgrims them-
selves. Not only the Greeks, but the Armenians, the Copts, and all
other Eastern sects, take part in this farce, and its origin dates back
beyond the ninth century. Until the sixteenth century the Latins par-
ticipated in it; but since then they have been indifferent to it. Lieuten-
ant Conder, who twice witnessed the scene, and gives a very full descrip-

* The writersaw in the cathedral at Piss a beau!iful marble coffin, also said to contain

the bones of “ Saint Nmodemus” and “ Saint Gamaliel. ”
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tion of it, closes his account with these words: “ Every educated
Greek knows it to be a shameful imposition; but the ignorant Syrians
and the fanatical Russian peasants still believe the fire to descend from
heaven. The clergy dare not enlighten them; and that crafty diplo-
macy which encourages pilgrimages to Jerusalem by government ai[i
fosters the su[wrstition, which is the main inducement for the Russian
pilgrims to visit the Holy City.”*

The number of pilgrims who visit the city on these occasions is
sometimes estimated as high as 20,000. A very large number of them
are from Wlssia. hfost of them are very poor people, who spend all of
their earn ings in the pilgrimage. Many are very old, and all are

stolidly ignorant and superstitious.
The question whether the Church of the Holy Sepulchre occupies

the true site of Golgotha and of the sepulchre of Jesus, has elicited a
vast amount of discussion. Dr. Robinson was the first intelligent ex-
plorer of modern times to vigorously argue the negative. The deci-
sion depends chiefly on the question whether this site, which is now in
the midst of the city, was within or without the walls in the time of
Christ. The Scriptures make it entirely certain that the crucifixion
occurred outside the city (John ”xix. ~o; Heb. xiii. x2), and the excava-
tions made by Lieutenant Corder show that the “ second wall, ” as the
northwestern wall of the city at that period is called, must have been
outside the site of this church. If it had not been, it would have
stood on a hill-side with the highest part of the hill rising above it
on the outside,—a position never chosen for the wall of a city where it
can possibly be avoided. ~ At present the church is about two hundred
yards with in the wall at the nearest point. For an elaborate argument
on the subject, see Robinson, i. 407-418.

The actual site of Golgotha and the sepulchre cannot be determined
with certainty; and no wonder, when we consider the number of sieges
which the city has undergone, during which the entire surface outside
was greatly changed, and the walls repeatedly thrown down. Dr.
Barclay conjectures that it was on the shoulder of the hill just north
of St. Stephen’s gate, a very suitable locality, and nearer than any
other to the supposed site of Pilate’s house whence Jesus was led forth.
Conder locates it on a knoll a short distance without the Damascus
gate,—a much more probable location than that covered by the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Many other conjectures have been
advanced ; but it seems to the author that the choice of an unpreju-

● 1.334, 345. t Tent Work, i. 364-370.
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diced visitor to the city must lie between the two just mentioned, with
a slight preponderance in favor of the former.

$ VII.

THE HAR’A&l.

In the second section of this chapter we have given an account of
the work done on Mount Moriah by Solomon, and in the fourth section
a brief account of important changes made since the close of New
Testament history. In those sections we anticipated to some extent
the description of its present condition.

The entire inclosure of about 35 acres, having an average length
from north to south of x57 z feet, and an average width of 985 feet, is
now called by the .4rabs the l?ar’am es Sherif, the Nobit Sanctuary,

MM it is regarded by the Moslem as the most sacred place in the world
next to the temple at Mecca. The name by which it is most usually
designated is simply “ The Har’am. ” It is wider at the northern end
than at the southern, and longer at the western than at the ezstern side.
““l’hetwo principal buildirgs within this inclosure are the Dome of the
Rock, already mentioned (p. 158), and tile Mosque el Aksa. The latter
occupies the southwestern corner of the area, facing north, and the
former stands a little nearer the northern than the southern end, and a
little nearer the western than the eastern side. The dome stands on

the highest natural level in the entire har’am, and it is surrounded by
a paved platform which is elevated above the surrounding area. This

platform, like the har’am area itself, is nearly, but not quite a rectan-
gle. Its eastern side is 528 feet long, while the western is 544 feet.
Its southern side is 4z5 feet, and itS lKMthem 506. lhe northwestern
and southwestern angles are nearly right angles, while the northeastern
is an acute angle, and the southeastern slightly obtuse. It ilas an

average length north and south of 536 feet, and an average width of
465 feet. Its outer edge is about 10 feet in most ]Jiates above the
surrounding area, and is supported by a pcrpendirwlitr waii. lle as-

cent is made by two broad flights of steps on each side. On Il]e to])

step of each of these flights stand five marble columns sul)])orting an
●rcade of four Saracenic arches, under which you step upon the piat-
form. The pavement of the platform is not mar%!e, as many have
represented it, but a smooth white limestone. The remainder of the

har’am area is unpaved, and its surface is irregular.
The most frequented entrance to the har’am is that from David
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Street, through the Cotton Bazaar Here is the largest and finest of

tthe gates now in use. On passin through it you see the platform im-
mediately before you, and on it the dome a little to your left. One
flight of steps leading up to the platform is near you to the left. As
you turn round to examine the wall through which you have just passed,
you see that it is used as the rear wall of houses almost continuously
built against it, with their upper stories resting on top of it, ant&their
upper windows looking into the hafam. YOU also see as you ‘glance

along this wall four other gates, which, like the one by which you have
entered, a-re approached from the city by streets which pa= under arch-
ways through the thick] y-crowded houses.

Moving northward between the west wall and the platform, which
are here about fifty yards apart, until you pass the latter, you have
before you, in full view, the entire northern wall of the area. The
western end of it is really the wall of the soldiers’ barracks; but im-
mediately at the corner, and for a hundred or more feet eastward, the
natural rock shows a’perpemlicular face from ten to twenty-three feet
above the surface, and supports the wall of the barracks, which rises
fifteen or twenty feet, higher. The barracks extend about one-third of
the way across the northern end of the area, and the remainder of the
distance is occupied by a wall about twenty feet high. The ground
has a slight downward slope towards the east all along this wall. As
we have said before, there are three small gateways through this wall,
making, with the five on the western side, eight gates through which
ingress is obtained at the present time. All the surface in the north-
western corner from the wall to the platform, a distance of abont one
hundred yards, is the natural rock, which has beerr cut down from a
sharp ridge to its present level, leaving the perpendicular rock just
mentioned to mark its original elevation.

Stand ing on the natural rock-surface just mentioned, and looking
southward, you obtain the best view of the Dome building, and you
see immediately before its eastern front a small structure of similar
shape, which appears at first glance like a miniature copy of the great
building, or a small model after which the latter was constructed. It
is called the Dome of the Chain, and sometimes the Praying-Place of
David. You also ‘see scattered about the platform a large number of
diminutive cupolas, each resting on four columns, which are praying-
places for the Mohammedan worshipers. They are more numerous
on this side than .on any other, .(w tbe reason that here the worshipem
can face Mecca, whic;l ig ind~mble in their prayers, and at the

same time face’the sacred dome.
12
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We now pass fhther to the east, with a view of ●xamining that part
of the har’am which lies east and south of the platform. When you
reach the point at which the northeastern corner of the platform is on
your right, the Golden Gate, which once admitted persons into the area
from the east, is before you. The outer entrance to this gate is walled
up, and the time is not certainly known when it was otherwise; but
the entrance to its tower from the inside is still open. Its floor, how-
ever, is at least twenty feet below the level of the area on which you
stand, and in order to enter it you must descend a steep path between
two sloping banks of earth. This gate, when in use, was more mag-
nificently adorned with columns and carved slabs than any of the
present gates of the city, and it was also more commodious. Its tower,
measured on the inside, is 68 feet east and west, and 34 feet north and
south. It is divided longitudinally by a row of co!umns into two
pages, at each end of which were the corresponding openings of the
double gateway, ‘ It was intended for ingress by one passage and egress
by the other, and contemplated a great concourse of people. On the
outside it must ~have been reached by paths running beside the wall on

“ the top of the steep side of the Kedron T-alley, or by steps ascending
“from a bridge across that valley. Dr. Barclay SUpposeS that a ring.
niticent bridge, constructed of arches upon arches, spanned the valley
on a level with this gate. * After entering and passing through this gate,
the level of the temple area within must have been reached by another
flight of steps twenty feet high. These have entirely disappeared.

All about the uneven ground ,near this gate there is a growth of rank
weeds and cactus, imparting to the place a neglected appearance; and
as we go farther south the same air of neglect prevails. The southern
half of the area is dotted with a few ill-shaped olive-trees; and a half-
dozen cypresses, of a feeble growth, stand in the space immediately
south of the platfortm The wall along the eastern side of the har’am,
from the vicinity of the Golden Gate to its southern end, is about ten

feet high on the inside. If you ascend the wall here by a flight of
steps which is at hand, and look over, you see evidence of the leveling
which we have described in the second section of this chapter. While
the ground is only ten feet below you on the inside, it is between sixty
and seventy along the outside, except near the southeastern angle of
the wall, where it is eighty feet. Close to the steps by which you have
ascended there is a granite column built horizontally into the wall,
and projecting about four feet beyond it on the outside. On this,

● City of Great King, pp. m-a,a8a,
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according to Mohammedan belief, the prophet will sit in the day of
judgment, while all the world will be assembledin the valley below.
Afine wire will be stretched from this column across thevalley to the
Mount of Olives, and only such sodls as can walk across on itwill
enter Paradise. The” faithful” will be steadied by the hands of angels,
but all Jews and Christians will fall into the abyss below.*

Near the southeast corner of the inclosure is a stairway by which we
descend into the so-called Solomon’s Stables, the sttbstructions which
support the surface of this part of the area. The original construction
and design of these we have stated in section second of this chapter,
and we have given a cut of them on page, 249. The open space occu-
pied by the piers which here support the surface of the har’am, is irreg-
ular in shape. Its greatest extent east and west is 319 feet, and from
south to north 247 feet. The pillars are about 3X feet square and 30
feet high, and the stones of which they are built are about s feet high.
The style in which they are built is exhibited in the cut on page 149.
The thickness of the vaults and earth resting upon these is about s feet,
so that a person walking about on the aout heaatern part of the hafam
area stands upon a thin crust of earth and stone 3 feet thick, supported
by an open colonnade 30 feet deep.~ Captain Warren thinks that this
entire work is a comparatively modern reconstruction out of the ancient
and original material ; and Dr. Barclay concurs with him in regard to
the vaults, but not in regard to the pillars which support them.

Returning from these vaults to the surface, we pass westward along
the southern wall to the Mosque el Aksa, which occupies the south-
western corner of the har’am. The name means “ the mosque far
away, ” that is, far away from Mecca. It was originally a church,
built by the Emperor Justinian in the sixth century, in honor of the
Virgin, and calied the Church of St. Mary. The central portion of
the present building, about 280 feet deep from north to south, and
190 feet wide, retains the original form. It was changed into a
mosque by the Mohammedans in the seventh century, rmtored by the
Crusaders to a church in the eleventh century, and again turned to a
mosque in the twelfth century. A long, narrow wing, supposed to
have been built by the Crusaders, extends westward from the right-
hand side, near the rear of the building. It is about 220 feet long
and 60 feet wide, with a low ceiling supported by columns. It is sup-

posed that the Crusaders used this for an armory. A much smaller

● B~rclay,p. 467; Baedeker,p. XE1.
t In these figures I follow Dr. B wclay ’s measurements.
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wing opposite this extends eastward about 90 feet, with a width of 21

feet, At the northeast corner is another wing extending about 100
feet eastward, which is used as a military magazine. Across the front
of the central part of the structure extends a porch 180 feet wide and
20 deep, which is entered under an arcade of seven handsome pointed
arches, supported on massive piers. * Opposite these are seven corre-

MoSQUE EL AKsA.

spending doors opening into the interior. A flight of steps on the
right hand, in front of the mosque, leads to extensive vaults beneath
its floor, and at the most southern extremity of these is an ancient
closed-up gateway, called the Double Gate. When that gate was in
use it led through this vaulted passage, and up the steps just mentioned,
into the temple area. Two other gates through the southern wall, the

triple gate, a short distance east of the mosque, and the single gate,
still farther east, also led into underground passages, and through
them, by flights of steps, up to the surface of the temple area. Their
low position was made necessary by the low level of the surface of
Ophel outside the wall, which varies from 30 to 60 feet below the
inside surface of the har’am.

Leaving the mosque, with your face northward, you turn a little to

* See Conder, L 325-26; Baedeker, 177-80; Barclay, p. SO.
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the right in order to go direct to the steps of the platform, and on

your way you pass a large fountain, which would add much to the
appearance of the grounds if it were full of water and its jet playing;
but it is dry and out of use. Ascending the principal flight of steps,
you stand on the sacred platform frequently mentioned before, and
looking about to see the condition of its pavement, you observe that
although the stones are all sound and in place, grass and weeds are
allowed to grow here and there between them. In former years,

Christians were required to bare their feet before walking on this pave-
ment, but now this is required only on entering the Mosque el Aksa

‘ and the Dome of the Rock; and even in these you are allowed to walk
in slippers, leaving your boots outside.

On your left, as you stand at the head of the steps just ascended, is
a marble pulpit about I a feet high, ascended by marble steps and sur-
mounted by a small dome supported by four columns. During the

fast of the month Ramad&n’* a preacher delivers a discourse from
this pulpit to an audience seated on the pavement about it, every Fri-
day. You now fix your attention on the noble building before you,
called KuM# a Suk&-u, the Dome of the Rock. It has long been
called by Christians the Mosque of Omar, through the double mistake
of supposing that it is a mosque and that it was built by the Calif
Omar. ‘1’hat which attracts your chief attention, and with which the
eye is never wearied, is the magnificent dome which springs from the
flat roof of the Loilding. This dome is 65 feet in diameter at its base,

and 97 feet high from base to apex. t The apex is 170 feet high from
the ground. ] It is covered with lead, almost black from exposure, and
is surmounted with a large gilt crescent. The peculiar grace of the
curve with which it springs from the drum on which it rests, and that
with which it reaches its crescent-crowned apex, distinguish it for beauty
of outline from all other domes, perhapsj in the world. From what-
ever point it is viewed, whether from the har’am area, the city wall,
the Mount of Olives, or any other height about the city, it is the most
prominent and pleasing object in Jerusalem.

‘1’he building on which it rests is an octagon, each of whose sides
is 67 feet long and 46 high. On the four sides which look toward the
four cardinal points of the compass are doors covered by porticos.
Windows of richly-stained glass and pointed arches stand close to-
..— .—.—.—

● In which, for a whole month, the Moslem are required to f%stfrom SUnIiSCtili sunset,
though they may eat as much as they ctsooee in the night.

t Baedeker, p. 172. $ Earclay, p. 495..
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gether all round the building. The walls are covered with panels of

variegated marble as high as the window-sills, about one-third the
height of the building, and thence to the top with porcelain tiles of
blue, black, green, yellow, and white. If the height of this part of

the building were greater, the appearance of the eotire structure would
be more pleasing.

From the central part of the flat roof of this octagonal structure rises
thedrumoi the dome, 27 feet in height. It is pierced by sixteen win-
dows filled with stained glass of dark colors, and its outer surface is
ornamented by colored porcelain in beautiful patterns. The cut on

theopposite page isasgooda picture of theentire structure aa can be
made without colors.

Entering the building by its eastern door, and proceeding at once
to its central part, we discover, immediately under the great dome, the
object which gives name and character to the entire building. It is a
mass of the natural limestone rock of the mountain’s top, of irregular
surface and outline, about 6X feet high near its western side, and
sloping down nearly to the level of the floor along its eastern side.
On the western and northern sides it shows marks of cutting, where
blocks have “been quarried from it, but elsewhere it is in its naturtil
state. Its width is 28 feet across the northern end, and 38% feet near
the southern end. Its greatest length, measured along its eastern side,
is 52 feet.* It is surrounded by a wooden partition 5 feet high, over
which visitors are not allowed to pass, and which prevents such access
to it as is necessary for exact measurement. A rich canopy of crimson
silk, mentioned by all of the earlier visitors, and by Lieutenant Conthw
as late as x875,t’ was formerly suspended over the rock, but it had been
removed when the author was there, in 1879, and there was nothing
above the rock except the inner surface of the lofty dome, richly orna-
mented with panels of blue, red, and gold, and a candelabra suspended
over the centre of the rock by a brass rod whose upper end reached
tha apex of the dome. The stained-glass windows in the drum of the
dome shed a dim and sombre light over all. At the southeast corner of
the rock is a pulpit 5 or 6 feet high, from which is obtained a good view
of the entire surface of the rock. Adjoining this pulpit is a reading-
desk, on which are kept some ancient and very large manuscript copies
“of the Komn, the pages of which are 30 inches square. Immediately

● The ~ tbe ●uthor’s measurements. Other writers, by measuring la other dimc-
tkm, obtained differentfigures, see Baadeker,p. 173; Barclay, 497.

t see Barclay,@s ; Condcr,i. gx~,
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to the east of this pulpit a flight of steps 6or8 feet wide descends into
an artificial cavern cut under a portion of the sacred rock. It is a

room about 24 feet square, with a ceiling of uneven height, but aver-
aging 7 feet. Its walls are plastered and whitewashed, but its ceiling

is the natural rock, and its floor is paved with marble. Near the
centreis a circular marbles lab3 feet 5 inches incliameter, which covers
the mouth of a well, as is ol.wious from the hollow sound which it
emits when struck. In the ceiling, at a point nearly above this slab,
Ihere is a circular hole 2 feet 9 inches in diameter, extending entirely
through the rock. The eastern rim of this orifice is directly above the
western rim of the one below. In the corners of this room are pointed
out by the superstitious guide the praying-places once used by David,
Solomon, Abraham, and Elijah. There is a spot in the ceiling where
Mohammed bumped his head and made a depression in the rock.

The Moslem tell many marvelous stories concerning this rock.
When Mohammed made his celebrated flight to heaven and back he
started from its surface, and it started to follow him, but the angel
Gabriel laid his hands on it and stopped it after it had risen to its
present height above the surface. Two rough depressions near the
southwest corner of the rock were made by the angel’s hands. Since
then the rock%as hung suspended in the air without support, the hollow
place under the cave within it being proof that it rests on nothing.
The slab concealing this hollow place is the mouth of the well of de.
parted spirits; and here the spirits of pious Moslem assemble twice a
week to pray. It is claimed that the rock itself came from Paradise.
Mohammed said that one prayer offered here was worth a thousand
offered elsewhere; and he himself prayed a short distance southwest
of the rock, and left his footprints here on the face of the stone. They
are seen to this day. According to some, when he started to heaven
he was in the cave, and the upward darting of his body punched -the
hole above mentioned in the ceiling.

The rock is revered by Jews no less than by Moslem. It is with
them the most hallowed spot on earth. It is the rock which Jacob
used for a pillow when he saw the vision of the ladder, and which he

called Bethel? the House of God. On it Abraham had previously
built his altar to sacrifice Isaac. It was included in the threshing-
ffoor of Araunah ; it is the spot on which David offered sacrifice to
stay the plague; * and it Wm covered by the Most HOIY Place of SOlO-

mon’s temple. Here Jeremiah concealed the ark of the covenant when

● 2 Sam. xxiv. IS-25.
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Jerusalem fell into the hands of the Babylonians, and it lies buried
beneath this rock to the present day.

When we brush away the dust of these superstitious traditions, and
look at the matter with a dispassionate eye, the indisputable fact remains
that here stands a portion of therock summit oftl]is mountain,which,
for some reason, was left a rugged and shapeless protuberance when all
around it was leveled. Since the seventh century of the Christian era,

when Jerusalem fell into the hands of its Ar’ab conquerors, it has been
revered and carefully guarded as a sacred rock, and all the modern trad i-
tions concerning it are but the results of vain attempts to account for its
original sanctity. Furthermore, it is itself the very summit of Mount
Moriah, the spot which Abraham would naturally choose for the ot%ring
of Iasac ; and around it, if it stood there in Araunah’s day, this tiller of
the soil would naturally have made the circuit of his threshing-floor,
And when Solomon built his temple on the same mount, it is hard to
believe that he did not choose the summit for the site of the sacred
edifice; and if so, it is impossible that this rock, if not covered by it,
could have been far from it. If it ever served a practical purpose, it
did so previous to the Mohammedan possession ; for since it fell into
the hands of its present custodians, it has been preserved as a mere
relic. Mr. Ferguson, in his work on Jerusalem, and in Smith’s Dic-

tionary, advanced the opinion that the cavern under it was the sepul-
chre of Christ; but no one now accepts his tl]eory. Others have sug-
gested that it was originally a cistern, and the hole in its top the cistern’s
mouth. ● Othera again have conjectured that Solomon’s great brazen
altar, which was thirty feet square and fifteen feet high, covered a part
of it, the orifice through the top into the cave being left at one side of
the altar for the blood of the victims to flow through, first into the cave
and thence by the opening, now closed up, into an underground passage
through which it was washed away into the Kedron Valley. None of
these hypotheses have met with more than partial reception, and the
reader will see,, by a little reelection, that they are all liable to serious
objections, Perhaps the mystery will be solved when the superstition
of the Mohammedans in regard to it, already greatly relaxed, shall be
so completely dispelled as to allow an examination of the well beneath
the rock, and of the natural surface now covered by the floor around
about it.

Immediately around the sacred rock are the supports of the dome and
its drum. These consist of a circle of four piera and twelve columns,

● Baedeker,174.
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three columns in each of the four spaces between the piers. The piers
and columns are of marble, and the latter are surmounted with Corin-
thian capitals, richly gilded. A series of graceful arches, composed
Of alternate blocks of black and white marble, springs from the tops

of these piers and columns and supports the drum of the dome. An
iron rail ing twelve feet high extends from pier to column all around
the circle, and a gate through this railing on the eastern side admits
the visitor to the irregular space about the rock. At the south and
southeast parts there is no such space, the rock itself reaching out to
the railing.

Between this circle of piers and columns and the outer wall of the
building there is a space all round of about forty-three f~t. Within
this space, thirteen feet from the wall and thirty feet from the inner
circle of columns, is an octagon, composed of eight piers and sixteen
columns, a pier alternating with every two columns. The~, with the

arches above them, furnish a middle support to the flat roof of the
structure which surrounds the inner circle of columns; and according to
Conder’s conjecture they constituted the external limit of the original
building, while the additional thirteen feet and the present outer walls
are a later addition. * If this conjecture is true, and it seems to be
sustained by the reasonings in its favor, the building once possessed
more pleasing proportions than at present; for no one can fail to ol~-
serve that the present walls appear too low for their extent.

Immediately in front of the eastern door of the Dome building is
the beautiful structure already mentioned, called “ the Dome of the
Chain.”~ It is seen in the cut opposite page 182. It is said to be the
model from which the Dome of the Rock was constructed ; and if the
outer parts of the latter building were removes, the two would be almost
itlentical in form. The dome of this structure is supported by a circle
of columns, and the fiat roof surrounding the drum of the dome by
eleven columns, making the outer circuit of the structure an endecagon.
It is the only building and the only figure of any kind ever seen by
the author, outside of a book on geometry, with eleven sides. Its entire
diameter is 42 feet. Its pillars are I I feet high, all of marble, and 13
feet apart from centre to centre, Its floor is laid with marble blocks of
various colors, and the interior of the dome is tastefully ornamented with

porcelain in small figures of blue and white. The space between the

● Tent-Work, i. 318.
t It derived this name from the tmdi$~ that Solomon had a chain stretched hem whit%

dropped one of its links if touched by a perjured witness.
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two most southern columns, a little east of south fromthe centre, and
therefore in the direction of Mecca, is closed bya niche as if for a
statue, but really it is a Mohammedan place of prayer.

The surface of the platform and of the entire area is almost honey-
combed with cisterns and reservoirs for the storing of water. Captain
Warren found, and partially examined, thirty-three of these, and the
most unobservant visitor cannot fail to notice the curb-stones of many
of them, and to see men drawing water to drink from one or more on
the western side of the platform. One of those explored by Captain
Warren is 42 feet deep, 63 feet long, and 57 feet wide. Its walls are
chiefly of masonry covered with cement, and it had about three feet of
water in it when explored. The author dropped his tape-line into it,
and found the same depth of water.

Another reservoir, still larger than this, and first explored by Dr.
Barclay, lies nQrth of the eastern extension of the mosque El Ak’sa.

THE ROYAL CISTERN OF THE TEM1’LE.

You obtain access to it by a well-like opening near the wall of the
mosque, which leads to a flight of stone steps cut in the natural rock

and descending into the southern side of the reservoir. It is an arti-
ficial cavern of very irregular shape, 4Z feet deep and 736 feet in cir-
cuit. Rude pillars of the natural rock are left here and there to sup-
port the ceiling. When Barclay explored it the water was about knee-
deep. When seen by the author it was about four feet deep over the

principal part of the bottom. The rain-water from the roof of the
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mosque runs into it, and no other source of supply has been discovered.
It is sometimes called the Royal Cistern.

SO jealous are the custodians oft he har’am in regard to expi&ations
in its sacred inclosure, and so utterly opposed to excavations there, that
but little is known in regard to the connection of the cisterns anti res-
ervoirs with one another, and their sources of supply. There are many
orifices in the pavement of the platform, evidently intended to convey
the rain-water which falls upon it into cisterns beneath, but none of
these have been examined. There is also a well’s mouth in the gate-
way by which the har’am is entered from David Street, under which
the water can be heard running along the aqueduct from Solomon’s
pools into the interior of the hill, but what becomes of it after it passes
that point is not certainly known. On account of these and other
reservoirs for storing water, Jerusalem never suffered for water, even in
the longest sieges. On the contrary, it was the besiegers who suffered
for water, as is evident from the. precaution taken by Hezekiah when a
siege was threatened by the Assyrians: (( He stop@ all the fountains,

and the brook that ran through the midst of the land, saying, Why
should the kings of Assyria come, and find much water ?”*

The western wall of the har’am is nearly all hidden on the exterior
by houses built against it, but there is a clear space extending a hun-
dred yards or more northward from its southern extremity, and in this
space is found Robinson’s arch, which we have mentioned above ($ I I.,
page 15 x). Next to this open space there is a group of dilapidated
houses, and then comes another open space, called the WailingPlace
of the Jews. The walls of adjacent gardens and houses here stand 14
feet away from the har’am wall for a distance along the wall of 96
feet. A narrow, crooked, and dirty lane from David Street enters it
at its northern end, and furnishes the only access to it. Here the Jews
of the city assemble every Friday afternoon to bewail the misfortunes
of their people. Men, women, and children, sitting, standing, or
leaning against the massive rocks of the ancient wall, crowd the place
to its utmost capacity, and all, with old books in hand, read aloud
the lamentations long since composed by their poets for this purpose.
The following extracts made by Baedeker are fair specimens of these
lamentations :

For the palace that lies desolate,
We sit in solitudeand mourn;
For the palace that is destroyed,
we sit in solitade and mourn ;

● a Chron. xxxii. 4.
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For the walls that are overthrown,
We sit in solitude and mournn
For our majesty that is departed,
We sit in solitude and mourn;
For our great men that lie dead,
For the precious stones that are burned,
Wesitin solitude and mourn;
For the priests who have stumbled,
We sit in solitude and mourn.

Our cut correctly represents the place when onlya few persons are
present, The immense size of the stones in the wall can be realized by
comparing them with the height of the persons in the cut.

THE JEWS’ WAILING-PLACE,

No doubt many of these unhappy people mourn as much over their
individual sorrows as over the national calamities of which they read;
but that there is much genuine lamentation among them is attested by
all travelers who have witnessed the scene. When the author was

there, out of the two or three hundred persons present, much the
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greater part appeared to be deeply absorbed in the services which had
brought them together, and many of both sexes were weeping freely,
with streams of tears flowing down their cheeks. They still look for-

ward to the coming of the Messiah and the restoration of the kingdom
of” David, and they continue to offer prayers that cannot be heard be-
cause they are not offered in the only name by which man can now
draw near to God. They pray, too, for that which has already been
given them and rejected, under the mistaken belief that it is yet to
come. It is hard to conceive of earnest souls m a more pitiable corl-
dition.

~ VIII.

THE POOLSOF JERUSALEM.

Although the private cisterns and public reservoirs and wells of Je-
rusalem at%rd a sufficient supply of water for all necessary purposes, its
supply in ancient times was far greater than at present; for several of
its capacious pools once in use are now entirely dry, and others are
supplied wit h much less water than formerly. We will speak first of
those which have a perennial supply of water.

The only known perennial fountain within the hills on which the
city stands is the so-called Virgin’s Pool, in the eastern side of Ophel.
You reach it by following the Kedron Valley southward till you are
about 300 yards below the southeast corner of the har’am. The en-
trance to it is only 5 feet above the bed of the valley, which is here a
narrow ravine. The pool lies deep within the hill and under it. In
approaching it you first go down a flight of steps 8 feet wide, which
are exposed to the sky, and whose perpendicular descent is 16 feet 8
inches. At the foot of this flight of steps you enter a vaulted chamber
8% feet wide by about 20 feet long, and after advancing 13 feet you
reach another flight of steps cut in the natural rock, 4% feet wide,
whose perpendicular descent is 13 feet 3 inches. The last step of this
flight is nearly on a level with the water. Thus the entire descent to
the surface of the water is about 30 feet, and the distance westward
into the hill is more than 40 feet. The pool itself is shaped very much
like the longitudinal section of a jug. The neck, which is next to

You, is from 3 to 4 feet wide; the widest part of the pool is about 9
feet; and the entire length of it 2X feet 9 inches. The water stands
in it about 3 feet deep, and the rock &iling is only 4 or 5 feet above

the water. It is supplied by an intermitting stream which enters it
under the northern end of the bottom step, and which descends from
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an unknown source in the more northern partof the mountain. It
flows sometimes two or three times a day; and sometimes only once in
two or three days; and the flow continues from fifteen to thirty min-
utes. A conduit, 2 feet wide and from 3 to 15 feet high, excavated
through the bowels of the hill for a distance of 1750 feet south to the
Pool of Siloam, conveys the surplus of its water to that pool. This

ENTRANCE TO THE VIRGIN’S POOL,. ..”

passage was first explored by Dr. Robinson, and” atterwarrls tIy captain
Warren.* Its windingi are such that it runs 1750 feet in reaching a
distance in a straight line of r zoo feet.

The intermitting flow, which is a great mystery to the Arabs, is un-
doubtedly caused by a syphon in the direction of the source; but the
source has not yet been discovered. Dr. Robinson conjectures that
this is the pool called Bethesrla in the New Testament, and that its
intermitting flow was mistaken by the superstitious people for the
pction of an angel descending into the water at intervals and agitating

a our work, p. 30; Robinson, L 338-3.+0.
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it.* Conder thinks, with far less show of reakon, that it is the Upper
Gihon of the Old l’estament; and he supposes that the conduit is
the one made by Hezekiah and mentioned in 2 Kings xx. 20. He
says, as do other travelers, that the people of the vicinity still credit
the water with healing virtue, and that many go there every day to
bathe. The author saw both men and boys bathing in it, while others
were filling skins with the water to be taken away, and some were
drinking it. The steps were wet and slippery, and much personal filth
was seen on the steps and on the tlo6r of the vaulted chamber. It is
said that the water has a
this statement to the test.
The name is derived from
a tradition dating’ from
the tenth century, that
the Virgin Mary was ac-
customed to wash her
cloth ing here.

The Pool of Siloam is
situated near the foot of
Ophel, on its western
slope, and consequently
near the mouth of the
Tyropeon Valley. That
it is the same pool known
under this name in the
New Testament, is. evi-
dent from the fact that
Josephus locates the Si-
loam of that period in
tbe identical place oc-
cupied by the present
pool.t It is 50 feet long,

sweetish taste, but we did not choose to put

PvOL OF SILOAM AND GARDEN BELOW. -

14~ wide at its southern end, and i? at its northern. $ Its wall is
built up 18~ feet from the bottom, and at present the accumulation of
rubbish about it is such that a steep mound ascends from its wall on all
sides, rendering it somewhat difficult of access. A Right of stone steps,
four feet wide, descends into it at the. southwest corner, a broken
column, five or six feet high, stands in the middle of it, and six

. ... . . * John v. I-4. — -- +war,-kx-sd% 4+17 -----– ‘

~ Barclay’s measurement. Robinson givey 53 py 18 by~g.

1,.
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columns are half buried in its western wall. These are remainsof a
church which was built over the pool in the year 600, and ofa mon-
astery which took its place in the twelfth century. * The water enters
its upper end through the aqueduct from the Virgin’s Pool mentioned
above, and it has two outlets at the lower end by orifices through
the wall,-one on a level with the bottom and one three or four feet
above the bottom, When the former h open the water passes through
the pool in a small stream; when it is closed it accumulates to a depth
of from three to four feet, and in either case the surplus is led by a
channel, at first underground and after a few rods on the surface, to
some vegetable-gardens in the Valley of the Kedron, which are irri-
gated by it. The soil of these gardens is very rich, and their vegeta-
tion luxuriant. This is the pool to which the blind man was sent by
Jesw to wash his eyes that he might see.? Before the present accu-
mulation of rubbish about it, it was an admirable place for baptizing,
and Mr. El Kary, a Baptist missionary in Shechem, informed the
aythor that he was baptized in it twenty-five years ago.

A short distance below the Pool of Siloam, the road descending the
Valley of Jehoshaphat unites with that descending the Valley of FIin-
notn, and a short distance below this point you reach the only unfailing
well about Jerusalem. It was known in the Old Testament, and in the
writings of the earliest Christian travelers, as En-Rogei; hut since the
Mohammedan invasion it has been called by the Arabs the Well of
Job, and by some the Well of Joab. Since the sixteenth century
the Greek and Latin priests in Jerusalem have called it the Well of
Nehemiah, from a tradition mentiofled in 2 Mac. i. 19-22, that in a
chamber connected with it the holy fire of the altar was concealed
during the Babylonian captivity, and found there by Nehemiah.

The surface of the ground at this well is 345 feet lower than that of
the har’am area, and the well, according to Barclay’s measurement, is
x24 feet deep. It is a very large well, though its mouth is narrow, and
a stone cast in produces a reverberation when it strikes the water as
if thrown into a large cavern. A small and rude stone building stands
over it, in the rear of which you gain access to its mouth. It has not
been explored by any modern traveler, and little is known of its in-
ternal structure. In the winter it frequently overflows, and sends a
lively stream down the valley. In summer its water becomes low sonle-
times, but it never fails. Dr. Barclay relates that in September, x853,
when the cisterns and tanks within the city were generally exhausted,

● Baedeker, aa6. t John ix. 7.
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about aooo donkey-loads of water, amounting to 25,000 gallons, were
daily carried in skins into the city from this well, yet this heavy
draught, though continued more than a month, reduced the water only
to 6% feet, and it promptly came back to 21 feet when the first rains
of November put a little water into the exhausted cisterns in the city. *

The antiquity of this invaluable well is attested by the fact that it
was one of the landmarks on the line between Judah and Benjamin in
the days of Joshua,t and it posaases historical interest from its con-
nection with David’s unhappy flight from Absalom, ~d with Adoni-
jah’s rebellion. $

The visitor to this well at the “present day is sure to meet a dozen or
more of the wretched lepers of Jerusalem, for whom a house has been
constructed by the contributions of the charitable about a hundred
yards below the well, in which they are now compelled to reside.
Formerly they were confined within a certain quarter of Jerusalem.
Their importunities for charity are so piteous as to be irresistible.

We now pass to the consideration of those pools which are supplied
by the surface-drain. Returning from En-Rogel back to the junction
of the two valleys, and taking the road turning to the left, which
leads up the Valley of Hinnom, we pass up that valley, hugging its
northern side along the foot of Mount Zion, until we reach the south-
western curve of that hill, and thence northward, hugging its western
side, till we reach a massive wall built across the valley, which is the
southern end of the pool called Lower Gihon. You are now nearly
in line with the southern wall of the city on Mount Zion, and about
midway the length of that mount from north to south. The locality
is indicated in the cut on page 165, in which you are looking up the
Valley of Gihon along the western side of Mount Zion. The small
building in the centre of the cut stands s-mthe southern wall of the pool.

The southern wall of the pool is 27s feet long, and is built on the
solid rock of the valley, which slopes down gradually from each side.
From the top of the wall in the middle to the rock in the bottom of
the valley is 50 feet. Within 8 feet of the bottom on the upper side
is a strengthening wall, 7~ feet thick, which forms a broad step,$ and

..———. .
* see Barclay,’ p. 515. t Josh. XV. 7. $ a Sam. xvii. 17; I Kings i, 9.
~ Robinson and others make the entire depth of the wall in the middle 42 feet, but they

evidently mistook the surface of this step for the natural rock of the bottom, being led
to this mistake by the fact that the bed of the pool was filled up to this height. When
the author made hls measurements the ttch loam of this deposit had recently been re-
moved for the purpose of enriching the soil of gardens near by, and 8 feet more of the
wall were thus laid bare,

13
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from this rises another 6 feet high and 2 feet thick. The thickness of
the wall at the top is 25 feet, but on the lower side it is strengthened
in the middle by a buttress 25 feet long and 23 feet wide. In this

part, where the pressure of the enormous mass of water was greatest,
the entire thickness of the wall at the top is 48 feet. Add to this 9%
feet of the two buttresses on the upper side near the bottom, and we
have an aggregate thickness at bottom of 57 ~ feet. On the upper

side of the wall was a coat of cement 3fi inches thick; some of which
is still to be seen near the base, though it is all gone from the upper
part. When the cement was entire no water could pass through the
wall, and if any which lodged against it escaped it ‘was by falling over
the top of the dam. If the cement was now in good condition the
pool would be filled with water in the rainy season.

The upper end of the pool is formed by another wall across the
valley, of moderate thickness, 35 feet high in the middle and 245 feet
in length; The distance between the two, measured along the middle
of the valley, and marking th.+ average length o!” the pool, is 592 feet.
The sides of the p601 are marked by walls connecting the ends of
these two end-walls. These are built on ledges so high up the sides of
the valley that, although they are on a level with the two end-walls,
they are only from four to six feet high. The bed of the pool consists

of the shelving rock of the two sides and bottom of the valley, which,
as in most valleys of the kind, lies in layers from two to three feet
thick, forming steps of irregular width, in many places eight or ten feet
wide. The pool, as the figures given above show, is 30 feet wider at
the lower end than at the upper, its average width being 260 feet. The
valley above the upper wall is filled with earth to a level with the top
of this wall, so that the surface water in a heavy rain runs over that
wall as over a mill-dam into the pool. The entire area of this pool is
about 3% acres, with an average depth, when clear of deposit, of 42~
feet in the middle from end to end. It would seem almost sufficient
in itself to supply all the wants of the city, for which its waters would
be suited, and it was so close under the original wall of Mount Zion
that it could be protected from an enemy outside. If this pool is men-
tioned in the Scriptures at all, it is the one called “ the lower pool” in
I~iah xxii. g : ~~Ye gathered together the waters of the lower pool. ”

This appellation suits its relative location better than any other known
pool, Lieutenant Conder* advances the opinion that it was constructed
by the Germans in the twelfth century, but there is no foundation for

● 1. 312.
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this opinion except the fact that among the Crusaders it was calied
Genvanu.r. But Baedeker accounts for this name in a different way.

In speaking of it he says: (f In the time of the Franks i: wSS called

Ger-manus, in memory of the Crusader who discovered Job’s well.
It was remodeled at that period, and in the second half of the six-
teenth century it was reatormi by Sultan SoIiman, whence its present
name.”* Its present name among the Ar’abs is Pool of the Sultan.
It has been called by Christians Lower Gihon ever since the fourteenth
century.’

The author can see no ground for doubting ~hat this pool belongs to
the ancient Jewish period. The construction of such Pools was char-
acteristic of the ancient Jews, the entire hill country abounding in
them, and there is no evidence that any at all were constructed by the
Crusaders. The neglect of these admirable reservoirs arid their gradual
ruin has been the rule since the Jews were expe!led, and not the con-
struction of new ones.

The history of such pools as this has an important bearing on the
question of the ancient population of Jerusalem. The fact that they
have been allowed to go into decay shows that during the period of
their decay the water supply of Jerusalem has been sullicient for its
population without them; if it had not, this circumstance would have
necessitated their preservation. But thepresent water supply was not
sufficient for ancient Jerusalem, or these additional reservoirs would
not have been constructed. Economical and far-seeing men like the
ancient Jews do not expend vast sums of money, or undergo hercu-
lean labor, for works like this when they are not needed, It follows,
then, as an unavoidable conclusion, that the population of Jerusakm
in anc:ent times was greater than it has been in modern times. Nor
does the argument stop here; for the addition made to tbe water
supply of this and other g~eat reservoirs was immense, far &mscend-
ing the supply from all other sources. This argues the existence, at
the time these works were made, of not only a greater, lAJt an h-’
mensely greater, population than is found in the modern city. Thus,
everything pertaining to the antiquities of this wonderful city tends to
confirm the Biblical account of its importance and extent during the
period of Israel’s prosperity, and to strikingly illustrate those passages
in the prophetic book which speak of the ruin which God wthld bring
upon it.

The pool called Upper Gihon by Christians, and Birkut d #“iUa

● Guide-book, 231.
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by-the A#abs, is situated 735 yards due “west of the Joppa gate. It
receives the surface-drain from the west and north, over a space vary-
ing in width from a quarter to a half mile. It is 316 feet long, meas-
ured on the northern wall, and 218 wide, measured on the eastern
wall; and its depth, measured at three different places, is 19, 20, and 22

feet, the average being about 20.* Its bottom is the natural rock, but
hidden with mud and small stones, and its walls are of well-built

uPPER FOOL OF GIHON.

masonry, lined with cement. The walk are now crumbling in places,

and the cement remains only in patches. There is a flight of stone

steps at the sollthwest corners% feet wide2 and ‘ne at ‘he ‘outheast
corner P feet wide. .The steps are much broken and worn, yet it is

easy to descend them to the bottom of the pool. Traces of similar
fights at the other two corners are distinctly visible. At the east end
of the pool, and at the present bottom, there is a square opening

● nese figures vary slightly from those given by other writers, especially those of the

depth; but the author had an unusually good opportunity for measuring the depth, the

~01 being entirely dry, allowing him to w~k about cm the bottom) and to me=ure where
there was the least deposit.
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through the masonry 20 inches each way, which leads into an aqueduct
running thence undergroimd towards the city, and on the surface about
30 feet east of the pool there “is an opening into a vaulted passage, with
a narrow flight of steps descending to this point. The aqueduct, when
open, would keep the pool drained to its own level, and this harrow
flight of steps was evidently used to obtain access to the mouth of the
aqueduct, and close it when it was desirable to let the pool fill up, or
open it when it was desirable to drain it. This aqueduct, as it ap
preaches the city, comes to the surface, and passes along the side of
the road leading to the Joppa gate, with only a covering of stone slabs,
but when it reaches the higher ground near that gate it disappeara
under ground, passing under the wall north of the gate, and thence
inbo the Pool of Heaekiah. By means of it the Pool of Gihon maybe
entirely draioed into that of Heaekiah, and tbia ia ~ whenever tk
supply of water is not sufficient for both. Such was the ciue in the
spring of x879; but the Upper Gihon is usually full of water ah
whterq in which there is the usual rainfall, and itdti not become dry
until late in the summer. Itiaaupposed to betlteupper pooi men-
tioned in the history of Heaekiah’s reign, and tb candtdtjustmen-

tioned to be the “ conduit of the upper pooL”* It k used m ●

swim-pool by the men and boys of the city. Tk entire OF K
round ●bout it is covered with the rude slab of ● Mobamosadaa
buryingground, each slab covering the top of ● @qve; and thitk
almost every morning of the year, about sunrise, gvoupa of women,
wrapped in white sheets, resort to visit their dead. The road from
the pool to the Joppa gate passes along a shelf, with the Joppa road
to the left about 40 feet higher but gradually descending until they
meet at the gate. The Valley of G,ihon lies to the right, heading near
the pool, and gradually deepening as it approaches the city. It makes
an abrtlpt turn to the south near the gate, where it is about 40 feet
below the road. The roadside along the verge of the valley is pro-
tected most of the way by a stone wall.

In the northwest angle between David Street and Christian Street,
lies the Pool of Hezekiah, the southern end of it being separated from
David Street by the block of houses just below the Mediterranean
Hotel, and the eastern side separated from Christian Street by the
small houses on the left, as you pass up that street. It is entirely sur-
rounded by houses. The best view of it, and the one most accessible
to travelers, is from a flat roof over a portion of the hotel, whose wall

● a Kingsxviii, x7; Isaiah vii. 3 ; xxxvi. a.
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is part of the wall of the pool. It is 240 feet long from south to north,
and 144 feet wide. Its bottom is about 10 feet below the level of
Christian Street, but as the walls of the” surrounding- houses are but a

POOL OF HEZEKIAH FROM THE HOTEL ROOF.

continuation of its wall, it might be filled with water to a greater
depth than this, It is deeper at thesouthern than at the northernend.
The Coptic Convent, wl~ose almost solid wall is seen inthecut, extends
entirely across its northern end, and through a door fromt hisbuilding,
opening upon a flight of steps four feet wide, is the only access to the

pool. Water is drawn from it in buckets let down byropesthrougl~

openings in the walls of the houses. The water is chiefly used for
bathing purposes, and a public bathing-place on Christian Street, called
the Patriarch’s bath, is supplied with water from it. It usual ly ’holds
water all through the summer, but it sometimes goes dry. Mr. Horn-
stein, proprietor of the hotel, who has resided in the city for more
than twenty years, told the author that this occurs but very rarely,
though it occurred in the summer of 1876. As we have stated above,

page 197, its supply of water is derived from the Upper Gihon by an
aqueduct proceeding from the present bottom of that pool. hlr. Horn-
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stein informed the author that when excavations were being made for
the erection of his hotel, he saw this aqueduct near its entrance into
the pool, and heard the water flowing through it. It is called the Pool
of Hezekiah, from the supposition that it is the one constructed by
this king. It corresponds to the account in the sacred text, which
saYs, ~~The rest of the acts of Hezekiah, and all his might) and how

he made a pooi, ad a conduit, awd brought water into the tip, are they
not written in the book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah ?“*
and it appears to the author that no sufficient ground for doubting
that it is the same has been advanced. It is mentioned by Josephus
under the name Amygdalon (tower-pool), which shows that, although
in his day it had not received the name of Hezekiah, it was already
in existence. It also corresponds to the statement in z Chron. xxxii,
30, which states that Hezekiah “ stopped the upper water-course of
Gihon, and brought it straight down to the west side of the city of
David. ” If we are right in locating the city of David (see page :44),
these words can apply to no other than the upper Pool of Gihon,
and the condtti t which to the present day brings its waters “ stt-a@t
down to the west si(ic of the ci?y of David.” That he stopped the
previous water-course in order to effect this change shows that the
surljlus water from the pool had escaped in some other direction. The
criticism b,y Conder, based on the meaning of the term Gihon, “spring-
heaci, “ is not sufficient to set aside the force of ti~is evidence; for ti~ere
may imve been originally a spring where tile pool 00W is, or tile pool,
being a source of sui~piy to its conduit, might have been called Gii]on
by an accommodation of tile term.

Ti]e pool whi[h for some generations has been calle(i Beti~esda by
tile monks of Jerusalem, but Bin!xt Israil ~Pooi of Israel) by the
Ar’ai.x, is situated immediately north of tiw ilar’am, the nortilern wall
of tile i~tter resting on ti]e southern waii of tile pool. The eastern end
of the pool extends so near tile east waii of tile city running south from
!Nei)hen’s gate as to leave only a narrow street between. Tilence it
extends westward 360 feet, filling the space between tile Via Doiorosa
and the har’am wail, and throughout this length it maintains a width

of 130 feet. Its northern wall rises A feet above tile surface of the
Via Doiorosa, tires guarding the southern side of ti~at street, At tile
southwest corner of tile pool it is extended 142 feet farther westward
in two vaulted passages tvh~ aggregate width ia 43 feet.t T!My
—-

● 2 Kings xx. zo.

t These figures are given by Bamq (p. 537), who alone seams to have measured the
vauits .tccuralety. *
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pass under the buildings connected with the Turkish barracks. We
may say, then, that the main body of this pool is 360 by 130 feet, and

that it has a neck 140 by 42 feet. Its entire area is 5853 yards, nearly
I} acres. Its depth, as ascertained by Captain Warren, is 80 feet, and
he found at the eastern end, 25 feet from the bottom, a circular open-
ing through the wall, which he supposes to be an overflow duct, in-
tended, when open, to.prevent the water from accumulating to a depth
of over a5 feet. He found also a staircaae descending into it from the
har’arn ●rea through a rock-cut passage, which he thinks was intended
for the use of soldiers in a time of siege, giving them access to the
water without ●xposing them to the view of the enemy outside. The

bottom was found by Warren in a complete state of preservation, but
he represents it as covered with rubbish 35 feet deep. It is the com-
mon reservoir for all kinds of trash and filth removed from the houses
and streets of that part of the city, and when the writer saw it in 1879
the mound of this stuff was level with the wall near the northeastern
corner. All of the water which pours into it during the winter is
absorbed by this filth, and it becomes a reeking mass of corruption,
v.’hich doubtless breeds much disease. To the shame of the Turkish
authorities, it is said that Mr. Maudsley, an English gentleman of for-
tune, proposed a few years ago to clean out and restore the pool at his
own expense, but they refused permission. * He hoped not only to
make it useful, but to discover its original source of water supply. It
evidently served the double purpose of a reservoir for water and of an
impassable moat to protect the northern wall of the temple. Captain
Warren discovered by his excavations that it occupies a deep and nar-
row depression in the natural rock between Beze’tha and the temple
area, which begins at the western end of the barracks, and extends
eastward into the Valley of the Keciron. How this pool was originally
supplied with water is one of the unanswered questions connected with
this curious city. It will probabiy he found that its supply came from
the aqueduct which brought water from the fountain at Solomon’s
pools, and reached it by some connection hidden beneath the surface
of the har’am. Dr. Robinson was the first explorer to call in question
the tradition that this is the %01 of Bethesda mentioned in the fifth
chapter of John, and to suggest that the true Bethesda is the pool now
called the Virgin’s (see page 189). Since then the majority of careful
explorers have agreed with him in denying the name to this large pool,

though they advance conflicting theories as to the true Bethesda. It
—.—.——

● Dr. Ridgaway, in The Lords Land, p. 230.
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appears altogether unlikely that a pool as deep as this, with no appear-
ance of steps leading into it, can have been the one into which the
cripple wished to plunge, and in which some diseased person plunged
at every disturbance of the water. And inasmuch as the statement that
an angel went into the water and troubled it, after which the first per-
son entering was healed, is now known to be an inter@ation in the
text of John, we must look for some natural cause of disturbance which
the superstitious crowd mistook for this; and such a cause is the inter-
mittent flow of the Virgin’s Pool. The pool Birket Israii is not men-

tioned in the Scriptures, and consequently it has no Scriptural name.
Outside the wall of Beze’tha, and 250 feet north of Stephen’s gate, is a

pool, called by the natives Birkct Siffz”Matvi.m, Pool of Lady Mary,
i.e., the Virgin Mary. It has no Biblical history. It is 100 feet long
from north to south, 85 feet wide, and 27% feet deep. There were
2% feet of water in it when seen by the author. It has a flight of steps
at the southeast corner, and at the southwest corner there is a place
for drawing water by machinery, and a channel to lead it through the
wall into the city. It appeara to have been supplied with water by the
drainage of the broad fosse which extends along the base of the wall as
far as the northeast corner of the city, a distance of 764 feet, and which
has a gradual descent toward the pool.

Close to the northern wall of the city, between Herod’s gate and the
northeast angle of the wall, is a pool about forty feet square and ten
feet deep, more than half of which is arched over and covered with
earth above the arch. IrI one corner of the part that is exposed to the

sun is a passage~way by which animals can descend to drink of the
water, and the water was about three feet deep when seen by the author.
It has been sometimes called Jeremiah’s Pool, from the conceit that it
is the dungeon in which Jeremiah was imprisoned, * but the conceit is
too absurd to be considered seriously by any one acquainted with Jere-
miah’s history. It is known as Bir&ct cl J?L&A.

There are other small pools and tanks about the city which should
be mentioned in a minute account of its means of preserving water, but
those mentioned above are sufficient for the purpose of this work.

Besides these reservoirs for storing the water derived from the sur-
face drain and from fountains, under almost every building of any im-
portance in the city there are one or more cisterns which receive the
water from the roof and court of the same; and many of these are of
large dimensions. Dr. Barclay states that the water in these is cool

● jer. xxxvii. 15, xxxviii. 28.
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and pleasant, and that it usually exists insufficient quantity to supply
.* and Dr. Robinson states that underall the wants of the family ,

a house in which he found lodging while in the city there were
four cisterns, one of which was thirty feet square and twenty feet deep.
He remarks that this is a fair specimen of the way in which houses of
the better class are supplied. j The author can testify to the fine
quality of at least some of the cistern water of the city, for he drank
from a cistern in the portico of the Armenian Church of St. James a
draught of as pure and refreshing water as he ever tasted. There is no
doubt, however, that many of the ancient cisterns, for want of proper
attention, have received such an accumulation of filth as to render their
water impure and unhealthy.

$ 1x.

THE ENVIRONSOF JERUSALEM.

T% Wc.rtcYn.%burbs.-If you leave the Joppa gate and follow the
Joppa road, which is the only macadamized road in Palestine, you pass
on your right a row of one-story shops, caf&,~ and dwellings, which
extends as far as the northwest angle of the city wall, your road thus
far being nearly parallel with the wall. On reaching this point you
see a road turning to the right, with a row of buildings on its right-
hand side, and the wall surrounding the Russian property on its left.
Avoiding this road and passing on you have the southern wall of the
Russian property, a well-built wall of white limestone about twelve
feet high, on your right, and an almost continuous succession of dwell-
ing-houses on yonr left. Neat and new residences, many of them with
yards in front, after the European style, and all separated by stone
fences, continpe to line both sides of the road for nearly a mile, and to
stretch away for nearly a half-mile to the right and the left.

If on leaving the Joppa gate you take the Bethlehem road, you go
due south for about zoo yards, descending the side of the Valley of
Gihon, and then turning west you cross this valley on a bridge sup-

ported by small arches. The valley is filled up at this point so much
that the piers of these arches are hidden, and only the arches themselves
are visibie above the ground. As you ride across you observe a wall
about three feet high, like a parapet-wall, along the upper edge of the

● City of the Great King, 541. t Bib. Rcs., i. p. 314.
$ An Ar’ab or Turkish cafe is a place where tobacco and pipes of various kinds are

kept for public use, and coffee is served on demand. It is a general loafing-place, but it
furnishes no wine.
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bridge. Along its top runs the earthenware aqueduct from Solomon’s

Pools.
After crossing the bridge just described you turn southward again

and pass along the front of a row of beautiful stone cottages, built
in European style, with a continuous iron veranda in front, a con-
tinuous succession of small yards , and a good stone fence next to

tlw road. TIw row is really one continuous building divided into
twenty-eight tenements. Back of this row, and higher up the hill,
is another of the same style, containing six tenements. Back of
these, again, an{i on the summit of tiw ridge, is a windmiii belong-
ing to the same property. Some ten or fifteen acres of ground about
these buiidings are incioseci with a new and weii-built stone fence, and
vines and trees are beginning to show themselves in the unoccupied
simces. It is ail the property of Sir Moses Montefiore, a rich Jew of
London, now of extreme old age, wi)o furnisiles the te~enlents free of
ci)arge to poor Jews of the city. Two other windmills beionging to
oti}er parties crown the same ridge, and aii of the siope between tilis
property and Ihe Joppa road, except the graveyard about tile Pool of
Gihon, is ti]ickly dotted witil new dweliings.

The Rilssian property, of whicil we spoke above, consists of some
twenty-five or thirt y acres of ground surrounded witil a strong wail tweive
feet high, entered lIy tnassive gates, and containing a large number of
new and well-constructed buildings for the accommodation of priests,
piigrims, and the officiais of the Russian government. There is a hospitai
for men, and one for women ; a ilospice, or iodging-piace for piigrims,
capabie of lodging one thousand persons ; a consui’s paiace; a fine
church ; and a residence for tile priests. These immense possessions
hel(i L)y the ~zm are iookeci upon witil jealousy by otiler European
powers, espe(iaily l)y Great Britain.

The norLhern sulmrbs contain almost as many buildings as the western,
an(i among them are some of the most attractive structures about the
City, Among these are a beautlfui chapei, and parsonage beionging
to the Engilsh Church, and a row of neariy one ilundred tenements
recently built by Iluropean Jews, and not yet finished. Alj of these
buil(iings, both on the northern and tile western sides of the city, are

a growth of the last ten years, Previous to that time it was considered
unsafe to dwell outside the walls of tile city ; but the increased security
of the country, brought about largeiy through the influence of the Euro-
pean consuls, together witil a large influx of Jewish population, and an
increw+e of the missionary zeal of European Christians, has caused to
spring up this new Jerusaiem outside the walls of the old. The result has
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demonstrated the inutility of the ancient walls; and if this prosperity
shall continue without a serious check} it is probable that ere long the use-
less walls will be turned into a supply of building-stones for the grow-
ing city, and be made to yield a little revenue to the impoverished

treasury of Turkey. The health and comfort of the city would be pro-
moted by the change, though much of the novelty of a visit to it would
be taken away.

As you pass out of the Damascus gate, going north, you have two
mounds on your right and left, each about 30 feet high, built of
ashes and rubbish of every kind brought out of the city and heaped
up until the process was discontinued to save the road from being
obstructed. They are partly seen in the cut on page x59. The road
ascends gradually from the gate, and just beyond the mounds it passes
on the left some shops for the manufacture of articles in olive-wood.
On the right, ,opposite the shops, is a ridge of rock 30 or 40 feet
high, partly covered with Mohammedan graves. It has a perpendicular
face toward the south, which is pierced by the mouth of a cavern called
Jeremiah’s Grotto. Beyond this, on the right of the road, you pass
newly-built houses and inclosed grounds, and on your left a large grove
of olive-trees, covering some forty or more acres, and reminding you
of a large orchard of old and half-decayed apple-trees. This is the
only grove in the vicinity of the city. It is unfenced, and it is the
resort, on pleasant mornings, holidays, and Sabbaths, of large numbers
of men, women, and children from the city, who come here to enjoy
the fresh air, and to eat and drink in a social way. On Friday, the
Mohammedan Sabbath, it is frequented chiefly by Turks and Arabs;
on Saturday, the Jewish Sabbath, by Jews; and on Sunday, by the
Greek and I.atin Christians. The shade of the olive-tree is thin, but
better than none.

About a mile north of the Damascus gate, and on the right-hand side
of the road, are the so-called Tombs of the Kings, described above in
Chapter Vi., $ VII, Until recently they were in the open country and
unprotected, but now a good stone wall incloses about an acre of
ground about them, a strong gate guards the entrance, and an attend-
ant occupying a small house inside takes care of the premises. The

expense of this improvement was met hy a French Jewess, and an
annuity contributed by her meets the current expense. All visitors
are admitted without a fee.

Somewhat more than a mile northwest of these tombs are the so-called
Tombs of the Judges, also described in the chapter and section just
referred to. The rock about their entrance has crumbled much, and
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much earth has washed into them. They are in the midst of a multi-

tude of inferior tombs; and, indeed, all of the rock on this side of the
city at all suitable for the purpose is perforated with ancient sepulchres.

After passing out through the Damascus gate you can follow a road
which turns square to the left, and pass along the wall to the north-
west corner of the city, and thence to the Joppa’ gate,—a better route
than to ride through the city; or you can turn abruptly to the right
and follow a well-beaten road to the northeast corner of the city. In
doing so you ride through a cut in the Beze’tha hill, with the perpen-
dicular rock on your left containing Jeremiah’s Grotto, and the corre-
sponding rock on the right supporting the city wall. An opening in
the latter rock, just above the surface of the ground, is the entrance to
Barclay’s Quarry, commonly called the Cotton Grotto. The entrance
is now closed by a wooden door. It is an immense cavern, running

under the Beze’tha hill and undermining the houses of the Turkish
quarter, It was first discovered in modern times by Dr. Barclay. As
he was passing along the road one day his dog, attracted by the
smell of some animal which had burrowed in the mouth of the cave,
commenced scratching at the spot, when he suddenly dropped in and
disappeared. He soon came back, but his master, suspecting that
some interesting discovery might be made here, but anticipating inter-
ference if he attempted an excavation in the daytime, went out of the
city one afternoon with two of his sons, alloweci himself to be shut out
by the closing of the gates, and then, with lights and spades, effected
an el]trance and explored the cavern. He reported it as more than
3000 feet in circumference and 750 long. * The author measured from
its most remote corner by the most direct route to the door, and found
the distance 812 feet, but not by an entirely straight line. It runs in
a southeastern direction toward the temple mount, but it extends very
irregularly in various directions. Its floor, also, is very uneven, and
the height of the ceiling varies from 10 to 30 feet, In many. places
there are mounds of chippings made in quarrying blocks of stone.
Piers are left at irregular intervals to support the ceiling. In one place
a very large mass of rock has fallen from the ceiling, while other masses
seem ready to fall, and our guide cautioned us against passing under
them. On the perpendicular sides are seen in places large stones but
partly cut away, and the marks of the chisels are as plainly seen as if
the cutting was made but yesterday. In a kind of pit, about 15 feet
deep and nearly xoo feet across, with a perpendicular side, Dr. Barclay

——

● City of the Great King, 460,463.
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found the skeleton of a man, who may have fallen there and broken
his neck. A feeble spring of impure water, which trickles from
above, is found near therernotest part. The rock isasoft, white lime-
stone, such as is found in the walls of many houses in the city, and in
some parts of the city wall. Ithinkthe conjecture that here the large
stones of the temple and its substructions were quarried is erroneous,
for the rock isnotsufficientlv hard and durable for this purpose, and
the really ancient stones now visible in the temple wall are ufa harder
variety of limestone. Mr. Robert Morris, an American Freemason,
who visited Palestine in the year 1874, reports that he gathered to-
gether the adherents of his order whom he found in Jerusalem, and
went through the process of organizing a Freemason’s lodge in this
quarry.

Resttmingo urridetoward the northeast corner of the city, we next
pass on our left a garden wall inclosing several acres of ground about
a substantial private residence, and on reaching the browof the hill
descending into the Kedron Valley our road forks, one fork turning
south and running parallel with the eastern wall of the city toward
St. Stephen’s gate, and the other turning to the northeast and de-
scending into the upper part of the Kedron Valley. The valley, where
this road enters it, spreads out into a beautiful little plain, with gardens,
patches of grain, and olive-trees covering its surface. From its north-
ern side rises the hill called Sco’pus, a rocky ridge, higher than the
highest part of the city, lying about a mile from it, and extending for
several miles east and west. It also curves round toward the south
with the northeastern curve of the Kedron Valley, and after extending
southward a short distance it breaks down to a low saddle connecting
it with the northern end of the Mount of Olives. The road just nlen-
tioned by which we descend into the valley ascends to the top of this
saddle, and thence ascends the northern end of the Mount of Olives.

If you pass out the city through St. Stephen’s gate you may ride
along the wall either north or south, but the most frequented route is
straight before you into the Kedrxm Valley, which is here much nar-
rower than above and immediately below. The slope down into it is
too steep for the road to descend directly, so it makes an angle to the
left and then to the right to secure an easier grade. Neither does the
road descend to the bottom of the valley; it crosses on a stone bridge
whose arch, about xo feet high, spans the torrent-bed at the bottom.
Just before crossing the bridge you pass the traditional spot of the
stoning of Stephen, which ia about as likely to have been the reai spot
as a hundred others near by, and no more so. Soon after crossing
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the bridge you see on your left the entrance to the ‘‘ Tomb of the
Virgin Mary.” This is a chapel deep down below the surface of

the rock. On leaving the road you descend several flights of steps
‘to an open space in front of the chapel, where you are IS or ao feet
below the road. Then you enter the door and descend a very broad
flight of steps, which bring you 35 feet below the surface. In
descending you pass the tomb of Joseph on your left, and that of
Anna and Joachim, the reputed mother and father of Mary, on your
right. The chapel is a long and narrow vault, about 30 yards long
by 6 wide, and is hung with silver lamps, which light up a Greek
altar, where services are held daily by Greek priests. A sarcophagus
is shown which contains the bones of Mary, and a well in one corner
furnishes you a drink of cool water. After carelessly looking around
upon the objects pointed out, you return to daylight with a feeling of
pity mingled with disgust at the easy credulity and superstition which
thus lavish money and time upon the purely imaginary burial-place
of a woman, concerning whose death and burial the most that any man
can now know is, that she must have died and that she probably received
a decent burial. The little building covering the entrance to this tomb
is the first on the left of the road in our cut’ of the Mount of Olives,
opposite page 208.

After returning to the road and resuming your progress eastward, a
few more steps bring you to the wall of the traditional Garden of
Gethsemane. (See it in the cut.) At the corner of this inclosure the
road forks, the principal track passing to the right and running for
some distance almost due south along the base of the Mount of Olives,
while the other turns ‘to the left and begins to ascend the slope of the
mount along the northern end of the garden. The garden wall is a
well-built and fresh-looking wall of limestone, about xo feet high,
plastered and whitewashed, When you reach the northeast corner of
the inclosure, where a small one-story building occupies .tbe angle of
the wall, you turn to the right and pass to the far end of the eaatern
wall to gain admittance. Here a grated iron door is opened at your
call, and you are admitted to a free examination of all within. The
inclosure is nearly square, and it includes about half an acre of ground.
It is divided by light picket-fences into six squares, all of which are
prettily laid off and cultivated in flowers of many varietiea. A well
near the centre atTords water for irrigation, which ia conveyed in pipea
to every part of the garden. Around the inner face of the wall, on the
northern, western, and southern sides, are fourteen rude paint irigs, rep-
resenting the fourteen stations, as they are called, of Jeaua on his way
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fmm Pilate’s halltothe crosaand thesepulchre. l%eyaretheaame that
are pointed an by the monks along the Via Doloroaa and in the Holy
Sepulchre Church.* Agravel walk, about five feetwide, pasaea around
between the wall and the garden fence toenableviskors to examine
th&epictures. Theonly objects within thegarden which now remind
you of Gethaemane are eight very venerable olive-trees, whose immense
trunks, gnarled and twisted and fill of cavities, and whose scanty
foliage at once proclaim them very old trees. One of them is cor-
rectly represented by the cut opposite page 56. The largest is “24 feet
in circumference, and the next in size ZI feet, measured above the swell
of the roota. It is scarcely possible that these trees, date ba&kto tha
time of Jesus; but the word Gethsemane means oilpcss, and the
garden of the oiZ.#ess must have had olive-trees within it or near
it. Under trees quite similar to these, in fact the predecessors of
these, the Saviour’s great agony occurred. The modem improvements,
though very pleasing to the eye, detract very much from the impres-
sion which the spot would otherwise make upon the mind and heart.

There is, of course, no certainty that this garden occupies the
identical spot of the real Gethaemane, but it cannot be very far from
the real spot; and its venerabk olive+ the like of which are Oot el=
where seen in the vicinity of Jerusalem, render it more suggestive of the
ancient associations than any other adjacent spot. The ground be-
longs to the Latin Church, and is in the care of the Franciscan monks,
by whom it is cultivated, and who built the present wall around it in
the year 1847. It has been regarded as the site of Gethsemane ever
since the fourth century. The Greek Church, through sectarian
rivalry, have recently fixed upon another spot, a hundred yards or
more to the northeast of this, as Gethsemane, and have there built
a wall around a smaller inclosure. It is seen in the opposite cut of
the Mount of Olives.

No locality about Jerusalem ia more familiar to the Bible-reader, by
name at least, than the Mount of Olives. It is a high ridge running
parallel with Mount Moriah, and separated from it only by the narrow
valley of the Kedron. Its length from south to north is about the
same as that from the southern end of Ophel to the northern end of
the Beze’tha hill, and it presents, as viewed from the city, a smooth side
with a steep slope. Its summit is 207 feet higher than the temple area,
and the distance between the two points, measured in a straight line
down one hill and up the other, is about half a mile. At its northern

●SCCP.1*
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extremity it breaks down nearly a hundred feet to a saddle connecting
it with the hill called Sco’pus, which sweeps around to the north of the
city,* and at its southern end it falls a little lower still to a saddle
connecting it with the eminence called the Hill of Evil Counsel.

The ascent of the mount is made from the Garden of Gethsernane
by three paths which part just above the garden, one ascending almost
directly to the summit, one inclining to the right, and the other to
the left. Each of the latter two, by its inclination, secures an easier
ascent, but all three routes are practicable on horseback. (They are

seen in the cut, ) On the central part of tne summit are the remains
of the so-called Church of the Ascension, the original of which was
erected by the Emperor Constantine in the fourth century. It is now
almost in ruins, and back of it is a village composed of a few miserable
huts occupied by a loathsome set of Ar’abs. In the middle of the
court, around which the old structure is built, is a small octagonal
chapel, about 20 feet in diameter, with a dome over it, on whose
stone floor there is a depression in the rock said to have been made by
the feet of Jesus M he took his last step before ascending up to heaven.
It is surrounded by a wooden frame and covered with glass, and it is a
very sacred spot with the superstitious pilgrims.

‘l’his old church, like nearly all others in Palestine, was turned by
the Mos}em into a mosque, and on its western front still stands an old
minaret, which travelers are permitted, for a small fee, to ascend.
From its balcony is obtained the very best view of Jerusalem, the one
presented in the frontispiece to this book. The city spreads out like
a map before you, all being from JOOto 200 feet below you, and sloping
toward you. Every conspicuous buikling in the entire city ami its
suburbs is distinctly seen, and you can trace all the elevations and de-
pressions of the surface both within and without. It was not far from
this spot that Jesus stood when he looked upon the city and bewailed
its impending doom ; and he must have been seated somewhere near
it when he so fully described to four of his disciples the same sad event
with its prece[ling sigt~s.~ Beyond the city, a few miles to the north-
west, rises ~cby Samwjl (Mizpeh), lifting the minaret of its ruined
mosque high above every other point in the horizon, while to the
southwest the horizon is bounded by long, swelling ridges, higher than
the mount on which you stand, To the south the ridges about Beth-
lehem are seen, tllollgh the city is not, while the most conspicuous
object in that direction is the conical ‘i Frank Mountain, ” whose trun-

* See p. 20S, t Luke xix.41-44; Matt. xxiv. I-28. .
14
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cated top was the burial-placeof Herod the Great. To the southeast
the horizon is bounded by the dark-purple wall of the Moab Moun-
tains, at the base of which is seen a section of the northern extremity
of the Dead Sea and a portion of the southern end of the Jordan Plain.
Along the latter is a winding line of dark verdure, marking the course
of the Jordan, but its waters are not visible. You can see at a glance
that these objects are deep down below where you stand, and that even
the summit of the Moab Ridge is below you. Although the farther
shore of the Dead Sea is fully twenty-five miles distant in an air-line,
so clear is the atmosphere and so deceptive are the distances that you
would suppose it to be not more than six or eight miles away. Toward
the northeast and the north high adjacent hills shut out the view of all
objects of especial interest. .4 better view of the Jordan Valley is
obtained from the top of a new building recently erected by the Rus-
sians, about 300 yards east of the minaret and on the eastern brow of
the mount. This building marks the spot where a Mosaic floor has
been uncovered which once adorned some ancient building, and where
some very interest ing sepulchres are also seen.

A short distance to the south of the minaret, and on slightly lower
ground, is an interesting structure erected in the year 1868 by the
Countess de Bouillon, a wealthy female relative of Napoleon III., to
perpetuate the unfounded tradition that here the Lord’s Prayer was

taught the discipks, A one-story building surrounds an open court,
with a portico running all around its inner wall, open to the court.
On the walls within this portico are hung thirty-one slal-x of marble,
about three feet wide and six feet long, on which are inscribed in large
letters the Lord’s Prayer in as many diflerent languages, About mid-
way the wall on the southern side is a small room with a latticed
door of iron, within which is a beautiful white rnarMe sarcophagus,
whose lid is partly composed of a life-size statue of the countess lying
in the repose of death. When she dies her remains are to be placed
in this sarcophagus.

About half a mile southeast of the principal summit of the mount is
a rounded knoll nedrly of the same height, connected to the mount by
a narrow, depressed ridge, with a steep descent on either side of it.
This must have been the true site of the ascension, for it is expressly
stated by Luke, in his account of this event, that Jesus led his disciples
~~out as far as to Bethany. ”* Bethany lies immediately under this
knoll, on its eastern dope, and on top of the knoll the disciples would

* Luke xxiv.SO,51.
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be “as far as to Bethan y” without being in it.* Though elevated, it

is retired, and it is in every way suited to the occurrence.
We now return to the western dope of the Mount of Olives. The

more northern portion of this slope is covered with small grain-fields
and scattered olive-trees; the more southern part is almost completely
covered, from near the summit to the very base of the mountain, with
a Jewish graveyard, in which there seems to be no room for new graves.
At the northern edge of this cemetery, and but a short distance below
the mountain’s brow, is the labyrinthine excavation called the Tomb
of the Prophets, which we have mentioned on page 130. It certainly
belongs to the ancient Jewish period, and it is a fair specimen of the
more extensive but rudely-cut excavations for tombs. Some other
rock-cut sepulchres have been found in its vicinity, but none of special
importance.

At the foot of the mountain, beneath the Jewish cemetery, and on
the left of a road coming down the valley from the Garden of Geth-

ToMBS OF JAMES AND ZACHARIAH.

semane, are some ancient tombs of more importance. Among these
are the so-called Tomb of Absalom, of James the Less, of Jehoshaphat,
and of Zachariah. The second and last are represented in the above
cut . In all probability these are all misnamed, for none of the

* Dr. Barclay makes an elaborate and conclusive argument in favor of this site, pp.
68-71.
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names can be traced” back beyond the fourth century. Nearly in front
of these tombs the Valley of Jehoshaphat is crossed by another low
bridge, and a steep path leads thence up the hill to the southeast angle
of the har’am wall. At the corner of this bridge is the mouth of a
well, or cistern, out of which much water is drawn and carried away in
skins.

South of the Mount of Olives, and beyond the depression across
which the road to Jericho passes, rises a hill somewhat lower than the
Mount of Olives, called the Hill of Offense. It is so called from the
belief that its summit was the site of the idolatrous worship established
by Solomon “on the hill that is before Jerusalem.”* On the western
slope of the Hill of Offense is a small village of miserable huts, called
Silwiin’ (Siloam). Its huts are built in a row along the side of a nw-
row pathway on the hillside, and they consist partly of old sepuichres
with walls built up in front of them. It is inhabited by Ar’abs, who
cultivate small fields in the vicinity.

Our circuit of the city will be completed by considering so much of
Mount Zion as lies south of the southern wall, and the valley ant] hill
south of it. About one-half of the summit of Monnt Zion, the southern
half, as we have stated before, now lies outside the city, and is culti-
vated in grain.~

Starting due south from Zion gate,~ you pass on your right the
Armenian Monastery of Mount Zion, which, they say, is the house of
Caiaphas, am-l within which the traveler is amused at being shown the
stone which closed the sepulchre of Jesus, the prison in which Jesus
was confined during his trial (?), t}le spot where Peter’s denial oc-
curred, and the plsce where the cock crew. Passing on and desce]ld-
ing a little, you come to a separate buikiing due south of the convent,
called by the Moslem the Tomti @ David, and by Christians the
Canacukn, or Place of the Last Supper. In this you listlessly look
around while you are pointed to the room, and this not an “ ulqwr
room, ”$ where Jesus and the twelve ate the last supper. Esstward of
this room, and on a little higlwr level, reathed by a flight 0( hteps, is <l
large room, througl~ the latticed door of \vhich you are allowed to look
and behold a cenotaph called the Tomb of David. It is allout 12

feet long and 5 high, coffin .shaped on top, and covered with a$du$ty,
faded cloth of cotton or wool, with broad horizontal stripes of green,
yellow, and red. The room is bare, and i[s walls are whitewashed.
It is claimed that this is a mere copy of the real tomb, and that the
——.—— ——.—.

● 1 Kings xi. 7. t See p. 161. ~ See p. 161. ~ hfark *,., lj.
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latter lies in a cavern beneath the floor. Dr. Barclay’s daughter, by

disguising herself in Turkish costume, and sectrriilg the attendance of a
female member of the family of the custodian, gained admittance to
the real tomb, and made a draft of it, which is represented in her
fisther’s book by a richly colored engraving. She is the only Christian

in modern times who has enjoyed this privilege, But whether the

tomb is tlw real ton~Lsof David or that of some unknown Mohammedan
celebrity, cannot be determined until the superstition of its present
custodians shall gi’ve place to free and enlightened investigation. The
el]tire building, according to Warren, belongs to the crusading period.

The southern side of Mount Zion descends by a very steep slope into
the Valley of Hinnom, which has been described already on page 164.
Along the southern side of this valley rises an almost perpendicular
precipice of rock to a height nearly equal to that of Mount Zion, while
a hill sloping back from this reaches a height greater than tl~at of Zion.

Near the mouth of the Valley of Hinnom, where this precipice rmkes
an angle with the western side of the Valley of the Kedronj a steep
path, partly cut in the rock, and consisting part!y of a flight of steps,
Iea{is to the summit. Here you are in the midst of what is now cAM
Acel’dama, the field of Mood ; but it appears like anything else than a
“ potter’s field, “* seeing that it is all naked rock. The entire face of
the rock is honey-combed with ancient Jewish sepulchres, and the large
chamber of one of them is fitted up as a chapel in which to celebrate
mass. It is doubtless on account of the multitude of these burial-
places that the spot has been fixed upon by the nlo~~ks as the field in
which strangers were buried; but a charity graveyard was never, in any
age of the world, filled with costly rock-hewn sepulchres like these.
The intelligent traveler knows by a glance that this cannot be the
Acel’dama of Scripture, but he knows also that it must be a set of
twubs of the really ancient Jewish period, seeing that none such have
ever been dug or even used by subsequent inhabitants of the country.
This entire hill south of the Valley of Hinnom has been called the Hill
of Evil Counsel, from the tradition, equally unfounded with that con-
cerning Acel’dama, that on it, in a country residence of Caiaphas, was
held the council of the chief priests in which they resolved to take
Jesus by subtlety and put him to death.t

* Mau. xxvii. 7, 8; Acts i. x8, 19. t Mau. XXVi.3-5.
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CHAPTER II.

PLACES WITH JERUSALEM AS A CENTRE.

ON THE ROAD TO BETHLEHEM.

THE road from Jerusalem to Bethlehem, distant six miles, follows
the central ridge or water-shed of the hill country, and is the line of
communication between Jerusalem and all of the southern part of the
land of Israel. !Xarting from the Joppa gate, it descends southward
into and across the Valley of Gihon, crossing on the bridge whose piers
and arches support the aqueduct from Solomon’s Pools,* and then
gradually ascending until it reaches the top of the ridge which extends
westward from the southern side of the Valley of Hinnom. After
reaching this height it descends by a gradual slope into a plain whose
limit on the west is the broken country descending toward the Philist-
ine Plain, and on the east a ridge which runs southward from the
Valky of Hinnom, with a gradually diminishing height. “~he plain
has a gentle slope toward the west, and it is called the Plain of Rep-
haim, or Valley of the Giants. It is here that David twice defeated
the Philistine soon after he had taken possession of Jerusalem. They
invaded his territory at the crisis in which he had just succeeded in
suppressing the rebellion of IshbtMwth, ant-l was in the act of fortifying
his new capital, but were signally defeated in two battles fooght in
quick succession.t The plain is also mentioned in Joshua xv. 8, where
it is said that the boundary-line between Judah and Benjamin passed
along the ridge which constitutes its northern border. As you descend
from the ridge into this plain you see to your right, about half a mile
distant, a row of neat new dwelling-houses of white limestone, occtt-
pied by Europeans. They are about a mile from the city.

About midway the plain, which is more than two miles long,’ you
pass a well on the side of the road, which is called the Well of the
Magi, from the tradition that the magi, or wise men, of Matt. ii. I-IZ,

● ‘rhis crossing is seen in the cut of the Valley of Gihoa, on page x65.
t a S&O.v. 18-1$
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drank of it as they passed by. However idle this tradition may be, it
reminds the traveler th~t he is on the very road which those mysterious
strangers traveled as they were led by the star to Bethlehem. Two
well-built villages, not named in the Scriptures, are seen some two or
three miles to the right of the road, and two or three ruins of ancient
towers dot the plain, but otherwise it is uninhabited, being an open,
treeless field for the cultivation of grain. Traces of an ancient pave-
ment are seen on the road at intervals, showil]g that it was once a paved
highway, though now it consists merely of two or three smoothly-
beaten bridle-paths running parallel to one another. It is the most
frequented road coming into Jerusalem, with the exception of that
from Joppa. Camels and asses loaded with fuel, lime, and other
articles of trallic, men and women on foot, on asses, and on camels
meet you at short intervals, and pass you with a glance of indifference.

As you reach the farther end of the plain, which oarrows to a point
and ascends a ridge of moderate height, you pass on your right the
country residence of the G-k Patriarch, a substantial building sur-
rounded by grounds ple~ingly ~t in tr~ and &losed by a stone
fence. In front of it, on the opposite side of the road, is another well,
affording excellent water, and Wpplied with stone watering-troughs for
the accommodation of passing animals. The well is on the premises
of a Greek convent, which stands a little farther up the road on the
left, called Mar Elyaa (Saint Eii~). The original building of this con-
vent was erected at au early but unknown date, and it is now occupied

by a few Greek monks. The only hogs which the author saw in all
his travels in \k’estern Asia were three or four of a long-nosed breed in
the yard of this convent.

In passing the convent you leave the Plain of Rephaim behind you,
and the high ridge on its eastern border is also left behind, for here a

deep valley from the direction of the Dead Sea heads close to the left-
hand side of the road. You also, at this point, obtain your first view
of Bethlehem, -a disappointing view, because of the dull, leaden color
of its ancient stone houses. You are now half way between Jerusalem
and Bethlehem. After riding half a mile or more farther you see at a
distance on your right the large and well-built village of B& JL’la,
containing about 3000 inhabitants. Its people are mostly Greek Chti-
tians, but it contains a Latin ~minary, and also a Protestant missionary
school. It is supposed to be the ancient Giloh, the home of Ahith-
ophel the Gilonite, J)avid’~ ~t counselor. * It is mentioned in
——

● 2 Sam. xv. 12; xvi. 23.
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Joshua xv.51, among the towns in th~territoryof Judah. Here a
road turns off to the right, passing B& J#la, and running direct to
Solomon’s Pools and Hebron without passing through Bethlehem.

In the forks of the road stands a Mohammedan wely, marking the
spot which has been regarded from the fourth century as the site of
Rachel’s Tomb.* The present structure is modern, and is a small
stone building surmounted by a plastered and whitewashed dome, with
a room on the. eastern side open to the north, designed for a sheltered
place of prayer. Travelers have usually spoken of this as certainly the

RACHEL’S TOMB.

spot where Rachel was buried ; but while its proximity to Bethlehem is
well suited to the statement that when Rachel died “ there was but a little
way to come to Ephrath, which is Bethlehem,”~ the supposition that
this is the true site is in palpable conflict with a statement found in
I Satnuel x. 2, where Samuel says to Saul) “When tho” art ‘eParted
from me to-day, then thou shalt find two men by Rachel’s tomb in the
border of henjamin.” This shows that Rachel’s tomb, as known, and

doubtless correctly known, in Samuel’s time was in the border of
Benjamin, and this, as we have just seen above, passed along the
northern border of the Plain of Repbaim, about three miles farther
north, and a little more than five miles from Bethlehem. This distance

could be properly called “a little way to come to Bethlehem” inas-

* See Robinson, L 219. t Gen. XXXV.16-zo.
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much as the comparison was with the distance to Bethel whence Jacob
started, which is 18 miles from Bethlehem. The original tomb had

stood about seven hun(ired years when Samuel mentioned it, and it
was probably destroyed after this, and the new structure erected in
the wrong place. In the seventh century a pyramid stood in place of

the present we]y.

$ II.

BETHLEHEMAND ITS VICINITV.

After passing Rachel’s Tomb we soon enter the northern suburb of
Bethlehem. Just as the road is about to become a street by passing
between rows of houses you turn to the left a short distance, on a short
ridge jutting out to the east, to examine the so-called David’s Well,—
the well from which a drink of water was brougilt to David by three
of Ills heroes, who fought their way through the Piliiis’tine lines and
back in order to bring it.* The well is a very large rock-hewn
cistern, 40 or so feet square, with six openings into it from the
surface. ‘he foundations of a ruined building which once covered
all but one of the openings are distinctly traceable. At i>resent it con-
tains but littie water, and the amount of surface which could have
drained into it mr.rst always have been small, as it occupies the top of
the ridge, with very littie level surface about it. From tilis point there
is a very good view of Bethlehem ,—tile view given in the cut on the
opposite page. The oki city iies on a ridge over against the one on
which you stand, and parallel to it, the town stretching along its sun)-
mit from east to west, wi~iie a deep vaiiey, whose bottom and terraced
sides are weil cultivated, lies between. Tile eastern extremity of the
town and of the ridge is occupied by the buiidings of the Convent and
Church of the Nativity, oniy a small part of which is seen in the cut,
while the western end, which is higi}er, is occupied by some new
schools and convents. With the exception of the new buildings just
mentioned, the to\vn i~as a duii leaden ai)pearance, the result of the
long exposure of its stone walls to the action of the atmosphere. But
tilere is a new Bethlehem, as there is a new Jerusalem. When you
return from David’s Well to the road you enter a street which passes
for two or ti]ree htlndred yards between rows of newly-constructed
houses, and son]e yet in course of construction, whose wails of yeliow-
ish-white limestone present a most pleasing contrast to the leaden hue

● z Sam. xxiii.14-17.
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of the older town. This and the old town lie at a right angle to each
other. On entering the old town you turn square to the left, ride
through the principal bazaar, which has a somewhat lively business
aspect, and pius on to the Church of the Nativity, at the eastern end
of the town, its principal relic of antiquity. This is an irregular,
antique, and extensive mass of buildings, with much the appearance
of a fortification. It is said to include and cover the very spot in which
Jesus was born and cradled in a manger; and if the evidence of the
fact were conclusive, it would certainly be, as it is held to be by
Latins, Greeks, and Armenians, the most interesting of sacred local-
ities next to the holy sepulchre itself. The author was never able to
obtain from the descriptions of travelers an intelligent conception of
these buildings, and he will not attempt to convey one to others.
Su!Rce it to say, that here are an Armenian, a Greek, and a Latin
monastery and two churches all massed together in one confused pile.
The cut on the opposite page very correctly represents its front as you
approach it from the town. The principal entrance is in the angle of
the building. The oldest part of the structure, the so-called Church
of St. Mary, is said to have been erected by Constantine in the year
330, over the Cave or Grotto of the Nativity. Under the floor of the
eastern end of this church is a flight of stone steps by which we descend
into this artificial cavern. It is 13X yards long by 4 in width, with
a ceiling xo feet high. It is kept continually lighted by a large
number of silver lamps, belonging, some to the Greeks, some to the
Latins, and some to the Armenians, all of whom have a claim on the
place, In a semicircular recess at one side, where a silver star is let
into the pavement, is shown the very spot where Jesus was born, and
on the opposite side is the manger in which he was cradled, This
manger is made of marble. Near by is pointed out the spot where the
wise men kneeled to worship the child, and here hangs a picture of the
scene. The cave winds about in a labyrinthine manner, and at other
points in it are shown a hole in the rock from which water nliracu-
lously sprang up to supply the holy family, the spot at which Joseph
was told to flee into Egypt, another at which some of the infants of
Bethiehem were slain, the chapel and the tomb of Jerome,* and the
tomb of his friend and pupil, Eusebius.

The pnly historical ground for these traditions is the statement of
Justin Mrirtyr, in the second century, that Jesus was said to have been
botri’ in a cavern near Bethlehem. But the Scriptures represent him as

● Jerome lived here as t hermit tbr some years in the latter part of the fourth centwy,
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being born iz Bethlehem, not near it. Luke says that Mary “ brought
forth her first-born son and wrapped him in swaddling-clothes and laid
him in a manger, because there was no room for them in the inn.”*
From this it appears that Joseph sought accornrqodation in the inn,
and could not obtain it because the house was crowded, doubtless by
persons who had come up, like himself, to the enrollment. If the con-
struction of the inn was similar to that of the khiin, which is its modern
representative in Asiatic cities, the first floor of the building was occu-
pied by the animals of the inmates and visitors, the lodgingrooms of
the latter being in the second story. The almost certain inference is

that Joseph took temporary shelter in one of the stalls until room could
be found for him ahove. That the stall should have &en a cave dug
down under the solid rock is in the highest degree improbable. Some
caverns, both natural and artificial, whose openings are in the ties of
hills, are now used for sheltering stock, and perhaps they were anciently,
but none in which the descent is by a steep flight of steps down from
the surface, like those entering a deep cellar. This Cavern of the
Nativity and its connecting apartments appear really to have once been
a cistern of irregular shape, like the so-called Well of David,t for the
reception of rain-water. The following judicious remarks by Dr. Rob-
inson show still further the improbability that it is the place of the
Saviour’s birth: ~~The circumstance of the Saviour’s being born in a

cave would certainly have not been less remarkable than his having
been laid in a manger, and it k natural to suppose that the sacred
writer would not have passed it over in silence. The grotto, more-
over, was and is at some distance from the town, and although there
may be still occasional instances in Judea where a cavern is occupied as
a stable, yet that is not now and never was the usual practice, especially
in towns and their environs. ” Robinson also quotes from Maundrell
the following passage, furnishing a general statement in regard to the
custom of locating the sites of sacred events in caverns: “ I cannot
forbear to mention in this place an observation which is very obvious
to all who visit the Holy Land, viz., that almost all passages and his-
tories related in the Gospels ●re represented by them who undertake
to show where ~verything was done as having been done moat of them
in grottos, and that even in such cases where the conditions and the
circumstances of the actions themselves seem to require placts of

another nature. Thus, if you would see the plaoe where Saint Anne
was delivered of the Virgin, ~ are carried to a grotto; if the phce

“. L~e u. 7. f Sa p. 917.
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of the Annunciation, it isalso a grotto; if the place where the blessed
Virgin saluted Elizabeth; if that of the Baptist’s or our Saviour’s
nativity; if that of the agony, or that of Saint Peter’s repentance,
or that where the Apostles made the creed, or that of the Transfigu-
ration, all these places are grottos. And, in a word, wherever you
go you find almost everything is represented as done under ground.
Certainly grottos were anciently held under great esteem, or else they
could never have been assigned, in spite of all probability, for the
places in which were done so many ancient actions. Perhaps it was
the hermit way of living in grottos, from the fifth or sixth century
downward, that has brought them ever since to be in so great repu-
tation. ”*

In the last sentence of this extract is stated the true explanation of
the phenomenon in question, and it coincides with history; for scarcely
any of these underground localities were located by tradition, until
after monks and hermits had begun to swarm into the Holy Land
and burrow in the earth to make their miserable habitations.

The tradition that Joseph and Mary continued to reside in the cavern

until their flight into Egypt is still more improbable than that they
were there wbm Jesus was born ; for during the forty days between
the birth of the child and his presentation in the temple,~ or during
tbe ~riod wh~h ela~d between the latter event and the arrival of
the Magi, Jo~h certainly had time and opportunity to procure better
lodgings. We dismiss the tradition connected with this snass of
buildings as entirely void of rational foundation; and although, unlike
Robinson, we went in and saw what was to be seen, we did so merely
to witness the methods by which the tradition is kept alive, and by
which it makes its impression on the minds of the superstitious. In
the reception-room of the Latin Convent are magnificent portraits of
the present Emperor and Empress of Austria,—a present to the monks
from the emperor.

The tradition-mongers show other spots about Bethlehem wh=
identity is about on a par with some of those in the Grotto of the
Nativity. For example, a short distance southeast of the convent they
show the Milk Grotto, another cavern which the holy family occupied,
and on the floor of which Mary spilled some breast-milk. The limestone
dust of the floor, or a piece of the soft rock crumbled into powder,

is a sovereign remedy for all nursing women who furnish an insufficient
Wantity of milk. On the eastern slope of the ridge is the Field of the

● BiblicalResearches,i 417. t Luke ii. zz; Lev. xii. a.
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Shepherds, in which they were watching their flocks when the angel
appeared to announce the birth of Jesus. Strangely enough, this an-
nouncement also occurred in a grotto, now surrounded by olive-trees,
and called the Grotto of the Shepherds.

The population of Bethlehem, which was estimated at the time of
Robinson’s visit, in 1838, at 3000, is now estimated at 5000. It has
grown in size and business importance, as well as in population. The
inhabitants are nearly all Christians of the Greek and Latin Churches,
but there are a few Mohammedans. The chief business of the place,

apart from the usual traffic in food and raiment, is the manufacture of
toys, beads, crucifixes, and personal ornaments from mother-of-pearl
and from olive-wood. The mother-of-pearl is taken from shells which
are found in the Red Sea.

Between two and three miles southeast of Bethlehem are some ruins
on a hill, called by the natives AZAizbct Tcki’a, the Ruins of Tekoah.
It was the home of the prophet Amos;* it was in the wilderness, as .
it still is, in the days of Jehoshaphat ;t it was the home of the wise
woman whom Joab employed to induce David to recall Abaalom out ‘
of banishment;~ and it was one of the fifteen cities of Judah that were
fortified by Rehoboam.$

Farther on in the same direction, about five miles southeast of Beth-
lehem, is the so-called Frank Mountain, more properly Herodium. It
is a hill in the form of a truncated cone, 400 feet high above the sur-
rounding level, and crowned with the rnins of a palace built by Herod
the Great. It is so steep that one has to dismount in order to reach
the summit. The top, which is about 330 yards in circumference, is
like the crater of a volcano in form, the walls around the rim having
maintained their original elevation , while those of the interior have
sunk, perhaps to fill up vaults and passagea beneath them. Jose#htts
says that the hill was built artificially, and perhaps this is true of a
portion of the top. He also says that it was ascended by a flight of
200 steps of polished stones, and that it was supplied with water from
a great distance,ll We can distinctly trace the remains of an aqueduct
coming from the west, which seems to have tapped the aqueduct which
runs from Solomon’s pOOIS @ Bethlehem and Jerusalem. The valley
beneath the mountain, on t~ northwest side, is crossed by a massive
wall, above which is a pooI about 65 yards square, with an island of
stone in its cenpe. Near the pool is a large cistern containing water,

● Amos ii. I ; vii. 14. ts Chron. xx. am
? a Chron. xi. 5-10.

$ a San. xiv, z, 44
I Ant., XV. 9, 4.
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which is wed by tb” natives in the vicinity, and on the western slope
of thehili are several other cisterns, now dry. Same of the fortifica-
tion wall which surrounded the base of the hill is still standing on the
northern side, and at the northwest corner are the ruins of the gate-
way which opened through this wall. The name Herodium was given
to the place not only because Herod had a palace there, but because
he was buried the,e, in compliance with his own directions given before
his death. He led at Jericho, but was carried to HerOdium on a
golden bier adorned with precious stones and hangings of purple, ac-
companied by his entire army in military array.* The view from the
tcp of the hill is wirwsy-esd and interesting. To the east and scmth it
extends over ~he aesolate hills and gorges of the wilderness bordering
oil the Dead Sea, with a portion of the sea in view, and the mountain
wall of Moab bounding the eastern horizon. To the west and uorth
it takes in much of the hill country of Judah, including msny vi!lages
and the tops of historical mountains. The hill is known to the Ar’abs
as Jebel Xkrei ‘ais, or Mountain of Paradire.

Just south of the Frank Mountain runs the valley called Wady Urtds,
which descends from the Pods of Solomon, and on the southern side
of this valley is an immense natural cavern, which was long believed
to be the Cave of Adullam, in which David and his men found refuge
in the early part of his banishment from the court of Saul.~ But it
has been settled by the researches of Robinson and others that this is
a mistaken identification, and they find Adullam in the hiils bordering
on the land of the Philis’tines.

SOLOMON’S POOLSANt)

Among the most remarkable remains

AQUEDU~.

of antiquity in all Palestine
are the three large reservoirs called Solomon’s Pools. Tiney are re-
markable both for the labor and expense employed in their construc-
tion and for, their durability. They are situated about two miles south-
west of Bethlehem, at the head of a narrow valley called Wady Ur’tW,
which descends eastward past the Frank Mountain, $ and thence to the
Dead Sea. The uppermost of the three k at the extreme head of the
valley, the Hebron road from Jerusalem passing along its western side
within a few f~-t of its wall. It is 380 feet long from west to east,
229 feet wlcie at the western end, and 236 at the eastern end. It is

● Ant., xvii. 8,3; War, i. 33, g. ~ x San]. xxii. x; a Sam. xxiii. x3, ~ St t p. 221.
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dug down into the solid rock, walled with substantial masonry, and
cemented. It is 25 feet deep, and was about half full of water in
May, 1879. It has a flight of well-preserved steps six feet wide, de-
scending to the bottom at the aoutheaat corner, and along that side,
as well as the western, the earth outside is almost on a level with the
wall. Openings through the wall at the level of the outside surface
admit the surfacedrain in winter, but the surface which slopes toward
the pool is of small extent. The wall is in a good state of preser-
vation, except.at the middle of the western end, where a section of it
about ao feet wide and xa feet deep has fallen in and made quite a
mound of earth and stones inside. The cement of this pool is much

broken, and the deposit which has settled on the bottom supports a
rank growth of mOSS.
. The second pool is about 50 yards ftiher down the valley. It is

much longer than the uppermost, and on account of the more rapid
descent and widening of the valley it is much wider at the lower than
at the upper end. Its length is 423 feet, its width at the upper end
160 feet, and at the lower em-l 25s feet. It is 39 feet deep at the lower
end. Its bottom is not level like that of the one above, but slopes from
the sides toward the middle with the natural. slope of the sides of the
valley. The entire bottom and sides are cemented, and the cement is
in a perfect state of preservation, —not blackened with age, but fresh
and clean. Ithas two fljghts of steps, both entering from the corners
on the northern side. In the deepeat part of the valley just above it
there is a small circular reservoir apparently intended as a settling-basin
for surface-water and for any which might overflow from the pool above.
An opening through the wall of the pool near its top receives the
overflow from the settlingbasin. Thbmson saw both this and the
upper pool full of water and overflowing into the third. *

The lowest pool, which is much the largest of all, is about 50 yards
below the second, and the perpendicular height of each of the upper
two above its lower neighbor is about 20 feet. The lowest is 582 feet
long, x48 feet wide at the up~r end, and 207 feet at the lower end.
It is narrower than either of the othem, but much longer. It is also
much deeper, being 50 feet deep at the lower end. Its bottom is com-
posed of several layers of the natural rock dropping off like terraces
toward the middle, and al] well cemented, The cement on this, as
on the middle pool, is well pre~rved and fresh in appearance. It also
h a settling-basin at its upper ~d, and a bro~ flight of steps at its

● Ix. 4aa,
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southeast corner. It contained less water than either of the othersin
1879, but a water-line distinctly traceable on the” cement at the level
of an overflow-channel near the top of the lower wall shows that it is
often full. The other pools have no overflow-channel, showing that
this one was expected to overflow more copiously or more frequently
than the others. The lower end-wall of this pool, unlike the others,
is almost entirely without. support from earth outside of it, tj~e more
rapid descent of the valley at this point leaving it entirely above the
surface, Consequently it is built with immense thickness, and is sup-
ported by an immense buttress in the middle. Under this buttress
there is an arched passage passing through it, through the wall, and
for a considerable distance under the bottom of the pool. A stream
of water flows along the floor of the passage, coming from a spring
under the bottom of the pool. The workmen who constructed the
pool evidently found this spring in the bottom of the valley, and know-
ing that if they attempted to stop its flow it might eventually force its
way through and cause a leak, they arched it over and gave its water
a free passage under the pool into the valley below.

SOLOhfON’S POOI.S.

The aggregate surface of these three pools is about 6X acres, and
their immense capacity is realized when we observe that if they were
thrown into one they would make a sheet of water 6% acres in extent,
with a depth (taking the average of their greatest depths) of 38 feet.
From this observation we also more fully realize the immensity of
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labor involved in their construction, as well as the skill which has
caused them to stand so complete and entire to the present day. Im-
mediately north of the uppermost pool, and but a few yards from it,
stands an old fortified khiln, intended as a stopping-place for caravans
and as a station for soldiers to guard the road and the pools. The
cut on the preceding page presents an imperfect view of the pools,
with the kh?m on the left.

The sources of supply for these reservoirs are almost as interesting
as the pools themselves. That for the upper two is a fountain 220

yards northwest of the uP-

permost pool, and about

50 feet perpendicular up

the slope of the ridge

which rises in that direc-

tion, This fountain is in
an underground chamber

cut down into the solid

rock, then arched over

with masonry and covered

with earth, so that but for

the place of entrance it

could not be distinguished

from the surrounding sur-

face. When first discov-
ered in modern times its

entrance was through an

opening like a cistern’s

mouth, which would be

passed unobserved by one

walking over the culti-

vated field in which it . .
lies. It was entered by sliding and climbing down in a very disagree-

able manner. When Robinson visited the spot the opening was
covered by a stone so heavy that he and his companion were not able

to remove it. * Recently the earth has heen dug away from the front

of it and a wall built up, through which a wooden door gives admit-

tance to the flight of stairs that descend to the floor of the chamber.

The stairs enter on’ a level with the arch of the ceiling, and descend

12% feet to the floor. The above cut represents it as it was before

* I.475.
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this improvement wasmade, the opening in thedistance towards which
the man is climbing being the former entrance. The chamber is 41
feet long from east to west and xx~ feet wide. Its floor and walls are
the natural rock, and the arch above rests on the natural surface of
this rock. In the middle of the floor is a basin cut down into the
rock, 7 feet long, nearly 3 feet wide, and 3 feet 4 inches deep, into
which the water is collected” from two spring heads. One of these is
in the northwestern corner of the chamber, and its water, instead of
flowing to the basin oven the floor, flows into it through a circular
orifice cut under the floor: The other stream comes in from the north

through a similar orifice under the floor, and its spring head is in a
smaller chamber at ‘a right angle to the principal one, and x2% feet
long by xo wide. The ceiling of this smaller chamber is also arched,

and there is an opening to the air through its top like the mouth of a
cistern. The door leading into it is seen in the left-hand side of the
cut .

About I z inches from the bottom of the collecting-basin there is an
outflow orifice towards the south, through which the water passes as it
accumulates, leaving about a foot of water constantly in the basin.
This outflow orifice leads into an arched passage, along the floor of
which the water flows due south about 30 feet, where the passage turns
into the direction of the uppermost pool. This passage, the mouth
of which is seen in the right-hand side of our cut, is for a short dis-
tance three feet wide and eight or nine feet high; but thence it is nar-
rower and lower. It is a trenci~ cut into the natural rock, and covered
with slabs of stone laid across the top, with the earth replaced above
them. The water is the coolest that we found in all Palestine, except
near the foot of Mount Hermon where the springs are supplied from
the melting snow. It was probably collected thus deep under ground
in order to protect it from the hot sun, and to keep it pure.

The water, thus springing from a fountain once concealed, and run-
ning down the slope through a hidden channel, makes its appearance
near the northwest corner of the upper pool in a well. On a platform

of rock, elevated a few feet above the surrounding surface, is a well’s
mouth, the stone curb of which is worn into scallops four inches deeF
by the abrasion of ropes used in drawing water. This opening paswf
through the vaulted ceiling of a chamber below, in the bottom of
which the water from the fountain above described is collected in I
rm.tnd well, and stands three feet deep. From the top of the ~vell
curb to the bottom of this shallow well k 27 feet. The chamber i
reached by a narrow flight of stairs descending from the platform
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On the south si(ie of the platform is a long stone watering-trough (or
the use of passers-by.

The water from the fountain-head before descending into this well
first enters a small distributing basin only six feet beneath the surfxe.
It is a circular stoqe basin about three feet in diameter, with an orifice
at one side, through which a part of the water flows to the uppermost
pool, and another by which the remainder of the water flows into the
chamber and well just described. Thence a still deeper underground

channel conducts it along the northern side of the uppermost pool to
another distributing basin, about six feet under ground, close to the
corner of the micidle pool. Here the stream is again divided into

two, one of which continues down the valley, and the other’ runs into
the adjacent po(J1. Thus it appears that these two pools are supplied
by a constant flow of part of the water from the fountain. At each
of the distributing basins it would be the work of but a moment to
stop up the channel leading into the pool and turn all the water into
the aqueduct, or thatledding into the aqueduct and turn it all into
either pool. In both pools, at the corners neareat the distribute ng
basins, the water can be seen flowing in.

The third pool receives no water at all from the aqueduct. Its sup-
ply is from another aqueduct coming from the south, which starts from
W&ly el Beer (valley of wells), about 3% miles distant. A hill about
xoo feet nigh rises from the southern side of the lowest pool, and the
aqueduct, after winding around the southern slope of this hill, to a
point nearly half way up the hill and opposite the middle of the pool,
etnpties into an open stone channel which runs straight down the hill-
si(ie and ernl)ties into the pool over the top of its wall. No water was
flowing through this aqueduct in hfay, 1879. Itsfountain had run dry,
or the aqueduct had been broken. In consequence of this failure of its
usuai source of supply. there was less water in this pool than in either
of the others.

The aque(iuct already described as supplying the two upper pools is
the beginning of Solomon’s aque{luct. It conveys water to Iiethlehem
and Jerusalem, and its construction has been ascriberi, like that of the
pools, to %lomon. It is a very common mistake of writers and trav-
elers to represent these pOOIS as supplying the aqueduct, and also to
represent each upper pOOI m supplying the’ one below it. The pools
have no connection with one another; the lowest has no connection
at all with the aqueduct, and the upper two, instead of supplying the

aqueduct, receive their supply from it. The pools were evidently in-
tended for the storage of a vast quantity of water, which might be
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used to irrigate the fields in the valley below, and, in case of necessity,
to temporarily supply the aqueduct. There is no indication, however,
that a connection for the latter purpose was ever established.

The aqueduct, after supplying the second pool, continues down the
slope of the valley past the third pool, and a short distance below the
northeast corner of this latter pool it receives an addition to its current
by the entrance of another aqueduct from the south, which crosses the
valley on a low wall. The author traced this latter aqueduct to a
small opening in the ground about 200 yards distant, through which
he clambered, and found a small rock-cut chamber, with an arched
roof, into which the stream finds its way, and whence it flows into the
aqueduct. This chamber is 21 feet long, t sfi feet wide, and 9 feet
high. The opening by which I gained atimittance was made by the
falling of a stone from the arch of the ceiling near its northern emi.
The stream flowing hence is weak, but ere it reaches the principal
aqueduct it receives the one which flows from under the third pool,
and the two together make a considerable addition to that in the aque-
duct, compensating it for the loss of the water which supplies the
two upper pools. The basins in which these streams unite with one
another are open to the air, and are examined without difficulty,
From the point of their intersection the principal aqueduct may be
said to fairly start on its way to Jerusalem. Thus far it has descended
by a steep slope nearly Ioo feet below its fountain-head, but in the
remainder of its course its fall is barely sufficient to give its water a
steady flow.

It winds around the sides of the hills on a bench cut for it, and this
bench is a good roadway .as far as Bethlehem, The mode of construc-
tion was first, af~er cutting this bench, to lay down a course of stone
slabs for a foundation. On these were laid the earthen pipes to con-
vey the water, their ends fitting into one another and being made
water-tight by cement. Then, for the protection of the pipe, it was
cctiered with stones of irregular shape laid ih a mass of cement.
The pipe is about eight inches in interior diameter. At intervals
along the way to Bethlehem there are square ol)enings in the top
tha! serve as drinking-places for passing men and animals, an(l they
can be utilized for the purl)ose of irrigation. A board s]i]jped
down on the lower side of the opening, so as to obstruct tile flow,

or a bunch of straw stuffed into the orifice below the opening, would

cause the water to overflow and spread itself over the hillside and
valley below, or to run into irrigating channels in any direction.
On reaching the southeastern suburb of Bethlehem the aqueduct passes
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through a kind of cistern, which it keeps supplied with water for public

use. (_)n the northern side of the hill on which David’s Well is situ-

alerl, a woman brought the author a drink of water from one of Its
openings. ‘1’he aqueduct lies by the side of the road leading from

Jerusalem to Bethlehem at many places; it crosses the VJlley of Gihon,
M formerly remarked (page ZOZ), on arches built for its support, nnd
for that of the I+ethlehem road, which crosses by the side of it ; thence
it win(is around the southern and eastern sides of Mount Zion to the
!wint at which David Street crosses the Tyropeou Valley to the temple
mount ; crosses the same valley under that street, and enters the temple
mount. Its connections within that mount must remain unknown

until the Turkish authorities shall allow the excavations to be made
wilich are necessary to the unveiling of its mysteries. At the crossing

place of the Valley of Gihon the author found a small opening broken
into the top of the aqueduct, into which he inserted his hand and
found the pipe nearly full of water.

Tile generally received opinion that the pools and aqueduct just
described were constructed by Solomon, has been called in question
by some recent explorers, among whom are Lieutenant Conder, who
expresses the opinion that both were constructed by Pontius Pllatc. *
The same opinion is expressed in Baedeker’s Handbook (254), and it
is based on statements made by Josephus. This imthor says in his
work on the Jewish War,? that Piiate raised a disturbance among the
Jews “ by expending that sacred treasure called corban upon aque-
ducts, whereby he brought water frotn the distance of/our Autzdmi
jut-long s.” But in describing the same incident in his Antiquities ~
he uses the following language: “ But Pilate undertook to bring a
current of water to Jerusalem, and did it with the sacred money, and
derived the origin of the stream from the distance of two hundred fur-
longs. However, the Jews were not pleased with what ha[i been done
about this water; and many ten thousmds of the people got together
and made a clalnor against him, and insisted that ile should leave off
that design. ” Here the distance is stated at half what it is in the other
book. %haps in the former statement he meant the distance me&-
ured along tile aqueduct, and in the latter the d]stance in an air-l lne.
But ~oo furlongs, 50 miies, is four times the length of the aqueduct in
question, and 200 furlongs., 25 miles, is three :Itnes the distance to tile
head of this aqueduct. Twenty-five miles would reach far beyond the

● Tent-Work ]n Palestine, i. 186. t B. i,. chap. ix. ? 4.
$ b. xvii]. chap. m. ~ 2.
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range of hills high enough to semi a current of water to Jerusalem.
It must, then, be an exaggeration ; and it would be so enormous if Lhe
reference were to this aqueduct, that we must suppose he referred to
some other. Again, the fact that the existing work conveys water to
the sacred precincts of the temple, ])oints not so much to a heathen
procurator for its origin, as to a religious king like Solomon. Further-
more, the extensive system of cisterns and reservoirs wilbin the ten~ljle
inclosure, evidently demanding and contemplating some such source
of supply, points to the builder of the temple as the constructor of
the aqueduct, seeing that without it the temple would have no water
except from the rainfall on its own premises. Again, that Solomon
did construct pools of water worthy of being mentioned among the
great achievements of his reign, he himself asserts in the well-known
passage, ~~I made me pOO]Sof water, to water therewith the wood that

bringeth forth trees.”* The pools at the head of this aqueduct answer
well to these words, and there are no others in all the land so worthy
of being thus mentioned. They must have been intended primarily
for the purpose of irrigation, and only secondarily, if at all, for the
supply of the aqueduct. There is no little confirmation of this view
in the statement made by Josephus, that “ There was a place about
fifty furlongs (six miles) distant from Jerusalem, which is called
Etham; very pleasant it is in fine gardens al:d abounding in rivulets
of water; thither did he [Solomon] use to go out in the morning sit-
ting on high in his chariot. ”t This place was in the vicinity of Beth-
lehem and Tekoa, as appears from 2 Chron. xi. 6, where itis said to
have been fortified by Rehoboam, the son of Solomon. The ruins of
such a town are now seen a short distance below the pools. In the
light of these considerations it seems best to retain the former opinion
that the pools are almost certainly the work of Solomon, ami that,
while it is possible that some one else may have constructed the aque-
duct, it is more likely thist this also is the work of him who built the
temple, and who could not have left it unsul@led with water.

The preceding conclusion is strengthened by the fuct that another
aqueduct, called the .!VoncAquekct, has been discovered and traced,
which answers much better to the description of Pilate’s work given

by Jcrsephus. A short piece of it has long been observed by travelers
a few hundred yards east of Rachel’s tomb, and Dr. Bfirclay discovered
other pieces near the convent of Mar Myas (see page 2x5) and on the
Plain of Rephaim. He ascertained that it is on a level sufficiently

— —-.—

● titles. ii. 6. t Ant., viii, 7,3.
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high to reach tlw uplwr pool of GilIon, and to run water into the
moat of the citmlul ; ami he concludes that its water is referred to by
Josephus when he speaks of water that was brought into the tower of
Hippicus. * It was made of cubical stones perforated with a bore six
to eight inches in diameter, w~th a conical point on one fitted into a
conical openiog in the next, and made water-tight by cement. Lieu-
tenant Conder, in his careful survey of the country, traced out much
more of its course and found its fountain-head. While camped time
miles north of Hebron, 3300 feet above the level of the sea, he found
on another hill north of his camp the head of this aqueduct. It is “ thir-
teen miles from Jerusalem as the crow flies, and forty-one and a half
by the a’queduct, the fall being 365 feet. ”t This is doubtless the foun-
tain referred to by Josephus in (he quotations above made from him
(page 229), and it appears that while his 200 furlongs, 25 miles, is about
double the distance in an airline, his 400 furlongs, 50 miles, for the
length of the aqueduct itself, is only 8% miles out of the way.

$ Iv.

TOWARD THE DEAD SEA AND THE JORDAN.

The valley of the Kedron, after running nearly due south for about
a mile ldow the city, turns abru])tiy tothesoutheast, and thence passes
on to the Dead Sea, growing cieeper, narrowet-, and more [icsolate x it
advances. t3n its southern side, shout nllle miles from Jerusalem, is
the ancient Greek convent of Afiir .3u&z, hint S.ihas. About the mid-
dle of the fifth century [Ilis saint took up his resdence here in a cave
which ha(~ been occupied by a lion. One day the saint came in and
found the lion at home. He sad his pr.iyers, so the story goes, then
laid himself down and went to sleep. The lion twice dragged him
out, but he persisted in returnlngj so the lion submitted to the intru-
sion and both lived together in peace until the lion died. The monas-
tery WASbuilt over the cave, though it had to be fastened to the side
of an almost perpendicular I.)htff 590 feet from the bottom of the gorge.
It has been frequently pillaged and partially ruined in the course of
ages, but it was thoroughly repaired by the Russians in 1840. It is
regarded with the greatest veneration by the Greek Church. It is now
occupied by about 40 monks, who ]ive entirely Ilpon vegetable diet,
and have no conlmunication with the outside world, except when trav-

—— .—__ ______ __——.——

● L’ily01Great King, 319, JJs., War, v. vu. 3. t Tent-Work, u. 76.
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elers call to visit their strange abode. No woman is wlmitted within
the walls on any ]jretext whatever. The monks have [msservt!d the
skrrils of their deceased brethren, and the chamber in which they are
kept is said to contain x~,ooo oi tl]em. It would be impossible to
convey to the rea(ier a clc~r conception of tile building itself hy a
mere description. It is mark up of an “ odd mixture of natural rock
and masonry, ” anti Dr. Bartlett aptly compares it, wlwn seen at a dis-
tance, to “ a nest of swallows in the si~le of a huge sand-bank or a
wasp’s nest glued to a rock.”* From the convent it is but a short
ride to the northern end of the Dead Sea, and many travelers take this
route to the sea, returning to Jerusalem by way of Jericho.

Ii, oil leaving Jerusalem by St. Stephen’s gate, and crossing to the
Garden of Getiwemane, we pass along the right-hand side of that
inciosure, we are on the r(Jad to Jericim. It passes along tile front of
the Mount of olives, gradually ascending, winds around its soutilern
siope about xoo feet beiow its summit, aid crosses a depression which
C(JI?fleCts that mount wit]] the Moljllt of offense. The ro.rd then
,ii:s~eIIdS ai.rout 100 feet, curves to tile ielt to pass the iled of a gnrge,

A.LCI:(:SJgatn aiong the southern slope of the sourheasrern spur or’ the
.$i!,l~ll[ of olives, winds around to tile e~>tern side of Ibis >i~ur, m)d

i JSX, by lletirany, wiiich it leaves on the left. This Vlil:lge IS CLl]iKd
by tile Ar’iibs c1 Azariych, a “i]ame derived iroln Lmurus. ‘1’he Vliiage

COIISIQ> of 30 or 40 rniserai-de hovels, inlmbi{ed oniy by Ar’~bs. 11s

most conspicuous object is part of ail aucient tower Imill oi <iraited
stones, trw origin of wilich M not kl)own. Churches and ]))onaster}es
were erected ilere at an eariy period, but they imve ali perkhd. The
traveler IS led down a flight oi 26 stone steps, ali ieaLi JIIg underground

through the soiid rock, to bei~oid tile tomb wi~ence Laz~rus was tailed
from the dead. There is noti]ing visible wilici~ resembies a Jewish
scpulchre, and if the cavern in wi)ici~ L~zarus was burled is stiii in
existence at all it is far more likely that It M one of many caverns out-
side the viilage to the south and southeast ti~an in tile very ileart of the
village itself.

A foot-path runs from Bethany in almost a direct line to the top of
the Mount of Olives. It is much shorter than the road described
above, and it wouid be chosen by footmen and by persons with un-
loaded antmaIs going into the city, but on accourrt of the steep ascent
of the Mount of Olives it would be avoided in coming out of the city.
It was doubtiesa foilowed by Jesus in hs triumphal entry ana in his

● From Egypt 10Palestmc,+
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usual walks into the city from Be;ktny, hut he returned by the oti~er
road. ‘lltis accounts for the fact that when he cursed the tig-tree on
his way il]to the city, the disciples did not discover that it had with-
ered until they were going in again the next morning; they missed
seeing it in the afternoon because they took the other road. *

011 tile right halId of this path, as it neurs the top of the Nfoont of
olives, the foundations of a house have recently been uncovered, whwil
many sul)pose to mark the site of Bethphage. If this identification

should lwove to he correct it will rn~ke certain the suppositm th~t
Jesus followed this route in his triumphal entry.

‘1’he road after leaving Bethany soon ascends a hill On which Martha
is supposed to have met Jesus, t and then about a mile farther it de-
scends into a narrow valley calle(i Wii[iy el HOd (valley of the water-
ing-place), in which about a mile farther we find a fount~in, This is

probably the ‘‘ waters of En-shemesh, ” mentioned in the southern line

of the tribe of Benjzrnin,$. and near here must have been Bahurim, for
as we approach the fountain the road passes along the back of a de-

scending ridge with one much higher to the left separated by a narrow
valley. As !)avid passed along the former Shimei could have passed
along the latter, throwing stones and hurling curses, while Abishai was
chafing to go over and take otT his head. $ The fountain sends forth a
stream from an orifice three feet from the ground. The temperature
of the water in April, 1879, was 75°. A winter torrent flows along the
bed of the valley, and the road crosses it a short d]stance below the
fountain. l’his is the brook of water referred to by tile woman of
Bahurim when, having hid Hushai’s messengers to D&vi(l in her well,
she told the pursuers that rhey had gone over ‘‘ the brook of water. ” II

From this point the road continues to descenti, with now and then
a short level stretch, and usually very rough. In places the lower side
of the road as it ])asses deep ravines is supported by a wall, and in
others the torrent bed crosses it. There are evidences everywhere of
a great rush of water along the torrent beds during the winter rains.

About half way to Jericho the road crosses the saddle of a high ridge
in passing from one wady to another, and here is the traditional site
of the parable of the Good Samaritan. q On the right-hand side of
the road there is a perpendicular overhanging rock, with a shallow

● Mark xi, Ia-aa. t John xi. 20. $ Josh. XV.7.
? 2 Sam. xvi. 5-14. I a Sam. xvii. :5-so.
~ “ The place,” as our DragomarI e~d it, 4’where theGood Samaritan fell among

thmvcs.”
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cavern excavated in itsside, which affords theonlyshadein thevicioity,
and furnishes a favorite lunching-place for travelers. Acrosstlw road,

on the north, are the ruins of an old khan, 150 feet sqlmre, with two
immense cisterns near the centre. One of these is caved in, but the
other still holds water, and from it the animals of passing caravans are
watered. On a high hill, a short dismnce to the northeast of [his
khan, are the ruins of an old fortification, strongly built, with a deep
ditch around it cut in the naturai rock. It was built to make secure
for travelers a road which has been more noted for the depredations
of roldxz-rs than any other road Ieadiug out from Jerusalem. It WLN

on this account that the scene of the parable of the Good Samaritan
was located on this road.

After crossing the ridge just mentioned the road descends more
rapidly, but the hills descend more rapidly still. All is wild anti des-
olate. The road bed has been often shifted lIy the violence of the
winter torrents, and, though often repaired, it is still in some places
scarcely passable for loaded ani reals. Several Europeans of wealth
have in the last few years, after passing over it, appropriated consider-
able sums of money for its partial improvement. It is utterly impass-
able for wheeled vehicles. When within about three miles of the Jor-
dan Valley you see W~dy Kelt, a deep, wild gorge, a short distance to
the left; and when within about a quarter of a mile of the valley you
pass along the edge of the precipice which forms the southern side of
this chasm. It is the darkest and most desolate looking gorge in all
Palestine. On eit!ler side is a perpendicular wall of dark-brown rock,
having a rotten and crumbling appearance, and the narrow bottom of
the chasm lies more than 2000 feet below the road. A noisy stream
dashes along its rocky be(i, distinctly heard on the road above, and a
narrow line of verdure marks its course. On one occasion the author
entered this gorge at its mouth, where it breaks out into the plain,
and ascended it about a mile, partly on horseback and partly on foot.
It is scarcely possible to conceive the wild and desolate grandeur of
the place. Its brown walls are only ahout 20 yards a[wt, and they
rise so high and steep as to shut out all the sky, except a narrow strip
overhewl. There is no reason to doubt that it is the “ brook Cherish, ”
in which Elijah was hi(iden and fed by ravens until the brook ran dry. *
It is the only brook “ before Jordan” suitable for such concealment,
The stream flowing through is sometimes a violent torrent, as appears
from the large rocks in its bed, broken and rounded by the rush of the

● x Kings xv!i. 3-7,
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water. Contier saw it swelled by rain in a quarter of an hour till it was
in places 8 or I o feet cieep.* The whl y heads near the road from Jeru-

salem to Bethel. Nearly four miles above its mouth are the remains of a
magnificent aqueduct, which once conveyed a portion of its water along
a higher level for the purpose of irrigation. That portion of the wiidy
which flows through the Jordan Plain will be described in connection
with the localities in that plain, Chapter VIII., $ x.

nr THE HILLS OF BENJAMIN.

There are three frequented routes from Jerusalem leading northward
across the highlands of the land of 13enjarnin,-the central ridge
road leadiilg directly to Bethel, Nabltts, and Galilee, a road starting

from the northeast corner of Jerusalem and passing in a northeasterly
direction to Michmash, and another turning to the left from the first
mentioned road about a mile north of the city, and running northwest

to Mizpeh and Cl km. In starting for the latter points, however, one
may go out the Joppa gate and pass between the city and the Russian
property. We wIII follow these three routes separately in mentioning
the localities reached by them, beginni~g with the northeastern, which
is nearest to the line last pursued.

The road from the northeast corner of Jerusalem descends into the
upper and broader lxwt of the Valley of the I@iron, and thence,
running northeast, climbs tile ridge of. Scopus. Here it path turns to
the right, and leads to a small village called El Isiwiyeh, supposed to
be the site of the ancient AGb.t Avoidir,g tliis path and crossing a
wiidy ( W&iy Sulem’) to the next rjdge, we come to Ana’ta, the an-
cient .4nathoth, which is about three miles northeast of Jerusalem.
It is a village of mean houses nestled among the ruins of better
buildings. ‘~on]bs, broken columns, and ruined walls are seen on
every ham 1, and well-shaped building stones are seen here and there
in the rude stone fences. The village is occupied by about 20 families,
and they Qre planting young orchards of tigs and olives.

Beyond An:ithoth the road crosses another narrow vailey with steep
sides, ~])d then descends into W&dy F~ra, a rich and well-cultivated
valley, (wntaining some excellent springs. This wady descends into
Widy Kelt (the Cherith), and its sprii]gs are tributary to the stream

* Tell[-Wurk, II, ~z. T I Sam. xxii. xll, 19; Isa. x. 32.
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which flows along the bed of the latter. Dr. Barclay thought that he
discovered in this w&iy tlw fountains of Enon where John baptized,
some half-dozen springs along its course supplying a stream in which
he found many natural pools from two to six feet deep;* but Enon
has since been identified on W&l y Far’rab, a stream running from Mount
Ebal to the Jordan. See Chapter- V., $ z. Beyond this vailey, and on
an eminence reached by a long slope covered with well-cultivated fields,
is Jebii’, the ancient Geba. t It is about such a village as Ana’ta, ex-
cel)t that it is more populous. It is about six miles from Jerusalem.

Looking north, and a little east from JcIJA’, we see Michmash, a
similar village, about two miles distant, with a deep valley called
Waciy .%wei’nit lying between. The side of this w&iy next to Jek?i’ can
barely be descended on horseback, and about a mile eastward of the
line between the two villages it becomes so narrow and deep that the
opposite heights are not a mile apart in an air-line, though the gorge
between them is nearly 1000 feet deep. At this point must have been
stationed the armies of Saul and the Philis’tines previous to the famous
feat of Jonathan and his almor-bearer, which resulted in a disastrous
rout of the Philis’tines. $ Saul, with his 600 men, was on the south
side of the valley, with Geba on his left, while the Philis’tines were on
the north side, with Micllmash on their right. The author descended
the valley in front of (.kba, and then rode along its crooked torrent-bed,
covered with large rounded boulders, until he came between the posi-
tions of the two armies, and found that the locality corresponds pre-
cisely to the description given in tile text of Scripture. It is sai(l that
~~between t]le pas=ges by whii]~ Jonathan sought to gO over to tl)e Phil-

istine garrison there was a shurp rock on the one side ami a slmr]) rock
on the other side ; anti the name of the one was Bo’zez, and the name
of the olher Se’neh. ” There they were,— a ]Jrecipice correspontiing to
Se’neh, about 100 feet perpendicular, surmounted by the slope of 800
or 900 feet more, rising up to Saul’s position, and one corresponding
to Bo’zez, on the opposite sitie, about 50 feet high. A little west of
the southern precipice, about where the left flank of Saul’s little army
would be posted, is a descent sufficiently gradual for a man to come
down, and It”might possibly be descended on horseback. There Jon-
athan must have come down into the deep, narrow bed of the gorge,
where he would be invisible to both armies. Then, moving 100 or
more yards down the gorge, there is a break in the precipitous face

● City of Grea~ King, 558-6s.

T Also called Ghah. x Sam. xiii. 3; xiv. a, 5. $ x Sam. xiv. I-15.
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of Bo’zez, up which he could climb on his hands and feet, as he di(i, to
the line of the Philistine sentinels. There are many excavations, either

natural or artificial, in the face of the cliffs, and probably these sug-
gested to the Philis’tines, when they saw the two men climbing up, the
~elllark, ~~Behold, the Hebrews come forth out of the holes where they

had hid themselves.”* When the retreat of the Philis’tines began

they must have fled westward past Michmash, while Saul’s army, in
pursuit, rushed westward past Ge’ba, headed the valley, and fell into

the rear of the retreating Philis’tines.
From the eminence on which JeiM’ is situated the eye surveys an

extensive range of hills crowned with many villages in every direction
except the east. In that direction it stretches over the barren ridges
descending towar[i the Jordan, and the view is bounded by the moun-
tain-wall east of the Jordan. Many of the villages in view, and some
of the largest, are not mentioned at all in the Scriptures, and will
therefore be omitted from these pages.

If we take the central road from the Damascus gate to the north,
after crossing the ridge of Scopus we find ourselves in the midst of
localities belonging to ancient Benjamin, which lie thick on every
hand. About a mile beyond Scopus, and a short distance to the left
of the road, is the well-built village of Sha15t’. It is constructed of
ancient material, and doubtless Occullies an ancient site; but it is not
itientifie(i with any ancient town. It contains the ruins of a church,
and a small reservoir hewn in the rock.

TO the right of the road nearly opposite ShafN’ is a conical hill
which has been regarded by many as the site of Nob. There is no
ground for this o!)inion, other than the fact that this village of priests
must have stood somewhere in the vicinity of Gibeah, which is near
by. For another tradition in reference to its site, see page zsj.

Just north of the last mentioned hill, and not a mile distant, is
another conical hill calle(i Tuliel’ el F(tl, which has been identified
ever since the researches of Robinson as Gibeah of Benjamin, and also
Gil.wah of Saul, if these two piaces are to be regarded as identical,—a
question not fully settled. Its area on top is much more extensive
than that of the last mentioned hill, its sides are marked by broad
terraces, and some ruins are seen on its top. When well fortified it
was a strong place, and well adapted to the defense made by Benjalnin,
as described in the twentieth chapter of Judges. It was also well situ-
ated for the capital of Saul’s ki~gdom, with the exception that it can

● ~ &m. xiv. 8-13.
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never have been well supplied with water. This may account for the

fact that in all of Saul’s wars, though sonietimes compelled to retreat
from the Philis’tines, he never allowed himself to be besieged within
his own capital, as did the kings who reigned in Jerusalem and in
Samaria. It is about three miles from Jerusalem.

After leaving Gibeah the western view from the road is more ex-
tended, and the three villages of &t lksa, Bit lfu~li’v~a, am] &ir
AWd’ia are visible. Indeed, the entire hill country of Benjamin
through which we are passing, though an exceedingly tiry, rocky, and
hilly district, is thickly set with villages, as much so as any part of the
country. The soil on the hillsides and in the valleys is exceedingly
rich, and the villagers find a ready market for their products in Jeru-
salem. About three miles north of Gibeah, and six from Jerusalem, a
high hill rises from the right side of the road, crowned with the village
of Er Mm, identified by its name and its site with Ramah, once a fron-
tier town near the border between the kingdoms of Judah and Israel.*
It is a small village built among ancient ruins, many of the tenements
being rooms in ruined buildings, while some are huts built of ancient
material, and some are caves in the hillsides, once useci apparently as
aepulchres. Like all the other eminences in this region it commands
an extensive and interesting view of surrounding bills, valleys, villnges,
and mountains. At the foot of the hill where the road passes are the
ruins of an ancient khfm.

Nearly two miles beyond Ramah is a ruined viliage calied Kir’bet el
At&-’a, ruins of Atfir’ti, the ancient Ataroth, a town on the border be-
tween Benjamin and Ephraim.t There are here two pools for the l)res-
ervation of water through the summer drouth. About a rniie farll,er we
come to El Bir’eh, the biblical Bt?’eroth, one of the c]ties of ti)e Gii)eon-
ites in the days of Joshua, whose inhabitants deceived Israci into tl~e
belief that they lived a great way off, an(i thus inau(ed CI)Cofncers w
make a treaty with them. ~ It derives its name (ciszcz//, from its good
supply of water. A very copious spring at the southwestern corner of
the village, where the road going north first strikes it, iurnlsiws an abun-
dance of water for all purposes. The water is rnaae tr,rusit out tilrough
a pipe from the side of a low stone building which covers the spring.
It falls into a stone trough, at which animals are allowed to drink, and
the women, who resort hither in large numbers for waler, fill their
witter-skins and jars by holding them under tile spout. A short dis-
tance below the spring is a large reservoir of fine masonry, now disused

● I Kings xv. 17. t Josh. xvi. S. $ Josh. ix. 27; see also a Sam. iv. z 3.
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and nearly filled up with mud. The valley immediately south of the
village is well crrltivated, and young vineyards and fig-orchards have
recently been planted there. There is also a recent increase of the
area cultivated in grain. The village contains about 800 inhabitants,
being the largest thus far met with on the road from Jerusalem. Its
stone houses are mostly built of material from ancient ruins, declaring
that it stands on the site of a well-built ancient city. The same is true
of nearly all the other villages.

The next place of importance, going north, is Bethel, now called
Beitfn’. It is 12 miles north of Jerusalem, and from the hill on

which it stands Jerusalem is distinctly seen. It occupies the southern
slope of a very rocky hill, and the region immediately about it is the
most rocky spot thus far seen on the road from Jerusalem; but the
soil is rich where any can be found, and grain grows luxuriously where
the surface of the ground is almost hitfden with stones. Young
orchards of figs abound and freshly-planted viney~rris, while stone walls
recently thrown up on the borders of the little fields show that vigor-
ous efforts are being ma(ie to extend the tillable area. The inhabit-
ants are estimated at ~00, and they dwell in houses, like those of
El I.iir’ch, chiefly built of material from the ruins of better buildings.
It contains the ruins of an ancient tower and an ancient church. At
the foot of the hill just south, of the village is a spring which rises within
a pool about 10 feet wide by 12 long, and six feet deep. Tl~e pool
stands fllll of water, and a feeble stream flows from it into a valley to
the southeast. Just below the pool is a large reservoir, partly cut in the
rock, wi[l~ a soiitl rock bottom exposed in one part. The southern and
eastern walls are still standing, showing that the reservoir WM originally
about 10 feet deep, and its dimensions are 317 by 214 feet. A rich
piece of groui:d southwest of the pool containing four or five acres was
being set with tomato-plants when the author was there in May, 1879,
and many women slid boys were carrying water from the pool with
which to water the plants as they were set.

Immediately east of Bethel is a higher ridge, separated from the one
on which Bethel stands by a narrow valley which descends towards the
south, deepening rapidly as it goes. This is the “ Mountain east of
Bethel” on which Abraham pitched his tent. The spot on which the
tent is likely to have stood is marked by a ruined tower, which, as
appears from broken capitals built into its walls, must be a reconstruc-
tion from some still more ancient building. A stnall space around it
is inclosed by a stone wall, and within thjs, to the west of the tower,

is a fine rock-hewn cistern. A short distance to the southeast is a
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sepulchral cavern. Beyond this mountain to the southeast, and sep-
arated from it by a shallow depression, is another, with a rounded top
covered with ruins. This appears to be the site of Ai. It corresponds to
the description in Genesis xii. 8, which states that Abraham removed
to a “ mountain on the east of Bethel and pitched his tent, having
Bethel on the west and Ai on the east, and there he builded an altar
to the Lord. ” With his tent on the spot above mentioned Bethel was
almost due west from him, and Ai southeast. This site also corre-
sponds to the account of the capture of Ai given in Joshua viii. 9-I9.
Just north of it, separated from it by a valley with a gentle slope on
each side, is a ridge on which Joshua’s army may have been drawn up,
while west of it, sufficiently near the direction of Bethel to be de-
scribed as “ between Bethel and Ai, ” “M a deep valley in which the
5000 men in ambush could lie hid from both cities. Joshua may have
stood on a hill nearly due east of Ai, in full view of the city and of
his own army, yet also visible to the right flank of the detachment in
ambush, and have given the signal to the latter by lifting up his spear.
No other spot in the vicini:y answers so completely the demands of
the Scripture narrative, so here we must suppose that Ai stood, }Vilh
Ai and Bethel in full view, while Bc!eroth is only two miles away. anti
Gibeon only three or four miles farther, we are in the midst of s[irni~g
scenes connected with the careers of men as far opart in history as Abra-
ham, Jacob, Joshua, D~vid, Jeroboam, and Josiish. It was in this vicinit y
that Abraham and Lot separated after Lot had ‘‘ Iitted up his eyes and
beheld all the plain of the Jordan, that it was well waterefi everywhere,
before the Lord destroyed Sodom and Gomormh ;“* but ii the his-
torian is not here bpeaking of what Lot saw in his mind’s eye, ren]em-
bering what he had seen before, he must have traveled a nunilxr of
miles to the east in order to obtain the view, for from no hillloi)s in
the vicinity of Bethel and Ai can any part of the plain of the Jordan
be seen. He may have taken several days to look around, after the
generous proposal of his kinsman, before he made his choice.

A few miles northeast of the site of Ai is a village called Ram-
mtln’, supposed to occupy the site of Rimmon, the place to which
the 600 Benjamites fled after the disastrous ~ttle described in the
twentieth chapter of Judges. It is loftily situated on a rocky emi-
nence with steep slopes on every side. Farther to the north is an im-
portant and flourishing Christian village called ~aijidth, which is
without a Scripture history. The author visited it, and found ruins Of

● Gen. xtii.Io.
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several churches within ald near it. It is surrounded by olive and fig

orchards, and the soil is well cultivated by the villagers. Our drago-
man purchased from them a supply of dried figs for our table. Still

nearer to the supposed site of Ai is the village of D?r Diwiin’, also
without mention in the Scriptures.

That portion of the lamiof Benjamin which Iies west of the route
]ast pursuc(i can ise described to the best advantage by making Neby
Sam’wil ourpoint of observation. This is a conical hill about five miles

northwest of Jerusalem, the loftiest and most conspicuous point in this
part of Palestine. It is one of the first objects which become familiar
to the eye of the traveler. It is 3006 feet ahove the level of the sea,

being about 400 feet above the highest part of Jerusalem. It is almost
universally regarded by recent explorers as the ancient Mizpeh (watch-
tower), and there is no spot in the land of Benjamin to which the name
is so appropriate. Since the time of the Crusades it has been sup-

poseri, without reason, to be the burial-place of Samuel, hence the
Arabic name iVcJy Sum’wi/, the prophet Samuel,-for the Ar’isbs have
accepted this tradition, as they have many others, from the Christians.
The sumtnit is crowned by a dilapidated mosque, once a Christian
church, within which is shown a comparatively modern Modem tomb
as the tomb of %mmel. From the top of the minaret, which is

reache(i from the roof of the mosqlle, is obtained one of the most
extensive and interesting views in all Palestine. Jerusalem is ~n full

view, together with all the more prominent objects about it, and mul-
titudes of hills and villages full of historical interest are seen in the
wide sweep from the southeast to the north ; while to the westward
tile eye ranges over the descending slopes of the western hills, beyond
which are the broad stretches of the Plain of Sharon ; and the horizon
is Iimite{i in this direction by the mist which hangs like a gray cloud
on the surface of the Mediterranean and hides its water from the view.
‘ile village occupies the narrow top of the hill, and consists of a few
small stone buikiings whose walls are partly composed of masses of
natural rock left projecting above the surface, the remains of the
ancient fortification. On the eastern slope below the village are two
reservoirs hewn in the rock, which were supplied part 1y by rain and
partly by a spring a little farther around the hill to the north. On the
southeast the mountain descends into a beautiful valley called W&iy
Hani’na, from a viilage of this name at its head about two miles to the
east. It here curves to the south, grows rapidiy deeper and narrower
as it advances, and finally turns westward and merges into the Valley
of Sorek, #hich debouchea into theJ%ilis’tine Plain after passing Bath’-

16
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shemesh. It was along the head of this valley that Samuel and the
Children of Israel chased the Philis’lines during the battle of Eben-
eaer. *

Immediately to the north of Neby Sam’wtl, with a smooth and beau-
tiful valley lying like a basin between, rises the hill of El Jib, the
ancient Gibeon. The hill is not so high as that of Neby Sam’wil,
yet it is a lofty eminence, with a steep but smooth slope in every
direction, The stone village is built of ruins, and in the midst of it
are the remains of what appears to have been an ancient castle. On
the northeastern slope of the hill is a copious fountain of fine water in a
shallow cavern, which is reached by descending a few stone steps. Be-
low the fountain are two reservoirs, a larger and a smaller. Not feeling
aatislied that either of these appeared adliciently ancient to be the pool
of Gibeon mentioned in the account of the battle between Abner and
Joab,t the author made search for another; and by the guidance of
ttn old man of the village, after riding through vineyards am-i over stone
fences, and at. last dismounting, we reached a more ancient pool on
the sor.rtheast slope of the hill, which is now nearly filled up and cul-
tivated in vegetables. A feeble spring above itonce supplied it with
‘water, and is now used to irrigate the garden of vegetables. The
smoother and broader plain below it makes this a more suitable place
for the battle.

To the northwest of Gibeon, and about a mile distant, is the head
of the pass, descending by the two 13ethho’rons into the Plain of Sha’ron,
on the ancient road to Joppa and C=sarea. In the midst of this pass,
and on a’ rocky point which divides it, stands the village called IMt Ur
cl Fo’ka, the ancient Upper Bethho’ron. Below, at the bottom of the
pass, is B& Ur el T~h’ta, the Lower X3ethho’ron, about three miles dis-
tant. It was in the vicinity of the former of these places that Joshua
stood, when, in his pursuit of the army of the Canaanites, he exclaimed,
~csun, stand thou still upon Gibeon ; and thou, Moon, in the ValleY of

Ajalon. ”~ At eight or nine o’clock in the morning the sun would
from this point seem to hang over Gibeon ; and if the moon was just
entering its last quarter it would hnng over the Val!ey of Ajalon, which
stretches away to the southwest, passing the village of Latrfin’.

The ancient road through this pass continued to be the frequented
route between Jerusalem and Joppa until, in the year 1872, the present
turnpike was constructed from Joppa to Jerusalem by a more direct
and shorter route.

—-— __—— ——-

● : Sam.vii. :-Iz, t s Sam. ii. 19-17. $ Josh X.IO-:2.
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$ VI.

IN THE WESTERNHILLS.

The reader can best obtain a conception of the localities in the hills
westward of Jerusalem by following the roads which lead in that direc-
tion. These are the Joppa road, which runs to the north of west;
that to Ain Kar’im, which runs nearly due west; and the ancient Gaza
road, which runs southwest.

About four miles from Jerusalem, on the Joppa road, is a broad val-
ley, which is reached by a descent of about 800 feet from either side.
It is called W5dy Ku18ni’yeh; but it is a continuation of Wiidy
Hani’na, which heads to the east of Neby Sam’wtl, and it is the upper
part of the Valley of Sorek. The road descends into it from either
side by a series of zigzags. The torrent bed is crossed by a bridge,
and near the bridge is an Ar’ab caf4, where it is customary for travelers
to stop and lunch, eating their own provisions. The village is just
north of the cafe+,and was once supposed to be the site of Emmaus,
but it is much nearer Jerusalem than Etrimaus was.* The road between
Jerusalem and this place passes tilrough the roughest and dreariest por-
tion of its entire route to Joppa. It passes by only one spot mentioned s
in the Scriptures, a village called Lifta, supposed to be the ancient
Neph’toah, two and a haif miles northwest of Jerusalem.t

Passing on westward from the Valley of Sorek, when we reach the
summit of the hill on its western side, and turn our eyes to the south-
east, we have a fine view of the convent and villzge of Ain Kar’im,
to be described below. This is one of the most pleasing views on the
entire road from Jerusalem to Joppa. About a mile and a half farther
west the road passes along the southern slope of a rounded hill with
some ruins on its top, supposed to be the site of the house of Oberi-
edom, where David ieft the ark for three months after the death of
Uzzah. $ As it is on the road from Ki rjah-Jearinl to Jerusalem, along
which the ark was being moved, the identification is not improbable.

About a mile and a half still farther west, which is about seven miles
by the road from Jerusalem, is the village called Abu-G6sh, which is
identified with Kirjah-Jearinl, the place where the ark rested from the
time of its return out of the land of the Philis’tines until its removal
to Jerusalem by Davitl. $ ‘Its present name (Father G&h) is of recent
.—

* See Luke xxiv. 13. t Josh. XV.9.
~ ZSam. vi. xo, xx. ~ x Sam. vii. 1 ; 2 Sam. vi. 2.
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origin, being derived from that of a village sheikh who, with a band
of followers, led the life of a maurauder for many years, and was the
terror of the surrounding country. During the early part of Dr. Bar-
clay’s residence in Jerusalem, he witnessed an assemblage of the forces
of this chieftain at the fountain of Neph’toah, and the inhabitants of
Jerusalem were closely confined within the walls for some months on
account of the warfare going on between him and his enen]ies. * The
most notable object about the village at the present time is the well-
preserved ruin of a church standing between it and the road. It is
one of the very few churches of the old Christian period which have
not been converted into mosques. A fine spring to the southeast of
the church supplies the village with water.

The last point of special interest on this road before descending into
the Plain of Sha’ron is Latrftn’, situated on a hill to the south of the
road, about half way between Jerusalem and Joppa. It is a very small
village composed of miserable hovels among the ruins of massive build-
ings which once covered the top of the hill. Many arches, vaults,
and foundation-walls of the ancient city are yet seen, and the view
from the summit is commanding. On a bench of the hill, near its
northern foot, and but a short distance from the road, is a comfortable
building two stories high, erected in 1878 as a wayside hotel for the
accommodation of tourists. It is clean and comfortable, and was built
of stones taken from the ruins of Latrftn’. A short distance west of
the hotel is a good spring with a small reservoir adjoining it. Lattftn
derived its name from a tradition that it was the home of the peni-
tent robber (futt-onis in Latin) who was crucified with Jesus. There

is also a tradition that Judas Maccabeus and several members of his
family were buried htre, and a sepulchral cavern near the hotel is
pointed out as the place of their burial.

Other localities on the road to Joppa and to the right and left of it
will be described among the places on the Plain of Sha’ron.

About a mile and a half a little south of west from Jerusalem is a
Greek monastery called the Monastery of the Cross, founded in the

fourth or fifth century, and now containing a seminary for the educa-
tion of priests, with six professors and about sixty pupils. It has a

large library containing some ancient manuscripts. The grounds are

well cultivated, and the buildings, recently repaired, present a pleasing
appearance.

About four miles due west of the city is the convent of St. John th(
—— ——

● City of the Great King, p. 5+6.
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Baptist, aLatinconvent, socailed because it issupposed by its owners
to occupy the site of the house of Zachariah, the birthplace of John
the Baptist. ‘1’he buildings are handsome, the surrounding wall in-

closes agurden in which grow some tall cypress-trees, and the village
of Ain Kar’im, standing just below, is a well-built stone village con-
taining about 600 inhabitants. The village derives its name from a

spring which furnishes it with water. It occupies the western slope. of

a mountain which descends into the Valley of Sorek. The country
round about it is exceedingly rough and mountainous, but the soil in
the valleys and on the slopes is productive.

The Monastery of the Cross, just mentioned above, fronts to the
south, and the slope in its front is the northern side of the W~dy el
Werd, the Valley of Roses, which drains the Plain of Replutim. It
is so called because several acres of ground here are cultivated in roses,
and have been for many years back,* for the purpose of making rose
water. On the farther slope of this valley, and about four miles south-
west of Jerusalem, is the village and fountain of Ain Yiilo. A pool
la feet square, and entered by a flight of steps at one corner, receives
the surplus water from the spring. A little more than a mile farther
down the same valley, and consequently about five miles from Jerusalem,
is another spring called Ain Hani’yeh, Philip’s Fountain. The foun-
tain-i)ead is about 15 feet above the level of the passing road. A per-
pendicular wall of masonry is built up from the roadside to the height
of the stream. It is built in the form of a recess with Corinthian
columns on e~ch side. The water rushes through an opening above,
falls into a circuiar LasIn, and overflows at one side into a watering-
trougil, and on the otiwr side into a conduit which leads into a pool
about 20 steps below. ‘l’his pool is 25 by 41 feet and 8 feet deep. It
is dug chiefly in the solid rock, walled, and plastered. It has, like
nearly all pods of the kind, a flight of steps in one corner. Through
an outlet provided for the purpose tiw water is allowed to flow when it
is needed” to irrigate a rich and beartt iful garden, which stretches along
tile side of the valley for several hundred feet below. This garden is
cultivated in pears, peaches, and other fruits which require irrigation,
and also in gwlen vegetables,

In the latter part of the fifteenth century this pool was fixed upon
by the Latins as the site of the baptism of the Ethiopian eunuch,t and
it would certainly be an admirable place for the purpose; but it k not
—._ ——— — ——

● See City of Great King, p. 547. t Acts VIII. 36,39.
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on the road leading from Jerusalem to Gaza, the road which the eunuch
was traveling, and this is fatal to its claims.

‘l’he valley below Philip’s Fountain is narrow, very rocky, and very
precipitous on both sides. One of the slowest and hottest rides which
the author and his company experienced in our entire journey was
along its narrow torrent bed, with an afternoon sun beaming upon us,
and its reflected heat assailing us on both sides, while not a breath of
wind could reach u~. It is not likely that it was ever traversed by
wheeled vehicles such as the eunuch’s chariot.

The “ way that goeth down from Jerusalem to Gaza” is not, as was
supposed by Dr. Barclay, * the road which runs due south to Hebroll,

and thence nearly due weat to Gaza; for the former part of this route
would be called the road from Jerusalem to Hebron, and the latter
part the road from Hebron to Gaza. It must be the direct road, traces
of which are still seen, with no town of such importance as to give
names to parts of the road between the two cities. It branches from the
road to Philip’s Fountain, just mentioned, in the edge of the Plain of
Rephaim, crosses the head Gf WAdy el Werd (p. 245), and runs along
the bed of the next valley south of this, called W&i’y el Me~rr’, which
descends in a southwesterly direction until it enters into the bruad
Valley of Elah. Along the bed of this wiidy are still seen occasional
traces of the ancient pavement of the road, showing that once there
was a chariot road here, though now it is impassable for any kind of
a wheeled vehicle. When Philip was told to “ arise and go toward

the south, into the way that goes down from Jerusalem to Gaza, ” he
must have understood the angel to mean this road; and along this road
must be our search for the probable place at which he intercepted the
eunuch’s chariot, and for the “ certain water” in which the latter was
baptized.

On the dividing-ridge between the w~dy just described and W&lye]
Werd are a number of villages, gardens, and fountains, and many
ruins which have no name in the Scriptures. It is a very rough, nloun-
tainoua region, but very productive, and shows evidences of a dense
population in former times. The most conspicuous spot among them
is B&t At@, supposed to be identical with the rock Etam, where
Ssmson took refuge after his destruction of the Philistine grainfieids.t
It is on a high, isolated peak of naked rock, and is visible for many
miles from all directions. Lieutenant Conder first proposed this identifi-
cation, and he SSyS; If The substitution of B for M is so common (aff in

● Cily of Gmt King, pp. 573-76. t Judges xV.8-13.
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Tilmeh for Timnah) that the name At5b may very properly represent
the Hebrew Etarn (eagle’s nest); and there are other indications of
the identity of the site. It is pre-erninently a ‘ rock,’—a knoll of
hard limestone, without a handful of arable soil,—standing, above deep
ravines, by three small springa. ” He also thinks that a large cavern
whose mouth is on the northeastern brow of the hill, and whose south-
western extremity is under the village, was the real hiding-place of
Samson. * This place is about twelve miles from Jerusalem, and the
village is solidly built of stone, with several square houses two stories
high. ‘Some ruins are seen in the midst of the houses.

About halfway between B@tAt&b and Jerusalem, six miles from the
latte~, is the village of Bittif, which Conder identifies with B&hur,
the place at which the Jews, under Bar Co’chebas, were routed and a
vast number of them slaughtered, thus bringing to a disastrous end
the last struggle of the Jews against the Remans after the destruction
of Jerusalem.t We have given a brief account of the struggle in our
Introduction.

CHAPTER III.

PLACES WITH HEBRON AS A CENTRE.

HEBRON AND ITS SUBURBS.

HEBRON ~s twenty miles south of Jerusalem, and it is one of the
oldest cities in Western Asia. The author of Genesis conveyed an
idea of its antiquity to his own generation by telling them that it was
built seven years before Zoan in Egypt. Between the time of Abraham
and that of the Judges its name was changed to Kirjah-ar’ba, but the
old name was restored by Caleb,] and it has been perpetuated till the
present day, the Ar’abs calling it El X/ua/f2 (tAe jn”cmi), which is but
their version of A?iebron(jrikndsht~). It has an important history run-
ning through the chief part of the Old Testament, but it is not once
mentioned in the New Testament. Its present population is between

● Vol. i. pp. 275-76. t Tent-Work, i. 277.
$ This is indicated by the peculhr way in which these names are employed. See Gen.

xiii. IS; xxiii. z; Josh. xv, 13.
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8000 and 10,000, of whom 500 are Jews.* It is stretched along the
southwestern slope of a ridge, to whose base it reaches, but whose sum-
mit rises about 200 feet above the upper edge of the city. It is nearly
half a mile long and a quarter of a mile wide. It carries on a lively
trade with the surrounding villagers and the Bed’awin of the adjacent
deserts, and the intercourse between it and Jerusalem is considerable.
It does a large businew in wool and camel’s hair and in the manufac-

TliE IiAR(AM AT HEBRON.

ture of leather buckets. It has also a small glass-factory devoted
chiefly to the making of colored rings of common glass, which are used
by the women of the country as bracelets.

The centre of attraction at Hebron is the har’iim, or sacred inclosure,
which is supposed to include the Cave of Macpe’lah. It is at the
upper edge of the town, and near its southern end. Its wall is built
of beveled stones, like those in the oldest part of the temple-wall in
Jerusalem, and this has led many to suppose that it was built by Solo-

* Baedeker, 281.
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men. It is generally agreed that it is not of later date than the reign
of Herod the Great. Josephus speaks of it (War, 4, 9, 7), aml, as he
does not attribute it to Hero(l, it must run farther back, and most likely
to Solomon. The old wall is from 50 to 60 feet high, accordtng to the

slope of the groum-1, and it is strengthened by square pilasters at regular
intervdso A new wall, running up some xo or 15 feet higher, has been
built by tlw Moslem on top of the old oue. The space inc]osed by
Illis wail is a qumirangle I I z feet wide and 198 feet long, the icrng way
being from northwest to southeast. A broad bench was cut on tlie
hillside to give it room. Houses are built against the side toward the

town, a flight of broad steps ascends on the southeast end to tile ievel
of a portico which runs across the northeastern side, and iu this side,
which is toward the hill, is the entrance. Uuder the escort of the

sh~ikh of the town a Christian is allowed to ascend the steps, but he
must go no farther; and when he is apl)roaching even this near, tile
women and boys of the town are heaping bitter curses on his head.
The Prince of Wales was the first person of Christian f~ith permitted
to enter this inclosure since the Moslem have had possession of lt.
This occurred in 1862, and Dean Stanley, who accorn!~aniecl him as one
of his suite, gives an interesting account of the visit at the end of the
first volume of his lectures on the Jewish Church. The same !~rivilr;~
was accorded the Marquis of Bute in 1866, nnfi the Cruwn-Prlncr
of Prussia in 1869. About one-third of the interior space is occup:eii
hy a Ino;que, once a Christ i.ill church. Cenotaphs of Abraham acd
Sarah, Isaac and Rebecca, Jucob and I.eah, occqjy spots, some withtrr
the mmque an~i some uut~lde of it, and one also represents Joseph,
who, accordil~g to a Moslem tradition, was disinterred after being burled
at She’clwm, and removett to this place. ‘1’hedistinguished visitors just
named were allowed to examine these objects, hut were not permitted
to descend into the cavern Leneath the floor, which is the real resting-
pktce of the dead ; nor, indeed, were they allowed to see the door lry
which admission is gained. They saw only a circular hole into the
rock, eight inches in diameter , which is supposed to pass through
the roof of the uave. ‘1’he Moslem guardians of the mosque say tl,at
even they dare not enter the cavern lest they incur the dlspkrsure
of the holy dead and be smitten with a curse. They relate that about
2500 years ago a servant of a great king entered there ; that he went
In sound in mind and corpulent in person, but that he came out blind,
deaf, withered, and crippled. A similar feeling of superstitious dread
attaclws to all SUCh shrines in the minds of the Moslem, and doubdess
this is one cause of their persistent opposition against the entrance of
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Christians into their holy places. This sanctuary, however, is the only
one in Palestine yet inaccessible to Christians, and there cm be no
doubt that advancing light and the free useof money will yet open
even it to the inspection of enlightened travelers. It is quite possible
that the body of JacolI is yet there in a good state of preservation,
seeing that it was embalmed in the best style of Egyptian art; but it is
scarcely possible that the bones of any of the other occupants of the
cave are yet preserved.

Next to the har’im in interest and antiquity are the two pools of
Hebron. The Iargerof theseis in the lower part of the town, anrla
person entering thetown frornthewest passesit onhisrightmhegoes

directly toward the har%m. Its wall is of very ancient masonry, anr.f
is built up about three feet above the street. It is 142 feet square and
about ao feet deep, with a flight of stone steps descending in one
corner. Wilen seen by the author, boys and men were swimming in
it, entering from the steps, while men and women at the corner diag-
onally opposite were drawing water to fill their skin-bottles and to
water their stock. This, in all probability, is the pool near which
David hung up the feet and hands of the men who assassinated Ish-
bosheth. * The other pool is toward the northwestern end of the town,
and is much smaller, though it is constructed in the same manner and
bears the same marks of antiquity. It is 74 feet long, 54 feet wide,
and z r feet deep. Both of the pools appear to be supplied by rain-
water, though the bed of the valley, along which a slream of water
flows in winter, passes by the western side of each.

It is supposed by some writers that Hebron does not now occupy its
original site. This opinion is based upon the fact that the Cave of
Macpe’lab, wl]ich is now in the upper edge of the city, was originally
c~in the el,d of the field’t of Ephron the Hittite, and it is described

as being “ b~~ot-zMnmre, ” another name for Hebrcrn.t Tilat the cave
was outside of the city shows that tile city tertainly did not extend
as far in the direction of the cave as it now does, and that it was

“ before” the city impiies th~r II st(wd In front of it or op])osile to it.

If the city then SLOOCI OR Ihe hiii WIIIC:I is opposite to it on the west,

the site would correspond to these words of the text ; and it is a fact

tending to confirm this su~~position that the hill west, or rather a little
northwest, is now covereti Wltil ruins and graves, and among these are
many cisterns. The walls of the ruins now standing are reconstruc-
tions built of older nlateria], as is clear from the fact that broken

● a Sam. iv, x2. t Gen. xxiii. 9, x7,x9.
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columns are built transversely into them, —a circumstance which argues

the very high antiquity of the original buildings.
Between the city and the l~ilI last mentioned ois a valley about a

quarter of a mile wide , sloping toward the torrent-bed which runs
along the foot of thecity. Tllisis occupied cllietly byan Ar’abceme-

tery, but it also contains a large threshing-floor, and the upper part
of it is the usual camping-place for travelers. The traveler when

camped here can sit at his tent door and survey at his leisure the entire
city, including the har’am with its two minarets and the upper part
of the mosque inside, together with all the roads leading into the city,
frequented by a motley crowd of comers and goers. A short distance
south of the camp, where the road from the direction of Beer’sheba
and Gaza comes in, is a stone building used for a quarantine, in which
are confined for a time all persons who come from places infected by
any kiud of plague. The quarantine is the dread of travelers who
come hither from Egypt through the desert.

The valleys and hiilsides around Hebron are better cultivated in
vines, am-i are set with finer orchards of olives, than any other section
of Palestine. Grapes are pro(luced in greater quantities than can be
consumed while they are fresh, and, as the Mohammedans make no
wine, the surplus is made into raisins. A seedless variety of grapes
grown here is highly esteemed m a raisin grope, and, although they are
not handlrxl at LSllskillfully by the natives, the raisins me very palat-
able, anti they sell remarkably cheap. The vineyards are well fenced
with stone walls, the vines are supported on stakes, and fig and quince
trees are frequently pldnted along the inner side of the vineyard walls.
The autl)or saw bunches of grapes a foot long in May, when the grapes
were just forlning.

‘1’he one object outside of Hebron visited by all travelers is the so-
called Abrah~n)’s O~k. It is reache(l by passing ul) the widy which
runs along the front of the city, and is alxmt l~j miles dis[tint to the
northwest. It stands on the eastern edge of this valley, and in the
edge of a fine vineyard, which covers the be(i of the valley. Twenty
or thirty acres of ground around it now belong to the Russian govern-
ment, by whom a large two-story stone bui Iding has been erected on
the hill which rises to the northeast of the oak, intended as a free
btiging-place for pilgrims of the Greek Church who visit Hebron.
We have given a description and a cut of the oak On page tja. It is
certainly a very old tree, but it u not possible that its age reaches back
to that of Abraham, who lived nc+y four thou~nd years ago. Still,
it is a tree of the ~me kind u that under which th patriarch sat ; it
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stands near the same spot, ]jerhaps on precisely the same little plain,
and it helps the imagination to reconstruct and to enjoy with thriiling
Interest the scene which it commemorates.

About three miles to the north of Hebron, near the Jerusalem road, is
the highest ground in all Palestine, being 3300 feet iabove the sea level.
Thence there is a gradual descent northward to the foot of Hermon,
and a more rapid one southward to the Negeb. Where the Jerusalem
road crosses this high ground is situated, just at the edge of the road,
the fountain called Aik cd DAifwcA, with two small pools near it, once
supposed to be the place of lhe eunuch’s baptism, but no intelligent
traveler now credits this supposition.

FRObi HEllRON “1OTHE DEAD SEA.

Hebron is the most favorable point from which to visit the western
shore of the Dead Sea. There are three points on that shore of special
interest, -iin’getii, Mas’ada, and Jeb’el Us’dCrm,-all of which may
be seen ]n one excurhlon. ‘1’lleshi?iiih of Hei.won claims the privilege
of escorting travelers through this region, and it is necessary to engitge
his services In order to be safe from molestation. His compensation
is two dollars a day for a small party.

The most direct route to En’-gedi, which is almost due east from
Hebrou, leads over the hill east of the southern end of the town, and
thence to a Ioftiiy-perched village culled Bmi Nd’i%r, about five miles
from Hebron and a little south of east. This village is built of ruins,
and it conttlins an old castle, or fortified khan, with a tower at each
corner, wilich is now caiied the Tomb of Noah. Noai~ is buried at
several places in Syria. The surface of the rock about the village is
fuil of cisterns, and at the western side of the village is one of the
largest rock-cut wine-lwesses in all Palestine, showing that graiwculturc
was once extensive here, though it has long since disappeared. This
viilage lies on the dividing-iine between t}le tillable lands aroumi
Hebron anti the barren chaik hiils of the desert reaching thence to

the Dead Sea. The ciiffs about the sea are distinctly visii)ie from the
viilage, anti are about 15 miles disrant in all air-iine. Thence to En’-
gcdi the pathway ieads partiy over rocky hills, parlly aiong ti]e steep
sides of mountains, where the goats have made a track about a foot
wi~ie, wi~iie a yawnil]g chasm iies hundreds of feet beiow, and partly
aiwg tile smooth beds of wtiies, wilich are washed by torrents in wet
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winters. No vegetation is seen on the hills except a few gray desert-
bushcs from one to two feet high, whose leaves are eaten by nothing
but camels. Cisterns, which are filled by the surface-drain, and whifh
are used by the Beti’awin shepherds, are occasionally seen, and fron]
these the travelers’ animals are supplied with water. The road reaches

the heights above the Dead Sea shore, on a small plateau about 2600
feet above the level of the water, with a deep, yawning chasm on the
right and another on the left. By a descent of zooo feet on the almost
perpendicular face of a cliff-effected by short zigzags cut in the rock,
along which the path is obstructed by Lwwlders and by perpendictdar
steps often two feet high-we reach a bench where the spring of En’-
gedi (t/M /mtiai# # th Ail) breaks forth from under the cliff. The
Arabic form of the name is Ai~JzJ@. Itsends forth a bold stream,
whose banks are lined with the rankest vegetation amid surround ing
desolation. A ruined mill 40 or 50 yards below was once operated
by the water of the stream. After rushing down a steep descent of
600 feet farther, and covering this also with verdure, the stream
starts across the sandy beach about half a mile wide, but is lost in the
sand in the summer time ere it reaches the water’s edge. Another

stream, still larger than this, flows out of the deep chasm about zoo
yards to the north, leaping down a perpendicular ledge of rock 25
feet high in the mouth of the chasm, and forming a beautiful cas-
cade. It also, during the dry season, is lost in the sand ere it reaches
the sea.

Nothing can surpass the gloomy grandeur of the mountain-walls in
this vicinity, made brown, and III places almost black, by long ex-
posure to ti]e elements, and rendered still more gloomy by contrast
with the rich green and the sparkling water of this oasis in the wilder-
ness. En’-gedi is frequently mentioned in the Old Testament, but
nothing is said to give any very definite conception of it as it then
was. From the top of the mountain above it there is a grand view
of the entire eastern shore of the sea, with its towering mountains,
the dark gorges of its principal wadies, anti its occasiona] patches of
verdure where perennial streams nlake their way to the beach. The
view also includes nearly the entire surface of the sea, and the range
of hills on the western shore all the way to its southern extremity. A
projecting mountain near by, toward the north, hides from view the
northern portion of the western shore. .4 part of the view toward the
south is given in our cut on page 41.

About 12 miles soutil of Eu’.@i, reached by a path along the sea-
shore, the hill of hf~’ada ri~ from near the edge of the water, nearly
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xzoo feet high, and almost perpendicular on every side. It can be
ascended only from the west, and from this point only by hard climb-
ing on foot. The space on its summit is about 600 yards long and
from 200 to 250 yards wide. It was strongly fortified by the Mac’.
cabees, and Herod the Great strengthened the former works so as to
make it, as he thought, utterly impregnable. Its fame depends chiefly
on an awful incident that transpired after the downfall of Jerusalem.
One Eleazar, leader of a band of Jews engaged in the last war agzinst
the Remans, obtained possession of this stronghold, and was besieged
in it by a Roman army under Flavius Sylva. With prodigious labor
the Remans built an embankment against the western side of the hill,
by means of which they finally succeeded in forcing their way within
the works; but when Eleazar saw that his Iong-continutd and brave
defense was about to end in defeat, he prevailed on all the men of his
garrison to kill their wives and children and then to kill one another;
so that when Sylva’s victorious troops climbed over the ramparts they
were horrified to find the place tilled with dead bodies. The only
living persons within were two women and five boys, who had suc-
ceeded in hiding themselves when the massacre began. The place and
the event are fully described by Josephus, and the narrative is one of

the most pathetic of all the sad stories which he relates concerning the
calamities attending the downfall of the Jewish nation. *

Along the western shore, near the southern end of the Dead Sea,
lies the ridge called by the Arabs Jebel Us’dfim, the Hi II of Sodom.
It is briefly and graphically described in Baedeker as follows: “It is an
isolated hill about sev&t miles in length, the highest point of which is
385 feet above the level of the Dead Sea. The sides are so steep and
crevassed that it is difficult to ascend it. It consists almost entirely of
crystallized salt, which takes the form of pinnacles and minarets, and
has been partly washed out by the rains. These formations probably
gave rise to the tradition mentioned by Josephus, as well as later
writers, that the pillar of salt into which Lot’s wife was converted was
to be seen here. In many places the hill is covered with strata of
chalky limestone or clay. ” Pieces of this rock-salt are carried to all
parts of the country, and they are offered for sale in the bazaars of
Hebron. They are good for salting stock, but for cu]inary purposes
the people prefer salt made by evaporating the Dead Sea water. Of
the site of Sodom, and the force of the tradition which connects its
name with this mountain, we wilI speak in another place.

● War, B.vii., chapters vih.and lx.
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Sometimes the journey from Hebron to the Dead Seo is performed
by going directly to its’soutiwrn end. 111that case several Ilitercs[lng
ScrilJture locAi[ies are passed on the way. The road leads fur one or
two inllcs over a rocky region abounding in fine cisterns, an(i then
enters ulmn an un<lukuing and well -cult lv~ted l]l~in, which, though
aplwaring low beside the hills and mountains visible ill all directions,
is from 2200 to 2400 feet above the level of the Mediterranean, and
slopes towimi the Dead Sea. After entering this plain we see on our
right, some two or three miles distant, the village of Juttah, supposed
to have been the birthplace of John the Baptist and the home of
Zacilarias, his father. The grounds of this supposition are the two
facts that it was a Leviticai city (Josh. xxi. 16j,—in one of which Zach-
ariiw, being u priest, would naturaily dwell, —and that it is in the “ hill
country O( Juli:dl,” where the home of Z~charias was, according to
Luke i. 39, ~o. It is about four miles due souti~ of Hebron,

When about 5}~ mi]es southeast of Hebron we come to the hill

calle(i Tel Zif, the site of the city of the Ziphites, who revealed to Saul
the hiding-t) laces of David. * It is a conical hill about 300 feet high
above the rich and beautiful valleys which surround it on every si(ie.
It is terraced from its base to its summit, and its light, rich soil is well
cultivateti in grain. Its level, circular summit, about 100 yards in
diameter, is also weil cultivated. There is nothing left of the town,
eXCelJt a few of its cisterns and sepulchres and the broken pieces of
pottery that are thickly intermixeli with the SO1l. The view to the
south and tile southeost is widespread, and stretches over a rich and
beautifui country, with the barren 11]11sof the desert in the horizon.
Zii)h is one of the tifteen places in JudLd] that were fortltied by Reho-
lmall] after the rebellion of the ten tribes. t

Tl]e ruins of Carmel are in full view from the top of the hill of Ziph,
being about four miles distant in a soutl)easterly direction, and nine or
ten n) Iles from Hebron. It is on the northern slol)e of a beautiful
ri(ige, and is in [he midst of just such a grazing-country as would de-
light the ileart of a man like Naba]. It was here that Saul “ set up a
place” on his return from the slaughter of the Amalekites. ~ The ruins
of towers and churches are scattered about Its site, and the valley be]ow
contains a large ancient reservoir for, rain-water, A short distance
beyond it, still going southeast, is Ma’on, where was the dwelling of
N.sbal, and whel]ce Ab’igaii canle forth to meet David, who was On
his way to Carmel to slay her foolish husband. David was probably

_.. _._____

● 1 Sam. XXIII.19i XXVI.1, t 2 ~hron. xl. & ~ 1 Sam.xv. la.
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coming t’rom the east, out of the hills in the direction of the Deati
sea. *

FROMHEBROtf TO BEER’SHEBA,

The route from I-Iebron to Beer’sheLra leads directly west from the
forlner city over a rocky hill, aml thcm follows a southeasterly course
aII the way to the latter place. A ride 0( an hour and a Ilalf brings us
to a copous spring of good water, wi[h a reservoir below it about 30
Ieet square. ‘file water In the reservoir stands four or five feet deep,
with a thick deposit of mud at the bottom. About three miles farther
is another spring, which is a great place of resort for flocks and herds
irom the ne)gh br.rring pasture -iands. At a distance of 10 miles from
Hetxon the road passes out from among the rugged hills between which
lt lies thus iur, ami enters upon a broad pi~in, cuitivatetl in very exten-
sive tieids oi grain. wl[n rocky i]iils or ridges rising here and there

at r3re Intervals. A. I z inties we rcxn the large and well-built village
91 Dal?iri’yen, w ;,*.II staII& on tiw very border of !)erm.lnent hirbita-

LWIISat tl)e l)resent (!.tv. .*II south anti west of it is the wandering-

piace or’ Bed’aw III Arabs, wnu cmtivdte tields at intervals, and graze
Ii]e;r large docks and ilerd5 everywhere ~t wIil. LMhiri’yeh am.1 its
vIc Imly are sulIpi Ie(i wltll water only by ( Isteros and weiis, and violent
cootentiorrs uver tl)ex are ccIn)IIiIJn now, as thev were in Ihe (lays of
Isaac and .A1.rtn)e!ecn.T ‘1’hc VIIt.ig~ >IWJWSsigns ot improvement in
tile erectiol) 0( :WW And 3uD>tJIItkd iwuses, anti it ccriltains marry
ev]dences tii.rt a rnuci] inure import.int town once occupIIA its high
tind rocky ste.

At tile time oi the author’s visit, in 1879, there had just been it fight
about a weil between I[x peopie oi this villfige anti tilose ot’ OIICit
(CWmiles away, In wmu!I ti~ree men were killcci : ancf 5h~lkh .iblxts,
our escort, made peace I.re[ween several men wilo were about to conw
to blows ne~r uur cmi~ for J >Iluiiar cause. W’e pLIId ior the wdter

ustxi In our Lamp M IIIIS piact.
The remali)(ler ~i the (~IsIaIlce 10 Beer’siwlra, which is about 30

miles soutiwmt ut tie broi], 15 u~~uplt?d Ll)l Cli~ l)y’ ~1) diluviid [)IJI1l
about 10 rnlles wlrie irom north to south, fiml stretching to tile cmt M
far as the eye can reacl), wltil a grmirml (ie~ce])t toward tile west. It

IS bounded on the [Iortn OVthe hIils O( Judah, and on the souti~ by

● 1hi,. *XV, t (kn. XXVI.
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the desert of the wanderings. It is a part of [he Negeh, or so[t:h
country. This is the plain on which Abraham and Isa~c sojourned, o!]
which the latter sowed and reaped the same year a hundreiiloi(i, and
on which he was so frequently robbed of wells which he haci dug by
the Philis’tines. * It is now chieflvdevoteli to graziug, though It is
extensively cultivated in wheat by the Be(l’awin .4r’abs. Like the man
of the parable, they cast their seed into the ground, and go away and
sleep and rise night and day, while the seed springs and grows up they
know not how. But when the fruit is brought forth they return with
their black tents and herds of cattle and camels, and thrust in the si( kle
and gather the harvest. The soil is rich and deep, slightly red(iish,
and in some places it is washed into gulleys eig~~t or ten feet deep.
The wells of Beer’sheba are at the western extremity of this plain,
and the hills, a short distance south of them, klose in upon it and
leave for it only a narrow outlet on its way to the Mediterranean.
The wells are three in number, and are dug near the northern edge of
the torrent-bed which drains the valley. ‘1’his torrent-bed is about 50
yards wide opposite the wells, and its smooth white stones, thrown into
ridges by the violence of the water, show that a deep and rapid stream
rushes along here in the winter, though the bed is perfectly dry In the
summer. The most eastern of the three wells is 9 feet in diameter
and 23 feet deep. It is dry,—at least in sutnrner. It is surrounded! hy
the foundation-walls of small houses, showing that a vill~ge once stood
here. The next well, about 300 yards to the west, is I z;; fee: ic
diameter am{ 43 feet deep. The masonry runs down 28 feet, Jn(i !!,<
remainder of the wall is the natural rock. Six stone watering-trougils,
made by digging into the surface of a stone about three feet across each
way, lie about the well a few steps distant. ‘I’he thir(i well, about
zoo ymls west of the second, is 5 j~ feet in diameter and 45 feet dee[),
with seven watering-troughs around it. The wells are all walled with
excel lent masonry of large hewed stones. The stones are curved on
their inner face to an arc of the circle of the well, and they are ex-
actly alike in workmanship, indicating a common origin, ‘1’i]e tol
most course of stones is on a level with the surroun(iil)g sllrface, tiwre
being no parapet to prevent man or beast from faiiillg 111; and tlli,
course of stones is scallope<i a]! rotll][i wi~ll grooves five or six :nci~es
deep, worn by the friction of the coul]tless ropes which imve been use(i
in drawing the water. Nothing could declare in piainer terms the
great antiquity of the wells, and there is no ground for doubt that they

● Gen. xxi. a5-34; XXVI.12-3$
17
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are the very wells first dug by Abraham, and afterward opened again by
Isaac. * Lieutenant Conder thinks that the most eastern well is com-
paratively modern, but, so far as I could perceive, i!s appearance is the
same as that of the other two, with the exception that its upper course
of stones is no~so deeply scalloped by the fricticm of ropes; and this
is fully accotinted for by the fact of its having less water and lxing less
used .

The grove which Abraham planted by these wellst has long since
disappeared, and there is now not a single tree in sight in any direc-
tion, The city which once stood here~ has also disappeared, but its
ruins are still visible on the slightly elevated ground a short distance
north of the wellsMand the ruins of many cities and villages crown the
elevated points along the northern side of the valley. While cities
have risen and fallefl and nations and religions have come and gone
since Abraham dwelt here, these silent wells have remained, through
all the fluctuations of human society, the same as when they were first
dug, and they are to-day at once the most ancient and the best-pre-
served relics of antiquity to be found in all Palestine. It awakens
emotions to be experienced but once in a lifetime to draw and drink
water from a well which Abraham dug, and from which he and his family
drank, nearly four thousand years ago.

FROM HEBRON TO BETH’-5HEMESH.

Although Beth’-shernesh lies but little south of west from Jerusalem,
and is nearer to that city than to Hebron, the reader will obtain a
better conception of the places of interest lying along this border-land
between Judah and the Philistine country by taking them in a line
from Hebron to Beth’-shemesh.

The first place of decided interest in this direction is B& Jibrin’,
about 14 miles northwest of Hebron, on a road very often followed
in going from Hehron to Gaza, though not the most direct road.
This place is not mentioned in the Scriptures, but it had an important
history in the Christian period of Palestine, after the banishment of
the Jews, under the name Eleutheropolis (y%t~ city). Itwas first iden-
tified by Robinson, and it has since been visited by many travelers.
It is chiefly interesting on account of the ruins of ancient fortifications

● Czen. xxi, 21-34; xxvi. 13-33, t Gen. xxi. 33. $ Gen. xxvi.33.
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and churches within and about it, and for the extensive artificial caverns
cut in the soft limestone rock of the adjacent hills. Many of these

caverns appear to have been dug for human habitations, and they open
one into another, somewhat as the rooms of a house, while in the
vaulted ceiling of each is an opening to let in the light, and perhaps
in winter to let out the smoke. But it would be foreign to the purpose
of this work to enter into a minute description of these interesting
ruins, seeing that they have no special connection with sacred history.
The village has now about 900 inhabitants, all Moslem, and a Turkish
garrison. Lieutenant Conder’s survey of the vicinity was very thor-
ough, and he states that ‘‘ on an average three or four ruined sites were
found to every two square miles, and the number of names was very
large.”*

The Valley of Elah, now called Wddy es Stint, heads a few miles
northwest of Hebron, on the way to B& J ibrin’, and runs in a northerly
direction between the mountains of Judah and the lower hills of the
Shephe’iah which border the Philistine Plain. Along its course are a
number of interesting Scripture localities. First in order is the place
identified as Adullam. About six miles from the head of the valley,
and on its western side, is a hill about 500 feet high, crowned with a
ruined fortress and a small dome-covered building sacred to the n]en]-
ory of some Mohammedan sht?ikh. Near its brow is an inhabited
cavern answering well to the cave of .kdullam, in which David and his
men took refuge,t while various other inhabited caves are in the vicin-
ity, and at the northern foot of the hill are two ancient wells similar
to those at Beer’sheba. By all these circumstances, by its present name
(Ai,i cl Mu), and by its relative position toward the other places men-
tioned with it in Joshua’s list of the cities of Judah,$ it is identified as
the site of Adullam. $

About three miles farther down the valley from Adullam, bearing
a iittle west of north, is the ancient Sho’choh, now called Suweikd,

ii very small village, between which and Aze’kah, still farther down,
was the camp of the Philis’tin= when Dtivid killed Goliath. The
positions of the two armies are d~cribed as follows: “ The Phil-
is’tines gathered together their armies, and were gathered together at
Sho’choh, which beiongeth to Juda}l, and pitched between Sho’choh
~ld Aze’kah. ” (This was on their own side of the valley,—the western
side. ) “ And Saul and the men of Israel were gathered together and

* Tent-Work, ii. 161. T I Sam. xxii. r, 2.
$ Josh. XV,35. ~ Tent-Work, ii. 156-60.
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pitched bythe Valley of Elah, and set the battle in art%tyagainstthe
Philis’tines. Andthe Phiiis’tines stood onamountain onthe one side,
and Israel stood ona mountain on theother side; and there wasa valley
between them.”* To meet this description, a place in the Valley of
Elah must be found, below Sho’choh, which has on each side a mcmn-
tain slope suitable for the camp of an army. Again, it must be where
the valley is wide enough to admit of Goliath’s daily advance into
it with his challenge. And finally, it must be where a brook flows
along the valley, —a brook with smooth, round stones in its bed, and
nearer Saul’s side of the valley, so that David would cross it in starting
to meet the giant. Now, precisely such a place is found a short dis-
tance north of Sho’choh, and nowhere else in this valley. Above and
below, the valley is too narrow and the hills too steep, while the brook,
which flows all along the valley, is either in the middle or too near the
western side. But at the point referred to the western hills have a
moderate slope; they recede in a kind of amphitheatre ; a sloping
ridge stands on the opposite side, with a valley on each side of it; and
here were stationed the two armies, with something more than a quarter
of a mile of space between them, The brook, which is a torrent in
winter, but dry in summer, flows within about 60 or 70 yards of Saul’s
side of the valley, and David, in advancing, was compelldd to cross it,
Its bed is full of smooth, round stones, from one inch to six inches in
diameter, and with scarcely a moment’s hesitation David could have
picked up the five to suit his purpose. The author and his conl-
panions pic~d up five apiece which would be the very thing with which
to knock down a giant. No identification in all Palestine is more satis-
factory, for all the features of the topography on which it depends are
the unchangeable works of nature, and not the destructible and change-
able works of man. Even without the name of Sho’choh as a guide,
the identification would be completest

At the right frank of Saul’s position, as described above, is the foot
of a lofty hill which rises to the northeast. It is isolated, and very
steep on every side except the northern, and on its summit is the vil-

lage of l??t A@@f. This is a favorite camping. place for travelers. It
is about 18 miles from Jerusalem, and near the road fronl that city 10
Gaza. It is a village of considerable size, said to contain a popula-
tion of about gOO, and within it are some remains of ancient build-

ings. Near the village is one of the finest threshing-fioors in the
country, composed entirely of the smooth face of a rock, and so ele-

● x Sam. xvii. 1-3. t CompareConder, i,. 160,x61.
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vated that it must seldom fail to have a breeze suitable for winnowing.
Fine fig-trees grow on the summit of the hill, and the view, in every
direction, is magnificent. It is thought to be the Neto’phah mentioned
in Ezra ii. 22.

The mouth of f#ti(~ Mu$dt-r’, down which the road from Jerusalem
to Gaza descends (see page 246), is immediately east of B& Net tif ’,
ami the road, after coming out of that widy, crosses a narrow valley
which passes along the east foot of the hill of Bi!t Netttf’, and then
turning southward entera into the Valley of Elah. It ascends this
valley about three miles, and then leaves it for B& Jibrin’, to the
southwest. From the latter place it runs in a very direct course across
the Philistine Plain to Gaza. It is a question of some interest, where,
on this road, the Ethiopian eunuch was baptized. We have already
spoken of two places on other roads to which this event has been
credited, but have shown that, apart from all other considerations, they
must be set aside because they are not on “ the road that goeth down
from Jerusalem to Gaza. ” (See pages 245, 25 r.) Dr. Robinson was
the first to institute ally intelligent inquiries on this subject. He rec-

ognizes this as the true road on which to search, and he concludes that
Wid@ c~ Mdsy, a stream which the road crosses in the Philistine Plain,
is [he “ certain water” of the sacred text. He says:

‘‘ When we were at “rell el H&y, and saw the water standing along
the bottom of the adjacent w~dy (W&ly el H&y), we could not but
remark the coincidence of several circumstances with the eunuch’s
baptism. This water is on the most direct route from Bet Jibrin’ to
Gaza, on the most southern road from Jerusalem,* and in the midst of
the country now ‘ desert,’ —i. e., wit bout villages or fixed habitations.
The thought struck us that this might not improbably be the place of
water described. T}wre is at present no similar water on this road,
and various circumstances-the way to Gaza, the chariot, and the
subsequent finding of Philip at Azotus—all go to show that the trans-
action took place in or near the plain. ”t

‘Ilese remarks are well worthy of consideration, but in order to

form an intelligent judgment on the subject we must take heed to
certain facts clearly settied by [he Scripture narrative. These are
as follows: First, the angel said to Philip, “ Arise, and go toward
the south, [o the road which goeth down from Jerusalem to Gaza; “J
and under this com[nand Philip COUld go to no other road than the

● And he might have stud the only djrect road from Jerusalem.
t Vol. II. p. 514, note xxxii. $ ActJ viu. 16.
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one most direct and”most usually traveled. This identifies it with the
road above described. Second, he was to reach that road by going
southward from Samaria, and we are told (verses 27, 28) that when he
got into theroad hesawthe chariot before him. ‘llisimpliest hathe
did not go through Jerusalem and follow the chariot fron~ the begin-
ning of that road until he overtook it, but that he followed a route
westward of Jerusalem, by which he came into the road immediately
behind the chariot. He ran to overtake the chariot (verse 30). At
what point his route would intersect the road depends on the point
whence restarted. If hewasso far westward that going south would
bring him into the plain, then his route would intersect the road be-
tween B& Jibrin’ and WMyel H&y, and Robinson’s conjecture,
quoted above,. would be correct. But from any point in Samaria,
a southern route passing westward of Jerusalem would intersect the
Gaaa road before iui descent into the Valley of Elah. In this case
the first natural body of water in the way would be the brook which
flows through the Valley of Elah, and out of which David took the
stones with which to kill Goliath. This is a winter torrent, which
flows copiously through the wet season and is full of alternate pools
and shoals, but goes dry in the summer. In either case the third
and last requirement of the Scriptures would be met: the place in which
he entered the road would be a desert ,—that is, a region devoted
chiefly to pasturage and not occupied by fields and villages; for the
country from IRt Jibrin’ to Gaza, though an exceedingly fertile district,
ia occupied by Bed’awin, who build no villages and cultivate but little
land, while the region along W&ly Musiirr’ is so rocky as to be fit for
nothing but the grazing of goats. So far as natural bodies of water
are concerned, the choice lies between the two above mentioned; but
the great abundance of artificial pools in all the dryer parts of the
country, many of which have long ago been tilled up and lost, leaves it
an open question whether the “ certain water” of the text was a:n arti-
ficial or a natural body. On the whole, we conclude that it is impos-
sible now to decide in what exact water the eunuch was baptized, but
that the present topography of the country shows that there are at least
two streams in which it might have been done consistently with all that .
is aaid in the Scriptures.

The Valley of Elah, after passing the place of David’s combat with
Goliath and running a few miles northwest, turns directly to the west,
widens to about a mile, and passes out into the Plain of Philistia. If,
instead of following its course where it curves to the west, we cross
the ridge to the north, we enter another valley, which descends from
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the eastern side of Bet Nett$f’ and opens into the broader Valley of
Sorek, with Beth’-shemesh on the right, standing on the hill in the
angle made by the two valleys as they come together. It is a small
and insignificant village built among ruins, and is called Ain .!WernJ,

a corruption of its ancient name. Standing on its site and looking
to the east, you see far up the deep Valley of Sorek ( Wd@ cs .Surdr),
toward the town of Koloni’ah where it is crossed by the Joppa road.
Down this valley the fleeing Philis’tines rushed when pursued by Samuel,
anti along its border is the unknown spot o~ which he set up the stone
of victory and called it Ebeoezer. Looking due northeast across the
valley, which is here nearly a mile wide, you see, perched high on the
slope of the opposite ridge, the small villages .%-’a and EsA’u’a, the
ancient Zo’rah and Esh’tacsl, the former the birthplace and Ilome of
Samson, while the space between the two is where he first began to
show his amazing strength. * Above the villages, on the summit of tile
mountain ridge, is a conspicuous white wely, called AW’y Sdmd (the
PropAct Samon). If you turn to the west, the Ion& straight, and
smooth bed of the valley, with a meandering brook making a crooked
line in the middle, stretches away beyond the hills which border it
for several miles on either side, until it is lost in the distant plain.
Somewhere within the view was the village of Deli’lab, the betrayer
of Samson, who dwelt in “ the Valley of So’rek. ”t Along this smooth
and beautiful stretch of the valley, toward the west, must have come
the lowing heifers who brought home on a new cart the ark of God
after its stay among the Philis’tines; for this valley leads down to Ek’ron,
from whose vicinity the ark was started on its curious homeward journey.
As you stand and gaze upon the scene, the valley below you filled with
waving grain and the reapers just beginning to thrust in the sickle,]
you have before you as in a painting the entire scene of the ark’s return
precisely as it is described in the Bible: “ The kiue took the stra~ht

way to tl}e way of Beth’-shemesh, and went along the highway, lowing
as they went, and turned not aside to the right or to the left ; and the
lords of the Philis’tines went after them to the border of Beth’-

shernesh. And they of Beth’-shemesh were reaping their wheat-harvest
in the valley, and they lifted Up their eyes, and saw the ark, and re-
joiced to see it. ”$

Among the hills southwest of Beth’-shemesh, rising from the southern
side of the Valley of So’rek, is the village of ~iAfi~A, which is identi -

● Judges xiii. a, 25, t Judges xvi. 4.

$ Such was the view wheo men by tha ●uthor. ~ x Sam. vi. xa-x+
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fied, both by its name and its locality, with Timnath, the Philistine
village in which dwelt Samson’s first love. * It is about 74o feet above

the sea and 350 above the Valley of So’mk. Samson, in going to it,
went down 700 feet to get into the valley, and then went Up 350 feet
to Timnath.t A rocky hill covered thick with large bowlders, and
possessing so little soil that it is now given up to the growth of brush.
wood, though it would produce vines as well, lies between the valleY
and Timnath, and it was probably while crossing this on his way that
Samson met and slew the lion.~

CHAPTER IV.

PLACES IN THE MARITIME PLAIN.

IN THE LAND OF THE PHILIS’TINES.

THE places mentioned in the last section of Chapter III. are along
the border-land belween the ancient kingdom of Judah and the land
of the Philis’tines. We have seen that the western view from Betls’-
shemesh lies along the broad and beautiful floor of the Valley of
Sorek, which runs out into the Philistine Plain (pages 262, 263). The
u’estern course of the Valley of Elah, after its curve a mile or two
north of Bet Nett!f’, runs parallel with the Valley of Sorek, and lies

about three miles south of it, with high and rocky hills between. Ou
the southern side of the former, just before it spreads out into the
plain, rises the rounded and isolated hill called Tc/f Sal’@, which Lieu-
tenant Conder has identified with Gath. Its summit, which is abut
500 feet above the bed of lhe valley, is crowned with a small village huh
among ruins, while a hlohammedan wely occupies the very highest
point and is a conspicuous obfict in the landscape for many miles
around. There is now but little, if any, doubt of the correctness Of

this identification. The site, rendering a walled city built on it al-
most impregnable, is in every way well suited to the history and cl~ar-
acter of this stronghold of the Philistine. It was the border city to-
ward Israel, and it very naturally bore the brunt of the wars between

● Judges xiv. x, a. t Our ‘.Vork in Patestine, p. 118. $ Judges xiv. 14
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thetwormtions. From its summitalmost theentire Philis’tine Plain is
in view, anti much of the Plain of Sha’ron. The piain stretches away
to the west al-rout 15 miles,wheret hehorizon is bounded by the vapor,
which, like a gray cioutl, ever hangs over the Mediterranean when
seen at a distance. Almost in the horizon, a little west of north, is
the present miserable village of ‘Akir’, the ancient Ekron.

Turning the eye farther south, we see a large numberof villages

and towns, some perched on high conical hills rising out of the plain,
aod some on smooth ridges which impart a waving appearance to the
surface, Most of them are surrounded by groves of olive-trees.
Fields of grain everywhere checker the plain with yellow or green
according to the season, while the dark shade of the freshly-plowed
fields adds variety to the coloring. The sites of Ashdod, Askelon, and
Gaza are in view, or so nearly so that one standing on high ground
in the immediate vicinity of each could seeasignal-fireon the hill of
Gath. The king of Gath could summon theentire rrationtoarmsby
such a signal at night with rapidity equal to that of the electric tele-
graph. All of the villages and towns in view are the modern repre-
sentatives of the villages and unwalled towns which were once the
dependencies of the five great cities of the Philis’tines.

The modern Gaza (cl GAuzz~k), the most southern of the five ancient
cities, is about 35 miles by the nearest route west of Hebron, and about
so southwest of Jerusalem. It has now a population variously esti-
mated at from x5,000 t~ x8,000. * When Dr. Robinson saw it in 1838,
he put the popul~t ion at from 15,000 to 16,000, showing that there
@ been no material change in the last forty years. With the excep-
tion of 300 or ~oo Christians of the Greek Church, the people are all
Mohaninwclans. It has a mission school of the Church of England.
Most of its houses are built of sun-dried bricks, with roofs of earth,
and they present an unattractive appearance. The principal mosque,
w old church, is well built of stone, with a handsome front and a
minaret of considerable height. There are a few other houses of stone,
but all have a dilapidated appearance. The bazaars are mean and
dirty, and the narrow, unpaved streets are deep in dust and sand.
~t while the city itself is unattractive, the broad valley in the midst of
which it stands is quite the reverse. This valley runs north and south,
ad for about five rnilcs north of the city and a mile or more south it is
thickly set with olive-trees and other vegetation. Shallow wells afford an
tindance of water for all purposes. The valley is separated from the
——. .——

● Caplaln Warren’s estimate is 15,000; &edeker’s, 16,000; and Conder’s, 18,000.
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plain to the east Of it by a sand-ridge, and a similar ridge of perfectly
bare sand extends from its western side to the seashore, a distance of

about two miles. Between the city and the seashore are evident remains
of an ancient city, especially on the slope toward the shore. The sand
which the waves are perpetually forming as they beat upon the soft
sandstone of the shore, and which the wit-d is driving inland, has
deeply covered the entire surface; but here and there a ‘part of a ruin
has kept itself in view by causing an eddy in the wind which whirls the
sand away from it. Captain Warren says, “ Wherever the ground has
been turned over, hewn stones, fragments of wall, and innumerable
p[eces of pottery, the surest signs of an ancient city, have been found.”*
‘l’his fact leaves little room to doubt that ancient Gaza stood nearer the
sea and that it waa a far more substantial city than the present Gaza
is or ever has been. It was a walled city, and it existed in the days
of Abraham. About a mile southeast of the city is a hill soo or 300
feet high, called Mftntiir’, which is covered with old tombs, and from
whose top is obtained a magnificent view of the adjacent country.
To the east the eye. ranges over broad and fertile plains, terminated
by the purple hills of Judah. Toward the south, beyond the culti-
vated district of a few miles, is seen the smooth surface of the desert,
while toward the west, beyond a yellow strip of sand, roll the blue
waves of the Mediterranean. A telegraph line now reaches Gaza,
connecting it with Jerusalem, Joppa} Damascus, and BeirOt. It be-
longs to the Turkish government, and is used chiefly for military
purposea.

“1’hat portion of the Philistine Plain lying between Gaza and the
mountains east of it, together with all the grain and grazing-lands
between that line and the desert to the south, is occupied by Bed’awin
.%r’abs, who cultivate extensive fields of grain and pasture large herds
of camels, catlie, and sheep and goats, and a considerable number of
horses. Among their horses are occasionally seen some handsome and
welt-kept animals. Their encampments are scattere(i chiefly along the
winding course of ~d~y s~an”a, a perennial stream which rises to the
northeast and enters the sea south of Gaza. It ia crossed in coming
to Gaza from Beer’sheba, and by the most direct route from Hebron.
The road from B& Jibrtn’ to Gaza pa- near the dividing-line between
viilages, which abound in the north, and the house]e~ plain of the
Bed’awin on the south. When within about X5 mil~ of Gazaj the
road paSWSan elevation on its right called ~#// Ar’&, supposed to be

● Our Work, p. an.
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thesite of the ancient E#on, an important city in thedays of Joshua.*
Heaps of stones where buildings once stood are scattered over aeon-
siderable area, but they are chiefly small stones of irregular shape,
which were laid, like similar stones in modern buildings, in a large
quantity of mortar. About three miles farther toward Gaza, on
another eminence to the right of the road, is UmLd’k~s, the ancient
Lachish,t of which nothing is left but stone-heaps and rock-cut
cisterns. There is no doubt that the ancient cities on this rich plain
were built, like the modern villages, chiefly of sun-dried bricks, and
this in part accounts for the meagreness of the ruins which they have
left. About twomiles southwestof Lachish the road crosses Wda” eZ
Hdsi, a perennial stream, which Robinson supposes to have been the
~~certain water” in which the eunuch was baptized by Philip.1

About twelve miles north of Gaza, and immediately on the seacoast, is
A&zldn’, the ancient Askelon, reached from Gaz~ by a ride along the
beach or a few miles inland. About halfway between the two places

the road crosses WMy Esnf!d, a beautiful stream of water, whose valley,
as far as the eye can follow it, is covered with verdure. At -Askelon are
seen the best-preserved and most interesting ruins in all the Philistine
country. The walls of the city on the land side were built on a semi-
circular ridge curving inland, with the shore as the diameter of the.
circle. The surface slopes from the ridge toward the shore, and the
sea-wall was built on a cliff of sandstone 30 or 40 feet high. The
semicircle is about I % miles around. The wall next to the sea is still
standing in broken masses, while immense blocks of it, weighing hun-
dreds of tons each, have fallen upon the rocks and into the edge of
the water below. ‘l’his fall has been caused, in part at least, by the
wash of the waves undermining the sandstone foundation. All round
the wall, but especially on the sea side, long granite columns were
built crosswise into the walls to strengthen them. In many places
on the seaward side a portion of the thickness of the wail has fallen
away, leaving these columns, like large pieces of artillery, projecting
five or six feet from the front of the remaining wall, and pointing
toward the sea. The material of the wall is chiefly a dark-brown
sandstone, in small pieces. The cement in which they were laid is
harder than the rock itself, and still holds together the great fallen
masses of stones. Nearly all of the semicircular part of the wall is
still standing in a broken condition, but it is nearly covered by the
sand-ridge which is gradually forming on both its inner and outer sides.

● See Josh. x. 1-3; 34, 3.s. t Josh. X,31,32. $ See page a6L
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Insomeplaces, however, the wall still stands from 20 to30 feet high
above the sand. In the interior of the semicircle, as in the bottom
of a very deep saucer with one side broken away, are some very rich-
and beautiful gardens set with vines, figs, pomegranates, palms, and
garden vegetables, and supplied with numerous we!ls of excellent
water and plastered tanks to hold water for irrigation. But thereis
not a human habitation within the walls, these gardens being owned
and cultivated by the inhabitants of J6’ra, a village a mile distant to
the northeast.

The BiMehistory of Askelon is unimportant. Hither Sanlson came
from Timnath, 24 miles, to get the 30 shirts. * But it figured more
conspicuously than any other Philistine city during the wars of the
crusaders, and the present ruined walls aredoubdess those built by
Richard Cceur de Lion. The granite columns, however, which he
used. so freely to strengthen his sandstone walls, were the remains of
the then ancient city, and had probably adorned some of the heathen
temples of the Philis’tines. They speak of a splendor far exceeding
that of the crusading period. The city has been in ruins ever since
the year I z70, when its fortifications were dismantled by order of the
Egyptian Sultan Bibars.~ The utter desolation of this city and of

the original Gaza presents a striking fulfillment of prophecy, for the
prophet Zephaniah said of them, 600 years before Christ, ‘‘ Gaza
shall be forsaken, and .Askelon shall be a desolation.”$

About two miles east of Askelon, and a little north, is the large and
flourishing village of JI@W, probably the Migclol-gad of Joshua (XV.

37), one of the cities given to Judah, but never captured by that tribe.
It is chiefly built of sun-dried brick, but partly of soft sandstone. The
present inhabitants are better dressed, appear more intelligent, and
make greater efforts to ornament the fronts of their houses by the use
of a wash of various colors, than any other community in this plain.
Splendid fields of grain surround the town in every direction, and
olive-groves extend for miles trr the north and south. Many acres are
cultivated in cucumbers and tomatoes, and there are a few orange-
orchards. The moisture of the subsoil is sufficient for all these, except
the oranges, and shallow wells, which abound everywhere, furnish
abundance of water for the irrigation of these. The population num-
bers about :500, nearly all Mohammedans.

About eight miles north of Migdol, and about nine northeast of
Askelon, is Es(&d, the Philistine Ashdod, called in the New Testa-

● Judges xiv. 19. t Baedeker,316; Our Work in Palestine,215. $ Zeph. ii. 4.
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mtmt Azotus. * It was here that the ark of the covenant was placed
in the temple of Dagon when captured by the Philis’tines,t and it was
here that Philip was first found at work for Christ after the baptism of
the eunuch. It lies about three miles from the seacoast, and it once
possessed a seaport, which has now disappeared. It is a very small
village, but, like all the modern villages on ancient sites, it contains
fragments of ancient masonry and broken columns in its walls. It ia

surrounded with olive-trees.
Going north from Ashdod, in about nine miles we come to Jabneh

or Jdmeel, now called I%5na. It was on the northern line of the ter-
ritory originally given to Judah,$ but it was not taken until David’s
conquest of the Philis’tines, and even after this it became once more
indepemient, and its walls were finally broken down by Uzziah. $ It
was an important town after the destruction of Jrwusaletn, and during
the wars of the crusades. Some four or five miles east of it is AW,
the ancient Ekron. This is a miserable village of huts made of sun-
dried bricks, with scarcely a vestige of antiquity visible about it. h k

about 14 miles from Joppa, a little east of south.
We have now named all the principal cities along the Philistine coast,

and have seen that from Gaza to Askelon is xz miles, thence to Ash-
dod 9 miles, thence to Jabneh (on the parallel of Ekron ) 9 miles, and
thence to Joppa X4 miles. The entire coast, therefore, from Gaaa
to Joppa, measured by the line of land-travel, is 44 miles. Four of
thecapital cities of ancient Philistia lie along the coast, Askelon imme-
diately on it, Gazaand Ashdod each about three miles from it, and Ekron
about five miles from it ; while the distance from Gaza to Ekron is
about 30 miles. Gath, as we have seen, was on the opposite side of
the plain, adjoining the border of the hills of Judah, and about xa
miles a little east of south from Ekron.

$11.

IN THE PLAIN OF SHA’RON.

The most important and the most ancient city in the Plain of Sha’-
ron is Joppa, now called H.d/u by its native inhabitants. It is known
chiefly to the Bible-reader ~ the place at which Hiram landed the
cedar beams for Solomon’s temple, at which Jonah embarked when flee-

ing to ‘rars]lish, a]ld at which peter raised T~bitha from [he ciead, and
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afterward, on the roof of the house of Simon the tanner, saw the vision
of the great sheet jet down from heaven. * It seems not to have been
a place of much importance during the khb]ical period, and during the
crusades it was almost depopulated; but in the year x799, when Palestine
was invaded by the French army under Napoleon, it was a walled town.

Its population and its commercial importance have greatly increased
within the last 25 years, so that it has outgrown i~s walls and torn them
down. The present population of the city and its suburbs is estimated
at from 15,000 to 20,000, mostly Mohammedans, but inclutJitlg from
2000 to3000 Jews, from 400 to 500 Europeans, and a small number of
Syrian Christ ians.t A German colony which settled there in s868 num-
bers about 300 souls, and they cultivate about 1000 acres of land north-
east of the town where their village is situated. Their houses, built anti
furnished in European style, present a pleasing contrast to those of
the natives. They keep a good school for the education of their cl~il-
dren in various languages. T!~ey belong to a sect called the Temple
Church, one of whose tenets is that it is the duty of Christians to
settle in Palestine and restore it to prosperity. There are four con-
vents in the city, Greek, Latin, Armenian, and Coptic; and besides tlte

German school, there are two Protestant missionary schools, one of
them kept by an American lady (Miss Hay) in the only “ frame” house
in Palestine, or perhaps in Western Asia. In addition to the German
settlement, there has been recently established a Jewish settlement
southeast of the town, with a large tenement-house arid 300 acres in
cultivation. The city contains two hotels, one kept by a native Chris-
tian and the other hy a Germtul,— the latter by far the better 0( the
two. The house of Tabitha and that of Simon the tanner are both
shown to the traveler, but he knows, of course, that they are not the
originals.

The city is situated on a rock which rises about 100 feet above the
level of the sea. The surfxe both to the north and the south lies ot
a lower level, and the seashore recedes a Iittie on both sides, leaving
the city on a promontory projecting slightly into the sea. The streets

which ascend the hill are so steep that in many places they. have steps
cut in the rock, bnt the principal street runs along the foot of the hill,
near the water’s edge, from the front around the northern side. The
finest view of the city is from the sea. There is no harbor, and ships

● a Chron. Ii. 16; Jonah i. 3 ; Acts ix. 36-43; x. ~ao.
f Tttese extimmeswere made for (he author by Mr. Hardeg, the .4merman Consulu

●gent, xnd proprietor of the “ Jcruselem Hotel.”
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anchor about amile out at sea. From this position thel~ouses seem to
rise from the water’s edge, one above another, to the summit of the
rounded hill, and to be massed together in utter confusion. The dull

gray color of the rock of which they are built, unrelieved by either

JOPPA.

white or colored paint or by any ornamental style of architecture,
causes the town to present an unattractive appearance. The above cut
gives the view from the southwest.

Tothe south of thecity are seen a fewdetached buildings andgar-

dens, then a naked sand-ridge, and beyond all, in the distance, the
dark ridge of the Judean hills. To the north, beyond a low shore of

yellow sand, are green fields and orchards. In passing from the ship
to the shore, the rude boats of the natives are compelled to go throt]gh
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a narrow gap between brown rocks which rise a little above the surface
of the water and make the landing very dangerous in rough weather.
Boats are sometimes capsized here, and occasionally passengers are
drowned. In stormy weather ships do not cast anchor at al}, but take
their passengers on to Beir~t’.

The lands immediately around Joppa are now the most carefully
and profitably cultivated of all in Palestine. There are 400 orange-
gardens of from z% to 6 acres each, amounting to probably 1300 or
x400 acres of this delightful fruit, and the oranges are in some re-
spects the finest in the world. They are entirely seedless; they have no
tough membrane between their compartments; they have a thick juice
with a delicious tlavor; and they are of immense size, many measuring
about I a jnches in circumference. Between 200,000 and 300,000 bushels
of them are annually shipped to the ports of the Mediterranean and to
the towns and villages of the interior.* Besides oranges, lemons, apri-
cots, citrons, grapes, and pomegranates are also cultivated in consid-
erable quantities. All these fruit-gardens are irrigated by water drawn
from wells which are only from 20 to 30 f~t deep. The water is
raised by a.ltorse-power which turns a wheel, around whose rim is an
endless belt strung with earthen jars. As the jars, after .psssing under
the water and being filled, reach the top of the wheel, they empty
their water into a trough at one side, whence it is conveyed through a
spout into the irrigating channel. The supply of water is practically
inexhaustible. It is the surplus of the winter rainfall “on the mountains

+‘and plains of the interior slowly percolating along the surface of the
underlying rock toward the sea.

The present route of travel from Jopps to Jerusalem is by a turnpike-
road running almost due southeast across the Plain of Sha’ron, and
then more nearly east up the beds of w&-1’iesand across high ridges
and deep valleys to Jerusalem. The distance is 38 miles. The road
was built in the year 1872 by the Turkish authorities, and is a very
good one until it reaches the hills; but in many places beyond this it
is much broken by winter torrents. At a distance of about 12 miles
from Joppa on this road is the town of Rsmleh. It is not named in

the Scriptures, but has obtained its importance since the Mohammedan
invasion. It is a well-built town of stone houses, containing a popula-
tion of about 3000 souls, about one-third of whom are Greek Christians.
It contains a Greek and also a Latin monastery, both of which furnish
lodgings to travelers. It has also a small hotel, kept by a German

● ~ Mr, f+a~eg (we fret-note,pge ~) mporredtO the author in April, 18~,
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who belongs to the colony at Joppa. Travelers frequently go to this

place on their way from Joppa to Jerusalem in an afternoon, in order

that their journey the next day may be a moderate day’s ride. It is

better, however, to go to Howard’s hotel at Latrtlu’, which divides

the distance nearly equally.

The most notable object at Ramleh is the ruin of an old mosque at

the western end of the town. Its outer walls are still traceable, stand-

ing in some places xo or 15 feet

high, and they are about 600

yards in circuit. At the north-

ern side is a square tower, called

the “ Tower of the Forty. ”

The name is explained by the

Christians as referring to 40

martyrs who are buried under

the ruins; by the Mohamme-
dans as referring to 40 compan-

ions of the Prophet who met

with the same fate. The tower

is really the minaret of the

old mosque, though of unusual

shape for a minaret, being square.

It is ascended by r 20 stone steps

in the interior, and is about 80

feet high. From its balcony is

obtained a beautiful view of the

rich plain and its many villages.

The space once occupied by the

mosque is undermined with deep

vaults, many of them caved in.

On the opposite side of the town

---- -

TowER OF TkIE FORTY.

there is a pool about Ioo feet square and 20 feet deep, with the usual
flight of steps descending into it at one? corner. It is supplied by

rain-water. The town is supplied with water by wells and cisterns.

Ramleh is surrounded by groves of fine olive-trees, interspersed with a

few trees of other varieties. The grove extends south of the town

about a mile, and north as far as to Lydda and beyond it. The
gardens about the town are inclosed by cactus hedges, many of which

are 12 feet high and IO feet thi~k.

After passing about three miles beyond Ramleh the road crosses the

first hill on its way, and nearly due south of this hill is a detached

18
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eminence called Ttllcl@eY, identified as Gezer, a city in the land
allotted to Ephmim in the days of Joshua.* It was taken from the
Canaanites long afterwards by Pharaoh and given to Solomon, who
fortified it.t It commanded one of the roads leading from the plain
up to Jerusalem, and it was therefore one of the defenses of Solomon’s
capital. Some interesting ruins are found on the site, some rock-cut
tombs are on the slopes of the hill, and a fine spring breaks out at its
eastern foot.

.

After. crossing a few low hills the road enters the mountains near
Latrfln’, to which point we have traced it from Jerusalem in a former
chapter. (See page 244. ) A short distance north of Latrtln’ is the vil-
iage of Atnwd.s’ (limmzu$), but not the Emmaus mentioned in the z4th
$hapter of L@e. True, it has been so regarded in tradition, and even
Lieutenant Conder so regards it, notwithstanding the objection that it
is 160 furlongs from Jerusalem, while the true Emmaus was only 60
furlongs distant.$ He meets this objection by supposing that the
reading of the Sinaitic manuscript is correct, which has 160 furlongs;
but this reading must be erroneous, from the fact that the two men of
the narrative could not have walked such a distance (ZO miles) back to
Jerusalem between the late afternoon hour at which Jesus left them and

the early hour of the night at which they reported to the eleven.$
Another site, northeast of this, on the road from Jerusalem to Lycida,
called El Kttbei’beh, which a very old tradition identities with Em-
maus, seems better entitled to the distinction. It is due west from

Neby Sam’wtl, and according to the measurement of Mr. Schick, a
German architect resident in Jerusalem, it is just 62~ furlongs from
the city. 1] The village contains many ruins, and its situation is beau-
tiful.

About 2X miles north of Ramleh, and I I miles southeast of Joppa, is
Xwf, the Lydda of the New Testament, where Peter raised E’neas from
a bed of sickness, and whence he was called to Joppa after the death
of Tab’itha. ~ It is a well-built town, and stands in the midst of a
grove of olives extending about a mile northward, and reaching south-
ward to Ramleh and beyond. This is probably the largest olive-grove
in the Plain of Sha’ron, It is about five miles long from north to
south, and from one to two miles wide. Intermingled with the olives
are a few fig- and mulberry-trees. The chief object of antiquity in
the place is the ruined church of St. George, a portion of which h~

● Judges i, q. t r Kings ix. 16. $ Luke xxiv. x3.

~ Luke xxiv. 29; 33, 34. II Baedeker, 141. lf Acts ix. 32-43.
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recently been repaired. It belongs to the Greeks, and it is said to be

built over the tombof St. George, the patron saint of England, who
was born, died, and was burieil here.

‘l’here is a road leading from Joppa up the seacoast, though gen-

erally a mile or more away from the water’s edge, along the entire
length of the Plain of Sha’ron. About 3% miles from Joppa this road

crosses iVa/ir el AuI>A, the river Aujeh, near its mouth. It is the

largest stream, next to crocodile River, on this plain. It risea some
9 or xo miles eastward, at the base of the hill on which stood the
town of Antip’atris, mentioned in the account of Paul’s journey as a
prisoner from Jerusalem to C=sarea.* The place is now called A’d~ d

Aiu (the l%vnontory of the S}/iqg), from the immense volume of water
which rises out of the ground under its northern and western side%
and forms the river .kujeh. The top of the hill is crowned with the”
massive ruins of a large castle built by the crusaders, and is known to
represent Antip’atris, because the latter is said by Joaephus to be in the
plain, close to the hills, with a river encompassing it, and this is the
only ruin answering to the description. It is Kxyi miles from Lydrla
on the way to Cmsarea, and 3oj4 from the latter place. From this

place, says Conder, ~~the stream flows rapid]y away westward) burrow-

ing between deep banks, and rolling to the sea, a yellow, turbid, sandy
volume of water, unfordabie in winter, and never dry, even in sum-
mer.’ ‘t

Not far from Antip’atris, in the border of the hill country, is 7L%wA,
which is with some probability identified with Timnath-Serah, the in-
heritm~ce and birthplace of Joshua. $

The distance from Joppa to Cmarea is about 30 miles by the road
leading n’ear the coast, but the principal route of travel in ancient titnes
from (Lrsarea southward was farther inland, and led to Lydda, leaving
Joppa to the right. In this distance, besides the river Aujeh, the road
crosses three other streams, the Fdl’ik, the Akawiarhz, and the JWcj-
jir. These are smaller streams than the Aujeh, and are not at all sea-
wns able to push their way through the ridge of sand which is constantly
increasing ulong the shore. Their obstructed watera form deep pools
and marshes on the edge of the plain, as is the case also along the
Philistine coast between Joppa and Gaza. A little artificial help
iVOUkisecure their passage to the sea and rescue many acres of tine
hnd from inundation, and at the same time it would render the plain
%r less malarious than it must be in its present condition.

—

●ACIS xxiii II. t Tent-Work, i, ‘230-Wj2. $ Josh. xxiv 30.
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Czsarea, which still retains itsorigimd namein the corrupted form
of ~aywzri’ye~, was not one of the original Hebrew cities, but was
built by Herod the Great, and its completion was celebrated in the
year 13 B.c., twelve years after its foundations were laid. Josephus
gives adetailed accountof the constructionof thecity, andespeciall~
of the harbor, which was altogether artificial.* From the beginningot
its history it was the principal seaport of Palestine, and it was made,
by the Roman governors of Jutiea, the political capital of the nation.
It will ever be a place of interest in the minds of Christians on
account of the baptism there of the first Gentile converts, the inci-
dents connected with Paul’s last journey to Jerusalem, and the two
years’ imprisonment of Paul under Felix and Festus.t It is also noted
as the home of Eusebius, the earliest of ecclesiastical historians, It
figured conspicuously in the wars of the crusades, being frequently
taken and lost by the contending parties. The last attempt to restore
its fortifications was made by Louis IX. of France in 125 J, and it was
destroyed in x265. Since then its harbor, the breakwater of which,
according to Josephus, was made by sinking rocks 50 feet long and 18
wide into water 20 fathoms deep, has been filled up till it is too shallow
for the smallest ships, and the sandstone walls and towers in reach of
the waves have to a great extent been crumbled into sand and blown
inland by the winds. The wall of the city still stands, from 20 to 30
feet above the ground in a few places, while the walls of the moat
which surrounds it on every side, excel)t that toward the sea, are in a
perfect state of preservation. “1’hemoat is 30 or 40 feet across at the
top and about 20 feet deep. The space inclosed by the walls is a rect-
angle, 54o yards long from north to south and 350 wide from east to
west. The walls are about six feet thick, and are strengthened by many
buttresses and square towers. The gate in the south end is I)reserved,
and through it all visitors enter. Near by it on the inside is a well of
never-failing water, and hither flocks and herds are daily led frotn the
immediate vicinity to be watered. There is also near this gate, anti
fronting the sea, the ruins of a large and magnificent church, the entire
outline of which is distinctly traceable, and much of its wall is still
standing, from 15 to 20 feet high. The remainder of the surface
within the walls is a confused mass of rl]bbis]] from the crun~bled lime.
stone of ancient buildings. Josephus told the truth when he said that
Herod built the city of “ white stone, ” “of materials brought from
other places, and at very great expense ;“ for the stone chiefly llsed is

—.-——— .—
wA,-. (V q, ~. t A:!s x. !-.18 ; xxi. 8-I4 ; xxii. -xxvi.
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limestone, and there is none to be found nearer than the mountains, 9
or xo miles distant across the Plain of Sha’ron. On the mole built for
the harbor, which extends out into the sea from the southern end of
the city, stand the ruins of an immense castle very massively built, and
even now rising 40 or 50 feet into the air. The author counted 75

granite columns which were built crosswise into the walls of this castle,
all of which are now exposed. Among them are several of red granite,
and of immense size. Over against this mole to the north stood
another structure of a similar character, w~ich has crumbled away. Its
columns have fallen into the shallow water, where they lie, about 70 or
80 in number, like a sunken raft of saw-logs. Nothing can exceed the
desolation that broods over this spot, once so full of life and anima-
tion, and so prolific of historical events. The continual roar of the
waves, which even in the mildest breeze are ever breaking against
Herod’s sunken masses of rock, tends to heighten the impression, and
when one pssses out of the city on any side, it is intensified by ob-
serving that along the surface of the ground, north, south, and east, are
uninterrupted traces of ancient dwellings, long since gone to destruc-
tion. Leaving the city by the road running northward, the last monu-
ment of its glory and of its ruin that comes into view is the wall
which once supported, on a long series of arches, an aqueduct that
brought a stream of water into the city from Crocodile River, three
or four miles distant. The city once extended far beyond its present
walls.

About z% miles north of Cmarea the coast-road crosses the mouth
of iVakr Zeda (Bfuc A%w-), called Crocodile River by ancient writers,
because crocodiles were then, as now, found in its waters. That they
are still founfi is attested by various writers. * The sand near the sea-coast
so obstructs the passage of this river into the sea that its depth and

i width at the ford near its mouth are much less than farther out from
~ the shore. When crossed by the writer in May, 1879, it was about sixty
( feet wide and three feet deep. The horse of our dragoman got mired
! in the sand, broke his girt, and threw saddle and rider into the

water. About a mile above the mouth of the river, where it once
~ broke through a low rocky ridge, the opening through the ridge has

been dammed by a wall 20 feet thick, and the water above it is ele-
The wall is 230 yards long, and the road passes over it

ss on a bridge. When the place was visited by Thomson there were
‘ eight or ten mills in motion just below this dam, propelled by the

* See Land and Book, ii. 244.
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water falling directly upon their wheels, and he says there was room
for twenty. The dam causes a great marsh in the plain above, ren.
dering thousands of acres of rich land untillable.*

About four miles northof the Zerka or Crocodile River the road
crosses another perennial stream cailed theiVah-Kerd’jek, which wa:ers
and makes verdant a considerable belt across the plain, and about a
milenorthof it isthe village of Tantu’ra, immediatelyon theses-shore.
It occupies a low promontory which juts out into the sea far enough to
form,southof it, aharborfo~ the small sail-boats which trade along
the coast. Back of the village, toward the hills and among them, some
timber is found, which is cut and brought to this place to be shipped
to BeirOt’ for manufacturing purposes. North of the town is a little
bay, and north of it another promontory crowned with the ruin of a
very massive castle. A part of the wall of this castle is still standing,
about 50 feet high, and it is a very conspicuous landmark, seen for
many miles up and down the coast. Above the castle, and reaching
out from the shore, are the ruins of an ancient city almost as extensive
as those at Cmarea, and scattered among them are many granite
columns, These are the ruins of the ancient city of Ilor, which was
occupied by Canaanites in the days of Joshua, and which held out
against the attack of the tribe of Manasseh, to whom it was allotted.t
There are several small islands of naked sandstone a short distance
from the shore, and these may be the remains of a natural breakwater
which once formed a harbor for vessels of moderate size.

Scarcely more than six miles north of Dcm, and 15 from C~sarea,
are the ruins of Athlit. Here a cape projects nearly a mile into the
sea, terminating i,, a rocky promontory. On this promontory is a
large castle with massive walls built of very large stones, and evidently
once an almost impregnable fortress. A portion still stands, about 80
feet high, in an almost perfect state of preservation. A deep moat,
still distinctly traceable, cuts it off from the main part of the cape.
The remainder of the cape was occupied by the city, and the city
wall crossed the neck of the cape. The latter is still traceable, and its
moat still contains water for a considerable distance.

From this point to the northern terminus of the Plain of Sha’ron is
some 8 or 9 miles, along a constantly-narrowing plain between the
sea and the gradually approaching side of Mount Carmel. The plain is
most of the way divided into two narrow strips by a narrow ridge of
rock running along the middle of it parallel with the shore. The road,

● Land and Book, ii. 244, t Josh, xvii. II; Judges i. a7.
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on leaving the vicinity of Athlit, passes through this ridge by a narrow
artificial cut, ~nd continues on the eastern side until it reaches the nar-
row bench around the sea end of Mount Carnwi where it curves to the
northern side of that mountain and reaches Hai’fa.

—.

CHAPTER Jr.

PLACES WITH SIIE’CIIEM AS A CENTRE.

$ L

BETWEEN BETl{kX. ANI> SHE’CiiEM.

IN the section on places in the hills of Ber~jiimin we discussed the
topography north of Jerusaiem as fir as Bethel. Now we continue it
from the vicinity of Bethel northward as far as She’them. The high-
way between these :WO places is in the main nothing but a stony bridle-
path. II] some i)iMXS It is a narrow and stony lane between walls
which fence in the fig. orchards and vineyards. About two miles north
of Bethel a village called A:u Yebr@!l‘ is on the left, and we are evi-
dently entc:ing a riciler and better-cultivated district, a portion of the
favored terri:ory of Ephraim. Well-cultivated vioeyards and fig-orch-
ards, wit:) rough stone walls dround ti~cuk, occupy the chief part of the
surface. A short distance farther the villages of Jjf’na and Ain .$n?a

lie a mile or two to the west, the l~tter less than a mile north of the
former. Neither has a Bib]e hiskry, but Jif’na is an unusually well-
built village, :.ituated on a conical and wlated hill, and it must always
have been at! itnportant town in the district. The hills in every direc-
tion around are well terraced and covered with fig- and olive-trees.
These trees are so abundant for miles around as to resemMe an exten-
sive forest. As we advance toward the north, and descend toward the
Valley of the Robbers’ Founta:~, fig-trees give place entirely to olives.
These are the most extensive and most carefully cultivated orchards of
these two fruits anywhere to ‘be seen in Palestine. In years gone by
the natives of the villages acquired an unenviable reputation for ferocity,
and the guides and muleteers who accompany the traveler through the
district have many tales of horror to relate which show that they even
yet paas that way with some timidity.

After passing through these groves, the road, which hiis been con-
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tinually descending for about a mile, enters into the betlof awrlley
called JKddyel l%uramt’ych, which derives its name from .4in e[Hara-

rni’yd, the Robbers’ Fountain. Thewdleyh ererunsn orthandsouth,
but just inourrear, where weenterit, it turns tothe west and passes off
deep down between the mountains toward the Maritin wPlainandthe
sea. It is by farthedeepes tvalleyseen near the road since leaving
Jerusalem. When we have gone about a quarter of a mile up the
valley we sce on the left a perpendicular ledge of rock al)out 20
feet high, and above this the mountain slope to a height of 600 or 700
feet. From the base of this perpendicular ledge there issue several
small but perennial springs of good water, and a smooth plot of
ground between the cliff and the torrent-bed which drnins the valley

is the much frequented camping-ground of the Robbers’ Fountain. Just
south of the camping-ground, the space between the torrent-bed and
the cliff is occupied by a very large cistern and a pool. ‘he cistern,
which was dug down into solld rock and arched over, is 50 feet long
by 30 in width, and of an unknown depth, being now nearly filled with
earth and rubbish. Its arch has mostly fallen in. The pool, whose
northwestern corner touches the cistern, is 84 by 120 feet, and strongly
built of stones laid in cement. It is now nearly full of earth, and
when seen by the author it was growing a crop of wheat. The moun.
tain jirst opposite, on the eastern si(ie of the valley, forms a magnificent
natural arnphitheatre. It is about 1000 feet high, and is almost a per.
feet arc of a circle. Its steep slope is covered from base to summit
with terraces, natural and artificial, the benches of which are cultivated
in grain and thinly set in olive-t rees. * This place is about six miles
north of Bethel and about eighteen north of Jerusalem. It is the half-
way station between Jerusalem and She’them. It evidently derived
its nam~Robbers’ Fountain—from some tradit ion con nect ing it with
the depredations of robbers, but the details of the tradition have beeu
lost.

A ride of about four miles northward, over a path which steadily
ascends out of the deep depression just left, brings the traveler to the
general level .agstio, after which, in about another mile of descent, he
reaches the spring and the village of ZuMdm’, the ancient Lebo’nah.
A beautiful, well-watered, and well-cultivated valley descends toward
this Yillage from 8 wutheaaterly direction, and passes on toward

.

● Our pa((, mn),w! ~uu [:, e?. .&:.t-. ~b . , . . . .t. -..,; . . .4):..:, (ind
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BETWEEN BETH&L AA’D

the west. It is Wiidy el Lubbiin’, and it
SeilCtn’.

It is said of Shiloh, the place where the

SHE’CHEM a%r

heads in the vicinity of

tabernacle stood from the
days of Joshua until after tl~e death of Eli, that it was “ in a place
which is on the north side of Bethel, on the east side of the highway
that goeth up from Bethel to 3he’them, and on the south of l,elx>’n.th. ”*
‘1’his is rather a vague description, but it answers in every particu]m to
the site of the ancient ruin now called Sct7iin, an evident corruption
of Shiloh. It is about a mile east of the highway, and is reached ill
going north by turning to the right on the first plain making in from
the east after leaving the Robbers’ Fountain. It is the plain of Zi2t-’-
nfis A,v’a, with a village of the same name about a mile to the east, and
it is everywhere well cultivated and prcxluctive. Another plain from the
north opens into this, and on the northern edge of the latter plain are
the ruins of Shiloh. “I%ey cover the summit of a smooth, rounded emi-
nence, with a much higher ridge north of it, from which it is cut off
by a deep, narrow ravine with almost perpendicular sides. The ruins
consist mainly of piles of weather-worn lmil(iing-stones, the remains
of small hut well-built stone houses. lmmeiliately in front of them, a
little lower down the hill, is a small flat-topped building, with a flight
of outside steps asceml ing to the roof, which has been used as a
mosque and previously as a chapel, an(l also according to Conder as a
synagogue, though it is quite small for any one of the three, being
only 37 feet square.t A magnificent oak overtol)s it. The view to the
south, the east, and the west is very floe, including level and beautiful
valleys, surrounded by sl]~ootl~ly-ro~ll~tietl hills not more than zoo or
300 feet in height. In the valley to the southeast there is a WRI1in
the open field, anti beyond it, on the opposite slope, are the ruins of a
church, the foundations and part of the w:dk of which are well pre-
served. But that which gives the chief interest to the locality is a
space artificially leveled OE the northern brow of the eminence, just
back of the ruins of the village, in which the tabernacle stood during
its long continuance in Shiloh. It is 400 feet long from east to west,
extending as far in this direction ss the width of the hill would allow,

d 77 feet wide. It was made by cutting down the rock along the
Swell of the hi]] to a level with the two ends of the area, and in doing
w the natural rock is left from two to six feet high on each side for a
Wtsiderable distance, but more on the upper side than on the lower.

t is ●ntirely certain that this escarpment was made in order to obtain

● Judges xxi. 19. t Tent-Work, i. 84.
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a level space for some purpose, and the dimensions of the space, just
two feet wider than the tabernacle court, and long tnough to leave a level
space in front for the assembling of worshipers and victims, indicate
unmistakably that it was intended to accommodate the tabernacle.
There is no other spot on wilich tile tabernacle ever stood that can be
thus identified, and it is certainty remarkable ti~at tijis can be, after a
lapse of more than 3000 years. This is due to the fact th~t it was cut
in the solid rock of the hill-top, where no earth couid collect upon it
to conceal it, and where no buildings were afterward erected to cover
it with their ruins.

It is remarkable that while the book of Joshua, in describing the
lands allotted to Judah and Benjamin and some of the other tribes,
mentions a large number of the cities included in them, it mentions
very few of those allotted to Epilraim and Manasseh, and these few are
chiefly in the Maritime Plain, * Nor is the book of Joshua aione in this
singular omission, for all tile books of the Old Testament are surpris-
ingly silent in regard to the topography of the hill country occupied
by these two powerful and wealthy tribes. Consequently, thougit
many well-situated and interesting villages are scattered over the
hills all the way from Bethel to She’cilem, only a few of them are
even mentioned in the Bible, and most of them are therefore devoid
of historical interest. It may be that these tribes, being almost exclu-
sively agricultural in their habits, lived almost entireiy in small and
perishable villages, and built but few towns of any importance. At
any rate, we meet with no places bearing a Scriptural name, or hav-
ing a Scriptural history, after leaving Shiioh, until we enter ti]e rich
and beautiful Plain of Moreh, now called tt%dy el Aftiilrmh. We
enter it near the southern extremity, about five miles from Si~e’chenl,
and follow it, in a direction a little east of north, until we reaci~ tile
Valley of She’them, opening to the west, and still we have not reaci~ed
its northern extremity. It extends two miles farther, being seven miles
long and from one and a half to two miles wide. Ti]is is probably
the richest and certainly one of the most beautiful valleys in I%riestine.
When seen by the author it was covered chiefly with yellow grain, fully
ripe and waiting for the harvest, but not a sickle had yet been thrust
in. Intermingled with the broad expanses of golden grain were belts
of green dtlr’rah, which was just high enough to almost hiile the ground

with its rich mantle of green. Undulating hills of moderate heigi~t
and irregular swell form its eastern border, while the lofty ridge of

● COOIparC chapteraXV., XViii., XIX., of Joxhua,with chaptersxvi.,xvii.
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Mount Ger’izim rises abruptly from its western side, and, towering
higher and !Iigher as it extends northward, reaches its highest elevation
where it stidtiel]ly breaks down by an almost perpendicular precipice
into ‘the valley of She’them, between it and Mount Ebal. The latter
mountain rises as abruptly, and forms the remainder of the western
boundary of the plain. A little more than a mile from its southern
end, and on its eastern side, is the village of AwcY’hz, where two tombs
are shown, which are called the tombs of Eleazer and Phinehas.

‘l’his plain is first mentioned as a camping-place of Abraham when
he first came into the land of Canaan,* and in it Jacob, when he had
returned from Pitdan-aram, bought a piece of land from the prince of
She’them. Here he resided until after the exciting scenes connected
with the misfortunes of his daughter Dinah.t There is nothing said
in the Old Testament of his having dug a well there, but in the New
Testament a deep well in the plain, at the foot of Mount Gerizim, was
known as “ Jacob’s Well)” and it was believed that Jacob dug it, and
“ drank thereof, himself and his children and his cattle, ”~ ‘l’he well
is still there. It is on the principal highway through Sarnaria, as the
text of John requires, being only a few steps to the right of the road ;
and, what makes its existence remarkable, it is in the midst of a district
well watered by springs and running streams, showing that some ex-
traordinary contingency must have caused it to be dug. One of these
streams, having its origin in a copious spring about a quarter of a mile
distant, passes within 200 yards of the well. The very existence of
the well under such circumstances is a puzzle, until we remember that
JMob, having purchased a I,iece of land in order to be independent of
“~isneighbors, had equal need to become independent of them in regard
o water, and therefore, to avoid depending on their springs, he must

.leeds dig a well on his own premises. There is no ground, then,
br a rational doubt that the tradition, which in the time of Christ
~crihcd it to Jacob, is correct.

A church was built over the well in the fourth century,$ and its water
was drawn up through the floor of the church, near its eastern end.
Nothing now remains of the church but its foundation-walls and the
arches or vaults which supported its stone floor. The top of the vault
which stood over the well has partly fallen in, and in order to reach its
mouth one must climb down through the opening in this vault. The
atom of the vault lie in a confused heap about the well’s mouth, no

● Gen. xii. 6. t Gen. xxxiii. X8; XXXV,5. $ John iv. s-Is.

~ [1 is mentioned by Jerome in A.D, +cq, Prol. ii. 284.
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person having l~ad the care to remove them out of the way. The top
of the well is arched over like a cistern, and a round opening is left
about zo inches in diameter. Another opening of irregular shape has
been broken through it. By the light admitted through these open-
ings one can see the wall distinctly. It is built of stones of good size,
smoothly dressed, and nicely fitttii together. The workmanship is
like that of the wells at Beer’sheba. It is a perfect cylinder, and
7% feet in tiiameter. Robinson quotes Maundrell as stating that the
well, when visited by him, was J05 feet deep, and contained 15 feet
of water; and another writer, who visited itin 1839 and found it 75
feet deep, with 10 or I z feet of water. * Captain Anderson is the only
modern explorer who has actually descended it. He was let down by
a rope, the untwisting of which under the tension of his weight caused
him to revolve so rapidly that he fainted in the descent, and upon re-
turning to consciousness he found himself on his back in the dry bot-
tom of the well, looking up to the opening in the top, which appeared
like a star. He found an unbroken pitcher in the bottom, which must
have fallen when there was water in the well, or it would have broken.
He also found the ~iepth 75 feet, and states that it had been filled up
ro feet in the previous IO years; but this last statement must be erro-
neous if the lastwriter quoted by Robinson made no mislake. t ‘1’his
measurement was made in 1866. When visited by the aulhor, in 1879,
his tape-line touched bottom at 66 feet, showing that the process of
filling up, which is the result of the custom followed by all visitors,
both native and foreign, of throwing in stones to hear them strike the
bottom, has been steadily going on. It is to be sincerely regretttid that
this practice is not checked by putting the well under proper guardian-
ship, restoring it to its original con~iition, and protecting it by a suitable
superstructure. It belongs to the Greek Church, and it is feared that
if they improve the site, as is expected, they will not restore its orig-
inal condition, but build over it another church. It is the opinion of
both Anderson and Conder that it is ,iug through alluvial soil, and that
it receives its water by infiltration ; but if this is true as regards its
present depth, it can scarcely be so in regard to its original deljth. If
restored to its original depth, it would probably hold a large quantity
of water the year round ; whereas now it is dry except in unusually
wet win~ers.

About 400 yards north of the church, in the direction of Mount
Ebal, is a structure known as Joseph’s Tomb. It is a building of two

.- .-..—.. .—
● Vol. ii, 284. ~ Our Work in Palestine, aox, 202.
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apartments, the more northern being a round vestibule, and the more
southern a roofless inclosure about 25 feet square, surrounded by a wall
xo feet high. ‘1’hetomb is in the latter. It is constructed in the usual
style of Mohammedan tombs, about seven feet long, four feet wide at
the lmse, and raised in the shape of a grave about three feet high in
the mid(l le. At each end is a stone pillar with an urn on its top filled
with bl.rck ashes, from rags and such things that have been burned
there by Jews. .%nitll earthen lamps with oil in them are also depos-
ited by devotees in an opening in one end of the tomb. The wall
around it is a reconstruction made in x868 by a Mr. Rogers, British
consul at Damascus, and the fact is stated on a marble slab let into the
wall. The probability that this is the real resting-place of the bones
of Joseph is very great. His mummy, when brought up out of Egypt
by Joshua, was buried in the “ parcel of ground which Jacob bought
of the sons of Hamor, the father of Shecbem, for an hundred pieces
of silver,”* and this is that parcel of ground. True, the tomb is of
Mohammedan structure and modern, but the long period of time which
has elapsed has made many reconstructions of the original tomb neces-
sary, and this may Lsebut the last of the series; and the fact that it is
not msde to pointtoward Mecca is opposed to the supposition that it
is au invention of the Mosiem. But for the superstition of the Mos-
lem, who wouhl resent with the utmost violence any attempt at excava-
tions into the tomb, tlw question whether Joseph’s mummy, or any part
of it, is to be found there could be settled in a few hours; and doubt-
1SSsthe day is coming when this will be done. It is not impossible
that visitors to the Holy Land may yet gaze upon the actual body of
Josc[h here, and at Hebron look his father, Jacob, in the face. The
sight would a(ld greatly to the attractions which draw pilgrims to
Palestine, and it would be a singular prolongation of that future into
which Jusepil iooked by faith wi]en he ‘‘ made mention of the depar-
ture of tile ciliidren of Israel, and gave commandment concerning his
bones,”~

Were a wali htiit from Jacob’s Weli to Joseph’s Tomb, it wouid
almost close up the moutil of the Vaiiey of She’cilem, wbicil comes into

the Piain of Morei~ i}ere from the west, occupying the sl)ace, about
&if a mile wide, between Mount Ger’izim and Mount Ebal, the iatter
@ the north, the former on the south. There would be ieft, between
\he south end of tile sui)posed wall and Mount Ger’izim, a space too
p am yards wide, and one of about tile same width between its

t

.. ● Joshua xxiv.3a.< t lieb. xi. 22.
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northern end and Mount Elxd. If another wall, about xoo yards
farther west, were built entirely across the mouth of the valley, the
southern end of it would stand in the village of lh-ld’ta, a collection
of hovels built of stone, and the northern end would rest on ‘Adkat-,
a mud village at the base of Mount Ebal. It is now well settled that
this la~ter village is the successor of the city of Sychm-, mentioned in
connection with the Saviour’s visit to Jacob’s Well, and that Sychar is
not, as has long been supposed, another form of the name She’chern. ,
It seems frorhtStephen’s speech, in Acts, that .%e’chern was known to
the apostles. under its own proper name* and is not to be confounded
with Sychar. Mor~over, this place is much better suited to the narra-
tive than She’them, for it is scarcely half a mile from Jacob’s Well,
whereas She’them is a mile and a half distant. The statement that the
city was “ r-war to the parcel of ground that Jacob gave to his son
Josel)h”t is strictly true of ‘As’kar; and this agrees well with the cir-
cumstance that the woman ran without her waterpot into, the city,
and soon returned, followed by the people. t There is a splendid
spring of water in ‘As’kar, and this might suggest the question why the
woman should have gone half a mile to the deep well to draw; but

the obvious answer is that she was probably at work in the plain, with
the well between her and the town. This supposition must be adopted,
whether we suppose her to have belonged to ‘As’kar or She’them ; for
had she come from the latter place she would not only have left an
abundance of excellent springs behind her, but she would have passed
one on her way about a quarter of a mile before she reached the well.
‘As’kar may at that time have extended across the principal part of the
valley, and have reached much nearer to the well than at present; for,
besides the inherent probability of this, the valley contains many ruins
imperfectly buried beneath its rich soil. $

We now enter the Valley of She’them. It is a remarkable fornla-
tion, being a narrow gap separating two mountain ritlges just at the
point where each had reached its highest elevation. Mount Ger’izim,
commencing some 8 or 10 miles to the south, and gradually ascending
as it extends northward, reaches its highest elevation: aud then breaks
down, as we have said before, by an almost perpen(iicuiar descent of
1000 feet into this valley, Mount Ebal does about the same on the
opposite side, but its descent is more than 1200 feet. The gap is a
complete one, for it passes through the entire range. The eastern end
of the valley drains into the Plain of MOkh’nab, but the greater part

● Actsvii. *6. t John iv. S. $ John iv. 28-30. ~ See Tent-Work, i. 7s.
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of it drains westward into a depression which passes on to the Plain of
Sha’ron. After entering the valley from the Plain of Mhkh’nab, and

riding about a quarter of a mile, we pass a large stone building on the
left, used as a barracks for a regiment of Turkish soldiers. It was
built in 1874. Near the corner of this building is a copious spring of
cool water, which sends forth the stream mentioned above as flowing
near Jacob’s Well. It passes through the village of Bel&ta, and is then ‘

led into irrigating channels to water gardens in the vicinity of Joseph’s
Tomb.

Just beyond the barracks there is a sudden widening of the valley,
made by a recess in the side of Mount Ger’izim, which forms a vast
natural amphitheatre, and by a similar recess of almost the same di-
mensions exactly opposite in the side of Mount Ebal. The valley is
here more than half a mile wide, and the chord of each of the amphi-
theatres is more than a quarter of a mile long, while the slope of each
mountain from base to summit is nearly half a mile. This is unques-
tionably the spot in which Joshua assembled the twelve tribes and read
to them the law, as directed in the 27th chapter of Deuteronomy, and
as described in Joshua viii. 30-35. If it were possible, under any
circumstances, for one man to read so as to be heard by such a multi-
tude, this is the very place in which to do it. A number of travelers
have tried the experiment of speaking to one another from mountain
to mountain, and have succeeded with ease. The author tried the ex-
periment of standing in the middle of the valley, with one of his
companions half way up Mount Ger’izim, and the other halfway up
Mount Ebal, and reading to them the curses in the 27th chapter of
Deuteronomy. He was heard distinctly by the one on Mount Ger’izim
and indistinctly by the one on Mount Ebal, the thick grove of olive-
trees to the eastward obstructing the passage of the sound in that di-
rection. If, therefore, the people could have stood in this vast double
amphitheatre, which seems altogether probable, Joshua could have
read to them without aid so that all could hear. But as he was in-
structed to employ the aid of Levites,* it is probable that he had these
distributed through the multitude, to take up the reading and repeat it
after him sentence by sentence. However this may be, the discovery
of such an auditorium in the very spot where an event of nearly 4000
years ago suggests that it might be found, while the record of the event
says nothing about it, is a striking coincidence confirmatory of the
Biblical narrative.

● Deut. xxvii. I+
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From the amphitheatre to the city, a distance of about half a mile,
the valley is nearly filled with olive-trees in full bearing, and the
ground beneath them is cultivated in grain. The road is enlivened by
the constant passage to and fro of men, women, children, and beasts
of burden, while passing Turkish soldiers and officers of the gar-
rison, some on horseback and some on foot, display their military airs
and uniform, All indicate our near approach to a city of no mean
pretensions.

iHE’CHEM AND ITS ENVIRONS.

The town called She’them in the Bible obtained under the Roman
dominion the name of ZVeapolis (New City), from the circumstance of
having been rebuilt or restored. This name, in the abbreviated Arabic
form of N:~b’lus, it has retained to the present time,—one of the few
instances in Palestine in which the Roman name of a place has per-
manently superseded the original name. It is 35 miles north of Je-
rusalem, and is situated in the valley between Mount Ger’izim and
Mount Ebal, about a mile and a half west of its mouth at the, Plain of
Moreh, It is situated on the southern side of the valley, extending
from the precipitous face of Mount Ger’izim down to the bottom of
the valley and for a short distance beyond it, Westward of the town
Mount Ger’izim gradually descends, the chief part of its lofty front
being eastword of the town. The town is 1870 feet above the sea-
Ieve], with Ger’izim towering 1000 feet ab~ve it. It is on the water-
shed, springs east of the town flowing to the Jordan, those in town to
the Mediterranean. Its present population is estimated by Europeans
at 13,000, but by inte]]igent natives at 20,000. It is solidly and com-
pactly built of stone; it is full of bm.iness activity, and it bears evident
marks of recent improvement. The principal part of its ancient wall
is still stan(ling, though the town has outgrown it. The people are all
Moslem except about r500 Christians, chiefly Greek, and 130 Sam-
aritans. lVe have already mentioned, in Chapter VII. $ I\T. of
Part First, the mission-work of the Baptists in this place. There is
also here a CIerman Protestant mission. In addition to. the ordinary ~
traffic of a large town of Palestine, the people are largely engtiged in
the manufacture of soap made from olive oil, The town is said to
contain 22 soap-f~ctorles. It has a large trade with the villagers around
and with the Bed’awin east of the Jordan, and it is the seat of the
Turkish government for that side of the river.
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The Samaritans, only 130 of whom are left from all those who once
inhabited Samaria, have a synagogue in the southwest part of the city,
in which are deposited several ancient Samaritan manuscripts, among
them the celebrated Samaritan Pentateuch, supposed to be one of the
oldest manuscripts in existence. It is difficult to obtain a sight of the

latter, as the priests are in the habit of deceiving visitors by showing
them one of later date.

The town is well watered by a number of springs, and fountains of
fresh water are abundant on the streets. It is said that there are 75
never-failing springs within the town and its immediate vicinity.
That portion of the valley immediately north of the town is occupied
by an extensive burying-ground, which reaches all the way to the foot
of Mount Ebal. Below this, toward the west, the valley descends rap-
idly, grows narrower, is abundantly watered, and is verdant with trees
and shrubs and gardens. Besides the usual fruit-trees of the country,

there are here many white mulberries, whose fruit is large and sweet.
!?Ae’them is a very ancient town, and its advantageous situation must

always have made it a place of importance. It was probably not yet
~ilt when Abraham first came into Canaan. This seems to be im-
~lied in the statement that “ Abram passed through the land unto the

i?

e of Sichem, unto the Plain of Moreh, ”* though the term “ place”
ay refer to the territory belonging to Sichem rather than the place

~here Sichem afterwards stood. At any rate, when Jacob returned
@m Padan.aram it was a walled town, though its population was
knall.t The ruins mentioned in the preceding section, which abound
along the bed of the valley eastward of the town, show that it once
~too~ farther east than it does now, or else that it once occupied a

L
uch larger space than at present. Its importance must always have

n of a commercial rather than a military character, for it is so com-
~letely overtopped by Mount Ger’izim as to be comparatively inde-

1

ensib}e. It was doubtless for this reason that Jeroboam, who made it
e first seat of his government, soon abandoned it and chose the
ftily perched Tir’zeh in preference. t

~ Next to Jacob’s Well and Joseph’s Tomb, the object of greatest
istorical interest about She’chern is the summit of Mount Ger’izim.

is ascended on horseback by a very steep and toilsome ride, starting
om the camping-place just west of the city, (The first part of the
ope up which we ride is seen in the foreground in the preceding en-
raving. ) As we climb the steep, with our faces nearly eastward, we see

1
0 Gent xii,6, t Gen, xxxiv. 20, 25, $ I Kings Xii. 25; XiV. 17. Seep. 2g2.
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The Samaritans, only 130 of whom are left from all those who once
inhabited Samaria, have a synagogue in the southwest part of the city,
in which are deposited several ancient Samaritan manuscripts, among
them the celebrated Samaritan Pentateuch, supposed to be one of the
oldest manuscripts in existence. It is difficult to obtain a sight of the
l~tter, as the priests are in the habit of deceiving visitors by showing
them one of later date.

The town is well watered by a number of springs, and fountains of
fresh water are abundant on the streets. It is said that there are 75
never-failing springs within the town and its immediate vicinity.
That portion of the valley immediately north of the town is occupied
by an extensive burying-ground, which reaches all the way to the foot
of Mount Ebal. Below this, toward the west, the valley descends rap-
idly, grows narrower, is abundantly watered, and is verdant with trees
and shrubs and gardens. Besides the usual fruit-trees of the country,
there are here many white mulberries, whose fruit is large and sweet.

She’them is a very ancient town, and its advantageous situation must
always have made it a place of importance. It was probably not yet

built when Abraham first came into Canaan. This seems to be im-
plied in the statement that “ Abram passed through the land unto the
pfaceof Sichein, unto the Plaln of Moreh,”* though the term “ place”
may refer to the territory belonging to Sichem rather than the place
where Sichem a(terwarcis stood. At any rate, when Jacob returned
from Padan-aram it was a walled town, though its population was
srnall.t The ruins mentioned in the preceding section, which abound
along the bed of the valley eastward of the town, show that it once
stood farther east than it does now, or else that it once occupied a
much larger space than at present. Its importance must always have
been of a commercial rather than a military character, for it is so com-
pletely overtopped by Mount Ger’izim as to be comparatively inde-
fensible. It was doubtless for this reason that Jeroboam, who made it
the first seat of his government, soon abandoned it and chose the
loftily perched Tir’zeh in preference. $

Next to Jacob’s Well and Joseph’s Tomb, the object of greatest
historical interest about She’them is the summit of Mount Ger’]zim.

It is ascended on horseback by a very steep and toilsome ride, starting

from the camping-place just west of the city. (The first part of the

slope up which we ride is seen in the foreground in the preceding en-

graving. ) As we climb the steep, with our faces nearly eastward, we see

* Gen, xii,6. t Gen. xxxiv,ao, 25, j I Kingsxii. 25; xiv. 17. See p. 2yI.
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just over the town, on the brow of the mountain, a projecting ledge
called Jotham’s Rock. We at once accept it, from its perfect fitness,
as the spot on which Jotham stood when, by his forcible and original
fable, he rebuked the She’chemites in the valley below for their cruelty
and ingratitude toward his father Gideon. He must have stood on a
spot whence he could be heard and seen from the valley below> ?nd
yet beoutof tllereacll ofanarrow-shot; andattlle sametin~e,llemust
have hadasafe way of retreat when hisspeecll was ended.’ The rock
in question meets all of these conditions; for it stood high above the

people, yet near to them, and the steep face of the mountain prevented
a rapid pursuit of Jotham, while his retreat was unobstructed:*

When we stand on the summit of the mountain the Plain of Moreh
lies beneath our feet on the east, and the mouth of the Valley of She’-

SACRltD ROCK OF THE SAMARITANS.

them on the north. The elevation, according to Conder, is 2849 feet

above the sea-level. An extensive plateau is here covered with the

ruins of ancient buildings} among which can be ‘raced “’ose ‘f ’13e
church built here by Justinian, A.~. 533; of a castle with a well-

preserved pool for rain-water by its side; and, as the Samaritans be-

lieve, of their temple, which once stood here, but was destroyed 13.0
jfears before Christ. They have their sacred rock, over wh]ch thetr

temple stood, as have the Jews and the Moslem on Mount Moriah. It. . .
is seen, together with surrounding stones from ancIer_It ‘)u’’d’ngs~ 1’1
the above cut. Cisterns and pavements are abundant; a Mohammedan

web stands on the eastern brow of the motmtain> and the mountain’s
,

eastern slope shows the remains of ancient terraces. ,

* Judges ix. 6-zI.
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To the Samaritans, .Mount Ger’izim continues to be, as it was in the
time of Christ,* the most sacred spot on earth. They.lwlieve that it
is the exact centre of the earth, and they are persistent in believing
that it is the highest mountain in the world. When ‘Conder point~
out to their high-priest the fact that Mount Ebal, just across the valley,
was obviously higher (az 7 feet higher), the old man replied that it
appeared to be so, but it could not be so in reality, for “ Mouot Ger-
izim is the hig~eat mountain in the world !‘‘t They believe that this
is the mountain on which Abraham offered Isaac, and that it is the
Bethel near wbith Jacob saw the vision of the ladder. Here they
commenced the worship of God, according to the Jewish account, by
aid of a Jewish priest, who was driven from Jerusalem because he had
married a daughter of Sanballi#, about the close of the Old Testa-
ment history,$ and here they continue to observe the annual festivals

appointed by the law of Moses. Although the Passover has never
been observed according to the law by the Jews since the destruction
of their temple, A,D. 70, it h~ continued through all the Christian
centuries to be observed by the Samaritans on Mount Ger’izim, and it
is observed by the remnant of them to the present day. At the time
of its annual recurrence the entire Samaritan population of Nab’lus go

‘ to the mountain-top and live in tents for seven days. They slay seven
ladtbs precisely at sunset on the evening of the appointed day (the first
full moon after the vernal equinox), roast their bodies whole, eat them
with unleavened bread about midnight, and spend the last four houra

of the night in prayer. Dean Stanley was so fortunate as to be present
at this celebration during his second visit to Palestine, in 1862, and he
gives a very interesting account of it in an appendix to the first volume
of his “ Lectures on the Jewish Church. ” The editor of Baedeker’s
Guid~-Book also witnessed it in 1869, and gives substantially the
same account of the proceed ings. $ When the au’thor was there, May
29, 1879, he saw the recently charred bones of the roasted lambs scat-
tere~ about the place of sacrifice, but he was more than a month too
late to witness the festival. The cut on the following page represents
these people as they watch the setting sun in the evening of the Passover.

The view from the summit of Mount Ger’izim is widespread and
magnificent, though not so much so as that from the higher summit of
Mount Ebal. The southern face of the latter mountain, that Seeli

—
● John iv. 19, ao.

t Tent-Work, i. 34. It is remarkable that Josephos also speaks of Mount Ger’izim as
the highest mountain in Samaria (Ant.,xi. S).

~ Jose~hus,Ant., xi. 8 ; Neh. xiii. as. ~ Baedeker, p. 3j.3.
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from Mount Gedizim and the Valley of $he’them, is covered with a
thick growth of cactus, except in a few spots where the slope is gradual

— ——
/ — —.

SAMARITANS AT WORSHIP ON MOUNT GER/lZIM,

and occupied by terraces cultivated in grain. The summit, of this

mountain, according to Coricler, is 3076 feet above the seat It is the
highest point in Palestine north of the mountains near Hebron and

south of northern Galilee.
On a lower mountain, a short distance to the north of Mount Ebal,

is To&?$a, the Tirzah of Scripture, which was the second place chosen

by Jeroboam as the seat of his kingdom, and which continued to be
the capital of the northern kingdom until Omri bought the Hill of
Samaria and transferred the seat of power to that spot. *

She’them is the most convenient place from which to make an excur-
sion to “ A3non near to Salim,” where John baptized’ when he left the

Jordan. Starting east from the city, and on reaching the Plain of

* I Kings xiv. 17; Xvi. 15, 24.
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Moreh leaving Joseph’s Tomb on the right, and passing through the
village of As’kar (Sychar), we follow the Damascus road, which runs
north along the eastern foot of Mount EIM1, with th~ Plain of Moreh
on the right. About two miles north of As’kar the Piain of Moreh

terminates, and a very lofty mountain crowned with a white W@ rises
abruptly from its northern extremity. Just before reaching th~ north-
western corner of the plain we have opposite to us, on a slope at the
northeastern curve of the plain, the village of Sa/im(Salem), near to
which was the baptizing-place of zEnon. * The most direct and easiest
route to the latter place crosses the plain and passes through Salem;
but the author, preferring to trace the waters from their fountain-head,
continued along the Damascus road, following the course of ZfW~
l?eddn’, about three miles north of the end of the Plain of Moreh.
These three miles pass over a very rugged road. The road runs into
and crosses WUy lfcddn’ in the midst of a group of four water-mihs,
which do the chief part of the grinding for She’them and the surround-
ing country. By continuing on the Damascus road until another
mountain-spur immediately north is crossed, we may enter into the
head of ,Wti’j lJa/aA; but as that w~d’y unites with WM’y Be&n’
about two miles below the mills just mentioned, it is better to turn
down tile latter wid’y and follow its course. It runs almost directly to
the east. h the coum..of these two miles. we pass eight more water-
mills, the last at the junction of the two wad’ies, and supplied by a
race from Wiid’y Far’ah. The stream in the latter wad’y is the larger
of the two, and from the point of junction the united waters bear the
name of W&dfy Far’ah. About four miles below this the bed of the
w&Vy, which has been very narrow thus far, and is in no place wide
enough to accommodate a large multitude, such as assembled to hear
the preaching of John, suddenly expands on the northern side of the
stream to about a mile in width, with a gradual upward slope toward
the north, a$d extends eastward with the stream along its southern side

for about two miles. No prettier mountain valley is seen in Palestine,
and none more suitable for John’s purpose. The stream for about
five miles of its course, as traced by the author, is continuously fringed
with oleanders, which were then in bloom. Our path crossed the

stream repeatedly, and we found it abunding in pools from two to
three feet deep, though at an un~ually low stage of water on account
of the exceptionally dry win~ which had preceded. The streiim is
perennial, and flows thence to the Jordan,, increasing in volume as it

PJohn iii.8$
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descends through its mountain pass. It enters the Jordan a short dis-
tance south of the Dam’ieh ford.

To Lieutenant Conder, the first European who carefully examined the
eastern hills of Sarnaria, belongs the credit of identifying this locality,
●nd it is due him that we here introduce his own description of it:

~~The head+prings are found in an open valley surrounded by dew-

late and shapeless hills. The water gushes out over a stony bed, and
flows rapidly down in a fine stream surrounded by bushes of oleander.
The supply is perennial, and a contin~ous ‘bkccesafon of litt Ie springs
occurs along the bed of the valley, so that the current becomes the
principal western afiluent of Jordan south of the Vale of Jezreel.
The valley is open in most parts of its course, and we find the two
requisites for the scene of the baptism of a lmge multitude,-an open
space and abundance of water. Not only does the name Sakm occur
in the village three miles south of the valley, but the name AI’non,
signifying ‘springs,’ is recognizable at the village of Aiwd, four miles
ttorth of the stream. There is only one other place of the latter name
in Palestine, #tit Aimm’, near Hebron; but “this is a place that has no
very fine supply of water and no Salem near it. On the other hand,
there are many other Salems all over Palestine, but none of them has
●n 45non near it. The site of W&i’y Far’ah is the only one where all
therequisites are met, —the two names, the fine water snpply, the prox-
imity of the desert, and the open character of the ground.”*

As Conder suggests, this W&d’yFafah was the route of Jacob and his
caravan in their journey from the Jordan through the mountains up to
She’them ;t ●nd it was also that of the Syrian army on their retreat
from Samaria under a false alarm.$ ,

$ III.

PLACRS WEST AND NORTH OF SHE’CHEM.

That part of the Valley of She’them which extends west of the city
d,eaeends rapidly at first, then more gradually, and makes its way
stearly.north west through the mountains to the Plain of Sha’ron. It was
the highway from She’them to Samaria, C~rea, Lydda, and Joppa.
But the present road to Samaria leaves the valley after following it for
three or four miles, crosses a ridge to the north, and descends into the
Valley of Samaria on its eastern side. Samaria is eight miles from

●Tent-Work,{.pa. t Gen. Xxxiii.x7, 1s. $ a Kings vii.6-Is.
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She'chem bytheroad (six il]anair-line) and due northwest. Itssitua-
tion attests the military skill of Omri, the King of Israel, who bought
the hill and built the city for the capital of his kingdom. * It also
accounts for the fact that though the city was three times besieged
within the Bible period by an overpowering army, it was never taken
butonce, and then aftera siege of three years.t It is to the confi-
dencewhich its inhabitants reposed in its strength that Amos alluded
when he said, ‘{Woe to them who are at ease in Zion, and trust in the
mountain of Samaria. ”$ It was built on an isolated hill about 400 feet
high, completely surrounded by an almost circular valley, and ‘this
again by a circle of mountains nearly all higher than Samaria. Its site
might be compared to that of a conical swell in the centre of a deep
saucer. Tbe hill is ascended from the northeast by a steep slope, and
the modern village, with a large and well-preserved church of the cru-
sading period, is on the northeastern brow of the hill. The summit is
now set in olive-trees and cultivated in grain. Terraces run around
the hill from top to bottom, and on the second terrace from the top

HEROD’S COLONNADE AT S.4MAR1&

stand the remaining pillars of a colonnade built by Herod the Great,
which once extended around the hill for a distance of 1000 yards.
The terrace is about 50 feet wide, and the columns, of which about 80

* I Kings xvi. 24. t I Kings xx, r; ~ Kings vi. 24; xvii. 5.6. $ Amos vi. I.
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are still standing, and many others are lying prostrate and broken, are
16 feet high. They are made of hard limestone. There are many
other relics of ancient structures on the slopes of the hill, and among
them one on the northern side, consisting of about a dozen columns,
forming a quadrangle, the probable remains of a temple erected by
Herod in honor of Augustus Czeaar. He rebuilt the city, adorned it
with magnificent works, and called it &&r~/~, the Greek word for Au-
gws~s, and it has retained that name in a corrupted form to the present
day, the Ar’abs calling it Sebds’-ti-yeh. Its summit is 1542 feet above
the sea, and the highest point is near the southern brow. Standing
there, the entire wall of surrounding mountains and the baain of the
surrounding valley can be distinctly seen, and over the lower hill to
the southwest the view extends to the Plain of Sha’ron and the sea,
The valley is wideat toward the south and west, where it is about two
miles wide. At the southeast curve of this valley the Valley of She’-
chem enters it, and at the southwest curve there is a broad opening
through the hills, by which that valley passes on westward toward the
sea. The author’s party traveled down that valley on their way to
Ctesarea, and they saw along its floor some of the best-preserved pieces
of ancient paved road in all Palesti~e. It was doubtless in the valley
immediately south of Samaria that the Syrians were encamped when
they thought they heard the Egyptians and the Hittites coming upon
them, and it was up that gap opening toward the sea that the enemy
appeared to come. The Syrian retreat was toward the Jordan, and it
probably led them up the Valley of She’cbem, east of their camp and
past the city of She’them.*

Many villages, the sites of ancient towns, are perched on the hills
round about Samaria, as they are in every part of the hill country, but,
for a -W mentioned above (page 282), few in this portion of the
country have any Bible history.

About ten miles by the road a little east of north from Samaria,
and about three miles farther from She’them, is Dothan, the place near
which Joseph was sold by his brethren, and in. which was the prophet
Elisha when it was surrounded by Syrian soldiers for the purpose of
capturing him.t In riding to it from either place many villages are
passed, and some beautiful valleys. It is still known under the name
WI Dothan’ (the Acap of Dot&m). The site of the town is a hill about
aoo feet high, isolated on every side except the north, where a narrow
saddle about Ioo feet high comects it with a still higher hill in that

●s Khgs vii, 6, 7, x$ t a Kin& vi. 8-23.
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direction. On the summit is a plateau of about 40 acres, which has

been artificially leveled. Toward the eastern side are some ruins of

buildings that were constructed of good limestone, while the remainder
of the surface is dotted with heaps of small stones from cheaper houses.
All the exposed soil is cultivated in grain. The slope of the hill on
every side except the north is too steep for ascent on horseback. To
the south about a mile and to the west about five miles there stretches a
rich and beautiful valley, from one to one and a half miles wide, all
cultivated in grain, and bordered by hills of moderate height. The
word Dothan means two wells, and there they are in t!~e valley south
of the village, one a little to the right and the other 10 the left.
When seen by the author flocks of goats and sheep were being watered
at the more eastern, and at the other, about 100 yards to the west, a horse-
power water-wheel was in motion, throwing water into a plastered reser-
voir about 30 feet square and 3}g feet deep, in which men were washing
a flock of sheep preparatory to shearing them. From the reservoir
water also ran in an irrigating channel to support a fine garden of
cucumbers, onions, and other vegetables below. The principal thor-
oughfare from the north in the direction of the Plain of Sha’ron, the
very road which the Ishmaelite caravan to which Joseph was sold was
traveling, passes along the western foot of the hill, and Captain Wilson
found in the plain a number of jug-shaped cisterns answering to the
pit in which Joseph was placed. Everything corresponds precisely to
the scene of Joseph’s sale, and not less so to that of the attempted
arrest of Elisha. The mountain that was full of horses and chariots
of fire to the opened eyes of Elisha’s servant stands around on every
side, and is not far away except to the west.
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CHAPTER

PLACES ABOUT THE PLAIN

$ I.

v I.

OF ESDRA~ELON.

ON THE EASTERN BORDER.

WE have given ageographical description of the Plaillof Esdra'elon
and the adjoining plains in Chapter I., $ V., Part First. We are
nowto speak of the villages, mountains, and other interesting locali-
tiesin the same district.

The only town of any importance at the present day on the Plain
of Esdra’elon is~enfn’, the ancient En-Gannim (gwvicn-spring), a city
of Issachar, which was given to the I.evites. * It is situated at the
southeast angle of the plain, at the foot of the hills which rise to the
east and southeast of it, and at the mouth of a pass between the
mountains southward, through which must always have led the principal
thoroughfare from the plain and all Galilee. Jesus must often have
passed by it, though it is never mentioned in connection with his
journeying. Though it scarcely has a Bible history, it is mentioned
in the writings of all modern travelers, because, as above stated, it is
the only town of importance in a large district, the ancient cities
which once overshadowed it having gone to ruin. It contains about
3000 inhabitants, and is the seat of a subordinate Turkish governor-
ship and a garrison of soldiers. It is well built of stone houses, and
is surrounded on the south and west by luxuriant gardens of vegetables
and fruits, with an occasional palm-tree. A copious and perennial
spring, whose source is in the hill to the southeast, is brought by an
underground stone conduit to an artificial basin in the lower or
western edge of the town, where it stands in a crystal pool about
6 feet long, 3 wide, and 18 inches deep. Here the women of
the town are constantly coming, lingering a while to chat, and going,
while well-dressed and clean-looking men sit or loiter about in the
shade. Eelow the pool the surplus water passes in a stream 2 feet
wide and 18 inches deep into a stone watering-trough about 30 feet

● Josh. xix. 17, au; xxi. a8, 29.
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long, where the stock of the town and of all passers-by are freely
watered. Hence it is led into irrig~ting channels for the gardens
below, and can be all turned at pleasure into an elevated stone channel
to a mill in the edge of the gardens. A mosque kept in unusually good
repair stands in the western edge of the town. On its southern side

is a garden of figs and pomegranates, and along the northern a long
portico with arched praying-places, while two pools of limpid water
stand ready for the sacred washing of hands, feet, and face which
must precede every prayer. The white minaret of the mosque is a
conspicuous object from every direction to those traversing the plain.

About seven miles a little east of north from Jenin’ is the village of
ZerW, the ancient Jez’reel, which gave its n~me to this entire plain. The
road thither is along the foot of the mountain which rises to the east, and
on ground slightly elevated above the plain to the west. In places we
see remains of the ancient pavement. There is a gradual ascent all
the way from Jenin’. Five or six villages are seen on the right, and
two or three on the left. Jez’reel was most delightfully situated. While
the ground slopes away gently toward the south, it dopes more ab-
ruptly toward the east until it reaches the level of the plain, and the
view from the south toward the west and around to the north takes in
the entire Plain of Esdra’elon, with the mountain-rim which bounds
two sides of its triangle. Almost due west, and 16 miles distant, is
distinctly seen the place of Elijah’s sacrifice on Mount Carmel, and
when Ahab was returning to Jez’reei from that stirring scene, followed
by the black clouds of the coming rain, and preceded by the rugged
form of Elijah, his chariot could be seen from the walls of Jez’reel
every foot of theway. * To the northwest the almost perpendicular
mountain wall which shuts off Nazareth from the plain is only seven
or eight miles distant, anti a white house recently built on a hill over-
looking Nazareth is distinctly seen. To the north, about four miles
distant, is Jebel Dtr’hy (Little Hermon), which rises so high as to
hide from view Mount Tabor, which stands behind it. To the east is
the long Plain of Jez’reel, continually widening as it recedes; and to the
southeast is Mount Gil’boa, on the most northwestern spur of which
Jez’reel stands. The present village is a collection of miserable huts,
but into the walls of these are built many pieces of ancient masonry.
The most conspicuous object is the ruin of an old church, a part of
whose wail stands 20 or 30 feet high. The surface about the village is
covered with ancient building+tones, and rock-cut cisterns are very

● I Kiop xviii. 44-46.
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numerous. Tlleauthor counted fiveofthese witl~in anacre of ground.
A large limestone sarcophagus lies half buried a little south of the
village.

Ahab showed taste and judgment in selecting this as the site of his
summer palace, to avoid the heat and the contracted view of his capital
at Samaria. And Saul’s army, when posted here before his last and
fatal battle, had an admirable defensive position against the Philistine
host drawn up at Shunem, on the opposite slope of Jebel Dtrhy. Im-
mediately in front of Jez’reel to the north there is an almost perpendic-
ular descent of 400 feet into the Valley of Jez’reel, up which the Philist-
ine army would have to clamber in making an attack on Saul. Shunem
is on the opposite edge of this valley, but almost as high as Jez’reel,
the valley sloping rapidly down from it to the foot of the Hill of
Jez’reel.

From Jez’reel there is a very good view of Mount Gil’boa, The west-
ern and northern sides of this mountain come together here at an acute
angle, The western side stretches off in a direction nearly due south
to the vicinity of Jenin, while its northern side runs in almost a straight
line south by southeast until it suddenly breaks down into the Jordan
Valley, about 12 miles distant. This northern-or, more strictly speak-
ing, northeastern-side is almost perpendicular, while the western has
a gradual slope. Its highest elevation, which it attains in a point but
a short distance southeast of Jez’reel, is 17 r 7 feet. Saul and his men
were doubtless retreating over the slopes of this mountain when he and
his sons were slain. *

The author and his party rode fr(Jm Jez’reei eastward down into the
valley, and along the northern base of Mount Gil’boa, on their way to
Beisan’. About two miles from Jez’reel we crossed the stream of Ain
Jaftid’, supposed to be the Fountain of Harod mentioned in connec-
tion with Gideon’s attack upon the Midianites,t but incorrectly called
a well in the English version. It is a bold stream of water, 20 or 30
feet wide and a foot or more deep, issuing from a cave-like recess
in the rock of the mountain’s base. The water is cool and clear. It
is so dammed up a short distance below as to make it spread out into a
wide pool, and farther on it is led into irrigating channels and makes
verdant a large portion of the valley. About three miles farther east
another spring issues from under a ledge of rock 100 or 200 feet from
the base of the mountain, and a dam thrown across the depression
below it sweiis its water into a beautiful pool about 100 yards long and

● x ~rn. xx~i.1-6. t Judges vii. I-S. Comparepage 28.
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from zo to 30 wide, with a depth of from 8 to IO feet. So perfectly
transparent is this water that the smallest object can be seen distinctly
at the bottom of it, which is covered with white pebbles. When the

author first drew near it he mistook the white bottom for a white scum
on the surface, and was equally surprised and delighted, on reaching
the edge of the basin, to see it eight feet below the surface. His con~-

pany enjuyed in this limpid pool the most delightful of many delight-
ful baths which tl~ey took in the waters of Palestine. The temperature
of the air was 97° in the shade of our umbrellas, and that of the water
precisely the degree to be most refreshing. The water of this spring
turns a mill which stands below the dom just mentioned, and then
runs away, like that of the one above, to irrigate the fields and pastures
of the plain.

About 12 miles east of Jez’reel is the modern village of Beisan’,
answering to the ancient Bethshe’an, the ruins of which are very ex-
tensive, full of interest, and many of them well preserved. The site
of the original city, and of what we might call the acropolis at a later
period, is the summit of an isolated hill which once formed a contin-
uous part of the clifl overlooking the Jordan Valley, but is now cut
away on both sides by two deep chasms, through which, on each side,
fluws a stream of water. These are the streams which flow from the
two S.prillgs mentioned above in the Ploin of Jez’reel. The heads of
the two ravines are about a quarter of a mile west of the hill in ques-
ticn, and between them for that distance is a valley but a few feet above
their level. After passing by the hill they come together east of it,
and thence flow as one s~eam to the Jordan. The hill thus cut off is
about xoo feet higher than the level of the plain, and its summit is
crowned with an ancient wall six or eight feet thick, which passes
entirely around its brow. Immediately north of this is a plateau about
twice as large and about 100 feet lower, which is also surrounded with
a wall, and has a gateway at the northwest corner. A large and deep
cistern, whose arch is partly broken, is seen a short distance from the
gate, and a zig-zag roadway, now impassable, led from the gate to the

valley on the west. The sides of this hill are everywhere so steep as
to be ascended only on foot, and by a path winding half-way around
it. From the western brow of this acropolis one looks down in the
valley below upon a confu~d mass of stone walls; standing and pros-
tiate columns ; an ancient Roman theatre, well preserved; long
ttmtches of street pavement, laid with heavy blocks of basalt; bridgea
Of the same rock, spanning the two streams ; and two modern water-
Ini\ls, propeiled by the streams where they break down from the
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higher level of the plain. These are the ruins of ancient Bethshe’an.
Other ruins are scattered about over a large area on the high plain
immediately south of this valley. Lifting the eye from these ruins,
and taking in the more distant view, the long Plain of Jez’reel lies
before us, coming almost to a point in the distance where the sides of
Mount Gil’boa and Jebel DcI’hy approach each other, but having a
narrow gap at the farthest extremity, between Jez’reel and Shu’nem.
Through this gap can be distinctly seen, though 28 miles away, the
eastern end of Mount Carmel, where Elijah called down fire from
heaven. If we turn around and look to the eastward, the Jordan
Valley, 500 feet below, stretches away to the north and south for
many miles, while the lofty mountain range beyond the Jordan bounds
the entire horizon in that direction. It was probably on the wall of
this acropolis that the bodies of Saul and his sons were gibbeted by the
victorious Philis’tines, who had found them, the day after the battle,
just yonder, on the slopes of Mount Gil’boa. And hither came the
men of Jabesh-Gilead, from the mountains yonder beyond the Jordan,
took down the bodies, bore them in triumph to their own city, and
,Jwned them to prevent their recapture and further mistreatment.
Thus they expressed their gratitude to Saul for that wonderful deliver-
ance which he wrought for them in the beginning of his reign. *

The main road from She’them and all southern Judea to Damascus
passes through Beisan’, and, descending here into the Jordan Valley,
crosses the Jordan at the Mejami’a bridge, about x2 miles to the northeast.

Returning now to the head of the valley, we visit Shunem, now
called SW?W’, already mentioned as being about four miles due north
of Jez’reel, and situated on the southern slope of Jebel Dfi’hy, near its
western end. It is noted partly for its connection with the battle of
Mount Gil’boa, in which King Saul lost his life, but chietly as the home
of the good Shunammite woman who befriended the prophet Elisha and
was so amply rewarded.t It was also the native place of Ab’ishag the
Shunammite.J It was never a place of great importance. It is now “a
small village of buts. The view from it to the west embraces the
entire Plain of Eadra’elon, and the eye can trace the line of the Shu-
mmite’s ride of about 16 miles when she went after the prophet on the
death of her son. The sloping valley immediately south of the village
u probably the field in which her husband was harvesting when the

child waa smitten with sunstroke and sent to its mother.

● x Sxm. xl. x-xx; xxxi. II-13.
t ● Wags iv. 3-w; viit. I-6. $ I Kings i. 1-4; il. x3-a5.
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The mountain called ~cficl Dti’lry is 181s feet high, about 100 feet
higher than Mount Gil’boa, and on its utmost summit is a Moham-
medan ud’y, whose whitewashed surface is a conspicuous and striking
object from every direction in which the mountain is seen. It is the
tomb of the prophet whose name the mountain bears, but who he is
explorers have not ascertained. There is a small village near the rdy.
This mountain was supposed at one time by the Crusaders to be Mount
Hermon, and for a time it was so called. When the mistake was dis-
covered the y called it Litt& H&won, and so it has often been called
since. Although it is more conspicuous than Gil’boa, and almost as
much so as TabOr, and has on its base in different places three well-
known villages, yet it is not once mentioned by name in the Bible.

The other two villages just referred to are Nain and Endor, both on
the northern slope of the mountain, the former about two miles from
the western end, and the latter about two miles farther east. Nain is
perched on a bench, with a steep slope of about 60 feet descending to
the plain just north of it, The road from the north approaches it by
a narrow valley at its western end, and beyond this are some rock-cut
sepulchres with Ioculi in them of both kinds. As Jesus approached
the gate of the town, coming from the direction of Capernaum, where
he was the previous day, the procession bearihg the son of the widow
was going out toward this burying. place, and thus they happened to
meet. It was probably late in the afternoon, as the distance from Ca-
pernmrrn is more than 20 miles by the nearest mute.* The village is
a very small one, containing only a dozen or so small huts, but around
it are scattered the ruins of better buildings, and on the brow of the
westward steep are the remains of what nlay have been the town wall.
The expression “ gate of the city, ” used by Luke, implies that it was
walled when visited by Jesus. Among the ruins are those of a small
church, The Lat ins have obtained control of this, and when the
author was there workmen were about to commence the reconstruction
of it, under the direction of a priest, who had pitched a tent near the
spot .

Between Nain and Endor, two miles farther east, there is a gap in
the mountain which pasaes entirely through it, although it rises to a
considerable height midway. By this King Saul came over from his
camp near Jez’reei the night &fore the battle to visit the Witch of
Endor. As the Philistine army was immediately north of him, he had
to paXS by its left flank in ~ to make the Perikus excursion,-x

● M vii. 11-17.
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venture which he would scarcely have made had he not felt himself in
a very great strait. * The village still wears its original name, pro-
nounced by the Ar’abs End2/, and it is perched on a steep rocky slope
pierced by many caverns, at least one of which is inhabited. The
population numbers about x50 persons, and the supply of water is
from a feeble spring in a cave above the village. It was nearly dry

when the author saw it, and it was kept in so fiithy a condition that,
although thirsty, we did not try the quality of its water.

Directly north of Jebe/ l.M’Ay, and distant about five miles, across a
lovely plain which declines toward the Jordan, rises the majestic form
of Mount ‘1’abor, zooo feet high, and almost in the shape of a cone.
Our engraving of it shows it from the southwest, and is not the most
pleasing view, the connecting ridge toward the west giving it a some-
what tilted appearance, which it does not present when seen from al-
most any other direction. From that ridge, which is about aoo feet
high above the plain and connects the mountain with the hills toward
Nazareth, the ascent is made to the summit up a very steep, winding,
and rocky path. The hightst part of the summit is near the eastern
part of the mountain, and there a considerable area is inclosed by the
remains of an ancient wall with a mo:~t outside. Robinson quotes
Polybius as saying that Anti’ochus the Great, 218 B. C., took a city which
then stood here and fortified it.t Josephus, the historian, also fortified
the place at the beginning of the Roman war, and we enter the area
inclosed by the walls through the ancient gateway on the western side. ]
From the top of the wall at the southern side is obtained a magnificent
view of the plains and mountains to the south. Within the walls,
near the same spot, a broad space of naked rock is drained during the
winter rains into a cistern in its centre, which affords a drink of cool
and pure water. Farther to the east are two monasteries, the Latin on
the south and the Greek on the north, about 200 yards apart, with a
new stone wall separating their premises. These have both been
erected since Robinson’s visit in 1838 (see II. 352, 353), and they are
intended to commemorate the transfiguration, which, from the time
of Jerome in the fourth century until within the last few years, was sup.
posed to have occurred on this mountain. It is aaid that three churches
were built here during the Christian period of Palestine to commem-
orate the three tabernacles proposed by Peter. Mark and Luke say
that peter knew not what to say, because he was frightened, when he
prcrpo~ these tabernacles, and it is quite evident that those who built

—

● x Sam. xxviii,4-a5. “ t 11,p. 357. $ Jos. War, ii. ao, 6; iv. x, 8.
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the three churches knew not what to do; their folly far exceeded that
of Peter, and they had not half so good an excuse for it. Many other

structures were alternately built and thrown down during the conflicts
between the Christians and Saracens.

While the southern side of Mount Tabor is entirely bare of trees
and shrubbery, the northern side is covered with a dense growth of
brushwood, mostly oak, and the long slope nejw its base* is thickly set
with the finest grove of oak-trees in Palestine. Man y of them are

from two to three feet in diameter, but their trunks, are too short to be
very valuable except for firewood and such mechanical purposes as re-
quire only short pieces of timber. ‘l’he limbs are large, and many of

them sufficiently straight to furnish wood for sirhilar purposes. There
is not a “ rail cut “ in all the forest. t

From Mount Tabor to Nazareth is about six miles, a little “north of
west, by a very direct road ; and to Tiberias, the nearest point on the

Lake of Galilee, is about 10 miles.
The only village close about the mountain is on the southern slope of

the connecting ridge or saddle on the west. It is called ZkWf’ek,
and is identified with the Dahe’rath which was on the line between
Zebulon and Issachar; was given to the latter tribe, and afterward to
the Levites. ~ It has the remains of a church and some other ruins.
It is seen in our cut.

Some two or three miles west of this village, at the foot of the precip
itous bluff up which the road from She’them to Nazareth climbs, is
the small village of Iksdl’, the Chesulloth mentioned in Joshua (xix.
18) as on the line between Issachar and Zebulon.

The only place of interest remaining yet to be mentioned on the
eastern border of the great plain is Fh’leh, noted as one of the battle-
fields of Napoleon Bonaparte during his Syrian campaign of x799.
Marshal Kleber, with 1500 men, was here attacked by 25.000 Syrians
early in the morning of .4pril 16th, and after a desperate fight of six
hours was relieved by Napoleon himself, who, anticipating the attack,
rushed out from A’cre, which he was besieging, with only 600 men,
reinforced his marshal about noon, and put the Syrian army to flight.
He supped’ that night in Nazareth. This town is in the plain, nearly
west of Shunem, and on the road from She’them to Nazareth. The
battle is called the “ Battle of Mount Tabor. ”

● See Robinson for the entire history of the mountain, U. pp. 357-60.
t Compare our remarks on native forests, page SO.
$ Josh. xix. m; x Chron.vi. 7a.
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The northern and southern borders of the Plain of Esdra’elon are
singularly void of ‘interesting localities, especially of such as have a
name in the Bible; while the plain itself is too wet in winter and too
dry in summer for the erection of towns. The tillers of the northern
portion live in villages, for” the most part hid in the Galilean hills,
and those of the southern portion are equally hid among the hills of
Sainaria, where they enjoy a purer air, better water, and greater security
from the Bed’awin, whose frequent incursions into the plain in former
years rendered life and property unsafe. Not a single town of impor-
tance is identifieri along its northern border, either on the plain or in
the adjacent hills, with the exception of Ika&l’ and DebfM’eh, already
mentioned.

ON THE SOUTHERNBORDER

In order to obtain a conception of localities in the southern border
of ‘the plain, it is best to return to Jenin’, at the southeast angle, and
,follow the road which leads thence along this border to Mount Carmel,
Halfa, and Acre. After traveling about seven miles from Jenin’, we pass
a ruin-covered mount called Tell- Zz’crtd, which answers to T5’anach,
a city which was first allotted to the tribe of Issachar, but was after-
ward given to Manasseh, and finally occupied by Levites. * The

battle in which Ba’rak defeated the army of Sisers extended into its
territory.t

About four miles northwest of T&’anach, and eight miles southeast of
Mount Carmel, is the ruin called Et JZ@2n’, a corruption of the Roman
name Q@, which, in its turn, was a corruption of Megiddo. This,
throughout the chief part of the Old Testament period, was the most
important city on the borders of the great plain, Jez’reel alone having
eclipsed it in importance, and only for a short time. It was one of
the cities which Solomon selected for his system of national fortifica-
tions,$ doubtless because it commanded the chief line of march be-
tween the Plain of Sha’ron and the Plain of Esdra’elon. Armies pass-
ing through the country from north to south, or from south to north,
always sought the advantage of these two plains. When Pharaoh
Ne’cho was making this passage on his way from .Egypt to the Eu-
phrates, Josiah attacked him here, and was defeated and slain.$ It is

,.
● Josh. xvii. IX; xxi., a5. t Judges V. 19.
$ x Kingsix. 15. ~ a Chron. XXXV.ao+s,
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situated in asmallcircular valley almost surrounded byhills,-a kind
of bay to the great plain. A stream of water, a tributary to the
Ki’shou, runs across the northern edge of the valley, anti is crossed on
an ancient stone bridge built for the thoroughfare mentioned above.
Three mills are propelled by the stream ere it reaches the level of the
Plain of Esdra’elon. The principal ruins are those of a very large
and strongly-fortified khfin , a short distance south of the bridge,
whence the place takes its modern name Xhdn cl Z@n’. A similar
but smaller and more ancient ruin covers a hill just north of the
bridge. These ruins are all of more recent date than Solomon’s forti-
fications, but they may be composed partly of stones used by him, and
excavations might reveal some of the foundation walls which he laid. *

North of LejjCrn’, projecting out into the edge of the Plain of Esdra’-
elon, is a very remarkable hill, which is the most conspicuous object on
this border of the plain except Mount Carmel. It is about 200 feet
high, its sides are artificially worked into two high terraces, and its
top, which is about half a mile wide and a mile long, appears to have
been artificially leveled. Its commanding position, the vast amount
of labor which has given it its artificial form, and its propinquity to
the reputed site of the town of Megiddo, all combined to suggest to
the author the question whether it is not the real site of Solomon’s
fortification. It would certainly be far better suited to the purpose
than the comparatively indefensible site of LejjQn’.

In our progress northwestward we next came to Mount Carmel,
whose southeastern extremity is near the terminus of the Plain of Es-
dra’elon. A short distance from it westward, the hills of Galilee,
which make a long curve to the southward around the western end of
the plain, terminate in a bluff about a mile from the side of Mount
Cannel, leaving a pass which has a downward slope into the Plain of
A’cre, Through this the Ki’shon flows into the latter plain.

Mount Carmel is a ridge 14 miles long, extending from near the
northwestern angle of the Plain of Esdra’elon, northwest to the sea-
shore, where it drops down suddenly, leaving a narrow beach at its
foot. It is 556 feet high near this extremity; 12 miles farther in-
land it attains a height of 1810 feet ; and toward the other extremity
it makes a slight descent, being there only 1687 feet high. Its north-
ern side runs in nearly a straight line, and rim like a wall from tile

—-

● Lleutenanr Conder, in opposition to the con~rrent opinion of other explorms,
locates Megtddo at a plWC ~al]ed Muj~rJ~d’~,in the plainof Jez’reel ; but his reasons

appear to me inconclusive. 1.128-130.
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edge of the adjoining plain. On the other side it runs out into spurs
descending into the Plain of Sha’ron. These are long at the south-
eastern end, but they grow shorter as the sea is approached, thus in~-
parting to the entire block of the mountain the shape of a triangle,
with its apex at the sea-shore. The mountain is nearly everywhere

covered with a thick growth of brushwood, and was once extensively
cultivated and studded with many villages; but Ibrahim Pasha, in
1837, destroyed all but two of the villages, and the cultivation ceased.
The brushwood has grown up since that time.

At the eastern extremity of the mountain there is a place on its sum-
mit called ZJ Ma#rakaA (the Place o/Burning), from the supposition
that here Elij~h called the fire from heaven to consume his sacrifice. *
Many ancient ruins are scattered about, some of them overgrown with
young oaks, and in the midst of them is a rock-cut pool for rain-
water about 35 by 20 feet and from 6 to 8 feet deep. Near the eastern
brow of the eminence stands a low stone building of comparatively
modern date, in which the Latins sometimes celebrate mass. The
view toward the east includes the entire Plain of Esdra’elon. Mount
Gil’boa, with Je2’reel at its foot, is in full view, as is also Jebel DtYhy,
with Shunem at its foot ; while the conical top of Moun~ Tabor is seen
peering over the hills to the south of Nazareth. The view to the west
is shut off by the higher part of the mountain in that direction, but
by going less than xoo yards back from the brow of the mountain we
can see over the southern slopes of its spurs down to the sea-shore, and
the Mediterranean is distinctly visible for many miles above C=sarea.
This is the view obtained by Elijah’s servant when the little cloud was
seen hanging over the sea, and the summit occupied by the ruins above
mentioned is the prophet’s place of prayer, and not his place of sac-
rifice. From the latter place Elijah “ went up to the top of Carmel”
when he went to pray, and from the praying-place he sent his servant
seven times to look toward the sea for signs of rain. t We are to look
elsewhere, then, for the place of sacrifice, and it must be a place of
greater area than this narrow summit, in order to have accommodated
the vast multitude who were present. But here it is, immediately in
front of us to the east, and 300 feet below us. It is a plateau suffi-
ciently broad for the assembly, and reached by roads which ascend the
slopes of the mountain from various directions. By dismounting and
leading our horses we managed to descend to it, having reached the
summit by a different route. The plateau answers in every particular
,.

● x Kings xviii. x9-46, t s Kings xviii. 4a-44.
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the demands of the narrative, even to the possibility of Ahab’s chariot
awellding to it,* and there is no other on the mountain that does.

Even the matter of procuring the water which was poured on the sac-
rifice (verses 33-35) is provided for. It could not have been obtained
from the Ki’shon, which is :400 feet below, and half amile from the
foot of themountain, and wasalso dryafter the three years of drouth,
but from a spring in a well some xo or 15 minutes’ walk down the
dope toward the north. This well, mentioned by all visitors to the
spot, had an abundance of good water when visited by the author,
although the Ki’shon, just opposite, was entirely dry, thus proving that
the well is more unfailing than the river, Though the river must have
been dry at the time of Elijah’s great victory here, a heavy flood of
rain was about to fall, and the bodies of the 400 prophets of Baal,
which he caused to be cast into the bed of the stream, were soon
washed away by the rising current. t

On the opposite extremity of Mount Carmel, overlooking the sea, is
a large and well-built monastery belonging to the Carmelite monks
of the Latin Church. It has rooms for 30 monks, though it usually
contains only about half that number, and it has accommodations for
about 30 guests. The present building was founded in 1828, its pre-
decessor having been burned by the Pash’a of A’cre in 18zI. This
was but a repetition of similar disasters which have marked the history
of this convent. The hermits for whom the first building was here
erected were organized into a company, in the year 41a, by the Bishop
of Jerusalem. Four times since the beginning of the twelfth century
have the buildings been destroyed and the monks all massacred.
During the siege of A’cre, in x799, Napoleon used the monastery for a
hospital. After his retreat the sick and wounded soldiers who were
left in the monastery were all butchered by the Moslem. Their bodies
were buried in front of the building, and a rude stone pyramid, erected
by the French government and &aring a suitable inscription, now
marks the spot.

$ III.

ON THE PLAIN OF A’CIUL

At the foot of Mount Carmel, on the north, lies the Bay of A’cre,
a semicircular sheet of water whose radius is about three miles, and
which is protected from southwest winds by the mountain. To the

● x Kings xviii.4+ t x Kiaga xvlil. @.
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east and north of the bay, the Plain of A’cre stretches away some nine
or ten miles, bounded on the east by the hilts of Galilee, and on the
north by the mountains of Phcerticia. ThtI view over this bay and
plain, from the convent on top of thernountain, is exceedingly beau-
tiful. Immediately atthe foot of the mountain lies Cleveland fertile
plain, about amileand a half wide, occupying the space between the
mountain and the bay, It reaches from the Mediterranean on the
west to the city of Hal’fa on the east, a distance of about three miles.
Acrosa the bay, intheangle which itmakes with thesea, stands A’cre,
white and pretty in the bright sunshine, while the entire plain,
with its margin of mountains, forms the background of the picture,
We descend from the convent to the Plain of Har’fa, about 600 feet
below, by means of a new road, which has been cut by the monks
●long the northern slope of the mountain, “The road is straight, and
descends toward the east with an easy grade.

On reaching the plain we are in the edge of the German settle-
ment, which is a well-built European village of 300 inhabitants, lying
at the western aide of the old Arabic town of Har’fa. The houses
are of atonei but they have sloping roofs covered with tiles, and
every house is surrounded by a yard and has a garden in its rear.
The village boasts a good hotel, a church, and a school-house. The
inhabitant are of the same faith with the Germans at Joppa; they
have all the mechanic arta among them, a wind-mill, a tannery, an olive-
presa, and, what is most remarkable, an American steam threshing-
machine, the only one in all Asia. Tiley have two-horse wagons, and,
although the horses pull by rope traces, the entire outfit has a homelike
appearance to the traveler frGm America. ‘l’hey cultivate nearly
xooo acres of land lying in the narrow plain west of their village,
100 acres of which are in gardens and vineyards. Their vineyards
are chiefly along the slope of Mount Carmel ; they are well walled,
the ground is terraced, nice walks lead through them, and they every-
where bear marks of thrifty culture and good taste. The wine manu-
factured from them is of good quality, but it has not proved as great
a source of profit as the settlers once hoped it woiild. “l’he old town
of HaYfa shows marks of improvement, the result of contact with the
superior civilization of the German village. It is well built of white
limestone, with some new houses in course of erection, and it has an
appearance of neatness quite unusual in the towns of Palestine. Its
population numbers about 4000, of whom one-fourth are said to be
Jews, and one-fourth Christians. A portion of its ancient wall still
stands at the eastern end of the town, and an old dismantled castle
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stands on a bench of the mountain south of the town and overlooking
it. It is one of the two places in Falestine where steamers land (the
only other is Joppa), and it is one of the three which have a post-
ot%ce, Joppa and Jerusalem being the other two. Its commercial
importance, due to its partly-sheltered harbor, has not only led to
these advantages, but has caused it to become the seat of several

European sub-consulates, and their Ilags wave gracefully over the town.
Among the others, it is pleasing to American eyes to behold the Stars
and Stripes floating from a mast in front of a house where dwells the
representative of the American government. The regular steamers of
the Austrian and the French mail-lines stop here on both their upward
and downward trips along the coast, and they furnish between them two
mails per week. Persons in the interior who write letters send them
hither, or to Joppa, by private handa to be mailed. The steamers,
however, are compelled, on account of shallow water, to cast anchor a
considerable distance from the shore. The town of Hai’fa, important
as it now is, is not once mentioqed in the Bible.

The road from Halfa to A’cre (x a miles) passes around the curve of
the bay, following the beach, which is smooth and level. The Ger-
man wagons of Har’fa make regular trips between the two towns, bear-
ing passengers and parcels. At a distance of about two miles we cross
the mouth of the river Ki’shon. Its current, after it enters the Plain of
A’cre, is sluggish, though its volume is much increased by springs from
the base of Carmel, and it finds its way with ditliculty into the shallow
bay. ‘l’he westerly winds blow the sand into its channel and push back
its waters, so that only when the current is strengthened by rain, and
favored by an easterly wind, can it cut a clear channel into the bay.
Just at the mouth it is narrower and more shallow than farther back in
the plain, where its usual width is about 30 yards, and its depth often
too great for fording. All about it is the most luxuriant vegetation,
with palm-trees rising majestically above all the other growth.

About seven miles farther, or nine miles from Hti’tk ●nd four from
A’cre, is the mouth of the river Be’lus (Nahr Namein), a stream which
flows across the plain from the hills and is nearly as large as the K1’shon.
It is not mentioued in the Scriptures.

After crossing the Be’lus, the road soon turns with the beach to-
ward the west, and enters A’cre through a gate near its southeastern
corner and close to the shore of the bay. This is the only gate of the
city. From the gate northward to the northeast angle of the town,
and thence west ward to the shore oft he Mediterranean, is a new wall;
not high, but built on the most approved modern plan, with earth-
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works to protect its artillery, and mounted with new and heavy guns.
Adeepand broad rnoa toutside this wall seems intended to be filled
with water in case of a siege, thti rendering the town almost unas-
sailable from the land side, while the shallow water all around the two
sea sides prevents the near approach of large vessels. The defenses
seaward are in a state of dilapidation. A strong garrison occupies the
citadel, and visitors are not allowed to examine the defenses from the
interior.

A’cre is the Actb of Judges i. 31, out of which Asher, to whom it
was given, could not drive the Canaanites. It has no other history
in the Old Testament, but it is the Ptolemais of the New Testament,
at which Paul stayed one day on his last journey to Jerusalem.* This
latter name, derived from Ptolemy, speaks of the control of the Greek
kings of F+ypt. But though possessed of so meagre a history in the
scriptures, in all subsequent history it has held a conspicuous place.
It was often the scene of severe conflicts between Christians and Sar-
aeens, it was pronounced by Napoleon the military key to Syria, and
as late as the year 1840 the English fleet bombarded it while de-
fending the Turkish government against an Egyptian insurrection.
The gradual filling up of its harbor, and the selection of Har’fa as the
landing-place of steamers, have wrought a change in its relative im-
portance by transferring much of its former trade to the latter town.
It is probably destined to final decay, and it already shows signs of it
in its many unoccupied bazaars. At the time of the author’s visit the
finest bazaar in the city had been recently turned into temporary
lodgings for a few hundred Circassians, whom the Turks had recently
removed from the provinces that fell to Russia at the close of the
recent war. They are finely-formed and active men, but noted for
their fierceness and Moslem fanaticism; hence their deportation at the
demand of Russia. The population of A’cre is about 8000, of which
much the greater part are Moslem, whose religious bigotry is intense.
They pride themselves on a fine mosque built by Jezzar Pasha, a noted
cut-throat who ruled there as a semi-independent sovereign during the
latter part of the ]8th century, The material of the mosque was
brought chiefly from the ruins of C~rea. It is the finest and best-,.
preserved buildlng of the kind in Palestine, The mosque and the en-
tire town are well supplied with water .,by am aqmduct which enters
under the nort hem wail and conveys a stream of water from the hills
of Galilee.

● Acts XX{.7.
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From A’cre there is a coast-road leading north to Tyre, and it is much
frequented. “~hereis also adirect road across the plain northeastward

to Wfed’ and one due southeast to .Nazareth. The latter road crosses
a broad marsh about midway the plain, with a sluggish “stream in the
middle of it, and the crossing is edected in the wet season on a paved
road made, after the ancient Roman manner, of heavy blocks of stone.
The plain is quite productive, especially that portion next to the hills.
Along its eastern border are many villages, both in the plain itself
aud on the slopes of the hills.

CHAPTER’ VII.

PLACES IN GALILEE.

NAZARETH AND “ITS VICINITY.

ALTHOUGH Nazareth was once an insignificant village, out of which no
good thing cotdd be expected to come, * and although it has continued
until a comparatively recent date in much the same condition, it is
now the largest, the handsomest, and by far the most important town
in all Galilee. It is nearly midway between the Bay of A’cre and the
southern end of the Lake of Galilee, but not on a thoroughfare. It
lies two or three miles south of the principal route of travel across the
mountains of’ Galilee from sea to lake, and it is about two miles north
of the Plain of Esdra’elon, from which it is reached by ascending
a cliff rooo-feet high, so steep that horses can climb it only by severe
toil. It is so nestled among surrduncling mountains that it is ap-
proached by all of its principal roads down steep hills. It lies on
the northwestern side of a w&l’y, and extends from the bed of the
w~d’y about half-way up the slope, The top of the ridge is about

300 feet perpendicular above it. Its length up and down the wM’y
from northeast to southwest is about half a mile, and its width a quar-

ter of a mile. It is well built of Stone, and its houses have u?ually
a fresh appearance ; many of them, indeed, are new, and the white
limestone of which they are built is unstained by the weather. Near

● John L 46.
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the northeastern end of the town, under the floor of the Greek church,
is the spring on which the inhabitants are chiefly dependent for
water. By an opening through the stone floor, under an altar, water
is drawn in a little silver bucket. Here, according to the Greeks, while
the Virgin Mary was at the spring to get water, the angel, Gabriel ap-
pared to her and announced the birth of her Son. It is called the
Virgin’s Fountain, and the church built over it is called the “ Church
of the Annunciation. ” A picture of Mary and the angel hangs over
the altar. An underground conduit leads the water of the spring
about xoo yards south from the church, where it gushes out in two
streams through the southern wall of a little stone building in which
the conduit terminates. The streams issue from two stone spurts,
about eight feet apart and about three feet from the ground. .The roof
of the little building and its side-walls project three or four feet on
this side, so as to atl’ord a shelter against rain and sun to” the women
as they fill their water-jars at the spouts. Here a crowd of women may
be seen all day long, laughing, chatting, quarreling, pushing for a
place at the spouts, and coming and going. This affords the best
opportunity to see the women of the laboring class, and it has been
truly remarked by nearly all travelers, that the women of Nazareth
are handsomer and more tastefully dressed than the laboring women
of any of the more southern towns of Palestine. They show, however,
a different conception of modesty in regard to the exposure of their
br~ta than is cammon in America. In this they are not peculiar

among the women of Palestine, but their more pleasing appearance in
other part iculars causes this fault to be more marked.

At the opposite or southwestern end of the town there is a large
and well-built Latin church and convent: Within the former a flight

of stone steps leads into an artificial cavern under the large altar,
which is called Mary’s Kitchen; and” here, according to the Latin
monks, is the real place at which Gabriel appeared to Mary. The
man who can believe either the Greeks or the Latins in regard to this
matter is blessed with an easy credulity. But even the credulity of
such a person must be taxed when he is led by a Greek priest to an
old room in a dwelling-house in another part of the town, and told
that this is Joseph’s carpenter-shop; and when still another priest leads
him into an old building and shows him a rock in its natural position,
about 3 feet high and xo by 5 feet on top, saying that this is the dining-
table used by Jesus and the twelve I

It is pleaatmt to turn away from these blind attempts to identify the
locality of incidents in regard to which we have no clue in the Scrip-
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tures, and to find the unmistakable spot where occurred the most start-
ling incident recorded in the history of Nazareth,-the attempt of its
people to cast Jesus down the brow of the hill on which their town was
situated. In the upper edge of the town, near its northeastern end,
there is a perpendicular precipice about 60 feet high, made by the fall-
ing in of the roof of a large cavern, which once ran along the face of
the ridge for a considerable distance, and much of which still remains.
Had this precipice been already formed in the time of Jesus, it might
be taken as the place of precipitation, but the rock ap~ars to have
been exposed but a comparatively short time. Near the other ex-
tremity of the town, however, and at about the same level on the hill-
side, is a natural precipice about 40 feet high, and evidently of ancient
origin. A few houses now stand above it, and on the level platform
of rock at its base stands a Maronite* chapel. Here, in the imperish-
able rock, unchanged by human hands, is the spot where this tragic
event occurred, answering in every particular to the wordsj “ They
thrust him out of the city, and led him to the brow of the bill whereon
their city was built, that they might cast him down headlong. ”t True,
the spot is now within the limits of the city, but it is obvious at a
glance that ail the houses near the precipice are of modern construc-
tion. Conder thinks that the ancient town stood higher up the bill
than the modern city, but this is immaterial, and is doubted by some
competent judges. ~

‘1’he present town of Nazareth is largely of recent growth. Conder
ren]arks: “ Twenty years ago Nazareth was a poor village ; now it is a
flourishing town.”$ It has probably doubled its size and population
within that period, and many new houses were in course of erection
when the author was there in 1879. This prosperity is due to the use
of European capital and influence. ‘l’he present Greek church, as
well as that of the Latins, and a very handsome chapel of the English
church, are among the recently-erected public buildings, while the
most imposing structure about the entire city, a large and handsomely-
built orphanage, perched on a bench of the hill high above the entire
city, was founded in J872, and is large enough to accommodate 200

- girls with lodging and schoolrooms. Orphan girls of native famiiies

● ‘rhe hf~ro~i~e~ are ~ b~~n~~O{ *C &&k ch”f~h found chiefty in the L.ebatmIS

Nountains.
t Luke iv. 29.
$ Dr. Vartan, an accomplished Scotch physician, for eight years a res,dent of Naza-

reth, expressed the op)nion to theauthor tit the townancientlystood lower in the valley.
? Tent-Work, i, 139.
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are received into it, provided for, and educated. It belongs to the
English ‘‘ Society for Female Education in the ,East. ” About 40 girls
were enjoying its privileges in 1879, and the children of European

residents in the city also attended the school as day pupils. Its work
must prove of incalculable” value to the people of that country.
Another conspicuous and most important structure is the hospital and
dispensary, established by a society in Edinburgh as a medical mission,
and now under the control of Dr. Vartan (see page 47). In no re.-

spect are the natives of the country more destitute than in medical
treatment, and it is undoubtedly wise to make the medical treatment
of the body, which they universally accept with joy, the avenue of
approach to the spiritual healing of the soul. Our picture of Nazareth
was taken at too early a period to show the more recent of theke im-
provements ; it is therefore quite an imperfect representation of the
town at the present time, and, like nearly all engravings made from
photographs, it fails to adequately represent the height of the hills.
An account of Nazareth is incomplete without a description of the
view which is obtained from the summit of the ridge, on whose south-
eastern slope it is situated. There can be no doubt that Jesus often
stood on this lofty eminence, now crowned by a very old Mohamme-
dan wel’y, and enjoyed the far-reaching prospect.

Standing here, the city lies at your feet, and you realize the barren-
ness of the hills immediately about it. A spot with soil so poor and
thin is seen nowhere else in Galilee, nor in any part of the country
north of the Desert of Judah, near the Dead Sea. This alone must
have made Nazareth an insignificant place before European capital
improved it. It shows that in selecting a home for Jesus on earth his
Father chose not only a place apart from trade and travel, a place
whose inhabitants were of bad repute, but one whose poverty of soil
naturally led to poverty of morals and intelligence.

But when the eye is lifted from the basin of surrounding hills in
which Nazareth is hid, it stretches in every direction over a magnifi-
cent prospect. Back in the direction whence we have traveled, much
of the Plain of Esdra’elon is in full view, with Mount Gil’boa and
Jehel D(i’hy on the left, and both Nain and Endor visible on the
northern slope of the latter. To the right the long ridge of Mount
Carmel is distinctly seen from end to end, and farther to the right are
the Plain and the Bay of A’cre. Turning toward the north, ail Galilee
stretches before us, the lower hills dotted with many villages in the
foreground, and the loftier mountains rising toward the Lebanon range
in the distance. To the northeast are the hills which hang over the
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western shore of the Lake of Galilee, and towering above all in the
dim distance is the snow-capped and rounded summit of Mount l-ler-
mon. Immediately to the east the circle is completed by the conical

top of Mount Tabor.
When Jesus departed from Nazareth to dwell in Capernaum, his path

Ieti from the northern end of the town to the white limestone cliff
which terminates the valley in that direction, and then, making a right
angle to the left, ascended a bench cut a!ong the face of the cliff to

the top of the ridge. After crossing the crest of the ridge it descends
toward the northeast. As he ascended the cliff, with his left side
toward the town, he obtained the last view of his childhood home,
from which he was being driven in fierce hatred by men who had been
his neighbors anti friends from his boyhood,-men to whom he had
often read the Scriptures in the synagogue while he was an unpretend.
ing carpenter. If he wept over Jerusalem when approaching it for the
last time, what must have been his emotion when, under circumstances
so painful, he looked for the last time upon the humble village where
for thirty years he had spent a quiet and peaceful life! But his singular
biographers have left a veil hanging over this parting scene, and we
may not lift it except in imagination. We leave N~zareth as the trav-
eler usually leaves it, by climbing the same rocky path, and giving it
the same farewell glance over the left shoulder as we cross the crest of
the ridge,

Although Galilee was anciently full of large towns,* as it now is of
villtiges, scarcely any of them has a name in the Bible, except those
immediately about the Lake of Galilee and the headwaters of tile Jor-
dan. The only one in the vicinity of Nazareth that has been saved
from this obscurity lies on the road towarfl the lake, about three miles
from the city. It is now called Etyr Kerr’?/a (the vi Ilage of Cana),
aml is usually regar{leci as ‘f Cana of Galilee. ” It is situated on the
westward slope of a hill, with a qopious and unfailing spring adjoin-
ing it on the southwest. An old one-story house near the lower edge
of the village is regarded by the Greeks as the one in which the wed-
ding- frmst was held when the water was turned into wine. t The room
is a rude chapel, and at one side stand two old stone mortars, one
holding about eight gallons and the other about ten, now used for im-

.—..——_-

● Josepl)us says of Galilee in his own day : “ The cities lie here very thick, and the very
many vllli~ges there nre here are everywhere so full of people, by the richnew of their soil,
that the very least of [hem contains about s5,000inhabiraors”’(War, 3, 3, a). ‘t’hish a
grossexaggeration, but it helpe to raveaf tba truth.

~ John ii. X-XI.
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mersing infants, but said by the attending priest to be two of the iden-
tical water-pots of stone [hat held the water out of which the wine was
made. Just above this building, and separated from it by a narrow
street, is a new chapel belonging to the Latins, surrounded by a stone
wall seven or eight feet high. It is built on the ruins of an ancient
church, part of the wall of which is left standing in the rear of the
chapel, while some of its granite columns and drafted stones lie scat-
tered about the yard in front of the chapel.

Kenna is 22 miles, according to Conder, from Bethab’ara, where
Jesus left John the Baptist the third day before the marriage at Cima;
it is about twelve miles from Tiberias; and from Capernaurn, where
the second miracle which he wrought in Cana took eflect on the son
of a nobleman, it is distant 18 or zo n~iles. * This, one of the earliest

of the miracles, was wrought at a greater distance from its subject than
any other on record.

There is another village xz miles north of Nazareth called Xd’nu el
Jiflf, Cana of Galilee, which some have supposed to be the Cana of
John’s Gospellt but, though it has the advantage in name, it does not
correspond so well in distance from Bethab’ara and Nazareth, and the
preference appears to be correctly given to Kefr Ken’na.
‘ On the way from Kefr Ken’na to Tiberiaa, and about five miles from

the former and four from the latter, is an isolated hill whose top di-
vides into two peaks, called by the Ar’abs Afttr~ H(ttth It has been
held by a tradition which dates from the crusading period as the spot
on which the Sermon on the Mount was delivered, and for this reason
it is called the Mount of Beatitudes. Its two peaks are commonly
spoken of by writers of travel as the Horns of Hattin’. But the sides
of the hill are too steep for the assembling of such a multitude as
heard the Sermon on the Mount, and its summits are not sufftcicntly
capacious. There is no reason at all for giving credence to the tra-
dition. At the foot of this hill, to the southeast, is an uneven plain,
somewhat more than a mile in extent each way, which is a noted battle-
field. Here, on the 5th of July, 1187, the Saracen leader, Saladin,
gained a decisive victory over the Crusaders, which gave the cieath-
blow to their power in Palestine. Many prisoners were taken, of
whom a large number were sold as slaves, and others butchered in a
spirit of revenge.$

● John iv. 46-.54. t See Robinson, ii. 346; iii. IOS.
$ For a brief but interesting accountof tbe battle see Biblical Researches, ii. 37a-377.
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$ II.

ABOUT THE LAKE OF GALILEE.

Passing on eastward four miles from this fatal fiehi, we reacil the
brow of the i~iii overbooking Tiberias, on the southwestern silore of
the Lake of Gaiiiee. A gratiuai descent over a rocky path brings us
first to the cemetery whici~ iies west of tile town, and then continuing
due east we pass through the western gate of the dilai>idated wail, and
find ourseives near the ruins of a castie on tile ieft whici~ defended the
northwestern angle of tile city. Ti]e modern city is on iower ground
to our right. We are in the midst of an open space of two or three
acres between the castle and the compact mass of houses which make
up the town, and we are at such an eievation as to overiook the tops
of the houses, being 50 feet above the surface on whici~ they stand.
The town is about i~aif a miie in iengtil aiong the iake-shore, and a
quarter of a miie in widtil. Just oiqjosite where we stand is a small
gateway througil tile eastern wali, opening into the shaiiow water of
the iake, for ali of tile wall on the east is wmhed by the waves of the
iake on the outside. To the left of our position, about midway the
northern wail, much of which is thrown down, is the northern gate.
The southern gate is about midway the southern waii, and is reached
from our position by passing through the town aiong a crooked and
narrow street wi~ici~ is the i>rincipai ti~oroughfare. Thus tile town is
surrounded by a waii with four gates on the four sides of tile quad-
rangle, and it is strengthened by strongiy-buiit round towers, one of
which stands at every corner, and one mitiway tile waii on every sitie,
The waii is greatiy shattered in many places, and prostrate in some,
wi~iie the large and massive castie above mentioned is in ruins, This
wreck was effected by a fearfui eartilquake whici~ visited tilis region on

January r, 1837. It not only ruine~i the walls, but it threw down most
of tile dweiiings in tile city and kiiied about one-haif of the population.
The waiis, where they are entire , are about ao feet high and 6 or
8 feet thick. l’hey are buiit, as is tile chief part of the town, of
ba.mit, and consequently, except wilerc piaster and wi~itewash hide the
biackness of ti~is rock, the town has a very sombre and altogether un-
attmct ive ailpearance.

Tile present poimlation of Ti~riU is estimated at 3GO0 (Baedeker),
of whom more than haif are Jews, ami the majority of the others

Greek and Roman Cati~oiics. The Roman Catholics ilave a chapei
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and monastery in the town, while the Jews have a nurnberof small
synagogues. There isalsoadikipidated mosque for the Mohammedan
ljopulation, and, though the building is almost a ruin, its minaret is
the most beautiful and graceful in Palestine : it is hexagonal, and
built of yellowish limestone, with bands of Mack basalt at short in-
tervals.

Of all the towns and villages which stood on the shores of the Lake
of Galilee in the time of Jesus, ‘1’iberias alone remains. Jesus appears
ne+er to have entered this town, It was the only one which was not
exalted to heaven by his presence and his teaching, and it is the only
one which has not been brought down to hades for refusing to repent
at his bidding. It was founded by Herod Antipas, the tetrarch of
Galilee, by whom John the Baptist was beheaded and Jesus mocked,
and it was named in honor of the Emperor Tiberius. * It is now called
by the more euphonious name of Tabertych. It was doubtless on ac-
count of its being the residence of Herod that Jesus never visited it.
Herod was the one man on earth to whom Jesns would not sptiak,t

After the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, Tiberias became the
residence of the few Jews who were alksweti to remain in l%lest inc.
In the second century it became a noted seat of Hebrew learning, and
continued to be so for nearly 200 years, Here the traditions of the
elders, which had been transmitted before for many generations orally,
were committed to writing in the form now known as the Mishnah by
Judah Hak-Kad6sh. The date of this work is variously stated from
A.lA 190 to A.D. 220. Here, also, about the middle of the second
century, the Jerusalem Talmud was compiled, and here the work of
the Mosaretic critics was commenced. The celebrated Jewish wriler
of the twelfth century, Maimon’ides, also lived and dieti here, and his
tomb is still pointed out in the old unfenced graveyard west of the
town. The town fignred prominently in the wars of the Crusades, and
has ofteu been taken and retaken by contending armies, Its present
wall was built about the middle of the eighteenth century.

Scmth of Tibmias the rocky shore of the lake is covered with con-
tinuous ruins over a space a mile in length, and varying from 200 to
300 yards in width. It is evi(ient that the city once extemied over
this space, and that it was then a much larger city than at present.
The character of the ruins indicates also a city of, more important
buildings than any within the walls of the present town. At the
southern limit of these ruins, about a mile from Tiberias, are the

● Josephus, Ant., xviii. z 3. t Luke xxiii. 6-ax.
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celebrated hot springs and baths. They break out from the base of

the mountain, which here approaches within about 100 yards of the
water’s edge, and are led into several bathing-houses, where circular
stone tanks are kept constantly full of the hot water, and invalids
afflicted with various diseases are constantly bathing and almost
cooking themselves. The temperature of the water is 137°, and it

has to be reduced a little before the bathers can venture into it at all.
l’he water contains some salt and small quantities of sulphur and
iron, but the author has seen no reliable analysis of it. People from

all parts of Palestine resort to the baths, and some of them live in
tents pitched near the lake-shore while daily using them.

At the extreme southern end of the lake are the ruins of the ancient
town of Tarichea, mentioned in Josephus,* but not mentioned in the
Bible. It covers the crest of a ridge about 50 feet high, which rises
from the edge of the water about midway the southern shore of the
lake and slopes downward at both its eastern and its western end,
The Jordan, which leaves the southeastern point of the lake at almost
a right angle and runs a little north of west about a mile, passes along
the southern base of this ridge, and thus it is almost surrounded by
water, A short distance to the southeast, across the Jordan, is the
village of Semakh’.

‘l’he places on the western shore of the lake above Tiberias are those
which most interest the reader of the New Testament. The lake itself
and its general surroumiings we have briefly described in Part First,
Chapter I., $ VII. A ride of a little more than two miles, northwest,
along a narrow beach between the mountains and the water’s edge,
brings us to the land of Gennesaret, so often mentioned in the Gospels.
It is a recess in the hills, which suddenly retire from the lake-shore,
leaving a smooth and level plain three miles long at the shore, and
two miles wide at the widest place. The village of AZ@W, which is
nothing more than a collection of half a dozen rude huts, stands close
to the lake at the southeastern corner of this plain. It represents in
name and locality the ancient Magdala, the home of that Mary who,
from this name, was called Mary Magdale’-ne. The mountains, which
bound the plain on the south, run west from Magdala about a mile,
and they stand in an almost perpendicular wall. At the southwest
curve of the plain there comes down into it from the highlands a deep,
narrow gorge called W&r” fiamdm’, with a small stream of water
flowing along its narrow bed of rock. On the east side of this W~’Y

. Life, ? 3a; Wars, iii. 10, X.

21
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and the south side of the plain rises a perpendicular precipice 1150
feet high, on whose side, nearly xooo feet from the ground, are a large
number of artificial caverns, utterly inaccessible without the use of
ladders and ropes. These caves, which have interior connections with
one another, and space for about 600 men, were occupied in the time
of Herod the Great by robbers, who dwelt here with their wives and
children and commit ted fearful depredations on the surrounding
country. Herod, after defeating them in a battle in the open field,
followed the remnant to their hiding-place and undertook to capture

them. Finding it impossible to attack them by the narrow paths and
movable ladders by which they reached their caves, he adopted the
hasardous expedient of letting down some of his most valiant soldiers
from the top of the clifl to the mouth of the caves in boxes suspended
by chains. Thus he succeeded in slaying all the robbers.* The same
caverns were afterward occupied by monks and hermits, and they are
intereating relics of ancient barbarism and superstition.

The lake-shore, along the entire length of the plain, is a smooth,
sandy beach, and the water is shallow for a considerable distance out.
The level of the plain, along which the road runs, is about Eo feet

above the level of the lake. The surrounding hills make a kind of
amphitheatre, and the plain, which has a luxuriant soil, well watered
by several small streams from springs in the hills to the west, is covered
with a dense growth of weeds and brushwood, except a few acres which
are cultivated in grain.

The northern end of the Plain of Gennesaret is bounded by a per-
pendicular cliff of rock, which projects from the hills into the water
of the lake and drops down with a perpendicular descent of 150 feet
into the water. This is the only point in the entire circuit of the lake
at which there is no passway between the hills and the water. Under
the southern base of this cliff there bursts forth a large stream of water,
which runs along the base of the cliff about 100 yards and empties into
the lake. It is from 30 to 40 feet in width and from a to 3 feet
deep, with s slow current. The water is pure and refreshing, but not
cold. To the left of the fountain, and on higher ground, there is a
ruined kh~n, not very ancient, and other ruins of greater antiquity lie
scattered about over a considerable area. The entire place bears the
name KhAn Min’yeh, and it was taken by some of the earlier explorers,
led by Robinson, for Capernaum, but for conclusive reasons that iden-
tification is now abandoned.

● JOUpJIIU, War, i., xvi. a+
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The road, in crossing the promontory of Khan Minyeh, first ascends
the elevation on which the ruined khh stands, then turns toward the
lake and climbs the side of the cliff, and after reaching an elevation
of 70 or 80 feet it passes along a kind of trough four feet wide cut in
a narrow shelf of the rock, with the perpendicular clitY on the left and
a parapet left in the natural rock on the right. This last acts as a
balustrade to guard man and horse from falling over the precipice into
the lake.

After crossing this promontory we descend into another plain ahout
a mile in extent along the fake-shore, and the same in width back to the
gradually-sloping hills which bound it on the west. At the northern
limit of this plain, where the hills come out close to the shore, but not
so close as to prevent easy passage, is another copious fountain, one of
the most copious in Palestine. It bursts forth from under the hill a
short distance left of the road, and first fills a reservoir constructed of
heavy masonry. Thence it flows forth in several streams, one of which
runs toward the lake and propels a mill just at the lake-shore-which
has two water-wheels and two pairs of millstones. One of the other
sttewns is led of in an irrigating channel into the plain, and the
others run to waste, making their way into the lake south of the mills.
The ruins of two mills now disused stand near by. This spring is
called by the Arabs Ain et ~a&’&z, but it is not mentioned in the
Scriptures.

After passing the narrow headland which closes up the last-mentioned
plain: another opens to the left and extends, with varying width, from
this point entirely around the northern end of the lake. About a mile
and a half from the point at which we enter this plain we reach the ruins
called 2%// Htim, which alone answer in every particular to Caper-
naum. They cover a space about half a mile in length along the shore,

and a quarter of a mile in width. The ruins consist chiefly of confused
heaps of basalt building-stones lying where the wails of the houses stood.
They are weather-worn on their exposed parts to an extent which indi-
cates a long period of exposure. Near the shore are several structures
whose walls are still standing fronl 6 to xo feet above ground, and {n

the midst of the thickest portion of the ruins, about JOO yards from
the shore, are the well-preserved foundation-walls of a building, 57 by
75 feet, which has been pronounced by competent judges of ancient
architecture the ruin of a synagogue. It fronts to the south, and it had
three doors in that end, corresponding to the three divisions of the
interior made by two rows of co]umns which supported the roof.
The pedestals of some of these columns are still seen, and broken

.
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pieces of the columns lie scattered about. One of thepedestalspre-
sents on its top the shape of a heart, and the column which stood
upon it must have had the same shape. Slabs covered with rich carv-
ing, once the ornamental lintels over doors and windows, lie scattered
about the ruin. It was an elaborate and costly structure, and the nla-
terial of which it was built is a fine-grained limestone almost as smooth
as marble. It must have been quarried at a considerable distance from
Capernaum and brought thither at heavy expense, for the rock of the
vicinity is all basalt. This ruin was first discovered by Robinson, who
pronounced it the remains of a Jewish synagogue, and so it has been
regarded by more recent explorers. * We know that the centurion
whose servant was restored to health by Jesus in Capernaurn loved the
Jewish people and built for them a synagogue,? and it is a pleasant
thought, not devoid of probability, that here are its ruins. Such an
object transports the traveler into the very midst of the scenes of the
Saviour’s life and labors. The following cut represents a portion of
the ruin.

RUINS OF A SYNAGOGUE : CAPERNAUM.

Capernaum enjoyed a far more eligible situation than any other town
which ever stood on the shore of this lake. The site projects a short

distance into the lake, with the shores receding so as to form a shallow
bay on either side. A smooth and gradual slope stretches back to
hills of moderate elevation, which are covered with a rich soil and are
tillable to their summits. The front is toward the southeast, and al-
most the entire lake, with its surrounding hills, is in view, while every

0 B,blicalR~~ear&~s,ii.@; iii.346 ; Our Work in Palestine, 187. t Luke vii. S.
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breeze that blows from land or water sweeps freely over it, and the
waves are forever breaking on the blocks of basalt that line the shore.
But Capernaum can never have presented an attractive appearance, on
account of the black rock of which all its houses except the white

. . . . ,.
synagogue were built. Jesus chose it as a home not for its beauty, but
for the sake of its simple-hearted people.

Two miles and a half north of Tell Htim, on the east side of a wiki’y
which comes down from higher hills beyond, are the ruins of Keraz’eh,
the Chorazin of the Gospels. They consist of confused heaps of stone,
as represented in our cut on the next page, beneath which are traceable
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the foundations of dwelling-houses, and in the midst of these there-
mains of one synagogue. All were built of basalt. Captain Wilson
here traced the foundations of dwellings, and found them usually square

RUINS OF CHORAZIN.

and of different sizes, the largest measuring about 30 feet.* The
wall was about two feet thick. There was a low door in the middle of
one of the walls, and the windows were small openings about a foot
high and six inches wide. One or more columns of stone in the in-

terior supported the flat roof. The houses of the largest size were

divided into four rgoms. Such were doubtless the dwellings of the

people of Galilee in the time of our Saviour, and in such dwellings he
habitually found lodging.

A curve of the shore inland northeast of Capernaum forms a
shallow bay, whose shore-line is abollt a mile in circuit. On a pro-

jecting point, which might be called a cape, separating this bay frotn
another farther north, are the basaltic ruins of an ancient village
whose site answers well to that of Bethsaida. Some explorers have

located this town at Kh5n Min’yeh (Baedeker, 373), and others on the
western bank of the Jordan near its mouth (Thomson, ii. 9)> but the

Scripture allusions show clearly that it was close in the vicinity of
Capernaum, and both of these sites are too far away.~ In the bay just

● Our Work, xviii. 8. t Mark i. Z?I, 29; Luke iv. 31, 38; John i. 44.
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above this ruin the boat in which theauthor’s party were sailing when
a severe storm broke upon them found shelter about sunset, and lay at
anchor safe from the western wind. This shows that it is a favorable
place for the landing of fishing-boats such aa were used by Peter and
Andrew and the sons of Zebedee.

From the spot which we identify as Bethsaida, around the head of
the lake to the mouth of the upper Jordan, is about two miles, the
path leading along a plain between the hills and the water, which
varies in width from 50 to 200 yards and is adorned with many
clumps of oleanders. These bushes, indeed, abound on every side of
the lake. The river, where it enters the lake, is obstructed by its own
deposit, which extends out into the lake a considerable distance, n~ak-
ing shallow water and a muddy bottom. But the fresh food for tih
constantly washed in by the Jordan causes the fish of the lake to con-
gregate here, and consequently in this vicinity nearly all of the fishing
is now done. So must it ever have been, for the same reason. Under
the shade of a solitary tree on the beach, at the nearest landing-place
west of the Jordan’s mouth, the author and his party took their noon-
day lunch, and they believed that they were eating near to the spot
where Jesus fed the seven on a memorable occasion. It is highly
probable that this is also the spot at which Jesus called the four tisher-
men, Simon, Andrew, James, and John, for it is not far from their
home at Bethsaida, and it is the very part of the lake in which they
would be likely to spend the entire night in tishing. *

East of the Jordan, at its entrance into the lake, there is a plain called
l?utthu, whose shore-line curves around the northe@&n part of the
lake about four miles, while its width, from the shore back to the hills,
is somewhat more than a mile. The plain is larger than that of Gen-
nesaret, but much like it in shape and surface. It is traversed by three
streams from the hills, and much of it is too wet for cultivation ; but
it prGduces grain, cucumbers, and melons, and is cultivated by the
same tribe of tent-living Arabs who occupy all the Jordan Valley,—the

Ghuwiw’inch. On the east bank of the Jordan, and at the foot of the
hills which bound the plain in that direction, are the ruins of Beth-
saida Julias, the Bethsaida near which Jesus healed the blind man,

as recorded in Mark vii. 13-27. It was enlarged by Philip the te-
trarch, and called by him @&rs, in honor of Cmar’s daughter.
Here, Philip died, and was buried in a tomb previously built by him-

● See John xxi. ; Luke v. 5.
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self. * The present ruins are of unhewn basaltic rocks, covering an
area which indicates town of some importance.

At the southeastern end of this plain, the hills which bound it
approach within less than half a mile of the lake-shore, where they
form an angle with those which extend due south along the eastern
side of the lake. At the foot of the high hill at this angle is located
the feeding of the five thousand, for here alone all the characteris-
tics of the spot indicated in the sacred text are found. Here is the
smooth, grassy plain on which the vast multitude could sit by fifties
and hundreds whi)e the disciples served them with the bread and fish.
Here is the lake-shore, close at hand, whence Jesus and the twelve had
gone forth when the multitude met him, and where the boat lay into
which the twelve entered when the feeding was concluded. Here,
also, rising abruptly from the spot, is the mountiiin into which Jesus
went up after he had dismissed the multitude. A spot farther east
or north would not meet these requirements, while one farther south
would fail to meet some others. It would not be a “ desert place
belonging to the city called Bethsaida; ” nor could the people whom
Jesus had left on the western shore have gone to it around the head of
the lake while he and the twelve were crossing in their boat. Finally,
if the place had been farther north, the disciples, in starting for Beth-
saida or Capernaum, t could not have been said to have gone “ to the
other side, ” seeing that they would have been going only from the
head of the lake to one side of it,”and not from one side to the other.]

Farther south along the sea-shore is the mouth of a deep gorge
through the m&tntains called Wid’y Semakh’, and on the southern
side of this, not far from the shore, are the ruins of a town called
#L4er.ra, the Gergesa of the New Testament, where the demons were
cast out and entered into the swine. The ruins are inclosed by a wall
three feet thick, and among them is a large rectangular building lying
east and west.$ Immediately south of it rises a rocky mountain
penetrated by tombs, which extends more than a mile along the
lake-shore, at first leaving a plain more than a quarter of a mile wide
between its bnse and the water’s edge, but finally projecting one of its
spurs out close to the shore. Here, as Captain Wilson has clearly
shown, must be the place where the hogs into which the demons

.* Jos. War, ii. 9, x ; iii. 10, 7; Ant. xviii.a, r ; iv. 6.
t Markvi. 45; John vi. 17.
~ Mark vi. 3a-46; Luke lx. 1+17; John vi. 10-17; Comp. Land and Book, ii. q,
? Our Work, 192.
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entered ~~ran violently down a steep pl~ce into the sea.”* He says:

“ About a mile south of this (of Khersa) the hills, which everywhere
else on the eastern side are recessed from a half to three-quarters of a
mile from tl]e water’s edge, approach within 40 feet of it ; they do not
terminate abruptly, but there is a steep, even slope, which we would
identify with the ‘ steep place’ down which the herd of swint ran
violently into the sea, and so were choked. ‘1’hat the meeting of our
Lord with the two demoniacs took place on the eastern shore of the
liike is plain from Matthew ix. I, and it is equally evident, on an
examination of the ground, that there is only one l)lace on that side
where the herd of swine could have run down a steep place into the
lake, the place mentioned above. ”t

Immediately south of the “ steep place” is a small hot spring, and
a little farther the mountains recede agaio from the si]ore by a gradu~l
curve, and about a mile farther south a deep gap in their high walls M
the mouth of Wiidy Fik, the second of the two great breaks in the
eastern range which are plainly seen fram the western shore of the lake.
The ruins of Gamala, a.town which figllred in the Roman war against
the Jews, and which afterward contained a Christian church whose
foun{lations are still traceable, are on a high hill a short distance up
this w~dy’.~

About two miles east of Gamala, on the summit of the mountain-
range, is the modern village called ~i~, a corruption of A’phek, a
town which figured ]n-eminently in the wars of the kings of Israel.
It was thither that the Syrian army under Benhmiad fled after being
defeated in the open field by Ahab, and it was here tlmt Jehrrram,
the son of Ahab, had assurance that he should smite the Syrians
under HaziJel. $

From the mouth of Wiid’y Flk around to the exit of the Jordan
there is a continuous valley, which widens at the lower end of the lake
into the Jordan Valley calle(i the Ghrjr. Here our circuit of the L~ke
of Galilee is cotnpleted, and we turn our faces once n-tore toward the
north.

● Mau. viii. 32.

t Our Work m Palestine, 192. In the remarks on Gergesa and the “ steep place,” it is
assumed (hat Ihe reading 40Gergexenes, ” m blatt. viii. a8, is correct, and that ‘!Gadarcnes, ”
of Mark v. K,and Luke viii. A, is either an erroneo~ madmg or a mom general dewg.
nationof the country, txken from the mom i~nt town O(Gadara, a few miles xoutheast.

$ See Thomson, ii. 47-53, for ww s- _uwt Of it. a alao Jos, War, bk. iv.
ch, I.

~ I Kingsxx. 30; a Kings xiii. 17.
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NORTH O* THE LAKE OF GALILEE.

The most loftily-situated town in Galilee is S5’fed, about xo miles
northwest of Capernaum. It stands on an eminence 2773 feet above
the level of the sea, aud 3455 feet above the Lake of Galilee. It is

reached from Capernaum by a route which passes the ruins of Chora-
zin and climbs the mountains by a gradual ascent. Near it is the

loftiest mountain in Galilee, Jebel Jermak’, 3834 feet above the sea-
level. On account of the lofty situation of SMed some writers have
suggested that it may have been in the miud and before the eye of
Jesus when he compared the Church to “a city set on a hill which
cannot be hid. ” It is not once named in the Bible. It has been twice
desolated by earthquakes, once in x759, and once January r, x837.
When the latter catastrophe occurred, Dr. Thomson, author of ‘‘ The
Land and the Book,” was in Beirut’, engaged in missionary labors,
and he gives an authentic account of it. This catastrophe aflected
so large a portion of Syria, and it illustrates so strikingly the force
which desolated many ancient cities, both in Galilee and beyond the
Jordan, and which must at a very early period have contributed to
the present geological condition of this entire region, that I venture
to make an extended quotation from Thomson’s thrilling account of it:

MIt W- ]Uet bef~m mmaet, on a quiet Sunday evening, January Xst. 1837. when th~

shock occurred. Our ❑ative church at Beiriltr were gathered around the communion
table, when suddenly the house began to shake fearfully, and the stone floor to heave
and rofl like a ship in a storm. Hesry / Hessy/ (EarthquakeI Ffirthqurtke 1) burst
fromevery trembling lip as all rushed out into the yard. The house was cracked from
top to bottom, but no tisrther injury wne sustained. The shock was comparatively slight
h BelrW, but still many houses werw seriously shattered, and some on the river entirely
tfsmwn down. During the week succeeding there came flying reports from various quar-
ters of towns and villages destroyed and lives lost; but so slowly does information travel
in this rmuntry, especially in winter, that it was not till eight days had elapsed that any
reliable accounts were received. ‘l%en letters arrived from S&fed with the stariiing intell-
igence that the whole town had been utterly overthrown, and that Tiberius and marry
other places in this region had sha: ed the same fate. As soon as these awful facts had
been eacertained, collections were made at Beir6t’ to relieve the sufferers, and Mr. C—
and myself were seiected to vtilt this region and distribute to the needy and the wounded.
Passing by Sidon, we associated with ourselves Mr. A— and two of his sons to act ss
physicians. In Sidon the work of destruction was very noticeable, and in Tyre more so.
We rode into the fatter at midnight over her prostrate walis, and found some of the streets
so choked up with tkllen houses that we muld not pass through them. On the ] 7th we
reached Rumtiish, where we met the first real confirmation of the letters from S&’fed.
Tfds village seemed quite destroyed. Thirty persons had been crushed to death under
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their falling houses, and many more would have shared the same fate if they had not been
at evening pmyers in the church, This building was low and compact, so that it was not
seriously injured. After distrdmting medicine to the wounded and charity to the desti-
tute, we went on to J ish. Of this vdlage not one house remained; all had heerr thrown
down, and the church also, burying the entire congregation of 130 persons under Ihe mina.
Not one escaped except the priest, who was saved by an arch projecting over the altar.
Fourteen dead bodies lay there still unburied.

“’On the morning of the mth we reached S~’fed, and I then undeml~ fOrthe first time
what desolations God can work when he arisetb to shake terribly the earth. Just before
we begantoascend the hill we met our consular agent of Sldon returning with his wid-
owed, childless sister. Her husband, a mercbartr of SA’fed, had been burled up to the
neck by the ruins of his house, and in that mate remained several days, calling in vain for
help, and at last perished before he could be reached and set free. AS we ascended the
hill we S;IWlarge rents and cracks in the earth and rocks. But all anticipation, every
imagination, was utterly confounded whets the reality burst upon our sight. I had all the
while refused to giva full credit to the reports, but one frightful gtance cOnvinced me that
it was not in the power of language to overdraw or exaggerate such a ruin. We came
first to the Jewish half of the town, which contained about 4rrooinhabitallk twu year= ba-
fore, when 1 was there; now not a housa remained standing. The town w~ buill. as its
successor is, on the side of the mountain, which is w steep that the r$s$sfsof the houses
below form the street for thuae above; when, therefore, the shock dashed all to the ground,
the highest fell on the next below, that upon the third, and so on to ;he bottom, burying
encb successive row of houses deeper and deeper under the accumulated masses of rub-
bish, From this cause it happened that many who were not instantaneously killed per-
ishcrI before they couhl be rescued, and others were rescued five. six, and even seven days
after the earthquake, still alive. A friend Ofmine told me that he found his wife dead, with
one child under her arm and the baha at her breast. The latter had died of hunger trying
to draw life from its dead morJrer. parents heard their Iinlc ones crying ‘papa 1’
‘ mamma 1’ fainter and fainter until hushed in death, while they were struggling to free
themsd ves or l~boring wilh desperate ●nergy to throw off the fallen rocks and timber from
their dying chllrlren. O God of mercy 1 my heart sickens even now at the thought of that
long black winter’s night which closed around the wretched remnants of S&’fedin half ID
hour after the overthrow, without a light or the possibility of getting one, four-fifths of the
population dead or dying under the ruins, frightful groans, shrieks of agony and despair,
and all the while the earth trembling es if affrighted at the terrible desolation which sha
had wrought I“*

It is estimated that nearly 5000 persons perished in this disaster out
of a population of about 9ooo. t About 600 perished in Tiberitts, and
hundreds of others in other villages of Galilee. It is highly probable
that in a similar way Chorazin, Capernaurn, Cttsarea, Philippi, Jerash,
Ammiin, and many other ancient cities, now in utter ruin, perished at
periods in which no history of the events was written.

S#fed is another of the many towns of Palestine which have had an
important history, though not mentioned in the Bible. During the
Crusades a strong castle was erected here, which was taken and retaken

—- ————

● Land and Book, i. 428-430. t Robinson, ii. 4c0, 423.
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many times by the contenciilig parties, and its crumbling walls were
finally prostrated by the earthquake descrlbeti above. In the sixteenth
century the town becrme a scat of Jewish iearning, with many syna-
gogues, schools of great repute, and a number of printing-presses. It
has continued to be a kind of sacred place with the Jews to the present
time, and the town hos so far recovered from its overthrow that it has
a fresh appearance, a iiveiy trade, and a Jewish poimlation aimost as
great as before the earthquake. Here, on the xoth of J~ly, 1875,

Lieutenant Conder’s surveying l)arty were (irawn into a fight with a
large body of the fanatical Mosien), in which every one of his party
received some wounds, and he hirnseif was so badly bruised about the
i]ead and neck by a club that he was thrown in a violent fever soon
after, his party was broken up for a time, and he was compelled to de-
part for Engiand to recover his health. Fortunately ali the ltaders of
the assaiiing party were finaliy adequately Imnisiled, and the fines in~-
posed on them repaired to some extent the pecuniary loss to ti]e Pales-
tine Exploration Fund.*

To the west and northwest of S5’fed, scattered among the hiils and
vaileys of northern Gaiilee, are many viliages and some interesting
ruins. At Meirt5n, four miles to the northwest are the well-preserved
remains of an ancient synagogue, and the tombs of Jewish rabbis of
great note wilo lived as far back as tile second century of our era. At
Kefr Bir’im, five relies farther, in about the same {iirection, are inter-
esting ruins, and the reported tombs of 13a’rak and the prophet Oba-
ciiail. El Jish, about six miles from Sifed, is the Glscala which is fre-
quently mentioned by Josel)i]us in itls history of ti]e Jewish war against
the Remans. ~ It was utterly destroyed by the earthqutike [SCCi)age 330),
but was soon restored. Beyond these places, more to tile nortil, is 11:2
castle of Tih’n?n, sometimes c~lied Ter6n’, one Oi the most consi)icu -
ous otjjecrs in northern Gdlilee. It is a massive and well-preserved
castle of the crusading period, on the sumn~it of a iligh isolate(i pe~k
which rises fr{)rn the midst of an undulating and tveil-cultivateci pi~ltem]
ot’ great natural beauty. It is hut a short distance south of tile Lil~’nv
River, which is the natural boundary lmtween northern Galilee m!
I%mnicia.

The most usual route of travel from ‘riberias to the region immedi
ateiy north of the Lake of Galliee is hy way of Si’fed, though tiwre is
a road turning to tile right before Sii’fed is reached, and saving the

——-.————...——— —.-—-——.—

● ( ‘onder glveq a thrilling account of this affair in Tent-Work, ii. 191-203.
T ~.+n, z, 20,6; 4, 2, I-5. I.lfc,~ 10,13,38.
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necessity of climbing to that high point. It is the direct road from
,A’cte to Damascus, and it enters the Plain of Htlleh south of Lake
Hfdeh,a ndcrossesthe Jordan on the ancient bridge which we have,

mentioned in aformer section (seepage 31). It is built of b~alt, and
isin a good state of repair. I& origin is unknown, as is also the cause

of the name that it bears, the Bridge of Jacob’s Daughters.* There
are three sites of Biblical interest-on the western side of the Plain of
Hfileh, of which the first that is reached going north is Hazer, the

* Baedeker, 387.
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capital of the Jabin”, who fought against Joshua. * The ruins, which
are insignificant on account of the long period which has intervened
since the destruction of the place, are on an elevation immediately
west of the northern end of l~ke HNeh. Hazer was destroyed by
Joshua, but was rebuilt by another Jabin in the time of the Judges.
It was allotted to the tribe of Naphtali; it was fortified by Solomon;
and it was finally captured and probably destroyed by the Assyrian
king Tig’lath-pile’ser.t It is now called 7“// Kkrci’M.

Three miles north of Hazer, on the summit of a ridge which pro-
jects from the western hills out into the Plain of HMeh, are the village
and ruins of Kca’’cs, the ancient Kedesh of Naphtali. It was origin-
ally the seat of a Canaanite king; it was allotted to Naphtali ; it
was made a Levitical city and a city of refuge; and it shared the
same fate with Hazer in the invasion of Tig’lath-pile’ser. ~ The ruins
are more numerous than those at Hazer, but they appear to be of the
later Jewish period, for, unlike Hazer, Kedesb was rebuilt after the
captivity. $ This was the native place of Barak (Judges iv. 6), and his
tomb, together with that of Deb’orah, was once pointed out here. II

The third site referred to above. is Adif, the Abel or Abel-beth-
maachah of the Scriptures. It is situated at the northwestern curve
of the Plain of Hfileh, on an isolated hill whose summit has been
artificially leveled for a much larger town than the present village.
This is the p!ace to which Joab chased She’ba, the son of Bichri, who
rebelled against David. The previous reputation of the place for
wisdom was extolled by the wuman who spoke from the wall to Joab,
and said: “ They were wont to speak in old time, saying, They shall
surely ask counsel at Abel, and so they ended the matter. ”~ ItWaS

one of the cities smitten by Ben-hadad, king of Syria, in the reign of
Baasha,** and one of those whose inhabitants were led captive by Tig’-
Iath-pile’ser in the reign of Pekah.fl

About three miles almost due east from Abel is Dan, the mound of
whose ruins is now called ~/// // Kadi (motind of tb j“udge), from the
Hebrew word a’a~, which means a]hdge. It stands at the head of the
Plain of Hfdeh, and a ]ittle nearer the eastern than the western side
of it. The mound is about 30 feet high above the surrounding plain,
and it is 33o yards long by 270 wide; The interior is depressed like a

. Joshua xi. 10-13.
t Judges iv. z; Joshua xix. 36; x Kings ix. 15; a Kings xv. 29.
$ Joshua xii. az; xix. 37; xx. 7; xxi. 32; a Kings xv. 29.
3 x Mace. xi. 63, 73. [1Robinson, Bib. Rec. iii. 368.
q a Sam. xx. 14-’2’2. ~ x Kings xv. ZO. tt z Kusgs xv. W.
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basin, leaving an elevation on every side made by the crumbling of
the wall. A few broken columns and other remains of antiquity are
seen amid the rank vegetation which covers the area. Near the south-

west corner a large spring issues from the ground and rushes bab-
bling down to the plain. It is shaded by one of the finest oaks in
all Palestine, under whose wide-spreading limbs is a Moslem tomb. It
is under the western side of this mound that the middle and principal
branch of the Jordan leaps out of the earth, a river of icy coldness.*

About two and a half miles almost due east of Dan, at the north-

eastern corner of the Plain of Htlleh, is i?an’ias, called in the New

SOU”I’HEKN GATE OF CA3SAREA-PHILIPtPI.

Testament C=sarea-Philippi.t Though mentioned in the Bible only
in connection with the profoundly interesting conversation in which
Jesus first drew from the twelve a full confession of their faith, it has
an interesting history. The earliest mention of it is under the name
Pa?z’iu?tz,in the statement of Josephus that Herod the Great built a
temple there in honor of Augustus Czsar. ~ We next find Philip the
tetrarch rebuilding “ Pan’eas, a city at the fountains of the Jordan,”
and calling it C~sarea. The suffixPhilippi was added to this latter

name to distinguish the town from the older Czsarea, on the sea-coast
of Judah. $ After the destruction of Jerusalem, Titus celebrated his
victory at this place by games, in the course of which many Jewish

* Seedescriptionof the Jordan, p. 30. For the Scripture account of Dan see Judges
xviii.27; I Kings, xii. 28-30; xv. m.

t Matt. xvi. 13. ~ War, i, 21,3. ~ Ant. xviii. 2, I; xx. g, 4.
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prisoners were thrown to wild beasts, and many were compelled to
fight as gladiators and kill one another. * It played an important part
in the wars of the Crusades. Its ancient Greek name, Panfeas, was
restored after the end of the Roman dominion, and has been perpetu-
ated in the Arabic form Bun’ias.

The fortified town was small, and in shape it was nearly a square.
It stands 1150 feet above the level of the sea. On the eastern side tl]e

surface slopes upward from the wall toward the mountain on whose
foot it sits, but a deep fosse cuts off exterior approach on that side, ex-
cept where it is filled up to make a passway. A portion of the wall
and one massive square tower are still standing on that side. On tbe
south side a deep narrow chasm with perpendicular sides of naked rock
serves the purpose of a natural moat, and a portion of the wall is
preserved on this side. The gate, about midway this wall, stands
entire, and is still in use. It leads out upon a massive stone bridge,
which spans the chasm just outside of it. This gate and bridge are
seen in our cut on page 335. The western and northern walls are pros-
trate almost to their foundations. Just outside the northeastern angle
of the city wall lies the famous spring of Ban’ias, which is one of the

three principal sources of the Jordan.~ The stream flows thence along
the base of the northern wall, and at the northwest angle it empties
into a much deeper ravine coming from the north, and flows in a deep
chasm along the western wall. Thus the city was defended on three
sides by natural moats outside the walls, and these were approached
on ground lower than that within the city. The area within these
ruined walls is occupied by a small village built on the ruins of ancient
buildings, and chiefly from the broken material of the same. Masses
of building-stones lie in great heaps on every side, and at one place a
long row of massive arches just visible above the surface supports a
garden-wall of rough stone recently built upon it. Mmy pieces of
broken columns are seen in the walls of houses and lying among the
ruins, A branch from the stream is led across the western end of the
town, and falls in a cascade into the chasm outside the southern wall
It supplies the town and irrigates its little gardens. Immediately
north of the town, across the stream, is the only camping-place of
travelers. It is a level bench densely shaded by large terebinths,
among the finest in all the land. Along the course of the stream, from
its source all the way to its junction with the other two to form the

* Jewish War, vii. n, x.
t See description of the Jordan, p. 31.
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Jordan, there k a belt of perennial verdure. Immediately west of the
town, across the chasm on that side, scattered columns and other re-
mains of ancient buildings show that the city once extended in that
direction. This was perhaps an unwalled suburb of temples and

similar structures. The ancient name ~dea~ points to the God Pun

as its origin, and the erection of a temple here by Herod in honor of
Augustus may have been suggested by a worship of Pan already es-
tablished. Niches and recesses cut in the face of the perpendicular
cliff above the great spring still remain in an almost perfect state of
preservation, and one of them has the inscription in Greek letters,
Priest of the God Pan.

In our advance toward the north. we have now reached the line
usually recognized in the Scriptures as the northern limit of the land
of Israel. This is seen in the oft-recurring expression “ from Dan to
Beersheba, ” used to indiclte the entire length of the country, We
have come to the base of Mount Hermon, and Robinson, with a good
degree of plausibility, conjectures that lhn’ias may be the “ BaaI-gad
under Mount Het-men, ” which is named in the Scriptures as the
northern boundary -line.* An account of the topography of Palestine
not including Mount Herrnon and the mountains of Lebanon would
appear incomplete, on account of the frequency with which they are
mentioned in the Scriptures ; but both belong to Syria, not to Pales-
tine, and will be described in Part Third. our present account,
however, would not be complete without a brief description of two
other interesting localities, one to the east and the other to the west
of Cmsarea-Philippi. To the east, crowning the extreme summit of
the mountain on whose foot Ban’ias stands, is the celebrated Castle
of Ban’ias, one of the most interesting and best-preserved fortresses in
I%lestine. It covers the entire summit of the mountain, and is 2300
feet above the sea-level. It is 1150 feet higher than Ban’ias, though
not much over a mile distant in an air-line. It can be approached
only on the south side, and on this side only by very steep climbing.
On tile other sides the clifls are perpen(licular, or nearly so. ‘f’he only
gatewuy is on the southern side near the western end, and is approached
by a road cut along the side of the cliff from near the northern end and
gradudly ascending toward the gate. ‘I%e gatewzy itself is well pre-
serve(l, and shows, by the shape of its massive jambs, each a monolith,
that its shutter, instead of swinging on hinges, worked up and down in

a groove on either side. The foundations of the wall are well preserved
—

* Vol. iii.409 ; Jm.h. xi, 17; xii. 7 ; xiii. S; Judg. iii.7.
22
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all round the hill-top, but the superstructure is much broken, and the
buildings which stood inside are nearly all prostrate. The space
incloaed is about 300 yards long from east to west, and about 100
yarda wide at each end, but scarcely half that width in the middle.
The eastern end is higher than the western, and was separated from it
by a wall and a moat, which enabled the garrison to retire thither
if the western end were taken by an enemy. Many cisterns dug in
the rock, and some very large receptacles under the vast buildings
which occupied a portion of the interior, show the great care exer-
cised to provide the garrison with water. The northern wall stands
over a precipice more than 600 feet deep, the southern side of a deep
and narrow gorge that cuts off this mountain from the spurs of Mount
Hermon, which rise still higher on the other side of it. This gorge
passes westward until it reaches a point just north of Ban’ias, when
it turns to the south, passes by the camping-ground mentioned above,
and thence passes along the western wall of the city.

The view from the castle walls is magnificent. It includes wild
mountain scenery to the north and east, a landscape of plain and
hills to the southwest, and to the west the distant mountains of North-
ern Galilee and Southern Phcenicia, some of them crowned with
similar castles.

The locality yet remaining to be described in this section is a
beautiful, elevated plain north of Abel and 300 feet above the
level of the Plain of Hfileh. It is a smooth basin, five miles
long and two wide, surrounded on every side by ridges of gentle
slope and slight elevation. Through the mi~idie of it a stream of
water meanders, and as it approaches the southern ridge it deepens
its bed, and finally cuts its way through the ridge by a remarkably
deep and narrow chasm, and flows into the Plain of Hfileh. The
stream bears the name Drdti#aA, and the plain that of fife~” J’tin’
(the Meadow of I’jon). I’jon was the most northern town of Naphtali,
and consequently of all Israel, * although Dan, being more frequented
and better known, was habitually spoken of as such. This little valley
is one of the most beautiful and fertile of all in Palestine, but the city
or town has entirely disappeared. It projects from the northern
shoulder of Naphtali, between the spurs of Mount Hermon and the
sloping plains which extend from its western side down into the deep
gorge of the Lit~’ny. This river here runs parallel to it, but soon
turns westward on its way to the sea.

— —

● :“Kings xv. 20; z Kings xv. 29.
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CHAPTER VIII.

PLACES ALONG THE JORDAN AND BEYOND.

IN THE PLAIN OF JERICHO AND THE PLAIN OF MOAB.

HAVING given a general description of the Jor@n Valley in Part
First, Chapter 1., $7, we now discuss its topography; and we begin
with the broad plain lying at the head of the Dead Sea. This plain,
as before stated, is about 14 miles wide from east to west, with the
Jordan flowing through the middle of it, and it extends up the river,
before the valley contracts into a narrow plain, about xo miles. That
part of it lying west of the river is called the Plain of Jericho, and
that east of the river the Plain of Moab.

In Chapter 11., $4, of this part, we have followed the road from
Jerusalem to Jericho as far as its entrance into the plain, ami we stated
that. just before it descends from the mountains into the plain, it skirts
the deep gorge of W~d’y Keh (the Brook Kerith). When it enters
the valley the bed of that wiid’y lies but a short distance to the left,
and it runs with an acute angle to the road until, about a mile from
the hills, the road crosses the w&l’y. About a quarter of a mile to the
right of this crossing. place is the first object of special interest that
catches the eye, —the remains of a large ancient reservoir. It is X88
yards long by 157 wide, and it is called by the natives l?jrket Muss
(the Pool of Moses). Its eastern wall is still almost perfect, and stands
about eight feet above the accumulated earth inside; but the other
walls me much broken, and the pool is nearly filled up. It once held
an immense quantity of water, which could be used for irrigating the
surrounding lands.

After crossing the Kelt the road leads, almost due east, to the miser-
able village Zr/Aa, whose name is an Ar’abic corruption of the name
Jericho. it is a small collection of huts of the meanest kind, built partly
of sun-dried bricks and partly of small rough stones, and inhabited by
Ghuwar’inch Ar’abs. It has one house of a better class in which trav-
elers who are without tents can obtain uncomfortable lodging. The
Greeks have recently erected here a small convent. It is well built
of limestone, is about 80 by 40 f-t in extent, one story high, and is
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occupied by four or five monks. At the eastern edge of the village
stands the ruin of an old stone tower, about 15 or 20 feet high, which
some one has attempted to dignify by calling it tl~e house of Zac-
che’us.

West of the village the Kelt is crossed by two aqueducts on arches of
stone. one of them, supported by I x arches, still conveys an irrigating
stream to the fields south of the Kelt, but the other is in ruins. An-
other irrigating stream, drawn from the Kelt higher up, runs parallel
with its parent stream near the southern bank of the latter. These
are the feeble remains of a system of irrigation which once made the
plain south of the Kelt a paradise.

A little more than a mile east of Eri’ha are the ruins of an ancient
city which has been identified as Gilgal. The identification is estab-
lkhed by the locality, which agrees with the account given in Joshua,*
and by the preservation of the name in the Ar’abic Jiljtl’lieh. The
ruins are meagre,+o much so that one might pass near them without
observing them,—but they are the evident remains of a very ancient
city.

The village of Ert’ha, though it perpetuates the name of Jericho, is
not on the site of the original city. The latter is at the foot of the hills,
two miles to the northwest, and one mile and a half north of the Jeru-
rxdem road where it enters the plain. It is reached from the latter
road by crossing the Kelt near the hills and riding nearly due north
along the western edge of the plain. It is identified by the copious
fountain called by the Ar’abs A~n es SU’taz, and by Europeans,
Elisha’s Fountain. ‘Ilis can be no other than the fountain healed
by Elisha,t for it is the only fmtntain in this plain ; and the second

Jericho, built by Hiel in the reign of Ahab on the site of the original
city, stood near this fountain. ~ It is probable that the disaster which
befell Hiel in compliance with Joshua’s curse prevented the city
from being peopled, and hence it became the abode of the poor
prophets, for whose benefit Joshua healed the waters. The Jericho in
which Herod the Great had a palace, and which was visited by Jesus,
occupied a still diflerent site, —at the foot of the mountains between
the fountain and Wiid’y Kelt.$

All travelers pitch their tents on a little plateau just north of Elisha’s
Fountain, The camping-ground is sufficiently elevated to aflord a
good view of the plain, with the Dead Sea in sight toward the south,

—

● Jcd. iv. 19. t a Kings ii. IS-az. ~ I Kings xvi. 34.
~ See the authontiex quoted by Conder, ii. 6,7.
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md the mountains of Moab bounding the horizon on the east.
.Among these mountains Mount Nebo is distinctly visible toward the
southeast, and it appears to the unpracticed eye only five or six miles
distant.

Several square miles of the plain, extending from Elisha’s Fountain
to the east and the south, are irrigated by the waters of the fountain,
which are led over it by a network of artificial channels, and this area is
clothed in verdure while all around is parched and dry, ‘ Once these
waters were conveyed much farther, for out on the verdureless phdn are
still seen long lines of low stone walls, built to support plsste~ed chan-
nels for irrigating streams. A short distance to the southwest of the
fountain are the ruins of some ancient mills, called the Sugar-Mills
from the fact that sugar was once manufactured here from cane which
grew in the plain. These mills were propelled by water conveyed on
stone aqueducts from springs higher up in the mountains, and the re-
mains of these aqueducts are still seen. The water, after propelling the
mills, was conveyed, like that from Elisha’s Fountain, out into the
plain, and used for irrigation. It was this abundance of water, as we
have intimated above, which once made the Jericho Plain a garden
of delight.

From the camping-place above Elisha’s Fountain, the traveler who
has come thither [iirect frotn Jerusalem usually makes his first visit to
the shore of the Dead Sea. It is a ride of about eight miles, and it is
usually taken very early in the morning to avoid the intense heat in
the after-part of the day. After crossing Wiid’y Kelt below Eriha, the
trackless route leads over a very desolate region, growing more and more

so as the sea is approached. Here and there are low spots in which
water settles in springs and keeps them moist after the higher surface
is dry, and in these a coarse vegetation continues to grow when the
chief part of the plain is bare. Swarms of yeilow locusts, such as
John the Baptist fed upon, are seen here, and flocks of storks, which
manifest but little fear for man, walk solemnly about and feed upon the
locusts. The sand over which we ride in approaching the sea forms a
smooth beach near the water’s edge, and also extends into the water,
making a smooth bottom with agtadual descent. All visitors, whether
they can swim or not, may go in with impunity, and few deny them-
selves the pleasure of doing so. *

After bathing in the sea it is usual for the traveler to ride to the
Pilgrims’ Bathing-place on the Jordan, about four miles from its mouth.

● For an account of the composition of the water and its buoyancy, see page 38.
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Usually this ride is over a dry plain and a firm path, but in the rainy
season it is sometimes almost impracticable on account of the mud. So
President Bartlett found it as late as the middle of March, in the year
x874. He says: “ The region immediately before us WM marshy, and
the late rains had made a part of this plain as watery and muddy as
a ‘ slough-hole’ in a Western prairie. . . . The horses sank to their
girths, and once or twice still deeper, until sheikh, dragoman, and three
of our company were rolled successively from their seats, to pick their
way by leaping from clump to clump as best they could.”*

The Pilgrims’ Bathing-P1ace is so called because thousands of pil-
grims of the Greek Church, who visit Jerusalem every spring during
“ holy week,” come tiown to this place on hlonday after Easter to
bathe in the Jordan. Lynch’s party reached the spot in their descent
of the Jordan on the night of Easter Sunday, and on the next morning
at daybreak they witnessed the arrival of the pilgrims. Lynch de-
scribes the scene as follows: “ In the wild haste of a disorderly rout,
Copts and Russians, Poles, Armenians, Greeks, and Syrians, from all
parts of Asia, from Europe, from Africa, and from far-distant America,
on they come; men, women, and children of every age and hue, and
in every variety of costume; talking, screaming, shouting, in almost
every known language under the sun. Mounted as variously as those
that hati preceded them, many of the women and children were sus-
pended in baskets or confined in cages [they were on camels], and,
with their eyes strained toward the river, heedless of all intervening
obstacles, they hurried eagerly forward, dismounted in haste, and, dis-
robing with precipitation, rushed down to the bank and threw them-
selves into the stream. Each one plunged himself, or was dipped by
another, three times below the surface in honor of the Trinity, and
then filled a bottle or some other utensil from the river. The bathing-
dress of many of the pilgrims was a white gown with a black cross
upon it. Most of them, as soon as alley dressed, cut branches either
of the agnus castus or the willow, and, dipping them in the consecrated
stream, bore them away as memorials of their visit. In an hour they

began to disappear, and in less than three hour~ the trodden surface
of the lately crowded bank bore no human shadow. “t Thomson also
witnessed this scene, having gone with the pilgrims from Jerusalem for
the pprpose. He states that many of them swam across the river, but
that three who were not expert swimmers attempted it and were swept

—

● From Egypt to Shrai, by Pres. Bartlett, or Dartmouth College, page 451.
t Lynch’s Narrative, a61, a6a.
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away by the current and drowned. Such was the fanaticism of the

crowd, however, that the disaster caused but little sensation among
them. *

This spot was selected by the Greek Church as a bathing-place
because it was believed that here Jesus was baptized. There is a high
degree of probability that this belief is correct, for John certainly
commenced baptizing in this part of the river, and it is almost certain
that he selected as theexact place of baptizing a ford or ferry toward
which routes of travel concentrated, and where the banks were suitably
gra{ied. But this is the first place of the kind above the mouth of the

river, and the next is nearly four miles above. The water is here too deep
for fording, except in the dry season, being usually about 10 feet deep
in the spring, but there are two points, about aoo yards apart, at which
there is a pebbly bottom and a gradual descent into the water to any
desired depth. At the more southern of these two points t he deep water
lies next to the eastern bank, and only the western side is suitable for
baptizing, but at the other there is shallow water on both sides. In
both places the current is swift in the channel,—from four to five miles
an hour, —but it is sufficiently slow in the shallower water for con-
venient baptizing. At neither place, however, could the ordinance be
conveniently administered when the river is out of its banks, and
consequently, at such times, John resorted to localities higher up the
stream, or to such a place as A3non.

While the water at this place during the dry season was all that
John could wish, in other respects it was a place during the same
season which no preacher who studied his own comfort, or that of his
auditors, would select for such a ministry as John’s. The Scriptures
locate it in the “ wikierness of Judea, ” referring to the desolate plain
west of it, whose desolation extends over the mountains that bound
it on the west. The immediate banks of the river are equally a wil-
derness, for the lower bottom-land is uninhabited, on account of the
annual overflow, and it is covered with a jungle of low.growing trees
and shrubs. It is so deeply depressed that scarcely a breath of wind
can reach it in the hot season, and the air is thick with mosquitoes
and flies. It would be difficult to find a more disagreeable place for
the assembling of multitudes, and the circumstance throws a new light
on the ministry of John. It shows that in the place which he was
moved to select for the first part of his labors, as well as in his food
and raiment, he practiced the self-denial which he inculcated. It also

● Southws Palestine, 347-350.
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illustrates his marvelous power over the people whom he succeeded
in drawing tosucha place and retaining as hearers until he brought
them ~o repentance.

A short distance above the bathing-place, Wiid’y Kelt empties into
the Jordan, having wound its way across the plain in a southeasterly
direction. In its bed, about midway the plain, Conder finds the
“Valley of Achor, “ in which Achan, at the command of Joshua, *
was stoned to death by the children of Israel. It is identified by the
fact that here the wiidy-bed is wide and shallow, and is filled with
water-worn stones of a suitable size for the stoning, and there is no
other valley neat Joshua’s camp at Gilgal of which the same is
true.t

We now return to the camp-ground above Elisha’s Fountain, with the
purpose of completing our description of the Plain of Jericho. Im.
mediately west of the camp-ground there rises an isolated ridge 50 feet
high and extending about a quarter of a mile from north to south,
which is proved by excavations made in it by Captain Warren’s party
to be a mass of broken stones, cement, sun-dried bricks, and fragments
of pottery. This is what is left of the original Jericho. Mounds of
similar material stand at intervals along the plain to the southward as
far as Wfid’y Kelt.

West of the ridge just mentioned rises another of natural rock about
150 feet high, and west of this an elevated valley about half a mile wide,
separating the ridge from a mountain beyond. This valley is rich,
g~een, and well cultivated, and the mountain beyond it is the one se-
lected by the Crusaders, in theyear r z ~z,~ as the mount of the Saviour’s
temptation. They called it Qtxtrantan’ia, from the 40 days of the Sa:
viour’s fast, and the Ar’abs attempt to call ‘it by the same name, but
pronounce it Ktlrhtftl’. Its front is almost conical ; its sides are
honeycombed with the cells of monks and hermits, and its summit is
crowned with the ruins of a castle built by the Crusaders, It is a
mountain of crumbling limestone, brown from the exposure of thou-
sands of years, and projecting like a promontory from the higher
mountains behind it. The selection of this as the Mount of Tempta-
tion, as Conder remarks, is a striking illustration of the “ simplicity
of men’s minds in the Middle Ages, ” for, while the Scripture repre-
sents Jesus as being placed on an ~~exceedil]g high mountain~”$ this

mountain’s top is actually lower than the surface of the Mediterranean

* Josh. vii. 24-26. t Tent-Work in Palestine, ii. m,

$ Baedeker, !263. ? Matt. iv. S.
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Sea, and it is surrounded on every side by mountains, not many miles
away, more than double its height. As Jesus was to be shown “ all

the kingdoms of the world and the glory of them, ” a point of much
higher relative elevation must have been selected, and there is no
special reason for supposing that it was in the vicinity of Jericho.

The road from Jericho to Bethel and Ai leads to the northwest from
Elisha’s Fountain, and passes up a wiidy north of Mount Quarantan’ia.
At a distance of about three miles it passes a group of three springs on
the left, so close together that they have the single name Ain d fl12&.

They are situated on the northern slope of a hill. The highest and
largest bursts out from under the roots of a large d~m-tree, and runs
away in a stream six feet wide and six inches deep. It is led along
an artificial channel cut on the hillsides around Mount Quarantan’ia,
and its water once propelled the mills above mentioneti (page 34 I ),
near Jericho. Now they run waste over the little valley in front of
that mountain, making it green and beautiful, and they are also used
to irrigate the slopes below the channel on their way thither. The
next lower spring, also shaded by a d~nwtree, is not quite so copious.
It is first led along the brow of the wiidy beneath it for a hundred
ymls or more, and then crosses this w&iy in a plastered channel four
feet wide and two feet deep, which is supported by a series of arches
built up from the bottom of the wady. In the bottom of the w~dy is
one large arch, with 26 feet span and piers xz feet square, above which
rise six smaller arches, reaching out to the sides of the wiidy, and above
these six more, muking three series of arches rising one above another,
with an aggregate height of about 50 feet. The work is evidently
ancient, though it shows signs of recent repairs. The water, after
crossing, is led away in an irrigating channel to the fields farther east-
ward, where it is all absorbed by the thirsty soil. The third and smallest
spring, after irrigating a luxuriant cucumber-garden, falls into the w%dy,
runs along its rocky bed, and passes under the arches above described.
This is the most copious flOW of water from one spot to be seen any-
where about the lower portion of the Jordan Valley. 1: combined
with Elisha’s Fountain to make the region about Jericho the paradise
which it once was.

Having now described the broad Plain of Jericho, which is about
7 miles wide from the mountains to the river, and about 10 in length
from the Dead Sea to the head] and which runs out from the mountains
at its northern extremity and marks it as a separate district, we next go
across the rjver to t]le plain of allllost exactly the same dimensions on

the eastern side. We cross by a ford almost due east from Elisha’s Foun-
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tain called G/tdt-anlzcA, and sometimes the Jericho ford. It is about
four miles in an air-line north of the bathing-place. A ferry-boat is
kept in readiness, and must be used during a large part of the year, but
just below the ferry .crossing the, water breaks over a shoal, and at the
head ofthisit can be forded when itisvery deep above. Theauthor’s
party forded here on the 5th of May, 1879, the water coming about
half-way up our saddle-skirts. On the eastern bank at this point is an
admirable place for baptizing, and a more airy and comfortable place
for the assemblage of a large multitude of people than at the bathing-
place below. This is the ford which is exhibited in our cut on the
opposite page. It is the crossing-place for travel between Jerusalem
and Es Salt.

The plain upon which we have now entereri has a much finer soil
and is much more abundantly watered than the Plain of Jericho. It
is the plain on which Israel camped before the death of Moses, and
whence they marched across the Jordan under the Ieariership of Joshua.
It is traversed by four streams of water, whose sources are perennial
springs in the mountains, though their waters are absorbed in the driest
part of the summer ere they reach the river. These are the !%wei’meh
on the south, next north of it the HasbAn’, then the Kefrein’, and last the
Nimtln’. The Kefrein’ has the shallowest bed, and it is consequently

used most for irrigating purposes by the few Ghawar’inch who culti-
vate small patches in the plain. Near the foot of the mountain-range
on the eastern side of the plain there are six te/fs (mounds), the evident
remairis of ancient towns. Beginning at the south, within two or three
miles of the Dead Sea, and going north, they are found in the follow-
ing order: .!hwci’meh, l?k’tanu, Er l?d’ma, ~ommdm’, Ktfrein’, and
lVimriu’. At the foot of Tell Hammiim there is a hot s])ring which
gives name to the tell. The temperature of its water is 102°. Three
of these are identified with places named in the Bible, viz., Tell Nim-

rln’ with Beth-Nim’rah,* “rell Kefreip with Abel-Shittin~,T and Suwei-
meh with Beth -Jeshimoth. ~ The camp of Israel extended from the last
to Abel-Shittim, a distance of not less than six miles,$ an(i the tents
were pitched, no doubt, over the entire space, but especially along the
banks of the streams. If we were entirely certain of these i(ientifica-
tions, we could form a close estimate of the space covered by the camp
On the supposition that they are correct, the camp maybe est imate(i as
at least six miles square, or as covering—whether in a square or not-
———— ——_—

● Num. xxii. 36; Josh. xiii,27. - t Num. xxxiii. 49.
$ Josh. xiii.m. ~ Num. xxxiii. +.
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36 square miles. When the vast multitude broke up their camp and

marched to the bank of the overflowing Jordan, their front was prob-
ably eight miles long, and the river was cut off from their extreme
right frown to the Dead Sea. * ‘l’he city of Adam, the point to which

the intercepted waters were heaped up by the onflow of the stream from
above, has not been certainly identified, but it is probably Dam’ieh,
ubout 24 nliles above the mouth of the river. Even after the waters were
thus cut off it was no easy task for the host to move across. The short-

ness of time did not admit of their forming into narrow columns and
crossing at fords or other places of easy approach, which would have
required several days, but they were compelled to move forward in a
mass, (Iescend the Muff, push. their way through the brush wood of the
muddy bottom-land, cliu~b down into the wet be(l of the river, and
clwnber over similar obstacles on the other side as best they could. It
must have required a long and toilsome day’s march for all the people
to pass fi clean over Jordan. ” WM this exhausting toil a type of the
hard struggle by which the Christian wades into the bed of the dark
river, even after its waters have been cleft asunder by his Joshua?

One of the most interesting questions connected with the topography
of the lower Jordan plain is that concerning the sites of Sodom and
Gomorrah, and the other three cities confeclerateci with them. The
chief point at issue is whether they were near the upper end or the
lower end of the Dead Sea. If at the U]J[)er end, they probably stood
on the Plain of Jericho, south of Wh.1’y Kelt ; if at the lower end,
the plain in which they stood must be now occupied by the lagoon.t
Explorers are divided over the question, the earlier class favoring the
southern locality, and the more recent class the northern,

All of the local traditions preserved among the natives of the coun-
try are in favor of the southern locality. The ridge of rock-salt ex-
tentiing along the southwestern shore of the seat is called ]c3?1 Us’,ftirn
(.Moul~t Sodom), from the belief that Sodom stood near it. The sea
itself is called DaAr Ltit (Sea of Lot), from the belief that it is con-
nected with Lot’s history; and the two traditions taken in connection
evidently point to the southern end of the sea as the site of !%dom.
Furthermore, the name of Zoar, the city to which Lot fled when he
left Sodom, is still attached to the ruins of an ancient town near the
neck of the peninsula, in the Ar’abic form of ZogAa/.

As we have said in our description of the Dead Sea,$ the supposi-
—-.—.-————

● Josh. iii. 1+-17. t For a descriptionof the tagoon,see page 37.
I See page 39. ? Page 37.
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tion of the southern’ locality requires the additional supposition that
the present lagoon was then a plain, and that its surface was sunk
either by the convulsions attending the destruction of the cities, or by
fire consuming the “ slime-pits, “* which abounded in the plain, so that
the water of the sea flowed in upon it and covered it a few feet deep,
as at present. This supposition finds some support in the Scriptures.
That some serious change in the cond ition of the surface ilself occurred
seems to be affirmed in the statements that God “ overthrew those
cities, and all the piuik,” and that Abraham, when he viewed the scene
the next morning, 1‘ looked toward Sodom and Gomorrah, and toward

ail the /and 0/ fh plain; and behold, and 10, the smoke of the
auntry went up as the smoke of a furnarx.’ ‘t’

On the other hand, against the southern locality and in favor of the
northern, are urged the following consilierations:

x, Chedorla’orner, having subdued certain tribes south of the Dead
Sea, next smote ~i the Amorites, who dwelt in Haze’zon-’~a’nlar~”

before he approached Sodom. ] But Haze’zon-Ta’nlar is Ih’gedi,$
which lies half-way up the western shore of the sea, and the sup-
position of a southern site for Sodom would require the arn]y to have
lJ&Sed Sodom and gone twenty miles up the coast to attack En’gedi,

and then to have returned to attack Sodom. This is by no means

probable.
2. When Abraham and Lot were shout to separate at Bethel, it is said

that I.ot “ lifted up his eyes and beheld all the ]~lain of the Jord~n ;
tl~at it was well watered everywhere before the Lord destroyed Sodom
and C,omorrah. ”11 It is urged that Lot could not have seen this plain
if it had been at the southern end of tile Dead Sea. But this objec-

tion has less force than has been ascribed to it, for Lot could not
literally have seen ,( all the p]ain of the Jor~an)” as this exlmssion is
now understood, unless he Ilad gone about ten miles east of Bethel and
stood upon some of the mountains overlooking it. Still, it is true

ti~at by doing this he could have seen all the plain, and to have seen
ail the plain south of the Dead !jea he wouhi have been CIJMl)e}led to

travel more than duuhle the distal]ce. It n}ay be, after all, that the
historian, in using this language about Lot, refers to his Ilwl)tal survey
of a plain which he must have seen very often before, rather than to a
Ilteral survey 0( it with his eyes.

3. At’ter Lot had made his survey, it is said that he “ CIIOSChim all
—. —. . .——--— ..

● Gen. XIV.10. r t Gen. XIX.25, 28. $ Gell. Xiv. 5-7.
~ x Chron. XXII.~. IIGen. xui. 10.
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the plain of the Jordan, ” and that he “ dwelled in the cities of the
plain, and pitched his tent toward Sodom.”* It is affirmed that these
(~~itles of ~he plaill~~ are the ~nle ~t cities of the plain” which were

destroyeil with Sodom, and that the plain is by clear implication “ the
plain of the Jordan. ” But the plain south of the Dead Ssa, 45 miles

below the mouth of the Jordan, could not, with any propriety of speech,
be called tile “ plain of the Jordan. ”

4. In the view which Moses enjoyed from the top of Pisgah, it is
said that he saw “ the plain of the valley of Jericho, the city of palrn-
trees, unto Zoar. ”t This language implies some connection, not very
remote, between Zou and the Plain of Jericho, and the language could
scarcely be used if the two were separated by the entire length of the
Detid Sea. But Zoar was one of the five cities of the plain, spared
from the fate of the others for Lot’s sake,] and its locality tletermil]es,
proximately, the locality of the others. Professor Merrill, of the
Palestine Exploration Society, claims to have found Zoar, both in
name and location, in Tclf Ektarw, one of the six mounds mentioned
in a former part of this section, $ on the eastern border of the Plain of
Moab. An account of the discovery, together with an elaborate argu-
ment in favor of locating tk,e destroyed cities in the Plain of Moab, is
given in the Fourth Annual Statement of the Paiestil)e Exploration
Society, 1877.

A candid consideration of the evidences above adduce{i seems to
require us to abandon the old theory as to the location of these cities,
and to suppose that the local traditions, which furnish almost its only
support, originated from an unsuccessful attempt at an early period
since the Christian era to settle the question which still remains unset-
tled among scholars and explorers. Of one f~ct the investigations thus
fur instituted clearly convince us,— that the besum of God’s destruction
swept cleaIl when it swept these cities away, leaving not a vestige be-
hind. Tl)is is certainly the case if they were at the southern end of
the sea; and (lmder’s explorations make it equally certain if they
were on tile Plain of Jericho. He says: ~t Over almost every acre of

ground between Jericho and the Dead Sea 1 rode day by day. The
whole is a white tfesert, except near the hills, where rich herbage grows
after the rains. The time of year was most favorable for such explora-
tions, because no long grass existed to hide any ruins. In all that
plain 1 found no ruin, except the old monastery of St. John and a little
—— . . .—.—...-.—_ .—

* Gen. xiii. 11, 12. t Deut xxxiv. 3.
~ Gen. xiv. a, 8 ; xix. 20, *r, ~ P.tge 3+6,
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hermit’s cave; and it seems to me that no other ruin will ever there be
foun(i .”* Professor Merrill has directed attention in an entirely new
direction ,—to the plain at the head of the Dead Sea on the eastern side
of the Jordan; and if he is correct in locating Zoar, the other cities
must certainly have been in the same plain, seeing that Lot could not
have crossed the river and traversed the width of the plain besides,
between daylight and sunrise, the time of his flight from Sodom to
Zoar. t But this plain has also been examined almost as carefully as
the one on the opposite side of the river without satisfactory results.
Excavations may possibly yet bring something to light which surface
examinations have failed to reveal, but this is the only source of hope
now left for the discovery of a single stone that once lay in the walls
of Sodom.

IN THE UPPER SECTIONS OF THE JORDAN VAL.LEY.

The western side of the Jcrdan Valley, all the way from the Plain of
Jericho to the Lake of Galilee, is singularly destitute of places of in-
terest. The most striking feature in its landscape is Kfrrn !Mr’tftbeh,
about 24 miles from the Dead Sea. It- is a sharp conical peak resting
on the eastern extremity of a rugged ridge, which here juts out from
the mountains almost entirely across the valley. It rises to the height
of 2000 feet above the plain, and it is visible from almost every part
of the Jordan Valley, both above and below. On its summit are some
singular ruins, of whose history nothing is known. In riding to it
from Jericho we cro~s four streams of water, but we pass no human
habitations, and we see but little tillage.

Immediately east of Kftrn Sfrr’tobeh, and about two miles distant,
is the Darn’ieh ford (more properly ferry) across the Jordan, and W&l’y
Far’rah, the stream on whose banks AZnon was situated, flows between
the mountain and the river on its way to enter the latter a few nliles
below, The descent from the upper into the lower valley, as we
approach this ferry, is very steep. ‘Ile cliff is of whitish clay, and is
100 feet high. The lower valley, for a short distance up and down
the stream, is nearly two miles wide and full of verdure. It presents
a pleasing contrast in summer with the barrenness of the upl]er valley.
The river lies nearer the eastern than the western si(ie. The aulhor
found at the ferry a rude but strong ferry-boat, drawn across by two

● Tent-Work, ‘fi. 14. t Gen. xix. 15, 23,
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strong ropes fastened to trees on either bank. As the author’s party
crossed they made the measurements which are given on page 34 by
stretching a tape-line along one of the ropes. “l’his was on the a3d

of April. Our party also bathed in the river, as we had done at the

two ferries below, so as to test by actual experiment the character of
its bottom and the strength of its current.

Due east oi the ferry, and about 300 yards distant, is an elevated
platform of earth and stone, 145 yards wide,’ zoo long, and 50 feet
high, called 7“// Dum’ith. On its top, and near the eastern end, are

the ruins of a building. This is evidently an artificial mounli, and it

is supposed to be the site of the city of Adam, to which the waters of
the Jordan were heaped up when it was cut off for the passage of the
children of Israel. *

About a quarter of a mile above the ferry are the remains of an
ancient bridge. The span which crossed the river has entirely disap-
peared, but on the low ground east of the river two large arches are
still standing entire, and also the piers of three others. The span of

the arches is zo feet, and the bridge was xz feet wide. It may be that
the river once flowed under these arches and has cut for itself a new
channel farther west, but it is more probable that they were constructed
merely for the span of the bridge across the low ground on that side.
The western bank of the river is above high water. So dense a growth
of cane and brushwood now covers the ground between the ferry and
the bridge that the author’s party bad to secure the service of two
men with axes to chop a way through the most tangled parts of the
thicket before they could ride to the bridge.

The valley of the river Jabbok (W&l’y Zerka) opens into the Jordan
Valley from the east, immediately opposite the Dam’ieh ferry, but the
stream itself, contrary to the representations on the old maps, turns to
the northwest as it ap~woachea the Jordan, and enters the latter above
the bridge just described.

The eastern side of the Jordan Valley, from the Jabbok south to the
vicinity of W~d’y Nimrin’, nearly opposite Jericho, is ~ waterless plain,
and is the only part of the valley east of the river that is so. Dr.
Merrill, WI1Oexplored it carefully in 1876, marks it on his map “ Water-
less Region, ” while of that portion from the Jabbok north to the Lake
of Galilee be says: ~~Tile Manadi’ra (tile Yar’mftk) on the north is a

river as large as the Jordan at its exit from the lake. It is full of fish,
and before it joins the Jordan it is crossed by a substantial bridge. The

● Josh. iii. 16.
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Jabbokon thesouth isalsoa river, but much smaller than the Maria-
dira. Between these twonoless than eleven living streams, more than
half of which can be called large ones, flow down the hills to water
the plain. Canals carry the water from these streams in all directions,
and irrigate the vast wheat-fields already mentionefi, which are the
pride of the vailey. ”* The same writer says that, while there are no
ruins in this valley, there is a tuin in every instance at the point where
these streams leave the foot-hills. Thirteen of these are marked on
his map, and seven of them appear to have been placesof wealth and
importance.t

Immediately north of the Jabbok is the broad expanse of the Jordan
Valley called the Plain of Succoth. It is 7 or 8 miles wide and
9 or xo long, and it is the most beautiful portion of the entire
Jordan Valley, not excepting the Plain of Shittim. Its surface is
almost a dead level, broken here and there by artificial mounds, the
sites of ancient towns, and it is intersected in every direction with
little canals for irrigation. The writer, in riding across the plain away
from the road, crossed many of these canals, some of them with water

flowing in them at the time. Those in the more southern part of the
plain are supplied by the Jalsbok, which is tapped for the purpose
where itleaves the bluffs, and loses so much of its water that it is m~tch

smaller below than above. The entire plain is covered with verdure,
and if cultivated with any skill and taste it would be an agricultural
paradise. Three of the moumis just mentioned have ruins on them,
and the others are thickly strewn with broken pottery, sure sign of
past habitations. One of these, called ZW/ Hamwh (Mound of the
Warm Spring), On account of a warm spring near it, is near the
northern bank of the Jabbok, and close to the bluffs. The author
had some difficulty in finding the warm spring itself, but was finally
led to it by an Ar’ab who left his harvest for the purpose. It is a
feeble spring, a quarler of a mile east of the tell, and its temperature
is 96°. It is immediately on the bank of the Jai)bok, and sends three
very feeble streams into the river. The author’s party, after spending
some hours exploring the southern portion of this plain, rested and
lunched under the shadow of an immense rock near the bluff, which
had fallen from the cliff above, The site was sufficiently elevated to
afford a view of the entire plain, with the mountains of Samaria
bounding the horizon to the west, and the top of Monnt Tabor visible
in the northwest, The ~lain before us brought “vividi y to view” the

● Fourth Statement of Pal. Ex. S@., p. 79. t lb. p. 80.
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immense flocks and herds of Jacob which once grazed here after
coming from Padan-ararn, and the booths which he built to protect
them from the hot sun of their first summer in this more southern cli-
mate. When he had spent the summer here, he crossed the river
at the Dam’ieh crossing when it was low in the fall, and, leaving Kftrn
S(k’ttlbeh, which rises beyond the river almost like a church steeple,
to his left, he moved slowly up Wiid’y Far’rah, northwestward, paat
Ahon to Shechem, where he bought a piece of land and made a tem-
porary home. *

The glance which we have now given at the eastern Jordan Valley
enables us to trace the route of the Jews of Galilee in their journeys to
Jerusaiem and back. In order to avoid passing through the territory
of the unfriendly Samaritans they came down east of the Jordan, and
Jesus sometimes followed the same route.? They crossed the Jordan
on a bridge just below its outlet from the lake, came down the eastern
plain past richly cultivated fields and many villages and towns, crossed
again at the Dam’ieh ferry to avoid the waterless stretch of xz miles
below on the eastern side, thence came down the western plain to
Jericho, entered it by its northern gate, passed out by the southern,
anti thence passed up into the hills on the present road from Jericho
to Jerusalem.

The next point of interest in the Jordan Valley, going northward,
is the ford called AMr’ak, which (Lmder identifies with the Beth-
al.x’ara of John i. 28. It is just above the mouth of the river Jalfid’,
which origil)ates in the Valley of ~cz’reel, runs through Beisan’, and
thence crosses the western Jordan Valley in a southeasterly direction.
Ahdr’uA means a ])lace of passage, Jn(i Be//rub’m-a means house of the
passage. In dekmlil)g the identification (_lxnder says : ‘4 It may be
said that the name .41)ar’~h is merely descriptive, and perhaps applies
10 several forlls. ‘l’hat it is descriptive may be granted : so is the name
Ikthixb’imi, or Bethel, or Gibeah, or Ramah. That it is a common name
may be safely denied. We have collected the names of over ~o fords,
;md no other is called Ab&r’ah ; nor does the word occur again in all
[he 9000 names collected by the survey party.’‘j The same tiriter cor-
rects the commonly-received mistake that Jesus was baptized at Beth-
ab’ara, and shows ti]at it is mentioned only in connection with events
which crccurr-~d on consecutive days after the temptation. $ More
than forty days had elap~d since the baptism of Jesus, and in this

—.—— ___ —

● Gen. xxxlii. 17-20. t Matt. xix. I, a: xx. 29.
~ Tent Work, ii. 6+, 65. ~ See John i. 28-33.
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interval John had passed from t!i~ lower Jordan 50 miles IIigher up
the river.

A very important consequence results from this identification, and
helps to confirm it. \V hen Beth ab’wa Wils sul)posed to be at the
bathing-place below Jeri{ho, It was almost impossible io account for
the presence of Jesus and his discil~les at the wedding in Cana on the
second day after leaving Bethab’ara,* tile distance being 75 miles by
the nearest route of travel. But ot the real Bcthab’ara Conder says:
“ The ford AMr’ah is about 22 miles in a line from Kefr Kenna, and
no place can be found on the Jordan much nearer or more accessible
to the neighborhood of Cana. “t The mother of Jesus had only two
and a half miles to come from Nazareth.1

About aeven miles south af the I,ake of Galilee is the only bridge
across Jordan which is now in use. It is called /ier AZiyirmtsr (Mejan]i’a
britige), and is the crossing-place for caravans from Beisanf, Nah’lus,
and all the regior, south oi :hose plm:es$ to Damascus. After crossing
here, the road folluws the Jor(inn Valley for a few miles, and then
turns up into the hills. ‘Ilis hri{ige is Imllt entirely of blocks of basalt,
and consists of one long arcl~ spal]nil)g the ] iver and three smaller ones
on the eastern si(le, to allow the passdge of the overflow when the river
is out of its ordinary banks. Ti}e floor of the bridge is no! level, as

if intended for vehicles, Ixtl it ciIIiIIYi t;ie o.lt h, and I]as steps going up

one side and clown the other, each step :Lbmlt eight inches high.
It was evidently not built for vehicles, though strong ones couki he

drawn over it with proper ctire. A shot-t distance frolu it on the
western bank is a dilapidate~i kllin, which once answered the double
purpose of a halting-ldace [or caravans and a military post for the
protection of travelers. Just below the bridge there is an aln)ost
perpendicular descent of the river, v:it!~ a fall of 10 or [ 2 kct. The

current is fearfully rapid, anti is lashed into foam by ])rojecting rocks.
Above, there is deep, still water anti is broad channel.

A mile and a half almve this bridge is the mouth of the River
Yar’mok (page 34), across which, a few miles above its mouth, but

after it has entered the Jor(l~n Plain, ;i a bridge for the ]JMSaf& of the
Damascus road, men tioned above. On the northern bank of this river,

three miles above its entrance ifito the Jordan Valley, are tho cele-

—. — ———.. -—. ..—

●jobn i. q, 43 ; ii. t. t II. 66.

$ If the reading ‘“13ethany,” which is substituted by some critics in Jchri i. 28 h

Bethab’ara, should prove correct, it would affect the question argued above, but the f.mts
above stated should have much weight in determining what is the true reading OSthe text.
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Imted hot springs called by the natives El Ham’nu% They are ina
valley three-quarters of a mile wide, aud are four in number. The

largest occupies a basin 180 feet long by 90 in width, in which the
water stands 6 feet deep, with a temperature of 103°. The over-

flow from it l~lakes a pond, in a low place, xoo yards long, xoor 15

wide, and IO feet deep. The combined streams flowing from all these

springs are estimated by Dr. Merrill as equal to a stream 21 feet wide ,
and 20 inches deep, with a swift currelit. The’ waters are impregnated
with sulphur and other nuuerals, and have healthy properties. Im-

posing ruins are scattered about them,-the remains of bath-houses and
dwellings,-all of basalt. ~fIf El Ham~m~ Cou]d be ~ebuilt,)$ says Dr.

Merrill, ‘‘ it would be one of the most attractive resorts in Syria, and
perhaps in the world.”*

‘he Jordan Valley above the mouth of the Yar’mhk to the southern
end of the lake has a rich, reddish soil, is well cultivated, and very
productive. That on the western side of the river, from the Mejami’a
Bridge upward, is narrow and broken, but it has many small fields of
rich soil, and several villages perched on the tops of hills. The ruins
of five bridges are seen in this section of the river, although the river
is fordable at many places the greater part of the year.

We have now completed our view of the topography of the Jordan
Valley, and the reader can readily see that the eastern half of it,
though almost entirely unknown until within the last ten years, is by
far the more interesting, both for its natural resources and its remains
of antiquity.

lN THE UPLANDSBEYONDTHE JORDAN.

The number of localities beyond the Jordan which are mentioned
in the Scriptures is surprisingly small, and of the few which are nlen -
tioned the accounts given are very meagre. Yet the number of
cities and towns of which well-preserved and imposing ruins are left is
greater ih proportion to the territory than in the better-known country

west of the river. There is also this remarkable difference, that the
sites of the ancient cities west of the Jordan are still inhabited,
and their ruins have been utilized in the construction of the present

habitations, while those beyond the river are nearly all totally deserted,
and remain as they were left by their ancient inhabitants. As our

* Fourth pp. 7S
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purpose in this work is to limit our attention almost exclusively to
places which have a Bible history, we can only glance at many places
which would otherwise demand careful description. We begin with

II d the Haur&n’ by the Ar’abs, butthe more northern portion, ca e
known in theOld’1’estanlent period as Ba’sllan.

We have stated in 5 II. that the Mejami’a Bridge, seven miles
south of the Lake of Galilee, is the crossing-place for the road from
Southern Pd]estine to Damascus. It was doubtless at this bridge that

RUINS OF GA IJfARA.

Naaman the Syrian crossed on his way from Damascus to Samaria to
see the prophet ; and it was most likely in the river at this point that
he dipped himse]f seven times in the Jordan in order to be healed of
the leprosy. * It was here, too, that Paul crossed on his way to Damas-
cus as a Persecutor, t and it will be convenient for us to follow his route
for a short distance in reaching the places to be described in this
section.

Following the road from the bridge just mentioned Up the Jordan

● 2 Kings v. x-q.. t Acts ix. x-3.
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Valley to the Yar’mtlk, crossing the river on the stone bridge which

s]xms it, and then ascending the bank of the river to the hot springs,
we reach the limit in this direction of the topography given in $ IL
About three miles farther up the Yar’m(ik, and on its southern bank,
are the ruins of Gad’ara, now called Mk&s. It is situated on the
western extremity of a mountain crest which stands between the

Ym-’mftk on the north and a deep wiidy on the south. Many heaps
of hewn stones and fragments of broken columns whose capitals were
of the Corinthian order are scattered about over a large space. The

street pavement of basalt is preserved in many places, and is marked
by the ruts of the chariot-wheels. Two theatres are found among the

ruins, one of them in a good state of preservation. Tbe principal

street had a row of columns on either side, all of which are now
broken. The cut on the opposite page gives a view of a part of this
street, and of one of the theatres.

East of the city is the ancient cemetery, where there are many rock-
cut tombs, and where as many as zoo stone sarcophagi have been
counted. Tbe city was built of basalt, which is the prevailing rock
in all this region. Tbe ruins are principally of the Roman period,
very little that is Jewish being now discernible. Gad’ara was the chief
city of the district called Decapolis, * which lay to the southwest of the
Lake of Galilee, and the land of the Gergesenes, on the eastern shore
of that lake, was included in the territory belonging to the Gada-
renes. t

About eight miles in an air-line due north of Gati’ara, and on the
summit of the hills east of the Lake of Galilee, is the ancient’ city of
A’phek, now called Fik. It was here that Ahab, king of Israel, gained
a signal victory over Bellhmia[i, king of Syria, and where 27,000 of
the men of the latter perished as the result of the falling of the city-
wall, $ It is now a wgll-watered caravan-station on a more westward

branch of the Damascus road, and is reached by following that road
direct from the Mejami’a bridge, but it has no important remains of
antiquity.

‘l’he road by which we reach Gad’ara from the Jordan Valley con-
tinues up the valley of the river Yar’mfik in a course a little north of
east until it intersects at Mz&lb the great pi]grim route from Damascus

to Mecca. It requires nearly ten hours to make the journey over the

● Matt. [v. a5 ; Mark vii. 32.

t Ma[t. VIII. a8 ; Mark v. I ; Luke viii. a6.

$ I Kings xx. ~
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rough and crooked road, but in an air-line it is less than twenty miles
between the two places. Mz~rib is one of the principal halting-p]aces
of the vast caravans of Mohammedan pilgrims who assemble every
spring at Damascus and make the pilgrimage thence to Mecca, a jour-
ney of 27 days. The place is well watered by a large spring, and it is
supplied with a very large castle for the protection of the caravans in
times of lawlessness.

From Mz?rib to Damascus along the pilgrim road is about 45 miles.
This route is not often followed by travelers, on account of the dt:nger-
real or imaginary-of being robbed on the way, but it is the route fol-

) lowed by Paul on his journey to Damascus, and the one on which an
attempt has been made to fix the spot at which he was confronted by
that vision from heaven which turned the tide of his life. But the
account in the Scriptures is too indefinite to enable one to fix the spot
with any near approach to accuracy. *

Instead of following the pilgrim road, or “ Haj route, ” as it is usu-
ally called (from A/y”,a pilgrim), we take a southeasterly direction and
visit Ed’rei, now called Deriit’ and also Ad’raha, about five miles dis-
tant. Ed’rei was the cal,ital of (.)g, tlw king of Ba’shan, and it was here
that Moses met him and “’smote him until none was left him remain-

ing.’ ‘t It possesses some interesting ruins above ground, besides ex-
tensive and labyrinthine dwell i[lgs un{ler ground, chiseled in the rock,
with an entrance on the side of a wii(fy. It is the terminus of a stone
aqueduct said to be 60 miles long, which crosses all the valleys in its
course on arches, and conveys Wa[Kr to many places. At Eii’rei the
remainder of its water empties into a large reservoir cut in the rock,
160 yards long, 65 yards wide, and 19 feet deep.

The next place of great interest in the direction which we are fol-
lowing is Bozrah, which lies about 30 miles a little south of cast from
Ed’rei. This is not the Bozrah freqllently mentioned in the Bible, for
that city was in the land of Edom,l but the first al)pearance of its
name in history was in A.D. IO<, when it wras made tile capital of the
province of Arabia under the Rornans, and the seat of a Roman coi-
ony. It afterward became a Christian city, and was the seat of a bish-
opric. It wzs visited by Mohammed with the trading caravan to which
he was attached before he became a prophet, and during the Mohwn-
medan dominion it became a very famous city. $ Its (iecay dates from
the year I x51, when it was almost destroyed by earthquakes. It is

—————_.—————.

● Acts ix. 3. t Num. xxi. 33-35; Deut. iii. 1-5.
$ See Gen. xxxvti 33; Isa. xxxiv. 6, d al. ? See Baedcker. 407.
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now occupied by only 30 or 40 fanlilies, WhO live among the ruins of
its eastern side. Its eastern and southern walls are still standing, in

the main, and the foundations of the northern and eastern walls are
traceable. Its principal street runs through in a straight course from
the western gate to the eastern, and it is intersected by a similar street
running north and south. The former passes under a Roman tri-
umphal arch, with a central arch 41 feet high and two side arches of
smaller dimensions. This street was originally lined with columns on

either side, and it is flanked with impressive ruins. On the left, where

A VIEW IN IWZRAH

it is intersected by the other principal street, are folm columns 47 feet
high, with finely-executed Corinthian capitals, which belonged to some
building now entirely gone. Opposite them, across the intersecting
street, are the remains of a beautiful temple. These are seen in the
foreground of tile above cut, while in the distance to the left stand
other columns in immense ruins, and in the centre a ruined mosque
with a well-preserved minaret towering above it.

Here, as at almost all the cities of this region, is ample provision for
the storage of water, There are two large reservoirs,-one east of the
city, and one near the southeast corner. The latter is 530 feet long
and 420 wide, It is supplied by an aqueduct from distant mountain-
springs, and has a stairway de~ending into it at one corher. South
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of the city is an immense castle, supplied with underground rooms,
extensive stables cut in the rock, a theatre with stone seats, and room
for the accommodation of a large garrison. Complete desolation now
broods over this vast city, once the abode of wealth, intelligence, and
power. In the striking language of Dr. De Hass, ‘‘ Here are Christian
churches, some of them probably planted by Paul when he first preached
in Arabia,* once crowded with worshipers, but now empty and quiet
as the grave; grand temples dedicated to different pagan divinities
entirely deserted, without priest or devotee; triumphal arches erected
in honor of men not known in history, tottering with age and ready
to fall; beautiful tombs reared to the memory of persons long since
forgotten; palaces, theatres, and other public edifices, unoccupied for
centuries, and yet in their decay beautiful to behold.”~

Among the sixty walled cities taken by Moses from Og, king of
Ba’ahan, only three are mentioned by name, and one of these is
Salcah.$ As YOU stand on the castle or on the minaret at Bozrah and
look due east, you see Salcah, about x2 miles distant, crowning a con-
ical eminence 500 feet high, Between the two there is a Roman road
as straight as an arrow over the level plain, with some of its pavement
in a good state of preservation. The name of this very ancient city
is preaewed with only the slight change to Salch3d’. The approach to
the walls on the summit of the hill is guarded by two deep moats, one
higher up than the other, arid in the days of its glory the city must
have been well-nigh impregnable. The ruins are massive, and from
their highest walls a magnificent view of the surrounding country is
obtained. Eastward is the boundless desert, reaching off to the Eu-
phra’tea; toward the southwest are the high mountains which overhang
the lower Jordan ; to the northwest is Mount Hermon ; to the north
are the lofty and rugged mountains of the Haur3n’; while all around
at short distances are a multitude of ruined cities which speak mourn-
fully of departed glory. Armies anrl earthquakes, guided by an aveng-
ing Providence, have wrought this ruin.

If we leave Bozrah by the road leading to the north, we pass some
town or city with interesting ruins every four or five miles, and at a
distance of about 20 miles we reach KOnawiit’, a ruined city on the

● Cml. i. 17.
t Recent Travels and Explorations in Bible Lands, by Frank S. De Hass, late United

Statea Consul at Jerusalem, page 377. This work, issued in May, ISSO, by the Methodist
Book Concern in New York, came into the author’s hands after the first draft of his MS.
was completed.

$ Deut. iii. io; Josh. xii, 5.
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western slope of the Haur5n’ mountains. It is built on both sides of

a stream which descends from the mountain, and it extends along the
stream about a mile and a half. It is supposed to be the Ke’nath men-
tioned in Numbers (xxxii. 42) as having been occupied by a portion
of the tribe of Manasseh, and, although that tribe could scarcely have
extende{i their settlements so far north, the name tends to confirm the
identification. IiOnawd’ is equaily remarkable with Bozrah for the
extent and magnificence of its ruins, and what we have said of the
former might almost be repeated of the latter. The cut on the op-
posite page presents a view of oniy one among its many ruined editicea,
and only one of several views of the same building that are equally
imposing.

In this city are found many well-preserved houses built entirely of
stone, even to the door-shutters. The walls were built without cement,
the stones in some instances being “ dove-tailed, ” and in some in-
stances cut with projections on top to fit into corresponding depres-
sions in the bottom of those next above, so as to prevent them from
sliiq~ing. The floors are made of slabs or of the natural rock arti-
ficially leveled, and the ceilings and roofs of thick slabs of stone iong
enough to reach from wall to wall, with their joints closed by cement.
The door is a smoothly-dressed slab of sufficient width and height,
and its hinges are projecting points at the top and bottom on one
side, which fit in sockets made for them in the sill and Iintei. They
vary in thickness from 8 to 12 inches, and sometimes there are two
slabs to an entrance, making a folding-door. It was no easy task to
open such doors; but we are not to think of the children running in
ami out and slamming the doors behind them every minute in the day.
They probably stood open day and night, except when danger from
burglars required them to be closed, anri in that case it is clear that
burglars’ tools were not of much service. Such doors are found in ali
the rocky regions of the Hauriin’ and the Lej&h’.

We have now mentioned all the localities in the region anciently
called Ba’shan that our space and the plan of our work will allow.
For further information on this most interesting region the reader is
referred to Porter’s “ Giant Cities of Bashan. ” Before dismissing
the subject, we remark that in ali probability the residence of Job was
somewhere in this region of country, and that local traditions have
connected his name with at least two places. Dr. De Hass mentions a
tradition which absurdly represents the palace in KCtnaw&’ seen in our
cut on the opposite page as Job’s palace; and in the northern portion
of the Jaul~n’, near the foot of Mount Hermon, there is a piace calied
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1% lIJyu4 (the Monastery of Job). Early Arabian writers pointed
out his birthplace near Nawa’, some miles farther south, and the medi-
=val Christians had a tradition to the same effect. *

We now turn our attention to Gilead, the district lying south of the
river Yar’mtlk, and extending as far sou[h as the head of the Dead Sea.
In this entire district there is only one inhabited city, and there are I.urt
very few villages. Its most extensive ruins are those of Jerash’, a city
which stood in the northeastern I)art of the district, at the head of a
northern branch of the river JislAsok, and about 25 miles east of the
Jordan. The walk of thisruined city are almost entire in places, and
are traceable on all sides. They included a space of irregular shape,
a little more than half a mile long from north to south and about the
same in width at the widest part, which is near the southern end. A
stream of water fed by springs runs through it from north to south,
dividing it into two unequal parts, the larger part toward the west.
The spring which is the chief supply of the stream, bursts forth from
under a perpendicular ledge of rock inside the northern wall, ilt](l a
level bench near it on the bailk of the stream is the uniform caml]illg-
place for travelers. The stream is hid(len along its entire course by a
thick jungle of oleanders nearly 20 feet high, but the suun(l of its wa[ersj

as they dash over rocks ohstructitlg the channel, is distinctly hearii.
The city is intersected from north to south by a street ~7)4 feet

wide, running nearly parallel with the stream. It runs along a IM1lcI1
on the slope west of the stream, and it maintains a level all the way.
Its ancient ])avement of flagstones is entire in many pkwes, and :dong

each side of it there was a continuous row of Ionic colunlns witil
richly-carved entahkstures resting o]) their cal)itals. About 100 Of
these are still stamling; the pedestals of nearly all are in I)lace; slid
you make your way with some difficulty along the s[reet among lhe
scattered blocks of those that have fallen, Alxrut haif-way tile length
of this street it is intersected at a right angle hy another from an e2st-
ern gate, which crossed the stream on a massive sione I.)ritlge, now in
ruins, Farther toward the south it is intersected by another street
from a western gate, and at the ],oillt of intersection there is a (iouhle
archway supported by four piers, allowing cmh street to pass through
an arch at a right angle to the other. ‘his cok]llnade street terminates,
at its southern end, in a gran(l fcrrnm in [he slml)e of an ellipse. It was

surroumied by a row of co]un]ns ]Ike those which line the sireet, and

55 of these are still standing. F~rther up the slope, along the western
———.—— ...._ .-— .—— .—---—-——-——

● Baedeker, 405.
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side of the colonnade street, are the rtuns of several magnificent heathen
temples, many 0[ whose columns and walls are still standing. There
are also two amphitheatres, whose stone seats are so well preserved
that almost ~ full audience could now be se~ted upon them. The
larger of these was capable of seating 5000 spectators. The western
side of the city, at the time of its fiestruction, seems to have been
chiefly heathen, and the eastern chiefly if not entirely Christian ; for
all the heathen temples are on the western side, and on the eastern
the author counted the ruins of five churches inside the walls and one
outside, to the south. Three stone bridges across the chasm of the
little stream connected the two sides, and one of these, though in a
dilq)idated comlition, can still be crossed by animals.

Almost the entire space within the walls of the city is covered with
heaps of building-stones and prostrate columns, and all around the
walls outside are broken Sarccqhagi WILI rock-hewn septdchres, the
burial-places of Jews, heathen, and Christians. The principal ceme-
tery was south of the city, and the remains of dwellings as well as
tombs here cover quite an extensive area. About a quarter of a mile
south of the origilul city-gate stitnd+ a structure wi~ich may have been
a triumphal arch, or may have been the gateway of a southern addition
to the city,—more likely the former. Its south front is Imsented in
the cut on the opposite page. Its entire width is 82 feet, and the
height of the central arch is 29 feet. If it was a gateway, the two side
arches were intende(l for the passage of persons on foot.

OJ) the western side of the road lewl ing north from this structure
lies a large b~sin 230 yards in length and 75 yards wide, walled with
excellent masonry. A surface-channel drawn like a mill-race from the
stream near the upper end of the city supplied it with water. It is
supposed by some rlmt it was intended as a iVarOnackia, a place for
mimic naval battles, and remains of tiers of stone seats at the upper
end confirm this view. Such exh ihit ions must have possessed peculiar
attractions to a I)eople remote from the sea-hoard.

It WOUI(lrequire many pages of this book to give a full description
of (I)e ruins of this city, and even then but a faint conception of its
ancient gran(lcur would be conveyed. It was anciently known as
Gt’/,M,/, Jmi Jerash’ is but an Ar’abic corruption of thk name. It
Ixlonged, like Gad’ara, to Decap’olis, and some suppose, from its situ-
ationand importance, that it is the Mahanairn of the oki Testament. *

——. —.

* Gen. xxxii. x, a; a Sam. xvii, 94. Compare Dr. De Hasa, Travels and Explorations,
362.
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Its most prosperous period was after the Christian era, and in the fourth
century it was regarded as one of the largest and strongest cities of
Arabia. It is spoken of as a deserted city as early as the thirteenth
century, and consequently the ruins which we now behold there,
though they are neither weather-stained nor covered with earth, have
remained in their present condition for more than 600 years. It is
probable that an earthquake first destroyed the city, and that its
reconstruction was prevented by the fact that tent-dwell] ng Ar’abs
afterwards held possession of the country, as they do to the present
day.

About 25 miles southwest of Jerash is Es Salt, the only inhabited
city in Gilead, About half-way between the two cities the road
crosses the river Jabbok at a ford. In the vicinity of the ford are
the remains of ancient water-mills, which have gone to ruin through
the neglect of the Bed’awin inhabitants. The mountains south of
the ford, and extending as far as Es Salt, are called by the Ar’abs
~e6e/JVdd’ (the Mountains of Gilead), and those to the north, Jebel
Ajhln. The highest point in these mountains lies a mile and a half
to the west of the road as we approach Es Salt, and it is called Jdel
OW’SAU*(the Mountain of Hose’a). Its name is derived from the
tradition that the prophet Hose’s was buried on its sllmmit, and the
traditional place of his burial is marked by a Mohammedan tomb.
A trough built of stone, 31 feet long and 3 feet wide and deep, is
called the Prophet’s Coffin. It is overhung by a pall of dirty woolen
goods in broad stripes of blue and red, and it lies in a long, low, and
narrow room, with very small openings in the wall to admit a (iim
light. A little square structure wilh a plastered dome over it (the
usual Mohammedan wel’y) stands at the western end of the tomb,
and by the side of this is a good rock-hewn cistern containing water.
The tomb had no guardian when visiteti by the author, though there is
a room attached intended for the accommodation of one. A Mohan~-
medan graveyard surrounds it, and near its eastern end stands a mag-
nificent oak, whose foliage extends even)y around on every side and

covers an ●rea 62 feet in diameter. It reminds one of the words in
which the prophet whose remains are said to lie near it once rebttketi
the idolatries of Israel, saying : ({ They sacrifice upon the top of ‘lle

mountains, and burn incense upon the hills, under oaks and poplars and
elms, becauae the shadow thereof is good.’‘t The summit of this

● usu]ly spdt ‘O~k, buj distinctly pronounced by the Ar’abs @’J&.
t Hoeaa IV. x3.
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mountain is 3470 feet above the level of theses, the highest point on
the east of the Jordan. It rises precipitously from the Jordwl Valley,
which lies in ftdlview for many miles up and clown the river, while the
mountain-slopes west of the river can be distinctly traced from the
Dead Seato the Lake of Galilee. Beyond thelaketo the north rises

the snow-covered summit of Mount Hermon, appearing, on account of
the distance, not much above the level’on which you stand. This is

the most wide-spread and magnificent view of’ the country obtainable
from any point east of the Jordan, not excepting that enjoyed by
Moses from the top of Pisgah, and on this account some earlier
travelers took this to be the latter mountain.

Between Jebel Owsha and the river Yar’rnilk stretches the long range
of Jebel AjlCrn’, which is crossed by many interesting w~dies and con-
tains many ruins of minor importance. Only one Scripture locality
has been identified here, and the identification of it needs cortfrrn]a-
tion. It is Jabesh-Gi!ead, which Dr. Merrill identifies with Miryan~in. *
It is a ruined city overlooking W&l’y Y&’his, which is about half-way
between the Jabbok and the Yur’n~frk. The name Jabesh is probably
preserved in that of the w?uiy, Yilbis, but not in thqt of the town.

Es Salt is supposed to be the Rmnoth.Gilead of the Scriptures,
the city near which Ahab was slain in battle, and Jehoram, his son,
wouIMled in a subsequent battle. ‘1’here, too, Jehu was anointed, and
thence he rushed forth on his famous drive to Jez’reel, where he slew
the king of Israel and the king of Judah. t Its modern name is de-
rived from the Latin sdtus,a wood-covered mountain, the Es being
the Ar’abic article. ~ Its identification with R:Lmoth-Gilead is not
estaldished beyond a doubt. The natives claim for it a population of
12,000, but it is usually set dowu by Eurol)ean visitors at 3ooo,—a very
low estimate. The people are chiefly Mohanlmeiians, but a portion are

Greek and Roman Catholics. The latter Church has a convent with
schools attached, and the Church of England has a mission-station and
school under the control of the Bishop of Jerusalem.

The town is picturesquely situated on the eastern side of a very steep
hill, and the houses rise one above another like steps. More than
half the town is built of sun-dried brick; the walls of the houses are

plastered with a brown mortar, and the roofs are of the same material.
These houses were compared by one of the author’s party to large

.—.

● Fourth Statemen& p. El. t x Kings xxii.; s Kings ix,
$ The Arabic article is ./, but b@QU words baghtr@g wtth # it is changed to U, lu&

~ to *r, before m to ret, etc.
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“ dirt-daubers’ “ nests stuck on the hillside. The newer I]art of the
town is built of a yellowish limestone, and some of its houses present
a rather pleasing appearance. A very copious spring issues from the
rock, near the foot of the hill, runs in several babbling streams dung
the streets below it, and thence passes into channels to irrigate gardens
in the valley below. This valley, starting frolll the cily in a southern
direction and afterward turning westward, ]Msses out inlo 1lw Jordan
Viilley at the upper end of the Plain of Mwih, and there it has the
name W&l’y Nimrin’.

The summit of the mountain on which Es Salt is built is crowned
with a massive castle, once the “ stronghold” of the city, but now in
ruins. It is 2740 feet above the level of the sea. The tillable hind
in the vicinity of the town for several miles around is well cultivated,
and the vineyards are quite extensive. This is the only sectiun of
Gilead in which the vine is now cultivated at all. The vines are
allowed to run flat on the ground.

The next point usually visited by the traveler after leaving Es Salt
is Ammfin’, the ancient Rabbath-Anlmon. It was called Philadelphia
during the period of Roman dominion. The distance to it from Es
Salt by the road is about 20 miles, and the direction is nearly southeast.
The country between the two places is a high, undulating table-land,
very rich, and containing many extensive grain-fields cultivated by
the Bed’awin. ‘I’he ruins of towns and ~ties are seen on every hand.

The ruins of Ammiin’ are scarcely less massive and extensive than
those of Jerash’. They are situated chiefly on the western bank of the
river Jabbok, which here runs due north. There was an upper and a
lower city, the latter lying on the low ground adjacent to the river-
bank, and the former on the summit of an isolated hill 300 feet high,
with sides almost perpendicular. .4 strong wall around the brow of
the hill made it ahnoit impregnable. The greater parl of the wall is
still standing, and the space within is covered thick with a confused
mass of ruine(l buihiings and the stones of prostrate walls. Immense
rock-cut cisterns and one circular reservoir 58 feet in diameter and of
unknown depth show the care that was exercisefi to sul)ply the ]Jlacc
with water. The almost peq)endicular sides of the mountain toward
the lower city are full of sepulchres,

In the lower city the principal street ran parallel with tlw river, be-
tween it and the foot of the hill, and it was lined on both sides hy
I)locks of small houses for sl]ops, alternating with public buildings of .
various kinds. The various phases of ,the city’s history are suggested
by the ruins of a heathen temple, a Christian church, and a Moham-
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med~II MOS(IUC,all massive and grand, standing on this street but a
few steps a]mrt.

While the lower city was chiefly built on the western bank of the
stream, there were son]e public lmihIings of importance on the eastern
bank. Among these was an an~phithcutt-e, whose space was cut into
the sitle of the hill which rises to the east, and whose stone seats could
accommod~te 6000 spectators. Most of these seats are yet there and
rewly for use. Near by is a smidier theatre, more prol)erly an ode’on,
a place for musical entertainments, which is in a still better state of
preservation, and between the two structures are many columns whose
significance is not easily perceived. The river is spanned by several
arches, and its banks are lined for a considerable distance with solid
walls of masonry. It is a small stream, but it has cut out many basins
in the rock from two to four feet deep, and these are alive with beau-
tiful fish, many of them from eight to ten inches in length. The source
of the stream is about a mile and a half southwest of the ruins, where
it rises out of the earth through a large bed of pebbles and coarse
gruvel. So buoyant is the }vater as it pushes its way up through the
pclhles that a horse’s feet sink among the pebbles almost as in a mass
of mud. The stream is almost as large in the summer immediately
Ixlow the source as it is in the Jordan Valley just above its mouth, for,
although it receives many small trilxlta;ies in its course, it also gives
out many small streams to the irrig:lting c!)anne]s by which it is
tapped.

‘i’lw two cities into which Amman’, or R.tbbah, as it” is most fre-
quently called in the Scriptures, is divided, accounts for the very sin-
gular message sent to Lhvi(l by Joab when he was besieging the city.
He said : “ I have fought against RiIl)bsh, and have taken the city of
w:ters. Now, therefore, gather the rest of the people together and
e[~can][) tigainst the city and take it, lest I take the city, and it be
called by IIIy name.”* He ha(i taken the lower city, through which
tl)e river flowed, aml which WM for this reason cal!ed ‘( the city of
w~lers, ” and tlw fall of the upl)er city, now cut off from these waters,
WQSOIIly a quehtion of time. The siege by J(IJh ww in progress it the
time of Ihvid’s great sin against ~lri~ll the I-Ii[tite, and it was here
that ]{WIIIII, the yOIIIIg kil)g of the Alllnlonitc?s, hxi committed the
ontrage on Davi(i’s all)hassadors whjcll led to this wart

Amn)~n’ is situated on the extreme verge of the tillable lands of
Gilcd, and beyond it to the east lies the desert. High hills and long

* 2 Sam. xii. 27, 2S. f 2 .%m. x.-xii.
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ridges are seen in the distance eastward, but all appear barren and
desolate. The copious fountain-head of the Jabbok, and the stream
which flows from it, render the vicinity of the city a kind of oasis in
the long dry summer, and the Bed’awin congregate here in large
numbers with their flocks and herds. The largest encampments of
these people that the author saw in any part of the country were here,
and in a single day’s ride he saw four or five hundred camels and four
or five thousand sheep and goats, besides a goodly number of black
cattle.

From Ammiin’ the traveler usually rides in a direction a little west
of southwest to Arak-el-Emir’, or to Heshbon, ~’hich lies a little south
of southwest. If both places are visited, the former is taken first.
The distance to either is about 20 miles, and they are about 10 miles
apart. Arak-el-Enlh-’ is the Ar’ab name of a castle, with some adjacent
buildings aod tombs, which was built here by Hyrcanr.rs, the son of
Joseph, in the year 180 before Christ. Josephus gives an elaborate
account of its construction, * and its ruins correspond to the descrip-
tion. Professor Merrill says of them: ‘‘ These ruins are among the
most interesting in Syria. Here are some of the largest stoues I have
ever seen in Syria outside of B.ialbec ; here also was ol~e of the largest
reservoirs in the country ; it was almost a lake; when it was full of
water ships could easily float there. Nowhere have I seen a wall of
such strength as the one to the south and east of tl~is reservoir. “t
‘l’he walls of the castle were built without mortar, tlw stones Leilig

fitted closely together and hel~l in their l~laces by (Impressions on lhe
surface of one, into which (iItd(i corresl)omiing projections on the

bottom of the one above. ‘1’lle cut 00 the opposite page represents
the entrance to the castle as it now stands. ‘

In approaching Heshbon, now called by the natives HaWiin’, from
the direction of Amman’, we descend from the elevated ldateau, over
which the road runs most of the way, into the dry and rocky bed of
WAd’y Hmban’. This leads to a splendid spring called Ain HMbh’,
which rushes from un(ier the rock on the sitie of that wiitly, anti
descends into and across the JuI(lisn Valley. Below the spriog the
wa(iy widens out into a beautiful Ilttle valley, which is a favorite
camping-place for tourists and also for the .Ar’abs. At llw time of the
author’s visit the family of our escort, Sheikh Feilil)’, und a large
number of his tribe were encamped there. Our tents were ];itched
in the midst of theirs. Within a half-mile below our camp we saw the

● Ant,, xii. 4, xx. j Fourth Statement of Pal. Exp. Sot., p.,ge 55.
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ruins of three mills once propelled by the water from the spring, and

the mill-races, now used exclusively for irrigating purposes, are still

preserved. The 13ed’awin have allowed all the mills in the (ilstrict

which they occupy to go to ruin,

To reach the site of Heshbon from the spring. we pass along the

wadv-bed southward about a mile, when it turns abrul)tly to the west,

and we climb its precipitous southern side to the level of the highlands

of Moab. The ruins of the ancient city are situated on the summits

ENTRANCE TO CASTLE OF HYRCANUS.

of two high hills standing east and west from each other, and On the

sa(l(ile connecting the two. The eastern hill is the highest for many
miles around, and it is crowned with the ruins of a very ancidnt castle.

The view from this lmint is wirle-sl)read and full of iI~terest, To the

north Es Salt is distinctly seen, though more tbiln 20 miles (listant in

an airline. To the west the eye ranges over the entire length of the
mountains of Israel ; to the east a broad level plain is boun(ied in the

horizon by the higher surface of the desert ; while to the soIIth a

plain of surpassing beauty and fertility lies spread at your feet and

24
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stretches away to a distance of 20 miles or more. This plain reaches
out eastward to the desert, and westward to the rugged peaks and
ridges which overhang the Dead Sea ; and everywhere it k dotted
with rounded hills, many of which are crowned with ruins. Here old
King Sihon, standing on his lofty battlements, could see the hosts of
Israel for 20 miles away as they approached from the south, led by the
pillar of cloud, and as he looked around upon the entire area of his
own fair domain, it is not surprising that he refused to allow the invad-
ing millions a passage through his land. Between the point on which
he stood and the hills overhanging the Dead Sea, only six miles to the
west, that host must pass in order to reach the Jordan Valley, and there
they did pass, but not until the army of Sihon, which met them on the
plain, had been annihilated.* Among the ruins of Heshbon, as in all
places thus situated, there are many rock-hewn cisterns, and in the
plain near the foot of the hill to the southeast is a very large reservoir,
well walled, but now nearly filled with earth.

There are very few places south of Heshbon that have a Scripture
history, though there are many ruins and some places of interest which
have a history outside “the Bible. One of the most interesting of these
“is the group of hot springs in W M’ y Zerka M&’in, a deep, narrow
gorge, which descends from the highlands into the Dead Sea, about
eight miles below its northern end. The banks of this w~dy, for seven
miles above ita mouth, are walls of rock, in many places perpendicular,
and about moo feet high. It is impossible to ride down to the bottom
of it, except in a very few places. One of these is on the northern
bank, in the very midst of the springs. The rock of the southern
wall of the chasm is basalt, as black as iron. On the northern side
it is red &mdstone to a height of xoo feet or more, with limestone
above. The hot springs, IO in number, issue from between the ledges
of sandstone and limestone, and dash down the precipice in numerous
cascades and rapids. The two principal springs are about half a mile
apart, and each sends forth a volume of water sufficient to run a mill.
The springs vary in temperature from 130° to x43°, the most western
of all having the latter temperature. The cool stream of water which
flows along the bed of the chasm is about doubled in volume by the
accession of these hot streams, and its temperature is raised to about
90°, but ere it reaches its mouth it is reduced to 70°.t

These springs were resorted to by I-krod the Great during his last

* Numb. xxi. zx ; xxii. X.
t For a full account of these springs see Tristram’s Land of Moab, 233-KJz
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sickness, in the hope of benefit from their medicinal properties,* and
it has been supposed that baths after the Roman fashion were con-
structed here. If they were they have long since disappeared, and

they may be covered by the mounds of sulphurms deposit from the
water. These have accumulated to nearly 100 feet in depth in some,
places, and they have caused a considerable contraction of the width
of the valley.

In the mountains above the springs to the south are the ruins of the
castle of Machzwus, in which John the Baptist was beheaded.t It was
a very strong fortress, on an almost inaccessible mountain-top, built
originally by Hyrcanus, and afterward greatly strengthened and en-
larged by Herod. Canon Tristram found among the ruins two dun-
geon? cut in the rock, one of which he thinks was certainly the prison
of John the Baptist. J The strength of the castle and its siege by the
Roman general Bassus are fully described by Josephus.$ It is now
called Mkaur, and it is 3800 feet above the Dead Sea.

The only other place north of the Arnon which demands mention
here is Dibin’ (the Dib’on of Scripture), and it is worthy of mention,
not so much from its intrinsic importance as because here was found
the celebrated “ Moabite Stone. ” This is a block of basalt three f-t
long and two feet wide, with one side covered by a Moabite inscrip-
tion. It was discovered among the ruins of Dib’on in 1868 by F. A.
Klein, a missionary of the English Church, but through some delay
and mismanagement the Arabs in the vicinity became aware of its value
before it was removed, and, angry at the probable loss of it, built a
fire under it, threw cold water on it when it was red-hot, and broke it
to pieces. The fragments were finally recovered and brought to the
Museum of the Louvre in Paris. It is a record made by Me’sha, the
king of Moab, a part of whose history is given in the third chapter of
second Ki rigs. It gives an account of wars previously waged by Me’-
sha against omri, king of Israel, and his son Ahab, and also of cer-
tain cities in his own territory which he built, and of some which he
improved. It is the oldest Semitic writing known to be in existence,
having been written 3000 years ago, buried out of sight, and now
speaking as with a voice from the grave concerning men and cities and
events mentioned in some of the older books of the Old Testament.
It is a specimen or Wl]at the Moabites were thinking and saying On

their side of the question, while the Israelites were thinking and saying
—

● Josephus, Ant. 17, 6, 5. ~ lb. 18, ~, ‘2.
j Land of Moab, 159. ~ War, 7,6,1-4.
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on their side as represented in the books of Kings and Chronicles. *
I)ilion, the ruin in which it was founri, is on the eastern border of
Moab, ,and but a short distance north of the river Arnon.

A few miles south of the Arnon, and in the midst of the mountains
overlooking the Dead Sea, is the famous city and fortress of Kerak’. It

is a level rock-summit surrounded on all sides but the eastern by chasms
from 800 to 1000 feet deep, with perpendicular sides. A well-built
wall surrounds the brow of the pre:ipice on every side, and the only
two places of entrance are through arches tunneled in the solid rock
from the side of the precipice to the level within. These entrances
are approached by paths cut in the rock, which are barely wide enough
for an approach of men or beasts in single file. It is the headquarters
of the tribe of Ar’abs called Beni Sukrh, one of the most lawless and
independent of all the Bed’awin tribes in Syria. It is the Kir-hareseth
of Scripture, into which Me’sha, the king of Moab, took refuge after
his army had been cut to pieces by the combined forces of Israel, Judah,
and Edom; and the strength of its fortifications, even at that early
period, is indicated by the fact that with but a handful of men the
Moabite king succeeded in defending himself against an overwhelming
force.t The present population of the city is stated at 8000, of whom
x600 are Christians of the Greek Church. The best description of the
place is given by Canon Tristram, He and his party were detained
there as prisoners four days, with the hope of extorting from them a
large sum of money. “~hey were not able to give the amount cle-
manded, and they refused to give any at all. They were finally
released through fear of the Turkish authorities. t

We now return to the vicinity of Heshtson, and will conclude this
section with an account of Mount Nebo aid {1the top of Pisgah. ”

ASone stands upon the heights of Heshbon and looks around for Mount
Nebo, he instinctively fixes his eye upon some of the lofty peaks far
away to the south ; for we always nlagnify in our imagination famous 01)-

jects which we have never seen. It is with a feeling of disappointnlent,
then, that when we call for Mount Nebo (Je~l Nebii’ is its Ar’ab name)
our Ar’ab guide points to a round nlountain-top about six miles to the
west, whose height is ]ess than that of the eminence on which we stand,
and much lew than that of mountains a few miles distant both to lhe

sotlth and the north. Having ridden to the summit pointed out, we
———— _—

● An account of the SIoII~ ad * translation of it ~e given in Our Work in Palestine,
a51-a60.

t a Kings iii. ~ Land of Moab, chapter v.
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find it so smooth as to betil[alde, with gradual slopes on every side

butthenor[h; but, oncomparing theview with thatascribed to Moses

in thethirty-fourth chapterof Deuteronomy, we find that it fails in two
points. “The south, ” the low country lying south of the mountains
of Judah, is not visible, because a high mountain a few miles south
of us, which juts out nearer to the Dead Sea, shuts it off. Neither is
“ the plain of the valley of Jericho “ in full view, for only a small

portion of its southwestern part is seen, while the site of Jericho itself
is shut off by a lower spur of Mount Nebo. These points of failure led
Professor Payne, of the American Palestine Exploration Society, to
look farther for the actual spot on which Moses stood. In addition to
its main crest, Mount Nebo has two lower spurs, or knobs, one due west
and the other a little south of west from the main crest, connected to
the latter and to each other by low intervening saddles. From the
former of these called Jebel Si&ghah, on whose summit are the ruins of
a heathen temple, the entire Valley of Jericho is in full view, and also
the entire Plain of Moab; but “ the south, ” which was seen by Moses,
is still shut off by the intervening mountain above mentioned. The
other knob, which is due southwest of this and of equal height, is the
next resort, and here all the requirements of the Scripture text are met.
The plain of the Jordan on both sides of the river is seen as distinctly
as from the second point, and on looking south we find that we are
now far enough westward to see around the point of the intercepting
mountain south of us, and there, in the horizon, is the long curve by
which the high mountains about Hebron {iescend into the lower ‘t south
country,’” and a portion of the latter comes into view, This knob,
then, is the Pisg~h on the top of which Moses stood to obtain his last
vie\v of the Prornise[i Latd. It is said that he went up from the plains
of hloab into the mountain of Nebo to the top of Pisgah that is over
a:oinst Jericho, * and here is Nebo with a Pisgah (height) as its most.
westen~ sulnmitj the only summit from which all can be seen which
hIi.)ses s~\v.t

‘rhe dis:lppointment which one experiences on observing that this
f~inmls mountain is lower than some others near it is removed when
\vc descen(l 10 the plain below, and look bark at it from the point at
WIIICII Aloses stood when he was commanded to ascend it. Here, on
accuunt of its greeter l]roxinlitY to US, it appears fully as high as any

-- ———.

● [kut. xxxiv. I.

T I:or ,L full <111(1.21.lh,,rlte discussion of d,i. idfmtttic~tmn by 11s dbc(,verer, Professor

hyne, ihe re.ukr is referred to the Third SIMemCWI of the f+lestme fixplordtmrSdclely.
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adjacent mountain-top, and to the eyes of Israel, who were camped
here, Moses appeared to ascend one of the highest mountains in the
Moab range, They could all see him from their tent-doors up to the
moment that he ceased gazing upon the Promised Land and laid him-
self down to die.

The reader should here be cautioned against a misunderstanding of
one statement concerning the view enjoyed by Moses. It is said that
the Lord showed him “ all the land of Judah to the utmost sea.”* This
clause has been construed as if it stated that he saw the sea itself; but
it does not so state, neither is this possible, for the intervening n~oun-
tains are too high and the distance is too great for the actual surface
of the sea to be visible. The range of vision, however, reaches as far
as the sea without bringing the sea into view, and this is all that the
text asserts.

When the author and his party had satisfied themselves with the
view from the top of Pisgah, and had indulged in such reflections as
were naturally inspired by standing where Moses stood and viewing

the same landscape o’er, we directed Sheikh Fellah’ to lead us to our
tents, which had been pitched at the Springs of Moses, on the northern
side of Mount Nebo, 1100 feet below its summit. We expected, from
the apparent steepness of the descent, a very steep and fatiguing ride;
but to our surprise and gratification he led us by a path that was
smooth and easy almost the entire way. It is probably the same path
mentioned by Professor Payne in the essay already referred to. The

Springs of Moses are a group of springs which issue from the rocky
side of Mount Nebo, rush down into the narrow bottom of the valley
called Wdd’y A#tisa (the Valley of Moses), making several beautiful
cascades on their way, and thence flow westward into the Jordan.
Nothing was known by Europeans of this w&dy or these springs until
a few years ago ; but the name has lingered among the native inhabit-
ants through all the dark ages of the past, and now it comes to light
to confirm, by the evidence of local tradition, the Bible record, which
fixes here the closing event in the life of Moses. The most practical-de
route from his tent in the plain to the top of Pisgah was by way of
these springs, and it was here, most probably, that he quenched his
thirst for the last time ere he closed his eyes in a mysterious death.

● Deut. xxxiv. a.
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CHAPTER IX.

AN ARGUMENT FROM THE AGREEMENT OF THE LAND AND
THE BOOK.

THERE is no line of argument in which the infidel writem of the past
century have more thoroughly united their strength than in an effort to

prove that the historical books of the New Testament were written in
the second century of our era. They assign to these writings a date so
early as this because the evidence of their existence thus early is too
conclusive to admit of a doubt. And they assign to them so late a
date because, if it should be admitted that they were written in the first
century, it would be almost impossible to tbrow serious doubt on their
reputed authorship or on their entire credibility. That these writers
have chosen the line of argument best adapted to the support of their
own cause is demonstrated by nothing more clearly than by the signal
failure of Ernest Renan, the most learned and moat brilliant of them
all. His admission that these books were written in the second half
of the first century, and by the authors to whom they are accredited,*
is so fatal to the course of argument which he pursues that his “ Life
of Jesus,” though the most brilliant and entertaining of all the books
that have been written in support of the cause of infidelity, is logically
the weakest. When the advocate of Christianity obtains this con-
cession from his adversary, an easy victory is before him; and when
an enemy of Christianity is constrained to make this concession, his
mind, like that of M. Renan, must be more poetical than logical if
he remains an infidel.

Prominent among the many evidences that the historical writers of
the New Testament were eye-witnesses of the events which they record,
or obtained their information from eye-witnesses, is that derived from
their unvarying fidelity to the circumstances of time and place. A
fictitious narrative, located in a country with which the writer is not
personally familiar, must either avoid local allusions or be found
frequently in conflict with the peculiarities of place and of manners

and customs. By this conflict the fictitious character of the narrative
is exposed. Should such a conflict be found in the Gospels, or in any

● Introduction to Lilk of Jesus, pp. 17+.
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portion of the Bible, it would be impossible to defend them as genuine
documents.

The grosser blunders of the kind in question may in the main be
avoided by a careful study of the geography, the topography, and the
manners and customs of the country in which the narrative is located;
but, after the most careful study of this kind, blunders must still occur
which will betray the writer. Such, for instance, are the geographical
blunders often seen in references to our own country published in
Europe. An American reader of a London newspaper is scarcely
surprised to find his native city located in the wrong State, and his
native State in the wrong section of the Union ; and, as for the manners
and customs of his community, he never expects to see them correctly
represented in a European newspaper or book. On] y from the pens
of Europeans who have traveled in this country, and who carefully
confine themselves to what they have seen and heard, do we expect a
near approach to fidelity, and we are surprised when in the writings of
these we do not detect some ofbnsive or amusing mistakes.

Even when a writer is an eye-witness of all that he records, if his
narrative rquires him to enter largely into local details, it is almost
impossible for him to avoid some errors, and the more numerous and
minute the details the greater the liabilitv to error. This fact is so

fully recognized that a few errors of this kind, in matters not essential
to the principal features of a narration, are not regarded as detracting
from its credibility. But to find, in an extended narration requiring
constant dealing with a multitude of local details of the most minute
character, a never-failing accuracy, would be so conclusive a proof of
the author’s entire reliability that a candid mind could scarcely doubt
the truth of the narration, however marvelous it might be.

This liability to error in regard to local details is well known in our
courts of justice. There is nearly always some conflict about such
details between witnesses of known integrity, and it is no uncommon
thing to take the jury to the place where the transaction in dispute
occurred, in order that they may settle by their own observation all
questions of the kind, and that, in doing so, they may determine
what witnesses are most worthy of belief. While a failure in some
of these details is expected, even of honest witnesses, the reliability of
the witness in regard to the principal transaction is to some extent
tested by the number and character of these failures, and the witness
who is found to be freest from them is the most implicitly credited
by the jury. In applying the same test to the witnesses concerning the
life and sayings of Jesus, and concerning all the events recorded in
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the Bible, we are but acting the part of ordinary prudence, and we
should accept the result with the utmost candor.

That there is a general agreement between the Bible and the geog-
raphy of Palestine is a well-known fact. Its plains, mountains, valleys,

rivers, lakes, cities, and deserts are in ail parts of the Bible correctly
named and correctly located. The political divisions known to exist

are invariably recognized, as are also all the changes of government
through which the country passed in the course of its long and varied
history. In not a single known instance, from the beginning to the
end of the book, is there a failure in any one of these particulars.
This would be beyond precedent, even if the entire Bible had been
written at one time by a single author; but when we remember that ita
various books were composed by more than thirty difierent authors, who
lived in different ages, extending over a period of E500 years, we can
but be astonished at the result. But the ground for astonishment is
not fully realized until we remember that all other historical writings
that have come down to us from antiquity are notoriously erroneous.
As modern research into ancient history has been prosecuted, errors in
all the particulars mentioned above have been detected in ancient
writers, and even among modern writers thems@es the chief task of
those of later date is to correct the errors of their predecessors. To
such an extent is this true that intelligent readers of history can read
only the later works ; and the man who would now put into the hands
of a youth such a work as Rollin’s “ Ancient History, ” written only
150 years ago, and a standard work during an entire century, would be
regarded as unfit to teach the young, unless he accompanied the work
wid~ some other of more recent date to correct its errors. But no one
has ever yet found cause to publish a corrected edition of Bible history,
nor have the researches of modern antiquaries had any other effect
than to confirm and illustrate its local allusions and its historical state-

ments. On this fact alone we might base our argument for the entire
credibility of the Bil.)le writers; but this is only the beginning of the
story.

The accuracy of a historian is more thoroughly tested by the minuter
matters of geography, such as the relative levels of ditierent portions of
the country, the trees which it grows, and the peculiar features of its

climate. In these the Bible writers are as unfailingly accurate as in the
more general features mentioned above. In all the books, from Gerr-
esis to Acts, the invariable expressions for a journey between Egypt

and Canaan are “down into Egypt” and “up out of Egyl)t ;“ the
angel of the Lord who talked wi[h Abraham went “down” from He-
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bron to Sodom; JaCob was commanded to “go up” from the plain
near Shechem to Bethel; Joshua and his army “ went up” against Ai;
Samson always went 4’down” when he went among the Philis’tines;

the men of Kirjath-jearim were requested to “ come down” to Beth’.
ahemesh and take the ark 6’up” to their city; Adonijah, with his con-

spirators, went “down” to” En-rogel; Ahab and his army “ went up
to Ramoth-gilead ;“ the man who fell among thieves” went down from
Jerusalem to Jericho;” Peter “came down” to the *ints who dwelt
at Lydda; the brethren brought Paul” down to Csesarea ;“ and every-
where, in both the Old Testament and the New, the people went “up”
to Jerusalem, every road leading ‘thither running upward except the
one from Bethlehem. In all these and a multitude of other instances,

the relative elevation of places is correctly recognized, and in not a
single instance of this kind has any of the Bible writers been found
at fault. But what writers could be unfailingly accurate in such
matters unless they were so thoroughly familiar by personal ob- .
aervation with the localities referred to that they could not make a
mistake ? Let it be noted, too, that in all these instances the writers
speak in the most incidental way, and are not aiming to formally state
the relative elevation of places. Who that was not perfectly and

habitually familiar with the localities could speak thus incidentally
without frequent mistakes ? and who would venture to make allusions

of this kind at all if he were feigning a knowledge of the couutry
which he did not possess?

In regard to the trees of a country a writer may so inform himself
as to speak with accuracy when formally naming the trees which grow
there; but if he locates a narrative in a country with which he is not
personally familiar, in his incidental or unstudied allusions to trees he
is very likely to betray himself by unconsciously substituting the trees
of his own country. Yet nothing of this kind is found among all the
Bible writers. Does one of them give a fable of the trees going forth
to choose for themselves a king, he represents them as offering the
crown first of all to the olive, next to the fig, and next to the vine. *
But in what other country do these three rank thus with one another,
and with all the trees ? And how many persons are there in other
lands, even in our own enlightened age, who know that this is the
rank of these three in Palestine ? Jacob is represented ss burying his
mother’s nurse under an oak near Bethel, though the oak is r~elY
found in that section of the country ;t and Absalom is represented

* Judges ix. 7-14. t &ll. XXXV.8.
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as being caught by the head in the “ thick boughs of a great oak, ”
though in almost every other country the boughs of a great oak are either
too high or not thick enough for a man’s head to be caught in them. *
When Zaccheus is represented as climbing a tree, its name is given,
“ a syc”amore-tree ;” and the prophet Amos is made to say, “ I was a
herdnmn, and a gatherer of sycamore fruit, ” though the sycamore of
other countries bears no fruit at all. t .Who could venture upon these
and multitudes of similar allusions to ttees by name, and to the strange
peculiarities of Palestine trees, if he were writing a fictitious narrative;
or who, should he venture upon so hazardous an experiment, would
fail to expose himself by some allusion not true to the reality?

The climate of every country has some features peculiar to itself,
especially the character of its winds. In all north of the equator the
south wind is warm and the north wind is cold; but in some countries
the heavy rains are brought by the south wind, in some by the east
wind, and in others by the west wind. The east wind is in some coun-
tries, as in our own, a damp and chilling wind ; in others it is very
dry. Now a writer who would always speak correctly and in definite
terms of the winds of a country, must not only live in it, but he must
be a close observer. Such were the writers of the Bible. With them
the east wind is the one that withers vegetation and threatens man
with suffocation. The blasted ears of corn in Pharaoh’s dream ap-
pear as if “ Masted by the east wind ;” it was a vehement east wind
in Nineveh that withered Jonah’s gourd, and was so hot that he
fainted ; and Israel is threatened with an east wind by the prophets.$
The west wind, on the contrary, is represented as the rain-wind.
“ When you see a cloud arise out of the west, straightway you say,
There cometh a shower, and so it is.”$ These results are owing to
the situation of Palestine, \vhich, as regards the east wind, is common
with that of Egypt and Assyria. There lies to the east of all these
countries a desert from which no rain can come, but which sends a dry
and parching wind, that is the terror of the people. And Palestine
has to the west of it the Mediterranean Sea, the only body of water
which can supply her thirsty air with clouds heavy enough for rain.

In regard to the manners, customs, and arts prevalent in the country
the Bible writers are equally exact. Fortunately for our argument the
present inhabitants of the country have inherited, to a very consider-
able extent, the manners, custonls, and arts of its ancient Jewish OCCU-

● 2 Sam. xviii. 9. t Luke xix. 4; Amoe vii. X4; and ece page s3.
$ Gen. xii. a3; Jonxh iv. 8; Exak, xvii. xo; xix. xa. ? Luke xii. S+
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pants, and the traveler sees them enacted before him. Jesus says, “ He
that d@# Ah had roit~ me in the dish is he that shall bet my me,”
and now, in the continued absence of knfies and forks and plates,
every manat the table dips his hand into the dish. Jesus also says,
41Give, and it shall & given you: good measure) pre=ed down and

shaken together, and running over, shall men give into your Jososs. ”*
How “ into your tkuom /“ The question is unanswered until you
observe the dress of the working-classes in Palestine, which is often
only a coarse shirt reaching down to the heels, with a girdle around
the waist. Into the bosom of this shirt grain may be poured in con-
siderable quantities, the girdle preventing it from slipping below; and
there is no easier way of carrying a bushel of wheat or barley, The
shepherd also stows away weak lambs which cannot follow the flock in
the same capacious pocket, verifying another passage which says, “ He
shall feed his flock like a shepherd ; he shall gather the lambs with his
&rm, ●nd carry them in his bosom, “t ‘I’he Bible, in both the Old Tes-
tament and the New, alludes to the presence of minstrels in the house
where a dead body lies, and their attendance on funeral processions ;
●nd, strange as such a custom appears to a person of snot her country,
there it is before the eye of the traveler to the present day. He sees,
also, the village women gathering up weeds and coarse grass with which
to heat their bake-ovens, and he remembers the remark of Jesus, “If
God so clothe the grass (herbage) of the field, which to-day is, and
to-morrow is cast i~tu tk orwt, how much more will he clothe you, O
ye of little faith l“ He reads not in the Bible of houses of wood,
nor does he find such allusions to pieces of timber about the houses as
would indicate its free use in building. True, David speaks of dwell-
ing in a house of cedar,~ but it is mentioned as an exceptional thing,
and the cedar had been obtained from the distant Mountains of Leb-
anon through the kindness of the king of Tyre. It is true, also, that
Darius in his decree concerning the re-erection of the temple says,
$1Wh-ver shall alter this word, let timber be pulled down fron~ his

house, and being set up, let him be hanged thereon ;“$ but this lan-
guage is in the mouth of a king in whose dominion there were many

WOded districts, No such language is ever used by a Bible writer
concerning the houses of Palestine, for there the houses were built
exclusively of sundried bricks or of stone, and scarcely any wood at
ah was used. Instead of joists and rafters for ceilings and roofs, vaults

● LUke vi, 3&, t Isaiah X]. x:,
$9aem. vu.& ~ Exre vi. xx.
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of stone were built, and even the door-shutters in some parts of the
country were large slabs of stone. We read constantly in the Scrip-

tures of rock-hewn sepulchres for the burial of the dead; yet for nearly
2000 years no such sepulchres have been used in that or any other
country. The traveler, however, as he rides through Palestine, finds
the solid masses of exposed rock almost honey-combed with such
sepulchres. The skin bottles which, when old, were not safe for new
wine, he still finds in constant use for carrying water to considerable
distances, and for churning milk. The wine he finds no longer a
common drink of the people, for in this particular the modern inhabi-
tants have changed the ancient custom by making it unlawful to drink
wine; yet he finds that in regard to the culture of grapes and the
manufacture of wine, the Bible writers are true to the country. What
reader of the Bible in other lands has not been puzzled by the state-
ment in the parable of the vine-dressers, that a man “ planted a vine-
yard, and hedged it round about, and diggtd a \vine-press in it, and
Jui/f a tower and let it out to husl.xmdmen ?”* But when the traveler
sees in all the rocky portions of the country, and in some where no
vines at all are now grown, rock-hewn wine-presses of the kind which
we have described in a former chapter of this work,t and when he sees
about Bethlehem still stand ing some of the small stone towers for ~he
use of watchmen who guarded the vineyards while the grapes were

ripening, all is explained, and the Scripttlres are found surprisingly true
to the peculiarities of the country. This proof is the more striking,
too, from the fact that these presses were used only by the ancient
Je\vish inhabitants of the country; that they have been unused now
for 2000 years, anil that the modern traveier wollld not know for what
purpose these singular excavations were made bad he not the explana-
tions found in the Bible.

But the best test of a writer’s ~rsonal familiarity with the events of
which he writes is found in llis aliusions to the minute features of the
localities in which the events are said to have transpired. The Bible
is truly marvelous in this respect, so that the careful explorer of Pales-
tine finds it his best 10CS1 ~ide.book, and he is freqllently uncertain
whether he has reached a given locality Untj] he compares its features
with what is said of it in the Scriptures. As for known localities, he
finds them always answering to the book, except where they have been

* Matt. xxi. 33. compare also l-V, S, where the true rendering is, “ X ● WiO*
press. ”

t See page 59.
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altered by the hand of man. Should he visit the locality of Beer’sheba,
where Abraham and Isaac are said to have dug wells, and find no wells
nor traces of wells there, he might suppose that they had been filled
up; but should he find in that vicinity, where Isaac is aaid to have
sowed wheat and reaped the same year a hundred -fold,* a soil not at
all adapted to the growth of wheat, he might suspect that the writer
had here fallen into a blunder or a falsehood. But when we visit the
country, and find the broad plain extending eastward for many miles
from Beer’sheba yellow with an abundant harvest, and at the site of
Beer’sheba three ancient wells,t two of them in constant use by passers-
by, we see again the agreement of the land and the book. We hear, in
the parable of the Good Samaritan, that the man who fell among thieves
was going from Jerusalem down to Jericho, and on examining the fre-
quented roads which lead away from Jerusalem, we find that all of
them except that to Jericho pass among villages and thickly populated
districts, while the latter passes through rugged hill and ravines that are
now and ever have been uninhabited ,—the very road for robbers. We
find, too, about half-way, a ruined khiin, corresponding to the inn of the
parable, built as a place of refuge from this very danger. In a descrip-
tion of a storm on the Lake of Galilee an unprecedented expression is
found in the statement that “ there cane darcm a storm of wind on the
lake.” In universal speech storms are represented as arising, instead
of coming down, and Matthew and Mark, in speaking of this storm,
both say that it arose. But when we sail on the Lake of Galilee, and
look for the source of a storm, we look up to the high mountain-tops
which overshadow the lake, 4nd it is quite natural to one in that posi-
tion to say the storm comes abzun. Here is the evident language of an

eye-witness, proving the sincerity of Luke, \vho uses the language,
when he says that he obtained his information from ‘‘ eye-witnesses

and ministers of the word.”~ On the eastern shore of that same lake
the hogs into which the legion of demons entered are represented as
running down a steep place into the lake and being drowned. $ But

while there are steep places all along the eastern shore of the lake, they
stand bck half a mile or more from the water’s edge everywhere except
at one point, This point had not been observed at all by explorers
until a few years ago, because from no part of the lake-shore usually
visited by travelers can it be distinguished. II Here the high hills
come close to the shore and descend by “ a steep place” to within 40

● CA. xxvi. x2. t See page a57 of this work. ~ Luke viii. 23; i. I, 2.
? Matt. viii.3a. ~lt wiu firstobservedby CaptainWitson,br 1866.
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feet of the water’s edge. No stranger nor foreigner could have written

such narrations as these.
The account of David’s combat with Goliath furnishes another

example equally remarkable. The account represents the army of

Saul as being encamped by the Valley of Elah, and the Philistine
army confronting it on the opposite side of the valley, with one of
its wings resting on Sho’choh. * A brook ran along the valley
which David crossed, and from this” ‘‘ he chose him five smooth
stones” as he approached the giant.t Now, the Valley of Elah
is identified, and so is the village of Sho’choh. Should the visitor to
the spot find no mountains on the sides of the valley in the vicinity
of Sho’choh on which the confronting armies could camp, or find no
trace of a brook in the valley, or find that the brook was on the Phil-
istine side of the valley, where David could not reach it without passing
the giant, or find that the valley is too narrow for the recorded move-
ments of the parties, he \vould be constrained to admit that at least
one Bible writer is at fault in a matter of topography. But on

descending to the spot from his camp at Bet Nettiff (thus the author
approached it) he sees before him on the opposite side of the valley a
sloping mountain-side, recessed almost in the shape of an mnphithe-
atre, with the village of Suwei’keh (Sho’choh) on the left. Here must
have been the Philistine position, for above Sho’choh the mountain is
too precipitous for it. On the other side there are two gradual slopes,
separated by a narrow valley, either or both of which might have been
covered by the camp of Saul. Starting from the foot of the hill on
which Israel was camped, you ride inta the valley not more than 50
yards till you ciescend into a brook and see, as far as the eye can follow
it up and down, a continuous bed of smooth water-worn stones, from
one inch to six inches in diameter. At a glance, with scarcely an
effort at search, you can pick up a handful of stones of the size and
shape which David must have chosen. Before you lies much the
wider part of the valley, allowing an abundance of room for the
combatants to draw near to each other after David had crossed the
brook. When you see all this you know that the author of the narra-
tive must have been personally acquainted with the locality, and you
feel that he must have been describing a real transaction,

We might make many additional specifications of the agreement in
question, but those now given we deem altogether sufficient for our
argument. The thoughtful reader of the previous chapters of this

● x Sam. xvii, r-3. ~ Ibid.@.
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book, if he be well acquainted with the Scriptures, will have observed
marIy others. The force of the argument depends on several con-
sidemtions ; first, on the number of the points of agreement ; second,
on their minuteness; third, on the unstudied manner in which they
are introduced ; and, finally, on the entire absence of disagreements
between the land and the book. If there were only an occasional
coincidence of a remarkable character, it might be accounted for as
an accident ; if there were none except among the general features
of the country, these might be accounted for by supposing that the
writers had obtained their information by reading ; if they were all
paraded in some formal way, as if the writers were aiming to secure
special attention to them, they might possibly be considered the result
of some special local information; or, if the points of agreement were
intermixed with an equal number, or even a large number, of disagree-
ments, the argument would be without force, But the reverse of all
this is true, and the argument is unassailable at every point.

Strong as our argument may now appear, its force is intensified
when we compare Bible writers with others who have written on
the same country. The historian Josephus was a contemporary of the
apostles, and he published his work on the ‘4Antiquities of the Jews”
in the year Too, the very year in which the Apostle John died. He
was a native of Palestine, and s~nt there his youth and the prime of his

manhood, enjoying a personal familiarity with nearly all the places of
which he writea. And yet, though equally veracious with other ancient
secular historians, it is notorious that ilis writings abound in gross
exaggerations of heights and distances, in superstitious legends, and in
multitudes of errors attributable to inaccuracy of memory or of judg-
ment. These are the very errors into which the Bible writers would
have fallen, though actual inhabitants of the country and witnesses of
the events described, had they enjoyed no other than human guidance.
How then, unless thus aided, have they all escaped every one of these
errora ?

But it is still more to the point to observe, that in the writings of
modern scholars who have visited Palestine with the Bible in han(i,
for the very purpose of identifying its localities and reporting them to
the world, there are many errors, the result. of inadvertence or of a
treacherous memory. It might appear invidious to make specifications
here in the books in which they most abound ; I will, therefore, nlen-
tion only a few in books of the greatest accuracy and reliability.
Canon Trjstram, author of “ The Land of Moab, ” is deservedly
ranked among the safest and most accurate guides to the places of
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which he writes; yet Professor Payne has proved conclusively that
some of the objects which he claims to have seen from the top of
Mount Nebo are entirely invisible there. There was no attempt here
to deceive, but the learned author was either misled by his imagination
and mistook objects which he saw for others that were out of sight, or,
as Professor Payne with more probability suggests, “ thedescription must
have been written up by t he doctor after he had reached his north-coun-
try home, ” and when his memory had become treacherous. * As we have
stated in the Introduction to this work, the most carefully-prepared
and accurate guide-book to Palestine that has fallen into the hands of
the author is that of Baedeker, the Austrian publisher. He employd
a number of learned professors from German universities to visit the
country; to traverse it carefully in every direction; to note down all the
objects of interest seen on every road, with the time necessary to ride
from one to another; to describe every object of unusual interest and
give its history; and to make many drawings and maps to illustrate the
verbal descriptions. The work is deserving of the highest praise, and
it often enabled the present writer to correct the errors of time and
distance made by his dragoman, who had passed over the ground with
traveling parties man y times. Yet in this book the author found a
number of errors of the kind which we have discussed above, a few of
which are still remembered. In naming the villages between Bethel
and Shechem, the order in which we come to two or three of them is
reversed ; in the description of David’s praying-place the outer row of
columns is called a pentagon and the inner an endecagon, the reverse
of the truth ;T in a few instances the west is put for the east, or uscc
runu, and in regard to HasMn’ the author was constrained to enter
this note in his memorandum: ~i~edeker is all at fault in his descrip-

tion of this place, ” He has the two hills running north and south
instead of east and west ; and the w%lys east and west of the site
insteati of north and south; while the large pool he locates on the east
instead of the south. ~ Now it is very easy to account for all these
errors without throwing any doubt at all upon the claim of these
editors to have been eye-witnesses of what they describe ; and the
errors themselves are so few and insignificant ss to scarcely detract
from the high reputation of their authors for accuracy. But if such
writers, visiting the country for the purp of seeing it leisurely ~d

● See Fourth Statement of Palestine Exploration %ciet y, pp. x:-16.
t See our description. p. x1$
$ See description of Hasb&t, p. 369.
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describing inaccurately, fall into errors ofdetailin spite of theutmost
care to be accurate, what shall be thought of the three dozen writers
whose compositions make up the Bible who have not been detected in
a single error of the kind, although the great mass of their alhtsions
to distances, directions, manners and customs, and local details, are
of a purely incidental character ? The fact goes far beyond what we
claimed for it in the outset ; for itproves that these men not only
lived and wrote in the midst of the scenes which they describe, but
that they were guided by a wisdom which lifted them above the errors
inevitable in the works of mere men of learning. How could they
have done what learned and careful men of their own age and of sub-
sequent ages have failed to do, unless they were guided, as they claim
to have been, by wisdom from on high 7

Here we rest our argument, in the confident belief that the candid
and thoughtful reader of this book will acknowledge its conchkiveneas
and realize an increase of his faith in the absolute truthfulness of all
Bible history. The impression which an actual observance of part O!

the facts on which the argument is based made on Ernest Renan is
acknowledged by him in the following eloquent passage: ‘‘ The scien-

tific commission for the exploration of ancient Phcenicia, of which I
was the director in 1860 and 1861, led me to reside on the frontiers of

Galilee. and to traverse it frequently. I have traveled through the
evangelical province in every direction ; I have visited Jeru=lem~
Hehron, and Samaria; scarcely any locality important in the history
of Jesus has escaped me. All this history which, at a distance, seems
floating in the clouds of an unreal world, thus assumed a body, a solid.

ity, which astonished me. The striking accord of the texts and ~the
places, the wonderful harmony of the evangelical ideal with the land-
scape which served at its setting, were to me as a revelation. I had

before my eyes a fifth gospel, torn but legible, and thenceforth through
the narratives of Matthew and Mark, instead of an abstract being
which one should say had never existed, I saw a wonderful human form
Iiw and move.”* In these beautiful sentences is revealed the secret
of the admission which they contain in favor of Jesus and the Gospe. h;

m,d if such were the effect on the learned French infidel, shall I not
humbly indulge the hope that some who read this book will be led to
we my Saviour and the records concerning him in their true light? If
so, I shall have accomplished the chief purpose for which I have writtent
and for which I made the toilsome journey that hu enabled me to write.

● hUOdUCl@O10 Llfk of Jesus, pp. 45, 46.



PART THIRD.
LETTERS OF TRAVEL.*

LETTER I.

LEAVING HOME AND CROSSING THE ATLANTIC.

ON Saturday last, March Ist, I completed the fiftieth year of my
age, On Sunday I delivered a parting discourse before a large con-
course of my neighbors and brethren, and on Monday, at 3 P.SS., I
started on my long voyage. To bid my friends a suitable farewell was
beyond my power. I did what I could. The tears of many, the good

wishes of all, and the fervent prayers that were pledged for me and
mine, made me feel ashamed that I am not more worthy of such love.
But the fiery trial came on Monday when the carriage drove to the
door, and the moment came for bidding farewell to my own home and
household. I had already been up-stairs in my library to take a last
look there, and as I gazed upon the ro\vs of familiar books I said
within myself, ~fGood. by, my dear old friends; and if I never see

you again, God Mess you for the good you have done me and the
happy hours we have spent together. ” I next went to the kitchen to
bid farewell to the servants. Faithful Jim had that morning expressed
m-tearnest desire to go with me, and’when I told him that a whale might
swallow him as one swallowed Jonah, he said, “ If he do I can’t help
it. I want to go, anyhow. I ain’t never seen nothin’, and I want to
see somethil~’ before I die. ” He promised me that he will do all that
he can for my wife while I am gone, and I know that he will. When
I bade farewell to him and Fannie, the cook, I had to stop in the porch

. ...—.— .—-.. — .——

● These letters were originally published simultaneously in three weekly religious news-
papers, 7% Ckri.stiaa SAvsdwd, Cincinnui, Ohio ; TheApostolic Times,Lexington,Ky. ;
and The Cbistias, SL Louis, Mo. T&y, are here reproduced with same alterationsand
additions.
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and lean against the post awhile before I approached my weeping
family. If it had been the hearse at the door, waiting to take me to
the cemetery, there could scarcely have been more grief.

But I must draw a veil over that scene. When I reached the ddpbt,
bade farewell to some friends who had gathered there, among them a
large number of stutients, and took my seat in the coach, I was oppressed
with such sadness as I had never felt before on leaving home. 1 gaze(l
with dim vision on the good town as it receded from my view, anti the
last objects that caught my eyes were the green ]jines and the white

monuments of the cemetery, with the Clay monument rising high above
the lofty trees. It struck me at once to ask myself, “Is this an evil

omen ? Already our first-born lies sleeping there, and shall another of
my little flock or some of my dear friends be laid there ere I return ?“
And while I thought on these things I began almoat to envy the traveler
who has no friends, no wife, no children.

My companions are my cousin, Frank Thomson, a young farmer from
near Lexington, and W. B. Taylor, of Elizabeth town, Ky., a former
student of the Bible College, of Bethany College, and of Virginia
University.

Our good ship, the “ Pennsylvania, ” left her dock at Philadelphia at
precisely eight o’clock Thursday morning, the 6th, and as she turned her
bow down the Delaware River passengers on the ship waved their hand-
kerchiefs to friends more numerons on the shore, while the ship herself
saluted the city with a shot from her brass cannon. Two friends in the

city had come with us to the vessel and given us their benediction; so,
having no other frieniis in sight to salute, I lifted my handkerchief
high, and, giving it a wide sweep, I said to Frank, “Hct-e’s to Lcxitlg.

ton !’‘ After standing on deck until the city had faded away in the
distance, until sloops and brigs and steam-tugs and ship-yards had
been passed, and the eye had grown weary with gazing upon un-
accustomed objects, we retired to our rooms to arrange them as our
temporary homes. We were fortunate enough, on account of the
small number of passengers aboard, to have an entire room apiece..
We had thought it preferable to be all in one room until we saw how
small the rooms are, and then we were glad of the separation. We
had wisely limited our amount of baggage to a single hand-valise and
a heavy shawl for each.

At Cape Henlopen we saw about a dozen sailing-ships lying at
anchor within the breakwater which the Uniteci States government has
erected there for want of a good harbor. They were freighting vessels
awaiting orders, and ready to sail whenever trade could be found. The
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cape is a low ridge of bare sand making out into the mouth of the bay,
with a light-house on its point and some other buildings scattered
about. Cape May, the celebrated bathing-place, is just r z% miles
distant to the northeast, and the space intervening is the mouth of
Delaware Bay. Two pilot-boats were riding off the light-house at Cape

Henlopen, and into one of these the pilot who had thus far directed
our ship’s course was transferred by means of a yawl. Here we wit-
nessed for the first time the perilous descent by a ladder let down the
side of our ship into the yawl, which tossed and danced on the waves
15 feet below. ‘l’he pilot, after descending the ladder, watched his
opportunity aud leaped-at the apparent risk of bruises or broken
bones—into the yawl, seized its rudder-oar, and was rowed swiftly away
to the little pilot-boat awaiting him.

Our parting from the pilot was our entrance into the Atlantic Ocean.
Itoccurred at 4 P.M. Before night closed in the water had become
our horizon on every side, the ship seeming to lie in the hollow of a
vast basin. The sky, which was bright in the morning, had become
overcast with gray clouds, and we retired to our berths not knowing
what to expect, but knowing that in this blustering month of March
foul weather was more to be looked for than fair.

On Friday morning 1 arose early, and ascending to the deck, found all
of our sails set, a high breeze blowing from the northwest, and our bow set
to the east. While standing near the aft pilot-house (our ship has two
pilot-houses, one forward and one aft) I received my first taste of salt
water. The sea was already boiling, and a wave of the larger size,
breaking flat against the windward side of the vessel, sent a shower of
spray across the deck, sprinkling some of it in my face. The ship had
begun to roll a little, so that I had to be careful of my steps, but 1 re-
mained on deck till eight o’clwk, our breakfast hour, feasting my eyes
and my soul on the new and wonderful scenery, The waves were not
rolling but boiling, and every one, after swelling up to a high point
like the peak of an i~lat~ hil], crowned itself with a cap of white

foam aud then subsided. I had exl~ected to see some of the “ rolling
billows” of which I have read so often, but I have ~en not ~nc. The
waves were not rising in iong ridges and rolling along at regular inter-
vals, but they rose and fell aS if they were Upheaved by a force beneath

them, and it was only their general inclination in one direction which
seemed to the eye as if caused by the wind. They rose, too, in end-
less variety of.,size and shape. As you look over them from your high
perch on the deck they ●p~ar like a continued succession of hills
and knobs and ~e~s in a range of mountains, without a single ridge
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of long and smooth outline in view. As I sat and gazed on these
waves I discovered new beauties continually. The sea-water at the
vessel’s side appeared as black as ink, but as each wave swelled up
toward a point, and the light passed through it just beneath its white
cap, its hue was changed to the most beautiful emerald-green. \Vhen
the sun shone out these gleams of emerald appeared on the top of
every wave just before its subsidence, and along the wake of the vessel,
where her propeller had broken the watery hills into little hillocks,
there was a long succession of green and black and purple spots, aher-
nating and deepening in color with the distance. I wondered what
there could be in a scene of such beauty, and in the life-like motions
of the noble ship, to make anybody sick. I felt as if I never could be
sick with such objects in view. But when the gong sounded and I
went down to breakfast, I observed that most of the seats at the table
were vacant. I sat down amid the congratulations of the captain and a
passenger opposite me on my freedom from sickness thus far, but I had
taken only a sip or two of my coffee, when my seat was also made
vacant, and I retired with as much dignity as I could to the deck.
During the remainder of Friday and all of Saturday I was sick, sick,
sick. I didn’t say “Oh my l“ nor did I hear anybody else say it. *
This expression seems to have passed out of date since Mark Twain
went abroad. Our company said nothing at all. No language was
adequate to the occasion. A sudden paleness, a firm compression of
the lips, and a hasty retreat toward the rail, were the only signs of
woe by which we could distinguish each other’s symptoms. By Sun-
day morning I was relieved of my sea-sickness, but I was completely
worn out. The breeze of Fri{iay had steadily increased until it had
become a heavy gale. The ship had reeled to and fro like a drunken
man, and all the passengers had been tossed shout without mercy. Ill
the worst period of my sickness I had been thrown against a table-leg,
barking one of my shins, and then tossed back against the edge of a
bench, nearly crushing in two of my ribs. But I was now able to eat
a little breakfast, and my symptoms steadily improved. All day Sun-

day we were in a storm. The wind Mew furiously; rain and Imil and
snow fell alternately ; the tops of high waves broke over the vessel and
deluged some part of its deck every few minutes; one of our life-boats,
perched four feet above the deck on strong iron supports Alcd davits,
had been dashed to pieces by one of them ; and I saw another burst in

the door and window of the rear pilot-house and flood it with water.

● See Innocents Abroad.
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As a number of us sat in the companion-way gazing with awe upon
this terrific scene, I took from the lap of one of the ladies her Episco-
pal Prayer-Book, and, turning to the xo7th Psalm, read aloud to the
company the following passage:

‘“They that go down to the sea in ships,
That do business in great waters,
Thew see the works O( the Lord
And his wondem in the deep.
For he commandeth and raiseth up tbe stormy wind,
Which Iifteth up the waves thereof.
They mount up to the heavens,
They go down again to the depths.
Their soul is melted because of tmubte,
They reel to and fro,
And stagger like a drunken man,
And are at their wits’ end.
Then they cry unto the Lord in their trouble,
And he bringeth them out of thew distresses.”

It struck us all as an exact description of the scene before our eyes,
and it illustrates the wonderful fidelity to nature which is everywhere
found in the Bible.

I asked the captain, the next morning, how high he supposed the
highest waves were on Sunday, and was surprised at his statement that
they were at least 40 feet high, and that he had never seen waves rise
higher. He had been compelled to turn out of his course a little and
run somewhat before the gaie, in order to prevent the waves from daah-
ing too squarely against the side of the vessel; and he remarked that
very few ships have strength enough to hold as near to the wind in such
a storm as ours did. It was not until I hearli these and similar remarks
that I realized how severe the storm had been. I had watched the
scene with the deepest interest, and even with delight. I had found a
strange, wild pleasure in seeing the waves dash over the vessel, and
seeing the vessel herself at one moment lift her leeward bulwarks 30
feet above the water, and at another ltian over until she dipped them
beneath the foaming wave. The ctnly himirance to my enjoyment was
the difficulty of either walking, standing, sitting, or lying down. In
my berth, whether by day or by night, I was rolled about and bumped
against the back, anti bumped against the front, with arms tired from
holding on, and knees sore from bracing them against the sideboard
to keep me from rolling on the floor. Sitting was worse than trying to
prop yourself on a one-legged stool, and as for standing, if you wish
to realize it on land, try to stand on a see-saw, close to the fence,
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when twg lively boys” are riding on the ends. It was not till Tuesday
morning, the sixth day out, that I got my ‘‘ sea-legs” on, completely
rigged. When I went on deck that morning the breeze was still a stiff
one, and the waves were pitching high in the air, but the wind was
more astern and the ship was rocking instead of rolling. I found that
I could walk like a sailor, and I felt not a little prom-i of it until I
found that all the other passengers could do the same. For the first

time since the rough weather had set in I walked forward to the fore-
castle. The water was now a deep indigo-blue, with the same inter-
mingling of green and purple which I had seen before. I leaned
against the bulwarks and gazed upon the waves as they parted before
the sharp prow of the ship, and as the vessel rose and fell, bringing
me pow wi[hin IO feet of the water and in another instant lifting me
30 feet above it,Iwas again reminded of the see-saw, but now I was
out on the end of the plank, and I felt like a boy again, sayingj—

“ Now WCgOUp, Up, Up,

Now we go down, down, down.”

And when I did go up, if my eye was on the water beneath, I felt
as if I were bidding the waves fareweii, and were about to mount away
to the clouds; or if my eyes were on the horizon, it would expand as
I arose, bringiug wave beyond wave into view, until it would seem as
if I were about to see to the ends of the earth.

During all the raging of the storm I had a complete sense of safety,
and such was the prevailing feeling among the passengers. Though

the vessel rolled am-l tossed, and mountainous waves were continually
breaking against her iron sides and often flooding her decks, and even
dashing their spray high up against her sails, she yeither groaned nor
sighed nor quivered. There was none of that creaking and moaning
of the ship’s timbers about which the voyagers in wooden ve~sels have
so much to say. There was no disturbing sound, except when the stern
of the vessel wouhi rise high as a wave sank low, and the propeller,
momentarily left out of the water, wouhi whirl with prodigious velocity,
sending a tremor through the ship an(i st~rtiing us with its fearful
rattle. All else was solid, and all the officers anfi men were so quiet,
orderly, ami respectful, both to us and to one another, that it appeared
almost impossible for us to be harmed by wind and water. Commend
me forever to Captain Harris and his crew and the good ship ‘‘ Penn-
Sylvania. ”

The most surprising thing about the mechanism of these iron stean~-
shipa is the steadiness with which their vast machinery is kept in position,
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The boilers of the “ Pennsylvania” are x7 feet long and KZ feet in
diameter; and there are three of them, It has two engines, one of
them 5 feet in diameter and the other 7~ feet, while each has a piston-
stroke of 4 feet. “rhe propeller-shaft, running back from these to the
stern of the vessel, -about 100 feet, —is of solid iron, about 20 inches

in diameter, l’he weight of all this machinery is enormous, and the
massive engines stand upright above the water-line ; yet, amid the
rolling and tossing of the vessel in the roughest weather, there is no
more disturbance of the position or working of any of the parts than
in a good flouring-mill on the solid ground.

We were saddened on Monday morning to learn that during the
previous night a steerage passenger had jumped overboard and been
lost. .He was an Irishman, and professed to have been a scl]ool-
teacher in Pottsville, Pennsylvania. He was intoxicated when he
came on board, and continued so. He attracted my attention the
second day out by approachittg me on the deck and begging me to
drink with him. I told him that we had both drunk enough for one
day, and that he had better not drink any more, or the captain would
lock him up in a dark place. After he was lost the ship’s doctor told
me that he had locked him up twice to keep him from harm. He
arose about one o’clock at night, went on deck, and leaped over the
windward side of the vessel when she was rolling in a heavy gale. He
was seen by the watch, and the ship was stopped ; hut the sea was too
rough to launch a boat in search of him, so we passed on, carrying
with us another warning for those who tamper with wine.

Since the storm subsided we have had delightful March weather.
The ship’s piano, the captain’s flute, and several indifferent voices
have been taxed to entertain us ; pleasant conversation usually kept
us at the table till after the waiters had removed the cloth ; lively
walks on the deck in the cool, bracing air gave us exercise; and,
taking it all in all, we were beginning to feel very much at home when
the nearer approach of land excited a new impatience.

our voyage was a lonely one. We saw very few sails, and we met
only three steamers. We saw no living thing in the water, and the
only living thing in the air was the flock of sea-gulls by which we
were followed on tireless wings from shore to shore. They are
about the size of a crow, with wings shaped like those of a hawk.
They are a pure white, except the upper side of the wings, which
is gray, and the tips of the wings, which are black. Their wings
are almost as thin ~ those of a bat, and they poise themselves
as lightly in a heavy gale aa a hawk can in the still air of sunt-
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mer. They follow the ship for scraps of food which they find in her
wake. 1 one day asked an Irish sailor, (( Where do the gulls rest When

they are tired of flying?” He waved his hand toward the sea and
answered, “ Out there on the sailor’s grave. ” I paused a moment,
struck with the poetry in his answer, and then asked, “ Why do you
call it the sailor’s grave ? There are not many buried there. ” “ Och, ”
said he, “ I wish I had a dollar for ivry one. ” The boatswain, who
overheard us, added, “ And I wish I had a cent for every one. ”
“ But, ” said I, “ In these days of steamers they don’t drop you in the
sea; they take you to shore and bury you. ” “ No, indade,” said the
Irishman, ~1the ~ilor don’t want to be buried in the ground; it is ~00

Coti.‘‘
I cannot resist the temptation to describe a peculiar kind of tfr~-

parade which I witnessed on March xdth. I remark, by way of intro-
duction, that our ship has ten lifeboats, five on each side of the
deck. They are about 18 feet long, 5 feet wide, and 3 feet deep.
Each is kept constantly supplied with a keg of fresh water securely
lashed in its placq; with a water-tight compartment always full of
fresh aea.crackers; and with a full supply “of oars ready for use. They
each rest on an iron framework above the balustrade at the edge of
the deck, and can be readily thrown outward and downward until
they hang just outside the balustrade and even with its top rail, ready
for ~ngera and crew to step into them and be lowered in an instant
into the water. Underneath each of these boats lies a separate appa-
ratus called the life-raft. It consists of two large /ogs, if you name
them by their appearance, about x2 feet long and z feet in diam-
eter, lying four feet apart, with an open framework of plank filling
the space between and holding them together. The logs are not wood,
but solid masses of CCWA. In the midst of the connecting framework
are two water-tight compartments, one tilled with bread and the other
with drinking-water. Captain Harris had some of them opened for us,
and gave us some of the bread to try, which we found good and sound.
On these rafts, when in use, the passenger is expected to sit or lie as
best he can, and it seems quite certain that as long as he does either
he cannot sink, in any storm. They are lashed to the deck, to be cut
loose when the ship is about to sink, or to be thrown overboard, as the
occasion may require.

Now for the fire-drill. At half-past four in the afternoon the bell
rang out a fearful fire-alarm. The passengers were in the secret and
on deck to witness the scene. The instant the bell sounded there
began to pour forth from the officers’ and seamen’s gangways four
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streams of men running with all their might. As they rushed forth
each man took his station, which he knew from previous drills and
personal instruction. Within less than a minute 90 men, four times

as many as we had seen before, were on deck and distributed, a
group at each boat, a group at each of the four fire-hoses, a group with
axes on their shoulders ready to cut anything at word of command,
the captain on his bridge amidships, and an otlicer with a speaking-
trumpet at each end of the ship facing the captain. Before we had

time to comprehend all these movements,-soonet than a common
steam fire-engine could get out of its engine-house,—four large streams
of water were playing, each from a hose long enough to reach to any
part of the ship. In another moment or two the boats began to drop
to the gunwale, and we were almost tempted to complete the perform-
ance by jumping into them. In the mean time the stewardess was at
her post at the head of the saloon, ready to stop and calm any fright-
ened ladies, while the stewards and cabin-boys were at the foot of the
gangways to prevent any passengers from passing out until the word
should be given.

When the imaginary fire was extinguished, at the word of command
all things were promptly restored to position again, and the little army
of men and officers disappeared from the deck, except those on watch,
almost as suddenly as they had appeared. I concluded that this ship,
which I already regarded as almost proof against water, was certainly
proof against fire. I was not surprised to learn that the owners of it

take out no fire-insurance policy.
A drill such as I have described occurs on every trip, so as to keep

the men in perfect training, and an nfficer passes through the chip
every half-hour, both day and night, to see whether all is well.

It is gratifying to my pride of country to find such perfection of
mechanism and discipline and safety in ships which are built and
owned in our own country, and “which sail under the American flag.
I aln humiliated, however, to know that of the 20 or more lines of
weekly steamships now plying between our Atlantic ports and the
ports of Europe, only the ships of the American Steamship Company
of Philatlelphia were built in American waters an(i sail under the

American flag. And I am annoyed by the information that the chief
cmrse of this banishment of our fl~g from the steam marine of the
worhl is unfavorable legislation on the subject by our own Congress.
When will our public men abzndon the study of party politics and
begin the study of the country’s true honor and glory?

On Sunday morning, the 16th, at about ten o’clock, we came in
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sight of land. The first point in view was a high mountain-peak, said
to be a naked rock projecting into the sea with deep water at its base.
After this a long ridge of mountain-coast gradually came into view,
and we found ourselves running parallel to the southern coast of Ire-
land, but seeing it at a very dim distance,

This was our last day in the Atlantic. Captain Harris invited the
passengers to seats in the saloon, and, after distributing prayer-books
among us, he proceeded in a very earnest and impressive manner to
read the Episcopal service for the day, This service is often read at
sea by officers who are profane and intemperate. Under such circum-
stances I would not think it proper to even be present ; but the con-
stant demeanor of Captain Harris was in harmony with the service of
the hour, and I really enjoyed it. It is remarkable how the entire tone
of a ship’s crew is regulated by that of her commander, I did not
hear on the “ Pennsylvania” a single oath or angry word, from

officer or man, from shore to shore.
We came off Holyhead, the first land sighted in Wales, on Monday

morning, the 17th, at half-past eight. It is a bold, rocky promontory
jutting out a few miles into the water, ahd marking the entrance into
the Irish Channel. It is marked at night by two light-houses. These

guides to the mariner who approaches the rocky shores by night are
strewn so thickly along the coast that you are never out of sight of
them. Every one has some peculiarity, too, by which it is distinguished
from every other. Some shine with a steady light so many seconds,
am-l then go out so many ; some with a flash-iight, flashing at certain
intervals; some with a light steadily increasing and then diminishing;
and some with an unvarying beam. All these are described in books
which are carried by every ship, so that a commander, on his first visit
to any shore, may know every light that comes into view, Sometimes
there is a dangerous rock far out in the water, whose position cannot be
marked by a light on shore. If such a rock rises above the water, a light-
house is perched upon it; if not, a small ship is anchored near it and
a suitable light is suspended from her masthead night after night, the
keeper making his home in the ship through winter and summer, sun-
shine anti storm. Indeed, man is fast making the ocean a pliant ser-
vant ; and, though he may never be able to say to it, “ Peace, be still, ”
it seems that he will be able to say: Go on your way, wild wind and
waves, and, in spite of your fury, I will go on mine.

From Holyhead to the mouth of the river Mersey, on the bank of
which Liverpool is situatefi, we sailed against a heati-wind and a rain.
It was the most disagreeable day to be on deck that we had in our
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entire voyage. A bar at the mouth of the Mersey compelled us to
“ lay to” about two hours, waiting for the tide to rise. What a pity
that the entrance into one of the most important ports in the world is
thus obstructed ! We entered the Mersey about four P. M., and steamed
thence to Liverpool, about 15 miles, through a dense English fog.
The tide was still too low for our ship to enter the docks, so a tender
(a small side-wheel steamboat) came to us in the middle of the river
to receive the passengers and their baggage. On this tender were
three brethren, who introduced themselves to me, and presented to me
a number of letters written by various friends in England. They tcd

us through the hands of the custom-house officers quite speedily, and
then conveyed us in a cab to the house of the venerable G. Y. Tyckle,
well known to the Disciples in America, where we were entertained as
cordially as if we had been princes of the Mood.

It was quite a relief to know that one long reach of our journey was
in the past; that the Atlantic Ocean was behind us and its dangers
stored away among the things of memory.

LETTER II.

TIIROUGH ENGLAND AND FRANCE INTO ITALY.

WE left Liverpool the next morning after our arrival, called to see
friends at Chester and Birmingham, came on to London the following
evening, and found ourselves at rest in the Charing Cross Hotel about
eleven o’clock at night.

Our ride through England was very interesting. We %~w many
things that were new and strange, among them some that we had
anticipated, and many that we had not. We readily recognized, from
previous description, the peculiar construction of their railway-coaches,
They are shorter, lighter, and less expensively constructed than ours,
and are entered by four doors on each side. Each door leads into a
compartment that reminds one of the inside of a short omnibus fixed
to run sideways. It has a front and a rear seat, each iong enough for
about five passengers and running the entire length of the compart-
ment, which corresponds with the width of the car. There is no stove
in the coach, but the feet of passengers are warmed by cylinders of
hot water laid on the floor. Neither is there any water; this is ob-
tained, if at all, at the stations. The olllcial whom we call the con-
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ductor is here called the guard, and he guards you very carefully
against all danger.

Our attention was attracted by peculiar modes of farming. We saw
two-horse and three-horse teams, in which the horses were hitched one
before another. Seldom were two horses hitched abreast. The l-,ay-

‘stacks are all covered with thatched roofs of straw, as carefully as the
houses of some of the laborers. The lands are cut up into little
patches of from one to three or four acres, separated by hedges or
very frai 1 fences. But these little fields are cultivated with the same
precision and care as the market-gardens near our large cities. They
all look as if they had been graded, and those which were recently sown
looked as if they had been raked with a garden-rake. In almost every
instance both the meadows and the ploughed lands were worked into
slightly elevated beds, about eight feet wide, to facilitate drainage; and
the furrows which marked the lines between these elevations were as
straight as a gun-barrel. So, indeed, were the furrows of the freshly-
turned soil. The ploughing is all done with a precision which I have
never seen equaled in America, though I have seen some good plough-
ing, and have done a little myself. The hedges are beautiful, even
without their foliage; but they are lower and less compact than I

expected to see them. Frank, on whom I del~end for sharp observa-
tions on stock and farming operations, remarked that he was not sur-
prised that the fox-hunters could make their horses leap the hedges
and fences, for he could leap them himself. He said they would not
do for mules or hogs. But we saw not a single hog, or pig, or mule,
in our entire ride through the kingdom ; and, what surprised us more,
we saw only one ass, and he was turning the wheel of a brick-yard.

We found the Charing Cross Hotel the most convenient one in
London for our purpose. It is in the very heart of the city, not far
from any of the great centres of business, and from its court you enter
the cars for France, On the streets we found ourselves among familiar
names. Our walks were chiefly on the Strand and Fleet Street, both
of which names were as familiar as household words, while nearly all
the streets running into them were as familiar by name as those of
Lexington. I felt strange to be actually looking into streets which
history and poetry and romance had made thus familiar from my child.
hood. ‘I was in Paternoster Row, and in No. 15, the celebrated
book-store of the Bagatera. Had I not been prepared for it by pre-
vioux description, I WOUM have been surprised out of measure to find the
axle-room of this great-t of all publishers of Bibles and kindred works
a little ad%ir about IS feet wide and so or 30 feet deep. They sell,
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however, only their own publications, and they keep only a few copies
of each at their sale-room. Paternoster Row itself also surprised me.

It is a dingy street of old houses, and is only x7 feet wide from house
to house. The sidewalks are each five feet wide, leaving only seven

feet for the street between the curbstones. Many of the streets of

London are of similar width, and few would compare in width with
the ordinary streets of our newer American cities. In walking the
streets we saw countless throngs of people, and a proportionate num-

ber of vehicles of every description except such as we were accustomed
to see at home.

The most stately dames we saw in England, and the most lordly
gentlemen, were the chambermaids and the dining-room servants at our
hotel. ‘l’he former moved about the house in their white caps with so

much sobriety and spoke with so much gravity that you were tempted
to ask them who was dead in the house, while the latter, in their narrow-
tailed black coats, white vests, and white cravats, looked and walked
as if they were the proprietors of the house, and we felt that it was
almost an impertinence to ask them to wait on us. They seemed to
feel the same way, too, for of all the dining-room servants I ever saw
they were the slowest and most forgetful. I was shout to omit the
cab-drivers. Next to the waiters, they appeared to be the most im-
portant men in I.ondom

On the eve of our departure from England our party was increased
by the addition of Henry S. Earl, formerly of America, now of South-
ampton, England. One of the letters which were delivered to me on
the arrival of our ship at Liverpool was from him, and it informed me
that he had macie ail the arrangements necessary for joining our party.
I cornmunicate{i with him by telegraph, and ile joined us in London.
I have known him intimately for many years. He is an experienced
traveler, and we are deligi~ted to have his company.

There are three routes from London to Paris between which the
preferences of travelers are divided. The most northern, with the
shortest sea-passage, is VW Dover and Calais; the moat southern, with
the longest sea. passage, is rois New Haven and Dieppe; betwean these
is that via Foikestone and Bouiogne. We chose the iaat~ and we had
a smooth passage of two hours across the Channci.

Our first experience of hotel:life in France was at Bouiogne, and
we were there both surpriwd and deiighted at the contrast between
French and Engiish wai~ illustrative of the dimrence between the
two nations. Instead of moving with siow ●nd stately step, the French
wailers fairiy flew around ~ Mm, ●nd we wem greatly amused in look-
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ing at them. We were equally amused, though not a little perplexed,
at their ludicrous efforts to make us understand them, and our still more
ludicrous efforts to make them understand us. They took it all with
perfeet complacency, seeming neither amused nor vexed by our stupid-
ity. So it was all through France and Italy, except that some of the
Italians appeared as much amused at us as we at them.

We reached Paris at half paat four o’clock on a pleasant afternoon,
and drove at once to the residence of our friend and brother, Jules
Delarmay, whom we had requested by telegraph to procure rooms for
us near his own. The drive led us through the heart of the city, at
once introducing us to its most noted localities. We found the people
in their gayest mood and in holiday dress. The streets were swarming
with men, women, and children; vehicles filled with well-dressed people
were moving leisurely about in every direction ; everybody wore a
smile, and nobody seemed in a hurry. We began to think that it
must be a f&eday, and we soon saw figures in masks and grotesque
regalia walking and riding about for the amusement of the crowd. It
was a kind of carnival which the Parisians celebrate in the middle of
Lent.

We next day saw all the principal streets and squares and many of the
public buildings of Paris, and, although I had read of this city much,
and conversed much with those who had seen it, I was forced to realize,
like the queen of Sheba, that the half had not been told me. Indeed,
it is impossible for any verbal description or any painting to give an
adequate conception of the splendor of this the most splendid city in
the world. Its wide streets-called boulevards-are from ~oo to 200
feet in breadth, and are lined with rows of fine young trees on each
side. In some instances there are two rows of trees on each side, with
grass-plats between them J a or J5 feet in width, and a sidewalk 20 or
30 feet wide between the buildings and the nearest row of trees. Both
streets and sidewalks are of smooth stone or asphaltum, and are kept
scrupulous y clean, neither dust nor mud being allowed to accumulate.
On the right and left of these splendid streets rise high palatial build-
ings of a beautiful light-colored stone, and appearing as fresh and clean
as if built but yesterday; and at frequent intervals we pass through
magnificent open sqnares, into which many streets converge as centres,
and which are adorned with fountains and statues and monuments full
of history.

The most splendid of these monuments is the Arc a!i TrLw@& (Tri-
umphal Arch), in the northwestern part of the city, and the magnifi-
cence of the city is best appreciated when viewed from the top of this
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monument. The arch was erected to commemorate the victories of

the Repuldic and the Empire from 1792 to 1815. It was begun by
the firstNapoleon in the year 1806, and completed under the reign of
Louis Philippe in 1836. It is a structure of stone, 147 feet long, 73
feet wide, and 162 feet high. An archway 45 feet wide and 90 feet
high passes through it from side to side, while another of equal height
but narrower passes through it from end to end. Its exterior is cov-
ered with sculptured figures in high relief, representing the most famous
incidents in the personal career of the great emperor, together with
striking scenes in his most famous battles. The wails within the arches
are inscribed with the names of 384 generals and 96 victories. It was
built in imitation of the triumphal arches of the ancient Roman generals
and emperors, but it so far exceeds them that a halfdozen such arches
as those of Titus, Constantine, and Septimius Severus, still standing in
Rome, might be hid within its vast dimensions, and still there would
be room for more.

When you stand upon the flat stone roof of this grand monument, and
look down upon the surface immediately about it, you see that it stands
in the centre of an open circle, about a quarter of a mile in diameter,
whose clean pavement of asphaltum slopes gradually away from the
arch in every direction. In this circle I z grand avenues and boule-
vards find a common centre, and they radiate from it as the spokes
from the hub of a wheel. They vary in width from xoo to 300 feet,
the narrowest of them having a row of beautiful trees next to the side-
walk on either side, and the widest having two rows of trees on each
side with a smooth grawi-plat between them. Some of them have
sidewalks of brick or stone 25 “feet wide, next to these on each side a

row of trees, then a smooth green lawn 25 feet wide, then another row
of trees, and then a street for vehicles roo feet wide, and all kept
●lmost as clean as the floor of a private dwelling. Standing on the
Arch of Triumph, your vision stretches along these grand avenues
until objects moving on them are dim in the distance; and as you turn
from one to another around the circle, and all the majestic churches,
palaces, and domes of the city pass before you, you begin to realize, as

you cannot from any other point of view, the magnificence of a city
which has never had an equal on the face of the globe, If your mind
turns upon the c~t in nloney of all this magnificence, one or two facts
are enough to discourage all further calculations; for the coat of the
Arch of Triumph alone wss more than $2,000,000, and all of these wide
avenu~ were Ctlt through b]oc~ of buildings of every description in

utter disregard of the previous narrow and crooked streets. You will
26
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see at the present day, in some parts of the city, houses three and four
stories “high, with one-fourth or one-third of their fronts or rears cut
away by a new avenue that is being opened, and the remainder not yet
repaired. This work was inaugurated by the second Napoleon, and it
is still in progress under the Republic. The grandest of all these grand
avenues is the Champs filys6es (the Elysian Fields), which extends
from the garden of the Tuileries, the palace of Napoleon, to the Arch
of Triumph, a distance of a mile and a quarter. The most attractive
shops and the most seductive resorts of pleasure that wealth and genius
can contrive are collected along its course, and it is the most frequented
street in all the city for the sake of evening drives in every variety of
splendid equipage. The cut on the opposite page gives a feeble repre-
sentation of it looking toward the Arch.

But I find myself running into a description of that which can-
not be adequately described. If you were to set your imagination
to work to picture to yourself the most magnificent city which the
genius of man and the wealth of a great nation could build, you would
find it excelled by the reality should you see Paris on a fine day.
We entered u few of the finer churches, and were both pleased and
pained by the sight,—pleased to look upon their splendor and their
enormous proportions, but pained to think how the simple religion
of Jesus Christ is corrupted and degraded in these temples built for the
glory of man. It is said that Notre Dame can seat Z0,000 persons,
and I would suppose it to be true; but sure 1 am that not half the
ao,ooo could get a view of the preacher in his pulpit, so numerous are
the columns to obstruct the view, and the deep recesses into which the
people would be crowded. In former times these temples were not
supplied with aeats of any kind, the people being required to stand
or to kneel on the marble floors during the service, and even now
very few fixed seats are found in them; but the church of Notre Dame
is supplied with several thousand small rush-bottomed chairs, rougher
and more unsightly than we usually have in our kitchens at home. I
was astonished that chairs so rude would be allowed an admittance into

bui!dinga where ●ll eke is so splendid.
We ~gretted to leave Paris ss soon as we did: but the necessity of

completing our work in Palestine before the hottest weather sets in for-
Xe a longer stay, and we promised ourselves a more satisfactory visit
on our return. We left there on Friday, March axst, at 8.40 P. M., and
traveled all that night, .%turday, and Saturday night, reaching Piss, our
next stopping-place, before daylight Sunday morning. Our route laY’
through Macon’, Mt-xUne’, the Mont Cenia Tunnel, Turin, and Gen’o&
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We entered the hlpa, and commenced ascending them on Saturday at

8 A.M. In about an hour we began to see snow on the higher mountain-
ridges, and in two houra more we had reached the snow-line and saw
snow on the side of our track. We had also entered the region of the
clouds, which we had previously seen hanging around the sides tif the
highest mountains. As we ascended, the mountains ascended still
faster, stretching themselves higher and, higher above us, until at last,
about eleven o’clock, there burst upon our view, to the right of our
track, a mountain which overwhelined us by the grandeur of its
proportions. Soon after we first entered the mountains I threw my
shawl on the floor and sat down on it in the middle of the car, so
that I could see alternately out of both windows, and I regretted that
I could not see both ways at once. After gazing for a time with
delight upon the grand peaks and ridges, advancing and retreating as
the train moved on, I exclaimed to my companions, This is finer than
Paris ! But when we came in sight of the mountain just mentioned
I said, This is grander than the ocean in a storm; and so it was.
Light, fleecy clouck lsfiilg round it, ‘but it iiiled its craggy ridge high
above them, while fields of snow about its summit whiter than the
clouds gleamed through them, and their white surface was broken and
varied here and there by dark masses of naked rock. A deep, narrow
valley between us and the mountain enabled us to realize the vastness
of its height, and it was near enough to us to make us feel its awful pres-
ence. I kneeled at the window, so as to get an unobstructed view,
and as I gazed upon it, with an admiration I had never felt before
in the presence of any created thing, I could not hold back the tears
from my eyes. I had seen Gbd’s ocean in its fury, and gazed upon it
with a feeling akin to exultation ; but when I saw God’s mountains in
their glory, my heart sank, and melted within me. I know not the
name of that mountain, but when I remember it I seem to be thinking
of a wild, mysterious dream, and not of a reality. Brother Taylor
said that it was worth our trip thus far to see this mountain and some
others almost its equals in grandeur; and we all assented to the remark,

The tunnel through Mont Cenis (pronounced Cc-d), seven miles
in length, is one of the marveis of modern engineering. It took our
train twenty-six minutes to pass through it. We ascended a steep
grade, running S1OW1Y, about half the distance, and descended quite

rapidly the remainder. We had passed through at least a dozen
smaller tunne]s in climbing up to the elevation of the great one, and
after leaving it we passed th~h about twenty in descending to the
elevated plain called Piedmmt’. We reached Turin’, the princi#
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city of Piedmont’, a little after dark, and on our journey thence to
Piss, which was in thenight, we saw nothing of the splendid scenery
through which we passed.

We spent Sunday morning at Piss, and saw its four monuments, as
they are called ,—the Cathedral, the Leaning Tower, the Baptistery,
and the Campo Sante. The Cathedral, enriched with marble and
statuary from ancient Rome and from Egypt, surpasses in the magnifi-
cence of its interior any church that we saw in Paris. The priests and
acolytes were chanting and marching and parading, and people were
coming and praying and looking around at the dumb show, while an
English-speaking attendant took possession of us and led us about every-
where, talking aloud and describing to us every object of interest. I
felt ashamed at first to follow him and listen to him, and I rather
pulled back; but when I saw that the people and the priests all seemed
to think that it was the right way to do, I followed and listened.
Among other things too numerous to mention, he showed us a beauti-
fil marble coffin which contained, according to the Latin inscription
on it, the bones of Gamaliel and Nicodemus, both honored with the
title of sand We smiled at the representation, and the guide smiled.

“We soon discovered that he believed as few of the lies he repeated to

us about the relics of the saints as we did, and that his opinion of the
priests was as unfavorable as our own.

The Campo Santo is at one side of the paved square in which the
Cathedral stands, and is only ‘a few steps distant from the latter. It is
the burial-place of the distinguished men of Piss, none being buried
there except by order of the State. It is an oblong enclosure about
150 by 50 feet, surrounded by a wall 25 or 30 feet high, with no open-
ing in it except one door. Next to this wall, on the inner side, is
a stone pavement about zo feet wide, extending all around, with
a roof above it supported by the outer wall and by a row of stone
p{l}ars at the inner edge of the pavement. The remainder of the
space -is open to the air and is set in grass and flowers. The bodies
are buried under this pavement, and inscriptions cut in the stone mark
“the spots and give brief statements concerning the persons, The soil
‘heath was brought from Jerusalem in the year x200, loading 53
ships, and hence the name Campo Sante, A04 growrd. A large num-

ber of statues grace the enclosing corridor, among which was one
which fascinated us all. It was the statue of a woman whose face was

so carved as to present three different expressions, one in front and
one at each side. Standing in front, the expression was that of incon-
solable distress; standing at her left, it was that of extreme severity;
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and at her right it was that of a sweet and pla~id contentment. We
gazed upon it a long time, amazed at the genius which carved from the
cold marble in a single face so many expressions of human feeling.

The inner face of the surrounding wall is almost covered with
paintings in fresco. We, were struck with three of these,—one

representing the triumph of death, one the judgment, and one
purgatory and hell, They are each about zo feet square, and the

figures on them are nearly as large = life. In depicting the awful
scenes of the judgment day the artist has played a joke on the priests.
While the righteous are rejoicing on the rigl?t hand of the judge, and
the wicked wailing at his left, just between the two is a fat, naked priest,
s:retched out horizontally at full length, with the devil pulling at his
ankles .to drag him to the left, and an angel tugging at his wrists to
pull him to the right. It is left in doubt’which way he will go. A

similar joke is found in the next picture, where the wicked are in hell
and the righteous in . .,
heaven. An angel has
seized a monk by the
hair to drag him out of
heaven, while three
other angels have dashed
across the impassable
gulf to seize a lawyer, a
sculptor, and a poet,
who had been sent as
if by mistake to the bad
place, and bring them
back among the good.

The B~ptistery is a
circular building, about
100 feet in diameter,
and is surmounted by a
dome whose top is 190
feet high. It is built
entirely of marble, and
is richly ornamented on
the outside by sculp-
tured figures “in high re-

THE BAPTIsTERY IN PISA,
lieL It must have been

a gem of architectural beauty when the marble, which is BOWweather-

stained, wss white and fresh. lt takes its name from a baptizing-pool
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within, for the protection and use of which it was constructed. It
stands in the rear of the Cathedral, and about 50 yards distant. When
you enter the massive bronze door you see before you, against the oppo-
site wall, an elaborately-carved marMe pulpit, and in front of this,
reaching nearly to the centre of the building, the baptistery proper. It
stands on the marble floor of the building, its height above the floor,
and its interior depth, being 3% feet, just the depth,of most of our mod.
ern baptisteries. Its external shape is a square, with the corners rounded
like the rounded corners of a I)iano. Its interior would also be a square

but for the fact that each of the four corners is occupied by a small

circular pool, 30 inches in exterior diameter and 18 inches interior,

for the immersion of infants, The depth of these is the same as that
of the main pool.

The remainder of the space, constituting the pool for adults, is
almost in the shape of a cross, and is precisely nine feet each way.
The pool was entered by movable wooden steps, which are not now
preserved. This structure was erected, of course, during the period
in which immersion was the universal practice of the Roman Catholic
Church, except in cases of sick adults and extremely feeble infants ;
and now, since that church has abandoned the primitive practice of
immersion, this building, erected at a cost of hundreds of thousands
of dollars, stands as a maride monument of this apostasy. No use at
all is made of it now; it is preserved merely as a relic of antiquity
and an object of curiosity to strangers. Its construction was corn.

menced in the year xx53, about a century and a half before a ciecree

of council placed sprinkling on a level with immersion in the Roman
Catholic Church. A few yeara iater it would not have been built at
all. Was this not providential ?

Of the Leaning Tower 1 need say but little, its form being made
familiar to school children by the pictures in their geographies. It is
180 feet high, by about 30 in diameter, and it leans 13 feet out
of the perpendicular, It is built with an outer wall of marble about
3 feet thick, and an inner one of freeatone about 30 inches thick.
&tueen these is a space 3 feet wide, occupied by a winding stair.
way of stone steps by which the top is reached. These steps are deeply
worn by the fet of the miliions who have climbed them, and it i:
curiousto note how the worn track passes to the outer end of the stejx
on the lower side of the tower, and to the inner end on the uppel
side, caused by the efforts of the climber to maintain his perpendicular
A chime of five bells hangs in the top of the tower, declaring plain])
that the structure”waa intended ss the bell-tower of the Cathedral, nea
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which it stands. The most frightful place that I have been in during
my entire tour thus far is the top of this tower when I walked around
on the lower side. The people on the square below looked like pig-
mies, and the horses like goats; and I could not shake off the feeling
when I glanced at the receding wall under me that the thing was about
to fall. I stepped lightly lest I should topple it over, and I stepped
back very soon to the upper side.

LETTER 111.

ROME, NAPLES, VESUVIUS, POMPEII.

“ The Niobe of nations I there she standa,
Childless and crownless in her voiceless woe;

An empty urn within her withered hands,
Whose holy dust was scattered long ago.”

THESE lines of Byron, which have clung to my memory from boy-
hood, were more strikingly appropriate when they were written, sixty
years ago, than they are to-day. Rome was then bound hand and foot
by the papal dominion, and shrouded in the darkness of monkish
superstition. Priests, monks, nuns, and beggars were the principal
elements of her population, and her visitors were superstitious devotees .
from every land, who came to kiss the toe of Peter’s image and to bow
down before the Pope. Now, thanks to the vigorous policy of Victor
Emanuel, all the monasteries but one and all the nunneries but one
have been suppressed, and their idle inmates scattered to the four
winds ; the Pope confines himself within his palace; we saw not a
single nun on the streets during our three days’ rambling; we saw but
few priests except some that were visitors from other countries; we
saw fewer beggars than in any other city of Italy; and we seemed to
be in the midst of a people young and free.

Whether the poet’s words are appropriate at all to the present Rome
depends upon the point from which you view the city. If you stand
in the square or in the rear of St. Peter’s; in the library or the gardens
of the Vatican ; if you drive over the Pinct’an Hill, whose leveled sum-
mit—xoo feet above the streets below-is crowned with a beautiful park
of trees and flowers, fountains and statues, and winding ways, where
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thousands of Remans resort on foot and in carriages every evening;
or if you take your stand on the Corso, the most fashionable street in
the city, at five in the afternoon, and see for an hour a continuous line
of carriages driving each way filled with richly dressed persons of either
sex and driven by liveried drivers, while the street for nearly a mile is
lined on both sides with a dense throng who laugh and talk and gaze
upon the passersby, you would say that Rome is anything else than
~~childless and Crowl]lew in her voiceless woe, ” and that to represent

her as holding “ itn empty urn within her withered hands” is the
breadth of the heavens from the truth. Btit when you remember that
the imposing obelisk, 134 feet high, which graces the centre of the
square of St. Peter’s, was stolen from the dead empire of Egypt; that
the marble slabs which cover the greatest of all church buildings within
and without; the marble and granite and porphyty columns which
support her entablature and her domes; the armies of marble statues
which adorn her chapels, which occupy acres of ground in the Vatican,
which adorn every church, every palace, every public square, and
almost every street in the city, were nearly all stolen from the buried
palaces and temples and amphithcatres of ancient Rome; that the gay
Corso itself is but the gilded lid of a deep coffin in which lies the
ancient Flaminian Way many feet below; that many of these elevated
buildings are perched on the ruins of noble palaces, and that many of
these blooming gardens are trenched underneath by half-filled cham-
bers and corridors where walked the emperors and orators and poets
and warriors of ancient Rome, you begin to enter into sympathy with
the poet. And when you leave the Tiber, whose banks, raised to a
higher level, are occupied by modern Rome, and move to the eastward
among the seven hills of the ancient city, where massive ruins, robbed
of their original ornaments, are crumbling on every hand, and masses
of marble in columns and triumphal arches which could not be moved
are blackened by the touch of time, you realize the full force of those
el~uent stanzas in the fourth canto of Chi!de Harold’s Pilgrimage
from which I have quoted four lines.

We spent in Rome Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, the z~th,
zsth, and z6th days of March, making our headquarters at the Anglo-
American Hotel, where English is spoken and the accommodations are
satisfactory. We employed a guide, and a two-horse carriage with a
movable top, our landlord procuring them for us and guaranteeing the
reliability of the guide. We started out every morning at nine, and
returned at from five to six in the afternoon. Our guide was one of
long experier,ce, who has the entire history of Rome, from the days of
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Romulus down, at his tongue’s end, and a cut-and-dried speech which
he delivers with the tone of an orator on every object of interest.
His English is tolerubly good, but when he struck an attitude, lifted
up his hand, and began, “ Now, my dear zhentlemen, you see dat
building behind over alar,”. we had to look at each other and smile.
His name is Philippi Novello. We recommend him to any of our
friends who may visit Rome. By his aid we accomplished more in
three days than we could have done unaided in a month.

Our first excursion led us by the fountain of Trevi (pronounced
Tra’vy), where very copious streams of pure water for the use of the
people burst forth amid colossal statues, and rocks in a natural position.
These waters and those of many other fountains are brought .by_an
aqueduct from the Sabian Hills, 16 miles from the city.

We next passed by the Forum of Trajan, which was brought to light
by digging 20 feet below the present surface of the streets, and in
which stands Trajan’s Column. This column is of marble, J28 feet
high and about 8 feet in diameter. It is sculptured from bottom to

~ top with representations of incidents in the wars of this emperor. His
statue once stood on the top of it, and uncierneath the statue was the
urn containing his ashes, but the priests have long since put a statue
of Peter in its place.

We next came to the Colosseum, the grandest arnphitheatre ever
constructed. The exterior is a vast pile of arches upon arches built
of brick, 165 feet high, intended for the support of the tiers of seats
within, and accommodating the stairways by which spectators gained
admittance to the various compartments of the seats. Over eacl) arch
of the lower story are Roman numerals cut iu the keystone, and cor-
responding to the numbers of the compartments within. The structure
is in the form of an ellipse, al~d its exterior circumference is x828 feet,
more than 600 yards. Within it was cal)able of seating 87,000 spec-
tators, and the area in which the games and combats were performed
is 288 feet by 183, or 96 yards by 61. All this space was sometimes
flooded with water and naval battles were fought to amuse the people ;
but usually it was the scene of combats between gladiators or between
criminals and wild beasts. The original floor of the arena is more
than 20 feet beneath the present surface, but a part of it has been un-
covered, and laborers were at work uncovering more while we were
there. They had brought to light the dens in which the wild beasts
were kept, and the cells of the prisoners and gladiators, and they had
but recently uncovered the grated opening in the floor through which
the bodies of the slain were dropped into a stream below that washed
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them into the Tiber. This spot possesses peculiar interest from the fact
that many of the early Christians here suffered martyrdom by being
cast to the wild beasts, and it is to such a fate that Paul alludes when
he says of his first hearing before Nero, “ The Lord stood by me and
delivered me from the mouth of the lion. ”

Our next ricie was to the museum on the Capitoline Hill, where are
gathered together a vast number of statues and inscribed slabs and
sarcophagi, which have been dug from the ruins of ancient Rome.
Many of these filled us with admiration, as they have thousands of
visitors before. I cannot take space even to name them, but I must
mention at least three objects seen here which took us by surprise, and
which were out of the usual course of things in the collection. One
is a plate of bronze, about four feet long, three wide, and an inch
thick, inscribed with the actual text of the decree of the senate which
conferred imperial power on Vespasian. It was Vespasian’s commission
as emperor, issued in the year 68, I think, of the Christian era. An-
other is an actual map of Rome, carved in ancient time on large slabs
of stone. It is a help to the antiquary in identifying the ruins as they
are uncovered. The third is a colossal statue of Apollo, in fragments,
I was so struck with the vastness of this statue that 1 drew my tape-line
and took some of its measurements. The length of the foot is 6 feet
9 inches. That of the big toe is 21 inches. The circumference of this
toe is 36 inches. The circumference of the arm above the elbow is IO
feet 5 inches, and the entire height of the statue was 40 feet.

In the afternoon we wandered through the golden palace of Nero,
50 of the apartments of which have been opened, while 200 are yet
filled with u’tftkis and unexplored. Titus, through hatred of Nero,
leveled over and filled up this splendid palace, and built magnificent
baths on top of it. Now, after a lapse of 1800 years, only a small
remnant of these baths is left, while the hated palace, from the very
fact that it was covered up to be forgotten, is preserved almost entire,
and its 50 excavated rooms have yielded to modern Rome her finest
stat~lary and many of her most beautiful specimens of art ill marble
and porphyry. It brought a strange feeling over me to realize that I
was walking in the very dwelling of the Ccesar before whom Paul wu
twice arraigned ; the monster who in the year 64 danced and fiddled
while one-third of Rome was burning down ; who cast to wild beasts
and burned alive many hundreds of Christians under the false accusa-
tion that they had caused the fire ; and who built this very palace on
the burnt district. I knew he was a lover of music, but I was surprised
to learn that he was one of Rome’s greatest patrons of sculpture.
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We spent the remainder of our first day studying a marvelous statue

of Moses, by Michael Angelo, and the Pantheon, the best preserved
of all the heathen tem-
ples of ancient Rome. It
is a vast circular building
whose walls are 20 feet
thick and surmounted by
a dome built of concrete
marble. It has only two
openings into it, a vast
door, 14 feet wide and
32 feet high, closed by
shutters of bronze x2
inches thick, and a cir-
cular opening in the top
of the dome 37 feet in
diameter. The latter
opening alone lets in
the 1ight, and also lets
in the rain. Just before

~H~ PANTkr~N.

we entered it had been raining, and a large area of the marble floor
was wet, but the water escapes through holes made in the floor for
tile purpose. It was founded 27 years before Christ, and was dedi-
cated to all the gods of Rome. Since then the popea have rothed
it of its images, and consecrated it to the Virgin Mary and all the
saints. Raphaei’s bones rest beneath its floor, and Victor Emanuel
is buried in a niche cut in its wall, a golden crown and various other
symbols of royalty marking the spot.

On our second day’s excursion we visited, first, the celebrated Tar-
peian Rock, down which criminals were cast in the early history of
Rome. It is now about 40 feet above the surface, and a ‘grotto near
by, entered by a door under a house, shows 30 feet more of its origi-
nal face under ground. We next saw the theatre of Marce!lus; then
the temples of Fortune and Vests, both well preserved anfl curious;
then the baths of Caracalla, the most extensive ruins yet brought to
light in Rome; then the Scala Santa, or holy stairway. This is a

stairwfiy of 28 marbk steps, the very steps up which Jesus climbed when
last brought before Pilate (?), and three of them retain spots of his
blood to the present day ! The Catholic who climbs ti]ese on his
knees and kisses the three spots of blood as he goes receives I cannot
tell how many blessings. We saw six men and five women climbing
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up when we were there. So deeply have the steps been worn by the
climbers that they are now covered over with plank to protect them
from further abrasion.

\Ve next saw the Arch of Titus, the first object which brought us

into direct contact with sacred history. Here stands an arch of
marble spanning the street, erected by Titus to commemorate his
conquest of Jerusalem, in the year 70. Our c~rriage stopped under
it, and to our left, a little above our beads, was a group of sculptured
figures representing Jews carrying the golden candlestick and the golden
table of show-bread, on bars of wood covered with gold. No words
could be written or printed to correspomi more exactly with the de-
scription of these vessels found in the book of Exodus. Here, then,
is a heathen monument, erected by the very man who destroyed the
temple of God, and standing entire after the lapse of more than 1800
years, to attest the accuracy of sacred history.

THE ARCifOF TITWS.

Passing by many other interesting objects visited that afternoon, I
must mention the curious bone-depository of the Capuchin Monks, so
humorously described by hfark Twain in “ Innocents Abroad. ” Five
rooms in the well-lighted basement story of their monastery are fantas-
tically fitte(i up with the dry bol;es of 6000 monks. The walls on

three sides are piled with the larger bones up to the ceiling, the bones
being built together like cord-wood ; and the ceilings are COtTI~Jkkly
frescoed with the smaller bones wrought into as many figures as
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you ever saw in a frescoed ceiling. The middle-aged monk who

showed them to us seemed to take pride in the exhibition.
On the last day we saw four objects of especial interest,—St. Peter’s

Church, which I cannot begin to describe, the Vatican Library, con-
tained in a gorgeous apartment more than 700 yards in length by
about 20 feet in breadth, the Catacombs, and the prison of Paul’s
last confinement, In the library wesaw the Vatican MS. of the OM
and New Testaments, written in the fo’urth century. It is one of the
three most valued MSS. in existence, and we gazed upon it with great
interest. It is in book form, with two columns to the page, and the
pages about the size of those in Worcester’s large dictionary. The
Greek letters are as uniformly made as if they had been printed, and
the parchment is but little defaced by age.

The prison pointed out as that of Paul in his last confinement is
at the foot of the Capitoline Hill, am-i is certainly one of ancient
Roman origin. It is a small chamber cut down into the solid reek,
and it had no opening originally, except a circular hole like a cistern’s
mouth in the top. Paul’s prison, if not this, was like it. It was in
such a place as this that the Second El}istle to Timothy was written ;
and when we stood in it we were not surprised that he asked Timothy
to come before winter and to bring him his cloak that he had left with
Carpus. It was here that Onesiph’orus, when he was in Rome, found
Paul, after searching for him diligently, and here he oft refreshed him.
How heartily my soul responds to the prayer of Paul, “ The Lord
give mercy to the house of Onesiphorus” ! It was here that this great
hero wrote the words, ‘‘ I am not ashamed, for I know whom I have
trusted, and I am persuaded that he is able to keep that which I have
committed to him until that day. ” And here he also wrote, “ I have
fought the good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith. ”

It was a holy privilege to stand in that dim prison, and to realize
that not far from it must have stood that hired house of the first
imlwisonrnent whence were written Colossians, Epheaians, Philemon,
Philippians, and Hebrews, and where, in all probability, the book of
Acts was composed by Luke. I realized that now at lastI had touched
the verge of the Bible lands which I had come to explore, and that
through the remainder of my journey I would be crossing and recross-
ing the track of the great apostle to the Gentiles.

“I’he chief purpose of our call at Naples was to see Mount Voauvius
and the excavated ruins of P~peii. To save time and money we
took the night train from Rome, &d the conductor to let us have a cotn-
partment in the ear to ourselv~ ao disposed ourselves on the long and
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broad seats as to sleep well, and made the trip between eleven o’clock
at night and six the next morning. We stopped in Naples at the
Metropolitan Hotel, where we were annoyed by more little extra
charges than we hid known before.

Our first day in Naples was devoted to the museum, in which we
spent about five hours on our feet, and which we left with aching
limbs. We saw acres of fine paintings and forests of statuary. I have
but little appreciation of paintings, but fine statues fill my eyes and
move my heart; so I gave chief attention to the latter, anti especially
to those which had been dug from the ruins of Pompeii. These con.
stitute the greater portion of the collection and include the finest pieces.
We also examined with surprise and delight innumerable articles of do-
mestic use and personal ornament and many frescoes and mosaics taken
from the houses of the Pompeiians. We were surprised to find their
cooking utensiIs, plates, pans, dishes, jars, jugs, bowls, etc., etc., almost
●xactly like our own in shape, and especially to see plates and pans made
of a tough kind of glass, thin and transparent. Their jewelry also sur-
prised us. Many of their necklaces, bracelets, finger-rings, and ear-drops
arc suitable for use at the present day. One set of fine jewelry was
shown us which was taken entire from a coffin in which it had evidently
been buried on the person of its fair owner, The frescoes, taken from
the walls of rooms by carefully cutting away the plastering on which they
were painted, represent all the varied scenes of life, including even the
sports of children and the worst vices of the abandoned classes; so
that the student who examines the entire collection carefully finds him-

self transported to the midst of the actual life of this ancient city, and
realizes what that life was as he cannot realize it from the pages of his-
tory. The study of these objects was preparatory to our walk through
the city of Pompeii itself, which we took the next day.

It will be remember&1 by our readers that the cities of Pompeii and
Herculaneum were buried by an ?ruptirm of Mount Vesuvius in the
year 79 of our era. They were coverwi, not with lava, which would
have burned every combustible thing to ashes, but with dust and ashes
mingled with stones thrown out by the eruption. The inhabitants were
not burned, but smothered ; and the houses, though partly burned,
were in the main merely covered up. Pompeii was not very {ieelJy over-
laid, the average depth of the deposit being about 30 feet. Fronl a
large part of the city the ashes am-l the dtbri~ of crumbled roofs have

been removed, so that many streets and hundreds of houses can now
be explored.

Near the entrance, which is through one of the ancient gates of the
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city, we found another collection of relics taken from the ruins, and
among them nine petrified human bodies. One of these was a woman

on her face, trying to avoid suffocation by holding her mouth close to
the ground. Another was a man in the same position, supporting him-
self on both of his hands. The body and limbs of another were twisted

about by the writhings of intense torture. A man and a woman, both

on their faces, but with their heads in opposite directions, had fallen so
together that their limbs had petrified in one mass. They were doubt-
less husband and wife, who fell from each other’s embrace when no
longer able to stand, and remained where they fell. Besides these
there were skulls and other bones in a perfect state; a petrified dog
with his collar on; charred loaves of bread, fruit, eggs, and pieces of
clothing; also skeletons of horses, cats, and chickens. Indeed, the

entire life of the city, as the eruption found it at midnight on the
z3d of August, 79, is exhibited in this collection and in that in the
museum of Naples. After examining the collection we walked through
the streets and deserted houses of the city; we studied and measured
some of its heathen tempks; we stood in its tragic theatre, the plan
of which is clearly seen ; we walked through its magnificent amphi-
thentre, which approaches the Colosseum at Rome in extent; we
noticed the wine-jars stiil in position within the wine-shops; we
noticed the deep grooves worn in the stone-paved streets by the
chariot-wheels; we crossed these streets o.tl the large stepping-stones, a
foot in height and two by three feet on top, which are found at nearly
every corner; we walked over fields of wheat and other grain under
which lie.4 still buried a large part of the city ; and we saw two gangs
of laborers engaged in extending the excavations. We saw the evi-
dences of idolatry and of all sin, even to the stone-carved signs in front
of houses of shame, and we were reminded of the sins and the fate
of Sodom and Gomorrah. We were esl)ecially reminded of the fact
mentioned by Josephus, that on the night of Pompeii’s overthrow
Drusilla, who sat beside Felix when he trembled at Paul’s preaching,
was here, and that she perished here, together with her only son by Felix.

We walked through Pompeii in the afternoon, having ascended
Moua t Vesuvius in the forenoon of the same day. Our landlord had
tried to convince US that we could not visit both in one day, and he
laid before us a ,plan by which he woui(i have realized a much larger
profit from us thal] he did ; but by dint of inquiry and the aid of our
gnide-book, we arranged the excursion for ourselves.

Taking the train at 6.I5 A.M. we reached the station at the gate of
Pompeii in about an hour, distance about 14 miles. We had passed
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Vesuvius on the way, our track lying along the Bay of Naples, at the
foot of the mountain. At the station we were supplied with a pony
apiece and a guide. A rapid ride on the ponies to the beginning of
the ascent, about four miles, and then a slow ride as far as the ponies
could climb with us, which is about half-way up the mountain, occu-
pied an hour and a half. During this ride our party was increased by
five Italians of the lazztrroni type, every one of whom took the liberty
of helping himself along by holding to the tail of one of the ponies.
The first one that joined us caught Frank’s pony by the tail. We
regarded him as an interlo.per. The ground was as yet nearly level,
so, to get rid of him, Frank laid whip to his pony and put him to
his speed. We followed after as hard as we could tear, almost splitting
our sides with laughter at the enormous strides of the Italian and the
tight grip with which he held the pony’s tail ; but, after a run of nearly
a mile, we gave it up and let him hang on in peace. He was covered
with sweat and dust when we stopped, and he panted like a hound
after a chase. The other fellows took tail when we were on steep
ground, where we could not give them a run. When we reached the
point where we left the ponies, we found out what these fellows were
after. One of them was to get a fee for holding the ponies, though
he really tied them to some lumps of lava and left them there; and
the other four were after fees for helping us up the cone of the moun-
tain. They had a rude chair at the hitching-place, with poles attached
to it, on which they proposed to carry us up at 25 francs ($5) each.
We had come here to climd this mountain, so we disdainfully declined
the offer. Then they proposed to he] p us up with a rope tied around
the waist, by which they would draw us along. This we also refused;
but as we climbed they followed us, hoping that as we grew fatigued
we would yield to their importunities. I was soon left behind by my
companions, who are all much younger than myself. At every step
in the dark-brown ashes I would slip back nearly half a step, and sink
in four or five inches; so I stopped very frequently to rest, and to
gaze at the magnificent scenery spreading out far and wide beneath

me, Every time I stopped the lazzaroni gathered about me with their
chatter, trying to take forcible possession of me, paying no at+ention
to my constant refusal to accept their services, and robbing me of the
quiet necessary to the enjoyment of the scenery. Finally my patience
was exhausted, and I made signs to the most persistent one that I would

seize him by the shoulders and dash him down the mountain if he did
not leave me. He scowled at me angrily, and they all went away.
There ought to be same way of protecting travelers from this nuisance.
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When I reached the top of the cone I was completely exhausted.

The guide, who was waiting for me about 100 yards away, called to
me to hurry on, that I was in (iauger where I was; but I was too much
worn out to hurry or to be frightened. Just then the mountain gave

an enormous belch, sounding much like the escape of steam from an
engine of tremendous size, and instantly I was enveloped in a thick
sulphurous vapor, which, for a moment, hid every object from my
view except the rocks about my feet. The fine breeze which had
f.lnned us all the v’ay up the mountain soon blew this away, and before
another belch occurred I was around to the windward far enough to
escape the vapor. These belches occur about every five or six minutes.

The guide led us from the southwest side of the crater, where we
first reached it, around to the north side, our path running along the
crater’s verge, but gradually descending. When we reached this point

CRATEROF VESUVIUS,

we found that the north winii, W])ich was blowing, forced the vapor
southward, so that we collld see dOWIIinto the crater, an(l timt by a steep
Intll over hot, re(idisil.brown ashes we could descend into it about
100 feet. We (lid SO, and found out-seives on a mass of black lava,
cooied sl]ficiently to be solid, but still ilot enough to be uncomfortable
to our hands. \Ve walkeci over this a hundred yards or more toward
a central cone, wilich rises ]ike a great chimney in the centre of the

~?
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crater and emits the vapor which we had encountered at first. The
vapor is constantly ascending from the mountain’s top, both day and
night, and it appears from below like a white cloud. At night a bright
glare of red light is seen in this vapor as we gaze upon the mountain
from the city or the plain below. Just at the base of the central cone
there are several orifices through it, like the “ eyes” of a brick-kiln,
out of which flow in a northeastern direction several streams of lava.
We could see them flowing with a white heat near the cone and a red
heat farther away. The solid mass on which we stood approaches so
near the red molten stream that you can walk up, if you choose, and
touch it with your finger, I had picked up a stick of alder as I as-
cended, just ten inches long. I went close enough to hold the end
of this in the melted mass until it burned black, and I am bringing it
home with me as a memento. Our attendant, with a common cane,
worked out some lumps of the melted stuff, and as they were harden-
ing buried a copper coin in the side of each, deep enough to be held
fast. We bring these also as mementoes. We had directed our guide
to bring along a few eggs, and these we cooked in little openings at
the rim of the crater, where steam was escaping through the ashes.
Such jets of steam force their way out at many points hundreds of
feet below the mountain’s top, and we tried their temperature several
times during the ascent.

Mark Twain’s humorous account of the ascent and descent of this
mountain is not an exaggeration. He exaggeratea neither the toil-
someness of the ascent nor the rapidity of the descent. Neither does
he exaggerate the magnificence of the scenery; but this we did not
enjoy to its fullest extent, because in nearing the top, which is 4000
feet above the sea, we passed through some clouds, and these afterward
lay below us and spread out over the country} hiding constantly a part
of the landscape from our view. When we were below the clouds ti]e
view was magnificent, but not so widespread as from the top.

After mounting our ponies on the return, we rode rapidly l)~ck
to the station, the little fellows running down liill with as much ease
as on a level. In one of our runs Frank’s pony fell with him at the
edge of a puddle of water which he was trying to escape, and both
pony and rider were spread out on the roali for a moment ; but !~o

breaks nor bruises resulted, an[i a hearty Iaugl) was the on]y cxpressicm
of our sympathy, We took dinner in the Hotel Pompeii, at the gate

of the buried city, explored the city in the afternoon, took the return
train at 5 P.M., and landed safe at our hotel, tired and hungry, in time
for what the Italians call dinner.
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LETTER IV.

EGYPT.—THE PYRAMIDS.

AT Naples we made the first change io the original plan of our tour.
Finding that we could there take the French steamer which runs
weekly from Marseilles to Alexandria, and reach Alexandria one day
sooner than to go by rail to Brin’disi, and thence by steamer, we made
this change, and thereby secured a pleasanter and cheaper, as well as a
swifter, passage. There was not an officer on board who could speak
English, and only two passengers, but through tile politeness of the
Frenci~ and ti]e free use of signs we got along very weil.

We ieft Napies on Saturday, March z9th, and in sailing away we ilad
a fine view of its beautiful bay, but we concluded that its beauty has
been exaggerated. At the northwestern part of it once stood Pute’oii,
wi]ere Paul landed on his voyage to Rome as a prisoner, and the
thougi~t that he once crossed this sheet of water, gazed on ti~at same
Mount Vesuvius to the soutileast, and saw Pompeii, tilen reposing in
security at its feet, whiie Naples was but an insignificant town, gave the
bay and our passage across it their ci~ief interest in my mind. I iiad
crossed the land-track of Paul in coming from Rome to Napies, and
now I was saiiing aiong the same path tilrougi~ the water by whicil i]e
came in one [iay from Rhegium to Pute’oii, a good south wind fiiiing
i]is saiis. * Nigi~t ciosed in shortiy after we passed out of tile bay.
We expected to be awake next morning in time to see our ship pass
ijetween tile ‘celebrated Scylia and Cimrybdis, and aiso to see Rhegium,
now Reggio. But our si~ip, being iightly laden, made rapi(i time, and
passed both places too soon for tilis. On Snnriay morning, however,
we saw a grand and iofty mountain in tile distance to our rigilt on the
isiami of Siciiy, covered witil snow from its summit one-ti]ird of tile
way down to its base, and rising jllst this distance ai)ove tile neigilbor-
ing mountains. We at once recognize[i it as Mount Etna, the cele-
brated voicano of Siciiy, wi~ose fires i]ave iong been extinguisiled. I
was not i]rei>ared to see it so iofty, nor to see it so extensively covered
witil snow at tile end of March. It is 11,000 feet higil.

Af\er losing sight of Mount Etna, and of the soutiwrn coast of Siciiy
whici~ disai>pearecl aimost as soon, we saw noti~ing more of te-ra ~rvta

● See Acts xxviii.13.
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until Wednesday morning. I arose early that morning and took a seat
at a table in the saloon, expecting to spend at least all the forenoon
in writing, but on rising to close a window, through which the air came
in too cool, I looked toward the horizon and saw land. It was a low-
lying shore, only ~ few feet above the level of the sea. I knew at once
that we were nearing Alexandria, so I put away my portfolio, packed
my valise, and stood on deck till the ship came to anchor in the har-
bor. We had no sooner reached the anchorage than we were sur-
rounded by about twenty Ar’ab boats, each containing four or five boat-
men of various colors and costumes, all crying at the top of their voices
to engage passengers for the shore. Such a pandemonium I had never
witnessed before, but I was prepared for it by the statements of trav-
elers, and I quietly waited to hear some boatman call to me in English.
Finally I heard good English from a dark-skinned Ar’ab, calling the
name of Abbott’s Hotel, the one we had chosen, and in two or three
minutes more he and his assistants had hurried us and our baggage into
his boat, and we were off through the yelling and struggling crowd
toward the custom-house.

So few articles are subject to duty in European and African ports
‘that the examination of baggage is a mere form, and is very carelessly
.executed. At this custom-house we were for the first time asked for
passports, and we had none. I gave the official a letter of introduction
which I bore from Governor McCreary, with his official seal on it, and
with this he allowed Brother Taylor, Frank, and myself to pass.
Brother Earl had an English passport, and was all right.

We spent the afternoon riding about Alexandria, guided by the
dragoman who had met us at the ship. We saw Pompey’s Pillar stand-
ing in a dusty lot near an Egyptian cemetery, and seeming altogether

neglected. It was made familiar to me in my childhood by a story in
one of my school-books about a company of American sailors who once
threw a rope over it by means of a kite, climbed to its summit, and
drank a bowl of punch there, while a gaping crowd looked on from
below. It is correctly represented in our engraving. We saw near the
old and now abandoned harbor the last of the ancient obelisks left
standing near Alexandria. Others have been taken to London, Paris,
and Ron~e,* where we saw thenl, and we regretted that they had not all
been left where they were originally erected, that they might be seen
in their natural associations. We saw the Turkish quarter, the Jewish
—. .—

* And sinceour l-etumanother hx been brought to NewYorkand is to be erected in
Central Park.
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quarter, and other strange quarters of the city, and we encountered
more strange people, strange costumes, strange customs, strange

PoMI%Y’S1’ILL.4R.

tongues, and strange houses than we had ever met with before. AS
we rode along, gaziug with both eyes open at every curious ollject,

the natives all recognized us as Americans, and many of the young
idlers would cdl out such American by-wor(ls as they had picked up.
Some looked at us quizzically and said, “A/l ~J~\rfi~.”

The popl]lation of Alexandria is estin)ate(i at 20C,00C, of Whonl
50,000 are Europerms. A new European town has been built III tile
midst of the old Oriental city, and the important business of thecity
is chiefly in Eurol)e:ln hands.

On Thursday, April sd, at 8;4 A.M., we took the train for Cairo,
and arrived there about noon. Our route lay through the Delta,
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crossing both branches of the Nile, and bringing into view the richest

agricultural district of Egypt.
our first day in Cairo was spent in visiting Heliopolis, the dance of

the Dervishes, the Nilometer, the Coptic convent, and tile oldest

A VIEWIN A1.EXANDRIA.

mosque in the city. Heliopolis, tl)e ancient city of the sun, callml ())]
in Exodus, was the place of residence of josel)h’s flthtr-in-l. iw, I’o[i -
pherah. It is five miles northeast of Cziro. Nofl]lng is lelt (hcrel.mt
mounds of rubbish, the ~<tbn’~of ancient I)uiltlil)gs, :Ind an obelisk
which is probably the oldest one in tl)c wurl[l. It is66 (ect high Jnd

6 feet squareat its base, and it now stantis in I llt[ltt whe:lt-fitld, with
no wall or fence about it to protect it. It lscoveredwitb hltrogl)l)hics

on everv side from bottom to top, ht Innnyof them are hidden by
the dark celis of a swarm of little bees whi(h have taken possession
of it.

‘1’he dance, or rather the whirl, of- tl)e Dervishes is the strangest and
wilde>t exhibition of religlous ianatit.lsn) I have ever wwn. ‘1’hey Llre

a kind of klohammedan monks, and they Ilve at (;airo in a dingy,
tumble-down old convent. At a certain point in their %bbath wor-
ship (Fridav is their Sabbath), they walk out upon a circular sl)ace ill
the middle of the large room surroundefi by a railing, and commence
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whirling like children turning round on their tip-toes ; and they whirl
so fast that their long skirts, shaped like a woman’s dress, stand out
nearly straight. They kept this up, accompanied by screeching music

from a choir in the gallery, for just 25 minutes, with only two intervals
of rest of about one minute each ; yet none of them seemed to be
dizzy, bllt all w~llied without staggering when they were through.

DANCINGDEXVISHU.

In the Copt quarter we were led down into a cellar under a ceiiar,
where was a dirty and rudely constructed place for saying INMS, Jn~!

were shown two recesses in a wall, which looked very muci) like o1,!
bake-ovens with the fronts knocked out, and were told that Joseph sat
in one of these, and Mary in the other, when they were in Egypt with
the infant Jesus. I asked the ignoramus who conducted us what
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Joseph it was, and what Mary; and he puzzled his brain not a Iitt]e
in trying to make me understand who they were. In approaching this
place we very unexpectedly encountered an illustration of a familiar
Bible scene. We heard a]oud wailing from women in a house, and

asked our guide whet it meant. He said it was the wailing for the dead;
that for 40 days after the death of a person the neighbor-women come
to mourn with the family, and there is a loud wailing every time one

. of them comes in, On the same day, while walking through some pri-
vate grounds to see the Nilometer, I heard a grinding noise, and, looking
into a dark passage in the house, I saw a woman seated on the ground
beside two small mill-stones, turning the upper one by a wooden pin
let into the top of it. Again was a familiar Scripture scene brought
unexpectedly before me in the land of Israel’s bondage.

The Nilometer is nothing more than a square stone pillar marked
with figures to show the rise and fail of the water. It stands in an
excavation near the river, walled with stone, and connected with the
river by an underground passage. As we stood between this and the
river, next to a perpendicular wall which at this point constitutes the
river’s bank, our guide pointed us to the place on the opposite bank
where Moses was picked up out of the bulrushes. We saw no rushes
there or anywhere else on the Nile, though we saw many on the Suez
Canal; but we were satisfied that if the spot pointed out is not the one,
it is not many miles from it, The great city of Memphis, in which
the Pharaohs then resided, was situated a short distance above, and it
is highly improbable that the place where Phai aoh’s daughter went to
wash at the river’s brink was far from the city. Of course this requires
us to sUJ>posethat the parents of Moses tlien lived near here, and not
in the land of Goshen ; hut in this there is no improbability.

Our second day in Cairo was devoted entirely to the Pyramids of
Gizeh (pronounced G.#zer), so called because the district in which they
are situated has this name. In going thither we crossed the Nile on a
magnificent bridge, as massive and handsome as the London Bridge
across the Thames, and much longer; then we rode up the river about
two miles; then in a straight line nearly due west for six miles, the
pyramids being eight miles from Cairo. The entire ride is over an

elevated road about 40 feet wide, smoothly macadamized, and com-
pletely shaded in most parts by rows of trees standing on both sides
and meeting overhead in the middle. We rode out in an open
carriage, with the thermometer about 70°, and all agreed that it was
the most pleasant ride we had enjoyed since we left home, The travel-
ing public must thank the present Khedive of Egypt for this road
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and these trees, and also for a very comfortable stone house at the
foot of the great pyramid in which to rest and take lunch. These
trees were planted and are kept alive at great expense. As it never
rains in Egypt, and the shade-trees will not grow without water, they
are irrigated regwlarly by the use of a vast quantity of water.

Within a few minutes after alighting from our carriage, I was climlber-
ing up the great pyramid, with two Ar’abs climbing before me and pulling
my hands, while a third pushed me behind, and a fourth carried my field-
glass and umbrella. Notwithstanding all this help, I stopped two or
three times to rest and to look ahout me. With a tape-line I measured
many of the courses of stone, and found that they vary much in thick-
ness. %me are but two feet thick, and some more than three feet. I
measwred individual stones that were four feet thick, and one that was
six feet. The stones of the latter two sizes, however, usually run
thrcmgll two courses perpendicular, like a brick of double thickness
with two of ordinary thickness by its sitle. When we reachetl the
top we took seats on the stones, and remained more lhan an hour,
surveying the wi(lespread landscape and conversing, ,as well as a dozen
babbi ing .%r’al)s would let US, on the various topics which it suggested.

To the west of us, aod stretching as far as the eye could reach, was the
great Libyan Desert, with its ocean of yellow sami, as bare of vegeta-
tion as the I)ulrn of your hand. To tl]e east, beginning within a few
steps of the I}yrwnltl’s Iktse, was the green valley of the Nile, growing
n.lrrow as it stretclmd uway to the sootl], al)d slweading out like a fan
M it stretched islullb~ the Delta to the nortl~. F.wther east, this green
anti bewltl[ui belt is Iiniittid by the ro~.ky cliff east of the ,Nile, which
riws WI)to the 1~.ikc~ldesert stretching away to the Reti Sea. Many
trlwlls, vill.lges, I]aiaues, l)~lin-groves , Jt)d yellow fields of ripening
grciin diversifitxi the view along the plait]. Tlie valley west of the river
is troln sevcw to eight miles wide, an[l is terminated westward by a
lillw~tone cliff almlt too feet high, wilich rises to the level of the
(It,sert. ‘lI)c great Pyramid of Cheeps stal]{[s on the edge of this Muff,
LIuewest of’ Cairo, and (or a ciistance of’ 12 or 15 miles to the south of
it t)th~r pyramitis$ at irregular intervais, mark the line of the same bluff,
while tile solili rock of its eastern face is honey cotnl.se(i with rock-hewn
selmlcl~res for stowing away the mummies of human beings, cats, ami
sacred bulls. All of this space was necessary to bury the dead of the
a]icient city of Mclnphis, the city of the Pharaoh,s, of Joseph, and or
Moses. In the valley between the bluff and the river lie the crumbled
ruins of that great city, with here ●nd there a broken statue or column
half buried in the earth to tell the ~rnful story of its desolation.
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The Bed’awin Ar;abs who dwell near the pyramid are allowed the

privilege of assisting travelers to ascend it, and of guiding them about
its vicinity. They are full of curiosity, and very quick-witted. When
I laid my pocket-compass down to get the bearings of the pyramid,
they watched the needle how it wou/d point one way and dance back
to it when disturbed, and they cried out, “ Good, very good !“ Whet)
they heard me call out to my companions the number of feet, as I
measured the top of the pyramid, they were pttzzle(l to know what I
meant by feet, and they held out their own feet in ail manner of posi-
tions to get an explanation. I tried to explain, but mirde a failure.
When at last I wound the tape r:lpidly into its case an(i put it it) my
pocket, they laughed with delight, anti said, “ Very god, Mericat]
man ! Yankee Doodle ! hurrah !“ They had all heard of Miirk
Twain. When his name was mentione{i, one of them sai~l, “ Mark
Twain like de debbil !“ I askefl, “ What do you mean by that ?“
But I could get no explanation from him. One of tllel)~ i)roposed, as
USUJI,to run down the great pyrumid, On which we stood, across tl~e
intervening space of about zoo yar(ls, and up to the top of the seuund
pyramid, in 10 minutes, for a franc. We gave him the money, au(i he
performed the feat, bringing back to me a piece of the cemel~t wl)ich
originally encased that l~yramiff, an~i much of which still cli]lgs to its
sides. When thus encased its exterior was as smooth as a plastered
wall. The great pyramid was encased with polished granite.

After satisfying ourselves with tile outside of the I)yranlid we de-
scended, took our l(tnch, walked about the Spl)inx and the surrmmdil)g
tombs for a couple of hours, and then spent two hours al]d a lt.ilf
exploring and measuring the interior of the pyramid, Our WO1k
within the passages and chambers was very fatiguiug. Tile etllr:lnce
passage iS just 3 feet 9 inches wiiie and z feet I I iuches high, lllmS-
uring at a right angle to the floor. Of course we had to el~ter ill a
stouping poslure, anti the al)gle of dest ent is 26° 41’. Moreover, tile
floor is of white marble smoothly polished, and our only n)mie of
descent wouhi be to slide down am-l butt our brains out at the bottom,
or to have a rope tied at the outside, to which we could hold as we

descended, but for the fact that notches have been chiseled in the floor
at irregular intervals to furnish a foot-rest. These are so rudely cut,

though, that our boots were constantly slipping on them, and but for
the help of the Afabs, whose bare feet seemed to stick to the stone ~
if they were glued to it, we would at last have dropped into the sliding
method above mentioned. With two Ar’abs to help each of us, and
one apiece to hold a candle before us, we managed to get along with-
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out breaks or bruises; but to take accurate measurements under these
circunlstances required some patience and much straining of our
muscles.

The mooth of this entrance passage is on the northern side of the
p~ramitl, about midway between its eastern and western corners, and 48
feet ]wr}wndicular shove its base. Measuring from the beginning of
[Ilc Ilurljlc il,wr, we descended 88 feet 4 inches to a pile of sand which

II:ISaccumulated at the point where this passage meets with the first
lllIwar(l ]ussage, anti which ])revented us from completing the nleasure-
ment witl~ accuracy. Below this pile of s.md, which has been Mown
in by the winter wilds, the passage continues in lhe same direction as
betore, until it reaches a chamber 101 feet below the natural surface of
the rx~ckon which the pyramid stan(ls. l’his lower part of the shaft
is stolq~ed up and covered with the pile of sand just mentioned, so we
could not explore it. “Ihc pile of sand not only prevented us froln com-
pleting the measurement of the entrance passage with accuracy, but islso
came S(J tlear choking up the passage that we had to stool) our iowest,
and snuff up a considerable quantity of dust that smelt like anything else
th:ln cologne, in ortier to ]xiss over it. \Vc measured, however, the

horizoutid surfiwe of the s.in[l, and, accor(lil]g to tlw best estimate we
could makt, the length of tlm floor of the descending passage to the
point wlme the fiwlr of the ascending passage begins is 96 feet. It
was originally more than this, for several feet, and perhaps yards, of the
exterior face of the pyralniLi have been rel~oved. Here I note the
first serious inaccuracy of the measurements given in the little book of
Mr. Seiss called “ Miracle in Stone. ” He gives the length of this
chomber ~p;lge 84) as 1000 inches, which eqoals 83 feet 4 inches. I am
cert~in that it is several yards longer than this.

We had now k.centied witi]in a few feet of the natural rock. From
this i)oint we began to climb upward at shout the same angle hy wilich
we lmi LIescencied, still going toward the centre of the ]Jyranlid ;
but the first 15 feet of the original passage upward is blocked up by
nwses of grmite, and a rough passage has been cut around these to
the right througi~ the soft limestone of wi~ici) the pyramid is mainly
built, These granite Mocks were probabiy placed here by the original
buiiders to keep out intruders. The passage forced open around them
is very difficult to ascend, and still more so to descend. We had to
have help both ways, anti in coming down an Ar’ab stood below me, took
me on his shoulder, and swung me down and around the most danger-
ous point. This made me nervous; for if i~is feet had siipped, broken
bones would i~ave been the certain result.
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From this granite obstruction the passage upward, now only 3 feet
5 inches wide, extends x10 feet to what is called the grand gallery.
If our estimate of 15 feet for the obstructed part is correct (we could
not measure it accurately), the entire length of this part of the passage
is x25 feet. The figures quoted by Mr. Seiss (page 84) make it 1542
inches, or 128 feet 6 inches, and are probably more nearly correct
than ours.

When we reach what is called the grand gallery, the ceiling of the
passage suddenly rises to 28 feet in height, and, while the width of the
floor remains the same as below, at an elevation of zo inches above the
floor the passages widen zo inches on each side, making the entire
width of this part 6 feet 9 inches. The entire length of the floor of
this g dlery is x5 K feet 4 inches according to our measurement, 155
feet according to Baedeker’s Guide-Book, and 156 feet 10 inches ac-
cording to Mr. Seiss. We measured with care, but we may possibly
have made a slight mistake.

Just at the lower end of this gallery or hall, and at the right hand
as we ascend, is a rough opening in its side where we see the mouth of
what is called the well. This is a circular passage about 30 inches in
diameter descending in a crooked line to the vicinity of the under-
ground chamber mentioned above. Several of the Ar’abs proposed to
go down this for us, candle in hand, for a fee of a franc, and they had
a loud quarrel as to which one should go. One of them had alremiy
crawled into it far enough to keep the others back ; so I decidtxi in his
favor, and he went down about 40 feet to a sharp angle, beyond
which he would be invisible to US. There I told him he might stop,
though he proposed to go farther. I was afraid the fellow would fall
and break his bones, for he descended by straddling his feet across the
passage and resting them on little protuberances from which anybody’s
feet but an Ar’ab’s would have sliplwd. The purpose of this well is not
known. Some suppose that it was dug upward from the passage below
by persons who were seeking for treasures in the pyramid and hail
found Lheir way into the lower passage, but not into the r.rpl)er.
The floor is here level, anti we entered the passage leading to what is
called the Queen’s Churnber. The width of this passage is 3 feet 5
inches all the way, and its height, for 106 feet 7 inches, is 3 fetit 10}j
inches; but at the end of this distance the floor drops 21 inches,
making the height from floor to ceiling the remainder of the way 5

feet 7>i inches. Here we could stand nearly erect, and the length of
this higher part is 18 feet I inch. Thus the entire length of the hori-
zontal passage leading to the Queen’s Chamber is x24 feet 8 inches.
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This chamber is 18 feet ro inches long and 17 feet I inch wide. Its
ceiling is formed of slabs of stone with their lower ends resting on the
walls and their upper ends propped against each other, like the two parts
of a roof, thus forming a kind of pointed arch. From the floor to the

point of this arch is said to be 20 feet 4 inches. We had no means of
measuring it. This chamber is entirely empty, but, strange to say, its

walls are incrusted in places with a thin deposit of salt, some of which
we collected to bring home with us.

Returning from the Queen’s Chamber to the grand gallery, we con-
tinued our ascent until we reached a horizontal passage leading into
the King’s Chamber, the central and most important opening in the
entire pyramid. We had now reached a perpendicular height of 139~
feet. The horizontal passage through which we reached the chamber
is 24 feet 10 inches long, measuring along its level floor, 3 feet 5
inches wide, and 3% feet high.

When we entered the King’s Chamber, our Ar’abs, whose noise hd
already been very annoying, set up such a babel of loud talking to us
and loud quarreling with one another that we could have no conversa-
tion. Every one wanted to magnify his own importance by telling us
what we already knew, and he was equally anxious to push his neigh-
bor into the background so as to get all the &cks/zlsZ to himself. I
tindly succeeded, by yelling louder than all of them together, in bring-
ing them to silence and in posting four of the candle-bearers near the
four corners, while the fifth candle was held near us to throw light on
our measurements. We first measured the coffer or stone coffin, which
stands near the western end of the room and is the only movable ob-
ject in the chamber. We found its inside measurement exactly 6 feet
6 inches in length, 2 feet 2% inches in width, and 2 feet 8 inches in
depth . These figures show that its interior cubical capacity is exactly
66.144 inches ; whereas Mr. Seiss, in making it appear that its capacity
is the same as that of the ark of the covenant made by Moses, repre-

sents it as 71.250 inches. This is one of the emphatic points which
he makes in his argument, and I an] snre that jn it he is mistaken. He
also affirms that this coffer cou]d not possibly have been brought into
the pyramid after the latter wzs bui It, and from this draws the infer-
ence that it was not intended for a coffin. The inference would be by
no means logical if its premises were granted ; for it is obvious that if
the pyramid WaS inten{led zs a monumental tomb of the king who

built it, his COfiII might have been put in position while the work was

going on. But it is not at all certain that the coffer was not brought
in through the present entrance passages. Its external width is exactly
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3 feet 3 inches, and the narrowest part of the passage is 3 feet 5 inches.
Its height is exactly 3 feet 4 inches, and the lowest part of the entrance

passage is 3 feet 6)4 inches. Consequently it could have been slid
along the smooth straight floor anti between the straight sides of the
passages all the way from the outside to its present position.

The King’s Chamber is 34 feet 5% inches long from east to west,
and 17 feet 3 inches wide, the length being almost exactly double the
width. Its ceiling is flat, and is covered by IO slabs of stone, which
reach entirely across the width of the chamber. If we allow about 18
inches at each end of these stones for them to lap on the wall, they
are ao feet long, and their width is just 46 inches each. These stones,
however thick they may be, could scarcely support the mass of rock
piled above them, consequently several openings called construction-
chwnbers are found above them, with the masonry so arranged as to
furnish the proper support. It is difficult and dangerous, without a
supply of ropes and ladders, to climb up into these, and, as there is no
particular interest connected with them, we dici not attempt it.

I was disappointed in regard to the exte~nal condition and appear-
ance of this pyramid, I had been led to think that it was built of the
hardest and most durable limestone, but in fact the stone is of the
most perishable kind, some of the Mocks almost as soft as soal~stone,
and many of them very porous, Evidently the builder depended on
the outside casing of granite, which once covered it, for its preservation,
and since that was taken away a very rapid (iisil]tegration has been
going on, The extent of this is best zppreciateci by standing at the
points of the original corner-stones, wi]ich were discovered and UtNXW-
ered some years ago by Professor Piazzi %nith, of Edinburgh, and
ubserving that at least 15 feet in depth of the entire original surfoce
has been taken away on every sitie. A large portion of this has been
removed in order to i~uild the city of Cairo, but an immense portion
of it now lies at the base of the pyramid in the form of heaps of
broken and crumbled stone, rising ~o or 50 feet high along the pyra-
mid’s side. The khedive has macadamized the turnpike to Cairo from
these heaps, yet we can scarcely miss what he has t:lken away.
There is enough left, I suppose, to make xoo miles or more of douMe-
track turnpike.

I found it difficult to realize the vastness of the pyramid. It was not
until I stood close to its base and looked up that it appeared what it
real 1y is, —the loftiest structure on earth built by human hands. ‘Me
highest cathedral-tower in the world is that at Strasbourg, which is 473
feet, while the pyramid was originally 483 feet. And it was not until
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I had walked along the entire length of its western side under a scorch-

ing afternoon sun, the thermometer in the shade standing at 93°, that
I realized the almost incredible fact that this huge mass of masonry
covers 13 acres of ground. Like all well-proportioned structures of
great size, it appears to the eye smaller than it is.

lhe theory-first advanced by Professor Piazzi Smith, of Edinburgh,
who spent one entire winter at the pyramid, and made known in the
Ulli[ed States through the small volume by Mr. Seiss, of Philadelphia,
which I have mentioned above—that this vast pile of masonry was con-
structed by the guide of inspiration, that the measurements about it
and within it show a miraculous knowledge of astronomy and an in-
sight into the future, and that all the other pyramids, which are con-
fessedly tombs of kings, were built in a mistaken imitation of this, is
rejected by the antiquarians of Europe as altogether visionary. The
reader of “ Miracle in Stone” will himself see the visionary character
of the tileory if i~e wiil observe how frequently the figures in the
mathematical calculations work out the desired results oniy by “ si>lit.
ting tile difference” where discrepancies occur, anti how frequently
coincidences readily accounted for on otiler sulq)ositions are taken as
positive proofs of a given design. The pyramitl shows no more skill
in arcilitecture and no more knowledge of science tilan is known to
h~ve been possessed by the ancient Egyptians.

We spenk of tkc pyramid because, in comparison witil the one which
we h~ve described (called the Pyramid of Cheeps), the others, of which
there are about twenty, are scarcely worthy of mention, thougil they
would still be entitled to a place among the Seven Wonders of tile ancient
wor](i if ti]eir great companion were taken away, The second pyra-
mid of the group of ti~ree at Gizeh is but little inferior in size to the
first, but all the others are greatly inferior to it.

It is expected of every traveier who visits the pyramids ti]at he wiil
give a fee of two or ti]ree francs to the sheikh of the Bed’awin village
near by, an[i this is professedly all tilat is demanded for the services of
his men. But your individual attendants use honeyed words to you
and press officious attentions upon you from the moment tiley get pos-
session of you, in the hope of a special fee to each. As I ciimbed the
pyramid one of tilem, whom they calleri “ the doctor, ” seized the
calves of my iegs whenever I sat down, and rubbed them to keep them
from aching tile next day. I ilad to fairiy kick the doctor away from me
before I could rid myself of the annoyance. When I was coming out
of tile interior passages they began to importune me ,for hckddd, in-
sisting ti~at I should give it then and there, so that tile sheikh wouid
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not know it,— “ For, ” said they, ‘, if he k,, ows jt he will take it from

us. ” I ~old them they must wait till I was through with them, and
that I would not give them anything at all unless they quit begging for
it. Finally, when we started for our cw-rioge we were surrounded with
a perfect bedlam. We had given them all extra fees, but they clamoted
loudly for more, pulled at our arms and skirts, stood in our way, atld
seemed determined not to let us move until we emptied our purses. It
was not until I clubbed my umbrella and began to swing it viulently
around me that they dodged back and gave me room to breathe and
move. And when we were seated at last in our carriage they still
crowded around, holding the wheels with one hand and stretching out
the other for buckshtsh’, until our driver laid whip to his horses and

dashed away. Such is the common experience of visitors to the pyra-
mids, and such it will continue to be until the Turkish authorities learn
something about police regulations such as are established in the better-
governed nations of Europe.

LETTER V.

EGYPT: THE SPHINX, TIIE TOhlBS, AND THE RED SEA.

DURING our visit to the pyramids we saw some of the wonders of
ancient Egypt which I omitted from my last letter. Foremost among
these is the celebrated Sphl nx. As our readers are aware, this enor-
mous piece of sculpture has the body of a lion, reclining, and the
head of a man. Its entire height, from the pavement on which the
forelegs of the lion are stretched out to the crown of the head, is 66
feet. The breadth of the face is 13 feet 8 inches, and the width of the
mouth is 7 feet 7 inches, —a tolerably large mouth. The neck is dispro-

portionately large, being 67 feet in circuit. The width across the front
of the breast is 37 feet, me~ured along the surface of the sand which
always covers the olltstretched ]egs except when it is freshly dug away.
Sand is constantly drifting in from the desert, covering all the face of
the cliff and encroaching on the valley of the Nile. The length of the
lion’s back, measured from the back of the neck to the haunches, is
123 fee~, while its width in the middle is 27 feet, and across the
haunches 5x feet. This enormous figure is a part of the cliff on which
it stands, and it was formed by cutting away the rock from around it
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and leaving it as it is, and where it will remain, unless destroyed by
the hand of man, until the pyramid shall have crumbled into dust and
the earth itself shall pass away. Its original design and the date of

its formation are alike unknown, though they are the subject of many
conjectures. Its face is toward the east, and it gazes with a steady eye

from age to age toward the rising sun. lts features are greatly muti-
lated, but they still retain an expression of amiability, and the peculiar
curve of the lips is suggestive of a smile, The cut which we give below

is correct, except that it fails to give the true expression.

‘lNE SPHINX.

Near the Sphinx, a short distance to the southeast, the sand has been
dug away from a curious and massive structure whose original design
is as gre~t a puzzle as that of the Sphinx itself. It appears, as we ap-
proach it, somewhat like a deep and very large cellar from which the
house above has been removed. Square columns of finely-polished
red granite, 4 feet square and I z high, arranged in rows which corre-
spond to the walls of large rooms, with passagm between, support
blocks of the same material almost as large and long enough to reach
from column to column. Whether a superstructure ever stood above
this, and: if so what kind of building it was, is unknown, and not a
vestige of such a structure is visible. It is called the Granite Temple.

The space all about the pyramids, including many acres, is excavated
into sepulchres and catacombs, some of the latter two and three stories

28
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deep, and many of these retain on their walls sculptured figures of
beasts and birds, and of men engaged in all manner of agricultural and

seafaring pursuits. Broken pieces of mummy-skulls and other bones,
together with the cloth wrappings which have been torn from them,
lie scattered around where they have been thrown by the searchers after
relics. How little the ancient Egyptians imagined, when they were
devoting uncounted wealth and enormous labor to the embalming of
their dead and the construction of these burial-chambers in the solid
rock, that the sleeping bdies would thus be dragged out of their
tombs, dismembered, carried to distant lands as curiosities, or scattered
about the ground like common dust ! But such is the vanity of
human hopes and the emptiness of man’s grandest achievements when
misdirected.

Our day at the pyramids was Saturday, and consequently the next
day was a day of rest. We needed it, for our limbs were stiff and sore
from Saturday’s excursion. We attended public worship at the Amer-
ican Mission, the only Protestant preaching-station in the city, and
heard an edifying sermon in English by Dr. Lansing, the chief n~is-
sionary. The audience was small, only about two dozen persons
being present; but the audience at the Arabic service, which was con-
cluded just as .we reached the place, numbered probably 200 persons.
The mission belongs to the Reformed Presbyterian Church. It owns
a large building in the most elegant part of the city, corftaining a
chapel, school-rooms for a large school, and apartments for a family.
There is also, in another part uf the city, an English mission-school, in
which 300 boys and 200 girls of the native population receive instruc-
tion in Arabic, French, and English, and use the New Testament as a
text-book for reading. A large portion of the Mohammedarl popula-

tion of the city is being leavened by the influence of these missionary
labors, and the results will be wi{iesprcading in the future.

We spent the remainder of the Lord’s day in our Iiotel, the “ Grand
New Hotel, ” and I must say to its credit that it furnished us the most
pleasant apartments, the most attentive service, and the best-supplied
table that we had enjoyed in all of our travels thus far. It is new, as

its name imports, and it is really “ grand. ” It is built of beautifully-
colored limestone, three stories high, with an arcade veranda of stone
across the entire front of every story. The rooms are airy and well
furnished, and a broad yard in front is filled with beautiful trees and
shrubbery, among them a number of splendid bananas. Across the

street, which is wide and clean, is a beautiful park of about 20 acre%

with clean walks winding among shade-trees and rustic build ,ngs, and
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there a brass band furnishes excellent music every evening. The park
is brilliantly lighted with gas, and crowds of well-dressed and orderly
people resort to it every evening to promenade, drink wine, and sit
in the cool air, Lest any should think strange of such scenes in an

Oriental city, I must remark that while old Cairo is as Oriental as Da-
mascus itself, there is a new European Cairo which has sprung up since
the Crimean war in the midst of the old city. The influence which
France and England acquired over Turkey during that war has been
pushed to the utmost, and now the most lucrative lines of trade and
finance in all the great cities of the empire are in the hands of capital-
ists and adventurers from those two countries, and from Italy, Ger-
many, and Austria, The population of Cairo is estimated at 400,000

souls, of whom 20,000 are Europeans. There are also 7000 Jewish

inhabitants, and some negroes, Beci’awins, Syrians, Persians, and Indi-
ans. One who travels for mere pleasure and curiosity might spend an
entire month there without being wearied with seeing objects of inter-
est belonging to almost every period of the world’s history. I cannot
take time to even mention a tithe of them.

On Monday we made an excursion to the necropolis of Sakkar’a,
the southern extremity of the line of sepulchres and pyramids back of
ancient Memphis, and about x2 miles south of the Pyramids of Gizeh.
We crossed the Nile again on the new bridge and drove to the station
of the Up~er Egypt Railroad, which runs up the western bank of the
Nile, taking with us a guide, a lot of candles, and a lunch. We went
about eight miles by rail to a station called Bedrashen’, whence we rode
on donkeys about five miles. This was my first experience in donkey-
riding. My donkky was named Abdaliah, and the donkey-boy was
Mohammed. From this boy I received my first lesson in Arabic.
When I mounted the donkey started, and I drew up the reins and said
46lf+~!’* The boy looked at me, shook his head and said, “ English
wo J Ar’ab $he-e.e. ‘‘ So after that, when I wished the donkey to stop,
I said she-c-c, and he obeyed me.

Our ride took us over a part of the site of ancient Memphis and
through a grove of date-palms, which extends five or six miles along
the railway track and is two or three miles wide. It was the first
native grove of this tree through which I had passed.

Among other relics of the old city of the Pharaohs we saw a muti-
lated colossal statue of Rameses II., called by the Greeks Seaostris.
When erected it was 42 feet in height, but it is now prostrate on its face
in an excavation five or six feet deep, which was made in uncovering it,
and which was partly filled with stagnant water when we saw it. It
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was discovered in 1820 and presented to the British Museum, but,
owing to the difficulty of transporting it, it has never been removed..
The features, like those of the Sphinx, have a very mild and amiable
expression.

But what interested us the most on this day’s excursion was the Sera.
pe’um, or the aeprdchre of the sacred bulls. It will be remembered
that the ancient Egyptians worshiped their god Apis under the image
of a white bull, and that one was kept continually in the temple of
that god. When he died he was embalmed and buried like a king.
Their sepulchres consist of a series of chambers with a passage between
them, all excavated in the solid rock of the cliff many feet below the
surface. The entrance to them was completely hidden by sand which
had drifted over it, until it was excavated a few years ago by M.
Mariette, a French archeologist, who built a house in the vicinity and
spent several winters there, with his family, engaged in researches into
the antiquities of that part of Egypt. It is now entered through a
perpendicular doorway closed by a wooden shutter. Candles in hand,
we -d through this door, and found ourselves in a long passage,
about xz feet wide and the same in height, with solid rock for its floor,
kidea, and ceiling. As we advanced we saw chambers on the right and
the left, each about I z feet wide and 15 feet deep, the side next to the

P-ge being entirely open and rock partitions about 3 feet thick left
between them. These are occupied by the sarcophagi of the bulls,
of which 23 still remain in their places. The sarcophagi vary a little
in size, but they are all of smoothly-polished granite, and some of
them are carved on the end with elaborate inscriptions. We measured
one of the handsomest, and found its dimensions as follows: Exterior
length, x2 feet 5 inches; exterior width, 7 feet 6% inches; exterior
height, 7 feet 9 inches; thickness of lid, 3 feet 2 inches; entire height,
with lid on, 10 feet I x inches.

The lids of all of them but one were slid to one side, and the contents
all gone, when first discovered. Timt one still contained the mummy
of a bull.* The interior dimensions of the one I measured-showing
the space chiseled out for the mummy of the bull—was 10 feet 2 inc}l=
long, 4 feet 10 inches wide, and 5 feet 6 inches deep.

About midway the length of the wage we found a sarcophagus

which was being moved to its chamber, but for some reason was left
there, almost blocking up tl]e pass-way, At the end of this passage there

u another, which runs at a right angle to it a few yards and leads into

● &&ker, 374.
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another passage exactly like the first, and parallel to it. This latter
passage has also its chambers like the first, I I of which are occupied,
and it brings us back even with the place of entrance, so that a narrow
cross-passage from it leads us again to the front-door.

After examining these curious relics of ancient heathenism, and see-
ing some other remarkable tombs and many pyramids, we returned by
a lively ride on our donkeys to the railway station. The donkey-boys
followed us, and did their driving very well, except that whenever we
rode slow they would gather in a bunch to talk and get so far behind
that we had to call them when we wanted to ride faster. Our gaits
were only two, a walk and a canter. When I dismounted at the station

I had the curiosity to measure my donkey, and I found him just three
feet four inches high, On another occasion I tried the weight of one.
By putting one hand under his neck and the other under his girth, I
lifted his fore-feet from the ground without difficulty. A stout man
could shoulder one of them, and I have often seen a man riding one
when I thought it would be a fairer thing for the man to carry the
donkey.

While we were waiting at the railway station I took time to notice
particularly the kind of cross-ties which they use in Egyptian railways.
They are not of wood, for there is no timber in Egypt suitable for the
purpose. They are merely iron bars with their ends resting on in-
verted “ wash-bowls, ” as Brother Taylor called them. These are bowl-
shaped castings about two feet in diameter, which, laid down bottom
upward on the sand, will not sink under the weight of the train. The
iron cross-ties are fastened on these by projecting tips made in the cast-
ings for the purpose, and the track thus constructed seems to answer
every purpose. If wooden cross-ties were a necessity in Egypt, the cost
of her railroads would be enormous; as it is, they are built at very little
expense. The grading on that level and sandy surface costs but little.

We left Cairo on Tuesday, April 8th, by rail for Suez. The route is
aIong the road to Alexandria for some distance; then itturns to the
northeast and goes direct to Ismailf’a, midway the Suez Canal; thence
down the western bank of that canal, a little east of south, to Suez.
The first part of the route is through the richest portion of Egypt,
where grain and cotton are produced in great quantities, and by meth-
ods of cultivation similar to those in Palestine, except that everything
is here produced by irrigation. Where irrigation is employed, Egypt
is green and beautiful the year round; but where it stops, on the very
next foot of earth the bare desert of yellow sand begins. The Nile is
the single source of water for irrigation, and, consequently, but for
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that river, and especially for its annual overflow, the entire country
would be a desert like the Sahara. The overflow fills canals and reser-
voirs, and also saturates the earth with water, so that shallow wells may
be dug in many places in the midst of the fields which are irrigated
from them. Men may be seen everywhere dipping water by rudely-
constructed “sweeps,” and sending it through little mud channels to
the spots which need it. Water-wheels worked by cattle and donkeys
are also common throughout the country.

The distance from Cairo to Ismaili’a by rail is 99% miles, and

thence to Suez53 miles. A canal runs parallel, or nearly so, with the
railroad all the way, intended to supply the engines with water, to
irrigate fields by the way, and to furnish fresh water to the towns of
Ismaili’a and Suez. It was dug while the Suez Canal was in course of
construction, and previous to its opening 1600 camels were constantly
employed carrying water for the 20,000 laborers who were employed
on that stupendous work. The canal is 153 miles long, and it conveys
a stream of water 26 feet wide and 7 feet deep. We ran over the dis-
tance in seven hours, reaching Snez at 6 P.M. ‘1’his town now claims
a population of 14,000, though before the opening of the canal it had
scarcely 1500. As a town it possesses no attractions.

Our object in visiting Suez was to study the question of the crossing-
place of the children of Israel; an d for this purpose we gave ourselves

two days there. Three theories have been advanced on this sub-
ject by explorers, the careful study of which had left my mind in uncer-
tainty and confusion. Our consul at Cairo, Mr. Forman, of New

York, who has been at Suez, told me that I would probably be worse
confused after visiting the place than I was already ; but I was resolved
to fully test the matter, let the result be what it mig%t.

One of these theories is, that the Red Sea, in the time of Moses,
extended so far north as to connect with the Bitter Lakes,—a series
of shallow lakes northwest of the present head of the sea, distant about
50 miles, and that the crossing occurred at the head of these lakes.
Those who adopt this theory suppose that a heavy wind Mowing off
shore at low tide carried the water out, leaving a dry beach on
which Israel crossed over, and that, as Pharaoh and his host followed,
the wind changed, the tide came in, and they were drowned.

The second theory adopts the same supposition in regard to the
northward extension of the sea, and assumes that the crossing occurred

a short distance above the present head of the sea, where there is a
depression a mile or so wide, in which the miracle and the disaster
might have taken place. Dr. Robinson, whose judgment I have
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learned to regard with the highest respect, adopted this view when he
visited the place in 1838.

The third theory, and the one which was universal until the former
two almost entirely supplanted it among Europeans and Americans, is
that the crossing occurred several miles south of the present head of
the sea, where the water is deep, and its width is from 8 to xo miles.

I was determined that on this questiorr, as on all others pertaining to

sacred geography, the Bible should be my guide-book, and that I would
accept no place as the one at which Moses crossed which fails to meet
the requirements of the Scriptures. These requirements are as foliows:

x. The place was so situated as to require Israel to turn from the
direct route toward Canaan in order to reach it (Ex. xiv. 2).

z. It was such that when Israel reached it they were “ entangled in
the land, ” so that Pharaoh was encouraged to pursue them (xiv. 3).

3. It was such that when Pharaoh overtook them there was no escape
for them except by going through the sea (xiv. XO, 13, 16).

4. It was such that in opening a passage the waters were divided,
not driven away to one side, and that they were “ a wall on the right
hand and on the left” (xiv. 16, 21, 22, 29).

5. The distance across was sufficient to allow all the 600 chariots
and the horsemen of Pharaoh to be within it at one time, and the
water was deep enough to prevent the escape of a single person when
the two walls of water rushed together (xiv. 7, 9, 28).

6, The place was near enough to Ma’rah, now Huwar’ah, 33 miles
below Suez, to allow Israel to march thither in three days (xv. 22, 23).

7. It was where Israel, after crossing, could find an immediate supply
of drinkingwater, so that they did not suffer for water till they came
to Ma’rah (xv. 22, 23).

With these requirements before us, we may dismiss the first theory
mentioned above at once; for, although in a slight degree it meets
the first three requirements, it is utterly inconsistent with the other
four. Indeed, it denies entirely the miraculous character of the cross-
ing; and, if this event was not miraculous, it was nothing.

It required only my observations from the train in approaching Suez,
and a few minutes spent on the flat roof of the hotel next morning, to
satisfy me that the second theory is also untenable. I stood on the
rear platform of the car (it was one built on the American model) for
many miles as we approached the head of the sea, watching for the
indications on this subject, and I searched for them carefully at Suez;
but, although the supposition of a passage at or above Suez would
meet in a good degree all the requirements of the text had there been
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enough water there, the absence of water is fatal to it. If Moses had
been led by this route, he would have reached the head of the sea,
and he would not have been required to make a detour of more than a
mile to pass around it, Only on the supposition that the main body
of this arm of the sea extended many miles above its present head can
this theory be accepted; and this supposition is utterly void of historic
evidence. Indeed, the historic evidence is in opposition to it. In
order to be safe in our conclusions, we must take the sea as it is, with-
out stretching it, and the Bible as it is, without mutilating it.

Our next task at Suez was to test the third and last theory, and to
this we devoted our two days there. The first day we went down to
Ay’un Muss (the Fountains of Moses), about eight miles below the head
of the sea on the east side. We took one of the rude Ar’ab sailboats

which abound in the harbor of Suez, for about half the distance, car.
rying in it, besides the four boatmen and ourselves, our guide, five
donkeys, and two donkeydrivers. After landing we rode one hour and
a half on the donkays, the drivers runuing behind to make them go
and to guide them: the rider can do neither very easily. Mine was
well gaited, and we had no little fun on the ride. The fountains lie
‘about a mile from the seashore, and are seven in number. We dis-
mounted at the largest one, took its dimensions, and ate our lunch in
a rude building by its side intended for this use.

The fountain rises in the centre of an oblong inclosure, which has
been made around it by building a stone wall some three or four feet
high to keep out the aand. This wall is even with the ground outside,
and the basin inclosed is 46 feet long, 36 feet wide at one end, and 27
feet at the other. The water forces itself up through soft mud in the

cent re, and with it rises a constant succession of gas-bubbles, which
●xplode as they reach the surface. Through an opening in the wall at “
the north side the water flows away in a lively stream two feet wide and
four inches deep. This stream is led through a garden of three or four
acres and irrigates it. The garden is filled with a luxuriant growth of
date-paims, acacia- and pomegranate-trees, and under these beds of
garden vegetables and patches of wheat. Another fountain, which
aends off no stream, helps to supply the water for irrigation. There

are three such gardens standing in a line parallel to the seashore, and
separated from each other only by pass-ways like roads. They are
watered by five fountains, and constitute a most beautiful oasis in the
midst of a perfectly barren desert. In the hands of a European of
taste and means they could be made a little paradise for resort from the
dirt and the heat of Suez.
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All these fountains rise on top of a sandstone ridge, 15 or 20 feet
above the beach which spreads between them and the sea, and nearly
that high above the sand immediately east of them; yet they are 30
feet below the general level of the desert which stretches away to the
southeast, and along which the Israelites continued their journey after
crossing the sea.

oNE OF THE SPR[N(;S OF MOSES.

We could see at a glance that this spot answers all the demands of
the Scriptures as a landing-place for Israel after crossing. A gently
ascending beach one mile wide, and stretching about five miles up and
down the seashore, an abundant supply of water for their immediate
use, anrf an easy march of three days to Ma’rxh, only 25 miles distant,
are the features it presents; whereas, but a short distance abov~>. there
is no sea to cross, and immediately below there is a perpendicular
shore at least 50 feet high. Looking directly across the sea, we saw
plainly the gap in the mountains on that side suitable for Israel’s
approach to the shore, and we det~mined to explore it, the next day.

A range of mountains called Jebel Ati’kah presents an almost per-
pendicular wall on the west side of the sea, beginning at its head, and
stretching along the shore about eight or nine miles. F,irther down
the shore there rises the high and dark wall of another range, called
Jehel Abu Duraj’. Between these there is a gap, and for this gap we
started in our Arabian boat the next morning. A pleasant breeze was
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blowing, making the’temperature delightful, but it was a contrary wind,
compelling us to sail in a zig-zag, and making our progress very slow.
As we approached the southeastern extremity of the At~’kah bluffs, we
discovered that a low sand-beach, stretching out like a cape two or
three miles into the sea, lay in our way. Our boatmen aaid that they
were afraid to pms around it, on account of the heavy waves then
rolling in the open sea beyond, and that it was only half a mile across
it, so we landed and struck out afoot. Instead of half a mile, we found
it two miies across the beach. We also found that, though we had now
come abreast of the hill which had appeared to be the last of the At&’-
kah range, another had come into view beyond it and apparently about
a mile away, After taking lunch we struck out for it, but found it three
miles away instead of one, and we found on reaching it that instead of
being a hill about so feet high, as it at first appeared, it was at least 300
feet high, and its front was almost perpendicular, We had not yet
learned to estimate distances and heights in this clear atmosphere by
the eye.

Though somewhat fatigued we clambered to the top of this clifl, and
found that, though we had not even yet reached the terminus of this
mountain range, the hills beyond grew rapidly lower and lower, and
there was unmistakable evidence of a valley several miles wide between
it and the mountains below, Here, then, was the valley by which
Israel is supposed to have descended between the two mountain ranges
to the seashore, and the entire scene of the crossing—meeting in the
minutest particular all the requirements of the Scriptures-1ay in full
view at our feet. About three miles to the south of us, and a little
west, was the mouth of the valley, probably three miles wide. On
reaching the sea through that pass, Israel could not turn to the right
because of the Abu Dur~j’ Mountains in that direction, but to the left -
? smooth beach, almost as smooth as a floor and gently sloping to the
sea, opened a line of march two miles wide and diverging about 30
degrees from their former course. When their marching column had

stretched out nine miles along this beach, its front rank found its prog-
ress checked by the body of water, four miles across, over which we had
sailed in the morning. Here, then, they camped beside the sea, as
the Lord had commanded, with the sea on their right and a mountain-
wall on their left, the sea also passing around their front and meeting
the mountain-wall in front of their left flank. While thus encamped,

Pharaoh’s host came down the mountain-pass behind them ; the cloudy
pillar stretched itself across the pass in their front, hiding Israel from
the Egyptians, while it spread itself over Israel and the sea, a canopy
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of iight. The sea was opened from the Abu Durij’ Mountains on the
southwest to the projecting beach on the northeast, a width of about
five miles, and the entire column of the host of Israel marched by a
flank movement directly across the dried bed of the sea. The Foun-
tains of Moses, distinctly in view from our hill-top, are nearly directly
opposite the centre of this line of march, and the depth of the water
before us, according to the British and French soundings quoted by
Baetieker in his guirie-book, varies from 9 to 16 fathoms in the midst
of the sea. On both sides the approach to this depth is gradual-m
we can testify from having taken a delightful bath in the water on both
sides during the two hot days of our excursion—and the distance across
was about 8 miles for the head of the column, and 10 or 12 for the
rear.

I came down from our hill-top with my mind at rest on the subject
of the crossingplace, and I felt well repaid already for the time and
money invested in my journey. We walked to the seashore at a right
angle to the line of our former walk, and then started for our boat. I
had directed our boatmen to come around the beach as. far as they
couhi, to meet us, but they had not moved the boat from where we left
it. I got back to it leg-weary, foot-sore, and almost ready to drop on
the sand. Estimating the distance by my pace and the time occupied,
as I had learned to do with great accuracy by my walk of a mile and a
half to college every morning, we had walked since noon frrwlz)cswiks,

and it was now growing dark. I reached the shore near the boat last
of all our company, and found that the ebbing of the tide had comp-
elled the boatmen to withdraw their vessel a hundred yards from the
shore. I thought I would have to wa[ie through the shallow water to
it, but, the first thing I knew, one of the Afabs went behind me, stuck
his head between my legs, and, lifting me up astride of the back of his
neck, walked to the boat with me, turned around, and seated me on it,
The wind had fallen to a gentle breeze; we had drunk up, several
I,ours previously, all the water which we had brought with us from the
hotel; we had a burning thirst, and at least two hours of slow sailing
were before us. My feet were almost blistered and very painful. I
pulled off my boots, and, sitting on the side of the boat, hung my feet
in the cool salt water as we sailed along. The effect was almost mag-
ical. 1 felt refreshed all over; the soreness soon passed away; my
thirst was partially quenched; and after enjoying this bath about half
an hour I stretched myself on my back, looked up at the stars, thought
of home, listened to the sigh of the wind around the edge of the sail
and the ripple of the water as it broke past the rudder, and fell into a
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sweet sleep. I was awakened by the mutterings of one of the Mussul-
mans going through his evening prayer, and found that we were passing
the ships in the harbor, and were nearly home, Thus ended the mat
toilsome, but the moat satisfactory day of our wanderings thus far.

THE

!%r%z is the point
to Mount $ii’nai and
not take this journey}

LETTER VI.

PENINSULA OF MOUNT SINAI.

from which travelers now set out on the journey
the desert of the wanderings of Israel. We did
for the reason that it would have required nearly

forty days of laborious and expensive travel to see only a few places of
interest, and these have been so thoroughly explored and described that
we thought it of comparatively little importance to visit them. But
our present task would not be complete without an account oft his region.

In the fall of 1868 a corps of British engineers, under the joint
command of Captains Wilson and Palmer, was sent to Mount Si’n~i
for the purpose of surveying scientifically its vicinity, and of examining
carefully all of the routes by which it is po~ii.de for the children of
Israel to have reached it. The Arabic scholar and interpreter for the
party was E. H. Palmer, professor of Arabic in the University of
Cambridge, and from his pen, after the work had been executed,
appeared a book entitled “ “l’he Desert of the Exodus, ” which is the
most reliable and authoritative account of the country that has ever been
published. It was published at Cambridge in 1871, and republished
in New York by Harp@r. & Brothers in 1872. From it I have chiefly
compiled the matter of this letter, though I have not slighted several
other excellent works on the subject.

In our general description of the land promised to Abraham,* we
have stated that its boundary in the direction of Egypt was a line drawn
from the mouth of Wtiy el Aflsh, at the southeastern curve of the Med-
iterranean Sea, straight across to the head of the Gulf of Ak’abah. The
region lying south and west of this Iine’now demands our attention. h
is divided into two distinct districts,—the desert at the north, called by
the A?abs et ZM (#Je ruanderi~), and the peninsula of Mount Si’nai,

● W Fint, CtraplerI., ? I.
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to the south. The former is an elevated desert witil a gravelly surface,

interspersed here and there with sharp ridges of rock, and sloping
gradually northward toward the Mediterranean Sea. It is about 150
miles wide at its southern end, a~d it measures 140 miles north and
South. The latter district is the peninsula lying between the two
~~horns” of t]E Red Sea, the Gulf of Ak’abah on the east and the

Gulf of Suez on the west. The length of the former is 130 miles, and

that of the latter is 190 miles.
The peninsula, then, is a triangle whose base from the head of one

gulf to that of the other is 150 miles, whose eastern side is 130 mil~
and whose western side is z90 miles in length. Within this triangle
occurred most of the eventa recorded in the history of the forty years’
wanderings, although here Israel spent but little more than one year.
It is now an ahnost uninhaMtaMe&mrt, occupied only by a few lkd’awi~
Ar’abs, a fkw Greek monks in a convent at Mount Si’tMi, and a few
Egyptian arddiers in a titreas x the bead of the Gdfof Ak’abah. Its
surface consists of mcmntains of naked ro& chiefly granite, some of
them more than .8000 feet high, narrow valleys between the mountains,
a narrow coast plain along the Gtdf of Suez, and some elevated plains
of gravel near the base-line of the triangle. It is so nearly destitute
of water that travelers passing through are compelled to carry water

with them over long distances, and the Nile water, carried in skins on
the backs of camels, is often the best water found on the route as far as
Mount Si’n~i. Vegetation is found only in the vicinity of springs and
in the wiidy beds, where water flows in the winter and percolates under-

ground in the summer. The climate is tropical in the valleys, but in
winter the mountain-tops are often covered with snow, and the great
difference of elevation renders the temperature quite variable to the
traveler as he passes alternately over high mountains and deep valleys.

The route from Suez to Mount Si’nai follows the gravelly plain along
the coast .of the Gulf of Suez the chief part of the way. This plain is
about 12 miles wide, and lies shut 100 feet above the level of the
gulf. It is bounded on the east by the mountain-wall which rises to
the general level of the interior. The children of Israel, after crossing
the Red Sea, commenced their journey from the Spings of hfoses,
described in our last letter, and this mountain-wall on their left gave
the Scripture name shur (t& w~) to the first desert track through
which they journeyed. *

The first stage of Israel’s jou~y in this plain is thus described in

● Drsert of tbs Exodus, ~
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Exodus : “So Moses brought forth the children of Israel from the
Red Sea; aiid they went out into the wilderness of Shur; and they

went three days in the wilderness and found no water.”* The first
stage of the journey made by the British exploring party is described
by Palmer in these words: ~(Froln the Wells of Moses we traversed

an unvaried desert plain for three days: there is nothing to attract
attention but the bleached camel-bones that mark the track, and nothing
to afford reflection but the thought that, like the children of Israel, you
have gone three days in the desert and have found ho water.”+

On the third day Palmer reached ‘Ain Hawwar’ah, as travelers gen-
erally do, and found it, as all others have, “ a solitary spring of bitter
water. ” The bitterness of the water varies at different seasons, and some
travelers” have found it palatable. This is unquestionably the bitter
water of Ma’rah, which was sweetened by Moses. ~ The Arabic name
signifies a small pool whose water is unfit to drink. $

The next watering-place of Israel was at Elim, where were “ 12 wells

of water and threescore and ten palm-trees, ” The time required to

reach it is not stated, II It took Robinson two hours and a half, the
distance being about seven miles. It is now called Wiid’y Gh&’andel.
Robinson found itdry, but he says that water is found by digging a little
below the surface. He saw a few small palm-trees scattered through the
valley.~ Dr. Ricignway saw two or three streams of water running along
the valley, and counted 46 palm-trees within a short distance below his
camp.** Palmer, in approaching it, says, “ A little farther on the eye
is again refreshed by the sight of green tamarisks and feathery palms;
and just off the customary track is a pleasant stream of running water.fl
When the place was reached by Israel the stream had probably sunk,
as when seen by Robinson, and the r 2 shallow wells had been dug lo
reach the water.

After leaving W5d’y Glu%’andel (Elim) the road is shut off from the
seashore by a coast-range of mountains, which rise from the water’s
edge, and you ascend over a rocky elevation between this range and
the higher mountains of the interior. This coast-range is called Jebei
Hamman’ Far’un (the mountain of Pharaoh’s hot spring) from an Ar’ab
tradition which accoui~ts for a hot spring at its base by the supposition
that the spirit of old Pharaoh is confined there. The road next descends
into W~d’y Taryebeh, which runs out to the seashore at the southern

● Ex~d~, ~“. s3. t Desertof the Exodus,45.
$ Exodus xv. a3-a5. ~ Desert of the Exodus,45,46. IIExodus XV. 27.

~ Bib. Res., i., 6S,6g. . Tbe Lord’s Land, 41. t“f Desert of Ex. 46.
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end of this mountain. This corresponds with the statement in Num-
bers xxxiii. 10 that ‘‘ they removed from Elim and encamped by the
Red Sea. ” This is the only practicable route by which they could
reach the seashore, and it is only one day’s journey from Elim. But
on reaching the shore they entered once more upon the coast plain,
which had been interrupted by the mountain they had compassed, and
the long, narrow strip of smooth piain before them must be, as the
name imiicates, the wilderness of Sin; and this agrees with the state-
ment in Exodus, parallel to that just quoted in Numbers, that “ they

took their journey from Elim, and all the congregation of the children
of Israel came unto the wilderness of Sin, which is between Elim and
Si’ntli. ”* It was while they were traversing this plain that the first

flight of quails was sent to them, and that the manna commenced falling.t
From this plain it was necessary for Israel to ascend through the

rugged granite mountains to the elevated plain in front of Mount
Si’nai, and there is only one pass through and up by which it is prac-
ticable for such a caravan to make the ascent. This is W%i’y Feir~n’,

whose mouth is nearly 40 miles by the route of travel southeast of that
of W&i’y Talyebeh. This wiidy is wide and smooth, washed in winter
by a stream of water, and possessing several beautifid oases very pleas-
ing to a traveler who is wearied with the almost uninterrupted barren-
ness of the desert. It leads to a narrow and short pass, by which is
reached the plain imme{iiately in front of Mount Si’n~i, called by the
Ar’abs Er Rii’hah. Instead of reaching this plain by this pass, the
Israelites might have gone a little farther east and compassed the
mountain on the left of the pass, but this is the only divergmce that
they can have made from the route which we have followed. Such
was the unanimous conclusion of the British engineers and explorers,
the only men of modern times who have visited the region with the
leisure, the facilities, and the other qllalifications necessary to a final

settlement of such questions. The route of travel is now as accurately
tietermined as any of which we have any account in ancient history,

The plain Er Ril’hah, just mention~, is about two miles long and
half a mile wide. Its two extremities point to the northwest and the
southeast. At its southeastern extremity it terminates against the front
of Mount Si’nai, which ris~ from it abruptly, a naked anrl almost per-

pendicular mass of granite, 1800 feet high above the plain and 7359

feet above the sea, The mountain is described as “ a huge block
about two miles in length and one in breadth, with a narrow valley on

● Exodus xvi. x. t Ibid. s-ax.
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either side, a somewhat lower one at the souther:] extremity, and a
spacious plain (Er Ra’hah) at the northwestern emi.”* Our cut rep-
resents this plain with the mountain’s front rising from its farther
extremity.

The surrounding valleys of this isolated block are themselves sur-
rounded by mountains, one of which, Mount St. Catharine, to the
southwest, is more than xooo feet higher than Mount Si’n~i, being 85$6
above the sea level. This is tile highest point in the peninsula. The
latter was selected rather than the former for the majestic scene of the
giving of the law, because about its front was an open space for the
people to oqcupy not found near the loftier mountain. Captain Palmer
and his assistants made an exact calculation of the space in this plain,
and found that it contains two millions of square yar{is, and that it was
capable, therefore, of accommodating two millions of spectators, with
one square yard to every one. t But besides this level space, the people
may have occupied the mountain-slopes on every side, and doubtless
many of them preferred such a position on account of the more com-
manding view which it aflurded, both of the mountain on which God
had descended in fire and smoke anti of [he vast multitude of the
people. Here, at least, may have stood all who could not find room
on the plain, even lf the numlxr had been double that which the plain
could accommodate.

At the time of the majestic scene in question, the camp of Israel was
not on the plain in front of the mountain, but farther away to the
north, for we are told that “ Moses brought forth the people out of the
camp to meet with God, and they stood at the nether part of the n]oun-

tain. ”~ No grander sight ever greeted human eyes, or overwhelmed
the human heart, than was witnessed by Israel that day. The granit~
mountain was first covered with a thick cloud, from whose bosom the
lightings flashed and the thunders pealed, while above this fearful din
there arose “ the voice of a trumpet exceeding loud. ” ‘hen, after lhe
people had all assembled, “ Mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke, be-
cause the Lord descended on it in fire, and the smoke thereof ascen{le(i
as the smoke of a furnace, and the whole mountain quaked greutly. ”
Meanwhile, ~~tile voice of the trumpet sounded h)ng, and waxed

louder and louder.”$ Such was the view on the mountain-toi), while
scarcely less sublime was the view of the countless throng of human
beings, arrayed in garments clean and white,ll and standing in solemn

.—.

● Desert of the Exodus, 99, t Ibid. xoa.

$ Exodus XIX, 17. ~ Ibid. 16+9. IIIbid. 14.
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awe on all the plains and mountain-sides as far as the eye could reach..
Only Xerxes ever gazed in full view on a mass of human beings compar-
able in number, and he, heathen tyrant as he was, burst into tears at the
sight. In all probability no other such assemblage will be seen again
until that day when not one nation, but all, shall stand before God in
judgment.

‘1’ileconfiguration of Mount Si’niii not only agrees with the Scrip-
ture narrative, but it furnishes some of those very striking coincidences
in minute matters which show the pen of an eye-witness in the narrative.
The singular warning is said to have Lseen given to Israel, ‘‘ Whosoever
touc!wth the mount shall be surely put to death: there shall not a hand
touch it but he shall surely be stoned, or shot through; whether it be
man or beast, it shall not live.”* Such a warning, in the case of the

most of mountains, would be an utterly impractical one, because it
would be impossible to tell, on account of the gradual subsidence of

the mountain into the plain, just where the one begins and the other
terminates. But, as we have said before, Mount Si’nai rises abruptly
fro~ the edge of the plain,-” so abruptly,” says Professor Palmer,
“ that you may literally stand under it and touch its base. ”t Who
but an eye-witness of the scene could have assumed this fact in his
narrative ?

Again, it is usually the case that a man descending from a moun-
tain-top toward a plain at its base can look out over the plain and see
all thut is occurring on its surface. Ilut when Moses and Joshua were
coming down together from Mount Si’nii, they heard ‘f the noise of
the people as they shouted, ” Joshua thinking it was “ the noise of
war, ” and Moses insisting that it was ~’the noise of them that sing, ”
but neither of them was aisle to see wh:t i: was until they came “ nigh
unto the camp. ”1 If this narrative is true, it must be owing to some
]wcuiiar configuration of the ll]ountain by which the path of descent was

hidden from the plain, although it was wid,in hearing distance. Biow,
Professor Palmer desct ilms a path up the mountain along a ravine,
‘‘ the most convenimt and quickest rrmd” from his camp in the plain,
and he says of it: “ Often in descending this, while the precipitous
sides of the ravi]le hid the tents from my g.ize, have” I heard the sound
of voices from below, and thought how Joshua said to Moses as /M

came down from the mount, ‘ There is a noise of war in the camp.’ “$
‘he high elevation of this region, together with the dii%ences of

-—-.— .. -.

● Exodus xix. 12, 13. t Desertof the EXLXI:M, Ioa.

$ Exodus xxxii. 15-19. d Desert of the Exodus,ZOZ.
29
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temperature between the mountain-tops and the deep valleys between,
causes the frequent occurrence of sudden and violent storms. l’he
experience of the British exploring party in this particular is humor-
ously described by Professor Palmer in the following passage:

‘‘ Camp life in these latitudes is the most healthful and enjoyable

thing possible, but it has its vicissitucies too. One must expect now
and then to find one’s self buried beneath the a’ibris of an uprooted
tent, to behold one’s dinner hopelessly mixeti up with san~i whicil a
sudden storm brings on, or to be obliged to turn out barefoot in the coid
and rain to slacken the tent ropes. A whirlwind is the most curious
of ali the visitations towhich one is exposed ; it is as violent as the
most awful storm, tearing up everything in its pati]j but it is so partial
that you may stand a yard or so off anti watch its progress undisturbed.
When, as once happened to me, it is your neighbor’s tent which is
blown about his ears, while your own canvas is motionless, there is
a great satisfaction to be derived from witnessing this strange atmo-

spheric phenomenon. %ch little casualties, however prociuctive of
indigestion and rheumatism they might be in our northern climes, are
rather amusing than otherwise in desert life; but, like most lnxuries,
they must be enjoyed in moderation, or they are ai~t to pall upon the
taste.”*

Such incidents, resulting from unchanged physical causes, must have
occurred in the experience of Israel, and an earlier knowledge of them
would have prevented schoiars from forming the old anti now obsolete
conception of the tabernacle as a structure covered with curtains
loosely thrown over its top and hanging like a pali around its sides.
The cut on the opposite page, representing its construction as now un-
derstood, agrees much better both w’ith the nature of the climate in which
it was pitched and with the Scripture text in whici] it is described.

Mount Si’nai, on account of the awful scenes connected with the
giving of the law, has been regarlied ever since that event as one of the
most sacred places -.] the earth. Consequently, when monasticism

first sprang into existence in Europe, a swarm of monks and hermits
gathered about this mountain, as about many others in Bii-sie iands, and
made here their htlmble dweiiings in natural and artificial grottos on the
motintain-sides. To accommodate and protect these fanatics the Enl-
peror Justinian, in the early part of the sixth century, erected for
them a convent on the eastern side of Mount Si’nai, near its base.t

● Desertof the Exodus,92, 93.
t Robin@n,Biblical Researches, i. x24, xas.
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There it has stood to the present day, a curious relic of a superstitious
age. It is called the Convent of St. Catharil]e, from the circumstance
that on the beheding of a saint by this name in Alexandria her body
was borne away by angels to the top of the adjacent mountain, -thence
called Mount St. Catharine,—and that from the top of this mountain it
was brought down by the monks and buried in the convent. The cut

THE TABERNAcLE.

on the following page represents this convent, with Mount Si’n~i rising
above it to the left and the plain Er R3’hah in the distance.

Here successive generations of monks of the Gre~k Church have
lived for fourteen centuries, supported by an income from lands which
have been given to them in different parts of Europe, and spending
their time in nothing but a routine of prayers with empty idleness
between. During all that time they have been surrounded by sinlple-
hearted chil{iren of the desert who regard them with reverence, bllt
who have received no religious i~ction at their hands. Most justly

does P~lnler exclaim, “ A Christian community,—Heaven =~e the
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mark !—they have resided here for centuries without learning one jot
of the language or life of their neighbors, without teaching them one
word of religion or truth !“* True, a kind of charity is served to the
poor Ar’abs of the vicinity, the very existence of which, in the el)tire
absence of religious instruction, shows a perverted idea of Christianity,
while the character of it shows l~ow little real clmrity is in it. Every
morning the monks dispense loaves of bread to such Ar’abs as apply

CONVENT OF ST. CATHARINSC.

for them, but Palmer has this to say of the quality of the bread : “ One
of these loaves I brought back with me, An eminent geologist to
whom I submitted it pronounced it ~a piece of metamorphic rock con-
taining fragments of quartz irnbedded in an amorphous paste.’ NO
decently-brought-up ostrich could swallow one without endangering
his digestion for the term of his natural life. ”f-

On]y one benefit to the cause of religion has been known to result
— .—.—

● Desertof the Exodus,70. t Ibid. 62.
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frornth eentirehistoryof this convent, and that istheunstudiedp res-
ervatiorr in their old library, which has been accumulating ever since
the convent was founded, of a manuscript copy of the Greek New
Testament, which has proved to be the oldest and the most accurate
manuscript now in existence. It was accidentally discovered there by

Tischendorf in 1859, the monks not knowing of its existence. After
much foolish delay caused by the ignorance and avarice of the monks,
and much expense incurred by the Czar of Russia, it was removed
thence to the imperial library of St. Petersburg, where it is now open
to the inspection of the learned. It is known as the Sinaitic Manu-
script. Two hundred fat-simile copies of it have been made by a
photographic process and distributed among the libraries of Europe.

The journey of the children of Israel from Mount Si’ni%inorthward
has not been so thoroughly explored as that from Egypt to Si’n~i,
nor have its localities been so definitely fixed. It is well ascertained,
however, that their route led from Mount Si’nai directly to the head
of the Gulf of Ak’abah, and the British engineers succeeded in satis-
factorily identifying two of the localities on this part of the journey,—
the only two that are mentioned in the detailed account in the book of
Numbers. These are Kibroth-hattit’aveh and Hnze’roth. * The former
was identitieti by the remains of an extensive encampment surrounded
by many grave-stones, Smoke-stained stones dug up from the ground,
with heaps of ashes about them, are the chief marks of the encamp-
ment, and the numerous graves correspomi to the Scripture statement
about the burial of themany who “ lusted” and were slain, and to the
Scripture-name of the place, which means th~ graves o/ t’kosc7uho /ustcd.
It is tilree days’ journey, as the sacred narrative requires, from Mount
Si’n~i.t

Hiue’roth is i~ientified both by its name—Ain A?i@c’raA, an Ar’ab
corru])tion of the original name- anti by its distance of one day’s
journey from Kibroth-hatta’aveh.~ It is also to this day a campirtg-
place so admirable that a large multitude passing through the wilder-
ness anywhere near it would be certain to take it in their route. It is
thus (iescribed by Palmer from the point of view at which he first
beheld it: ~~Through a steep and rugged gorge, with almost perpendic-

ular sides, we looked down upon a wtiy-bed that winds along between
fantastic sandstone rocks, now rising in the semblance of mighty walls
or terraced palaces, now jutting out in pointed ridges,—rocky promon-
tories in a sandy sea. Beyond this lies a perfect forest of mountain-

● See Numb. xi., xii. tIUd. x.33; xi. 3+. $ Ibid. xi. 35.
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peitks and chains, and on their left a broad white WMY leads up toward

the distant mountains of the ‘IYh. But the great charm of the land-

scape lies in its rich and varied coloring; the sandstone, except where
some great block has fallen away and displayed the dazzling whiteness
of the stone beneath, is weathered to a dull red and violet hue, through
which run streaks of the brightest yellow and scarlet, mingled with
rich dark-purple tints. Here and there a hill or dike of greenstone,

or a rock of rosy granite, contrasts or Mends harmoniously with the
rest; and in the midst, beneath a lofty cliff, nestles the dark-green
palm-grove of Haze’roth. This picture, framed in the jagged cleft
and lit up by the evening sun with the varied tints and shades upon its
mountain background, and the awful stillness that might be seen, as
Egypt’s darkness could be felt, was such a landscape as none but the
Great Artist’s hand could have designed. Before leaving we made
complete examination of the place. The fountain itself rises in [he
rock behind the palm-grove, and is conducted by an aqueduct cut in the
solid granite into a reservoir or pool, from which it is let out by a rude

sluice to irrigate the gardens which the Ar’abs still cultivate here.”*
This delightful picture leads us to remark that the extended explora.

tions of the British party revealed the fact that there are many more
fertile spots in this peninsula and a much larger amount of vegetation
than has been thought by tourists who have merely passed through on
the beaten track. Their observations also reveal very clearly the
causes which have reduced this region from the comparatively good
condition in which the Israelites found it to its present desolation.
The committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund, in a brief report
of these observations as furnished to them by Mr. F. W. Holland, the
guide to the exploring party, make the following statements: ‘‘ The
barrenness of the peninsula is due to neglect. In former times it was
more richly wooded; the w~dies were protected by walls stre[chlng
across, which served as dams to resist the force of the rushing waters;
the mountains were terraced and clothed with gardens and groves.
This fertility hasted till modern times. . . . Then came the bad tim~
of Mohammedan rule, which let in the Bedawins to waste and desl roy.
Then the protecting walls across the wkdies were broken down; the
green terraces along their sides were destroyed ; the trees were cut
down or carried away by the winter torrent. The whole history of

Si’tuli desolation seems embodied in one scene witnessed by Mr. Holland
in 1867 in W4dy Feir~n’. The wtiy had been dry. After two houm’

● ~rt of & ~w, ZU6,,17.
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storm, the water rose so rapidly that this dry course was turned into a
raging torrent, 300 yards broad and 8 to Io feet deep, tearing down
with it tamarisks, palm-trees, sheep, goats, camels, donkeys, and even
men, women, and children. When the storm subsided, where had

been trees and gardens, tamarisk-wood and groves of palm-trees, were
nothing but heaps of bowlders piled one upon another.”*

Mr. Holland made three separate visits to the peninsula in 1861,
x865, and 1867, before he was engaged,. in the fall of 1868, as guide to
the exploring party; consequently his opportunities for observations
there were superior to those of any other modern explorer. Professcr

Palmer, the next year after the party had completed its work, returned
to the country, accompanied by Mr. Tyrwhitt Drake, and made a
thorough exploration of the Wilderness of the Wanderings, which lies
north of the peninsula. An account of this exploration is given in
his work so often quoted in this letter—” The Desert of the Exodus. ” ,

The journeys of the children of Israel led them out of the peninsula

at Ezion-geber, at the head of the Gulf of Ak’abah. We will follow
them no farther at present, but we will have occasion in another letter
to speak of other interesting points included in their wanderings,

LETTER 1711.

FROM SUEZ TO JERUSALEM.

THE next day after we closed our labom at Suez we went from that
city by rail to Ismaili’a, 50 miles distant, and half-way the length of
the Suez Canal, reaching there at half-past eleven o’clock. Ismaili’a
is a new town built during the construction of the Suez Canal, and
dependent on the business of the canal and railroad for its support.
We found in it a comfortable little French hotel with a good bill of
fare. At 4 P.M. we went down to the Egyptian mail-steamer, which
was to convey us from Ismaili’a through the canal to Port !%’id. The
said steamer we found to be only 40 feet long and 9 feet wide, yet we
were asked whether we were first-class or second-class passengers.
After a glance at the dingy little craft, we almost wished that we were
no class at all, and felt in doubt whether we ought to laugh or cry at
the thought of being compelled to travel on her; but we were encour-
aged at the thought that, being drst class, we would have the best if

● Our Work in -tine, p. ~o.
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there was any best, so we deposited our luggage on deck, had a big
quarrel with the Ar’abs who had brought it from the hotel about tile
amount we should pay them, hunted for the cabin, which we found to
be about the size and near the shape of a big omnibus, waited nearly
two hours after the advertised time for the little thing to start, and
were delighted by the swiftness with which she cut the water when she
did start. The swift motion addeci force to a gentle north wind in the
face of which we sailed, and we were much refreshed, as we sat on the
little deck, after the weariness of a hot day. Ships are limited to six
miles an hour in passing through the canal, lest the waves they stir up
should wash in the tanks too rapidly. The width of the water is 85
feet and its depth 25 feet. At intervals there are wider places in-
tented for large ships to pass each other. But our little craft scarcely

THE SUEZ CANAL.

made a ripple, and was allowed to run as fast a-s she chose. We over-
took a large ship, and swiftly passed under her side. A hundred or
two passengers and sai]ors gat])ered at the rail to look down on us, and
appeared anlused to see so tiny a boat r[ln by t})enl so swift] y. I waved
my hat when we were nearly past them, and cried out, “ Good-by ;
we’ll tell them you are coming, ”

We landed at port Sa’id at eleven o’clock at night, and were met by
an English-speaking hotel-runner, WhO pllt US and our baggage into a
row-boat and rowed us to the Nether] and Hotel, situated on the pier
of the harbor, and put us into most delightful quarters. From the
veranda into which our windows opened we could see next morning
all the shipping in the harbor and much of the town.
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The cost of the Suez canal was more than ~ine@oo tnilfiom of
dollars; but it now pays five per cent. dividends on the stock. Its
income in the year 1877, the eighth year after its completion, was
about $6,000,000, and the expense of keeping it in repair only
$1,000,000. All this income is derived from the toll paid by steam-
ships which pass through it, the number of which, therefore, is in~-
menke. At Port S&id and at Suez they are constantly going and
coming, and you can seldom look along the line of the canal from
either place without seeing tall masts rising above the desert sands.
There were r 5 steamers in the harbor of Port S&icl at the time we left
there, two of which had just come in from the canal. ‘1’hese vessels
are here merely to pass into and out of the canal, and not to do busi-
ness with the city; yet the city owes its origin and its continued
existence to the canal and its traffic. Its present population is about
9000, mostly Europeans, and the French element predominates. It
has no attractions apart from its commercial relations,

We left Port S~’id on the Austrian steamer “ Espero” at six P.M. Satur-
day, April I zth. She is one of a line of Austrian steamers which run bi-
weekly from Trieste, vid Brindisi, Alexandria, Port %’id, and Joppa, to
Beirut. We cast anchor off Joppa the next morning at ten. There is no
harbor at Joppa, and consequently passengers cannot be landed at all in

rough weather; but the sea was calm for us, and our dragoman, with
whom we had contracted at Cairo, came out to the ship with a boat, took
us ashore, and led us to Howard’s Hotel. Our walk through the crooked
street was among as motley a crowd, and through as much filth, as we
wish to see again ; but we had no sooner entered our rooms in the hotel
than we were regaled with so sweet a fragrance as led us to look out at
the window to see whence it came, and there, spread thickly over
several acres attached to the hotel, was an orchard of lemon-trees in
full bloom. The golden fruit and the pure white blossoms were hang-
ing side by side, and beyond and about the lemon-orchard were gardens
of oranges, showing no blossoms, but an abundance of ripe fruit.
When we went down to lunch a ]arge fruit-stand full of oranges graced
the table, and we were so astonished at their enormous size that I went
blck up-stairs, got my tape-line, and nleasl]red three or four of them.
I found that they averaged xr% inches in circumference. On eating
Ihem we found them as superior in flavor as in size. They are entirely
seediess, and, though less juicy than some varieties, their juice is thick
and sweet, and their nleat is So compact and tender that we can eat
them as we would an apple. The market of Jerusalem and those of all
the large towns of the interior are abundantly supplied with them, and
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they are almost as cheap as Irish potatoes are in America. It is a sight
worth seeing to ride among the orchards about Joppa, and see the stout
little trees almost covered with the golden fruit, the limbs bending low
and carefully propped, but never breaking.

We visited, of course, the house of Simon the tanner, saw the room
where Peter lodged, and climbed by an outside tlight of stone steps
upon the flat roof where he prayed and saw the vision of the sheet.
The representation, however, was so obviously false, as appeared from
the modern date of the building and its unsuitable surroundings, that
we did not care to see the equally veritable house of Tab’itha, which is
shown in another part of the town. But not far from these spots
unquestionably stood the houses in which the memorable events con-
nected with Peter’s call to C~sarea took place, and we could but realize
that we were now in the midst of New Testament scenes. No one
showed us the ship in which Jonah set sail, or the “ floats” on which
King Hiram sent the cedar beams to Joppa for Solomon’s temple ; but
our own ship at anchor reminded us of both, and carried us back in
thought 1000 years beyond the New Testament period.

We had wc,rship in our own room at the hotel at the usual hour of
Lord’s day worship at home. We afterward learned that there was
an afternoon Episcopal service at the English school of Mrs. Hay,
conducted by a visiting clergyman from England ; but the infornla-
tion came too late for us to attend it. Mrs. Hay’s school, by the
by, is kept in a framed and weather-boarded house,-the only one
in P~lestine. It was the only house we saw which reminded us of
home.

At Joppa I begart my Palestine work. I had prepared for it by
spending all the time that my other engagements would allow, last fall
and winter, in rereading the best books on the ‘subject, and making
notes on the places which I expected to visit. These notes were writ-
ten in a strongly-bound blank-book, and bksnk spaces were leit for fill-
ing up the descriptions as the places were visited. As I come to each

object of interest I first read what I have already written concerning
it, making corrections if any are needed, ami then I write in the
blanks any additional details which I think worth preserving. I am
provided with a pocket-compass with wi~ich to take bearings, a tape-

line two cilains in length with whicil to test former measurements and
take new ones, a good fieki-glass with which to examine remote or in-
accessible objects, and a thermometer with which to observe tile temi>er-
ature of both air and water. With ti~is preparation and these fkiiities
I find that I can make quite rapid progress in my work, and I am cor-
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recting some errors committed by my predecessors. TIw work is often
quite laborious, but my companions lighten it by cheerfully rendering

all needed assistance.
From Joppa to Jerusalem, distance 38 miles, there is a turnpike

road, constructed seven years ~tgo by the present pissha, the on Iy one
in Syria except one built by a French company from BeirOt to DMnas-
CUS. All other roads are mere bridle-paths, imp~sable for wheeled
vehicles. Along the plain this pike ii good and smooth, but in the

mountains it is so washed and broken in places by winter torrents tint
vehicles can pass only with the utmost difficulty. We startc(i out on
this road the next morning after our arrival in Joppa, mounted on the
horses which had been engaged for our entire tour. Our horses are
scrub stock, all stallions, and in thin order. ‘lky walk tolerably well,

canter Ideasantly, and climb the hills, both up hill and down, like
goats. Mine frequently trips on level ground, but he never misses his
step or his foothold on the cr~ggy sides of the mountains. We had

our choice between Afab and English saddles, but, though European
travelers nearly always choose the latter, our Western horseback expe-
rience taughi us at a glance that the former were preferable for a long
journey. ‘l’hey are very much like the Mexican saddles, but, instead
of the large wooden stirrup of the latter, they have an iron stirrup the
bottom plate of which is wide enough to receive the entire foot from
toe to heel. Our bridles are very fantastic, being ma(ie of woolen
stufl’ of several bright colors, adorned with small white shells, and
hung thick along the headstall with red and white tassels. Saddles and
bridles are both of the regular Bed’awin style.

About four or five miles out frcim Joppa we turned out of the main
road to the left, in order to pass through Lydtia, whence I%ter was
called to Jopl)a, and where he raised Ai’neas from his long confinement
with the paralysis. * It is now a well-built Ar’ab village, surrounded by
extensive groves of olive-trees. Its only public building is the Greek
Church of St. George, the l)atron saint of Englnnd, It was here that
Ihe said George was born, here he was buried, and the representation
of his celebrated feat of killing the dragon is sculptured on a marble
slab over the door of the church. There is a St. George’s Church in
St. Louis, Missouri, and I once asked a lady who belonged to it what
George it was who owned that church, but she could not tell me.
From Lytida we turned south, and came into the pike again at Ramleh,
a place of much note among the Crusaders, but not mentioned in the

● See Acts ix. 3*3E,
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Scriptures. There we lunched in the Latin monastery, and in the after-
noon we rode to Latr(in’, a village on a hill-top overlooking the Valley
of Aijalon, over which Joshua made the moon stand still. Mr, HOW.
ard, of Joppa, has here a comfortable new hotd, just opened to the
public last November, and furnishing a most convenient lodging-place
for travelers. The village of Latrfm’ is nestled among the ruins of
some massive ancient buikiings, and below it, near our hotel, are some
ancient Jewish sepulchres cut in the solid rock. Tradition has it [hat
this was the home of the penitent thief, and also the burial-place of
Judas Maccabeus. An artificial pool below the hotel, walled with
stone, and supplied with water from a well near by, is as well situated
for a baptismal pool as if it had been made for the purpose.

We had now crossed the Plain of Sha’ron at its southern extremity,
the land of the Philis’tines next south of it having been in sight all day,
In regard to this plain, I must use language which I would have thought
extravagant before I saw it. It is truly a rich and lovely country, and
even in the hands of its present inefficient cultivators it sends a large
quantity of produce to market. It produces, without irrigation, better
crops of wheat than are now produced in Egypt, and if I were suddenly
put down there, I would think myself on one of the rich and rolling
prairies of Illinois or Missouri. There is scarcely a limit to the grain

and fruit which it would Ming forth in the hands of skillful farmers.
It has always been noted, and justly so, for the beauty and variety of
its wild flowers. The red pollpy blooms everywhere, except on the
plowed ground, aml in many places the entire surface is reddened with
it. Many other flowers, smaller in size, delicate of texture, anti of
every hue, but nameless in my scant floral vocabulary, abound on every
side. We were elated beyond expression as we rode over its smooth
surface, gazing upon its broad fields of grain, its pasture lauds, its
brown villages, and the long mountain-wall which bounds it on the
east, All was new, and yet old, and it gave promise of what we were
yet to see in the Promised Land. We were also interested by meeting,

every few moments, groups of strange.looking people coming down
from Jerusalem to Joppa. The most of these were pilgrims of the

Greek Church, chiefly Russians, who had been up to Jerusalem to spend
the Holy Week, and to see the holy fire, which comes down every year
from heaven. * They were a dirty, miserable, stupid-looking set, and
among them were old gray-haired men and women not far from the
verge of the grave. Many were walking and many were riding in

* See the accountof this tire, page 174.
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all sorts of ways, on camels, asses, and mules, with bed-clothing,
cooking-vessels, etc., hanging about them. The clothing of both sexes
was of the heaviest winter goods, and I wondered that they were not
overcome with the heat. Many of them carried long tin cylinders,
from three to eight feet long’ and from four to six inches thick, which
contained holy candles that had been lighted by the miraculous fire.

Our ride on Tuesday, from LatrCtn’ t~ Jerusalem, was up one nloun-
tain-side and down another nearly all the way. We lunched in the
Valley of Sorek, 1000 feet below the heights on either side. This
valley heads near Mizpeh, and opens out below in the country of the

Philis’tines. Samuel chased the Philis’tines along the entire length of
its deep chasm on that memorable day when, at the close of the chase,
he set up a stone, called it Ebeuezer, and said, “ Hitherto the Lord
bath been our helper.”*

We passed the reputed site of Kirjath-je’arim, where the ark rested
so long after its return from the land of the Philis’tines, and that of
the house of Obed-edom, where Uzzah fell when David was taking the
ark from Kirjath.je’arirn to Jerusalem, and where, in terror at this event,
David left the ark three months ere he ventured to toke it farther.t

I knew very well when we were nearing the spot where the Holy
City would first come into view, and I bad read so much about the
deep emotion with which the sight is first beheld that I resolved to
preserve my equanimity and approach it calmly. But, in spite of my
effort, I began to be nervous. I remembered the longings of almost a
lifetime to be here. I thought of Jesus and the cross, and I covered
my face with my umbrella to bide the tears which I could not keep
down. And now, as I write, the same emotion and the same tears
return again. The first object which I recognized was an unexpected
one,-the dark-blue wall of the mountains of Moab beyond the Dead
Sea and the Jordan. The next was the unmistakable Mount of Olives.

“ that dear, honored spot,

The fame of whose wonders shall ne’er be forgot.”

The next was the dark-gray wall of the city south of the Joppa gate.
I would have seen, a moment sooner, the more northern part of the
western wall but for new, unexpected, and unwelcome objects that
intervened. These were the houses ~nd high garden-walls of an actu-
ally new town, which has sprung up on both sides of the Joppa road
within the last ten years, extending nearly a mile from the Joppa gate.

● x Sam. vii. 3-14. t a Sam. vi.
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It is part of a new European city, springing up on the west and north
of the old- Jerusalem, and destined, before many years, to be the prin-
cipal city of the two.

On entering the city we directed our dragoman to lead us first to the
office of the American consul, Colonel Wilson, of Iowa, where we
found awaiting us our first letters from home. Though mine was
written only one week after my departure from home, I felt as if its
news and its messages were all fresh, and I tried to think it had been on
the way but a little time. I had been from home six weeks, and had
not heard a word from America, except some unimportant political
items which I had seen in copies of the London ?iimcs.

From the consulate we repaired to the Mediterranean Hotel. When
I entered the room that was assigned me, I parted the window-curtain
to let in more light and air, when my eyes fell upon the Pool of Heze-
kiah, lying beneath me like a mountain lake, in the rear of blocks of
houses which ioclose it on every side. Looking above and across it,
there stood the magnificent Dome of the Rock, miscalled the Mosque
of Omar, with the entire slope of the Mount of Olives beyond it.
To the right lay the mosque El Alisa, on the southern part of the
temple mount, Looking around to the left, the dome over the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre was also in view, and I immediately named all
these objects to my companions. I was in Jerusalem at last; and there
was not a window in the city that I would have preferred to the one
that became, as if by chance, my own for a time. An afternoon walk
down David Street to the gate where once stood the beautiful gate of
the temple, thence to Stephen’s Gate, on the eastern side of the city,
thence along the entire length of the Via Dolorosa, and thence along
Christian Street and through the Christian bazaar to the hotel, com-
pleted the labors of the day. As we passed along I readily recognized
every prominent object, for I had studied Jerusalem until it was very
familiar before I saw it, and I pointed out these objects to my com-
panions. Our local guide Elias (the prophet Elijah we called bin])
began to think that I was taking his business out of his hands, so he
looked up and said, ~~prof~sor, when were you in Jerusalem before?”

He was greatly astonished when I told him that I had obtained my
knowledge from books; and when he learned that I intended to write

“ a book, he begged me to send him a copy of it.
At the hotel we met with a number of European visitors, one of them a

superstitious Englishman who believes every word of the priestly tradi-
tions in regard to sacred spots in and about the city. We found it the
boarding-place of our consul and of the English clergyman. The table
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was well provided and kept on the plan usual among hotels about the
Mediterranean coast.

According to contract with our dragoman, we were to have com-
menced living in tents as soon as we arrived at Joppa. We met
him and made our contract with him at Cairo; and now, lest some
of my readers may not know what a dragoman is, I must tell them that
he is a native who has learned some English, French or German, or all
three, and sometimes knows a little Italian, and whose business it is to
act as guide, interpreter, and contractor for companies of tourists in
Egypt and Palestine. As a clam they have a bad reputation for honesty
and truthfulness, and among them there is every variety of qualifica-
tions for their business, from the best to almost none. In the traveling-
season they generally resort to Cairo, that they may meet persons cm their
way to Palestine and secure contracts in advance. We at first did not
intend to employ one until we reached Jerusalem, and consequently we
declined the offers of several; but when we met with Assad Smart, we
were so well pleased with him and with his facilities for serving us that

we agreed to employ him. A contract was formally drawn up by our
consul’s clerk, who knew what items to insert better than we did, a
small sum was paid in advance, and Assad went on before us to Joppa
to put everything in readiness. He was a native of Beirfit, raised in
the Greek Church, and educated at the American College in that city.
The way in which he obtained the name “ Smart” is characteristic of
the East. His ~nly original name was Assad, but, in the beginning
of his career as dragoman, he escorted some ladies through Palestine
who frequently complimented him by saying that he was “ smart” ;
so, taking the word as a compliment without fully understanding it, he
attached it to his name, and thenceforth signed himself Assad Smart.

When we reached Joppa we found that the tents which we were to
use were in the hands of another party at Jerusalem$ whose contract
for them was to expire in a day or two, so we went to the hotel there,
as we did also for a day or two in Jerusalem. It was our privilege,
according to contract, to OCcUpy a hotel at Jerusalem instead of the
tents, but the next day after our arrival the tents were ready for US. We
went out to see them, and we found them so comfortable that we deter-
mined to go into them at once and become somewhat habituated to
them ere we started on an excursion away from the city. We found
them pitched on a clean lot surround~ by a stone fence, about aoo
yarcls in front of the Joppa gate, the most usual camping-place for
tourists.

And now, that our readers may understand the facilities for travel in
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Palestine which have been provided within the last few years, I must
give them a description of our camp. We had four circular tents, each
I z feet in diameter. Two of these were our sleeping-tents, acconlmo-
dating two persons each; one was the dining-tent, and the other the
kitchen. They were made of the heaviest cotton-cloth, clean and
white, and the sleeping-tents had each an extra roof a few inches above
the principal roof, so as to allow a current of air to pass between the
two, and thus prevent the heat of the sun from penetrating, as it other-
wise would. On the interior they were lined with blue worsted goods,
on which were sewed figures cut out of red, white, and yellow, some-

what after the style of an old-fashioned quilt. So our walls and ceil-
ings were frescoed in bright colors, and they had a very gay appearance.
The perpendicular part of the tent, about five feet high, was attached
to the roof and to stakes by loops in such a manner that we could open
it at pleasure in the direction of the wind and thus secure a pleasant
current of air in hot days or nights. On the right and left, as we
entered the door, stood our iron bedsteads with mattresses and covering
of the best quality ; on the floor between was a broad strip of thick
carpet; at the farther end stood a folding-table, to serve both as a writ-
ing-desk and a wash-stand ; before the table stood two camp-stools;
and around the tent. poie in the centre was a row of hooks for hanging
up clothing and other articles. On the opposite page I present a pic-
ture of our camp taken at a later period amid the ruins of Baalbec.
When we first entered our tents and found them thus provided, we
f?lt somewhat like a young couple when they first go to housekeeping
in a new house. Everything was lovely. Our thoughts next turned to
the dining-tent and the comforts which pertained to it. IVhen we

were called to dinner, we found in the centre of the tent a table large
enough for four plates, covered with a clean white cloth, and furnished
with a set of French china, silver-plated knives and forks, spoons,
coffee-pot, etc., and cut-glass tumblers. Our dinner consisted of soup,

roasted lamb or chicken, a moderate variety of vegetables, a pudding,
anti a dessert of Joppa oranges, figs, or dates and nuts. This continued

to be our bill of fare for dinner, with but little variation, throughout
our tour. For breakfast we had broiled mutton-chops or chicken, with
bread, coffee, and potatoes. A few times, but not often, we had Engl-
ish-made butter. The goat butter of the villagers we respectfully
declined. Its color is a pure white, like lard, and its taste is,—well,
the nearest I can come to it is to say it is goa~. We had two servants
to wait on us at the table, and our cook, a Greek by the name of
George, was an adept in his art. He boasted of having cooked for
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the Grand Duke of Russia and several other titled and royal persons
from Europe who had visited Palestine before us.

In order to transport us through the country, with our baggage,
tents, furniture, food, and fuel, our dragoman had provided six horses,
ten mules, two donkeys, and seven men besides himself. Four of the
horses were for us to ride, and the other two were for himself and a
servant named Solomon, who always attended us in our rides, carrying
on a pack-horse our noonday-lunch and four flat jugs of drinking-
water. These jugs are sufficiently porous to allow some water to
slowly ooze through and evaporate on the surface, thus keeping the
interior cool. They are used throughout Syria and Egypt, and some,
made of a neater pattern, are used to hold water on the tables of
hotels and steamships. They are the best and only substitute for ice,
anti they keep water just cool enough not to be lukewarm. In our
daily rides the pack-train always took the most direct route to our next
camping-place, and they usually reached it in time to have the tents
pitched and dinner prepared by the time of our arrival. Meantime,
we struck out, with only Assad and Solomon in our company, to ex-
amine all objects of interest on the road and both to the right and left of
it, devoting to each as much time as we thought proper. We usually
rested one or two hours at noon, taking a nap under a shade-tree if
one could be found, and arrived at camp in time for dinner, at from
five to six o’clock. Such is about the usual routine of tent-life in Pales-
tine. The entire expense to us of living and traveling with this outfit
was $24 a day, or six dollars apiece for the four ; and out of this Assad
expected to clear five dollars a day for himself.

Our first little excursion after repairing to our tents was a ride
around the city. We rode along the northern wall, pausing at the
Damascus gate, crossed the Kedron Valley from the eastern gate,
passed by the Garden of Gethsemane, descended the Valley of the
Kedron to [he Pool of Siloam, rode up the Valley of Hinnom to the
lower Pool of Gihon, and thence Up the Valley of Gihon to the Joppa
gate and our camp. This ride placed before our eyes and engraved
on our memories the entire exterior of Jerusalem, with its surrounding
valleys and mountains. We frequently repeated the different parts of
it on subsequent occasions.

Our first night in tents was a new and strange experience, but I
slept well, and was up next morning before the sun and out to see

what was going on around us. The first thing that arrested my atten-
tion was a group of women, wrapped up head and all in white sheets,
walking slowly toward an old unfenced graveyard beyond our camp.

30
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I followed them, and found about forty women in the same costume sit-
ting in a group among the gravestones. As I stood within a dozen
steps of them studying their appearance a young woman in the crowd
picked up a stone and threw it toward me; but she did it with a half
smile on her countenance, and I stood my ground. Presently a boy,
who sat a few steps from the women, picked up a stone and threw it
very near me. As he picked up another, I also picked up one and
stood ready to throw as soon as he did. When he saw this he dropped
his and I dropped mine. By this time a crowd of men had begun to
collect, and after they were all seated among the graves one of them
began to read or recite something aloud in Arabic, and some of the
women began to wail. They were paying their respects to a friend not
long ago buried, and the excitement did not run so high as at a funeral.
After looking on until our breakfast-hour was” at hand I left them, but
they did not break up their strange meeting until after it had lasted
more than an hour. Every morning while we were campe(i about Jertt-
salem we witnessed similar scenes.

During the remainder of the week we visited every interesting
locality within and immediately without the city, except the Har’am,
walked nearly all the way around it on top of the wall, loitered much
on the streets and among the bazaars, and made arrangements ,for an
excursion beyond the Jordan. The chief preparation for this excnr.
sion, so far as we were concerned, was to secure the services of a Bed’-
awin escort. This we did through our consul. He sent a messenger
for Sheikh FellAh’ of the Adw5n’ tribe on Thursday, and on Sunday
morning, just before breakfast, he and four of his men ro[ie into our
camp heavily armed, dismounted, stuck their long spears upright in the
ground, and took seats on a piece of carpet s~read for them in the
open space before the tents. They were dressed in reguiar Bed’awin
sty]e,* and it was amu5ing to see them slip of their low-topped red

boots as they were about to sit down. The boots were so loose and

heavy that the bare feet came out of them without the use of a boot-
jack or even of the hand. They stood quietly before their owners
until the latter arose to depart, and then in the same quiet way the feet
were again slipped into them.

With this sheikh we entered into a written contract, drawn up by the

consul’s clerk and signed in the presence of the consul, we signing our
names and he attaching his seal, which he drew from his bosom for the
purpose. The contract bound him to escort us to every part of the

● See description of it, page 8x.
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courttryof his tribe which we might choose to visit, and to protect us
against all enemies ; and it bound us topsy him a certain amount as
tribnteto his tribe, a certain amount as buc&s/risA tohim and his at-
tendants, and all the food which they would require, our entire bill
amountingto about $117. of this we paid about one-fourth in han~l;
and the remainder was to be due when we returned in safety to Jeru-
salem.

On our first Sunday in Jerusalem we attended the services of the
English Episcopal Church. We went in company with the consul,
whose armed and uniformed cavas.rc (body-guard) preceded US to the
door, stood by till we entered, and waited outside to escort us back to
the consulate when theservlces were conclurled. Beillgahlol~aml~~edan
and a~trrkish soldier, he would not go into the church. ‘here were
25 or 30 adults present at church, all Europeans, and we were pleased
with the earnestness and promptness with which they performed their
liturgy. There were also about do native boys present, belonging to
the English school, who took part in the responses, but the most of
them did so as if they were doing penance. They were evidently glad
to hear the f,nal Amen.

LETTER VIII.

BEYOND THE JORDAN.

ON Monday, April 21st, we left Jerusalem for Jericho, on an excur-
sion intended to include the Jordan Valley as far as the Dam’ieh Ferry,
all the principal places beyond the Jordan from Jerash on the north to
Callirrhoe Springs on the south, the Plain of Shittim, and the road
back to Jerusalem by way of A i and Bethel,

The road to Jericho has been improved a little in the last few years
by the liberality of wealthy Europeans who have traveled over it. I
was told that a German count, who fell from his horse and broke his
leg, appropriated $500 to the improvement of the part near which he
fell. A few more such broken legs would result in making the roatl
very passable on horseback. The descent is very rapid, Jericho being
nearly 4000 feet below the level of the Mount of Olives; yet there are

some steep ascents along the way, and these but add to the steepness
and length of the descending stretches, The distance as the road rufis
iS 18 or 19 miles ; it has never been measured. All distances here are
estimated in hours; and an hour, on the average, is three miles,
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When about h~f.way, we ascended a steep, naked hill, and dis-
mounted by the side of a high rock, whose shade was large enough to
protect us from the sun while we ate our lunch. This is the reputed
place where, as our dragoman expressed it, “ the good Samaritan fell
among thieves. ” It is a very suitable place for the sudden attack and
escape of robbers, but we saw several others that would have suited as
well. It more certainly fulfilled another passage of Scripture, for the
spot where we rested was literally what Isaiah calls ‘f the shadow of a
great rock in a weary land. ” After lunch we spent an hour or two

climbing over the adjacent hills and examining a ruined khtin across
the road, and a ruined castle a little farther off. Both declare plai~ly
that this was once a dangerous road, but that the danger has passed
away and the defenses have consequently gone to ruin.

As we neared the Jordan Valley our path lay along the precipitous
side of Wiid’y Kelt, the brook Cherith of Scripture, where Elijah was
concealed when fed by ravens. Brother Earl and Brother l’aylor were
considerably in advance when they reached this spot, and the latter,
hearing the rush of fresh water in the gorge below, and thinking it but
a short distance down, started down to get a drink, When we came
up he was out of sight and hearing, the steep brown rocks hiding him
from view, and the roar of the stream dashing over its rough bed
drowning our voices when we called to him. We rode on, leaving
Brother Earl to wait for him. When he overtook us we asked him how
the water of Elijah’s brook tasted; but he said that after clambering
down severaI hundred feet he came to a perpendicular clifl with the
water still far below him, and then climbed back again without a drink.
When he returned he was thirsty enough to drink some of the warm
water in the jug hanging at the side of Solomon’s horse. After reaching
the Jordan plain we crossed this brook on our way to Jericho, and it
was my purpose to explore it for a mile or two Up its narrow and deep
fissure, but our dragoman assured me that I could not make my way on
horseback, and that it would be exceedingly toilsome on foot; so I
contented myself for the time being with what I had already seen of
it, realizing its perfect fitness as the hiding-place of the prophet.

Our tents were pitched beside the fountain which Elisha healed,* and
which is therefore called by Christians ~~Elisha’s Fountain, ” while the
Ar’abs call it the “ Sultan’s Fountain, ” using the word sultan to indicate
its pre-eminence among the fountains of the vicinity. It is a splendid
spring, sending forth enough water to run a nli]], and giving verdure to

* a Kings il. x9-a2,
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eight or ten square miles of the plain that wouki oti~erwise be barren.
It marks the site of the originai Jerici~o, not a vestige of wilich remains
except a mound consisting of piaster, building-stones, sun-dried bricks,
and broken ijottery. When we entered the plain, Frank and I were a
quarter of a miie or more ailead of tile si~eikh anti tile remainder of
our port y, so we foilowed tile road iead ing straight forward, insttxi of
turn ing square to tiw left as we were expected to do. 1 saw before me
tile aqueducts which cross the Keit on stone arciles just west of rnociern
Jerici]o, and off to my rigl~t the ruins of the great pooi ; anti I was
intent on examining these. When we were neariy tO tile pooi we saw
the sileikh gaiioping after us alone anti i]eard him caiiing whiie he
waved his iong spear ; but we disregarded his motions untii we were
througi~ with our examinations, and then we aiiowed him to grride us
to the tents. He wisiwd to make us think we were in danger in wan-
dering OR thus from our company, so he put spurs to his white mare
and led us over tile pi.lin in a rapid gaiiop.

On tile next day after reaci~ing Eiisiut’s Fountain we took a ride to
the Dead Sea, distant ten miies. We left our tents pitched and our
pack-an imals at rest. We aiso ieft Frank in i~is tent taking medicine

to keep off a ciliil. He had suffered from one the second day before,
anti was afraid of its return. We started before daybreak to avoid the
heat, and got ti~ere at seven o’ciock. Of course we plunged in for a

swim, and such a swiln we never ha~i before. In trying to swim in the
usuai way our heeis were constantly kicking out, and we could make but

littie progress. I soon foun{i that the best way was to iie on my back with
i~ea(i and iweis both out of the water, and pacidle aiong feet foremost.
Wlmn I stood erect ill the water beyonci my tieptil, with my handa
down my si(ic, the surface was on a level with my armpits, showing, as
is commonly statefi by writers on the Dead Sea, ti~at the human body
floats in it with one-third of its weight out of the water. We all got a
twte of the nauseous Sillff and felt the smart of it in our eyes, but be-
yond this we suffered no discomfort.

l~roin the seashore we went to tile Jortlan, at wilat is called the Pil-
gril]l’s For(l, the rei]lttwi site of the Saviour’s baptism, four or five miles
from the sea. It is certainly a good place for l)ai]tizing; for, although
at this season of the year the water k 8 or 10 feet deep in the channel,
there is a gratitmi descent on e~cil side witil a gravel bottom, and the
only drawback to perfect comfort is the swiftness of the current. I
have myseif, i)owever, baptized in the Missouri River wi]ere the current
was swifter. We wmie(i about and swam in the water tiii we thoroughly

teste(i its tiepth, its current, anti the character of its bottom. We were
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struct[lre migl)t I)e restored.

‘1’he I.).lrnieh Ferry is situ:ite{l imnmli:ltcly west of the point dt wl]if Ii
the lower valley d the river J.lblmk CUMinto tlmt of the JLrr(lan ; I,ut
the stream of the former belltis to the nor[hwarxl just here, :md cnttirs
the J{Jr{i~n above the old bridge. \\’c lm+sed r]l) the Jd,lwk, now ( ;Illcrl
Wi(l V Zerka, uimut eight miles, to where it }MSAS from the (; iIml
n~ountaills ii~to tile Jordnn pkrin. I{ere, near its northern bnli, is a
tell, as the Arabs call it, or the ruin of di) mwient city in the s.halw of u
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mound. It is called Hanumivt (hot water), and it takes its name from
a spring of hot water a little farther U[J the stream. Here ag:lin I had

to resort to the sheikh for information as to the locality, and he called
an Ar’ab from harvesting his little w!leat-patch to find the sl)ring for
us. Wl]en we came to the spot the spring was dry, and the Ar’ah said

that the otlly way to find the water was to dig for it. I began to feel

disaplmintcxi, when it occurred to me that, as the spot pointed out was
al~out 20 feet above the level of the ‘Jabbok, the spring might have
found an underground channel into the river ; so I clambered (Iown the

rocky and almost perpendicular baok, and there I found three little
streams of hot water trickling along from under the ledge. Their

ternperzture was 96°. I am indebted to Dr. Merrill, of the Americwl
Palestitie Exploration Society, for my information aLrout this spring,
and I think he is its discoverer.

At noon that day, Thurs(lay, the zqth, we again took lunch under
~~the +ado,v of a great rock in a weary land, ” and we remenlbered ‘ts

cool shade with a sigh on several occasions afterward when we ate this
meal in the broiling sun. This rock was 25 feet high and 36 feet thick,
and it had fallen from the cliff two or three hundred feet to the edge
of the plain. From our rock we overlooked the region of Succoth,
where JQcol.r spent the tirst summer after his return from Pa(ian-ararn,
and where he built booths for his cattle, to protect them from the great
heat to which they were not accustonled. * Our route during the nlorn-
ing hod skirted the southern edge of this plain, and I had riddt?n sev-
eral miles out of the way to examine the mounds of three ancient cities.
I crossed irrigating channels in every direction, nearly all of them dry,
but a few containing running streams, drawn from the Jabbok where it
le:lves the mountains. If all of these channels were in good repair,
and enterprising farmers were scattered over this plain, there is scurcely
‘an acre that would not yieki most abundantl~y all through the summer.
As it is, there w-e several square miles of promising wheat, and almost
the entire pltiin is covered with verdure. Its former wealth and impor-
tance are attested by the ruins of not less than six towns of considersb}e
size, which lie within a few miles of each other, the mass of crumbled
building-material in some of them being 40 or 50 feet above the level
of the plain.

We were on our way to Jerash, the ancient Ger’asa, and from our
lunching-place on the edge of the Plain of Succoth we were led by
our sheikh across mountain spurs fit only for goats and Bed’awin foot-

* &n. xxxiii.17.
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men to climb into Wiid’y RiYjib, where our tents were pitched on a
bench high up the mountain-side, near a village which gives name to
the wiidy. Of W&i’y Riljib I had obtained no previous information
at all, except that I had seen it on the map of Dr. Merrill’s report. I
was not, therefore, at all prepared to see, as I did, one of the most
picturesque and romantic mountain glens that I have ever beheld.
Wooded mountain tops, with a naked crag here and there, rose a thou-

sand feet above our camp in every direction except to the west. In
that direction the sloping sides of the deep w&ly, covered with small
bushes and patches of growing grain, descended 2000 feet to the
Jordan Plain; while through the opening could ,be seen a narrow
strip of that plain covered with alternate sections of green and yellow
grain, and beyond this the mountains west of Jordan, piled one above
another in the distance, and made to stand out with great distinctness
by the soft light of the setting sun. I climbed to a rocky eminence
above our tents to enjoy the scene. It was enlivened by the merry
voices of many children in the adjacent village; by the rush of water
in the stream near by dashing over the rocks; by the barking of dogs,
and neighing of horses; and, as the twilight drew on, by the bleating
of goats, the tinkling of small bells, the lowing of cattle, and the
calls of shepherd-boys bringing in their flocks and herds along the
mountain paths. A little later the camp-fires of wandering Bed’awin
sprang up in various directions on the mountain-sides, and the moon,
with the evening star close by her side, began to glow in the western
sky. I sat on a projecting rock almost entranced, and said to myself,
CouId I only have home aud the Bible College where those tents are,
how I would love to live and die in this place ! I lingered till the
increasing darkness made my steps uncertain in descending the rocky
steep, then came to the tent and sat in front of its door till the hour
of worship and of slumber. Such places are rare in this country now,
but they were abundant in its better days.

From W&d’y R~’jib we traveled m one day to Jerash. For several
hours we ascended the w~dy in which we had camped, passing through
some dense forests abounding in oak-trees of severai varieties, a few
pines, wild olives, and other less familiar trees, and crossing many
small fields of wheat and of freshly -sloughed ground. We saw some

fresh clearings of the wooded slopes, and other evidences of increasing
attention to agriculture. Flowera of many varieties bloomed on every
side. They were not more numerous or more varied than I have seen
on the prairies in the West, but they were generally of a more delicate
texture. Among them we recognized four old Kentucky acquaintances,
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—the yellow honeysuckle, the red poppy, the hollyhock, and — the

dog fennel. ‘l’he poppy we have seen everywhere, from Joppa to the
Jordan and beyond ; and in many places it grows so thick as to cover
half an acre or more with red. The honeysuckle was a surprise to us,
and especially when we saw it in the wild woods clambering over the
tops of the scrubby oaks. While speaking of forest trees I may as weil
say here that only on a few mountain ridges and in the vicinity of
streams are any to be seen in this country, and the most of those you
do see are of a scrubby growth; yet I measured a wild olive in W5d’y
Rii’jib that was 16 feet 7 inches in circumference; I lunched one day
under an English walnut, the spread of whose branches was nearly 40
feet; and I measured an oak on Jebel Owsha the diameter of whose
foliage was 62 feet in two directions at right angles to each other. r
never saw, in any country, a handsomer shade-tree than the last, or
one which cast a denser shade. These specimens serve to show what
the primitive forests of this country were when idolatrous Israel offered
sacrifice and burnt incense “ under oaks and poplars and elms, because
the shadow thereof was good.”*

I had read something of the ruins at Jerash, and felt a deep interest
in seeing them, but I was by no means prepared to see them so grand,
so extensive, and so well preserved. As we have given a description
of them in the topographical part of this work, we will not attempt
one here. Our camp was close to the spring which sends forth nearly
all the water of the stream that flows throllgh the midst of the city.
Thence we took walks and rides among the ruins until we had carefully
examined them all. As we walked along the well-preserved pavements ‘
of the ancient streets, between rows of columns yet standing on either
side, or stood on the walls of ruined churches and heathen temples,
or sat on the weil-preserved smts of the vast amphitheatre, we expe-
rienced much the same emotion as we did amid the ruins of Pompeii.
The two cities were much alike, but Jerash was by far the more nlag-
nificent of the two.

we left Jerash on Saturday, April z6th, at IO A.M., for Es Salt. Our
route was a little west of south. At noon we rested and lunched under
a solitary tree on a high knoll overlooking the valley of the Jabbok,

which lay to the south of us. On hanging my thermometer to a limb of
the tree, I soon discovered that the temperature was 950 in the shade,
and M this was the first extreme]y hot clay which we had experienced,
I suggested to my companions the propriety of a long rest and a short

● i~mea iv. 13.
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ride in the afternoon. We had not realized how hot it was; for though
the south wind which was Mowing had a parching effect on our hands,
lips, and faces, it evaporated so rapidly the perspiration from our bodies
as to keep them comparatively cool.

Where we crossed the Jabbok that afternoon, we found it a larger
stream than it was where we had crossed it near its mouth. This dif.
ference is accounted for by the fact ti)at much of its water below is
drawn off into irrigating channels. Such is the case with many streams
iu Palestine. Often, indeed, smatl streams are turned entire!y away
from their natural channels for a few days at a time, when a large area
is to receive a full supply of water.

After fording the Jabbok and climbing the mountains south of it till
‘we had gone six or seven miles farther, we found our tents pitched on
a bench of a mountain, with a lively brook flowing in a narrow valley

xso feet below. Our sheikh tailed the place “ The Valley of Pon~e-
granates.” We saw no sign of pomegranates, or of any other fruits in
the vicinity, but we accepted the name. l’hese Ar’abs have a name for
every high hill and valley and plain in all the land, and a map of the
country would have to be of immense size to allow all the names to be

printed on it. The ancient Jews had the same custom ; for often
“ the land of this” and “ the land of that” in the Bible include only
a few acres of ground.

We had no sooner dismounted at the camp than we went down to
the brook to see if we could find a bathingplace in which to refresh
ourselves after the intense heat of the day. We found one to suit us

admirably. In a narrow fissure of the” rock the brook leaped over a
precipice nearly 20 feet high, striking various projecting points as it
descended, and scattering itse]f almost into a heavy rain. Here we
enjoyed a most delightful shower-bath. When we returned to camp we
found Assad quite unwell, and we insisted that a bath such as we had
taken would do him good. He would not believe us at first, but said
that to get under that waterfall would kill him. Finally, however, he
yielded to our arguments and went. He returned evidently feeling
much better, but he remarked in a grave manner, “ I said my prayers
before I got under the water. ”

After spending Lord’s day at the Valley of Pomegranates, we con-
tinued our ride to Es Salt on Monday morning. On the way we
crossed a beautiful valley which formed a deep circular basiu in the
mountains four or five miles in diameter, with the ruins of a town on
a knoll near the centre. I was charmed with its beauty as I rode over
it, and when, after climbing a steep hill about xooo feet high at its
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southwestern side, I was about to lose sight of it, I dismounted and
stood a long time alone gazing back upon it. Wide fields of growing
grain ; broad expanses of ploughed ground in which the ploughmen
were still at work ; occasional slopes of naked rock; dark spots covered
by the black tents of lki’awin encampments; gentle slopes all around
toward the mountains ; and a mountain wall on every side made smooth
by the distance, constituted a picture never to be forgotten. As I
mounted to ride on, I said, ‘‘ Farewell, lovely valley I I shall never see
you again. ”

In approaching Es Salt we diverged from our course a couple of
miles to the right, in orcler that we might visit the so-called tomb of
the prophet Hose’s and enjoy the view from the lofty mountain on
which it stands and to which it gives name. The mountain is 3470
feet high above the sea-level ,—the highest mountain east of the Jor-
(ian,-and it rises aimost precipitously from tile Jordan Vailey. We
saw from ti)is lofty perch ai most the entire vaiiey of ti!e Jordan from
about Jericho far up toward the Lake of Galiiee. We iooked beyond
it over a very large portion of Western Palestine. To the northwest we
could see tile tops of Gerizim, Ebai, and Tabor, and directly to the
north the ilorizon was boun(ieli by Mount Hermon. Tilis was our first
view of Mount Hermon, and we gazeti upon it with deep interest. We
expecte(i to see its top nli wilite witi~ snow, but, instead of this, we saw
the snow in white stre~ks oi) and down its sifies. Its rounded top,
rising above all other objects and streaked witil white, rernin(ie(i us of
tile head of an enormous giant with ilis white locks hanging about i~is
brow.

A short ri~ie, much of which WM through the midst of vineyards
witi~ the vines trained flat on the ground, brought us to Es Salt, wilere
we foumi our tents i)itchcd on a mountain-bench opi)osite tile town,
wlti~in ten stcixi of a ptn-ijen(iicular precii)ice 60 feet down, and an-
other rising stiii higiler immediately lxi)ind them. It wouitl have
beet~ a dangerous place for smaii chihiren to piay, but itgave us a
fuil view of the city, wilich covered the mountain-silie opi)osite to us.
The houses are so steep above one another that the roofs of the lower
serve in many places for the streets of those ai~ove. It was one of the
most curious scenes we had yet witnessed. High above the city, on
the surnn)it of the mountain, were the frowning battlements of an old
castle now fiisused. As nigi~t drew on flocks of goats, from every
direction and in great numbers, were led in by the shepherds and dis-
appeared among the houses, while their constaut bieating, tile ringing
of tile little bells on their necks, the barking of dogs, the voices of
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children, and the calls of older persons, mingled together in pleasing
con fusion, softened by the distance.

We had letters written which we hoped to mail at Es Salt, hut, to
our surprise, we found that it has no post-office, nor any other arrange-
ment for mailing a Iet[er. It was strange to be in a town claiming

IZ,000 inhabitants, with a Latin convent and school, an English mis-
sion-school, a garrison of Turkish soldiers, and a governor, but no
way to mail a letter without sending it by a special messenger 40 miles
to Jerusalem. But here we met with an illustration of Turkish nlan-
agement equally singular, though of a different kind. Our dragoman
was out of bretii, and there was only one baker in the town who could
bake such bread as we would eat. Assad applied to him for a supply
in the afternoon, but he had none baked, and said he would not bake
any until the next day. Moreover, =eing our n( cessity, he put up the
price. If this had been in America, we could have clone nothing but
pay the price and submit to the delay. But Assad, unwilling to be
cheated or to delay us, hunted up the Turkish governor and laid the
case before him. The governor sent a couple of soldiers for the baker,
and ordered him to go to work immediately, sit up all night if need
be, get that bread ready by daylight, and sell it at the usual price.
The bread was deli vered at our ctimp, warm from the oven, the next
morning before breakfast. We concluded that arbitrary government,

after all, works well sometimes.
Es salt is supposed to be the Ramoth-Gilead of the 01[1 Testament.

The supposition is based, not upon any very detinite evidence, but
rather upon the fact that Ramoth-C~ilead must have stood somewhere
in this region of the country, and there is no other town of antiquity
and importance yet found here. There is not enough said in the
Scriptures about the local topography of Ranloth-Gilead to serve as a
clue to the identification.

We left Es Salt on the morning of April 29th on our way to Am-
mht’. As we rode over the hills to the southeast we met more armed
Bed’awin moving about the country and going toward the city than we
had seen before. At noon we rested amid the ruins of an ancient city
which our guide called Juikhiit’. The houses were nearly all prostrate,
but some walls and arches were still standing a few feet high, rock-cut
sepulchres and cisterns were abundant, and sarcophagi were scattered
about. We had to eat our lunch without shade, and to t:~ke our rest
in the hot sun protecte(l only by our umbrellas; but Frank found a
sarcophagus which was tilted so as to have a shade inside, and lying
down in this he took a nap. Little did the dead man for whom the
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coffin was made anticipate that a living man would sleep in it after he
should have left it.

Our afternoon ride was through a splendid country. Ruins of an-
cient cities were thick on every hand; large areas were covered w’i[h
wheat growing rank with heavy heads; very large flocks of goat sand
sheep were grazing on the pastures; the Beci’awin encampments were
large and numerous; andaswe neared Amn~An’ we=wl~erds ofcan~els
amounting to two or three hundred. On the beaten edge of the road
we saw in many places a well-sodded grass which we could not distin-
guish from Kentucky blue-grass.

We reached Ammiin’ early in the afternoon, and were surprised to
find its ruins almost equal in magnificence to those of Jerash. But our
surprise at the ruins, which we have sufficiently described in Part
Second,* was scarcely greater than at the large quantity of fine fish which
we saw in the Jabbok. We were not prepared to find any fish at all so
far from the Jordan and so near the source of the Jabbok; for we were
now within a mile and a half of the point at which it first springs out
of the grouncl.t ‘1’he fish were in a series of pools from two to four
feet deep, which the stream had scooped out in the rock of its bed,
and multitudes of them were from six to eight inches long. After
taking a swim in one of the largest pools, we extemporized a seine out
of some large pieces of matting used on the pack-mules, and went
a-fishing. We thought it would be pleasant and romantic to have a mess
of fish caught in the river Jabbok, and we were so confident of success
that we took Solomon with us to bring back the first mess to be cooked
for supper, intending the others for subsequent meals. But our seine
was not open enough to drag freely through the water, and the fish,
though so thick as almost to touch one another, all swam around it.
After toiling in the hot sun till we were nearly worn out, we returned
to camp without a single fish, and tried to convince ourselves that
mutton and chicken were good enough.

On the last day of April we left AmmAn’ and struck across the coun-
try in a southwesterly direction toward Mount Nebo. It was another
&~awsin’ day, as the natives call,—that is, a hot-wind day. A strong
breeze from the south, almost as hot as our breath, and as dry as if it
had come from an oven, blew in our faces, and it was often so strong
that we had to close our umbrellas and receive in addition the direct
heat of the sun We passed, as in going to Ammh’, many ruined
towns, some of large size, many Bed’awin encampments, and very

* See page36$ t Ssa psg. 367.
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large herds of goats, sheep, black cattle, and camels. We once more
lunched and rested at noon in the open sun, not having seen a single
shade-tree during the entire forenoon. While resting I took a kind

of meridian observation to ascertain the true time. For.fear of being

robbed while out among the Bed’awin, we had left our gold watcl]es,
as well as our other gold, with the consul in Jerusalem, and we had
in our entire company only two indifferent silver watches. These h:d

got so far apart that we had no accurate idea of the tiine of day, and
we knew not which watch was the nearer right. I laid my pocket-

compass on the ground, and stuck a cedar pencil (the longest straight
stick to be found) opposite the south end of the needle, and when its
shadow pointed to the north we pronounced it noon, and set both
watches according] y.

We had seen a troop of about 200 Turkish soldiers, indifferently
mounted on mules and horses, scouring the plains as we came along,
and we observed that their presence caused some commotion among
the camps of Bed’awin. While we were resting at noon we saw a half-
dozen of the latter gentry leave their camp about a mile south of us,
and come dashing up toward us at full speed with their tall lances on
their shoulders. Sheikh Felliih’ met them a short distance from us,
and learned that they had mistaken us for a squad of the Turkish
cavalry, and had come to see whether we meant war or peace. ‘1’hey
rtaid if the Turks wanted to fight they were ready for them, but 1 ob-
served that as soon as they got back to camp they struck their tents,
packed everything on camels, including their women and children,
and departed in a great hurry.

About 4 P.M. that day, after riding three or four miles down a ravine
descending from the plateau which we had previously traversed be-
tween the rugged mountains approaching the Jordan Valley, we reached
Ain Hasb&n’, —the spring of Heshbon. It is a bold stream gushing
out from under a ledge of rock in the hillside, and running for a mile
or more southward through a smooth and gently-sloping valley about
a quarter of a mile wide. This valley was dotted all over with Bed’awin
tents, and among them were the tents of old Fellah’, our escort. His
white mare had moved at a livelier pace for the last few miles, and the
old man’s face had brightened up as he drew nearer to his home ; hit
when he met his friends, though he had a kiss for the men of his kin,
he scarcely noticed his wife and his daughters. Men kiss men in this
country, but we never see them kiss the women, nor do the women
ever kiss one another, This is one of the particulars in which they
have turned matters completely wrong end foremost. We camped
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that night in the midst of a Bed’awin encampment, and we had a
better opportunity than ever before to see these people at their ease
in their own homes. We were pleased to see the freedom with which

the women moved about; we were vexed by the ear-splitting bark of a
dozen dogs every time we passed near one of their tents; and we were

kept awake till a late bed-time by the loud voices of the children, who
seemed to take the early part of the night as their play-time. It
appeared to us that all the adults went to sleep at dark, and that all the
children woke up at the same time and went to playing.

Late in the afternoon we had a visit from Sheikh GobI&n’, a brother
of l?ell~h’, who came with three of his chief men to meet his brother
after his absence with us. Most of the travelers who have gone beyond
the Jordan have had GobI&n’ for an escort, but I, had reaii so much of
his treachery and his savage temper that we told our consul not to send
for him, but for his milder-tempered brother. The consul, moreover,
told us a tale about him which I did not fully credit, until 1 saw in

Tristram’s “Land of Moab” that Goblh’ himself had told Tristram the
same story. I copy it as follows: ~~I once had from him the story of

his first crime. When a very young man, riding over the plain, he
noticed a horseman before him on a splendid iron-gray mare; the
demon seized him; he resolved he would have the mare, and watching
his opportunity he speared the man and carried off the animal. Years
have passed and Gob15n’ knows not the name or the family of his vic-
tim, but he feels sure that some one has vowed vengeance and that he
shall yet sufler retribution. ‘ I cannot sleep,’ said he, ‘ without seeing
the gray mare and her rider before me. But she was a splendid mare,
Who would not have killed a stranger for her?’ “*

When I was intro{iucecl to the old savage I could not greet him very
cordi;dly. He is very tall, has a Very dark complexion, almost black,
has a fearful scar from a sabre-cut on one of his cheeks, and a crippled
arm. He has gone through many a bloody fight with the Turks and
with unfriendly tribes of his own people, and these wounds are some
of the results.

Our dragoman set out a large bowl of boiled rice for him and his
men, and we were amused to see how they ate it, Drawing their feet
out of their boots, and sitting down around the bowl, Goblin’ rolled
the sleeve of his right arm about halfway to the elbow, put his hand
into the dish, squeezed up a mws of the rice into a roll about the size
and shape of a hen’s egg, with a skillful use of his forefinger tossed it

* Land of Moab, 3.+1.
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Into his wide moutii, then prepared another as his comrades did the
same, and that bowl of rice disappeared with marvelous rapidity. This
illustrates the universal method of eating among the Ar’abs.

(h the next morning, May lst, we rode southward along W&i’y
Hasban’ a mile and a half, passing some ruined mills and the ruins of
a strong castle, and then after climbing a very rough and steep moun-
tain side still farther south, and thus rising again to the level of the
plateau, we reached Tell Has&n (the ruins of Heshbon),* about three
miles distant from the spring. Although the ruins here are so old that
the outlines of only a few houses are distinguishable, yet the antiquity of
the place, its association with the march of Moses and the children of
Israel toward Canaan, and the magnificent view which we enjoyed from
its high summit caused us to linger on the spot an hour or two. We
had seen no richer country in all Palestine, nor one more beautiful,
than the rolling plain which stretched away for 20 miles to the south
and the southeast of us. At the same time we could see out into the

desert to the east, we could overlook nearly all the country in which
we had been traveling the last few days, and nearly all the hill country
of Palestine west of the Jordan. I was here led to think more intently
than be(ore on the singular circumstance that in all this region west
of the Jordan, though the surface is covered more thickly than any
other in the world with ruined towns and cities, not a human habi-
tation has been erected out of these ruins, nor is there a single per-
manent habitation to be found except in Es Salt and a few villages
to the northwest of it. To the question, Who wrought all this ruin?
the answer is found in these black tents which dot all these plains, and
these brown savages who dwell in them. This leads me almost to
adopt the sentiments of Prof. Palmer in regard to these people. He
says, “The Be(i’awi has a constitutional dislike to work, and is entirely
unscrupulous as to the means he employs to live without it ; these quali-
ties (which adorn also the thi~f and the burglar of civilization) he mis-
takes for evidences of thorough breeding, and prides himself accord-
;ngiy upon being one of Nature’s gentlemen. . . . To call him a‘ son
of the desert’ is a misnomer; half the desert owes its existence to him,
and many a fertile plain from which he has driven its useful and indus.

trious inhabitants becomes in his hands, like the south country, a
parched and barren wilderness.’ ‘t He might have added that, but for
the robbing expeditions of the Bed’awin, the portion of Palestine
inhabited by the Fellahin would now be in a far more prosperous con-

● See description, pp. 368.369. t Desertof the Exodus,pp. 241,a+.
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dition, and a much greater afea of the country would be in cultiva-

tion.
From the heights of Heshbon, Mount Nebo, called by the Ar’abs

Jebel Nekii, was in full view about four miles to the west. \Ve could
see that it is a lower mountain than the one on which we stood, and
the surface between is but little depressed. When we were sausfied
with the view from Heshbon I turned to Fellah’, and pronounced the
words Jebel .Neba’. He answered, “ Jebel Nelk’,” pointed toward it,

and led the way. It was our privilege now to ~~Clilnb where MO*S sto~~

and view the Ian(iscape o’er. ” The way in which we ascertained the

point on which Moses stood, and found the landscape which he viewed,
is fully described in our account of Mount Nebo. * While we were visit-
ing Heshbon and Mount Nebo our camp had moved from the spring
of Heshbon to Aytln M(tsa, the Springs of Moses. These springs, of
which we have also given a description elsewhere, t are on the northern
side of Mount Nebo and about 1100 feet below its summit. Our tents
were pitched on a narrow bench of the ravine just below the springs,
anti thus by day and by night we were in the midst of scenes made
sacred by the presence of Moses, of the tribes of Israel, and of the
pillar of cloud. The day’s excursion had been one of the most inter-
esting in our entire tour, and our resting-place at night was one of the
most impressive.

LETTER IX.

THE HOT SPRINGS, TIIE PIAIN OF SIIITTIM, AND RETURN TO
JliRu$.41.EM.

FROM our camp at the Springs of Moses we made an excursion, May
ad, to the hot springs of Callirrho’e, near which are the ruins of the

castle of Machairus. The castle was a favorite winter residence of
Herod Antipas; and it was here, according to Josephus, that he con-
fined John the Baptist after his arrest, and tinall y beheaded him. ~ Our
dragoman and the sheikh both said that we could make the excursion
in seven hours, but both tried to dissuade us from going thither, de-
claring that there was danger of our being attacked and robbed by
the wild Bed’awin of the Beni Sakrh tribe. But we made light of the

● Page 37a. t See pege 94.
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danger and insisted on going, whereupon the sheikh sent one of the
two men who were with him to summon three footmen armed with
guns to attend us as an additional guard. These fellows joined us
when we were about halfway, and took the lead of the party. They
led up one declivity and down another, in the most desolate region
we had ever seen, and over the steepest mountain-paths. A ride which
was to have occupied three and a half hours stretched into seven, and

the thermometer went up into the nineties. Our new guards were
armed with flint-lock muskets, and their entire dress consisted of a
dirty handkerchief round the head, a brown cotton shirt, once white,
nearly worn out, and reaching only to the knees, and a pair of old
slippers with no upper leather around the heels. They seemed to feel
their importance as the protectors of four innocent “ babes in the
wood” from the other side of the ocean, while the whole affair ap.
peared to us extremely ridiculous, Frank aaid, 4’There is no use to
have those ragamuffins to protect us out here, for nobody but us are
fooltrenough to come to such a place.”

We finally reached the springs. ‘I%ey are in a deep, narrow gorge,

into which we had to descend by climbing down an almost perpendic-
ular cliff. It was too steep to ride down, and almost too steep for our
horses to get down at all. When we reached the bottom, and had
tried the temperature of some of the springs, we took our lunch under
the thin shade of a tamarisk, with the thermometer at 97°. We took
a bath in the creek just below its reception of the first hot stream, and
found the water as hot as we could bear. But the rocks on which we
stood were hotter, and they made us dance when we stood upon them

with our naked feet. After the bath, the perspiration, which had
flowed freely enough before, fairly streamed over us, yet we walked
up ind down the hot gulch for an hour or two, examining the springs
and the rank tropical vegetation along the bank of the stream.

On returning to camp we found that we had been absent fifteen and
a half hours,—from 5 A.M. to 8% p.w,-and that we had been in the
saddle fourteen hours, on some of the roughest and steepest paths that

a hot-se ever traveled over. Many times we had to dismount, and
even on foot some places were difficult and dangerous. A bright moon
enabled us to descend the rocky side of Mount Nebo to the tents, or I
think we would have been compelled to seek shelter in the tents of th~
Bed’awin. We were completely worn out, and we felt like bitterly
reproaching Assad for deceiving us about the length of the ride. I
am now satisfied, however, that old Fellah’ was actually afraid of an
attack, and that he led us far out of the way in order to avoid it. We
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had not been so fatigued since our long walk on the western shore of
the Red Sea ; but a good night’s rest revived us, and the next day we
were again ready for active service.

From the Springs of Moses we descended into “ the plains of Moab
over a~linst Jericho, ” sometimes called in the Bible “ the plains of
Shittim. ” It is a plain extending seven miles from the mountains to
the Jordan, and eight from the Dead Sea north to a westward projec-
tion of the mountains where they reach out to within three or four
miles of the Jordan. It is traversed by five streams of water, which,
if properly applied, would irrigate the whole of it and make. it a gar-
den. Indeed, it once was a garden, and it supported five cities, the
ruins of which now constitu~e five immense mounds, near the base of
the hills. Near one of these is another hot spring, with a temperature
of 1020. We catnped here on Saturday, May 3d, and remained till
Monday the 5th, with our tents pitched by the bank of WM’y Kefrein’.
Mount Nebo hung above us to the southeast, and it J~ow appeared the
highest mountain in that direction. The Dead Sea was in full view to
the southwest, and high IJp the mountains west of the Jordan we could
see Bethlehem and the Mount of Olives. We were now on our return
to Jerusalem. We crossed the Jordan at the ferry opposite Jericho;
but, instead of using the boat, we forded the river at the head of a
shoal just below. The water came well up on our saddle-skirts and one
of my knees got wet, but all of our eighteen animals crossed in safety.
While the pack-train was crossing, our party took a tine swim in the
river, and once more tested it as a place for baptizing. It is rare that
a better place for the purpose can be found in a running stream in any
country,—pebbly shore, gradual descent into the water, pebbly bot-
tom, and the current on the opposite bank. We also spent some time
searching among the bushes on the shore for suitable sticks of which to
make canes. We had already cut several on our first visit to the Jor-
dan, and sent them up ,to Jerusalem by an At-’ab, but we wanted as
many as we could well carry, knowing that our friends at home would
be glad to have them. We succeeded, however, in finding but few
limbs that were straight enough to answer the purpose.

After crossing the river we returned to our old camp at the Fountain
of Elisha$ and there took our noonday rest. As we were now once more
very near the deep gorge of the brook Cherith, and as I had learned
to distrust Assad’s statements about places out of the beaten track, I
determined to see for myself whether it was practicable to ride some
distance into that gorge. Brother Taylor agreed to go with me; so,
taking a muleteer to hold our hOJYJCS when we wished to dismount, we
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rode to the mouth of the chasm, and found no serious difficulty in

riding half a mile or more along the bed of the strefim. Then we dis.
mounted and went farther, clambering over the Lowlders which almost
block up the way, and struggling through the patches of cane which
grow thick and rank wherever there is any soil, until we reached a spot
which appeared in every way suitable for the hiding-place of the prophet
Elijah. Perpendicular cliffs of brown, rotten-looking stone arose on
each side not more than 20 steps apart, and tilling the chasm with gloom
by their dark shadows. No human being could climb up or down those

cliffs, and no one could have any ordinary purpose for ascending the
gorge from its mouth or descending it from its head, away up toward
M~chmash. A more secluded place could not be found, and it was well
chosen for the prophet’s confinement while Ahab was searching for him
throughout his own and all adjoining kingdoms. When we had satisfied
ourselves with the view we cut a walking-cane apiece from the stout
stalks of a cane-br~ke and returned to our horses. As we were passing
out of the chasm we saw, soaring high up in the air, a raven of the same
variety which carried the bread and flesh every morning and evening
to the prophet.

From Elisha’s Fountain we rode in the afternoon to Ain ed DCrk,*
where we camped for the night. We took much interest in examining

the copious springs, and in tracing the artificial channels by which
their water is conducted around the mountain-sides in one direction to
the vicinity of old Jericho, and across the valiey on arches in another
direction to the fields which they irrigate. On the next morning, May
6th, we climbed the mountains from Ain ed I)tlk to the village of Tai’-
yebeh, on the highlands northeast of Bethel. We had directed Assad
to lead us by the most direct route to Bethel, intending to follow the
line of Joshua’s march when he went up to attack Ai, but he deliber-
ately deceived us, as we afterward learned, and led us by a more cir-
cuitoori route farther north.

The village of Tai’yebeh is not known to the Scriptures, and is
seldom mentioned in the writings of travelers, but it is a town of some
importance, and the unusually good state of cultivation around it
shows the influenu of Christianity on its inhabitants. Its population

is chiefly Mohammedan, but it contains a hti n and a (3reek convent)
a mimion school of the English Church, some imposing ruins, and
man y marks of having once been a flourishing city. From the walb

of a ruined church ● short distance east of the town we had a fine

●SeepOge3+5.
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view of the country lying southward, and a splendid view of the Dead
Sea, all of its eastern shore as farasthe peninsula being in full view.

At Tai’yebeh our dragoman bought for our table some dried figs,
prepared by the natives. They were small, and quite inferior in every
respect to the Smyrna figs which he had previously furnished us.
Moreover, they had a smoky taste and appearance, from being kept in
the smoky houses of the villagers. Thenceforward figs were not eaten
in our camp so voraciously for lunch- and dinner as they had been
before, and I think Assad had some of that purchase left when we bade
him a final farewell. The inferiority of the figs was due entirely to tke
unskillful and slovenly way in which they had been cured and kept.

In the afternoon we rode to Bethel, and our tents were pitched in

the midst of the large but unused reservoir just below the village spring.
Our location enabled us to see all the villagers as they came and went,
the men idling about, and the women carrying water. Many of the
men, as is usual when we camp near a village, seated themselves in
groups near our tents to talk with the muleteers and get a pipeful of
tobacco from our dragomati. . To smoke together and tell the news is

the universal custom when companies of strangers meet.
We had time before night to ride out east of Bethel and try to find

the site of Ai, and of Abraham’s camp between Bethel and Ai. We
found both as we thought without difficulty, and we found the ruins
of a tower on the top of the hill where Abraham pitched his tent and
btiilt his altar.* Two young fellows of the village, who could not
speak a word of English, had walked before us all the way, annoying
us with their efforts to tell us something and to show ua what we were
already looking at. We knew that they were manufacturing an excuse
to ask us for buckshlsh’ when we started back, and we thought we would
outwit them; so we turned suddenly and rode back to camp in a sweep-
ing gallop. One of our tormentors, however, ran after us ss fast as he
could, and we had scarcely dismounted when he assailed us with his
cry of 6‘.BuckrhisA’. ” We had to give him something to get rid of him.

On the next morning we rode through the hills of Benjamin from
Bethel to Jerusalem. The road follows the watershed, crossing now
the head of a ravine which runs toward the Jordan, and IIOW another
that runs toward the Mediterranean, It climbs no high hills, and
descends into no deep valleys, but it is rough and stony, and now and
then it has sections of the old pavement laid by the ancient Jews. All
the way it passes in view of historic~ towns, s~h ss Be’eroth, Ramish,

● See description of thh ~y, pagcJ n39, I+CI.
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Gibeah, and Mizpeh, and there is no highway in the country more fre-
quently the scene of biblical events.

We reached Jerusalem about 10 A.?ol., on the 7’th of May, having

been absent since the a Ist of April, nearly seventeen days. We felt
very much like one returning home. We repaired at once to the con-
sulate to receive the letters from home which had accumulated in our
absence, and then sat down in our tents at the old camping-place to
read and answer them.

One of our first duties on our return was to settle with Fellfdi, the
old sheikh who had been our guide and protector during our journey.
He had faithfully complied with his contract. On his little white mare,
with his long spear across his shoulder, he had ridden before us all the
time by day; he had eaten uncomplainingly of the scant fare doled
out to him by our dragoman ; he had smoked his pipe on the ground
outside our tents, and slept there wrapped only in his ab’a every night;
he had answered all questions promptly, and complied with every
request in a good humor, and we had become really attached to him,
When we handed him the gold which was due, he received it with a
bow, and asked for no more. We all wanted his photograph, and when
we asked him to sit for it, he answered that it was contrary to his religion

to make pictures, but he would not disappoint us; so he”went with us
to the gallery of an Armenian photographer, and we obtained the like-
ness of which the engraving in this book is a faithful. copy. * If the

Christian faith could be planted in the hearts of such men of the desert
as he, it would find congenial soil and bring forth much fruit. The
Lord hasten the day I

From Wednesday, the 7th, to Saturday, the Ioth of May, we re.
mained in camp at Jerusalem, and spent the time revisiting localities
already seen and seeing new ones, Thursday we devoted to the

Har’am, and on account of the expense of admission we visited it only
once. It is unlawful for a Christian to enter this sacred inclosure
without the permission of the Ar’ab sheikh who is intrusted with its

guardianship, and it is thought to be dangerous to do so wid~out his
personal presence with you, and the protection of a couple of Turkish
soldiem and of the rar~as~c or Turkish body-guard of your consul. The
danger is not from the authorities, but from the fanatical Moslem, who
might gather a mob and stone you. In order that proper preparation

may be made you must give the consul notice of your intended visit b
day in advance, then he attends to everything else. We repaired with

. *C page 81.
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our interpreter to the consulate at the appointed hour, the carxrwled
us to the barrack and obtained the two soldiers, and then, escorted by
all three of these, we entered the enclosure from David Street, and were
met by the sheikh of the Har’am. From the time we entered the place
until we got through our examination of all its curious objects, our
attendants were constantly trying to hurry us, evidently wishing to get
their fees for the least amount of time and trouble. But we had come
to see, and to see once for all; and we would not be hurried. We
examined carefully all objects of interest both above ground and under
ground, both within and without the sacred buildings, in about the
same order in which we have described them in another part of this
book.* Only once was there the slightest attempt to restrain the free-
dom of our curiosity, and that was when I laid my profane hands on
the immense manuscript copy of the Koran, which lay on the pulpit in
the Dome of the Rock. It was so large (about 30 inches square) that
I had a curiosity to see inside of it, and I threw it open. Immediately
our guide cried out with alarm, and the sheikh made a threatening
motion with a scowl on his face, but as my hands were no longer touch-
ing the book, I pretended not to undemtand what was said, and looked
at the written page until I was satisfied.
\ In former years a system of extortion was practiced on travelers in
regard to visiting the Har’am, and instead of a fixed price of admission
the sheikh demanded all that every individual visitor could be induced
to pay, first putting his figures enormously high, and then gradually
coming down until he reached the visitor’s highest bid. But the Euro-
pean and American consuls have of late combined their influence to
prevent extortion, and now a fixed fee of five francs for every visitor is
all that is paid, and this is paid, not to the sheikh, but to the consul,
who delivers it to him. Besides this, you give a voluntary fee of from
two to five francs for the company to each of the soldiers and the
J-Uvusse,

● Part Second, Chapter I., ? VII.



LETTER X.

LE TTARS OR TRA V.EL.

BETHLEHEM, SOLOMON’S POOLS, HEBRON, AND EN-GEDI.

ON Saturday, May Ioth, we started on a tour intended to include all
of Palestine south of the parallel of Jerusalem. Leaving onr camp,
we rode up close to the Joppa gate, then descended the eastern side
of the Valley of Hinnom a short distance, and crossed it on the bridge
which supports the aqueduct from Solomon’s Pools. We were on the
road to Bethlehem. As I crossed I rode up to the aqueduct wall ahd
looked into a hole which I had found in the top of the aqueduct a few
days before, and saw that the water was still flowing. At intervals all
the way to Bethlehem we saw the aqueduct winding round the hillsides,
and a woman gave me a drink of water from it just at the edge of that
town. On the south side of the town it flows through a cistern, keeps
it full, and affords a perpetual supply of water to the Bethlehemites, to
be used when their rain-water cisterns are exhausted.

The road to Bethlehem was once covered with a pavement of tlat
stones, and remnants of it are still seen. The road-bed was x6. or 18
feet wide. The present road is no$hing but three or four bridle-paths
made by the constant tramp of camels and donkeys and their human
companions. The amount of travel over it is second to that over no
road leading out of Jerusalem, except the one to Joppa. We met many
camels loaded with lime, each carrying about a cart-load in immense
sacks which were swung across his back like saddle-pockets, other
camels and many donkeys loaded with brush and roots for fuel, and
some loaded with charcoal. We a]so met some two-legged don-
keys, walking along with their turbaned heads uplifted, while their

wives, trudging behind them, bowed their heads under heavy burdens
which they were taking to market, I even saw two or three riding

on little donkeys which they could carry on their shoulders, while their
wives went before on foot with heavy packs on their heads. I never let

one of these fellows pass without giving him a tongue-lashing which
would make him warm if he could only understand English.

When within about two miles of Bethlehem we passed the tomb of
Rachel, so called; but it is evidently a Mohammedan structure, and it
stands, as we have shown before,* some miles away from the spot where

● Page a16.
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Jacob set up a pillar over the grave of Rachel. I pay but little atten-
tion to traditionary sites which, like this, are contrary to the scriptures.

He who approaches Bethlehem with the expectation of seeing a
handsome place will be disappointed. It is built of limestone, which

has grown dingy from ,exposure, and the houses have neither visible
roofs, nor cornices, nor shutters, nor wood-work of any kind on the
outside, except the doors. Many of them have no windows other

than little square holes in the wall. ‘I’he old church of the Nativity,

at the east end of the town, is no exception to the general rule. It is
unsightly outside, and going to wreck inside. It deserves to go to

wreck for keeping up the false pretense of showing, dorm ix a cave,
or a cistern, the manger in which Jesus was laid. But at the west end
of the town there are some new and modern buildings, and along the
Jerusalem road, running north from this point, many new buildings are
now in course of erection, It is claimed by the inhabitant that Beth-
lehem now numbers X0,000 inhabitants, though it is usually put
down at 5000, and they are nearly all nominal Christians; but I could
see no difference between their orttward appearance and that of the
Mohammedans, except that the women have a different style of head-
dress,

on leaving Bethlehem, instead of going directly to Solomon’s Pools,
on the road to Hebron, we struck OK to the southeast, and visited what
is called “ The Frank Mountain,’] about four miles toward the Dead
Sea. Its principal interest is derived from the fact that here, on a
conical hill 400 feet above its baa on every side, and so steep that
even a Syrian horse can climb only halfway, Herod the Great bad
a palace whose ruins are still there, and that here he was buried, ‘his
body being brought hither from Jericho, where he died.

From this mountain we struck for the pools, and our track for the
last two miles of the way was along the bench made for the aqueduct.
On reaching the pools we found our tents pitched by the side of the
upper pool, and there we remained in camp from Saturday ●fternoon
till Monday morning.

‘1’here are few objects in Palestine which I have felt more anxious
to see than these pools and the aqueduct connected with them, and few
that are so insufficiently described in the books which I have read. I
examined them with the greatest care, and they filled me with more
admiration than ever before. Previous to their construction Jerusalem
had within itno running water, but was dependent on rain-water
caught in cisterns or in wells outside the wallat Such a dependence
waa too precarious for the capital of s kingdom, and Solomon wea too
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wise a king to be contented with it; so he determined to bring in a
constantly-flowing stream by means of an aqueduct, But in order to
do this, a sufficiently copious spring must be found at an elevation
above Jerusalem; and as Jerusalem is from 2400 to 2500 feet above
the sea level, and as springs generally burst out, not at the tops of
hills, but far down their slopes, it is clear that such a spring was not
to be found at random. The nearest, and the only one within a
reasonable distance, was found two miles southwest of Bethlehem, and
about eight miles by the nearest road from Jerusalem. I have described
the aqueduct and the pools near its fountain-head on pages 222-229,
and will not here repeat the description.

We left Solomon’s Pools on Monday morning, May x2th, for He-
bron. The distance is about 12 miles, and, though the road passes up
hill and down almost continually, there is a general ascent; so that the
highest elevation in all Southern Palestine is reached about three miles
north of Hebron. It is 3300 feet above the sea. When we were
within a mile of Hebron we turned to the right and crossed over to
the Plain of Mamre, in order to visit A braham’s Oak. Of this we have
given a description and a picture on pages 5s, 52. The vines which
now cover this plain are an innovation as respects Abraham’s time, for
the plain was then a pasture; but vines had already taken possession of
the soil when the twelve spies were sent into Canaan 300 years later. It
was probably in this very plain, then called the Valley of Eshcol, that
the spies cut the bunch of grapes which was borne on a staff between
two. Such b~nchea grow there still. I saw many bunches with the
grapea just forming, that were IO or 12 inches long, and were destined
to be nearly two feet long when the grapes are ripe. Hebron is repre-
sented as the best district for grapes in all Western Asia, with the
single exception of Damascus, and its vineyards are far superior to any
others that I have seen. The grapes are not utilized to the extent
that they would be by an enterprising people, but many of them are
made into raiskfs. I wanted some of the raisins to take home as a
specimen, so I told our dragoman to buy me a franc’s worth, and I was
mwpriaed to receive about four bounds.

Our tents at Hebron were pitched on the slope of a hill west of the

town, and as the town lies on the opposite slope it was in full view
from our tent door. It claims about 8ooo inhabitants and is a stirring
place, though intensely Mohammedan. We could see from our camp
the ancient stone wall, supposed to have been built by Solomon, which
surrounds and conceals the Cave of Machpdah, wherein lie buried
Abraham and Sarah, I- and Rebekah, Jacob and Leah. We could
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see the roof and part of the wall of the church built within the in-
closure during the Christian period of Palestine, and afterward” turned
into a mosque by the Mohammedans. We were also permitted, under

the escort of the sheikh of the city, to walk round the inclosure itself
and examine its exterior, while the women and boys were cursing us in
Arabic and wishing that they dared to stone us.

From Hebron we made an excursion to En-ged i, an oasis on the
desolate western shore of the Dead Sea. Our object was not only to
visit the place, conspicuous in Old Testament history, but to see the
barren hills which form the western shore of the Dead Sea and the
country westward about ten miles. The path which we followed was
very direct, and the greater part of it was a much better road than I
expected to see; but at two places we had a trial of mountain riding
more severe than any in our previous experience. Our road, for a mile
or two, was a mere goat-path on the side of a mountain whose slope was
so steep that if man or beast should fall, there would be no stopping
short of the rocky bed of the ravine, and that was at least xooo feet
by the slope below us. The path in many places was not more than
xz inches wide, and it had a little slant in the wrong direction. I
could not look down without being nervous ;, but, though I ‘tried to
keep my eye fixed on the path before me, I could not resist the inclina-
tion to look downward occasionally. To add to my nervousness, my
horse persisted in walking on the outer edge of the path, while I leaned
and drew the rein in the opposite direction. He reminded me of many
young Christians who are constantly treading on the very verge of
propriety, as if to show how near they can approach destruction and
yet escape it. I spoke of dismounting, but the dragoman insisted
that it was safer for both the horse and myself that I remain in the
saddle, and he closed by saying, <~The horse is very wise:” so I trusted
to horse wisdom, and passed through in safety. The other place was
the cliff which rises above En’-gedi. When we reached the mountain-
top overlooking the Dead Sea, we found that we were on an almost
perpendicular cliff of brown and rugged rock, zooo feet above the
spring, and it appeared impossible for a horse to descend it. But we
dismounted, the Ar’ab attendants led our horses, and we followed. By
a series of very short zigzags, over rough stones, over smooth slanting
rock, and down steps from one to two feet perpendicular, we slowly
and carefully picked our way, while the grandeur of the scenery con-
tinually incre?sed as the dark, fr~w~il~g precipice rose higher and
higher above us. In half an. hour the 2000 feet of descent were

passed, and we stood on a bench of tbe mountain, 600 feet yet above
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the sea, by the side of a rushing stream of pure and sparkling water.
It gushes forth from under mountains which look as if they had never
received a drop of rain; it makes verdant a few acres of ground; it
rushes down the remainder of the precipice, turning a mill when the
mill is in repair, and, although it has only a half-mile of beach to cross
after completing the descent, so thirsty are the sands of that beach that
the stream is lost before it reaches the sea.

After a brief rest Frank and I walked down to the sea to take a
bath. There was a stiff breeze from the north, and the waves were
rolling two or three feet high. This delighted us, for we expected to
have a wave-bath after the fashion at Cape May; but when we tried it
we found that our feet WOUAZ’go up and our heads down. The first we
knew, our eyes were full of the water and smarting so that we could
not open them until the tears washed out the brine. Meantime, we
were learning how to keep our feet under, and were getting farther
and farther from shore. When we learned to keep our equilibrium,
and could open our eyes, the ride over the waves as they came in was
delightful.

After enjoying this to our satisfaction we turned toward the shore,
and experienced the old difficult y in a new form. There was an under-

current drawing us out to sea, and as we tried to swim against “it every
wave that overtook us threw our feet out of water, so we were com-
pelled to swim with our hands a!one. The exertion was so great that
by the time I reached water in which I could touch bottom the strength
of my arms was almost exhausted. No one who is not a good swim-
mer should venture into the Dead Sea beyond his depth when the
waves are rolling, After our bath we started for the mouth of an
enormous fissure in the mountains, a short distance to the right, whose
grandeur had excited our admiration. As we approached it we came
to a feeble stream of water just sinking in the sand. The farther we
went the broader and stronger this stream became, and when we
entered the mouth of the gorge we saw before us a fine cascade leaping
over a perpendicular ledge of rock 25 feet high. It had scooped out,
where it fell, a round basin in the solid rock 6 feet deep and about 30
feet in diameter, which was full to the brim with sparkling water. We
were soon plunging about in this to wash away the gummy coating
which the Dead Sea water had left on our bodies. This coating made

one feel, to use Brother Taylor’s expression, as if he had been “smeared
all over with molasses. ”

The hills composing the wilderness along the western shore of this
sea consist chiefly of a soft limestone, which varies in color from a
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tawny to a dark brown when long exposed, but is almost as white as
snow when freshly uncovered. Nothing grows there except two little
bushy shrubs, one of which is called by the Ar’abs the blacksmith-bush
and the other the bachelor-bush. The last is well named, for you
never see two of them growing together. A ride through this region
is usually attended with great discomfort and some danger to health,
on account of the glare of the white hillsides in the hot sun, but we
were favored with a cloudy day and a north wind, for which we were
truly thankful.

On our return from En-gedi to Hebron we made a detour to the
southward in order to see Ziph, near which David and his men were
lurking when the Ziphites betrayed them to Saul, and Carmel, where
were the possessions of the churlish Nabal. *

The town of Ziph stood on the summit of a rounded hill, five miles
southeast of Hebron, with broad, rich valleys at its base and a beautiful
country spreading far away to the south and southwest, a part of the
Negeb. There is nothing left of the town except its cisterns and sep-
ulchres and the broken pottery that is intermixed with the soil. The
terraced sides of the hill and its leveled summit are cultivated in grain.
As I stood there and looked around where the dust of David’s be-
trayers had enriched the soil, I felt like saying, “You Ziphites, you were
a mean set, and you deserved the fate which has befallen you; for you
betrayed the innocent to make favor with the powerful. May such be
the fate of all who follow your detestable example 1”

In coming from Ziph to Hebron we saw, perched on a high hill to
the west of us, the ancient town of Juttah, supposed to have been the
birthplace and early home of John the Baptist. No other city of Judah
answers the natural requirements of the case so well. The Roman
Catholics, however, with their usual disregard of evidence, long ago
fixed on a village about four miles west of Jerusalem as the place of
John’s residence, and there they have erected extensive convent build-
ings, with beautiful gardens and orchards around them.

In returning to Hebron we rode against a strong north wind which
was so cold that we took our shawls from our aaddks and wrapped

them around us. In the camp that evening we took seats by George’s
charcoal-fire at the kitchen-tent, ●nd the next morning the thermometer

was down to 42°. This was the coldest weather we felt in Pale-tine.

•S&m,s.~; Iiav.
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LETTER XI,

BEER’-SHEBA, EDOM, AND PHILISTIA.

FROM Hebron to Beer’-sheba is about 30 miles in a southwesterly
direction. At about 12 miles we reached the village of Dahirt’yeh,
which lies among the last of the hills, the remainder of the distance
being through the plain where Abraham and Isaac fed their flocks and
dug their wells while sojourning in the country of Abimelech. Here a
striking historical coincidence had just occurred. In conversation
with the sheikh of the village, who called at our camp, I learned that
his people and those of another village farther south had recently had
a fight, in which five men were killed, and that the quarrel was about
the ownership of a well which lies between the two villages. At once
I was reminded of the quarrel which arose between Isaac and the herrls-
men of Abimelech in this very vicinity, nearly 4000 years ago, for the
very same cause.

It was with deep and solemn satisfaction that, after visiting the
favorite residence of these venerable patriarchs, and their appropriate
burial-place, I was now permitted to rest where the grove which At.wa-
harn here planted once cast a shade, and to refresh myself with the
same water from which he drank. Along the plain above, and close
about the wells, cities have risen and fallen since that day, and we rode
among their ruins; but now, in these ends of the ages, these silent
wells remain as they were when Isaac left them, without a perfect hab.
itation within many miles of them, the property of all who go to them
for refreshment, the exclusive inheritance of none.

Beer’-sheba is the last point in the desert on the route from Egypt to
Palestine by way of Mount Sinai, and this is the proper place in which
to say. something of the region lying between the head of the gulf of
Ak’abah and Bee#-sheba.

This region is divided into three districts,—the Wilderness of the
Wandering, including the desert between the base of the Sinaitic
peninsula and the first habitable district south of Palestine; the South
Country, including all between the desert and the thickly-settled terri-
tory of Judah; and Edom”, including the mountainous region extending
from the southern end of the Dead Seato the northern end of the Gulf
of Ak’abah. of the first we need only say that it is still, as it was
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anciently, (4~ ~a~te, howling wilderness, “* almost totally uninhabited,

and seldom traversed even by the Becl’awin Ar’abs.
The second, the South Country, was once well settled and well cul-

tivated, as is clear from the ruins of many cities and towns now scattered
over its surface. Even now its pasturage is excellent in the early spring,

and in’ many parts of it wheat is grown successfully. But the ruins
now found there belong principally .to the Christian period of its
history, between the destruction of Jerusalem and the Mohammedan
invasion. In the period of Jewish history it was occupied, as it is now,

by nomadic tribes such as the Am’alekites.
Between the southern end of the Dead Sea and the northern end of

the Gulf of Ak’abah, there is a continuation of that long depression
which constitutes the Jordan Valley. It is a narrow, sandy plain, with

a perpendicular cliff rising from its western side up to the level of the
rfe~ert, and the mountains of Edom rising abruptly from it on the east.
It is called the Ar’abah, and the march of the children of Israel, when
they turned south from Kadesh.Barnea to compass the land of Edom,
was along its sandy bed. It was on this march that they came to Mount
Her, where Aaron was required, after climbing to the top of the

mountain, to give up his life, This mountain stands near the Ar’abah,
and about halfway between ita northern and southern extremities. It
is more than 4000 feet high above the sea-level, and it requires a very
fatiguing climb on foot to reach its summit. On its highest peak stands
a Mohammedan wely called Aaron’s Tomb, which is greatly revered
by the Bed’awin of the surrounding country. They call the mountain
Jebel Ha’rtln ,—the mountain of Aaron. The structure is 32 by 35
feet in exterior dimensions, and it is well represented in the cut on the
following page.

Its interior is thus described by Dr. Ridgaway, who visited it in
~874: ~~pushing aside an o]d rickety door which scarcely hangs upon

its hinges, we entered the open chamber where is the tomb proper.
It is like an ordinary Moslem grave, with Arabic characters inscribed
upon it, with bits of clGth hanging about it, and ostrich eggs and other
simple emblems hanging above it. The room is plain, with arched
ceiling, the sides pierced with small windows, and some fragments of
tesselated pavement on the floor. The real tomb is below the floor, in
the crypt, into which the superstitious Mohammedans are loath to allow
infidels to enter. But we went down, pushed through an old iron door,
and by aid of a candle and magnesium light saw-nothing, ”t & the

. ———. . . . . . __

● Deut. xxxii.XO, t The Lord’s Land, page 156.
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structure is of Mohammedan origin, it must have been erected, of
course, since the Mohammedan invasion ; but it may have taken the
place of some pre-existing tomb, or it may have been erected without
a predecessor, in honor of “ the prophet Aaron, ” for whom the nloun-
tain was named.

Between Mount Hor and the Red Sea [the Gulf of Ak’abah), as
Israel was marching along the southern slope of the Ar’abah, occurreli
the well-known visitation of fiery serpents, whose bite was healed by a
look at the brazen serpent suspended on a pole in the camp. *

A few miles from Mount Her, in the midst of the mountains eastward
of it, is the celebrated city called Petra,—the rock. It is one of the

AARON’S TOMB.

most curious cities in the world, yet of its early history very little is
known, and its very existence was lost sight of for many centuries until
its ruins were discovered by Burckhardt in X812. It was built in a
deep basin in the mountains, surrounded on every side by precipitous
cliffs, and approached by only one narrow pass between perpendicular
ledgrs of rock, This pass, for nearly a mile as it descends toward the
city, is in many places not more than xz feet wide, and a small stream
flows along its bed. It finally opens out into a wider valley called
WAd’y Musa, and this into the area which was occupied by the city.
Over this area are scattered the fragments of ancient dwellings, palaces,
an&te@es, while the perpendicular walls of variegated sandstone al]
around are excavated for tomlm and small temples. But the most

● Numbm xxi. 4-9.
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remarkable structure is a temple of large dimensions and eloborate
workmanship carved entirely out of natural rock ill the face of a per-
pendicular cliff. It is called by the Ar’abs El Ktls’neh, and it is repre-
sented in the cut on the opposite page.

Its height is about 150 feet, and, as can be seen in the cut, its columns
are of the Corinthian order. “ The perfection of its preservation, ”

says Dr. Ridgaway, (( is ~narve]ous, the finest carving lo~klng as

though but a day from the touch of -the chisel, and only here and
there a column or a figure has perished. ” It has a single interior

chamber, which is without ornamentation, and the design of the entire
work is an enigma. It was certainly not carved out by the ancient
sons of Esau, who held this country during the period of Bible his-
tory, yet the existence of such a work and of such a city as that of
which it is a representative shows that the land of Edom was once
capable of supporting a rich and powerful people. Its valleys and ele-
vated plains are still exceedingly productive, and should the tide of
intelligent emigration once set in upon it, it may yet be made to bloom
again as a garden.

On Saturday afternoon we left Beer’-sheba on our way to C.aza, and
our camp for Sunday, May ~8th, was on W5d’y Shari’a, a pereni~ial
stream which flows from the hills west of Hebron across the southern
end of the Philistine Plain and enters the Mediterranean south of Gaza.
We were in the midst of a large tribe of Bed’awin, whose encampments
dotted the plains in every direction, while their herds of camels were
grazing in groups, or marching in solemn procession to and from the
water, and their harvesters, both men and women, were everywhere at
work in the unfenced fields of grain. I thought of Samson and his
foxes, and could see that a fire once set out in these fields of deadripe
grain would spread without hindrance over the whole country. The
modes of handling grain are the same that they were in the days of
Isaac, and we have fully described them elsewhere. * While some of
the men, women, ahd boys are engaged in harvesting, a detachment of
women and boys are at work bringing water to the laborers and to the
camps. It is brought partly in goat-skins, the bottles of Scripture, and
partly in small-mouthed jars, or large-mouthed jugs, I scarcely know
which to call them, holding about five gallons each. These are swung
in pairs across the backs of small donkeys, or the jars, if the distance
is moderate, are poised singly on the heads of the women. The women
have learned to balance them so skillfully that they seldom steady them
.— ——

● Pages ~+.

3a
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with their hands. TO add to this interesting picture of nomad life, the
sheikh of the tribe visited our camp in company with several of his
men, and they brought with them a beautiful yearling lamb, led by a
cord, as a present to our dragoman. They received presents in return,
and remained all night with us. We gave them a hospitable (?) sleep-
ing-place on the bare ground outside of our tents, but the loamy plain
did not furnish a single stone for a pillow; for be it known that stones
are still used as pillows by the sleepers in the desert, and I know by
experience that they are a real comfort. I throw my blanket-shawl on
the ground at noon, with one end folded on a stone, and under the
shade of a fig- or olive- or carob-tree it is a bed that any weary man
would enjoy. So the Bedawi uses his woolen outer garment, which
protects him from the sun during the day and serves as his bed and
cover by night. ‘l’his sheikh appealed to me very earnestly in behalf
of a cousin of his, who had been held by the Turks as a prisoner in
Jerusalem for twenty-two months on account of a fight between his tribe
and another. He claimed that his cousin had been guilty of no personal

crime, and aaid that there was no way of getting a case through the
Turkish courts except by bribery. He wanted me to induce the Ameri-
can consul to use his influence to effect his cousin’s release, and when
I promised to do what I could he expressed his gratitude by touching
my heart and kissing my hand. I was faithful to my promise, and
Colonel Wilson, our consul, assured me that he would use his utmost
influence in the case if he could manage to do so without appearing
to intermeddle.

On Monday, the lgth of May, we continued our journey to Gaza,
reaching there about noon. It is distant from Beer’-sbeba about 30
miles, the latter place being southeast of it. The modern Gaza contains
about 15,000 inhabitants, and is a place of considerable business. Its
houses are nearly all miserable huts built of sun-dried brick, but it has
some respectable buildings, the most respectable of which is an old
Christian church turned into a mosque. The ancient Gaza stood be-
tween the present town and the sea. Its site is traceable only LIythe
mounds of rubbish formed by the crumbling of its larger buildings,
while the sites of all its smaller structures are hidden under heaps of
aand. But little is left to interest the Bible student.

We rode up the coast XZ miles to Aske]on, our path lying along

the beach, where the waves of the sea frequently washed our horses’
feet, and the horses trod continually upon small sea-shells of brilliant
colors. We gathered as many of the more beautiful shells as we could
well carry, but we rode over thousands of wagon-loads of them that
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would be acceptable presents at home. The ruins at Askelon are very

extensive and interesting, but they are chiefly those of the walls and
buildings erected by Richard Cceur de Lion while here as a Crusader
in the year 1192. *

From Askelon we struck across the Philistine Plain again, in a line
nearly parallel with that by which we had approached Gaza. We
found the plain here, as below, a vast grain-field ; but, unlike that
below, it was dotted by numerous villages instead of the black tents of
the Bed’awin. The people here, as everywhere else in Palestine, except
among the Bed’awin, live in villages and cultivate the surrounding
fields. Near the villages are the vineyards, gardens, and fruit-orchards,
all of which, in the plain, are protected by cactus-hedges; while
farther out are the fields of grain entirely unfenced. All cattle and
sheep are kept constantly in charge of shepherds.

We spent the night at Mejdel, some three or four miles from .4ske-
lon. It is a thriving town, in the midst of the best-cultivated district
in all Palestine, except that immediately about Joppa. Here our cook
was taken sick, and sent for me to give him medicine. I found him
suffering severe pain, and suspected that imprudent eating was the
cause; but he insisted that he had eaten nothing unusual. I finally
asked the dragoman what he had been eating, ami he said he knew of
nothing except some cucumbers which the men had bought by the way.
The cucumbers were 8 or 10 inches long, and very ]arge. I said,
“ George, how many of those big cucumbers did you eat ?“ He inno-
cently answered, “ Only nine !“ And when I scolcied him for eating so
many, he said he had eaten nine many a time. I gave him a severe dose
of medicine, and he was well enough to cook breakfast the next morning.

JVe struck the hills near B?t Jibrin’ (pronounced Bate Jibreen’) which
was cd led in the crusading times Eleutheropo]is. It is now a city of
ruins, and it is most remarkable for the vast artificial caverns which
abound in its vicinity, and which show plainly, by their interior ar-
rangement, that they were made for human habitations. They are cut
in a soft white limestone, they have lofty arched ceilings with an
opening in the apex to let in light, and they have passages opening
from one to the other like the doors from one room to another in a,
dwelling. It was doubtless in some such cave-dwelling that David
and his men made their home near Adullam.

Our next movement was northward along the dividing-]iue between
Judah and the Philis’tines, as far as Gath. It was Lieutenant Conrier

* For description, see page 267.
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who first identified the site of this city, and it is one well worthy of the
city’s fame. It is the leveled summit of a hill at least 500 feet above
the surrounding valleys, and the ascent to it is so steep on every side

that it requires a Syrian horse to climb it. From the southern extremity
of the summit the view stretches out over the entire country of the
Philis’tines, and the signal-fire lighted here could be instantly seen from
all the confederated cities. Along its northern base passes the Valley
of Elah, here a beautiful plain a mile wide, and rich in waving grain.
It was down this valley that the Philis’tines fled after the dealh of
Goliath, and this noted event occurred but a few miles above. Before
visiting the spot of this last event, we rode across the mountains north.
eastward, to visit Timnath, the Valley of SoreIi, Zorah, and Beth’-she-
mesh. After passing Timnath, which is now a village built of ancient
ruins, we climbed over the top of a rugged hill, too rough with massive
rocks for cultivation, and thickly set between the rocks with scrubby
brush. Over this hill Samson had to pass in going from Zorah to see
his beloved at Timnath, and here he must have met and slain the lion,

When we reached the northern brow of the same hill, the Valley of

Sorek spread before us, and we involuntarily reined in our horses to
gaze upon its beauty. From Beth’-shemesh, whose identity is un-
mistakable, about three miles to our right, the smooth trough of the
valley passed by beneath our feet, and stretched away to the west,
widening as it went, and variegated everywhere with alternate strips of
yellow and green grain and freshly-ploughed ground. For a few miles
the hills, with decreasing height, bounded it on either side, and beyond
its border was the slightly higher level of the Philistine Plain. Far off
in the dim distance the eye could barely detect the small village where
Ekron once stood, and along the smooth floor of the valley it could
trace the entire course of the milch-kine as they brought back the ark
of God, followed by the wondering lords of the Philis’tines. The

Beth-shemites were then engaged in gathering their harvest, and the
harvest was ripe for the sickle as we gazed upon it. Our appreciation
of the scene was fully expressed by Frank, who broke the silence by
~Ying, J( It 100ks like one of the valleys that we see in pictures. ”

From the Valley of Sorek we made a circuit around to the spot,

some four miles south of Beth’-shemesh, where David slew Goliath. The
place, and almost the exact spot, where this combat occurred, are

easily identified, there being only one in the Valley of Elah suited
in every particular to the Scripture narrative, This we have fully
described on pages 259, 260.

From the Valley of Elah we returned to Jerusalem. Our path for
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the first few miles was along the ancient road from Jerusalem to CZJza;
but we turned to the left and climbeti the precil]itous, rocky hill of
lW Atidf, which has been identified as the Rock E’tam where Sitnwn
took refuge after burning the grain-fie!ds of the l%ilis’fines.* We
inquired for the large cavern which Conder supposes Samson to have
occupieil, and a villager Iefi us to a cave very suitidde for the purpose,
but not answering to Conder’s description. I think the fellow misled
us, thinking that we would give him more Juzkdish’ to lead USto the
other cave ; but our drogoman was not with us to-thy, having gone
directly to Jerusalem with one of the men, who was very sick, and we
could not communicate freely with the people of the vilkrge.

We next crossed over the hills still farther northward, in order to
visit the so-calied Philil)’s Fountain, ~ We were much interested in
observing the water spout ing through a wall 15 fe& above the road-
side, the massive stone trough into which it fell, the conduit which
led it to the large pool below, and the luxuriant garden into wh]ch the
water was led from the pool. This garden showed what could be ac-
complished in this warm climate and prolific soil by irrigation. I never
saw, in any country, a garden of fruits and vegetables that excelled it.

We reached Jerusalem on the afternoon of May 22d, having accom-
plished our southern tour in 12 days. From Hebron to En-gedi, and
thence throughout the rermimier of our tour, we had been escorted by
the young Sheikh Ab’has, of Hebron, son of old Hamzeh, the principal
sheikh of that city, who gui(ied Dr. Robinson 42 years ago, but is
now too feeble for such work. We found A b’lxis a Iivei y, cheerful
young fellow, but he has a cough which I took to be incipient con-
sumption, and I think he is ciestined to fill an early grave.

01~ this tour we discovered in Assad, our rlragoman, a de] iberate
purpose to protract our stay in the country as much as possible by
overstating the length of each coming day’s journey. Frequently,
when he declared most positively that it would require seven hours’
hard riding to reach a certain place, and induced us to select it for the
next camp, we would reach it in four hours; and when I would reproach
him for deceiving us, he showed no sense of shame and made no
apology. I finally took the matter into my own hands, and deter-
mined every night, as best I could, where our camp should be the next
night, and gave him orders accordingly.

● See description, pnge %6. t See description,page Z6X.
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LETTER XII.

FROM JERUSALEM TO SHE’CHEM.

ON our return to Jerusalem from our southern excursion, we had
very little more to do in the way of sight-seeing about the city. We
firstdevoted ourselves to gathering, boxing, and shipping various
souvenirs of our journey and presents for friends at home. We found
in the shops devoted to the manufacture of articles in olive-wood a
great variety of canes, boxes, paper-weights, paper-folders, book-racks,
napkin-rings, etc., of which we bought freely at low prices. We also

found in the bookstore cards of pressed flowers arranged with most
exquisite taste, and as fresh in color as if they had been plucked from
their stems that very hour. Photographs taken by the best French
artists, and representing every interesting locality in the country,
were obtained in abundance, and at reasonable prices. We also pur-
chased crowns of thorns made of the same thorny twigs and in the
same form with the crown which was placed on the head of Jesus. We
packed in our box specimens of rock-salt from the Dead Sea, and a
metallic bottle full of Dead-Sea water. All these articles, and many
others, after being securely packed in a strong box, were placed in
charge of Mr. Bergheim, the banker, who is agent for a cosmopolitan
shipping company, and by him shipped for Philadelphia.

On %rnday we once more attended the services of the English
church. We found the house draped in mourning on account of the
death of Bishop Gobat, who had been Bishop of Jerusalem for thirty-
three years. He was very sick when we left the city for our southern
tour, and he had died during our absence. *

I brought with me to Jerusalem a letter of introduction to the Ar-
menian Patriarch of Jerusalem, written in his own language. I re-
ceived it from an Armenian, G. N. Shishmanjan, W11Owas born on the
head-waters of the river Euphrates, but had drifted away to America;
had become a Protestant, and was a student under my instruction in
the College of the Bible at Lexington. When I was ready to call at
the palace of the Patriarch and present my letter, I learned that he knew
nothing of English, neither could his interpreter speak any language

● For a brief accountof his work in Jerusalem see pages 134, 140.
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known to my interpreter or to me. The prospect for a pleasant interview
was rather gloomy. In my strait I appealed to our consul, and he
found for mea young German, secretary of the German consulate, who
kindly consented to serve me, He could speak English very well, and
also Italian, the only foreign tongue known to the Patriarch’s drago-
man. Brother Earl accompanied me, and we were received in quite a

stately manner. I found the Patriarch a man of about my own age,
with pleasant expression of countenance and simplicity of mannem.
Our conversation was four-handed. I would speak to the German,
he would translate to the dragoman in Italian, and he to the Patriarch
in Armenian. The answer came back to me along the same route. It
was the slowest way to talk that I ever tried,-slower than the deaf and
dumb alphabet. It was death to all attempts at humor; for when I
would say anything funny, I had to wait so long before the laugh-
ing-point would get around to the Patriarch that my laugh was over
before his began, and sometimes the fun would all be lost in the
translations, so that the long-looked-for smile would not come at all.
The effort to converse was relieved now and then by the arrival of a
servant bringing cigarettes, sweetmeats, etc. Our refusal of the cigar-
ettes caused much surprise to the party, and when some jelly was
handed they all had a hearty laugh at my expense. The jelly was in
a little bowl on a silver waiter, and by the bowl. were two saucers, one
empty and one full of little silver spoons. I took the empty saucer,
dipped some of the jelly into it, and commenced eating. They all
laughed. I couldn’t see the point until my friend the German told
me that I should have taken a spoonful out of the bowl, and, after eat-
ing that, laid the spoon in the empty saucer and taken a clean spoon
for another dip into the bowl, and so on till I had used my share of
the spoons. This I thought quite a refinement on the A#ab method
of every man dipping his hamr! into the dish,

On Monday morning, May z6th, after waiting till ten o’clock for
the distribution of the mail which came in that morning from Joppa,
we bade a final farewell to the Holy City. We did so without regret,
for we had accomplished the object for which we had come to it; and,
apart from its sacred associations, Jerusalem has no attractions at all to
a stranger. There are few cities in the civilized world in which I would
not rather live, either for enjoying life or for doing good.

Previous to our final departure from Jerusalem we had explored all
of Palestine which lies south of its parallel, and now our faces were
turned northward. We had already been to Bethel, I z miles due north,
and we had seen, on the east of the road from that place to Jerusalem,
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Michmash, Gibeah, kamah, and Anathoth. But to the westward of
this road there were several places of interest which we had not yet
visited, and these now claimed our attention.

On leaving Jerusalem we rode directly to Neby Samwil, ascended
the mountain by a steep path, and climbed to the top of the minaret.
The view, which we have described elsewhere,* well repaid us for our
labor. After satisfying ourselves with it, and eating our lunch under
the shade of the mosque with a gaping crowd of dirty villagers around
us, we rode to Gibeon and searched for its ancient pool, by which the
armies of Joab and Abner were encamped before the battle which
proved so fatal to the latter.t With some dil%culty, and after much
inquiry of the villagers, we found it, but it is no longer a pool. Its
ancient wall is scarcely traceable, it is nearly filled with earth, and
it was growing a patch of cucumbers when we saw it. The feeble
spring which once supplied it with water is now used for irrigating the
adjacent gardens.

Gibeon, the reader will recollect, is the city whose inhabitants so
craftily surrendered to Joshua, and the place in which Solomon made
his famous choice of wisdom.~ It was after Joshua had driven the
confederated kings of Canaan away from Gibeon, and while he was
pursuing them westward, that he commanded the sun and moon to
stand still. $ As he stood near upper Beth-heron, Gibeon was one of
the points in his eastern horizon, and at nine o’clock in the morning
the sun would seem to hang over it. The Valley of Ajalon was in a
southwesterly direction from him, and the moon, if just entering its
last quarter, would seem to hang over it. I saw the sun and moon in
the same relative positions when I was crossing the Valley of Ajalon,
on the 14th of April.

Having made a d&our of three or four miles to the west of the main
road leading north from Jerusalem, on leaving Gibeon we followed a
path which brought us back into that road before we reached Bethel.
Thence we rode to a spring called Robber’s Fountain, about 18 miles
north of Jerusalem, where we found our tents pitched for the night.
The road lies nearly on the watershed between tbe dopes which descend
to the Jordan and those which descend to the Mediterranean, but there ‘
is no continuous dividing-ridge for it to follow, and it constantly
crosses the heads of the w~dies, which descend first one way and then
the other. It is, therefore, quite an uneven road and very rough.
Traces of an ancient paved road are occasional] y seen.

●s6cpsgea+ t z Sam. ii. la-3a; iii. m-q.
$ Josh. ix.; I Kings iii. 4-1.5. ~ Josh. X. 11-14.
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On the next day we rode to Nab’Ius, the ancient She’them, but on
the way we made a d&our to the right in order to visit the site of
Shiloh. The place is easily identified, both by its Ar’ab name, Seihln’,
which is a corruption of Shiloh, and by ita correspondence to what is
said of Shiloh in the Scriptures.

The town, which was never a large one, was built on a hill of mod-
erate height. In front of it, to the south, lies a beautiful plain, sur-
rounded by lofty hills. On the east and west are narrow valleys,
which are continuations of this plain, while on the north is a much
higher hill, separated from Shiloh by a ravine. There is nothing of
Shiloh left except a confused mass of weather-worn building-stones
covering the rounded top of the hi}]. But immediately north of the
town there is a space on the slope of the hill, which has been artificially
leveled, and, as we have shown on page 28x, there is no doubt that
here is the site of the tabernacle, which stood at Shiloh during the
long period from Joshua to Eli. A discovery like this—first made, I
think, by Captain Wilson—is one of those striking evidences of the
truth of the Old Testament history with which the Holy Land abounds,
and which are the more convincing because they are unexpected.

This identification was gratifying to me for another reason. In the
account of Eli’s death* he is represented as sitting by the wayside and
by the gate watching for news from the battle, yet the messenger is
represented as coming into the city and telling the news to the people,
while Eli learns nothing of it till he hears the outcry of the people
and inquires what this means. Then it is said that the man “ came in”
hastily and told Eli. This has been somewhat of a puzzle to me, but
now it is cleariy explained. Eli was sitting, not at the gate of the
city, but at that of the tabernacle, and by the wayside which led to it.
The messenger, coming from the south,—the direction in which the
battle was fought, —came into the city first, and when Eli, hearing the
tumult, demanded the meaning of it, the man came in where the taber-
nacle stood and told the fatal news.

Riding on from Shiloh we passed no object of special interest until
we came to Jacob’s Well. We approached it through the Plain of
Moreh, now called Mt)khnah, the same plain over which Jesus walked
on the day in which, <Jbeing wearied with his journey, ” he sat on the

well and conversed with the Samaritan woman. This plain is seven
miles long and about two miles wide. It lies nearly north and south.
Its western side is bounded by Mount Ger’izim and Mount Ebal. Be-

● I Sam. iv. 1*18.
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tween these two mountains lies a valley about half a mile in width, at
a right angle to the plain, and Jacob’s Well is at the angle made by the
southern side of this valley and the western side of the plain.*

It robs one of much enjoyment on visiting such a spot to find it so
different from what it was. The folly of building a church over this
well, instead of leaving it and keeping it as it was when Jesus sat upon
it, is amazing. But such is the hereditary folly of the priests. I was
told in She’them that the Greeks are about to rebuild the church over
the well, and. I devoutly wish that before they begin some sensible
man will buy the property and restore the well’s month to its original
form and appearance, the model for which can be found in the wells
of Abraham at Beer’-sheba.

After examining the well we rode across to Joseph’s Tomb, about
300 yards farther to the north, and gazed for a short time upon it.

How we longed for the privilege of digging down into that tomb and
seeing-whether the embalmed body of Joseph is actually there I I sup-
pose every visitor has this feeling, and I was not surprised to hear
Brother El K&ey, the Baptist missionary in She’them, say that he had
often been tempted to go there in the night and dig into the tomb,
though he felt sure that the Moslem would kill him if he were found
guilty of the act.

After examining these’ two interesting objects at the mouth of the
valley of Nab’lus or She’them, we rode along the valley, with Mount
Ger’izim on our left and Mount Ebal on our right, until we pissed the
town and found our tents pitched at the farther end of it. We were
now beside one of the most ancient cities in all the land. It was called
Sychem in the days of Abraham, and She’them in the later Ohi Tes-
tament history. During the Roman dominion ;t acquired the name
of Neapolis, and the modern name, Nab’lus, is an Arabic corruption
of this.

On reaching She’them we called on Brother El I@ey, the only Baptist
missionary in Palestine. I had a letter of introduction to him, given
me by a Baptist preacher from London whom I met at Naples. He
received us very cordially, explained to us his missionary labors, and,

being a native of the place, though educated in England, he was full
of the local information for which we were in search. We especially
wanted to learn the best way to reach Anon, the locality of which
was definitely fixed by Lieutenant Conder, but which our dragomau had
never visited. He gave us the desired information, and the next

● For a description of the well, see page ZSZ
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morning, leaving our tents pitched at She’them, we made an excursion
to that interesting spot.

Our route took us back through the valley, and we resolved that
while passing between the two mountains of Ebal and Ger’izim, in the
still morning air, we would try the experiment of reading the blessings
and curses, It will be remembered by the reader that, in compliance
with directions given before the death of Moses, Joshua assembied all
the people on these two mountains, stationing six tribes on one, and
six opposite to them on the other, and he stood between and read to
them all the blessings and curses of the law. * It has been urged by
some skeptics that it was impossible for Joshua to read so as to be heard
by six hundred thousand persons. It is a sufficient answer to this to
show that while Joshua read, the Levites were directed to repeat the
words “ with a loud voice,”? and that it w“asan easy matter to station
them at such points that their repetitions, like those of officers along
the line of a marching army, would carry the words to the utmost
limits of the multitude. But it is interesting to know that the spot
chosen by God for this reading is a vast natural amphitheatre, in which
the human voice can be heard to a surprising distance. About hal-
fway between She’them an~i the mouth of the valley in which it stands
there is a deep, semicircular recess in the face of Mount Ebal, and a
corresponding one precisely opposite to it in Mount Ger’izim. No man
with his eyes open can ride along the valley without being struck with
this singular formation. As soon as I sa,w it I recognized it as the place
of Joshua’s reading. It has been asserted repeatedly by travelers that,
although two men stationed on the opposite slopes of these two moun-
tains are a mile apart, they can read so as to be heard by each other.
We preferred to try the experiment in stricter accordance with Joshua’s
example; so I took a position, Bible in hand, in the middle of the valley,
while Brother Taylor and Frank, to represent six tribes, climbed halfway
up the slope of Mount Ger’izim; and Brother Earl, to represent the other
six tribes, took a similar position on Mount Ebal. I read, and they were
to pronounce the amen after each curse or blessing. Brother Taylor
heard me distinctly, and I could hear his response. But Brother Earl,
though he could hear my voice, could not distinguish the words. This
was owing to the fact that some terrace-walls on the side of the moun-
tain prevented him from ascending high enough, and the trees between
me and him interrupted the passage of the sound. The experiment
makes it perfectly obvious that if Joshua had a strong voice,—which I

● See Deut. xxvii., xxviii., and Josh. viii. 30-3s. t Deut. xxvii.14.
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have not,—he could have been heard by his audience without the assis-
tance of the Levites. As to the space included inthetwoamphithe-
atres, I think it ample to accommodate the six hundred thousand men,
though of this I cannot be certain. If more space was required, the
aid of the Levites was indispensable.

After making thisexperiment, which occupied an hour or more, we
proceeded on our way towards A3non, having with us, as escort and
guide, a’rurkis hsoldie rbelongin gtothegarrisonat Nab’lus.

Salem, near towhich A3non was located, *is a village on the slope
of the hills east of the Plain of Moreh, and opposite its northern end.
Our nearest route would have been to pass by it, but we preferred
tracing the waters from near their fountain-head; so we went north-
ward a few miles along the D,{msscus road.

This brought us to the head-waters of W5d’y BedAn’, a tributary of

the W’MYon which A3non is located, called W~d’y Far’ah, On W&l’y
Bed#m we found 12 water-mills in the course of two miles. These are
all overshot mills, and are propelled by water drawn into races. The
rapid descent of the principal stream makes it practicable to draw off
these side-channels at short intervals, and to build the mills close to-
gether. In some instances the mill-race is so high above the principal
stream that it runs through and propels two mills in making its way
down. From the junction of the two streams we continued down W&d’y
Far’ah in search of a place answering to A3non. The “ much water”
we found all the way, and, althpugh the season was exceptional y dry,
pools well suited for baptizing were abundant. W’e rode into a number
of these to try their depth. But we wanted to find, in addition to the

much water, an open space on the bank of the stream suitable for the
assembling of the great multitudes who flocked to John’s baptism, and
for several miles we found no such place. We pursued our pathle~
way along the slopes ofa narrow ravine, with high and precipitous hills
on either side. We had to ford the stream frequently, and its banks
were everywhere so thickly crowded with a jungle of oleanders in full
bloom that we could not always cross where we would. Never, in a
single day, have I seen so many oleanders. For as many as five miles
their line of mingled pink and green was as continuous as the current
of the stream which nourished them. Finally, after a fatiguing ride,
during which both our dragoman and our escort became discouraged
and fell behind, there suddenly opened before us a beautiful valley
among the mountains, about one mile wide and three miles long. Bed’-

. John iii,23.
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awin tents were pitched in groups here and there ; herds of camels, to
the number of 300 or 400, were grazing, or drinking, or moving about ;
and swarms of brown-skinned boys, both large and small, were bathing
at different places in the stream. Here, then, was the open space re-
quired, and a more suitable place for the gathering of a multitude
could not be found on the banks of any stream in Palestine. It is
identified as anon by the only man who has ever made a thorough
and scientific exploration of the country, and it is now accepted as
such without dispute from any quarter. We cut an oleander cane

apiece from the bank of the stream, and we took a bath in one of its
pools.

Our excursion to A3non occupied an entire day. The next morning
we ascended Mount Ger’izim, to see the site of the ancient Samaritan
temple, the ruins of a citadel and church built by the Crusaders, and
the rock on which Jotham stood when he recited to the She’chemites
his celebrated fable of the trees. That a man could stand within
speaking-distance of an assembly of his enemies who had slain all his
brothers, and were at the time engaged in crowning as king the insti-
gator of the slaughter, make them an audible speech, and yet be out
of reach of their weapons and safe from pursuit, is scarcely credible.
Yet the locality shows that it was altogether practicable. A projecting
rock on the face of Mount Ger’izim overlooks the city of Shechem,
From its top a man’s voice can be distinctly heard in the plain below;
it is too high to be reached by arrows shot from the plaint and pursuers
would be compelled to climb the mountain or pass a long distance
around it, while the flight of the speaker was unobstructed. (See the
narrative in Judges ix. 1-21, )

We were accompanied in our ascent of the mountain by Brother El
Kiirey, whose pleasant conversation enlivened the way, and whose
f~miiiarity with every object in view made him an excellent guide.
We saw all the womiers of the summit, and thought much on the
strange superstition which has made this a sacred mountain in the esti-
mation of the Samaritans ever since the days of Nehemiah.*

● For a fuller account of it, see pagee989-99.
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LETTER XIII.

FROM SHE’CHEM TO THE LAKE OF GALILEE,

OUR route from She’them to the Lake of Galilee was the very
crooked one through %maria, C~sarea, Haifa, Jenin’, Beisan’, and
thence up the bank of the Jordan.

After a morning ride to the top of Mount Ger’izim, we left She’-
chem, May zgth, and rode in two hours to Samaria, the ancient capital
of the Ten Tribes. The well-posted student of sacred history will re-
member that this city was never taken except by starving its inhabitants
into a surrender. Situated on an isolated hill, 400 feet high, with a
valley all round it, it was impregnable when defended by a competent
force.

In the reign of Herod the Great the city had fallen into decay, and
he undertook to rebuild it. Among other magnificent structures which
he erected was a colonnade of granite columns, 16 feet high, ali around
the brow of the hill, and about 50 feet perpendicular below its summit.
They stood on a terrace leveled for the purpose of a chariot drive, and

the circuit around which they extended is supposed to have been about
rooo yards. Many of these columns are still standing, and in their
loneliness they speak mournfully of the departed glory of him who
erected them. * The entire hill is now terraced and cultivated in

grain, except a small space on the northern slope, occupied by a little
village of low huts, and by an old church of the crusading period, in
which it is foolishly claimed that John the Baptist was buried. We took.
our lunch on the top of the hill under the shade of an olive-tree, in
the midst of a ploughed field, and I meditated much on the utter des-
olation of a city so conspicuous in sacred history.

From Samaria we continued our course to the northwest until we
came to the ruins of C~sarea, which we reached at noon on the 3oth
of May. Not a human being inhabits this city, once the political cap-
ital of Judea, and the chief commercial point on the Syrian coast.
Built by Herod the Great, 13 years before the birth of Jesus, it was
finally destroyed in the year 1265.

Its walls are still traceable, and in some places they stand 20 or 30

● See the cut and description, page ags.
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feet high. They inclose about 4oo acres of ground. The ruins of an
old church, with parts of its wall retain ingahnost their original height,
are seen in the southwestern part of the city, and on sledge of rock
extending into the sea are the ruins of an old citadel, once an ap-
parently impregnable stronghold, But all of these walls and buildings

bdongtotheperiodof the Crusaders, during which thecitywassev-
eral times destroyed and rebuilt ; and there isnothing left of the city
known to Peter, Philip, Paul, Felix, Festus, and Agrippa, except the
granite columns which were taken from amid the ruins of the earlier
city, and built crosswise into the more recent walls. Many of these
were seen in the city wall. 1 counted 75 in the walls of the old citadel,
and a still greater number of them lie, like rafts of saw-logs, in the
shallo”w water north of the citadel, where some similar structure stood,
but has crumbled away and dropped these imperishable columns. The

disintegration of the soft sandstone of the shore and of the walls of
these citadels has gradually filled up the harbor, which was made at
great expense by Iferod, and now no ship touches where once the
commerce of this entire coast was centered. We rode into the city

through its gateway, and finding a shaded recess in the wall, not far
from the gate, we spread there our noonday meal and took our usual
rest. A mournful stillness pervaded the place, interrupted only by the
arrival of some shepherds with a herd of small black cattle, who came
through the same gate and watered their stock at an ancient well of
good water.

From Ctairea we continued our ride in the afternoon up the sea-
coast to Tanttlra. We had been in the saddle nine hours, and had
spent several hours walking among the ruins of Caxarea, so we were

much fatigued; but a delightful sea-bath reinvigorated us and prepared
us for a hearty dinner. On the next day we continued up the coast to
Mount Carmel, thus completing our view of the Maritime Plain. We
had now crossed thk plain four times, had ridden along its coast for
man y miles, and had surveyed its broad expanse from many mountaint-
ops. We had seen almost every quare mile of its surface.

Mount Cannel rises from the sea as a promontory about 500 feet
high, with a narrow beach at its foot. Thence it stretches away to the
southeast about twelve miles, It rim to a height of 1800 feet about
eight miles htn the shore, and then descends to r(ioo feet at its farther
extremity. On its top near the sea is a Roman Catholic monastery,
from which is obtained a magnifi~~ view of the surrounding country.
The Bay of A’cre lies under the northern slope of this part of the
mountain, with the town of Ha&on its southern ahore. and that of
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A’cre, or Akka as it is now called, on the opposite side, After spending
a Lord’s day at Haifir, and attending the meeting of the German colony
located there, we went to the spot at the southeast end of Mount Carmel
where Elijah called down fire from heaven and gave the death-Mow
to BaaI-worship in Israel. It took us an hour and ten minutes to reach
the spot from the plain below, and an hour to descend. A part of the
way was so steep that it tried the strength of our horses. The place

is identified beyond reasonable doubt by its complete correspondence
with the details of the Scripture narrative. We sat upon a bare rock
on the top of the mountain, under the shade of an oak-tree, and studied
the scenery before us. Mount Gil’boa, with the town of Jezreel at its
foot, was in full view to the east, with a plain sixteen miles wide be-
tween us and it. Across this plain we could trace every step of the
course along which Elijah ran before the chariot of Ahab, when the
heavens were growing black with clouds, and the rain for which he had
prayed was about to fall,

We could also see Shunem and Nain ; and the summit of Mount
Tabor towered conspicuously above the Nazareth hills, which hid its
base from our view. The plain before us was the celebrated Plain of
Jezreel, as it is called in the Scriptures, and of Esdra’elon, as it “isnow
called. It has witnessed many battles of both ancient and modern
times. The river Ki’shon winds its crooked way through it, and we
could trace its course by the line of verdure along its banks, made more
conspicuous by contrast with the yellow surface of the fields of grain
just yielding to the sickle.

From Mount Carmel we went to Migdol, where king Josiah was slain
in battle. Here we camped for the night of June 2d, and were much
interested in examining the scanty ruins to see if we could find any
remnant of Solomon’s fortification here. We saw none that we could
identify. The next day, June 3d, we rode to Jenin by noon, where our
tents were pitched for the night, and in the afternoon we made an ex-
cursion to Do’than, where Joseph was sold by his brethren. Few places
that we visited interested us more than this. From the rounded hill-
top where Do’than stood, we looked out to the south and the southwest
over a valley of the very kind to attract a company of shepherds like
Joseph’s brethren. The biblical scene’ WaS brought still more vividly

to view by the two wells in the valley which gave the name Do’than to

the place, and by a company of shepherds engaged in washing their
sheep at one of the wells preparatory to shearing them.

At Do’than our circuitous route had brought us back again within JO
miles of Samaria, which we had left five days before. It was over this
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so miles, running nearly due south from Ilo’than, that Elisha led the
mentally blinded squadron of Syrian horsemen who had surrounded
Do’than in the night to arrest him.*

From Do’than we returned to our camp at Jenin’, six miles distant,
and found that a company of Jews, male and female, on their way
from S~’fed to Jerusalem, were camped near by us. Our dragoman,
for fear of thieves in the night, had taken the precaution to secure a
guard of two or three Turkish soldiers from the garrison of Jenin’.
After dinner I felt disinclined to my usual task of writing till bedtime,
so I strolled away to the edge of the olive grove in which o~r tents
were pitched, and sat down on the roots of an old tree to meditate.
The light of the full moon, scattered by tile straggling tree-tops, fell
upon the white tents on my right hand, while to the left the plastered
tombs of a Mohammedan graveyard were gleaming in the unbroken
light. The hum of voices in the Jewish camp, the hooting of owls,
the chirping of crickets, the tinkling of small bells on our pack-mules,
and the cry of jackals not far away, mingled together in pleasing con-
fusion, and threw a spell over me which was at last interrupted by the
sight of a jackal slyly creeping along within a few steps of me. A

hurried call for the shot-gun from the camp, and a vain elTort to get a
shot at the cunning animal broke up my revery.

From Jenin’ we rode to Jezreel, made famous by its association with
the history of Ahab and Jezebel. Only a few miserable huts built
from the ruins of ancient structures now constitute the village, but
well-built walls just showing themselves above the ground, many rock-
cut cisterns now unused, and half-buried sarcophagi on the slope near
by, declare plainly that it was once an important city. From its site
we obtained our nearest view of Shunem, four miles due north across
an interesting valley. It is a larger village than Jezreel, but it is only
a small collection of brown huts with no shade about them.

Our route led us from Jezreel down the Valley of Jezreel, nearly
due east, along the base of Mount Gil’boa to Beisan’. We were as-
tonished at the copiousness of the springs in this valley and the lux-
uriance of the. vegetation, an d we found the ruins of Beisan’, the
ancient Beth-she’an, much more extensive and interesting than we had
been led to suppose. We spent several hours of a very hot afternoon,
June 4th, wandering among these ruins, and last of all we climbed the
top of the conical hill on which the original city, or perhaps only its
acropolis, was built. As we stood on the ruined wall near the gateway

● a Kings vI. 8-a3.
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and looked westward, I observed that the sun was sinking behind
Mount Carmel, and I watched it until it was gone. The scene before
me riveted my attention. Just to the left of the setting sun stood out
distinctly the place of Elijah’s prayer on Mount Carmel, where we had
rested at noon two days before, now 28 miles away. A little farther
to the left, and about r 2 miles distant, the ruins of Jezreel stood above
the horizon, with Shunem over against it to the right. Between them
was fought Saul’s last battle, and somewhere on the long slope of Mount
Gil’boa, which bounded the horizon southwest of us, were found the

dead bgdies of himself and his three sons, including the beloved Jona-
than. On the same part of the wall on which I stood the four bodies
were gibbeted until the brave and grateful Gileadites rushed in by
night, took them down, and bore them away. As darkness drew on
we descended the precipitous hill and climbed another to our camp.
The full moon was now rising above the mountains of Gilead. I sat
down on a stone between my tent and an irrigating stream which mur-
mured along its pebbly bed close by, and indulged for a long time
the trains of thought which had been started by the scenes of the day.
Finally, the gentle murmuring of the brook at my feet, the singing of
numberless frogs who found a paradise in its waters, and the soft light
of the moon, together with the fatigue of a hot and toilsome day,
invited to repose, and I joined my sleeping companions in the tents.

We expected a hot ride along the Jordan Valley from Beisan’ to the
Lake of Galilee, so we arose at three o’clock in the morning, and were
in the saddle a few minutes after four. Day was just beginning to dawu
over the mountains of Gilead, and the light of the descending moon
in the west had not yet faded out, when we rode through tile village
of Beisan’ amid the barking of innumerable dogs, who saluted us from
the house-tops as well as from the streets. Dogs (barking, not biting
dogs) are a specialty with the Ar~abs.

Our route lay along the direct road from Jerusalem to Damascus
until we reached the river at what is called the Mejami’a bridge. This

is a massive stone bridge which spans the Jordan by one large arch over
the principal bed of the stream, and two of less size over side cllann+

which are tilled at high water. The bridge is rudely but strongly built,
and for many centuries it has been the only bridge over the river in
actual use. It is built of black basalt, and was once guarded by a
largefortified carawtnserai of the same material, the ruins of which lie
a short distance from it on the western side. The stream is contracted
here by the masses of rock which form the shores, and just belcIw tile
bridge there is a rapid, in which the river dashes and roars over a de-
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scent of 8 or xo feet. Here the Damascus road crosses. Here Paul
and Naaman crossed, and it is quite likely that the latter here dipped
himself as directed by the prophet, and was healed. Here also, I
think,. must have been one of John’s principal places of l.mptizing, for,
being a principal crossing-place, routes of travel concentrated here,
and it was one of the most convenient places on the river for the gath-
ering together of the people. I need scarce add that there is water
here, at any possible stage of the river, admirably suited for immersing.
Indeed, I may say, once for all, that at the time of this writing I have
now seen the Jordan from its mouth to its source; I have ridden many
miles along its banks; I have crossed it on horseback, on a bridge, and
in a boat; I have swum in it repeatedly, and have often ridden in it
to try its depth; and I affirm, with the assurance of positive knowl-
edge, that there is no section of it in which a man seeking a place for
baptism woldd encounter much inconvenience in finding one; and
that there are few places at which its water can be approached without
finding such a place immediately at hand. Although in many places,
as in all rivers, the banks are too precipitous or too muddy for the
purpose, and in many the current is too deep or too swift at the bank,
yet not far from all such places other spots are found in which none of
these obstacles are encountered, and the farther you ascend from the
mouth of the stream the fewer obstacles of the kind do you encounter.
The field of John’s preaching and baptism included the entire length
of the river beiow the Lake of Galilee. *

Leaving the MejamIa bridge, we ascended the vailey, with the river
almost continually in view, until we reached the southern end of the

Lake of Galilee. The river all along this part of its course has rocky
banks and bed, and its water is clear. It leaves the lake from the
point of a narrow bay at the southeastern corner thereof, and at first it
runs due west nearly a mile, after which it turns abruptly to the south.
Between this westward course of the river and the main shore-line of
the lake, which is parallel to it, there is a ridge about 50 feet high, the
entire surface of which is covered with ruins. These are the ruins of
Tarichea, a town which anciently stood here. From this ridge we
obtained our first full view of the famous lake, and we gazed upon it
with deep interest for a long time. The’ view was in two respects dis-
appointing; the lake appeared smaller than it really is, and the moun-
tains all around seemed to rise abruptly from the water’s edge without
the sloping beaches and narrow valleys which we knew were there in

● Ltie iii. 3.
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many places. But the deep blue sheet of water itself, widening as it
stretched away toward the north, and the tawny hills, IjOO feet high
on the west and 1800 on the east, were there as I expected to see them.
After satisfying ourselves with the view from the southern shore we
went on our way toward “1’iberias, whither our pack-train had pre-
ceded us.

‘he thermometer stood at about 90°, but a refreshing breeze swept
over the lake from the north, and we scarcely felt the heat. Just as
we rounded the corner of the lake, however, there came down suddenly
upon us from the western hills the hottest wind that I have ever felt.
Its first efiect on the body was cooling, as it rapidly evaporated the
perspiration which had been flowing; but it was burning to our faces,
and we involuntarily closed our mouths against it. The mercury went
up in a few minutes to Xoo”. When we had ridden in it a short dis-
tance I remarked that it would be dangerous to endure it long without
relief, so we rode into the lake and wet our heads, and the rapid evap-
oration of the water from our faces and hair kept our heads cool until
the temperature of the wit-d was reduced. It was really a sea-breeze

which had set in. It first blew down upon us the hot air from the hill-
sides, and afterwards brought to USthe cooler air of the Mediterranean.

The thermometer came down to about 80° before sunset.
Tiberias, now known by the more euphonious name of Tabiri’yeh,

is about four miles from the southwestern curve of the lake. About a
mile below it are the celebrated hot springs. The temperature of the
water is 137°, and it is supposed to have medicinal properties. Several
rude stone buildings are constructed about them for bathing purposes,
and it is a place of much resort.

From the hot springs begin the ruins of ancient Tiberias, which
extend up the lake shore to the present town, and include it. The
present town is surrounded by walls, with large round towers at inter-
vals, and a gate on every side. The eastern wall stands in the water,
and the gate on that side is the landing-place for boats. Wails, towers,

and dwellings are ail built of basalt, and the place has a most gloomy
●ppearance. An old crumbling mosque, with a beautiful minaret built
of yellowish limestone with an occasional band of black basalt, tells
of the former glory and present decay of Mohammedanism, while a
clean and neatly built convent, with a pretty chapel adjoining it, speaks
of the eflorts which the Romanists are here making to gain control of
both Jews and Afabs. The population of the town is about 3000,
principally Jews. Here lived and died and was buried the famous

JewishrabbiMaimon’ides, and here, for several centuries after the fall
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of Jerusalem, was the greatest seat of Hebrew learning. The Sabbath
is kept here strictly; the Lord’s day is but little observed. The town
suffered severely from an earthquake in x837.

On the evening of our arrival at Tiberias, we chartered, for our use
the following day, one of the three fishing-boats which now supply the

town with fish. We were to pay eight dollars for the boat with six
boatmen, and were to have the privilege of directing its course. The
next morning at eight o’clock we set sail from the water-gate of the
town, and directed our course toward the mouth of the Jordan, at the
northern end of the lake. The boat was about seven feet wide in the
middle and about twenty-four feet long. At each end was a little deck
about six feet long, and soft rugs were spread on these for our use. 1
took my position at the bow, and spreading my shawl, thickly folded,
along the rug, with one end covering the coiled-up chain of the
anchor, I used the latter for a pillow, and rested very comfortably in a
reclining posture as the boat glided slowly along. There was wind to
fan our faces and keep us cool under our umbrella”, but not enough to
fill our sail, though it was spread and ready for the breeze. The boat-
men steadily plied the two large oars, relieving otie another in pairs,
and we moved along at the rate of two and a half miles to the hour.
The surface of the lake was rising and falling with a very gentle swell,
but its glassy surface was not broken by a single ripple. For an hour
or two scarcely a word was spoken, the silence being broken only by
the regular splash of the oars and an occasional humming of an Ar’ab
song by some of the boatmen. Everything invited to repose, and but
for the tender memories which were softening my heart and occasion-
ally filling my eyes with tears, I certainly should have fallen asleep. I
was float ing on the water where Jesus so often floated with his dis-
ciples. Our six boatmen, our own number, four, our dragoman, and a
little boy, made twelve in the boat, only one less than were here when
Jesus was asleep on the deck of a similar boat, and I felt that the
absent one could not be far away. We had gone but a short distance
when there came into view, to the westward, the unmistakable ‘‘ Land
of Gennesaret, ” where Jesus wrought so many cures, and where the
people flocked so confkiingly around him.

The huts of the little village of Mejdel, at the southern extremity
of this plain, pointed out the locality of Magdala, and brought to
mind all the tender love and gratitude lavished on Jesus by Mary of
Magdala, than whom there was none more devoted among his earthly
friends.

Farther on we came in sight of the rude huts which the Ar’abs have
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built from the ruins of Capernaum. For half a mile along the lake
shore, and nearly as far back, these ruins are scattered about, and the
Ar’ab huts built among them are now deserted. How strikingly have
been fulfilled the words of Jesus: ‘‘ Thou Capernaum, which art exalted
to heaven, shalt be brought down to hades” ! And there, too, lies
what is left of Bethsaida ,—a few heaps of black building-stones, scat-
tered about over a little cape a half-mile northeast of Capernaum.
Chorazin is equally desolate, but it lies two and a half miles inland,
and is hid from the view by an intervening ridge. All of these places
have been clearly identified by Captain Wilson, acting under the
auspices of the Palestine Exploration Fund of Great Britain.

Our boat landed at noon on the northern shore of the lake, about
half a mile west of the mouth of the Jordan. There, under the shade
of a dom-tree, we took our noonday meal. In this part of the lake,

“as the boatman assured me, at least three-fourths of the fishing is done,
the fish being attracted thither by the fresh food which the Jordan
constantly supplies. Here, then, most probably, is the place where
the four disciples were fishing when Jesus called them, and the place
where the seven returned to fishing after the resurrection. That the
place is not far from Bethsaida, serves to confirm this supposition.
We ate our lunch, I think, not far from the place where the seven ate
the broiled fish prepared by Jesus.

From the place at which we had landed we skirted the remainder
of the northern end of the lake, eastward, and one-half of the eastern
shore. The Jordan enters the northern end of the lake nearer the
western than the eastern side. For a~out one mile back it flows
through a val Icy, having brokel] down to it through high hills by a
very rapid descent. This valley extends around the northeastern curve
of the lake, and is probably five miles long, and two wide at the widest
place. At its farthest extremity along the eastern shore must have
occurred, I think, the feeding of the five thousand. There is the
smooth, grassy plain’ for the people to sit down upon ; the lake shore
on which the boat was tied up is close at hand ; and there rises the
mountain-slope up which Jesus ascended when the disciples had entered
the boat and he had dismissed the multitude.

Captain Wilson is the first explorer, I think, who claims to have
identified the place where the herd of swine ran violently down a steep,

place into the sea and were drowned. He asserts that there is only
one place on the eastern shore where the steep sides of the hills come
down close to the water, and that elsewhere there is a valley between
the hills and water never less than a quarter of a mile wide.
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I was anxious to verify this identification. I had carefully scanned
that shore from the southern end of the lake where I first can]e to it,
and as far as I could see distinctly the valley of which Wilson speaks
was there. I had now sailed down several miles from the northern
end, and had found the valley thus far not less than half a mile wide
in the narrowest place. We sailed slowly on, and just at five o’clock
in ~he afternoon, when we had reached the cape formed by what is
called Wiid’y Semak’, I saw the steep place about a mile away. It was
so distinct as not to be mistaken. I was now satisfied with the day’s
excursion. We were nearly opposite Tiberias, a south wind had arisen
of sufficient force to help us on our way if our bow were turned west-
ward, and I told the boatmen that they might cross to Tiberias. I had
scarcely uttered the word when they all began to gaze at the western
sky and chatter with one another in Arabic in a most excited manner.
In their excitement they dropped. their oars, and the boat began to
drift before the wind, I inquired of the dragoman the cause of the
excitement, and he said they saw signs of a coming storm from the
west which alarmed them, and they thought it necessary to pull as fast
as possible for the northeastern shore. We felt annoyed at the thought
of thus turning at a right angle to our intended course when the sun
was getting low, and it appeared to us that their fears were ill grounded,
One of our party began to remonstrate, but I remembered how treach-
erous the winds had been to others on this lake, and I insisted that the
judgment of the boatmen should prevail. It was well that we so de-
cided, for before we had gone one-third of the way across we were in
the midst of a storm fully as severe as our boat could safely ride. By
a skillful management of the boat we succeeded in reaching, about
sunset, the little bay above the ruins of Bethsaida, as far from our
camp as we were at noon. There we anchored for a short time, and
the boatmen stopped a leak which had started in the side of the boat.
By hugging the lee shore we next managed to work our way to a point
just below Capernaum, but farther than this it was decided not to go
until the wind abated. It was now after dark. The anchor was cast,
and all hands, weary and hungry, went to sleep. I happened to be
lying with my face to the east; and when the moon, just past the
full, arose over the hills of Bashan, her bright light fell full upon my
face and awoke ‘me. “I looked around and saw that the wind had
somewhat fallen, and that the lake was less agitated. I called the
dragoman, and he the boatmen, and soon we were again in motion. It
was a hard pu]l against wind and wave, reminding us of the night when

the apostles were “ toiling in rowing, because the wind was contrary
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to them ;“* but we reached the gate of “riberias at two o’clock A.M.,
and by three o’clock we had eaten the dinner which should have been
eaten at six the previous evening. We were isfhmt on the lake x8 COII-

secutive hours, and it was a wearisome day; but we were well recoin.
pawed by the information gained, and by having entered somewhat
into the experience of Jesus and the twelve.

The next day we made a horseback excursion up and down the
western shore of the lake; but of this I cannot now speak in detail,
It was full of interest. The following day (Lord’s day, June 8th) we
spent in our camp, there being no place of public worship for us to
attend in Tiberias. We bade farewell to this town gladly, because it
was the hottest place we had seen. During our stay of three days the
average temperature was 82° at sunrise, 93° at noon, and 85° at dark.
The coolest place we could find was the western gate, either on the
shady side of the wall, or under the arch of the gateway itself. While
sitting there and watching the almost constant stream of comers and
goera, I thought of Lot sitting in the evening at the gate of Sodom.

LETTER XIV.

FROM TIBERIAS TO TYRE.

ON Monday, June gth, we broke up our camp at Tiberias and started
in the direction of the Mediterranean Sea. Our first objective point
was Mount Tabor, which is about 12 miles, on an air-line, southwest from
Tiberias. When we had gone about five miles we turned a little to the
right in order to ascend the hill called the Mount of Beatitudes, or the
scene of the Sermon on the Mount. It rises about 200 feet above a

plain which lies to the south and southeast of it, and it is quile a con-
spicuous object in the vicinity; but it is too steep and rugged to have
answered well for the scene with which it is associated, while there are
hundreds of others that would have answered better. It was selected
without reason in the period of the crusades.

We approached Mount Tabor on its northeastern side, and in passing
around to its northwestern side, where the ascent takes place, we rode
through the finest grove of oak-trees in all Palestine. It covers an

area of several square miles at the base of the mountain, and an in-
—.

● Mark vi.4S.
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ferior growth of the same wood covers the mountain on that side to its
summit, while its other sides are bare, or nearly so. The trees have

too low a growth to be valuable for timber, but they would furnish an
immense amount of valuable firewood. The grove belongs to a rich
merchant in BeirOt’, who has had the good sense to preserve it from
destruction.

We climbed to the top of Mount Tabor by a zigzag pathway so steep
in many places as to try the strength ahd agility of our horses. From

the plains below, and from surrounding heights, the mountain’s sides
and top have a rounded appearance; but when you reach the top you
find an almost level area about half a mile in extent in every direc-
tion. Tradition, at an early period, fixed on this as the Mount of the
Transfiguration , and consequently the Greeks and the Latins have
each a monastery here, and each building covers the exact spot where
the transfiguration took place ! The conclusion reached by all scholars
of the present day, that this grand event occurred, not on Mount Ta-
bor, but on Mount Hermon, disturbs not in the least the tranquility
of these stupid monks, nor the faith of the superstitious pilgrims who
go to these convents to pray.

The view from the summit of Mount Tabor, 2018 feet above the sea
level, is one of the finest that we enjoyed in Palestine. It includes
many of the places made familiar by the gospel narratives, and as we
gazed upon them from our perch on a ruined tower of the ancient wall
which once incloserl the mountain’s top, memory was busy with the
scenes of the Saviour’s toilsome life. It added something to the im-
pressiveness of the scene to remember that the wall on which we stood
was erected by the historian Josephns, in preparation for that final
struggle against the Remans which led, as Jesus had predicted, to the
downfall of the Jewish nation. The names Jesus and Josephus must
ever be intimately connected in the Christian mind, from the fact that
the latter, though an unbeliever, recorded with fidelity so many events
which were plainly predicted by ihe former.

South of Mount Tabor, across a beautiful valley about four miles
wide, rises a mountain called by the Ar’abs Jebel DCthy and by Chris-
tians Little Hermon, Looking toward it from Mount Tahor you see
at its foot on your left th? village of Endor, where lived the witch con-
sulted by S:ml, and on your right the village of Nain, in which Jesus
raised from the dead the widow’s son. How different in character
these two events to have occurred in two adjacent villages ! Thus the
good and the evil are crowded together the world over. We visited
those two villages in order to look around and meditate upon the events
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they commemorate, Endor never was, perhaps, much more than it is
now, a village of huts inhabited by the poorest of people ; but Nain,
in the time of Jesus, was a walled town, and there are ruins in it, as
well as some interesting rock-hewn sepulchres just west of it, which
prove it to have been a place of some importance. It was probably
toward the sepulchres just mentioned that the widow’s son was being
borne when Jesus, coming into the town by the western gate, met the
procession and gave life to the widow’s heart by giving life to her only
son. *

From Nain we rode directly to Nazareth, distant about seven miles
in a northwesterly direction. The first five ,m iles led across a more
western part of the same plain we had crossed in coming from Monnt
Tabor to Endor, a section of the Plain of Esdra’elon. From the edge of
this plain our path led up a hill 1000 feet high, and so steep that it took
us twenty-five minutes to climb it. In a half-hour more we reached
the city wherein Jesus spent much the greater part of his short life.

Nazareth is built along the southeastern slope of a ridge which is not
less than 300 feet high, It is a long and narrow town, stretching from
northeast to southwest along the foot of the ri~iget and rising about
halfway to its summit. Its population numbers about six tilousand,
nearly all Christians; that is, they are Greek and Latin Catholics,
with a very few Protestants. At the northeastern end of the town the
Greeks have a convent in which they show the very place where the
angel Gabriel appeared to Mary to announce the birth of Jesus. She

had gone to the spring to get some water, and the spring is under the
stone floor of the convent. ‘1’hey prove this to you by letting down
a little silver bucket through a round opening, and drawing for you a
drink of cool water. At the opposite end of the town the Latins have
their convent, and in it they too show the very spot where Gabriel
appeared to hfary, It was in the kitchen where she did her cooking.
You can see the place where she buiit the fire, and the place where the
smoke escaped through the ceiling; and of course you ought to believe
what is told you. They also show you Joseph’s carpentershop; and
if you will give enough br2cksAisAI think they will show you any place
you can call for connected with the life of ~esus.

There is oniy one object at Nazareth which I was especially anxious
to see, and this is the precipice down whicl. the Nazarenes attempted
to eastJesus. The tradition-mongers, with their usual disregard of
Scripture statements, have located this incident near the steep hill

. & L~= Vii.x1.17.
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mentioned above, which we climbed in coming to Nazareth; but this
is more than two miles from the town, while the Scripture states that
~~they led him 10 the brow of’ the hill on which their city W* ~uilt,

that they might cast him down headlong.”* “ The hill on which the
city is built, ” then, is the one on which we must look for the place in
question; and if it cannot be found there, honesty must compel us to
admit that it cannot be found at all. Some writers have come so near

making this admission that I felt quite solicitous on the subject, and
I searched that hill from top to bottom, from side to side, and from
end to end. I did so, not because all this was necessary to find a place
suited to the event, but because 1 desired to know all the places where
it could have occurred, and to speak on the subject with full =surance.
I found only two such places. One is near the northeastern end of

the town, and about one-third the way up the hill. It is a perpen-
dicular precipice sixty feet high, made by the falling in of the roof of
a deep cavern which once extended along the face of the hill at this
point, and part of which still exists close by the precipice. I think,
however, from the appearance of the rock, that this precipice has been
formed in comparatively recent times; and for this reason I do not
suppose that the attempt at precipitation occurred here. But near the
opposite end of the town, and at about the same elevation up the hill,
the same ledge of rock forms a natural precipice, which has every ap-
pearance of having existed from time immemorial. Its perpendicular
height is now about forty feet, abundantly sufficient to kill a man if
dashed headlong from its top. It is high enough up the hill to justify
the Scripture statement that it was on “ the brow of the hill ;“ and it
was probably outside the ancient city. Lieutenant Conder thinks, from
the appearance of ruins higher up, that the ancient city was situated,
like most of the towns of Palestine, near the top of the hill. If this
supposition is correct, then the Nazarenea, in taking Jesus out of the
town, took him down hill to the precipice below the town, and this
precipice constituted the brow of the hill as seen from the valley
below. I am entirely satisfied that here is where the awful attempt
was made; but I know not how to realize the feelings of Jesus, when
his own neighbors, former friends and lifelong companions, thus at-
tempted to take his life.

There are two missionary enterprises located at Nazareth with which
I was very favoraldy impressed. One is a medical mission, supported
by a society in Edinburgh. It is furnished with a dispensary, where

a :,;J’e ,V.~
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medicine is given without charge to those who are unnble to pay for it,
and with an infirmary, capable of accommodating a limited number of

sick persons who are without homes or away from home. Dr. Vartwr,
the superintentient, is both a preacher and a physician, anti whiie min.
istering to the bodies of his patients, he invariably imparts to them

reiigious instruction. I think this the most direct method of access to

the aduit minds of ti]is benighted population, and the suppiy of me(iical
treatment for them is a most benevolent thing in itself. Ti]ey sicken,
and sufler, and tiie, from ali the maladies that flesh is heir to, without
tile use of any remedies whatever, unless it be some that are worse than
the disease. My heart bled for them on more than one occasion.
Once tiwre was brought to me a woman who was afiiicted wi[h a deep
cough, and who was evidently a victim of consumi>titm. They said
that tile doctor of the village bad cauterized her, but tilat she had

grown worse instead of better. On inquiry I learned that the carrter-
izing consisted in aiq>lying a red-hot iron to her back, and the terrible
wound which it caused was not yet healed up. She will carry it to her
grave, and tile time wiil not be iong.

The oti]er enterprise at Nazareth is a female orphan schooi. On a
bench of the hili, perched high above the city, is a iarge anti hand-
some stone building, two stories high, the most conspicuous and the
finest house in the place. It accommodates about 40 giris as boar{iers,
who receive an elementary education, and are taught aii the domestic
arts of civiiizer-i life, sucil as cooking, wtrsi]ing, sewing, etc. It is inl-

possibie to imagine a people more in need of ail this instruction than
the native women of this country. Their usual rnotie of washing is to

sit down by a smooth stone near a pool of water, dip the garment to
be washed in the water, lay it on the stone, and then beat it with an.
other stone, or with a heavy woo(ien paddle, As a consequence of the
metho{i, their ciothes are never clean except when they are new. Of
the art of cooking they know nothing except to boii mutton and rice
together, and to bake a kind of bread wi~ich a wilite man cannot eat.
They can seldom afford to eat mutton or rice, and their stan(iing diet
is coid bre:td and sour goat’s miik. To these tiley a{id cucumbers,

tomatoes, and meions in their season, eating the two former, as the
last, without salt or vinegar, or any mode of preparation.

It seems to me impossible to make good Christians out of a people
thus benighted untii you teach them someti]ing in the line of domestic
economy.

Wi]ile our camp was in Nazareth we rode over to Kefr Kenna (vil-
lage of Kenna), the Cana of the New Testament. It is a lit tie over
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three miles northeast of .Nazareth, a convenient distance for Mary and
her family to attend the wedding. Here the Greeks have a very old
building consisting of a single room, in which they say the water was
turned into wine. They have turned the room into a chapel, and in
one side of it stand two large stone mortars, about two and a half feet
high and twenty inches across, now used for immersing infants. Our
local guide, in explaining their use to us, said, “ De Greeks put de
babies under; not sprinkle ‘em, like de Latins and de Protestants. ”
‘he priest told us that these two mortars were two of the six stone
water-pots which held the water that was turned into wine. The

simple-minded old man was not aware that the six water-pots held each
two or three firkins apiece,—about 20 gallons,—whereas his mortars
held only about six gallons. If he had known this he might have chis-
eled his mortars out a little deeper. When we came out of the room,
I saw near by a zo-gallon oil-jar, and I said to the priest, “ You ought
to take that and paint it to imitate stone, and then put it in the place
of your two jars; it would look more like the thing. ” His only answer
was, ~~That is made to hold oil. ” I don’t think he MW the point. I

never met with a Syrian who could appreciate a joke.
I had read a great deal in books of travel about the beauty of the

women of Nazareth, and I was glad, when we reached our camp there,
to find our tents pitched close by the celebrated spring of the city,
where I could see nearly all the women as they came to the spring for
water. There was almost a continuous stream of them coming and
going, from Tuesday at noon, the time of our arrival, until Thursday
morning, when we departed. I several times stood near the spring for
half an hour or so to watch their movements. They certainly have
smoother features, a richer complexion, and a more engaging expres-
sion of countenance than the women of any other town which we had
visited, but it is only in comparison with the extreme ugliness else-
where prevalent that they can be called handsome. Being of the
Christian faith they avoid the hideous practice of tattooing their faces,
which is universal with the Ar’ab village women, and this is greatly in
their favor as to comeliness. But those of them who come under the
traveler’s eye are coarse and illiterate creatures, with very rude man-
ners, and they wear their dresses lower and more open about the bosom
than would be tolerated in America even in a lxdl-room. Many of
them, if well dressed, educated, and traine(i to good manners, would
present a very pleasing appearance, but as they are at present, I would
not exchange, for beauty, one average Kentucky woman for all the
women in Syria.
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Nazareth is somewhat ofa manufacturing place. The clay pipes which
are used all through the country by all classes of men are made here in
large quantities, and the sterns are made of straight twigs from one to two
feet in length, with a hole bored through them lengthwise. A very rude
kind of pocket-knife is also made, and many smiths are employed ex-
clusively in this business. The knife has a single blade and a rude
goat’s-horn handle. The Made is hammered out on a small anvil, the

smith sitting on the floor by the side of his anvil as he continues his
work; and when reduced to the proper shape it is finished with a file,
The knives sell at from 20 to 50 cents, and they are very serviceable.
The Felkthin and Bedawin all through the country use them, and
carry them suspended to their girdles by a string through a ring near
the rivet end of the blade. There are also some European mechanic
in the city pursuing their avocations in a small way.

From Nazareth we went across southern Galilee to A’cre, distsnt
about 24 miles. The direction is %dmost due northwest. The first
half of the ride was over the hills through a country almost as poor as
the hills around N~zareth, and containing very few villages. As we
passed over hill-tops and ridges, however, we could see to our right for
many miles a rich country thickly set with villages, yellow with fields
of grain, and dotted with small groves of trees. About halfway to
A’cre we passed the town of SAtfu’ Amr, a flourishing place, with mas-
sive ruins in the midst of it. It stands on the verge of the hill country
and overlooks the Plain of Acre. The town derives its support from
very rich lands in the edge of the plain, and its chief supply of water is
from a shallow, exhaustless well at the western foot of the hill, half a
mile or more from the town. When we reached this well our animals
were very thirsty, and our pack-train was in company with us. The
women who were drawing water at the well seemed unwilling to let us
use the water, and utterly refused, at first, to let the muleteers use their
buckets and ropes, A loud and fearful quarrel ensued, during which
I expected every moment to see a general fight between our muleteers
and the men and women who gathered around. But finally, by dint
of perseverance, and by quarreling louder than the villagers, the mule-
teers succeeded in getting the use of one bucket, and our animals were
watered. The woman who had led the quarrel on the other side,
walked away in a towering passion.

Near this well was the only apple-orchard which I saw in all Syria.
There were 40 or so trees, apparently about JO years old, and they bore
a moderate crop of fruit. An Ar’ab gave us a few of the apples, re-
fusing to take money for them, and we found them very sound ~d
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lmndsome fruit, but small and not quite ripe. They had the appear-
ance of the yellow June apple grown in the United States.

In our ride across the Plain of A’cre we encountered some of the
marshes made by the overflow of the river Belus in the rainy season.
In most places the surface was now dry, hard, and cracked open, but
there were still some muddy spots, and at one place we rode for a con-
siderable distance on a stone causeway made for crossing during the
wet season. There are bnt few villages on this plain, except along its
eastern border near the hills, where they are abundant.

Our camp at A’cre was immediately east of the city, close to the
highway leading into the only gate. It was a hot and dusty place, with

only the wide sandy road between us and the bay. We had to walk a
‘ long distance on the level beach to find a place sufficiently retired to

take a sea-bath, as was our daily custom when opportunity offered, and
we found the water near the shore so shallow that we had to wade
out a long distance for pleasant swimming. In going and coming
we met many parties of both men and women from the city strolling
along the smooth beach to enjoy the evening air, and I noticed one
little child, about two years old, neatly dressed, wearing silver anklets
hung with tiny bells. It was accompanied by its father, and it took
great delight in running into the edge of the water and allowing
the little ripples which were flowing in to break upon its bare feet.
It was the most pleasing sight that I had seen among the infants of
Palestine.

Another sight that was pleasing to our American eyes was that of tw~
or three spring-wagons, with white covers over them, used for carrying
passengers between this city and Haifa. They were owned and driven
by Germans of the latter city, and I observed that the natives, though
none of them ever aspires to the ownership of a wagon, were all very
willing to ride in one. By a passenger in one of these we sent to the
post-office in Haifa the letters which we had writte~ since we passed

through that place.
We spent several hours wandering about the crooked streets of A’cre,

and found it the most cleanly city that we had seen in Palestine. We
visited its famous mosque, by far the most costly and best preserved
mosque in Palestine, and we were received by the attendants and
bystanders with marked expressions of good-will.

We loitered in the city to so late an hour that when we reached the
gate it was closed for the night, ●d we had to pass out through the
kind of opening which has served tb old commentators a convenient
purpose in explaining the Saviour’s remark about a camel paasing
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through a needle’s eye. It is a small door, just large enough for a
man to pass through by stooping, opening through the middle of
one of the shutters which close up the ~~teway. No camel could
pass through it at all, even after his burden has been removed from
his back.

When we arose on the morning of June 13th we found the air
obscured by a heavy fog, and our tents dripping almost as if it had
rained. The muleteers had to let the tents remain standing until the
sun dried them, so as to avoid folding them wet and exposing them to
mildew. A similar fog, or a dew almost as heavy, had occurred some
four or five times during our. tent-life, but with these exceptions the
ground and the tent-roofs were as dry when the sun arose in the morn-
ing as when it set in the evening. There have been very exaggerated
stories told about the heavy summer dews of Palestine.

We left A’cre on the morning of the 13th of June, intending to see
Tyre and Sidon and then cross l%umicia to the northern extremity of
Palestine. Our road lay near the coast all the way to Sidon. A few
miles out from A’cre we passed under the arches of the aqueduct which
supplies the city with water, and we passed by some very handsome
villas, about which the irrigated soil produces a luxuriant growth of
trees for fruits and shade,

Twelve miles north of A’cre we reached the northern terminus of
the plain, where the mountains, which stand back some eight or nine

miles from the sea below, come out to the water’s edge and form a
perpendicular promontory, called R2s en Nakft’rah, the Promontory of
Nakft’rah. The name is derived from the village of Naktl’rah, perched
on a high hill to the right of the road. We ascended this promontory
on a well-graded roaci, and when we reached the top we looked back
over the entire Plain of A’cre, with the long ridge of Mount Carmel
bounding the southern horizon. We looked far out at sea also, but

there was nothing visible on the waste of waters except a solitary fish-
ing-boat here and there.

After climbing for six miles over rocky hills, many of which are
so white and bare that the heat from them is scorching to the fa(e and
the glare painful to the eyes, we reached what is called the White

Promontory, a perpendicular wall of snow-white rock rising out of deep
water to a height of four or five hundred feet. The road is cut in the

solid rock along the face of this cliff with a precipice of 200 feet at
its side, at the foot of. which the deep blue water is in almost perpetual
motion. The road is broad enough and smooth enough for the passage
of wagons, and ruts made by wheels in former times are occasionally
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seen on the surface of the rock. You ride aiong the pass in perfect

safety, yet you are kept constantly mindful of the appalling danger
just at hand. It wouki require a stout heart and steady nerve to ven-
ture along that road in a dark night.

After descending from the cliff we were within about seven miles of
Tyre, and the remainder of the road follwe,~ a smooth coast plain
about a mile witle with the mountains rising several hundred feet high
on the right. When within about thm?e miles of the city we passed

xtis et Aim, the Promontory of the Spring. N is a slightly elevated
ridge projected from the mountaks nearly to the sea-shore, and con-
veying a copious stream of water in an artiticial channel. At the ter-
minus of the channel part of the water passes through a mill and
propels it, while the remainder fails in a cascade over the dam and
runs away to the sea, in a stream almost large enough to .be called a
river, This artificial channel once extended to the city, and it supplied
ancient Tyre with an abundance of cool and sparkling water, Indeed,

it is now believed that the continental p~rt of the city once extended
along the coast to this point, while only the island city stood on the
cape which is now partly covered by modern Tyre.

Of the original ‘ryre known to Solomon and the prophets of Israel,
not a vestige remains except in its rock-cut sepulchres on the mountain
sides, and in foundation walis which are occasionally reached by digging.
Even the island, which Alexander the Great, in his siege of the city,
converted into a cape by tilling up the water between it and the main-
land, contains no distinguishable relics of an earlier period than that
of the Crusades. The modern town, all of which is comparatively
new, occupies the northern half of what was once the island, while
nearly all the remainder of the surface is covered with undistinguishable
ruins, and the line of the coast is marked by the remains of the crum-
bled city wall. The buried foundations of wails in this pm-t of the
island constitute a rock quarry, and we saw men engaged in procuring
building stones from excavations 15 or zo feet {leep. The only buiM-
ing whose construction dates as far back as the Crusades, any consid-
erable portion of which is still erect, is an immense church one end
of which stands almost entire, while the other walls are a few feet
above the ground. Within its area is a confused mass of prostrate
columns which once supported its roof, some of them of immense
size, and some of red granite which must have been imported from
Egypt. It was one of the most splendid edifices ever constructed on
this coast.

In the total disappearance of ancient Tyre the predictions contained

34
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in the z6th and z7th chapters of Ezekiel meet with as nearly a literal ful-
fillment as is possible with language so highly figurative. The modern
city contains about 5000 inhabitants, and is favorably represented in
the following cut, which is copied from a photograph taken from a
housetop,

XODERNTYRE.

There is one monument of ancient Tyre which possesses the deepest
interest, yet the uncertainty that hangs about its design detracts much
from the pleasure of beholding it. It is the so-called Tomb of Hiram.
It stands on a hill about six miles southeast of Tyre, among the moun-
tains, and it is certainly an ancient Phoenician structure. It is also
surrounded by ancient tombs, yet it is unlike any other in the entire
country, indicating something peculiar in its design, or in the taste of
the person who constructed it. It is built of unpolished limestone
slabs. The pedestal, as seen in the cut on the opposite page, consists
of three courses of rock two feet thick, and a third projecting beyond
them all around. On this lies a much thicker slab, supposed to be the
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sarcophagus, and above this another, which serves as a lid, The monu-
ment is 20 feet high, 13 feet long, and 9 feet wide.

Hiram, who was
“ ever a lover of
D~vid, ” and who be-
friended Solomon for
his father’s sake, is
one of the most in-
terestingcharacters in
Bible history, among
those who were
neither Jews nor
Christians. If it
could be certainly
known that this is
his tomb there are
few monuments of an- HIRAM’STOMS.
tiquity tilat would
possess more inte]est ; hut, unfortunately, there is no evidence on this
q:.Ic~t.JII except a native tradition of doubtful antiquity.

LETTER xv.
FROM TYRE TO SIDON,

WE left Tyre on the morning of the 14th of June and rode to Sidon,
the city so intimately associated with it in sacred history, the same
day. ~i]e distance between the two cities is 24 miles, and the road
over the greater part runs along the narrow plain, only a mile or two
in width, which constituted the only level portion of ancient Phcenicia,
This narrow strip along the coast, together with the mountains imnle-
diately east of it, reaching back not more than 20 miles, constituted
all the territory of the Phoenicians. They were a commercial and not
an agricultural people, as appears from both their history and the

nature of their country. For this reason Solomon paid Hiram for the
cedar timber used in the temple in food, * and in the New Testament
period the country of Tyre and Sidon was still nourished by the

● x Kingsv. II.
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country of HerocI.*” The territory was too limited for the support of
the two large cities, and the nourishment of the sailors who came to
these ports in ships, and the merchants who came with caravans.

About six miles north of Tyre we crossed on a stone bridge the river
Kasimi’yeh, called formerly the Lit&ny and Leontes.t It is emphati-
cally a mountain river} descending rapidly through its narrow pass and
flowing with a swift current. Its channel is deep and narrow, and
there are few places at which it can be forded even in the summer. It
is the largest stream, next to the Jordan, in all Syria.

About halfway between Tyre and Sidon we passed the ruins of
Sarepta, called Zarapheth in the Old Testament, and now called SarJemi.
It was the home of the widow in whose house Elijah found a refuge
after his brook in Wad’y Kelt~ had run dry. The unfaltering faith of
this woman, who, though in a heathen land, cooked the last morsel of meal
she had, when on the point of starvation, and gave it to the prophet of
God, is one of the finest exhibitions of character in Bible history.$
Her act alone has given immortality to the name of the city in which
she lived, and yet her own name has not been preserved. The nameless
heroes and heroines of the past are doubtless far more numerous than
those whose names have become illustrious, There is a day coming
when the ladder of fame will be reversed, and many of those at the
bottom now will stand on the topmost round. Although nothing is left
of Sarepta except heaps of stones where its buildings once stood, and
though no ships now visit its harbor, we felt the deepest interest in
pausing to gaze upon the scene and to think of its distant past. Our
road passed between the shallow harbor and the ruins of the city, giving
us a fair view of both.

About a mile north of Sarepta we stopped for lunch at a cafe, or Ar’ab
house of entertainment. A few steps from the house was an artificial
pool of water xo feet long, 8 feet wide, and 3 feet deep. Its interior
was plastered, and a stream of pure water was led into it by a stone aque-
duct from a spring in the distance. Its wall was three feet thick all
round, and it was covered on top with cement. Over all were spread
the limbs of two tamarisk-trees, and their shade was supplemented by an
arbor of boughs. In this luxuriant shade, seated on the broad wall
around the pool, and cheered by the lively babble of the water as it
flowed into the pool on one side and out of the other, we ate our bread
in peace and laid ourselves quietly down to sleep.

● Acts xii. ao. t For description see page 21.
$ See page 23+ a I Kings xvii, 715.
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On our morning ride we had been accompanied for several miles by
a feeble-looking old Ar’ab who was traveling through the country on
horseback, attenrfetl by a single servant. Assad, after conversing with
him a while, represented him to us as a man of prodigious learning.
In the course of conversation the question arose, why the Mohammedans
keep Friduy as a Sabbath. The old man said it was because Adam was
created on Frirfay, and on Friday he sinned and was cast out of the
garden of Eden. We thought it about as good a reason as Mohammed
himself could have given. The old man was not only learned, but
pious. When we sat down arolmrl the pool to eat our lunch, he also
took a seat and spread out his own frugal meal ; but ere he partook of
it he drew off his shoes, washed hands and feet in the pool, and went
through the entire formula of a Mohammedan prayer. There was a
great contrast between this pompous ceremonial and the simple giving
of thanks with which we prepared to take our food.

In the afternoon, as we drew near to Sidon and were about to
close a long and hot day’s ride, we dismounted on the beach, about
two miles south of the city, to refresh ourselves with a sea bath.
The waves were rolling in with a majestic swell, and as we met them
and bounded o’er them we were filled with boyish glee. In a short
time we began to meet them swimming, and, finding this more exhil-
arating, we continued it until our limbs grew weary. Touching then
for the bottom, we found that we had unconsciously swum, or had
been drifted, beyond our depth. Almost simultaneously we turned
and swam for the shallow water. After making a few strokes in that
direction, I saw that we dri ftql backward almost as fast aa we swam
forward, and that if we had far to go we were in imminent peril. Fear-
ing that Frank, who is a daring swimmer, did not realize the danger, I
Calleii Ollt to IIiln, ~~\Ve shall hardly get out of this. ” I then exerted
my utmost strength for a few moments, when, being much fatigued
and turning on my back to rest, I saw that I was twenty or thirty yards
in advance of Frank and Brother Earl, who were now close together.
I also discovered that I was drifting away from them to the northward,
in a line parallel with the shore. I turned on my face again and re-
newed the struggle, feeling for the bottom frequently, and hoping to
touch it every moment. My strength was fast failing, and I knew that
it could not last long. Escape appeared almost impossible, and the
conviction seized me wilh paralyzing effect that Frank and Brother
Earl, who were so far behind me, must certainly perish. By this time
Brother Taylor, who had turned back sooner than we, was walking
through the shallow water near the shore, entirely unconscious of our
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danger. I caikd to him for help, though I knew not what help he
could give. I also called earnestly on God to deliver me. I was con.
tinuing the struggle, ahnost in despair, when suddenly Brother Taylor
swam claae before me, gave me his left hand, spoke some word of en-
couragement, and tried to help me along. But having between us only
two hands with which to swim, I soon saw that we made no progress.
1 knew that if he remaiued with me he would soon be in the same dan-
ger with myself, so I said to him, 4’Leave me, and =ve yourself; YOU

cannot save me. ” With that I let go his hand, and he swam away.
At this moment the thrilling question arose in my minr& ShaU my

life, ray btbora, and my present expedition end here, and in this man-
ner ? The thought was awfdly repugnant to me, and it gave me ● fresh
impulse. But it was in vain. My muscles were aching, my joints were
growing stiff, my strength was exlwumted. I again turned on my back,
giving up all thought of getting nearer to the shore, but determined to
float as iong as possible. 1 was abk fors few moments longer to keep
my mouth above water, but ramn I swam so low that the crest of every
wave broke over my tie, Wing eyes, nostri& and mouth with the salt
water, and threatening to strangle me. At last my hands and my feet

“both refitaed to make another, stroke. I folded my aching arms across
my breast, offered the prayer, “0 God, bkss my famiiy; sustain them
snder this blow, and take me to heaven,” and then sank beneath the
wav~

As I went down I was conscious of being turned upon any face,
My mouth was invohmtariiy opened, and I feit the sait water fdiing it
and tbrcing its way into my stomach. My chest and rny head felt as
if they were being crushed under a great weight, and my limbs were
achiag as if they were cramped. I thought of what I had often read
comceming the ease of a deatla by drowning, and the contrast was
awhd. But 1 knew that my torture could not last king, and i watched
and waited h the experience of kaving the body.

T& next sensation Wat I remember was that of the hot ssm shining
in UIy face. I qesd my eyes, and saw that 1 was again at the sur-
tie and dqing a my back. I &l&a momentary reiid, and 1 asked
myae~, ~~~Uthis a *jty, or is it ordy a horrible d-?” ~ then

sank into total amconsciouaaesa. How Jong I remained in this condi.
tion 3 canwt teil; bnt I was parttily aroused from it by feeling myself
astride the naked back of a horse, and by hearing Brother Earl’s
fawtiiiar voice at my sick. I next reahed that i was being borne by
the h~= toward the shore,that 1 was reeling in my sea~ and that I
was kept fran falling by a stroag hand with a tight grasp on my left
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arm. I knew when they took me down from the horse and held me
upright, with my head on the ground, and pressed my sides to force
out the water which I had swallowed ; and I felt the water flowing
from my mouth. ‘l%ey laid me down, and I soon threw up the
remaining contents of my stomach. I then opened my eyes, and saw
the face of a strange Ar’ab, who was holding two umbrellas to shield me
from the sun. I saw that I was lying on a thick rug, which our servant
carried as a cloth for our lunch, and that my head was resting on some
kind of a pillow; then my eyes involuntarily closed again. Brother
Earl asked me if I was conscious, and I said, “ Yes. ” I heard him
say, “Be quiet, Frank; he will soon be all right now. ” And I asked,
“ Where is Frank ?” He answered, “ Here he is, all right. ” I said,
‘‘ Then we are out of that water. ”

The manner of my rnarvelorts rescue, related to me afterward, was
as follows: When Brother Taylor left me he swam to the shore,
mounted his horse, and endeavored to ride to me ; but his horse was
afraid of the water, and it was with the greatest dit%ulty that he could
force him slowly along. In the mean time, Brother Earl and Frank
had et%cted their escape. Frank began to call for help about the same
time that I did, and Brother Earl, who was close to him, gave him an
occasional push to help him along. While thus helping Frank, he saw
Brother Taylor go to me and leave me; then his heart sank at the
thought that I must be lost, and he felt his strength giving way, No
longer able to help Frank, he made a desperate effort to save himself,
and a few strokes brought him to where he could touch bottom. The
shallow water extended farther out where he was than in the place to
which I had drifted. He now made a reach for Frank, who was by
this time swimming very low, and drew him to the same spot. Then
they hurried ashore; but Frank was so exhausted that he fell in the
edge of the water. Brother Earl dragged him out on the sand and
left him, ran to his horse, threw off the ,saddle, mounted him, and rode
in after me. His horse went in willingly, so he passed Brother Taylor
and reached me first. When he waa almost in reach of me a large wave
broke over him and washed him off of his horse; but he swung around
before the horse’s head, and obtained a firm fuoting on the bottom.
The same wave washed me within his reach. He found me floating on
my back, with my arms still folded across my breast, and Brother Tay-

lor says that I exclaimed, “ Will nobody save me?” I suppose that I
had sunk and risen the second time. Brother Earl seized me by the
arm, and by some means-he says he knows not how—he got me on
the horse. 1 suppose the swell of the next wave assisted him. He
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told me to hold f=t to the horse’s mane, which he says I ciid with both
hands; but I did it unconsciously. He held me on, Brother Taylor
led the horse, and thus was I taken ashore. It seems that I had drifted
first into deeper and then into shallower water, and I was in the latter
when they reached me, otherwise they could not have reached me
at all.

When we first dismounted for the purpose of bathing, Assad, our
dragoman, rode forward to the camp, which was already pitched near
the gate of Sidon, leaving the Syrian servant, Solomon, to hold our

horses. Solomon always attended us in our rides, mounted on a pack-
horse and carrying our lunch and drinking-water. He understands but
a few words of English, and consequently he did not at first comprehend
our danger. But when he saw Brother Earl come out with Frank, and
saw him and Brother Taylor rushing in on horseback after me, he took
in the entire situation, and at once became frantic. He jerked off his
kufeieh and tossed it into the air, and ran up and down-the beach
screaming ●nd tossing his arms. His outcries brought to the spot three

Ar’abs-two men and a woman— who were working in a garden near by,

One of the men, at his bidding, mounted my horse and went at full
speed to the camp to tell ‘Assad what had happened. On arriving, he
cried out to Assad, “ One of your gentlemen has sunk. ” Assad im-
mediately remounted his horse, commanded two of the rnuleteers to
follow him on their pack-mules, and came with all possible speed to
the spot. Meantime, the other Ar’ab had assisted Brothers Earl and
Taylor in caring for me; and when they laid me down the woman had
~n and brought me a pillow. They say that I repeatedly cried out,

“ Oh, my head, my head 1“ and that once I exclaimed, “ Set the lamp
a little lower. ” Fearing, from the pain of which I complained, and
the evident wandering of my mind, that congestion of the brain might
ensue, Brother Earl called for cold water, and the woman ran to her
tent and brought it. This they poured slowly on my head until I
ceased to complain. But of all this I knew nothing. They say, also,

that when I was first rescued my face was livid almost to blackness, and
my eyes were glazed, and that when they first laid me on the beach
my pulse was scarcely perceptible.

When Assad and the muleteers arrived, it was thought best to take
me to the camp. I was scarcely willing to be moved so soon, for 1
could not yet hold up my head; but they insisted, and I yielded. They
put on me a part of my clothing, and lifted me on the broad pad
which covered the back of one of the mules. Assad sat behind me to
bold me on, and thus I was borne slowly to my tent. I suffered still
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with severe pains in my limbs, ‘my head was much oppressed, and my
stomach was tortured with both heat and thirst. I called for ice, if
any could be found in Sidon, and fortunately some was brought to me.
it was the first city we had visited in Syria where ice is kept, and no ice
ever tasted so delicious to me as that. Dr. Abela, the American consul
and a physician, was sent for, and between him and Brother Earl, who
is himself a good practitioner of the hommopathic school, I was treated
with such restoratives as my case required. The next morning I was
free from pain, and in the course of the day I was able to take a little
liquid food. Mr. Eddy, an American Presbyterian missionary in Sidon,
who had called to see me the evening before, kindly invited me to oc-
cupy one of the airy and comfortable rooms of his dwelling; but I was
at ease in my tent and unwilling to give trouble, so I declined his invita-
tion. Before the sun set I dressed myself and took a short walk about
the camp, and on Monday morning, by the amaaing mercy of God, I
was able to mouut my horse and resume my journey. This was only

about forty hours after my disaster, yet I rode six hours that day without
unusual fatigue. Our route, before turning into the hills, led us back
for a short distance along the same path by which we had come to
Sidon, Saturday afternoon. We passed once more the garden of cu-
cumbers kept by the three Ar’abs who had befriended me, and they
came out to meet me. Brother Earl had given each of them a present,
but I gave them more, saying to them, “ I give you this for your kind-
ness to me; and I hope you will show the same kindness to any other
stranger when you can. ” They received the money with warm expres-
sions of thankfulness, and one of the men kissed my hand and with a
loud voice praised Allah for my deliverance.

I have now repeated the story of what I may call my death and
restoration; am-l the reader can see, as plainly as 1, that to Brothers
Earl and Taylor, but especially to the former, I owe the prolongation
of my life. True, the latter did what he could, and he did it most
bravely. When he swam out into the deep water and took me by the
hand, he knowingly put his life in my power; for had I been frantic,
as most persons are in drowning, I would have dragged him under me
and we both woLlld have gone down together. And had his horse come
freely into the water, he would probably have rescued me whi Ie Brother
Earl was helping Frank. But as it is, I owe chiefly to llrotlwr Earl
the preservation of my life, and probably of that of my cousin Frank.
But for him Frank’s mother might have been a childless widow, and
my wife the widoweil mother of a dependent family. I told him, M I
lay helpless in my tent before the gate of Sidon, that I could never
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recompense him for “his kindness. He commanded me to keep silent
on the subject, but perish the hand that writes these lines if I ever
forget the debt of gratitude which I owe him I

And if I am thus indebted to my faithful brethren and fellow-trav-
elers, what shall I say of the debt I owe to Him without whose help
they could have done nothing ? It was He who rescued first of all
two lives of which I had despaired, and then made one of these the
instrument of saving mine. I had passed through all the conscious ex-
perience of dying, and God drew me back out of the very jaws of death.
I feel that the remnant of my days, whatever it shall be, is a special
gift of His providence,—as special as that granted to King Hezekiah
when his hour to die had come, and GwJ, hearing his prayer for longer
time, added fifteen years to his life. And if the gift is special, I think
it must have a special purpose. I fain would know what that purpose
is. Is it that I may bear, before I go hence, a heavier burden of earthly
woe than has hitherto fallen to my easy lot? IS it that some dire
temptation shall grapple with my soul and strain my faith to its utmost
tension ? Is it that I shall follow to the grave with a breaking heart
my wife and children, who came so near being left behind? Or is it
that I shall continue for some years, and with more abounding fruit,
the labor of teaching and preaching God’s Messed word? Oh, how
often, since that dreadful I ~th of June, have I asked myself these ‘qttes-
tions I On the snowy top of Hermon; amid the cedars of Lebanon;
musing by moonlight among the ruins of Ikudbec; pacing the deck of
many a ship; standing on Mars’ Hill by the imaginary side of Him
who spent “ a day and a night in the deep ;“ on the lone mountain
and in the crowded city, these questions have pressed themselves upon
me, and have occupied many a tearful hour. I desire that my children
shsll watch the course of my life, and that when I am gone they shall
write at the foot of this page the answer which time shall then have
revealed, At present, one answer, and only one, 1 have been able to
find: it is that in the days which God has added to me I shall love
Him with all my heart, and work for Him with all my strength, This,
with His heavenly help, I am pledged to do.

“ Here at thy feet I leave my vow,
And thy rich grace record :

Witness, you sain!s who hear me now.
If I forsake the Lord.’”

Before I left home, many of my brethren and sisters, men and
women who are in favor with God, gave me assurance that they would
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continually pray for my safe return. I know they have done so; and

I have the strongest conviction that their prayers have been effec-
tive. I would now address to all of them the words addressed by
Paul to the saints in Corinth on a somewhat similar occasion: “We
would not, brethren, have you ignorant of, our trouble which came to
us in Asia, that we were pressed out of measure, above strength, inso-
much that we despaird even of life. But we had the sentence of death
in ourselves, that we should not trust in ourselves, but in God who
raiseth the dead. Who delivered us from so great a death, and cloth

deliver: in whom we &rust that He will yet deliver us: you also help-
ing by prayer f~ us, that for the gifts bestowed upon us by the means
of many persons, thanks may be given by many on our behalf. ”
(a Cor, i. 8-11.]

After my disaster I read again with new interest Lieutenant Conder’s
account of a simiiar escape made by him in the same sea near Askelou.
His account is very brief, but in the light of my own experience I can
now read it with many of its detaiis mentally supplied. Speaking of
the pieasures of his camping-ground near that place, he says, “ We
were aiso able to enjoy a daily bath in the sea, which, however, nearly
cost me my life on the 5th of April ; for the surf was breaking, and a
strong suck-back of the waves carried me out into the broken water,
whence I was rescued by Lieutenant Kitchener. ”*

Sidon, like all the ancient Asiatic cities, has passed through an event-
ful history. In the days of Paul it contained a Christian church, as did
Tyre,~ thus verifying the words of Jesus, “If the mighty works which
have been dol~e in time had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would
have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. ” It was nomina]lY a
Christian city for several centuries previous to the Mohammedan ccm-
quest. In the Crusading period it pawed through terrible vicissitudes,
being severai times raaed and partially rebuilt, and for several centuries

afterward italmost ceased to exist. It was only about two centuries
ago that it began finally to revive, and even in very recent times it has
sutiered at the hands of military powers; for in 184o its harbor fortifica-
tions were destroyed by the allied lleets of England and France. In
the attempted massacre of the Christians throughout Syria in x860, it
is said that 1800 were slain in Sidon.

Having a better harbor than Tyre, Sidon was the principal seaport
on the Syrian mast, and the landing-place for Damascus until some
twenty or more years ago, wheo its trade began to be diverted to Beirtlt.

● Tent-Work, ii. 164. t Acts xxi, 3-6; xxvii. 3.
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It was selected forty years ago as the headquarters of Presbyterian
missionary operations in Syria, and although these headquarters have
recently been transferred to Fleirtlt the mission still owns a valuable
property at Sidon, and has the oversight of many mission stations in
the villages of the interior. The present population of the city is esti-
mated at 12,000, of whom 8000 are Moslem, and the remainder Chris-
tians of various kinds and Jews. Vegetation grows luxuriantly in the
plain about it, and its oranges are famous for their delicious flavor;
some persons prefer them to the oranges of Joppa.

The only remains of antiquity about Sidon are its rock-hewn sepul-
chres, for the Phoenicians buried their dead very much as did the Jews,
and like the Egyptians they sometimes embalmed them. A class of
sepulchres found there is peculiar. They were excavated by first dig-
ging a perpendicular shaft down into the solid rock, and then excavat-
ing burial-chambers to the right and left from it. The shafts are from
IO to 13 feet deep and from 3 to 7 feet wide. They are descended
by steps cut in their sides, The French exploring-party of 1860, under
Ernest Renan, made extensive excavations here as well as at Tyre and

in other parts of Phcenicia. They made many valuable discoveries
connected with the history and topography of the country, and dis-
interred many interesting relics with which to adorn the national
museum in Paris.

LETTER XVI.

FROM SIDON TO MOUNT HERMON.

FROM Sidon our course ran nearly due southeast to Cax.area-Philippi,
which we reached by two short days’ travel. We camped the first
night at Nabati’yeh, a mountain village in the southern extremity of
Phcenicia, occupied by Greek Christians. Our tents were pitched in
an orchard of large fig-trees, which was also a stubble-field, the wheat
having been but recently harvested. Here an old man came to us

with “ antiques” to sell, consisting of ancient gold and copper coins,
earrings, and earthenware lamps. We asked him where he found them,
and he said he dug them out of graves in a sepulchre near by. We
asked him to show us the sepulchre, and he led us to a place in the
corner of a field, where, by crawling feet foremost, we entered a rock-
hewn chamber about 20 feet square, from which eight other smaller
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chambers opened, two on each side and four in the rear. In the floor

of each of these chambers but one there were two graves side by side,
and in the one there was a single grave. Here a family of 15 persons
had been carefully buried at great expense, both the chambers and
the individual graves being dug in the solid rock, and here the dead
had rested quietly for more, perhaps, than 2000 years, when these
Ar’abs, having accidentally discovered the sepulchre while ploughing in
their fieki, had opened the graves and scattered the bones in search of
the jewelry and coins which were buried with them. Pieces of human

bones from every part of the body lay scattered about the rifled graves,
and I remarked to my companions that I felt almost like a grave-robber
myself, in that I was encouraging the old man by buying some of his
relics. I made a pencil draft of the sepulchre} and from this was
copied the cut on page 131. Here was a tomb but recently robbed,
illustrative of a work which has been going on in these old countries
for thousands of years. It has resulted from the unwise practice, preva-
lent among the ancients, of burying dead persons’ personal ornaments,
weapons, and other valuables with the dead body. As it was only the
rich who were buried in rock-cut sepulchres, while the poor were put
away in the ground as they now are, sepulchres offered prizes which
have led to the rifling of all that have been found. By-the-bye, the
Saviour’s body would not have been laid in a sepulchre had it not been
a rich man who undertook his burial.

About four miles on our way from Nabati’yeh, we came to the re-
nowned castle of Belleforte, one of the most loftily perched and
strongly built of all the castles which witnessed the conflicts between
Ar’abs and Christians, Saracens and Crusaders. It covers the summit
of a conical hill, 500 feet above the plain which surrounds it on every
side except the east. On that side there is a perpendicular precipice
descend ing about 2000 feet to the bed of the river I.it&’ny. From its
lofty battlements the Lit?t’ny can be traced for many miles, and it looks
1ike a small creek not over three feet wide, and of a pea-green color,
though it is a deep river from 40 to 60 feet across. A few miles
south of the castle this remarkable stream turns due west and cuts its
way through the mountains, very much as New River in West Virginia
cuts its way through the Alleghenies. It forms part of the dividing-
line between Phmnicia and the hnd of Israel, and reaches the sea six
miles ~bove Tyre.

After descending from Belleforte Wd crossing the Lit#ny on an an-
cient bridge, we came into a series of elevated plains which anciently
belonged to the kingdom of Tyre: after crossing these there opened
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before us one of the ‘most beautiful little valleys that we saw in all our
travels. It is called Iyun’, and it is the Ijon of the Scriptures, the most
northern possession of the tribe of Naphtali. It is about five miles
long from north to south, and about two miles wide.

It was covered, when we saw it, with alternate sections of yellow
grain and green dtlr’rah, and it is surrounded in every direction except
the south with a rim of smooth mountain ridges, It seemed at first
sight to have no outlet ; but when we reached its southern end, we
found that a little stream wi~ich drains it cuts through the low lidge at
this end, and descends through a narrow gorge which it has made, into
the valley of the upper Jordan. From the top of this ridge we saw
the valley of the upper Jordan for the first time. We could see Lake
HCrleh,—anciently called The lVaters of Merorn,-occupying the
centre of the plain, and far beyond it the chasm in the hills through
which the Jordan descends into the Lake of Galilee. At our right, on
a hill overlooking the lake, is the site of Hazer, the city of Jabin, king
of Canaan, who was conquered by Joshua, Nearer to us, and beauti-
fully situated on a rounded hill-top, we saw the village of Abil, the
ancient Abel-beth-Maachah, where Sheba took refuge when pursued
by David’s army under Joab, and over whose walls his head was thrown
to Joab by the advice of a wise woman in the city. *

‘1’he valley before us is about zo miles long, running nearly due
north and south, and about 5 miles wide. lt is completely sur-
rounded by hills, most of which are 1000 feet high, Only a small
portion of the plain is in cultivation, the remainder being wet and UU-
healthy, but furnishing fine grazing through the dry season.

Our route led us eastward along the northern end of this valley
across the river Hasb~’ny, which enters it through a narrow and deep
chasm, thence to the ancient city of Dan, and thence to Czsarea-
Philippi. The slight elevation on which Dan stood is now called TW
cf~ddi, Hill of the Judge, which is the same as the Hill of Dan ; for AM
in Hebrew and Ad(ii in Arabic are the same as @rue in English. The
rim left by its crumbled walls marks the limits of the ancient town,
inclosing a space about 330 yards long and 270 wide. Near the south-
west corner of this space bursts forth from the ground one of the largest
and finest springs in the world. Its water is icy cold, making your
teeth ache as you drink it, and it flOWSaway a full-grown river, furnish-
ing nearly half the water of the Jordan. The surrounding soil is ex-
ceeding rich, and, being well watered, it puts forth a vegetation so

● a Sam. xx. x-as.
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rank that it is impossible to break through the briers, bushes, and low
growing fig-trees which surround the fountain-head, ‘his rank growth
is not confined to the fountain-head, but extends along the course of
the stream until it is lost in Lake Hhleh. There are no ruins left in
Dan except the rim made by the crumbled walls, and a few building
stones lying about in confusion. Itwas the most northern city of
ancient Israel, and when we reached it, though we had not gone “ from
Dan to Beersheba,” we had explored the country all the way from
Beersheba to Dan.

About three miles due east of Dan, and situated on a little higher
elevation, we found the ruins of Camrea-l%ilippi. It was originally
a heathen town called Pan’eas, It had gone to ruin in the days of the
Herod$, probably on account of its unhealthy locality, and Herod
Philip rebuilt it, giving it the name C~sarea-Philippi, in joint honor
of himself and Tiberius C~sar. After the Roman dominion passed
away, it resumed, in the language of the people, its original name, and
it has comedown to the present day under the name Ban’ias, an Arabic
corruption of Pan’eas.

Our camp was pitched under some magnificent shade-trees north of
the town, and there flowed between us and it a rushing, roaring stream
of water, spanned by a rudely-built stone bridge. As soon as we
were settled in our tents I walked out and followed this stream to its
fountain-head, not more than 200 yards eastward of our camp, and
there I found another magnificent spring, second only, among all that
I had yet seen, to the one at Dan. It rises from under a ledge of solid
rock, but makes its way to the surface through a mass of loose stones,
large and small, which have” fallen into it. A narrow shelf of rock
about 50 feet high lies back of the spring, and from this there springs
a perpendicular precipice not less than Ioo feet high. In the face of
this precipice is a yawning cavern, whose dark recesses are suggestive
of fear and superstition, while to the right of the cavern several niches
for statues, aud one little chapel with an altar in it, are cut in the face
of the clifl. These have every appearance of being relics of the
heathen worship once conducted here in honor of the imaginary gods
who sent forth this copious stream to bless the land.

The water of this spring, like that of the spring of Dan, is remark-
ably cold. They are both supplied by the melting snows of Mount
Hermon, at whose base they lie. The fountain of Ban’iaa constitutes
the most eastern source of the Jordan ; that at Dan the central aod
principal source; and the river HasM’ny, which also rises in a large
spring about 20 miles northeast of the other two, the western source.
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Nearly all of the water which the Jordan carries into the Lake of
Galilee, and much the greater part of all that it carries into the Dead
Sea, is drawn from these three sources. It is astonishing to behohl
such volumes of water coming forth from the earth, when the surface
is everywhere as dry as a powder-house, and when you know that not
a drop of rain has fallen for three months.

The stream which issues from the great spring of Cmsarea-Philippi
sweeps along the entire base of its northern wall, and then, making an
abrupt turn, washes in the same manner tile base of the western wall.
At the southwest corner of the city it is met at right angles by a deep,
narrow fissure in the natural rock, by the precipitous side of which the
southern WJIIwas built, so that on every side except the east the city M

surrounded by a natura! moat. On the east side the ground rises grad-
ually toward a spur of Mount Hermon, on the foot of which spur the

city was built. Some parts of the ancient wall still exist on every side,
but chiefly on the south, where we rode out, through a well-preserved
gateway, upon a stone bridge spanning the rocky chasm on that side.
A picture of this bridge and gateway is given on page 335.

Within the circuit of the walls is a small village, the one-story houses
of which are constructed of ancient material, and some of them are
perched on the massive foundations of ancient buildings. Scattered
about in every direction are seen broken columns, capitals, pedestals,
and large Mocks of hewn stone, which would declare to the most care-
less observer that here once stood a city of no mean pretensions.

About one mile east of the town the mountain spur culminates in
a precipitous rock at least xooo feet above the town. Its top is com-
pletely covered by an old castle about one-fourth of a mile long, 250
yards wide at its west end, and 150 at its east end. Its outer walls are
still preserved almost entire, and after a laborious climb of three-fourths
of an hour up the most accessible side of the hill, we rode in through
its southern and only gate. It is an astonishingly strong, massive, and
elaborate fortification, and, previous to the invention of gunpowder,
it must i~ave been impregnable. Lieutenant ~onder is doubtless right
in pronouncing it “ one of the most magnificent ruins in Syria. ”

I think that if the Saviour’s figure of a rock, in the statement to
Peter, “On this rock I will build my church,” was suggested by any-
thing about Caxarea-Pl]ilippi, near which the remark was made, it was
suggested by the situation of this castle rather than by that of the city.
True, the city was situated on a rock, but the rock is not so col]spicu-
Ous as to arrest especial attention. The castle, however, is loftily and
strongly built on a naked and imperishable m~s of rock, and frowns
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so defiantly upon all who would attempt to assail it that it might well
suggest the majestic imagery of the ever memorable and precious
words, “On this rock I will build my church, and the gates of hades
shall not prevail against it. ”

The locality was full of interest to us on account of its association
with the sixteenth chapter of Matthew; but when our eyes were lifted up
to the still loftier spurs of majestic Hermon, which rose before us to
the north, we were reminded of that grandest of all the scenes in the
life of Jesus, his transfiguration, which occurred on some of those
heights. If the apostle Peter, looking back many years after that
glorious vision, could style its locality ‘“ the holy mount,”* the mod-
ern pilgrim to the Holy Land may be excused for regarding it with
veneration. Filled with this emotion, I was determined to accomplish
what few excursionists attempt, —the ascent of Mount Hermon to its
topmost summit. For this purpose, instead of taking the most direct
route from Caxarea-Philippi to Damascus, which would have led us
along the southern side of Mount Hermon, we took the more circui-
tous route around its northern slopes. In regard to the most available
point from which to make the ascent, there was a palpable conflict be-
tween the wish of our dragoman, backed by that of the muleteers, and
the advice contained in our most reliable guide-book. We found that
by following the guide-book (Baedeker’s) we would accomplish our pur-
pose, and reach Damascus one day sooner than by following our living
guide; so, at the risk of a threatened rebellion among the muleteers,
who were incapable of thinking that anything should be done differ-
ently from what it had been done, we gave positive orders that the as-
cent should begin from the village of Hasbe’ya. We also ordered
that while we, with the dragoman and our attendant servant, were
making the excursion, the camp should move forward to the village of
Rashe’ya, about x5 miles farther on, at which point we were to coni-
plete the descent of the mountain.

With this plan in view we rode, on the 18th of June, from Czsarea-
Philippi to Hasbe’ya, a distance of about 18 miles. At Hasbe’ya we
were introduced to a new plwie of social life. The population is chiefly
Christian, of the Greek Church, and the village was the scene of one
of the most fiendish outrages which occurred during the attempt at a
universal massacre of the Syrian Christians in the year 1860. About
1000 of these unfortunate people took refuge from their persecutors in
a castle occupied by the Turkish governor, where they had promise of

● a Peter 4 ;8.
35
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protect ion. But the garrison of Turkish soldiers, under whose protec-
tion they had placed themselves, fell upon them and murdereti them in
cold b100d. Men, women, and children were indiscriminately l.mtch-
ered, and their bleeding Lso{lies, covered with gaping wounds, were
heaped together in great masses where they fell. When we rode into
the open court, of about an acre in extent, which lies in front of this
castle, our dragoman, who remembered well the time of the slaughter,
and was himself uttder arms at lleirOt with his fellow-Christians, called
a halt, and, solemnly pointing to the building, said, “ In there the
blood was not less than three feet deep, and all over this court it was
not less than four inches. ” Of course this was an exaggeration, but
he told the story as it had been told to him, and the fact that it is be-
lieved shows how deep an impression on the public mind was made by
the fearful tragedy. I was the more impressed with the scene of this
awful massacre from having met, at Tyre, a lady whose parents and
intmediate relatives were all among the victims. She was left a help-
less orphan, only 10 years of age, but Mrs. Mott, an English lady in
Beirtlt, who had, and still has, a school for girls, receive{l her into it,
supported her, educated her, taught her the Protestant faith, and sent

her forth to be a missionary teacher. She was teaching a school in
Tyre, and such was her interest in Cl~ristiwl people that when we were
there she matie a visit to our camp an(i related to us the story of her
life and labors. Long may she continue to show her-gratitude for the
blessings bestowed on her by spreading the light among the chil[lrell
of her benighted people. I thought, while conversing with her, of our
own orphan school at h[idw~y, Kentucky, and I would commend her
example to the dear girls of that institution.

I said that we were introduced at Hasbe’ya to a new phase of social
life. It was new in contrast to that of the Ar’ab population amid
which we had hitherto travehxl. Here the houses, thoogh cheal) umi
plain, had about them an air of cleanliness and home-comfort.
Women, in clean garments, were sittitlg on the door-ste[js or on the
cheap verandas, engaged in sewing or knitting, and a number of
plainly but decently dressed women, with white veils thrown gracefully
over their heads, but not (irawn down over their faces, freely came
about our camp to sell little articles of their handiwork. The ease,
comfort, and freedom everywhere appment presented a pleasing con-
trast with the bondage, filth, and shrinking reserve which we had
everywhere seen in Mohammedan communities,

Having a long and laborious ride before us for the 19th, we were up
before daylight. We ‘ate breakfast by the light of candles, and ere
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the sun had gilded the hill-tops we were in the saddle. From six
o’clock till noon we were continually ascending the steep slopes wl)ich
led toward the summit of Mount Hermon. Our starting-point, the
village of Hasbe’ya, is 2200 feet above the level of the sea, and our
ascent included nearly 7000 feet more. We encountered nothing of
special interest in the way, except one most remarkable sarcophagus.
It was situated some 5000 or 6000 feet above the sea, remote from any
town or permanent habitation, and ctmsisted of a mass of natural
rock about 8 feet wide by IO in length, and rising about 7 feet above
the ground. In the fiat top of this rock were two graves, side by side,
with a thin rock partition left between, and in the bottom of each a
narrow vault like those in modern graves, for the immediate resting-
place of the body. They were the graves, in all probability, of a man
and his wife, dug here under the impulse of some strange caprice, and
supposed to be a secure resting-place for their dust until the resurrec-
tion morning. But the stone slabs which covered them are gone, the
graves have been rifled of ail their contents, and there is nothing to tell
the story of the dead man’s hopes except the empty and silent rock.

Mount Hermon is not a rocky mountain, although some very bold
and majestic m~sses of naked rock are seen at intervals; hut its surface
is composed chiefly of smooth slopes covered with soil, and in the
spring it is clothed with verdure. Even as late as June x9th, the date
of our ascent, the melting masses of snow supply sufficient moisture to
keep alive a cowsidemble amount of vegetation, and the shepherds, in
search of green pasture, lead their flocks of goats to its very summit.
Here they watch over the flocks by night as well as by day, and their
food is brought to them from the distant villages below. Nor is their
business unattended with danger; for in these uninhabited mountain
regions ravenous beasts that would devour the flocks are still found.
Of this we had ocu!xr demonstration ; for while we were standing on

the summit of the mountain a large brown bear started up not far from
us, galloped leisurely off, and just before he disappeared turned around,
sat down, and gazed at us for a few moments as if in doubt as to our
identity, or of our right to invade his dominions. I know not how
he gets his food unless he lives upon kids which he steals from the
shepherds.

The top of the mountain contains evidence that it was not always
the uninhabited region that it now is; for on it are the ruins of an
ancient heathen temple, and a dwelling-place chiseled in the solid
rock. The latter is a circular room about 14 feet in diameter, and its
ceiling, which is about 8 feet high, is supported by a pillar of the
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natural rock left standing not far from the centre. Before its doorway,
which is now nearly blocked up with earth, are two broken granite
columns about x5 inches in diameter, one prostrate, but the other
still erect. Who inhabited this singular dwelling, whether the heathen
priests of the temple near by, some hermit of the Dwk Ages, or the

shepherds of some former period, cannot now be determined. But it
was certainly a very suitable dwelling for a mountain-top which IS
covered with snow during the principal part of the year.

The fall of snow and rain in this entire country was much lighter
than usual. last winter, and consequently we found on the mountain
only a few small fields of snow, and these will disappear before the
summer is over; but usually the snow remains in large fields throughout
the entire summer.

Notwithstanding the masses of unmelted snow that were about us,
●nd our elevation of more than 9000 feet drove the sea level, the
thermometer stood at 710, and we were constrained to shelter ourselves
from the sun with our umbrellas.

The view from the top of Hermon was of course the most extensive
that we enjoyed in all of our tour. Our eyes were very naturally turned
first toward Damascus. It was too far away for the houses to be dis-
tinguished, even with a glass. Itappeared like a small yellow field of

irregular outline in the midst of a vast field of green. The oasis in

which it lies, and which is made such by the waters of the famous Tivers
Abana and Pharpar, was all in view, and the surrounding desert of
yellow sand was seen to stretch away in every direction until it was lost
in the dim distance.

Our eyes were next turned southward, over the region which we had
recently traversed. Far down in a deep depression lay the L~ke of
Galilee, almost hid by the mist which the heated atmosphere is con-
stantly lifting from its surface. Beyond the lake the farthest IJOillt that
we could distinguish was Mount ‘rabor; and farther to the west the
horizon was bounded by the long ridge of Mount Carmel. Westward,
and to the northwest, the mountains of Lebanon hid all more dis-
tant objects from the view, and between them and the Hermon range
lay spread the long, narrow valley called, by the Remans, Ccele-Syria.
The atmosphere was exceptionally clear, and throughout the wide
‘circuit of our horizon the various objects were unusually distinct.

In regard to the atmosphere of Palestine I was seriously disappointed.
All the tourists whose writings I had read united in one unbroken
chorus to extol the marvelous clearness of the Syrian atmosphere, and
the brilliancy of a Syrian sky by night. My expectation was therefore
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keyed up very high, and I anticipated rare enjoyment from this source.
In one respect I was not disappointed. During the 86 days of our
sojourn in Palestine and Southern Syria, there were not more than
eight or ten, I think, in which the sun did not shine all the day, and
thestars all the night. And when looking atdistant objects, we almost
invariably underestimated their distance from us. But I accounted for

this latter circumstance by our want of experience in estimating long

distances, rather than by an unusual transparency of the atmosphere,
because in almost every instance we found distant objects covered with
a haze which prevented us from seeing them distinctly, and almost
every time that we climbed a height forthepurpose ofobtaining afar-
reaching view the haziness of the atmosphere wsa a tantalizing hind-
rance. Iwas led to make frequent comparisons with the atmosphere
of our own country; and although in America we have many rainy,
cloudy, and misty days, I am sure that I have seen distant objects there
with as much distinctness as I have in Palestine; and although our
nights are often dark, I have looked up from my own door-steps in
the summer-time, with my wife and children about me, to as clear a sky
and to stars as bright as I have seen in Palestine, Egypt, Greece, or
Italy. And then, on a frosty niglit in winter, if the stars and moon
ever shone more brightly in the wide world than they shine on the
free-born people of America, I have yet to see it, or to read of it in
authentic records. I think it must be English writers, in whose sea-
girt home a clear day and a bright night are seldom seen, who have
given to Palestine its reputation for transparency of atmosphere.

Our descent of Mount Hermon was far more rapid, and along far
steeper slopes, than our ascent. It had barely begun when we passed
a flock of goats grazing beside a bank of snow. A shepherd-boy filled
a bowl with fresh goat’s milk, thickened it with snow, and offered it
to us to drink. We stirred in some sugpr, and made a very refreshing
kind of ice-cream, the nearest to the genuine article which we had
tasted for many a day. We then moved on toward the plains below,
walking down the steepest slopes, and riding down others where the
danger of slipping, saddle and all, over our horses’ heads seemed
imminent, and completed an excursion of 12 hours by reaching our
tents at Rashe’ya about sunset. Men and horses were all prepared for
a good n ight’s rest, and this they all enjoyed.
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LETTER XVII.

DAMASCUS.

ON leaving Mount Hermon, our next objective point was Damascus.
Starting from Rashe’ya on the morning of June 2oth, we rode in one
day to Mejelftn’, a station on the turnpike from Eeirut to Damascus,
distant from the latter city about 12 miles. Here we struck the first
good artificial road which we had seen in Syria; and, indeed, it is the
only one in Western Asia. I will give some account of it hereafter.
Our camp was pitched by the side of a fine spring which bursts from
under the embankment of the turnpike; and near by, along the bank
of the stream which ran from the spring, there was a little jgrove of
poplar-trees under whose shade we enjoyed a refreshing rest. It was
refreshing, too, to see wagons and carriages passing along the turnpike,
and especially so to hear the horn of the stage-driver as he approached
the station, and to see the large diligence drawn by six horses dash up
to the stable, change homes, and dash away again. It reminded me
of scenes often witnessed in the West, and it made us feel as if we
were once more within the region of civilization. Our route the next
day lay along this turnpike, and we were annoyed no little by the
foolishness of our horses. I suppose they had seldom or never seen a
wagon or carriage before, and they were positively afraid of them.
My horse, in spite of my utmost eflorts to control him, would shy off
to the edge of the road every time we met a vehicle. The site of these
conveniences of civilized life was as strange to him as it was familiar to
me.

We were traversing the elevated valley which lies between the Leb-
anon and Anti-Lebanon Mountains. The former range lies along the
entire seacoast from Sidon northward, while the latter, with a valley
from 8 to :0 miles wide between the two, lies along the border of the
great Arabian Desert. The southern extremity of the latter r?nge,
and its highest elevation, is Mount Hetvnon. This mountain extends
about zo miles northward, and beyond it the range gradually descends
until it approaches the Euphrates, where it reaches the level of the
desert. Across this mountain range we had to make our way in ap-
proaching Damascus, and as we rode for miles with its unbroken wall
before us, we felt interested to see how a passage would be effected.
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At last we entered upon a straight stretch of the turnpike road which
seemed to terminate against the base of the mountain ; but on nearing

the mountain a narrow, winding gap opened before us, whose bed was
filled with the verdure of silver poplars and sparkling with the bright
waters of a little stream. No one who has not ridden for many days
under a scorching sun, with the glare of bare rocks or of a desert plain
in his face, can realize how refreshing it was to ride. under the shade
of those overhanging trees and listen to the constant murmuring of
that little stream.

We had not ridden far before the rippling rivulet crossed our road
and emptied its waters into a swift-rolling river, and we found ourselves
on the right bank of the famous Ab’-a-na of Scripture, called the Bar’-
a-da by the Ar’abs. The valley through which it flows is as narrow as
the one by which we had approached it, being often not more than 100
yards wide, while a naked mountain wall, several hundred feet high,
rises above it on either hand. By this pass the Ab’-a-na tniikes its way
through the mountains. Its descent is very rapid and its current re-

markably swift, but so few are the obstructions in its bed that it rolls
on in silence, and one might ride along its bank in the night and hear
scarcely a sound to indicate its presence. It passes from side to side

of its narrow valley, and we crossed it frequently on well-constructed
stone bridges. We noticed, too, that in many places the side of the

road was guarded against it by walls of wood or stone, lest, in high
water, it should wash the road away. The growth along its banks is
almost exclusively the silver poplar, which is planted in clumps an(i
made to grow tall and slim in order to furnish long poles rather than
heavy timber. Occasionally, however, we saw groves of apricots and

other fruit-trees.
Before we passed through the mountains we noticed that the river

was much reduced in size, and that fully half of its water was drawn
into an artificial channel which is carried along the side of the moun-
tain on our left. Having a more gradual descent than the bed of the

river, this artificial channei finaily gained an ascent of 30 or 40 feet
above our road, and occasionally a little stream was allowed to escape
from its side to water a narrow garden along the hill-side, or to ripple
through the beautiful grounds of dwellings which began to appear as
we advanced.

Finally the mountain gap through which we had ridden for about
six miles opened upon a boundless plain, and half a dozen tall mina-
rets stood before us, rising high above the intervening fruit-gardens, and
declaring that Damascus was at hand. As we approached the city we
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passed, on our left, well-constructed buildings surrounded by ample
grounds and shade-trees, the barracks and hospitals of the Turkish gar-
rison. Richly-dressed officers on handsome horses were going and
coming. On our right, and across the river from us, lay a smooth
lawn on which the dyers of the city had spread carpets and other goods,
and were sprinkling them with water from the river. This lawn extends
to the wall of the city, and the first building within the wall at that
point is a vast mosque covering 8 or 10 acres of ground. It
belongs to the Howling Dervishes, a fanatical order of Mohammedans,
corresponding to the monks of the Roman Catholic Church. It was
once a magnificent suite of buildings, as its many domes and minarets
still declare, but like the order to which it belongs it is now in a state
of ruin,

Passing into the city along the bank of the river, and then turning
a little to the left, we halted before a door in a high wall, which rose
abruptly from the side of the street, and were told that this was our
hotel, We had decided to occupy the hotel instead of our tents during
our stay in Damascus. The door was a large and heavy one, about
8 feet wide, xa feet high, and 3 inches thick. We expected to see
it thrown open to admit us, an d thought it likely that we would
ride through it into an inner court. But we were requested to dis-
mount; a little door about four feet high and two feet wide, cut through

the large door, was thrown open, and we entered one at a time. We
had to stoop to get in. The 1ittle door reminded me of cat-holes that
I had seen through the bottom of cabin doors, by which the cat could
go in and out when the door was shut. I afterward saw many of them
in Damascus, and some in other cities of the East. After passing

through the cat-hole we found ourselves in a small court, about 20 feet
square, its floor paved with marble, a circular fountain in the centre, a
tall lemon-tree, covered with yellow fruit, growing near the fountain,
two or three doors of apartments occupied by servants opening into
the cou;t, and before us an arched opening through a wall leading into
an inner and larger court. We passed into the latter, and found it
about 60 feet square. A marble tank 30 feet long, xo feet wide, 3
feet deep, and rising about 20 inches above the pavement, occupied a
position near the centre of the court. It was kept full of water by a
stream constantly pouring into it from a metallic pipe, while the water
ran off through a,nother pipe underground. Lemon- and orange-trees
were scattered about the court, and the doors of the surrounding
apartments of the hotel opened into it. The following cut represents
one side of a similar. court. There are many such in the large houses
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of Damascus. On entering the apartments we found the floors all laid
with stone, tiles, or cement, and covered with pieces of thick Turkish
carpet laid loose upon them. The furniture was European, because it
was provided for European guests. Such is the style of all the large
houses in Damascus, varying only in the costliness of the material and
the gorgeousness of the ornamentation. A few houses belonging to
Jews of enormous wealth are so splendidly furnished and so gorgeously

COURTOF A HOUSE11$DAMASCUS.

ornamented as to remind one of the splendor characteristic of Arabian
and Moorish palaces when Mohammedanism was in the height of its
glory. We found the hotel a comfortable and pleasant abode during
the four days of our stay in the city. It is called the Dimi’tri Hotel,
from the name of its first proprietor, and it is now kept by his widow.
It is the only hotel in a city of I X0,000 inhabitants, and it owes its
existence to the visits of Europeans.

The objects in Damascus which most interest the tourist are the ba-
zaars, the ancient mosque, and the street called Straight. The baaaare
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are only a repetition, on a larger scale, of those which we had seen
in every city of Palestine. They are little rooms, 8 or xo feet square,
with the front entirely open to the street. A large wooden door, made
of several separate shutters, closes it at night, and is put out of sight
during the day. The goods are packed on shelves around the other
three sides of the little room, and the dealer sits on a rug in the middle
of the floor. If business is dull he goes to sleep, or visits some of the
adjoining shops to chat with his neighbors. He always asks you about
three prices for his goods, and expects you to quarrel with him loud
and long in making a bargain. After offering him the most that you
are willing to give, which he most positively refuses to take, you walk
away; but before you get out of sight he calls to you, or runs after
you, to say that he will take it. If he takes your offer without this
ado, you may be sure that you have paid him too much.

The shops of the blacksmiths, coppersmiths, carpenters, etc., are
constructed after the same model as those of the merchants, and the
workmen always remain seated, except when the kind of work they are
doing compels them to stand. I have seen blacksmiths seated on the
ground and hammering away at their anvils.

The old mosque, once a heathen temple, then reconstructed into an
immense Christian church, and afterward remodeled into a Moham-
medan mosque, is in a good state of preservation, but there is leti sanc-
tity attached to it than in former years. We had to leave our boots at
the door, but were allowed to walk through it in slippers. We saw

men asleep on the floor, and others were laughing and talking, while
some were peddling little things to eat. Few, if any, were, going
through the long and ostentatious formula of Mohammedan prayers.
We ascended one of the three minarets which rise from three corners
of the mosque, and obtained from its lofty balcony a complete view
of the city. The walls, of dingy limestone, unrelieved by wood-work

of any kind, and the flat, cemented roofs of the houses presented
that same dull appearance with which we had been familiar in looking
at Jerusalem from the Mount of Olives. The only relief to the eye

was in the minarets and domes rising from many mosques, in the green
trees filling the interior courts of the larger houses, and the rich verd-
ure of the poplar-trees and fruit-orchards which surround the city on
every side. Beyond these the brown mountains on the north and
west, and the yellow desert on the south, add a sombre variety to
the landscape.

Within the mosque is a very costly nurl)le tomb, ornaulented with

silver, in which the head of John the Baptist is said to be buried.
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Most likely thetomb was erected and this tradition invented while the
building was yet a church, and the Mohammedans, having received the
tradition with the building, have only perpetuated it. ‘l’he tomb is
regarded by the Moslem with the greatest veneration, and our cut
represents company of them worshiping before it.

TOMBOF THE HEADOF JOHN‘rHEBAPTIST.

We found, in the structure of the houses of the city, an explanation
of the careful rearing of tall poplars which we had observed, and of
the absence from the poplar-groves of any trees large enough for the
saw-mill. The roofs and floors of the houses are supported, not by
joists of sawed timber, but by naked poplar poles laid close together,
This leads to the cutting of the young trees as soon as they are large
enough and tall enough for this purpose. There are no saw-mills in
this country, and the only plank used is brought, at great expense,
from the ports of Russia on the Black Sea.

The street called Straight, in which Saul of Tarsus spent three days
in fasting and prayer, and where he was found by Ananias, runs entirely
through the city from east to west, and is about a mile long. It has
five slight crooks in it, and would not be called a straight street in
Philadelphia ; but in Damascus it is remarkably straight, for it is the
only one in which you can see xoo yards before you. A fire has re-
cently swept along one side of it for a considerable distance, destroy-
ing the silk bazaar, and compelling the dealers in silk to find tempo-
rary quarters elsewhere. The hand-made. silk of Damascus, much of
it interwoven with threads of gold and silver, is very rich, serviceable,
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and cheap. The eastern end of Straight street passes through the
Christian quarter, and there you are shown the house of Ananias (?),

THE “ STREETCM-LSDSTRAIGHT.”

the man who baptized Saul
of Tarsus. This quarter of
the city was burned to the
ground in x860, during the
massacre of Christians in
Syria, and 6000 of the in-
habitants butchered in cold
blood. Our local guide,
who showed us about the
city, was then a boy, and he
barely escaped with his life,
nearly all of his relatives
being involved in the slaugh-
ter. The French army of
X0,000 men, which marched
to Damascus and hung and
beheaded many of the lead-
ers of the persecution, taught
the fanatical Mohammedans
a lesson which they have not
forgotten, but Damascus still
contains an intensely bigoted
Mohammedan population.
As we were stepping over the
countless dogs that lay asleep

in the streets, and occasionally kicking one to make him get out of the
way, with no other result than to have him look up at us, merely to
see who was disturbing him, I asked Michael, our guide, why the au-
thorities did not have these dogs thinned out by killing some of them,
He answered : ~~That would be a great sin. It is all right to kill a
Christian, but a great sin to kill a dog.” I asked him what would
h done if I should kill one of them, and he said I would be arrested
and brought before the city courts. The lives of both dogs and cats
are held sacred by the Moslem.

Another proof of the bigotry prevalent here was given me by Mr.
Phillips, an Irish Presbyterian missionary in the city. He said that if
a Mohammedan deserts his religion and be~mes a Christian, it is held
to be the duty of other MAammedans to kill him. A few years ago
one of them beea~ a convert to tbe prote~ant faith, and after lkeing
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from the city twice to escape plots that were laid to assassinate him, and
making preparations to flees third time, he was found, one morning,
hung in the mosque, near the tomb of John the Baptist’s head. When
the guardians of the mosque were called upon to give an account of the
hanging, they answered that the man was hung #y ~ohrn the l?a~tist,

and this answer was so satisfactory to the city authorities that no fur-
ther effort was made to detect the murderers. From this the reader
can form some idea of the obstacles in the way of missionary work in
Mohammedan countries.

I met with another incident in Damascus illustrative of the sacrifices
made by the families of missionaries who labor in this half-heathen
country. On Lord’s day we attended the services of the English
Church. They were held in a large room of a dwelling-house occu-
pied by the family of the missionary. Before the services began we
met the missionary and were introduced to him. He was an old man,
of modest and humble demeanor, and he received us with cordial ex-
pressions of good will. There was nothing striking about his reading
of the Liturgy or about his sermon, but he read a hymn which I could
but construe as expressive of the hard struggle of his own soul, and
that of other members of his family, to be resigned to their lonely life
of unpromising labor in the midst of an unsympathizing community.
It was the excellent hymn beginning,—

“My God, my Father, while 1 stray
Far from my home in life’s rough way,

Oh, teach me from my heart to say
Thy will be done.”

He read itwith feeling, and the singing was led by his eldest
daughter, a young lady not yet twenty years of age, and appearing—from
her dress, which was tasteful in the extreme—as if she were just from
her home in England. I supposed that she had been educated at home,
and had now come to Damascus to assist her aged father in his mission.
As she sang the touching verses with a clear, sweet voice and correct ex-
pression, I saw the color coming and goi ng in her face, and occasionally
I detected a slight tremor in her voice. When the song was concluded
and she had taken her seat, she buried her face in her hands and wept
convulsively. I knew that the song had stirred up all the deep fountains
of her heart, and it stirred mine almost as deeply; I wept with her.
I did not look around to see whether any one else was weeping, but
there was a deathlike stillness in the little audience, as if every soul was
drawn very near to God. I blessed in my heart all the brave women
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in foreign lands who “aredenying themselves the pleasures of societ y and
home in order that they may lend a helping hand to husbands and
fathers as they preach Jesus to those who sit in darkness and the shadow
of death. ‘I’hat song and that sweet voice have rung in my ears for
many a day and night since then, and have brought many a tear to my
eyes. It has made the missionary spirit stronger and deeper within
me than ever before.

The old walls of Damascus are now the limit of the city only on its
eastern and southern sides. On the west the city has grown far beyond
the wall, and a portion of it stands entire in the midst of the houses,
On the eastern side there is a single gate, and this a small one, while
near it is one much more massive, which is now walled up. The latter
is seen in the left of the following cut, and the former in the right.

THE EAS’r~R~GATEOF DAMASCUS.

Just within the gate is a fountain of pure water, at which both man
and beast are supplied. Similar fountains, with a stream issuing from
a stone trough or a metallic pipe and falling into a watering-trough,
are met with in all parts of the city. The river Ab’-a-na, ere it rea{ lies
the city, is diverted into six artificial channels, leaving but a small
portion of the stream in the original bed. The last flows entirely
through the city under arches, and forms a natural sewer of the
best kind ; while the other streams are led, some of them through
pipes laid in every part of the city, ancl some through irrigating
channels, which supply water to the surrounding oasis and keep it
verdant in the midst of a desert.
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Near the southeastern corner of the city, but on the southern side, is
another old gate, now walled up, over which tradition says Paul made
his escape when he fle(i from Damascus. A certain George, so the
story goes, was keeper of this gate, and a friend of Paul. When the gov-
ernor was watching the city with a garrison to apprehend Paul, George
let him out over this gate after it had been shut at night ; and now
the tomb of the said George, who is known, of course, as “ St. George, ”
is shown to travelers in a very old graveyard not far from this gate. I
preferred to believe the Scriptures rather than this tradition. Know-
ing that Paul “ through a window in a basket was let down by the
wall,” I looked for a window suited to this mode of exit, and I saw
many of them. All along the eastern wall there are houses inside,
whose “upper stories overlap the wall, and out of the windows of
these it would be easy to let a man down outside in a basket. Of
course this wall and these houses were not standing in Paul’s day, but
their predecessors were, and they were built, most probably, in the
same way, and it is not unlikely that they were built on the same
foundations.

Damascus is now noted for its growth and exportation of fruits, and
esl)ecially of apricots. The groves in the oasis around bear these in
immense quantities. They are dried or cured in sugar, or prepared
in what we in America wouhl call *’apricot leather, ” because it is pze-
cisely like “ peach leather. ” The annual export of this fruit is esti-
mated at from 3000 to 4000 tons. ‘l%e city also exports from 2000
to 2500 tons of raisins. *

On account of the method by which the city is supplied with water,
and the constant irri~~tion of the entire surface for several miles around,
It is a very unhealthy place in the summer, It is necessary for
travelers to guard themselves with great care against indulging too
freely in its rich fruits, or exposing themselves to night air, or becom-
iog excessively heated during the hot days; otherwise they are almost
certain to be prostrated with fever. The families of missionaries are
compelled, during the hot months of the year, to save their lives by
removing to the mountains.

The stories told about the beauty of Damascus are not exaggerated
when they refer to its appearance from the adjacent mountains, where
it is seen in contrast with a parched and naked desert all around it ;
but the thought of beauty is dissipated the moment one enters the
streets, for dirt and dust abound there on every side, and none of the

● Baadekcr,46,
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houses, even the finest, has any external ornamentation. ‘‘ Fair with-
out, but foul within, ” might be appropriately written under the name
Damascus.

LETTER XVIII.

FROM DAMASCUS TO BEIRUT.

WHEN we mounted our horses in Damascus and started westward, I
realized for the first time that we were on our way homeward. We
were then farther away from home than at any time before; but from
that day we could ●sing, literally,—

‘“We nightly pitch our moving tent
A day’smarch nearer home ;“

and we did sing it very often.
. Instead of following the turnpike to Beirut, we turned from it to the

right in order to visit the ruins of Baalbec* and the cedars of Lebanon,
and on our way to the former place we called at the wonderful fountain
which forms the principal source of the river Ab’-a-na. It is found on
the northern edge of the same narrow gorge in the mountain through
which we followed the bank of the river in approaching D~mascus,
but it is some miles higher up than the point at which we struck the
river-bank. We reached it about noon, and spent an hour or two in
the dense and delightful shade which surrounds it. It is really a river
bursting up in a perpendicular line from the deep bowels of the earth,
and flowing off with a volume of water which would entitle it to the
name of a river even in America. TIIe current rushes up with such
force and from such a depth tlmt the founttiin cannot be fathotned.
I tried to sink heavy stones in it ; but when I cast in one as large as
my head, fiashing it down with all my strength, it sank only a few feet
ere it was drifted aside and lodged on the verge of the well-like opening.
Whether the volume of water is greater or less than that of the spring
at Dan we could not determine with accuracy; but the latter is the
only other fountain seen in our travels at all COIIIjJarab]e to it. The
water is very cold, and is as clear as crystal. The fountain was formerly
covered hy a small building constructed of massive stones, but the
arched roof, and many stones from the walls, have now fallen into the
river.

● PronouncedBall’-bec.
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Near by it stands a small heathen temple in which worship waa once
paid to the gods who were supposed to preside over the fountain, and
certainly the people of Damascus, and of the entire oasis in which it
stands, owe a vast debt of gratitude on this account ; for, were it not
for this fountain, that garden of delights would soon be as bare and
yellow as the desert sands which now spread around it. The fountain
is about KOmiles from Damascus, and is called by the natives el-Fi’jeh.

Although the spring el-Fijeh is the chief source of the Ab’-a-na, sup-
plying two-thirds of its water, it is not the head of the stream. On our
way to Baalbec we followed the bed of its upper waters for a few miles,
and camped that night at a place called Stik W3d’y Bar’ada, where our
tents were pitched on a narrow ledge with a precipuous mountain wall
behind them, and in front a deep narrow gorge with almost perpen-
dicular sidea, through which tl~e stream flows. Among the high rocky
hills beyond this gorge, whose perpendicular walls are almost honey-
combed with sepulchres, is shown an old tomb called the Tomb of
Abel. As he was the second son of Adam and the victim of the first
murder, we would have paid him our respects by visiting his tomb, but
I was quite unwell that evening, and my companions were a little in-
credulous as to the fact that Abel’s bones were really interred there.
I had been slightly ill all the previous day at Damascus, and was now
bareiy abie to remain on horseback througil a moderate day’s ride. I
was taking medicine to procure reiief.

On the next day, as we descended the western siope of the Anti-
Lebanon mountains, we passed the viliage of Neby Si@t, or the propilet
Setil, so called because it is said to contain the tomb of Seth, the third
son of .Adam mentioned in the Scriptures. Though we had slighted
Abei, we took time to call on Seth. We found him in a stone house,
one story high, iong, iow, and narrow, with a rude plastered dome at
one end. Through a door near this dome we were admitted by the
keeper, after we had pulled off our boots. We found the tomb more
than a hundred feet iong, about six feet wide, and four feet high above
the stone floor of the coffin-iike room. Its top was sloped like the
roof of a house, and it was covered by a hanging of dirty and faded
calico with broad stripes of yellow, red, and green. I suppose that
those who built the tomb and named it after seth imagined that he
was one of the giants that were in the earth in those days, * and gave
his tomb a corresponding length.

After reaching the foot-i]ills we turned more to the right, and our

● Cm. vi. 3.
36
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journey was void of incidents worthy of mention until we reached the
vicinity of Baalbec. In approaching this town we passed the quarry
whence the great rocks found in its temples were taken, and we stopped to
examine the rock yet lying in the quarry, which so astonishes all travelers.
I was curious to see this famous rock, not only because it is the largest
one ever quarried, but because the measurements of its dimensions made
by diflerent travelers were quite contradictory. There was no dificultY
in recognizing it as soon as we saw it. \Ve rode up to it, dismounted,
walked about it, climbed over it, and measured it. Its length is 68
feet 5 inches, and its thickness X4 feet 3 inches. Its width, measured
on top, is 13 feet 3 inches at one end, and 17 feet 8 inches at the other.
It is this varying width which has led to the contradictory figures above
referred to. Travelers have measured, sotne toward one end and some
toward the other, and each has taken but one measurement, not ob-

STONEIN THE QuARRYAT BAALBEC.

serving, or suspecting, that the rock is wider at one end than at the
other. This immense mass has been detached by cutting away the rock
from all around it, and then cutting under it. The under-cut is not
completed ; it extends only about one-third of the way from end to end.
The workmen sat under the rock while making this cut, and they would
doubtless have placed props behind them if they had advanced far
enough to need them. The reader can form a conception of the im-
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mensity of its size as a building stone by comparing it with the men
who arc represetlted in the cut as standing on it.

Many have bee[l puzzled to know how the ancients succeeded in
moving such rocks. It is explained by the carved SIAM found in the
temples of Nil~eveh, on which are sculptured representations of the
entire process. The great rock was placed on trucks by means of
levers, a large number of strong ropes were tied to the truck, a smooth
track of heavy timbers was laid, and men in sul%cient number to move
the mass were hitched to the ropes. Every man would represent about
200 pounds of pulling strength, and the weight which could thus be
moved was limited only by the number of men and ropes that could be
employed. Three stones quarried in the same place with this large
one, and but little inferior to it in size, were actually moved to the
great temple of Jupiter, in Bdbec, and built into its walls about 20
feet above the grout~d. They are each about 10 feet thick, and they
measure respectively, 63 feet, 63 feet 8 inches, and 64 feet in length.
They are the largest stones ever laid in a wall. Many others in the
same wall approach that size, and some of them are fitted so nicely that
one can scarcely see the joints between them. In one part of the wall
I saw a stone which appeared to me to be longer than the longest of
those above mentioned, and I was about to dismount in order to measure
it, when our guide insisted that it was two stones instead of one. I
insisted that it was only one, until he showed me the seam by throwing
a stone against it. In the cut on the opposite page the seams are not
discernible, though it was taken from a photograph. There are four
stones, including the largest three, where there appear to be but two.
‘he most marvelous part of the workmanship is the exactness with
which these great masses are fitted. No mortar was used in any part
of this wall.

I will not attempt to fully describe the ruined temples of Baalbcc.
When I say that the greater of the two temples was 1000 feet long and
.+OOfeet wide, and that although I had read a number of very elaborate
IIescriptions of it I had formed nothing like an adequate conception
of its form and appearance, the reader will readily excuse me from the
dttempt. lndetxl, after I had gone through the ruins, reading B:w(le-
ker’s description and stu(iying his plan as I went. I still failed to under-
stami it in some of its clct:lils. A man must visit the spot, ride aroutl(l
the exterior, walk anmng the ruins, sit downllere and there to g~ze upon
its more impressive fc~tures, see the whole by sunlight, by twilight,
and by moonlight, and allow his mind leisurely to rehuiid it an).i rc
people it, ere he can comprehend it. OUr Cdlll[>WiISI,IWI)131lllSl(iClh~
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ruins, and as there happened to be a photographer in the town, sent

up from BeirOt to take some views, we obtained a photograph of our
camp, with a portion of the larger temple, and one entire side of the
smaller, in the background. From this photograph was made the cut
on page 464.

‘l’he chief part of the wall of the larger temple is still standing, from
15 to 20 feet high, and its inner face is ornamented most of the way
by recesses with elaborate carvings, one of which is represented in the
following cut.

Work so elaborate, executed in’hard limestone, and extending over
a building of proportions so immense, is not found in any other

RECSSSIN THE TEMI’LE-WALL.

.

ancient temple. Architects pronounce the work too elaborate for

good taste, but this detracts nothing from our conception of the

immensity of the labor and expense which it involved.
The Temple of the Sun, which stands immediately south of the

western end of the great temple, and but a few steps from it, is a much
smaller structure, and it is in a far better state of preservation. The
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body of the building is 87 feet long and 73 feet wide, and it is sur-
rounded by a peristyle of 15 columns on each side and 8 at each end.
The columns are 46% feet high, and they stand I o feet from the wall.
They support a very richly carved ceiling, the slabs of which rest on
an entablature above the columns and reach across to the wall of the
temple. Nearly all the columns on the southern side and western end
have fallen, but those on the north are nearly all standing. There is
a double row across the front. The front of this temple is the most
beautiful part of it, especially its elaborately carved portal or doorway.
The door-posts and the architrave are composed of stones of immense
size, and are carved in a most beautiful style, The architrave consists
of three separate stones, which were originally so nicely joined as to
appear”only one, but the middle stone, shaken by the earthquake which
demolished the large temple and greatly injured this, has ciropped
down several feet, and was threatening to drop out entirely, when the
British consul at Damascu~, Mr. Burton, built a wall under it from the
ground to hold it in position. The portal, with this supporting wall,
is seen in the cut on the opposite page.

There arc other interesting ruins about Baalbec, which we will not
pause to describe. The village near the great temple contains a popu-
lation of several hundred souls, and a very copious spring nearby affords
an abundance of water for irrigation. Poplar-trees, apricot and other
fruit-trees, and gartien vegetables of various kinds, grow about the vil-
lage and the temples with rank luxuriance. The apricots which we
ate here were more deliciously flavored than those of Damascus. The
town stands in the edge of the plain called the Bek5’a, which lies be-
tween the Lebanon and the Anti-Lebanon or Hermon range of monn -
tains, and though it is in a valley it is 2839 feet above the level of the
sea. Immediately across the valley to the west rises the lofty, snow-
clad ridge of the Lebanon mountains, while the valley stretches away
in beautiful undulations as far as the eye can reach to the north and
the south. The spring which flows through the village is the source
of the l.ita’ny River, wilich drains all of the valley south of llmlbec.
A mile or more to the north is the watershed of the valley, beyond
which it slopes to the north and is drained by the river Orontes, now
called the IVuhr c1 ,4’si. It has two sources, one near the watershed
just mentioned{, at the foot of the Hermon range, and another nearly
opposite, on the other side of the plain. From these points the river
flows northward, inclining with the valley a little to the east. About
forty miles northeast of Ilaalbec, in the midst of the valley and on the
bank of the river, stands the village of Riblah, a city of militarv im-
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portance in the later period of Old Testament history. Here Pharaoh-
Nechoh had his headquarters when he was waging war against the As-
syrians, and here he put Jehoahaz, the young king of Judah, into
chains, preparatory to taking him as a prisoner to Egypt.* Here also
Nebuchadnezzar had his headquarters when he was conducting the
war against Judah which resulted in the destruction of Jerusalem and
the Babylonian captivity of the Jews.-/

We left Baalbec on the morning of June z8th, rmd started for the

Cedars of Lebanon. our route lerf us to the norlhwest acrrw.. the
J3ekii’a, which is here about xo miles wide. Far out in this plain,
about halfway across it, I saw a solitary stone column standing about
a mile to the left of our route, and it was an object of such curiosity
otrt there, miles away from any human habitation or any other struc-
ture built by human hands, that I turned aside, with one of my com-

panions, to visit it. It is 65 feet high, and its shaft is about 4
feet thick. It stands on a pyramidal pedestal, and it is finished at top
with a Corinthian capital, A square space on its northern side, marked
by raised lines, once contained an inscription, but the tooth of time
,has eaten it all away, and now no man knows by whom it was erected
or for what purpose. Doubtless it was intended to perpetuate the
memory of some great event, perhaps some great battle fought in the
plain around it, but all is lost in oblivion, and time has triumphed over
the pride of man. Through utter want of any knowledge of its his-
tory, it is now called the ‘‘ Column of Y~’~t, ” from a very small village
of that name, which is the nearest to it, though several miles distant.

After crossing the plain we ~scended some of the lower spurs of the
Lebanon Mountains, and before night pitched our tents on a bench of
the principal ridge, with the small village of AinA’ta just below us to
the east, It was Saturday afternoon, and as we were to remain in
camp here until Tuesday morning, making an excursion to the cedars
and back on Monday, we were glad to find that the place selected for
the camp was one of the most delightful that we had found in all our
journey. The tents were shaded by the widespreading branches of
several magnificent walnut-trees, an irrigating channel of pure and cokl

water murmured along its pebbly bed close by them, the view from our
tent-doors toward the east included the Lebanon spurs at our feet, the
Valley of BekA’abeyond, and, still farther, tile Hermon Mountains, ter-

minating at the right hand with the snow-streaked summit of Mount
Hermon itself. We p~sed no Sunday in all our tour more delightfully.

● z Kings xxiii. 29-33. t z Kings xxv, 6; Jer. xxxix. S.
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. On Monday morning, leaving our tents at Ain~’ta, we ascended by
laborious climbing to the top of Lebanon, passing masses of snow ss
hard as ice on the way, and after crossing the crest of the ridge, which
is 7703 feet high, we descended into a grand mountain amphitheatre,
on the farther side of which, two or three miles distant, we saw the
grove of cedars.

ONEOF THE OLDCEDAKS.

This is one of the few remnants yet existing of the famous groves
from which Solomon obtained the timber for his temple, and from

which Sargon and other kings of Assyria transported the long beams
for the palaces of Nineveh. The cedars are grouped close together,

and are about 300 in number. When you first come in sight of them,
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at a distance of two or three miles, they appear not much larger than
ordinary evergreens in a gentleman’s yard. But as you approach thcnl
they grow upon you, and by the time you have fairly entered the grove
you begin to realize their magnitude. None of them is less, I SupPow,
than 100 years old, and many of them are of an age that cannot be
estimated with any approach to exactness. Most of them are from
one to three feet in thickness, but there are nine which are so much
larger and so nearly of one size that they evidently belong to a very
distinct period. We measured seven of these, and found the smallest
20 feet 6 inches in circumference, while the largest was 38 feet 2 inches.
These older trees have branches near the ground, and their tops have
a low spreading growth, while the trunks of those much younger grow
straight and tall. A stone chapel of the Greek Church stands io the
midst of the grove, and in a little depression near by is a hut, in which
lives a native, whose business it is to guard the trees against injury at
the hands of travelers.

On leaving the cedars we avoided the toilsome journey across the
mountains to Beirtit’, which is followed by most of the few travelers
who visit this region, and returned to the valley of the Bekii’a. Fol-
lowing this valley to near its southern extremity, we struck the turnpike
again, about halfway between Damascus and Beirfrt’, and followed it
to the latter city. We found the turnpike one of the smoothest and
best. constructed roads that we have ever seen. It was built some
12 or 14 years ago by a French company, which still owns and operates
it. Its length is 75 miles. A stage drawn by six horses, three abreast,
passes over it both ways every day, and a smaller stage does the same

every night. It is also traversed by 10 or 12 freight-trains, each com-
posed of x2 wagons drawn by tilree mules each. The three mules are
driven tatrdem, the one at the wheel being in shafts.

By these trains the imported merchandise of Damascus is brought
from Beirftt’, and her exports are sent to the seashore, while innumera-
ble trains of donkeys, mules, and camels do the carrying-trade for the
villages of the adjacent country. We reached Beirtlt’ on the morning
of July 3d, and immediately called at the consu]ate to get letters from
home, We found some awaiting US, and we found the consul, Mr.

Edgar, a genial, whole-hearted gentleman, of Kentucky birth and
education, who takes delight in making all Atnericans feel at home in
his office. He bestowed on us a number of favors during our stay in
Beirth’.

Beirfkt’ is a city of modern growth. It has a population of abollt
80,000, made up of Syrians, Turks, Ar’abs, and Europeans. It is the
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chief centre of commerce and enlightenment on the eastern coast of the
Mediterranean, occupying the position first held by Tyre, then by Anti-
och, then by C=sarea, anti, in modern times, by Sidon. Much of the
business of the place, including all the banking and shipping, is done by
Europeans, but Americans have the lead in educational and missionary
enterprises. The American Syrian College, under the presi(tency of Dr.
Bliss, has buildings and grounds that have cost more than $200,000. It
has about 140 students in its classical department and a good attendance
in its medical department. All these students are natives, and nearly
all belong to the Greek Church. They are all required to study the
Scriptures in .Arabic, and many of them learn the English language.
It was in this college that Assad, our dragoman, received his knowledge
of English and his respectable attainments in the elementary branches
of education. Great good must inevitably result from its work. Dr.
Bliss kindly showed me through the buildings, and gave me full infor-
mation in regard to the history, condition, and prospects of the col-
lege, all of which are encouraging. In addition to this college, there
are several missionary schools for girls, in which the daughters of Mo-
hammedans, as well as native Christians, are received and educated.
The light is pushing its way into the deep darkness.

On arriving at Beirfrt, we bade farewell to tents; horses, and mrrle-
teers. The muleteers, five in number, were a quarrelsome set, often
mising an uproar in the camp by their loud contentions, but t!ley per-
formed their part in other respects with a reasonable degree of fidelity.
They bad a strange notion that our horses would catch cold at night
if stripped of the saddles ; and, consequently, our saddles were never
taken off, day or night, except when the horses were to be curried or
their sore backs to be bathed. We did our best to convince them that
the saddles ought to be taken off us soon as we dismounted ; but all
of our arguments amounted to nothing. Our way might tio for Arner-
icxm horses, but these were $ritrn horses; and this was the end of the
argument.

Our d ragoman’s home was in Beirht’. He visited us frequently at
our hotel, and when we were about to sail he went with us to our
ship. We parte{l from him with regret. For 82 days be had been
our companion, our guide, our interpreter, and the ruler of. our camp,
and in every capacity he hwl shown a good degree of competency and
fidelity. If he was not always truthful, he was always scrupulously
honest in business transaction. I think that any future travelers in
Palestine will be fortunate who obtain the services of Assad Smart.
He escorts companies up the Nile in the winter, and through Palestine
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in the spring and fall. His post-office is BeirQt’ in the summer, and
Cairo in the winter.

In choosing our route from the cedars to BeirQt, we missed some

splendid mountain scenery and several interesting localities which lay
along the route across the mountains. Among these are the celebrated
Cave and Falls of Adonis, which figure in Greek mytho16gy as the

CAVEANDFALLsOF ADONIS.

scene of the amours of Venus and Adonis. “ This is a spot, ” says Dr.
RidgawaY, (~of strange Wi]dness and rare beallty. Tile fountain 1)ursts

forth from a dark cave, about 1000 feet below the summit of Mount
Sfmn$n. It comes out in a great volume, makes two leaps, rushes
several hundred yards through a deep ravine, shaded by walnut- and
mulberry-trees, runs under a stone bridge, falls again, then, passing on,
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makes within a short distance one or two more falls before it reaches
its main bed, as it flows toward the Mediterranean. . . . ‘l’he roar of
waters, the dash of spray, the rush of iife, the forms of beauty, almost
bewitch the senses as with a delicious intoxication.”* l’he beauty of
the place is but feebly represented in the preceding beautiful cut.

Another very interesting natural curiosity on this route is seen on
the upper waters of Dog River, a mountain stream which empties into
the northern end of the bay north of Beirtlt’ called St. George’s Bay,
about six miles from the city. It is a natural bridge across one of the
tributaries of this river, high up in the mountains. The bridge has a
span of x60 feet, and its height from the surface of the bridge to the
water below is 80 feet. ‘l’he thickness of the mass of rock which forms
the arch is about 30 feet, and the floor of the bridge is about xzo feet
wide in the narrowest place. It is one of the grandest natural bridges
in the world, and it is inadequately represented in the following cut.

A NA’UJRALBXIME.

The July days that we spent in Beirfrt’ were very sultry, and, al-
though our hotel was a very airy building, we suffered from heat at
night. The city is built on a long, sandy cape reaching out from the
foot of the mountain range, and lying at its highest point not more than
50 or 75 feet above the level of the sea. Its climate is so debilitating in
summer that all European residents who can, retire to the mountains

during the hottest months. We were glad to leave the sweltering place
and launch out once more into the cooler air of the deep sea,

● The Lord’s Land, 7a1.
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LETTER XIX.

FROM l\EIRUT TO THE SEVEN CIIURCHES OF ASIA.

LATE in the afternoon of July 7th we stepped from the pavement
in front of our hotel in Beirftt’ into an Ar’ab row-boat, and were soon
on board the Austrian steamer ‘‘ Ettare” (’~ Hector’ ‘), which rode at an-
chor about a mile from the shore. At about eight c ‘clock we set sail, full
of hope as we looked forward to our distant homes, and moved with
inexpressible thankfulness as we looked back over our travels in Pal-
estine. We had seen the land of all lands, and frotn its hills and plains
there had been reflected a new light upon the Book of all books, We
Ilad ridden 00 horseback for 82 days under a sun which seldom failed
to shine all day, and had slept in tents beneath stars which seldom
failed to shine all night ; we had ridden over mountains 9000 feet above
the sea, and through valleys xooo feet below the sea; we had endured
much fatigue and exposure in many ways; and although sickness had
several times invaded the camp, and death had once stood at the door
of my tent, not a day of the 82 had been lost from travel because of
sickness or accident. We had nightly worshiped tog. ther; with reafi-
ing, singing, and prayer, and we had rested from travel every Lord’s

day. Whenever we could, on the Lord’s day, we had attended public
worship in the missionary chapels, and when we could not we had
made a chapel of one of ollr tents. The Lord had heard our prayers,
and had blessed us above what we had dared to hope, and we relied
with implicit confidence on the continuance of His protecting care as
we turned our faces toward our distant homes.

AS we sailed away from the Syrian coast I left behind, far away 10
the north, one place unvisited which I had long desired to see. It
was Ancioch, for so long a time the seat of the Greek kings of Syria,
who cruelly oppressed the Jews, - the city in which tlie disciples were
first called Christians, and the headquarters of Paul during his mis-
sionary tours among the heathen. Its tnodern representative is a poor
and squalid town of 6000 inhabitants, situated in the northwest part
of the ancient city, on the south hank of the Orontes, and within the
extensive ancient wall which further dwarfs its al)pearance. The cut

on the following page is supposed to fairly represent it.
Our ship touched at Larnica, on the island of Cyprus, now the onlY
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and great piles of them lay on the streets. They are grown in great

abundance on the Plain of Sha’ron.
The next point at which we touched was the celebrated city and

island of Rhodes. We went on shore to see something of the ancient

city, and found it replete with the remains of dwellings, palaces, and
churches, once the property of the Knights of St. John. The little har-
bor, across whose mouth the famous Colossus, one of the seven wonders
of the ancient world, once stood astride, is now filled up, and the
modern harbor is too shallow for any but the smallest vessels. Here

we fount[ the first ripe grapes of the season, and a few ripe figs.
From Rhodes we sailed along the eastern shore of the A3gean Sea,

with islantls famous in Greek history, and often seen by the Apostle
Paul, continually in view, Among others, we had a distant view of
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Patmos, where the visions of the Revelation appeared to the Apostle
John. We sailed over a smooth sea, under a warm sun by day and a
bright moon by night.

On Friday, June 11th, at about noon, we steamed into the harbor
of Smyrna, having been about three days and a half on the voyage
from Beirtrt’. Here I had determined to stop, in order to visit the
sites of the seven churches of Asia, while my companions, preferring
to spend the time in certain parts of Europe which I did not intend
to visit, determined to leave me. But they could not sail till the
afternoon of the next day, so they had time to go with me to Ephesus.

The shi’p which was to take them to Athens was already in port, so
instead of going to a hotel they merely transferred their baggage to
the other vessel, and went on shore with me to see Smyrna and to
make preparation for a visit to Ephesus. When I stepped from the
boat upon the quay, a man demanded of me my passport. I looked
him in the face and said, “ I have no passport; I am an American,
and I go where I please. ” I then pushed by him. He looked at me
with a puzzled expression, and let me pass without another word. As
I made my way through the crowd of idlers on the quay, another man
met me, and, claiming to be a custom-house officer, proposed to let my
valise pass unexamined if I would give him a franc. I said, “ I will
give you no bribe; examine the valise if you choose. ” I then ordered
the man who was carrying it to set it down. Pulling out my key, I
stood ready to open it, but the fellow hesitated, and I ordered tile
servant to take the valise and move on. I now think that this chap
and the passport man were both pretenders, trying to extort money
from me, and that the English-speaking servant who carrie[l my valise
was conniving at their rascality. I was led to the Egyptian Hotel,
and found it an elegant new building with first-rate accommodations.
It was the first hotel I had visited since I left Jerusalem in which ladies
sat at the table. Several Greek ladies were here on a vis!t.

We spent the afternoon in making arrangements for a railway excur-
sion to the ruins of Ephesus the next day. As the regular train would
not suit our purpose, we engaged an extra train to take USout early in
the morning and bring us back by one o’clock. The cost to each WLK
$ Io. For a larger party it would have been less in proportion. The
railway was built and is operated by an English company, and it is
called the Sm yrna and Ardin’ Rai Iway. It is 105 miles long. It runs
nearly due south 50 miles to Avasalouk’, a small village near the ruins
of Ephesus, and thence it runs a little south of east to Aidin’. The

latter place is situated in the midst of the valley of the river Cayster,
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a broa”d anti fertile valley reaching 150 iniles farther into the interior,
and drained by the Cayster, which empties into the Mediterranean at
Ephesus. This valley is the greatest fig-producing pcrtion of Asia
Minor; and besides furnishing Smyrna with the supply of this fruit,
which has made it the greatest fig-market in the world, it sends forti]
a sufficient amount of other products to make the railway profitable to
its owners.

Having reached Avasalouk’, and employed a guide resident there who
had been recommended to us, we walked about a mile in order to re:lci
the ruins. The ruins of the Temple of Diana, one of the seven wonders
of the ancient world, lie but a short distance from the village. kor

ages past they have been completely buried beneath the ground, but
they were disinterred a few years ago by Mr. T. J. Wood, an employee
of the British Museum. The excavation made for the purpose is about
20 feet deep. Down in this pit lie the broken columns of white mar-
ble and the foundation walls of the grandest temple ever erected on
earth. All else has been transported. to other, citie~and used to adorn
inferior buildings.

From the temple to the more southern of the two eastern gates oi
the city are traces of a paved street nearly a mile in length, along one
side of which was a continuous colonnade, with the marble coffins of the
city’s illustrious dead occupying the spaces between the columns. The
processions of worshipers, as they marched out of the city to the tenl-
ple, passed by this row of coffins, the inscriptions on which were con-
stantly proclaiming the noble deeds of the mighty dead.

After passing the ruins of the gateway just mentioned we soon came
to the ruins of a marble church, which is supposed, from some inscrip-
tions found near it, to have been dedicated to the Apostle John ; and
near by is an ancient tomb supposed to be that of Luke. LNorth of
these ruins, in the face of a small mountain which was inciosecl wlthiri
the ancient city, are the well-preserved remains of ~ small theatre in-
tended for musical entertainments. As we go westward from these
points we pass among a continuous succession of ruins, the most of
which are in such a state of confusion that we are at a 10SS to deter-
mine what class of structures they ~epresent. But after reaching the
western end of the small mountain just mentioned, we found at its
western base the most interestifig of all its remains. It is the theatre
into which Paul’s companions were dragged by the mob of the silver-
smiths; into which he was about to enter at imminent peril of h]s
life when he was prevented from doing so by certain rulers who were
his friends; and in which the town clerk, by a speech of wonderful
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ingenuity, restored the frenzied mob to order and quiet. * The the-
atre was constructed, like most of the ancient theatres, in hilly places,
by excavating a suitable space in the hill, so that the tiers of marble
aeats might have the natural rock of the hill for a support. Many of
the seats are yet in a goo~i state of preservation, and the entire outline
Of the structure is easily traced.

ANCIENTTHEA’I’EEAT EPHESUS.

I was deeply impressed.by this ruin, and as we stood on one of its
high seats, gazing down upon it, I repeated to my companions the
speech of the town clerk. I also pointed out the spot on which I
think he stood while the surging mass of idolaters, ocupying all the
other space, were yelling at the top of their voices, “ Great is Diana
of the Ephesians !“

The harbor of Ephesus, once the seat of an immense commerce, is
now completely filled up, and the sea, which once w~hed its walls, is
pushed back about two miles farther west. ‘he same accumrrla-
tion of earth from the wash of adjacent mountains and the deposit in
winter of the overflowing Cayster, which has produced this result, also
covered up the ruins of the great temple and hid the prostrate columns
which lined the way from it to the city. So completely were the
ancient landmarka of the city hidden that its ruins were a puzzle 10
modern visitors untiI the excavations m~e by Mr. Wood brought all

* Acts xix. a4-41.
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into daylight once more, and revealed to the eye some of the splendors
of the city concerning which ancient historians are silent.

On our return from Ephesus my companions went aboard their ship,
which was to sail for Athens in a few minutes, and I was left alone,
to find my way as best I could in a country of which I knew but little,
and of which I found that the English and American residents of the city
knew almost as little as I did. I felt somewhat depressed in spirit, but
the anticipation of visiting spots of the deepest interest was cheering,
and I felt somewhat animated by the very thought of the difficulties
which beset my way.

I spent the afternoon in searching for a suitable person to act as my
guide and interpreter. By the aid of our consul, Mr. Smithers, and
that of the superintendent of the railway, I succeeded in procuring as a
dragoman a Greek named George Fed’r6s, who, though but little ac-
quainted with the places which I proposed to visit, was a bold, enter-
prising fellow, with a fair knowledge of English, and able to converse
with Turks as well as Greeks. He boasted of having acted as guide
for the Duke of Connaught, the third son of Queen Victoria, about the
environs of Smyrna, and he had marvelous tales to tell of incidents
connected with the duke’s visit.

After spending Sunday in a quiet way, and attending the Episcopal
services at the residence of the English consul, on Monday morning
I deposited all my valuables with our consul, laid in a supply of crack-
ers, sardines, sugar, and coffee for the journey, and took the train for
Philadelphia. Now, Philadelphia lies a little north of east from
Smyrna, and 108 miles distant by rail. This railway, like the other,
is the property of an English company, and it is called the “ Smyrna
and Cas’saba Railway, ” because its original terminus was Cas’saba, but
it has recently been extended to Philadelphia. Like the Smyrna and
Aidin’ road, it has an elegant stone building of ample size for its
freight and passenger dep6t. Its coaches and engines are of the best
English make, and the track is well laid.

About 20 miles out from Smyrna we passed a thriving town called
Men’amen, near which is a large cotton-factory owned by an English
company, and employed in the manufacture o~ cotton, which is grown
along the line of the railway. The country is tolerably well adapted
to the growth of cotton, and may yet be made to produce a large
quantity of this valuable staple.

Post-ot%ces are almost as rare in Asia Minor as they are iti Palestine,
but the building of railroads necessarily brings with it many of the
other arts and customs of civilization, and ouz train was blessed with

31
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a regular Turkish mail-agent. He sat in the same compartment with
Fedros and myself, with a leather mail-bag by his side. He sat d /a
Zlu~c, with his slippered feet doubled under him, and at noon he went
through his prayers with all the genuflexions which the motions of the
train and his seat on the narrow cushion would allow. I was amused
at the way in which he managed his business. As he approached a
station he would fumble through the letters in his bag, pick out those
intended for that station, and make a little bundle of them. On arriv-
ing he would hand this little bundle to a man who answered’ the pur-
pose of a postmaster, and receive one in return for other stations.
When persons would come to him to mail letters, as they did at almost
every station, he would receive from them the money for the postage,
and then put stamps on the letters after the train started. I suppose
that he must have been an honest man, otherwise he could have thrown
many of the letters away, pocketed the money, and saved the stamps.

We reached Philadelphia on time at 2.35 P, M., having run at the
average rate of x6 miles to the hour. There was no such thing as a
hotel in the city, and we were somewhat puzzled to know where we
would find lodging, until the conductor of our train proposed to take
USto his boardinghouse, where he said everything was clean and neat.
We found i; a large and indescribable old tenement, but it hati a very
broad open porch along one side, and we were led into a very airy
room in the second story opening into this porch. By ha,ving some
of our own coffee prepared and a chicken stewed we secured a good
supper, and all went well with us till bedtime. We ordered mattresses
to be spread in the porch, where it was pleasantly cool, and where we
expected to escape the bugs which might be in the rooms. But our

expectations were vain,—at least mine were, for I had scarcely begun
to sink into unconsciousness when the tormentors began their work.

I lit the candle two of three times, and made vigorous assaults upon
my enemiks, but they finally drove me from the bed. I retired to the

most distant corner of the porch, wrapped myself in my shawl, and

tried the hard floor. There the fleas attacked me, and between them
and the hardness of my bed I was prevented from deeping soundly.
I was the earliest riser in the house the next morning, and I wondered
at Fed’rr% and the conductor, who slept like logs all night, and scarcely
knew that there was a bug or a flea in the house. I thought there w=
nothing like being used to a thing.

The railway, in starting from Smyrna, first winds around the west-
ern terminus of a mountain range a few miles northwest of Smyrna~
and then runs almost due east, following the southern edge of the valley
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of the river Hermus. This valley is liable to overflow in very wet
winters, for the river lies in a shailow bed, with a sluggish current, and
it is very easily swelled to overflow by the rush of water from the moun-
tains which bound its valley on both the north and the south. The
railway lies near the foot of the southern range of mountains, and all
the towns along the plain are built on the mountain slopes. Philadel-
phia, like the other towns, is situated on the slopes at the southern
side of the valley, and the valley is here about nine miles wide. Im-
mediately south of it rises a ridge about 270 feet high above the plain,
and extending about a mile north and south. The ancient wall, now
much broken, runs along the summit of this ridge, and there is a large
castle of irregular shape at its western extremity. This castle was at
the southwestern corner of the city. From this corner the western wall
descends the hill toward the north, and reaches out nearly a mile into
the plain. The northern wall runs at a right angle to the western, and
is more than a mile in length. The eastern wall first runs south, then
east, leavitig out of the city at the northeast a piece of low, wet ground,
and then runs south again till it joins the southern wall. The ancient
city, if the present wall marks its limits, was nearly a mile and a half
long from east to west, and a mile wide from north to south.

On the hill, in the southern edge of the town, is a space artificially
shaped, which has every appearance of a Greek stadium, or race-course,
for foot-races and chariot-races. There is also a recess in the hill, evi-
dently made for an amphitheatre. Both of these were admirdbly lo-
cated, for they were 200 feet above the plain, and the spectators, whose
faces, when witnessing the games, were toward the north, at moments
when their attention was not occupied by the performance in the arena,
could look out over the city, across the plain, and along the ,face of
the mountain-range beyond, enjoying a view with which the eye would
never grow weary.

The present city occupies but a small part of the space within the
wails. It is built chiefly of small stones of irregular shape laid in a
large quuntity of cement ; but the meaner houses, of which there are
many. are of sun-dried bricks. Nearly all the houses are covered with
tiles, very heavy and very rudely made. The streets are from six to
eight feet wide and very crooked. In the middle of each there is
usually a gutter two feet wide and four inches deep, intended for the
feet of passing animals, and also to convey a little stream of water
formed by the waste from many public fountains. These fountains,
like those in Damascus, are supplied by pipes which lead the water
from a spring on the mountain-side. The water issues from a pipe pro-
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jetting from the wall of the building, falls into a stone trough which
it keeps full, and then overflows into the street. Many of these
troughs are sarcophagi dug from the ancient burial-grounds, and they
were once tilled with dead men’s bones.

The population of the place is not exactly known, and it is estimated
by houses. A Greek priest, who showed us much kindness by acting
as our local guide, stated that the Turkish houses are commonly esti-
mated at 2000, and those of the Greeks at 400. Allowing 5 persons
to a house, which is the usual estimate, this would give a population
of 12,000. Five minarets rise above the city, representing as many
mosques, and there are two Greek churches.

Columns, broken pieces of statuary, and large building stones are
seen in every part of the city and about the open spaces within the
walls; but there is only one ancient structure whose outline can be
traced. This is an old church called The Church of the Apocalypse.
Three of the four stone piers that once supported its massive roof are
still standing, the fourth having been torn down by the English rail-
road-builders, and its stones used for making culverts. These piers
are 20 feet square and 40 feet high; and they are crowned with the
remains of brick arches of immense thickness, which constituted, when
entire, the vaulted ceiling and roof of the immense building. The
piers were once covered with paintings in fresco, which the Moham-
medans covered over with plaster when they took possession of the
country ; but now the plastering is broken in places, and the colors
can be distinctly seen, The G1eeks believe that this church was built
in the days of the Apostle John, but this cannot be true, for all
churches of such magnificence belong to the period following Con-
stantine’s conversion, when the public treasury was taxed for their
erection.

When we were about to enter the inclosure surrounding the old
church, a Turkish servant stood in the door and forbade us to enter

because we were Christians. After much altercation, and some push-
ing, we got him out of the way, but he followed us and looked daggers
at us all the time we were there. When we were leaving I oflered him
some bucMuM’, but he refused it with a disdainful upturning of his
nose. I remarked that the best thing for him would be a man’s fist
planted on his mouth.

Southeast of the city, about half a mile, there is a copious spring of
mineral water, much used by the people as a promoter of digestion.
It has a very strong taste of mineral matter, and it makes a slight de.

posit of iron, I filled a glass bottle with the water to bring home for
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analysis. * About half a mile farther to the southeast, in a ravine de-
scending from a mountain of basalt, there is a warm spring whose
temperature is 90°, with a cold one on each side of it. Two bathing
pools have been excavated in the rock, one for warm water and the
other for cold, and they are frequented by a large number of persons
from the city.

In passing along the streets of Philadelphia I frequently heard the
cooing of doves, and on looking up I saw ring-doves walking about on
the roofs of houses, on the banisten of porticos, and on all places
about the houses which afforded them a perch. On inquiry, I learned
that this dove is a kind of sacred bird with the Philadelphians, and
that it is allowed to roost and build where it chooses without molesta-
tion. I had observed, as I came from Smyrna, a great many storks
standing on house-tops and walking about the fields, and I observed
at Philadelphia that many of them were constantly standing on the
remnants of the old wall where they had built their nests. They are
held as a sacred bird in al[ this part of Asia Minor, and it is as great
a sin here to kill a stork as to kill a dog in Damascus. ‘I’he solemn
bird is allowed to build his nest wherever he chooses, and I have often
seen half a dozen of the huge nests, ‘four or five feet in diameter, acd
built chiefly of large sticks, on the roof of a single house. Sometimes
I have seen a dozen storks standing with solemn mien on the top of a
house, maintaining all the gravity of a tall undertaker at a funeral, and
appearing as if everybody in the house was dead and they had come
to the burial.t

LETTER X x.
SARDIS, THYATIRA, PERGAMOS, AND SMYRNA.

FROM Philadelphia I returned by rail to Sardis, having passed by it
on my way out. It is about 24 miles west of Philadelphia, and 84

miles by rail from Smyrna. Sardis, unlike Philadelphia, has ceased to
be a city. It is utterly desolate. My only opportunity to find Io(iging
while visit ing it was at the small depot building, and the superintendent

● l%rough the carelessness of a boy who banded my baggsge at Athens the bottle W-
broken and the water lost.

t For a description of the storksee page74.
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of the road at Smyrna, Mr. Purser, had kindly given me a note to the
young man who has charge of the station requesting him to give me a
bed. The young man was absent at another station during the night,
and I occupied his bed. A native family near by cooked a chicken
for us and made our coflee. With these and the crackers which we
had brought from Smyrna we made our supper and breakfast.

%trdis, like Philadelld]ia, is situated at the southern edge of the

plain of the Hermus, which is here 10 or 12 miles wide; it is at the foot
of a mountain ridge, which constituted its acropolis; its southern wall
passed along the backbone of this ridge, and in the front of this
acropolis were the stadium and the theatre. But here its likeness to
Philadelphia terminates. The acropolis of Sardis is about xooo feet
high, —nearly four times as high as that of Philadelphia. In front it is
so steep as to be climbed on foot only in one place, and on its southern
side is a precipice 500 or 600 feet deep, reaching to an elevated valley
between it and other mountains farther south. The acropolis is itself
a magnificent ruin. It is not a mountain of solid rock, but one of
pebbles and rounded stones intermixed with sand. It would be a mass
of concrete but it has no cohesion, and it has been washed into all the
‘jagged forms of sharp peak, knifdike ridge, and deep ravine that such
a mountain could be made to assume. The view along its sides as we
climbed it WM full of sublimity, and this was heightened by the pecu-
liar combination of art and nature on its summit. The sky-piercing
peaks are crowned with ragged sections of an ancient wall, the bases
of which often project beyond the surface which supports them, so that
they appear ready to topple from their lofty perches. At the south-
eastern corner a section of the wall, about a quarter of a mile long, is
so nearly undermined by the crumbling of the hill beneath it that it
made me nervous to walk upon its top and cast my eye below.

Aruttdel says that the ascent of this mountain is not worth the
trouble;* but I have seen nothing in my travel much more magnificent
than the view which it affords. To the south, across a rough inter-

vening valley, rise the mountains of Tmolus, about 2000 feet high, and
here thickly wooded. To the west, across a narrow valley, is a ridge
like the one on which we stand, jagged and peaked in the wildest mwl-
ner. The ruins of the Temple of Cyb’ele lie in this valley, its two cot-
umns that are still erect standing in loneliness amid a mass of marble

● Ii A visit lo the ~v~n ch~~~h~ of Asia,’) by Rev. Arundel, English missionary in
*yrna. This work is about ~ yearsold, and out of print, but a copy was Iuaned mc bY
the present English missionary in Smyrrm, whose n.une I have forgouen.
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Mocks lying in confusion about them. To the north the eye takes in
the Valley of the Herrnus, which stretches to the right and left until
it is lost in the dim fiistancej and it traces the serpentine course of the
river itself for many miles along this valley. We see, just before us on
the bank of this stream, the place where Alexander the Great was
encamped when Sardis opened her gates to him without resistance, and
we gaze on the same laidscape which he beheld when, standing on this
very acropolis, he resolveti to erect here a temple to Jupiter. Still
nearer in the plain is the battle-field in which the army of the rich
Crmsus, of whose kingdom Sardis was the capital, was defeated by
Cyrus, after which event the city fell into the hands of this Persian
conqueror. Across the plain, on a long, low ridge with a smooth sur-
face, we see a large number of mounds, or tumufi, in which the rock-
Imilt tombs of ancient kings and men of wealth are covered thick with
earth ,—the largest of them the tumuhrs of Halyattes, the father of
Cr@sus. Beyond this ridge lies a beautiful sheet of water, the Gygean
Lake, and beyond it rises the mountain-range which bounds the Valley
of the Hermus on the north. To the east, in a valley at the foot of
the mountain on which we stand, is the river Pactohrs, whose sand
was said of old to be mingled with gold; and we trace the silvery

thread of its water across the plain until it unites with the Hermus.
‘l’he sections of the city wall which I have mentioned, together with

some on the plain below, are reconstructions, as appears from the
pieces of columns, sculptured slabs, and other remains of more an-
cient structures, which are worked in with coarser material. All of
the wall of the acropolis except these fragmentary remains has disap-
peared, having fallen with the ground on which it stood, roiled down
the precipice, and been covered beneath the mass of sand and pebbles
which followed. The summit of the mountain must have been far
more extensive formerly than at present, but earthquakes and winter
rains have carried it down upon the city below, which lies buried many
feet benenth the present surface. That once broad summit is now so
narrow in one place that the path by which the visitor goes from one
part to another is scarcely IO inches wide, with a deep precipice below.
When we came to this, Fed’ros halted and would go no farther. He
said it made his head swim to go across such places, and I must excuse
him. But the native guide whom we had employed to show us the
way walked boldly across, ami I followed. Beyond this pass I ob-
tained the view which I have described above, and I felt compensated
for the little risk which I had run. As we were descending the moun-
tain the guide told me that a few weeks previous he was guiding a
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German traveler across that place, when the gentleman’s foot slipped,
and he would have fullen had not he (the guide) reached back to him
a staff which he carried and helped him to recover his footing.

The chief part of the city stood at the northern foot of the moun-
tain, Here the remains of only a few buildings now project above the
surface. The moat conspicuous of these is the first that is reached in
approaching the city from the railway-station t Its walls, which are
built of alternate layers of broad, thin bricks, and small stones em-
bedded in cement, still stand from 30 to 40 feet above the surface, and
they inclose two immense halls standing end to end with a square passage
between them. The northern hall is x50 feet long and 40 wide, while
the southern is of the same width and 175 feet long. The roof was an
arch of brick. Wings extended to the east and west from the southern
hall, but their ruins are in such confusion, and so nearly covered with
earth, that I could not determine their exact dimensions. At one side
of the southern hall an excavation to its foundation shows that earth
has accumulated around the building to a depth of at least 20 feet. It
is called the Hotrae of Crmsus; but while it was large enough, and
probably fine enough, for that richest of all kings to dwell in, it can
scarcely be old enough.

Leaving this house to the left, am-l crossing the western foot of the
acropolis, I found on a low piece of ground the celebrated Temple of
Cyb’ele, the mother of Jupiter. Two marble columns about 35 feet
above the surface, and reaching, as excavations recently made show,
about zo feet under the present surface, are all that can be seen at a
distance, unless it be from the summit of the adjacent mountain. The
columns are 7 feet in diameter, and their capitals are beautiful speci-

mens of the Ionic order. The blocks of other columns like them lie
in a confused mass upon the broken walls of the temple and about the
space which it inclosed. It is impossible, without removing the
accumulated earth, to determine the exact form and dimensions of the
temple, but the English engineers who built the railway have made a
stone-quarry of this as well ~ of other ruins along the line of their
road, end from the excavations which they have made it is safe to
conclude that the foundations of the temple are yet entire. The

marble of which the entire building was constructed has a coarse grain,
btrt it is white and glistening, and I WaS told by the natives that it was
quarried in the mountains a few miles distant, where masses of the same
marble still exist.

In the northeastern part of the city are the ruins of two ancient
churches, one very large and built of original material. It has a striking
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resemblance to the Church of the Apocalypse at Philadelphia. The
other was evidently built of material from some heathen temple, in-
cluding capitals, friezes, broken columns, and sculptured slabs worked
into the walls without regard to their original design.

At various places within the area of the city excavations have been
made in search of building stones, and they were found in every in-
stance. ‘here are many mounds and irregular protuberances on the
surface which indicate the sites of buried buildings. I have no doubt
that a thorough system of excavations here would reveal many relics
of antiquity, and they might throw much light on the history of thi’s
famous city.

The only inhabitants about the place are a few families at the north-
easteni corner, who have a mill operated by water drawn from the
Pactolus, and a few at the southwestern corner, who occupy in winter
some rude stone huts wilhout windows, and in summer a few perma-
nent tents covered partly with goats’ hair cloth and partly with leafy
branches from the trees. We stopped at one of these tents, and while
sipping the inevitable coffee which the old Turcoman ordered for us
I asked the old man why his people made no windows to their houses.
The answer was, (I We ]ive in them only in the winter, and then we
need no windows. ”

After completing my exploration of Sardis, I next directed my
course toward Thyatira. I found that the most practicable method of
reaching this place was to return to Magnesi’a, about thirty-six miles
back toward Smyrna on the railway, and there procure horses for the
trip. I found Magnesi’a a very stirring city, claiming 25,000 inhabi-
tants. I counted twenty-six minarets, indicating more than half that
number of tnosques, and I saw there a convent of the Dancing Der-
vishes. I also found, to my great gratification, a neat little hotel with
clean beds, airy rooms, and a good table. The fare was only five
francs a day. I learned from my Greek landlord that there was an
American missionary in the city, and under his guidance I visited the
mission premises. I found them consisting of a large dwelling and a

small chapel, both the property of the mission, which is under the
control of the central station at Constantinople. I had a pleasant but
brief interview with the missionary and his wife, anti found that their
work was not encouraged by any decided success. The fast of Ran~a-

dh’, during which Mohammedans are required to fast all day, though
they may feast alI night, was in progres, and at night the twenty-six
minarets were all illuminated by three rowa of lamps hung around
every one. It was a very pretty sight.
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We found in the city a large khfm, kept by a Turk, and supplied with
both horses and carriages for hire. When we galled, he constrained us
to take seats and drink some coflee while we bargained for horses and
waited for them to be led out for inspection. I hired three horses and a
Turkish servant, at one dollar adayeach, for my journey to Thyatira and
Pergamos. After trying them by a short ride, I selected the best one
for myself, a strongly-built iron-gray with a good walk, and let Fed’r6s

have seconti choice. He and the Turk d ivideci bet ween them our b;lg-
gage, consisting of two pairs of well-loaded Turkish ssddle-pockets,
and thus equipped we set out on the morning of Jnly 17th for Thyatira.

The country through which we were to pass was new to Fed’r&, and
he was afraid to traverse it without a military escort. We called on
the Turkish governor, who had a regiment of soldiers at his command,
and made known to him our intended journey. He aaid that he
thought the road was free from robbers, but he would not assume any
responsibility for our safety. This matie Fed’r6s the more anxious for
an escort, but the missionary told me that he was accustomed to go
anywhere he wished alone, and I thought if he could go alone I could
certainly go with two attendants, so I positively refused to ask for a
guard. We set out unarmed into a region known only by the stabie-

servant, but he had traversed it many times in his present capacity, and
I knew the general direction and distance,

Thyatira is about 35 miles from Magnesi’a, a little east of north.
After riding about two miles we crossed the Hermus, which is here a
shallow stream not over two and a half feet deep and about forty yards
wide. In crossing its valley we frequently came upon long stretches
of a paved road, but it was so rough, and the stones were worn so slick
on top, that we avoided it except where muddy places compelled us to
take it, During the ride we saw some ill-constructed wagons, with
large beds made of wicker-work, and with wheels so void of grease
that they screeched hideously at every turn. We saw very large wheat-
farms, covering in some instances more than a square mile of territory,
each with a large building in it intended for the lodging of laborers
during seed-time and harvest, and for t])e storing of grain and straw.
The laborers dwell in villages often remote from these farms.

After crossing the plain of the Hermus our road followed another
plain, which enters into this at a right angle, and is draineci hy a strean~
almost as large as the Herrnus above their junction. This stream
heads near Thyatira, and the plain is terlllinated there by a n~ountain-
range that rises back of the city. All the way the plain is bounded by
low mountains on the east and west.
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The Turkish name of Thyatira is xfk~issar, the white tower. Seen
at a distance from the south it is almost hidden by groves of tall
cypress- trees, but white minarets gleaming through these, an! occa-
sional groups of houses coming into view, combine with the dark
foliage and tapering forms of the trees and the purple mountain-wall
in the distance to present an Oriental landscape of the most pleasing
character. The cypress groves occupy the old graveyards of the city,
the trees having been planted by the graves as signs of mourning, and
it was sad to observe the fact that these cities of the dead occupy far
more space than the city of the living. The same is true of many
other cities and villages which I saw in Asia Minor, and yet these large
cemeteries have been filled up during the comparatively short period
of Turkish dominion, all the graves, tombs, and sepulchres of the
early Christian period and of the still earlier heathen period having
been long ago swept away or hidden beneath the surface.

As we approached the city by a road winding among these groves I
saw many relics of antiquity, such as broken columns from ancient
temples used as head-stones for some of the graves, sculptured slabs of
marble or granite used as side-stones for other graves, and blocks of
rich material built in among the unhewed stones of the rude walk by
which the cemeteries are inclosed.

The city, like all the other interior Asiatic towns, is composed chiefly
of one-story houses built of small stones laid in a thick mass of poorly-
tempereci mortar. The walls are frequently strengthened by pieces
of timber built in horizontally at intervals of two or three feet, and in
some instances they are plastered on the outside. The roofs are of
rude tiles, supported by rafters made of round poplar poles, and they
project about two feet beyond the walls so as to protect the latter from
the firip in the rainy season. In these walls, as in those of the villages
of Palestine, I frequently saw well-shaped stones from ancient build-
ings. On the streets I saw sarcophagi used for watering-troughs, and
Corinthian capitals used for door-steps or perforated for the mouths of
wells and cisterns.

Within a few years past the city has been visited three times by
destructive fires, The last of these, which occurred in October, 1878,

destroyed about one-third of the houses. We rode through the burnt dis-
trict as we entered the city, and found large numbers of men engaged
in rebuilding the houses. They were under the general superintendence
of a Greek engineer from Smyrna, named Vitallis. He was laying off
new and straight streets 16 an(i 22 feet wide, and forbidding under an
edict of the government the erection of any but stone houses. Some of
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the burnt houses were of sun-dried bricks, and all these were now but
masses of earth. These improvements excited the disgust of some of
the Turks, and one old fellow was so rebellious that he had been thrown
into prison.

The only place of lodging for travelers to be found in the city was
a filthy kh&n, full of dirt and night-prowling insects. I told Fed’r6s
that if we could not find a better house I would spread my shawl under a
shade-tree at the edge of the town and sleep there. After much inquiry
he finally appealed to the engineer, Vitallis, who said that he I]ad a
room in the house of a widow, and that we might possibly find lodging
with her. He sent a servant to show us the way, and the widow
promptly agreed to let us have a room, though she had nothing for us
to eat. Fed’r& contracted with a man, who kept a small cook-shop
where men called and ordered what they wished to eat, to prepare and
send us our supper and breakfast. The engineer, when he came in
from his work, took supper with us, and so did a Greek doctor who
called to make the engineer a visit. The doctor was a native of
“1’hessalonica, and the engineer had lived as an officer of the sultan in
Constantinople; so they were full of information most interesting to
me, and they remained with us to a late hour. The only drawback

to the conversation was the impertinence of Fed’r6s, who, while acting
as my interpreter, persisted in putting in at least two words for himself
to one for me.

The next morning Vitallis led us to a colossal statue recently disin-
terred in the western part of tile town ; pointed out to us a portion
of the ancient wall exposed in one of the streets, and showed us in a
private yard a large sarcophagus whose sides were covered with wreaths
and crowns. He was a young man of handsome person and fine address,
and he treated us with much kindness.

The present population of Thyatira is about 9000. The plain around
it is flat, and much of it is wet. I could not resist the convictionthat
it is an unhealthy city, though all with whom I conversed contended
that it is not. It is well supplied with water, which is distributed
through the city in pipes, while the waste from fountains and watering-
troughs is frequently seen flowing along the narrow streets. The people
are nearly all Turks.

At 8 A.M. on the 18th of July I left Thyatira for Pergamosl which I
found to be about 48 miles distant. For about 12 miles the direction
was northwest, across the head of the plain in which Thyatira stands.
I then reached, by a slight ascent, the Plain of Kirgagatch, a beautiful
circular basin about six miles in diameter, surrounded by smooth moun-
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tains. It is noted for the production of superior watermelons, cotton,
and fruits. Watermelons were not quite ripe. The city of Kirga-
gatch, containing a population of x2,000 or 14,000, and several cotton-
mills, is beautifully situated at the southern side of the plain, with
precil)itous mountains towering grandly above it.

This plain is drained by the river Caicus, and from it we passed
westward into the Caicus Plain. This piain, after extending about 28
miles almost due west, and maintaining an average width of about six
miles, is then contracted to about one-third of its previous width, the
mountains on the north closing upon it by a curve to the south. There
it turns toward the southwest, widens again after a few miles, and
stretches away 20 miles farther to the sea. The entire plain is rich and
well wirtered.

Pergamos is situated at this southward curve of the mountains, the
modern city at the foot of the range, and the ancient city on the sum-

mit of a mountain 2000 feet high. We entered the former through the
doorway of an immense building called the Church of St. John. So
vast were its proportions, and so fort-like its appearance, that I at first
took it to b? an old castle built to defend the gate. We rode to the
principal kh~n and put up our horses and our servant, and then struck
out to find lodgings for ourselves in some private house. A YOUl)~

Greek from the bazaar volunteered to go with us where he thought we
could find lodging, and while we were making inquiries along the
street a Turkish policeman, heavily armed, stopped our Greek friend
and begin to denounce him for helping the strangers to find lodging
among the families. Turks have a great horror of allowing men such

privileges. Fed’r6s was equal to the occasion. He walked up to the
policeman with an air of importance and said, ‘‘ Get away from here,
you impudent dog [ Say another word, and I will have you strapped
up and taken to Smyrna and punished for your interference with a gen-
tleman 1” The Turk, taking him to be some high official, and think-
ing me perhaps to be some lord from a distant realm, immediately
apologized and got out of the way, We finally succeeded in finding
a room in which we would be allowed to sleep, and Fed’r& boldly
asked the owner if there were any 4Cbugs” in it. He said there were
none. Fed’r6s demanded, “Are you certain there are none ?“ The
man answered, “ Yes; I will eat every one you can find there, ” With
this assurance we took the room and ordered our supper and breakfast,
as at Th yatira, from a bake-shop in the bazaar.

Modern Pergamos is almost a /ac~irsi/c of Philadelphia and Thyat ira,
with a population of about 10,000. The ascent from it to the ancient
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city is by a steep and winding road which reaches the old wall on the
eastern brow of the mountain, and enters through a ruined porlal.
After entering the inclosure, which covers the entire top of the n~oun-
tain, we followed the ancient pavement, which continues to wind about
and ascend toward the highest part of the summit. It was the pavement
of a street, yet it follows such curves as secure it the most gradual ascent
to the acropolis, which occupied the most northern I)art of the n]oun-
tain.top, and was separated from the lower part of the city by another
wall. Immediately in front of this separating wall w’e found about 50
workmen engaged in uncovering the ruins of a large teinple, and in
boxing the pieces of statuary which they found, preparatory to shipping
them. They were in the employ of a Mr. Humans, agent of the
German Empire, who had been engaged for about eight months in
making excavations here, and had already taken out x60 pieces of
statuary, most of which he had forwarded to Berlin. Many pieces
were still on the ground, and new discoveries were being made every

day. I saw none which could compare with the exquisite masterpieces
of Greece which are in the museums of Rome and Naples, but I saw some
that were very well worth the expense of disinterment and removal.

The interior of the acropolis and of the entire city is covered with
ruins; and cisterns for rain-water, which was a necessity to the inhab-

itants, are very numerous. The city walls are everywhere in a state of
ruin except on the extreme northern end of the acropolis, where a piece
of the original wall still stands in an almost perfect condition. It is a
splendid piece of masonry.

The view from the summit of the acropolis is not excelled by any
that I saw in my entire journey. In every direction mountains are
seen, near by or far away, and :hey present every variety of form and
every shade of color known to mountain scenery. The broad plain
of the Caicus stretches away to the emt, terminated by a rnemntain
barrier dim in the distance, and the ~me plain continues its course to
the southwest until its varied hues of yel]ow and green are exchanged
for, the deep blue of the sea, and this is ]imited by the dim mountains
of the island of Mityle’ne, the ancient Lesbos. The Caicus is seen at
intervals winding its way along this plain, and in the mountain paSWS

in other directions many smaller streams are traced as they thread their
way through crooked valleys. All the elements of a magnificent land-
scape, mountains, plains, rivem, and the sea, combine to make this one
of the moat magnificent ever enjoyed by the people of an entire city
looking abroad from their own house- tops. Its commanding site made
the city itself alm a n)~nificent object when seen from the plain
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below, and especially from the plain toward the southwest, whence it
stands out distinctly against the sky and seems to exalt itself above all
the hills.

In the plain just south of the city there are three tumuli, similar to
those in the plain of the Hermus over against Sardis; but of the origin
and history of these nothing is known. They are about 200 feet in
diameter at the base, and fifty feet in perpendicular height. Excava-
tions will some day bring to light the story which they are able to tell.

At night we made a short call at the residence of Mr. Humans, and
found him pleasantly situated, with his wife and two or three children,
in a suite of rooms where they kept house. They could speak some
English, and I spent an hour or two with them very pleasantly.

I left Pergamos on Sunday morning, July 2oth, and rode that day
more than forty miles, to Menimen, a station of the railroad about
twenty miles from Smyrna. My general course was nearly due south,
but it veered somewhat to the right, and I passed several times near
the seashore. It was the first Sunday that I had given to Iaml
travel since I left home, and I would have devoted it to rest but for
the fact that the ship in which I was to sail for Constantinople was to
leave !3nyrna the next day, and the entire plan of my journey home-
ward would have been deranged had I missed it. Having a long day’s
journey before me, I gave orders the night before for an “early start;
but Fed’r@, who was far nlo~e dilatory than any A#ab or Syrian whom
I had employed, detained me at least half an hour in getting ready,
and when we reached the kliin we found our Turk just out of bed
and quietly smoking his pipe though he had not yet fed our horses.
Here was another half-hour’s delay. The consequence of this was
that when we reached Menimen, a train on which I could have pro-
ceeded to Smyrna that night had been gone about twenty minutes, and
I had to hunt up private quarters again for a night’s lodging. Fortu-

nately, Fed’rim was acquainted with a Greek family here who had a com-
fortable house, and they agreed to lodge and feed us on the condition
that I would advance enough money to enable them to buy meat for
our supper and breaktast. It is astonishing how little meat is eaten in
these Eastern countries, and how few persons can afford to buy it. I
found, however, that in all the families where I bought meat for them
to cook they were as hungry for it aa I was, and they always took a
seat with me and helped me to eat it.

I found Menimen a place of about 8000 inhabitants, consisting of
Turks, Greeks, Armenians, and Jews in the order of numbers. It is a
place of considerable business, which has chiefly grown up since the
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construction of the Tailroad. The effect of the railroad thusfarhas
not been so much to increase the products of the country as to facili-
tate the transportation of its surplus. An increase of capital must
necessarily result, and that will be followed by an increase of products.

On Monday morning, July zxst, I took the train for Smyrna about
10 o’clock, and reached my hotel in that city about noou. As my
vessel was to set sail at 5 P. M., I had little more than time to call on
the consul for my valual.desand the letters which had come for me in
my absence, and prepare for another voyage by sea.

I had now traversed all of Asia Minor that my limited time and
resources would allow, and I had seen the sites of all of the Seven
Churchesof Asia, except that of Laodice’a. This was sorernote from
theothers tha tit would have required nearlya week of extra time and
of very expensive travel to see it. The Smyrna and Aidin’ Railway
terminates at Aidin’, within 16 milesof it, and this would have been
the nearest route by which to reach it. It is east of Aidin’, and about
110 milesa little south of east from Ephesus. I learned from the old
book of Mr. Arundel, and from conversation with persons who had
visited it, that the ancient city is now totally uninhabited. Its ruins
cover six or seven hills. Innumerable sarcophagi, sure sign of former
wealth, are scattered about its area ; it contains the ruins of three
theatres, and many sculptured tigures have been disinterred by laborers

in excavating for building stones to be used in neighboring villages.
The river Lycus, a branch of the Meander, flows past it about a mile
distant on the north.

I was struck, wherever I went in Asia Minor, with the striking like-
ness between its natural features and those of Palestine. Its seasons
are the same, —a short wet season and a long dry one; its tenlper-
ature is only a little lower; its vegetation, both natural and cultivated,
is almost identical; it is equally stripped of its original forests; and it
has in summer the same bare anti desolate appearance. It gives con-
stant evidence, too, of having once been, like Palestine, a very rich and
splendid country. One would not have to read Greek history, after
seeing this country, to know Something of what it has been, as he
would not have to read the Bible after seeing Palestine to know that
it is but the shadow of its former self.

Smyrna is by far the most important city not only on this coast, but
in all Asia Minor. It has a population variously estimated from 150,000
to 200,000, of which nearly half are Greeks and Europeans. By far
the greater portion of its business is in the hands of these nationalities,
though the Turkish baaaar is far superior to that of Damascus, and
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inferior to none, perhaps, in the Turkish empire, except that at Con-
stantinople. The city is situated on a flat plain between the harbor
and a mountain, which rises in its re:w more than 300 feet high. It
fills all the space back to the foot of the mountain. Its harbor is
completely land-locked. It is a beautiful sheet of water nearly two

miles wide, and extending due west for six or eight miles, with a
mountain ridge rising from its shores on either side. An island, with
a mountainous elevation, stretches across the mouth of the harbor to
the west, leaving ample space for the passage of ships, but completely
shutting off the westerly winds. The deep water extends up to the quay,
and all vessels, except the largest iron steamers, can tie up to the quay
for loading and unloading. Many vessels, both large and small, are
constantly anchored in the harbor, some are constantly arriving and
departing, and the surface of the harbor is always alive with row-boats,
lightly built and painted in gay colors.

The most pleasing sight that I witnessed in Smyrna was the gathering
of the people on the quay after sunset. The quoy is the water street of
the city, and it extends along the harbor for fully a mile, with the water
only three feet below its outer edge, and an almost continuous row of
handsome buildings on the opposite side. It is about 60 feet wide, and
it is smoothly paved with flag-stones, As soon as the sun is down
every summer evening the people begin to pour out of the sweltering
city upon this quay, men, women, and children, from the oldest ma-
tron to the youngest child that can walk, all neatly dressed for the
occasion, and here they promenade, filling the street from end to end,
until nine o’clock. At intervals along the inner side of the street there
are open squares in front of caft%, that are filled with small tables and
chairs, where the promenaders may take seats if they choose and call
for ices, lemonade, candies, cakes, or wine, eat and drink at their
leisure, and then join again the moving throng. Several bands of music
are stationed at intervals along the way, and policemen are on duty in
sufficient numbers to quell the slightest disorder should any occur. I
walked out and mingled with that crowd on three different evenings,
and I saw not the slightest departure from good manners. There was

no hurry nor bustle, no loud talking nor loud laughing, and not the
slightest appearance of intoxication. I could but wonder at the fact
that the population of a commercial city like this could thus turn out
en tnass~ on a pleasure excursion, and preserve decorum so perfect.
I doubt whether the same could be done in any city of XOO,OOOpeople
in the United States.

The student of the Bible will recognize some correspondence between
38
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the condition of these seven cities and what was predicted concerning
the seven churches which were first planted in them. The fate of a
church is not to be confounded with that of the city in which it is located,
yet it often occurs, as in some of these instances, that the one shares the
fate of the other. The candlestick of Ephesus has been entirely re-

moved out of its place. Smyrna, which was poor in purse but rich in
faith, has become rich in purse but poor in faith; the sharp two-edged
sword with which Pergamos was threatened has done its work, leaving
nothing but the silent stones to tell the story; the Lord came to Sar-
dis as a thief, shattering it into ruins with an earthquake; Philadelphia
has been kept, if not ‘‘ from the hour of temptation,” at least from
the hour of destruction ; and Laodicea, whose ruins attest the riches
of which she once boasted, has long since been spewed out of the
mouth of the Lord.*

LETTER XXI.

CONSTANTINOPLE AND ATHENS.

ON Monday afternoon, July 2 Ist, I bade farewell to Smyrna, and
went on board an Egyptian steamer, bound for Constantinople. The
vessel had put out at Smyrna a vast quantity of rice which she had
brought from Egypt, and she took on board a cargo of grapes which
were now just ripening in Asia Minor and would be most welcome as
early fruit in the markets of Constantinople.

Our ship and her crew presented a striking illustration of the class
which now reigns in Egypt. She was the property of the Khedive,
but she was built in Glasgow, Scotland. Her captain was an Austrian,
her chief engineer an Englishman, her doctor a Russian, her steward an
Italian, her crew Egyptian Ar’abs, and her passengers a mixed multitude

of Turks, Jews, negroes, Italians, Greeks, French, English, Germans,
and one American. Noise and confusion were the order of the day.
The captain stormed at his officers and crew, and the subordinate

officers stormed at one another, and stormed back at the captain.
When a group of seamen were at work, moving freight or furling sails,
every man was giving orders, and the storming rose to its highest pitch.
I was constantly reminded by contrast of the perfect order and disci-
pline which prevailed on the “ Pennsylvania.”

. Rev.ii. 5; iii. 3; ix. n, 16; x. 16, 17.
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The chief part of the deck was covered with deck passengers who
had with them their own bedding and provisions, and who were a
miserably filthy, ragged, and sickly looking crowd. Among them were
180 Turkish soldiers returning from Abyssinia. Their term of service

had expired and they were to be discharged at Constantinople. Two
officers who were in command of these men had their harem on board,
and it was one of the curiosities of the voyage. The women might
have been seen by other men than their husbands had they occupied
rooms below; so to prevent such a calamity their beds were spread on
deck, a piece of sail-cloth about eight feet high was hung around them,
and ‘the two jealous husbands stood watching to prevent any man from
getting a peep behind the curtain. I felt that they might have spared
their pains so far as I was concerned, for unless the women had been
fairer to look upon than any of Turkish blood that I had yet seen, I
would not have annoyed them much by gazing. But when we cast
anchor at Constantinople, and these women were compelled to come
out of their hiding-place to go ashore, I was surprised and almost
enchanted for a momeot at the vision of beauty which one of them
presented. She was just tall enough to be graceful; her features were
finely cut, her complexion was clear and fair; her soft dark eyes looked
steadily but sadly down upon the crowd of noisy boatmen who had
gathered with their boats under the side of the ship ; her neck was
round, gracefully tapered, and as white as alabaster; and the silk robe
wilich enveloped her form was tastefully made and hung gracefully
about her person, She was evidently a Circassian of the purest type.
A servant, also neatiy dressed, stood by her side holding a beautiful
babe in her arms. I was now not so much surprised at the jealous care
of her stupid husband. *

We passed by Mitylene, where Paul’s ship cast anchor for a night,*
and we spent a few hours in its harbor. The city is a strange aggre-
gation of ancient and modern structures, some of its houses dating back
to the days of Paul, and some, but recently erected, presenting all the
taste and beauty of a European city. We saw the site of Troas on
a slightly eievated shore, with hills of moderate height rising above it
to the right and left and in its rear. Only a very small village occu-
pies a part of the space which the eit y once covered. At 2 P. M.,

Tuesday, we entered the mouth of the Dardanelles, passing between
two large fortifications which guard ,t)w entrance with heavy artillery
ready for execution. I counted 30 ship under sail and 10 at anchor

● Acts XX. Z+
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under bare poles about the mouth of the strait, and before us were
three steamers preceding us to Constantinople. At the town of Darda-
nelles, which we reached in an hour and a half, the strait narrows con-

senting much the shape of a cow’s horn.
tremity by a small stream, but its water is

siderably, and here
again are strong earth-
works on either side
presenting a fearful
array of enormous
guns pointing toward
us, all pa-inted white.
As night closed in we
were passing Gali-
poli’, an old-looking
town, and when I
arose in the morning
we were “ lying to” in
a dense fog in the Sea
of Mar’mora. This
detained us three or
four hours, but at I I

A.M. we were so near
the city that a steam-
tug met us and towed
us into the Golden
Horn.

The famous Golden
Horn has the appear-
ance of a river enter-
ing the Bosphorus
from the west near the
mouth of the latter.
Viewing it from its
mouth, it extends
westward for two or
three miles, with a
slight curve nordl-
ward, and then nar-
rows more rapidly
toward the north, pre-

It is fed at its farther ex-
chiefly backed water from
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the Bosl)horus, and it is cieep enough for about half a mile from its
mouth for the reception of the largest ships. South of it lies the most
aucient part of the city, now called Stamboul’; ami the eastern extremity
of this, occupying theapex of the angle between the Golden Horn and
the Bospht)rus, is occupied by the old seraglio of the sultan, which
is now used as a national museum of antiquities. 1[ is still the most
beautiful part of the city, and the most strictly Oriental in its appear-
ance. TIN northern side of it, viewed from across the Golden Horn,
is seen in the cut on the opposite page.

When we anchored in the Golden Horn it was crowded with
shipping; the great bridge which spans it just above the anchorage
was crowded from end to end with an almost solid mass of human
beings crossing from one part of the city to [lie other; small steam-
boats, whose decks were covered with passengers from the suburbs,
were coming and going and sounding their whistles; the surfii?e of
the harbor not occupied by large vessels was alive with row-boats
transporting passengers and baggage to and from the ships, and a
ixd.wl of loud calls in unknown tongues filled the air around me.
It was enough to turn one’s head, and it required all the nerve I
could command to enable me, alone in the hubbub, to maintain my
self-possession. I waited for an English-speaking boatman to address
me. Several had tried me in vain in other tongues, when a tall
Greek in liurolje~n dress and wearing a straw hat drew near and
spoke in gooti Euglish. Ile was a runner for a hotel, and upon his
offering, for about two prices, to take me ashore and gui(ie n]; to an
linglish hotel, I accepted his services and gladly bade the Egyptian
ship farewell.

We Ian{ied on the pier of G~l’ata (the lower part of the city north
of the Golden Horn, a part of which is seen in the preceding cut), and
iss we lxwseci through the custom-house an officer opened and shut my
valise and aske~i me for bucldid’. I answered, “ Not a copper. ”
My dragoman begged me to give him something, but I ordered him
to move on, anti told him I would not be a party to bribery. I could
not make him appreciate my reason. He led me up the steep street
which climbs the hill of Pe’ra (the upper part of the city), and secured
Ille a room in a very good hotel called the ALitc/ #A&teme, English
Hotel. It was kept by an ohi Englishman who has lived in the city a
long time, and I met a number of English people, both male and
female, at the table. During the afternoon I called on our consul, Mr.
Heap, where I found several letters from home, the first I had seen for
several weeks; and I made a very pleasant visit to Miuister Maynard,
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whom I found an agreeable gentleman of very intellectual appearance,
and of unaffected elegance of manner.

Duriug the 48 hours which I spent in Constantinople I was on a rush
continually. I saw the principal monuments of her antiquity and of
her modern splendor. I walked through the principal streets, and rode
on horseback through most of those more relnote, am.1 along the outer
face of the old wall on the land side of Stamboul’. It would require
more space than I can here afford to speak of all that I saw, am-l of
the few interesting objects which I (io mention I must speak but briefly.

One of my first walks was to the large printing and publishing house
of the American mission in S[iAmboul’, where B]ldes, newspapers, and
religious books of various kinds are printed by thousands of copies
in all the languages of the Turkish empire. This is the hewk;uarters
of the Turkish missions of the Congregational Church of the United
States. A very large boarding-school for girls, situated in SctYtari,
On the opposite side of the &@orus from Stamboul’, and a tine COI.
lege building called Robert College, situated on the European side
of the Bosphorus XOmiles above the city, are also the property of the

American Congregationalisls. All these est~blishments are in a flour-
ishing condition, and they are doing much to enlighten the people

of the city. I learned, however, upon inquiry, that the missionaries
make but little headway in the rellgious enlightenment of eilher tlw
hfohammedalls or the Greek Christians, at,d that nelrly all their con-
verts are from among the Armenians. Of tlw>e people there are a
vast nunlber-perhaps 2oo, ooo—in the city, ‘1’heentire polntl~tion of
the city and its various suburbs is estimated at about 1,500,000, com-
posed of the following nationalities in the order of tlwir nul]llwrs,-

Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Jews, French and ltidim Catldics,
Germans, English.

I visited, of course, the Mosque of St. Sophi’a, a Christian cathed-
ral erected in the time of Gnstantine, and one of the grandest re-

ligious edifices ever constructed. It is impressive, both within and

without, by its #ast extent atld massiveness, ant-i the impression is I.Ieep-
ened by the air of antiquity which pervades every part of it, AIiIOIIg

the forest of massive co]umns which support its lofty ceiling and llw
domes of masonry which rise above it are many columns which were
brought from the Temple of Diana at Epl)esus. “rhe wiills ml ceiling

are everywhere covered with glass mosaics, which originally presented
a vast array of life-like pictures; but the Mohammedans, when they
turned the building into a mosque, covered all these with gilt. ‘k

gilt has now become dim in places and some of the mosaic pictures
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have begun to show through. On one of the piers which support the
principal dome there is the print of a bloody hand 20 feet from the
floor, said to have been made by the hand of Sultan Mohammed II.
as he stood on the bodies of Christians in the church when he first

captured Constantinople. The following cut represents an exterior
view of this ancient and interesting building, with the Turkish ad-
ditions grouped around it.

MOSQUE OF sT. SOPHIZA.

The constant contact of Mohammedism in this city with the en-
lightened Christianity of Europe has had a decided effect upon the
pride and bigotry of the Mohammedans. It is impossible for them
to see from age to age the superiority of Christian nations, and still
retain toward them the feeling of contempt which they exhibit in less
favored communities. The change is manifest in small things as well

t as great; for example, the grand marble mosque in which several of the
sultans are buried, including Abdul Aziz, the predecessor of the present
sultan, is the only one I visited which I was allowed to enter with my
boots 011. True, even here it was not allowable that my Christian
sole-leather should touch the floor of the mosque, and to prevent this
I was provided at the door with a pair of slippers large enough to slip
on over my boots. Once in a while as I turned about I would lose one
of them, for they had no upper leather at the heel to keep them on,
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but the Ar’ab who attended me would quickly give me a hunch with
his elbow and motion to me to put it on again. The Mohammedans
themselves must always bare their feet on entering sacred enclosures.
This is quite a reversal of things from a Christian point of view, for
while we bare our heads on entering a holy place but keep our shoes on,
they bare their feet and keep their heads covered. In point of an-
tiquity their custom has the advantage, for it will be remembered that
when Moses drew near to the burning bush he was told, “ Pull off thy
shoes from thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground. ”

The Mohammedans are also very scrupulous about another practice in

FEET-WASHING BEFORE PRAYER.

connection with their worship, which is peculiar to themselves, They

never enter the mosque to pray, nor do they pray anywhere else, if
water is at hand, without first washing their faces, hands, and feet.
The favorite method of washing the feet is to have a boy or a servant
pour water on them from a vessel. They are never dipped into the
water. The above cut is true to life in every particular.
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The sultan goes to one of the mosques to pray every Friday about
noon, and this furnishes an opportunity for strangers to see him. I
took advantage of the opportunity, for I had never seen a crowned
head, and the sultan was the sovereign whom I least expected to see
of all through whose countries I passed. Three regiments of soldiers
were drawn up, one on each side of the street along which he was to
pass, and one in a solid mass at the end of the street just beyond the
mosque. ‘1’he sultan came out of his palace gate on a splendid gray
horse, surrounded by a dozen or more of his pashas and other chief
officers, among whom were Pashas Osman and Hobart, and followed
by his body -gumd in Oriental uniform. He passed within a few steps
of me, so that I saw him very distinctly, He is a small and delicate

man with a pale face. He was dressed in a plain suit of black, with
a light military cloak of the same color hanging loosely on his shoulders,
and he wore on his head the inevitable fez, as did every other man,
great and small, in the vast concourse of soldiers and citizens. The
sultan’s fez was not distinguishable in shape, color, or ornamentation
from that of any other officer, soldier, or citizen on the ground. He
rode his spirited horse with ease, and when he reached the portico of
the mosque he dismounted with the grace of an experienced horseman.
As he entered the door of the mosque I heard a loud voice, pitched in
a very high key, which seemed to ring through the very sky above us.
I asked my guide what it meant, and he said it was the voice of an
attendant at the mosque crying out, ~~Remember that Cod is greater

than thou; and remember that thou must die. ” It was impressive and
appropriate to the occasion.

At sunset on Friday, the z6th, I set sail on the Austrian Lloyd
steamer “ Hungaria” for Athens. Our ship was one of the regular line
making a hi-weekly circuit from Tri-este’ by Brin’disi to Alexandria,
thence by Port S&’id, Joppa, and Beir&’ to Constantinoplej and thence
back by Brin’disi to Tri-este’. She was homeward bound, and was not
to touch at Athens, but to transfer passengers and freight bound for
that city to a much smaller vessel, which plies semi-weekly between
Syra and Athens. Syra is a city with an excellent harbor on the island
of the same name in the Archipelago, a little south of east from
Athens. It has grown into considerable importance since lines of
steamers were established in the Mediterranean, in consequence of
having been selected by the different lines which cross the Archipelago
as a common place for meeting and transferring passengers and freight.
Our ship reached there early Sunday morning, and I immediately went
on board the smaller vessel bound for Athens, but she did not sail
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until 8.30 P.M. As there was not a soul on board who could speak Eng-
lish, I spent the day in reading and writing, except an hour or two
on shore walking up and down the streets of the city. ‘l’he city is
built on the side of a steep hill about 300 feet high. ‘he houses,
which are built of yellowish limestone, rise almost like steps one above
another, and many of tlie streets ascend the hill by frequent flights of
steps. It is a clean and pretty place, but not intended for the use of
vehicles,

On Monday morning, the z8th, we sailed into the famous harbor of
FiraYus at sunrise. I had already seen and recognized the Acropolis
of Athens as we passed the port of Phale’rum, and the island and
strait of Salamis were at my left hand as we sailed into the harbor.
The harbor, which is small but deep and landlocked, was crow&d with
vessels, and the town of Pira+us appeared full of business anli activity.
In company with a Greek passenger who could speak broken English
I took a carriage for Athens, and was surprised to find that our ride of
five miles was along a smooth and lreautiful turnpike, shaded by a row

of trees on either side. A railway, whose trains make the trip every
half-hour, runs parallel with the pike, but I preferred the carrii]ge on
account of the better view which it afforded of the scenery along the
way. As I rode into the city it was curious to see all the signs over
the business-houses written in Greek. I had seen many such signs iu
Smyrna and some in Syra, but here it was universal. Iiltherto my
conception of Greek had been that of a dead hmguage to be fIJuld
only in books, and although I knew that the ancient alphabet was still
used in Greece, I had not thought of seeing it on the signs. The dif-

ference between the ancient and the modern Greek is not so gre.st as
is sul)posed by many, but I soon learne(l, on attempting to spe~k such
Greek words ss I could command, that I wouhi have to go to schoul
again for the purpose of restudying the pronunciation and selection of
words before I cnuld converse with a modern Greek.

I took a room in the Hotel Great Britain, where there was one clerk
who could speak English. The hotel fronts a beautiful IIttle ])ark of a
few acres, and my window, which was on the side of the building,
opened on the grounds and palace of the king of Greece. Tile hold

and a great many other new houses in Lhe city appeared to bc built of
a most beautiful marble, but as I could see no joints between the Mocks
of marlde I suspected that my eye deceived me, so I put my hand CM]
the wall and it felt like marMe; but I was told that it is a cement mmle
of pulverized marble intermixed with some other substances and used
as an outside coating on a plastered wall. The wall is first built of
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common unhewed stones, a heavy coating of common plaster is put
on, and then it receives a finish of this marble-cement, which is in]-
pervious to water and as smooth as a polished marble slab. In a few
years the newer portion of .4thens will have the appearance of a city
built of marble, and then, with its wide streets, which are already set
with a row of shade-trees on either side, it will be a copy of Paris on
a small scale.

As soon as I had eaten my breakfast I started out alone, determined
to see how well I could make my way in Athens without a guide, and
I directed my course at once toward Mars Hill, the most interesting
object to me in all Greece. The Acropolis, which rises in the south-
western part of the city high above all the houses, being 300 feet high,
was my guide, for I knew that Mars Hill was near its western extremity.
I found it without difficulty, and approached it from its northern side.

MARSHILL.

Climbing the saddle of rock which connects it with the Acropolis, and
passing around to its southern side, I looked for the steps by which it
has ever been ascended, and there they were. The hill is a rough mass
of naked rock, a coarse, reddish marble, which rises abruptly from the
sloping surface on its southern side 30 feet high, and on its northern
side about 40 feet. On the east it drops down with a perpendicular face
about 35 feet high, but toward the west itdescends by a gradual slope
about 200 yards long into a narrow valley. On the southern side, and
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about 40 feet from the eastern end, is the flight of steps just men-
tioned, cut along the steep slope of the rock, and leading directly to its
summit. The stairway is 6% feet wide, and 16 of the origina[ steps
are still traceable, some of them almost perfect. From the ground to
the first of these about 5 steps have been broken away, so that the
entire number of steps was originally not less than 21. The preceding
cut is a very fair representation of this dark and rough mass of rock,
viewed from its southern side.

It had been my intention to climb this hill, stand in the very spot,
as”near as I could determine it, where Paul stood, seat before me by
imagination the phibsophers who constituted his audience, and re-

peat to them from the seventeenth of Acts that wonderful speech on the
unknown God which I memorized many years ago. But when I found
myself actually climbing the very steps by which Paul ascended this
hill Ikoo years ago, and when I stood on the summit within a few feet
of the spot on which he must have stood, my heart was too deeply

stirred for utterance. I stood awhile trembling with emotion, and
then sat down and wept. I had visited no spot in all my journey
which impressed me more deeply. I sat there for hours studying the sur-
rounding scenery and meditating upon the events whose remembrance
crowded upon me. The top of the hill is about 90 feet across in the
widest part, and a considerable space near the top of the steps has
been cut away about zo inches deep, leaving a kind of bench around
it on three sides ss if it were intended for seats. But the bench ap-’
pears to me too irregular in height and shape to have been intended for
this pu{~, and I think that any one who was not looking out for
seats wdd suppose that it was formed incidentally by quarryirg blocks

of building stones. I suppose that the original seats occupied by the
judges who held their court on this hill have long since disappeared;
and it is highly probable that in the course of ages a large poition of
the original top of the hill has been cut away.

The modern city of Athens lies entirely north and northeast of
Mars Hill and the Acropolis; the older part of the town, with its low
houses and narrow streets, near by, and the new city, with its broad
avenues and handsome buildings} in the distance. The ancient Athens
was situated chiefly south of these hills, and the Agora, the market-
place as it is called in Acts of Apostles, in which Paul disputed with
the Greeks before he was invited to the top of Mars Hill, lies imme-
diately south of the hill.

As I sat on Mars Hill I could see distinctly, on lower ground, and
about 300 yards to the Wuthwest$ the celebrated Pnyx, a semicircular
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space in the open air where the Athenians used to assemble to hear the
speeches of their great orators. TIM space was made level by cutting
a broati bench on the hiit-si~ie, and where the cutting in the rock was
made, a piatform of the natural rock, 10 feet high and 9 feet by
I r on toi], was ieft projecting into the semicircular space like the plat-
form of a modern imli)it. On this rock pull) it, called the Becma by
tile Greeks, wilich had steps to ascend it on the right and the ieft,
Ihnosthenes and ti]e other orators stooli whiie they thunriered their
eioquence in the ears of the i]eoide. When I stood there and looked
out on the semicircular area whicil accommodated an audience of 7000
peoi~le, a strong north wind was blowing in my face, and I did not
wonder that Demostilenes feit the need of strengthening his voice by
practicing on the seashore where the surf was rolling in, so that he

might be able to make himseif heard in this auditorium. It was inter-
esting to stand on his pulpit and look up to Paul’s, or on Paul’s anti
look down ui]on his, while I mentaiiy traced the contrast between the
greatest of i~eathen and the greatest of Christian orators.

The very highest spot on the summit of the Acropolis was crowned
with the must fanm:ls of all temples of Greece, the Parthenonj so
calied because it was dedicated to Minerva, the virgin golidess of
Ati]ens, It is the most perfect model of the Doric style of architec-
ture ever erected, and I never knew how to appreciate the massive
simidicity of that style until I walkeci around and around this temple
and gazed long upon it, I had seen many buildings before which I
thought grand, but since taking this temi,]e into my mind I fail to tin(i
enjoyment in seeing any of the great structures of Europe or .4merica
which sacrifice simplicity and proportion to ornamentation. My taste
in architecture was revolutionized in the half. day ti]at I spent on tile
Acropolis. Our cut presents a correct outline of this temple, but it
faiis, as any picture but a masterpiece of art must faii, to convey a
conception of its gramieur.

lile Parthenon is only 208 feet icing by 101 in width, and 66 in
height. 1[s columns are fluted, and they are six and a half feet in
diameter. The n]arl)le of the entire structure, once a pure white, is
now brown from age anti exi}osure to winter rains. The broken part
toward tile western end was prostrated by a shell thrown into it in 1687,
when Athens WM besieged by the Venetians. The temple was used M
a Christian church from the sixth century to the time of the Turkish
conquest in the fifteen!h century, when it was changed into a mosqlle ;
but since its injury by the Venetian shelr it has been kept, as it should
have been from the beginning, as a mere specimen of ancient art.
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“Ilere are many other temples, great and small, at Athens, the
greatest an enormous temple of Jupiter, which stood on the plain east
of the foot of the Acropolis. The temple of Theseus, the best @served
of all the Greek temples, stands about a quarter of a mile northwest of
the Acropolis. But the most pleasing and interesting of them all, and
the one most revered among the ancient Greeks, is the 13rechtheum, or
Temple of Erechtheus, which stands on the Acropolis a few steps north

of the Parthenon. In striking contrast with the massive simplicity and
grandeur of the Parthenon, this temple is smali, graceful, and a model
specimen of the Ionic order of architecture. These two older orders
of Greek art were never presented in more appropriate forms than in
these two temples, and the contrast between them could not be seen
to better advantage than in two buildings so near each other. There
is an airy grace and beauty about the ornamentation of the Erech-
theum that can be seen nowhere else; but that which chiefly char-
acterizes it is a porch on its southern side, called the Porch of the
Caryatides, It ia a simple portico, whose floor is about eight feet
from the ground, and whose flat roof is supported by six columns in
the form of exquisitely carved female figures. Some of the figures
have been mutilated, and their broken parts have been restored. One
is entirely new, but it is carved after the original model. The chief
part of the temple is in ruins, but enough of it is left to show its
original beauty.

I will say nothing more of the antiquities of Athens, lest I occupy
more space with this city than I should ; but I cannot pass without
mention a most gratifying evidence of its rejuvenation and of its

promise of future greatness. It has a university, established and snp-
ported by the state, embracing in its courses of study the classics, the
sciences, theology, and medicine, employing 24 professors, and
annually attended by x200 students. The students are gathered from
all the communities of the Turkish Empire in which the Greek ‘lan-
guage and religion are known, ati they are bearing the influences of
modern enlightenment wherever they go. Thus Athens is again becon~-
ing, to a large portion of the world around her, what she once was, an

educational centre. Nor does the new Athens altogether neglect the
art for which her ancient citizens were so famous. Close hy the side
of the university buildings stands one of the most beautiful little marble
structures on the face of the earth, constructed after the model of the
Propyle’a of the Acropolis. Although not quite com]deted, it has
already cost $1,000,000, and it is to be an academy of fine arts, It
is the munificent gift to the state of a single Greek merchant who
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resides at Vienna, where he has made his fortune, and who seeks to
restore the ancient glory of his rmtive city.

After spending two days in Athens, during which I saw nearly all of
its objects of interest, both ancient and modern, I was taken sick with
what is called the Greek fever, which is often fatal to strangers. I had

fever continuously for two days, but my physician, an intelligent and
handsome young Greek who could speak some English, pronounced it
au ephemeral attack, and said I would soon be well if I would imn~e-
diately go to sea. I followed his advice by taking the first steamer
which sailed for Venice. I had intended to cross over to (lsrinth and
see much more of Greece, but I thought it better to forego that privi-
lege rather than run the risk of fatal sickness. With a tottering step
I made out to leave the hotel on the morning of August ISt. 1 rode
to Pira#us on the train, and embarked on an Italian ship bound for
Veu ice.

LETTER XXII.

HOMEWARD BOUND.

WHEN 1 left Athens my journeying in Lands of the Bible was at an
end, for Murs Hill was the last spot on which I trod that was made
sacred by the feet of an Apostle. The other places of interest that I
visitrxl, and of which I have yet to speak very briefly, were seen
merely in passing as I journeyed toward my Western home.

Iluring the voyage of six days around to Venice, one of which was
spent in the harbor of 13rindisi delivering and receiving freight, and
one in that of Bwi, an ancient town higher up the Italian coast, I
gradually recovered my strength. The voyage was delightful. The
Adriatic, over which we sailed, was most of the way as smooth as a
mirror; we felt no breeze except the gentle current produced by the
ship’s motion ; our meals were spread upon tables on the deck with an
awning above us to protect us from the heat of the sun; the air was

delightfully cool at night, and the round moon with its clear silvery
light threw a peculiar charm over mountains, islands, passing vessels,

and gleaming watera. At first I knew not that a soul on board could
speak English, but as I stood at the MII after nightfall watching the
rising moon, and the long stream of glimmering light which reflected
from the broken wat& in the WSWI’S w&, I ventured II remark on the
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beauty of the scene to a young girl who stood near me, and she
answered me in plain English. Her features, her dark eyes, and her
black hair all proclaimed her a Greek, and I was curious to know how
she had l~rned English so correctly. My inquiries led to an acquaint-

ance with her father’s family, all of whom, to the number of eight,
were on board. The old gentleman was a Greek merchant, named
Empedocles, who had lived in London, where he and all his family
had become acquainted with the English language and habits, and they
were now on a summer excursion to some of the mountain lakes of
Northern Italy. ‘1’hey contributed much by their pleasant conversa-
tion and gentle manners to my enjoyment of the voyage, and when
they landed at Ancona I was quite lost for want of a single person on
board with whom I could converse.

Venice, it will be remembered, is situated on a multitude of small
islands in the sea, the mainland being at least two miles distant at the
nearest point. As we approached the city, she seemed to be seated
upon the water; for the walls of the houses rise up out of the water,
having their foundations beneath the surface. Our huge iron s[eamer
sailed into Main Street as it were, and tied to a buoy with the Doges’
palace on the right-hand side of the street and one of the famous
churches of Venice on the left. This main street is the Grand Canal,
which passes by a serpentine course entirely through the city. It
has an average width of about 200 feet, and it is two miles long. It
swarms continually by day and by night with gondolas, as the principal
streets in other cities do with omnibuses, street cars, and carriages.
Other canals, usually not more than IO or 12 feet wide, branch out from

this in every direction, and wind through all pints of the city, passing

the front door of almost every dwelling. In leaving home the people
step from their door-sill into the gondola, and from the gondola upon
the door-sill of the house which they enter. When our ship had come
to rest I descended with a group of the passengers into a gondola, and
called to the gondolier the name of the hotel which I had chosen, the
Hotel Victoria. Silently we glided along between the high walls of
buildings, meeting other gondolas, turning sharp corners, passing men
and boys swimming in the canals and teaching little children to swim, .

untilthe gondolier called out “ Hotel Victoria, ” and I found myself
at the hotel door, into which I entered at a single step. Here I found
elegant apartmen~s: and every comfort that heart could wish. Quite
a number of English and American tourists were among the guests,
though none with whom I was inclined to seek an especial acquaintance.

Aa in Athens, I felt like enjoying the strange scenes about me alone,
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without the task of talking to new acquaintances, or the nuisance of
listening to the gabble of an officious guide. ‘l’here were few objects
which I cared to see, and I knew where to find these.

Venice is the most silent city in the world. There is not a wheeled
vehicle within its limits, and one hears no sound but the hum of humau
voices, the tread of human feet, and the ringing of church-bells.
Not a horse, nor a cow, nor a quadruped of any kind is to be found
in the city, and many of the children grow up without having seen a
horse, while the more fortunate boys and girls take a gondola ride on
holidays to see some ponies which are kept as a show on one of the
suburban islands. While transportation and travel are chiefly by way
of the canals, all the islands are traversed by narrow alleys between
the houses, usually from four to eight feet wide, and the canals are
crossed, where these alleys strike them, on bridges consisting of a
single stone arch with steps to ascend it on either side.

The one object of supreme interest in Venice, after beholding the
strange peculiarity of the city itself, is the vast pile of buildings one
end of which is the Church of St. Mark, and the other the Palace of
the Doges. The former is one of the wonders of the religious world.
“In no other building in the world” (says the author of “ Cook’s
Northern Italy” ) “ has there been lavished so costly material as in the
composition of this church ; domes, columns (500 of marble on the
outside), statues, mosaics, wondrous arches, altogether make up a
building that might be mistaken for an architectural museum of all
ages. . . , It would be impossible to describe the mosaics which fill
the church ; they are more brilliant and diversified and extensive than
can be seen elsewhere; nor can we refer particularly to the wonderful
marbles from all nations, executed in all ages, and representing every
style and period of art. ” Every country which the fleet of Venice
visited when she was mistress of the seas was laid under contribution,
and made to furnish its richest gems of art to embellish this building.
As I walked SIOW1y through it, pausing at almost every step to gaze
IJpon its opening grandeur, and trying to form a distinct conception
of it as a whole, I found myself awed into weakness, and incapable of
an attempt to describe it.

Tradition relates th~t the evangelist Mark died in Alexandria, and
was buried there in a church founded by himself, but that in the year
829 two merchants of Venice got possession of his bones and brought
them to their native city. From that time Mark became the patron
saint of Venice; this church was built in his honor, and his bones are
now said to lie under its altar.

39
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In front of the church is the celebrated Piazza, an open space nearly
200 ym.is long, about 90 yards wide at the end near the church, and
about 60 wide at the farther end. This is surrounded on three sides

by a continuous palace, the lower story of which is now devoted to
shops in which the richest articles of traffic are exposed for sale, and
along whose front there is a continuous arcade with a wide pavement
between the piers of the arches and the doors of the shops. No hantl-
somer shops and none with a richer display of goods can be seen even
in Paris.

Neaz the church end of the Piazza is the Campanile, or bell-tower
of, the church. It is built of brick, and is nearly 40 feet square and
more than 300 feet high. It is ascended not by steps, but by a succes-

sion of inclined planes in its interior; and from its summit one looks
down upon the entire city with its canals and islands and churches and
palaces, and the circumambient sea, and the distant mountains of Italy.
Few more pleasing prospects are to be seen in the world.

A multitude of tame pigeons find homes in the numberless recesses
about the walls and roof of the church, ami a decree of the Venetian
S&nace was long ago issued that they should be daily fed at public ex-
pense. The cause of this singular decree is now so little known that
it is the subject of conflicting theories; but the pigeons are still fed at
two o’clock every day, and they fly down upon the pavement of the
Biazas punctually at the hour. The cut on the opposite page presents
a view of part of the Piazza, with the front of the church and of the
Doges’ Palace on the” left, the lower part of the Campanile on the
right, and the pigeons receiving their daily food.

The four figures of horses which are seen in the cut over the central
portal are made entirely of copper, and were once covered with gold.
They are of colossal size, and they weigh about two tons each. Their
origin is in dispute, but they can be traced with certainty back to Con-
stantine, who sent them from Rome to Constantinople. When the
Venetians conquered the East they brought them to Venice. Napoleon
seized them in 1797 and sent them by overland conveyance to Paris ;
but after his final downfall, in 1815, they were restored again to Ven-
ice. Notwithstanding the fuct that they are made of metal, they have
traveled more extensively than most other horses.

The Palace of the Doges, the ancient rulers of Venice, adjoins the
church on its southern side and extends thence to the Grand Canal.
It is built around an open quadrangle in the interior, with ol)en
galleries filled with statuary on all sides of the quadrangle. The
building is now a national museunl of art, and it contains one Of the
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finest collections of paintings in Europe. At the eastern end of the
gre2t Council Chamber, an imlnense hall whose walls are entirely cov-
ered with fine paintings, is the largest picture ever painted on canvas.

It covers almost one en[ire end of the great hall, and is 84 feet long
l)y 34 in width. It is called The Glory of Paradise ; and while nearly
all the other pictures in that gallery have faded from my memory, this
one remains indelibly impressed upon it. It represents Jesus seated
high upon his throne near the middle of the canvas, while around him
and high above is a countless multitude of angels extending so far away
that those most remote seem lost in the dim distance. To the right
and left of these, coveri]]g all the remainder of the immense canvas,
are multitudes of human beings of all classes, conditions, and nation-
alities,—kings, princes, priests, gray-haired sires, venerable matrons,
young men anti maidens, ami many little children,—all with expres-
sions of unsl]eakatde happiness stamped on every brow, and all resting
in attitltfles of perfect repose. I gazed long and tearfully upon the
blissful scene, until I almost felt myself transported from earth to
heaven. No other p:lil]ting, among the acres of them which I saw in
various European galleries, made such an impression on my mind.

Immediately e:lst of the palace, across a narrow canal which passes
on that side, is the prison in which criminals were formerly confined.
They were brought into the palace across a bridge which spans the
canal on a level with the second story of the palace, and which was
closed in like a room, to prevent persons below from seeing the pris-
oners as they passed. This is the structure which has become immor-
t~lized under the name of “ The Bridge of Sighs,” simply through
Byron’s mention of it in the opening stanza of his description of
Venice:

“ 1 stood in Venice, on the Bridge of Sighs,—

A @we and a prisms on each hand.

I stiw from out the waves her structures rise,

As from the stroke of the enchanter’s wand.’”

The building on the left in the cut is the palace, that on the right
the prison. Two gondolas, correctly represented, lie in the canal, and
the low bridge in the distance is one of the foot-bridges which furnish
crossings for the narrow streets. This canal is a fair specimen of all.
“l’he entire number of canals in the city is 146, and they are crossed
by 400 bri~tges. The population of the city is now about 130,000.

on Thursday, .4ugust 7th, I left Venice on the one o’clock train for
Mii’an. The railway-track runs on piles from the city to the mainland,
anti as there is but little tide in the Mediterranean these piles are driven
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down till llle tmck ii but a few feet above the level of the water. It
was curious to look out at the windows on both si{les of the car aIId

see the water so close that the train aplxartxl to be running on its sur-
face. 1 reached Mil’an at eleven P.M., anti was taken to one of the
most elegant hotels I had seen in my travels. It hall a peculiarity
which Ideased me above all other Eurol)ean hotels. Notices were
posted in the rooms requesting the guests of the house to I)ay nothing
to servants, and to rel)ort to the clerk any servant who should ask for
anything. Nearly everywhere else the traveler has to run the gauntlet
of all the servants who have had a chance to serve him in any c~l)acity.
They frequently form a double line at the hotel door as he is about to
leave, and every one expects a franc or more. Frequently these extor-
t ions are most excessive where the regular bill is most ext ravagmt. I
commend to the traveling puldic the “ Hotel Milan. ”

I stopped at Mil’;m chiefly to see two objects of absorbing interest,
her cathe~lral and her wonderful picture of the Last Supper. I rode
about the city and found it a rich and beautiful place, but I spent most
of my time with the two objects just named.

The Cathedral of Mil’an is the largest and most nmgnificent Gothic
structure in the world. From its fountiation to the tolj of its sl]irc,
which is 355 feet high, it is lmilt of marble. Its floor is a nms~ic pave-
ment in red, blue, and white warble, and its roof is laid will] enormous
sltil)s of marble three inches thick, the courses of which lap upon one
another like shingles. It bristles outsi{lt with a fm-est of s])ircs, every
one of which is surmounted by a statue. ‘I%ere are statues on tlw
exterior of Ilw building, inclu~lillg those of l)rophets, a]mstles, priests,
nuns, and angels, to the enormous number of tlwc t/IuuJ(lm/, tin(l there
are Unoccul)ieti places provide(i in t I]e design f~)rJjtcett ~unifred more.
The very excellent cut of the front of the huikling, on the olqmite
page, will cnnvey a better concel)tion of its al)pewatlce than any lxx-
sihle description.

The elitire length of the structure is 4S6 feet. The wiilth of the
main body of it is 252, while that of the trmv+e!)t at the re:w is 288 feet.

Its illteriur height, t’rurn the tkwr to the crown of the v;lulting, is 15.3
feet . \Vithin, one is lost in wonder and admiration as Ile g:ucs ul,oll
the fiuest of pii}ors, looks np into the dim :md lofty vaults which tl]ey
sul)port, surveys the vast ~iistances wilicll sprewl out before him ill tile
dim light, and ciuches glimpses of the Inarhle st:uues tlut stanti ill
soleII)n silence aroumi the walls. M~ny objects of inlercst uttrm t
attention as we walk slowly shout the vu~t area, not the least surl)rising

of which is the marble baptistery, in which immersion is still per-
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formed as it ever has been by the bishop and priests of this cathedral.
The ereclion and ornamentation of such a building would necessarily
require a vast amount of time and money, but one is not prepared on
beholding it for the statement that its erection was commenced in 1386,
and that it was not completed till within the present century. How
many churches built in America would stand five hundred years? How
many there are that crumble and must be rebuilt in less than fifty years !
Yet here is one whose foundations were laid five hundred years ago,
and it has scarcely a sign of old age about it. Unless it shall be rle-
rnolished by gunpowder or by an earthquake, it seems ss if it would yet
stand five times five hundred years.

Everybody in America has seen an engraving of the Last Supper of
our Lord, copied from a great painting of that subject by West.
But West copied from an old fresco in a very old and insignificant
church in Mil’an. It is painted on an old wall, the end wall of a
room adjoining the church which was once used by the priests as a
dining-hall. The painting is 28 feet long, and the figures are some-
what larger than life. The wall on which it was painted is much broken
and picked; but the figures, notwithstanding this injury, seem instinct
with thought and feeling, and appear almost like living forms standing
in the rear of the roughened surface. The moment represented by it
is when Jesus had declared that one should betray him, and John, at
Peter’s request, was about to ask Jesus who it was. The distinctions
of character displayed in the twelve faces, while all were. at the same
mon]ent moved by a common impulse, are truly marvelous. Isata
long time, as others did who were present, studying in silence every
face, and realizing the scene itself as I had” never realized it before.
The incomparable excellence of the work was the more deeply im-
pressed on my mind by the circumstance that there were six copies of
it in the room, all evidently the work of good artists, and all standing
on their easels tobe sold to visitors; yet not one of them had the true
expression of a single face in the original. When I saw this my soul
bowed in profound reverence before the genius of Leonardo da Vinci,
who painted the original more than four hundred years ago, and I
honored the Milanese for the statue of their great artist which they
have recently erected in one of their public squares.

On the afternoon of Friday, August 8th, I took the four o’clock train
for Paris via Turin and the Mount Cenis tunnel. The ride through
Lombardy and into Piedmont was hot and dusty, but it presented to
view a rich, beautiful, and highly cultivated country. Among the
agricultural products on the wayside, I was surprised to see many fields
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of Indian corn, some of which would not have done discredit to a
blue-grass farm in Kentucky.

During the entire afternoon I was sweltering in a linen suit ; but
when the train had climbed for a few hours Up the steep grades of the

Alps, I became so chilled that I was compelled to nmkea changeof
clothing. Fortunately there were no ladies in our compartment, so
after asking two Germans, n~”yonly companions, to excuse me, I de-
liberately made the change. Later intl~et~igi~t, l]avillg nladeaf:l]allge
of cars, I found myself by the side of a lady whom I took to be either
a French lady or an Italian. There were several other persons in the
comi)artment, who conversed in foreign tongues, while I sat as dumb
as if I had no tongue at all. At last, after about two hours, I ventured
a renwk to the }mly, and she answered promptly in plain English. I
found that d)e was an American, and about as anxious for some one to
talk to as I was.

We ran through Southern France on the 9th of August, and I was
surprised to find the farmers in the midst of their harvest. I had seen
the Lwgiulling of harvest in the Valley of the Jordan as far back as the
aoth of AIjril ; I had seen it in progress on the Lebanon Mountains on
the zd of July; and now I saw it again on the 9th of August in sunny
France,—three months and a half of harvest time.

I reached Paris on Saturday at five P. M., having run thither in 25 hours
frol~l hlil’un, and I remained there until the afternoon of the following
Wt:Linewiay, when I left for Londoo, and reached the latter city at
nlidnlght. “1 id unexpectedly overtaken Frank in P.wis; and llrotller
Taylor, who h.ld made a short visit to Scotland, rejoined me in
I.ondon. B1-other Earl had already reached his home in South-
ampton.

After spending two days in London, during which I had visited the
Tower, St. Paul’s Cathedral, Westrniilster Abbey, and the Ilritl>ll Mu-
seum, I was again taken sick and collfiiwd for the next four days. I

had just finished examining the Alexandriim Manuscript, a Greek COPY

of the Bible written ill the filth century, the most interesting object to
me among all the countless wonders of that vast museum, when I felt
the approach of an ague and returned to my hotel.’ A doctor was

called in, and quinine was of course the princil)al remedy ; but ii) utwr
contempt for my American gelatine-coated quinine pills, the cruel man
insisted on pouring down my throat the bitter stuff in solution, its very

bitterest form, and my stomach was tormented with the remedy as milch
as my head and back were with the disease. The English are slow to
accept any improvement which originates in America.
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As the steamer “ Indiana, ” on which I had engaged passage for Phila-
delphia, was to sail on August 19th, I was constrained to leave London
as soon as I could leave my room. I was disappointed in not seeing
more of its wonders, and in not seeing some friends on whom I had
promised to call in other cities of England.

Our homeward voyage across the Atlantic was void of incidents
worthy of particular mention. I reached Lexington in a cold rain on
the evening of September zd, just six months after my departure. A
missionary convention of my brethren in the State of Kentucky was in
~~ion. I first repaired with my wife and eldest son, who met me at
the depot, to my own house, where greetings were exchanged such as
are known only to the sacred circle of home after a long and perilous
separation. Then for the first time I broke to my weeping wife and
children the news of my almost fatal disaster in the Mediterranean Sea.
I am sure that when we bowed around the family altar that night, our
hearts drew a little nearer to God and to one another than ever before.
The next day, when I appeared among the multitude of my fellow-
laborers in the gospel, related to them the hitherto untold perils of my
journey, and received their tearful congratulations, I was reminded
again of the parting scene in that same house six months before, and I
could scarcely decide which was the more painful and tearful, the part-
ing or the meeting. Our holiest joys and our deepest sorrows, while
tabernacling in the flesh, are much alike in the strain which they make
upon our hearts.

May I close this, my last letter, by expre=ing the wish that every
reader who has followed me in my journey to the earthly Canaan may
also journey with me and I with him to that upper and better Canaan
of which this is but a feeble type?
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DR. VARTAN’S OBSERVATIONS AT NAZARETII.

1869-1870.

Af.nthty hfturi Temperature.

Max. Min.
July. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88.02° 6&l.76’
August . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 91.11 69.36
Seplcmd)er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 88.04 66.45
CMolxr . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 87.07 64.33
November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71.42 55.87
Decemlr&.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 63.78 48.82
muar . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 64.07

{“elmr;y..........., .. . . . . . 66.37 $%
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68.47 51.57
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 67.40 48.26
May . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 89.63 65.73
JunrJ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.Io 63.87

AnrruaI Meun Temperature.

Max. Min.
78.12° 5744°

Annual Ran~e.
Ma.. Min.

10440°, May. 36.5°, Fd,ruary.

AIIIIU;II anumnt of rain, 16.23 inches.

Rain from October till April.

1870-187r.

Mwrthly Meu?I Temptrdsrrv.

Max Min.

July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rp28° 6793°
AIIgust . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 88.48 67.96
.Scl)tc mt)er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5.50 65.52
oclolrer . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 68,37 60.73
N,jvcn,lwr. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 7tr.04 5973
I)ccrmdwr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65. I9 51.87
J.l,luary . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 6258 48.10
~cl)rUary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ij~.29 :::::
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62.67
Al,ril . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 7509 5.3.37
M:LY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.57 58.30
June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Ij5.08 62.29

.4rItrutil Afcws Temptrdturv.

Max. Min.

75.170 57.27°

Annual Range.
Max. Min.

107.2°, May. 33°, February.

Annual amount of rain, 22.03 inches.

Raiu from October till hiay,

1871-1872.

Morrthly MeIIn Tenrperatww.
Max. Min.

July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90.03” 6519°
August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86.52 68.74
September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.03 64.45
October . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 82.09 63.I9
November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76.97 59.90
December . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 60.00 50.06
;anuwy . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 58.65 44.55
Fehrtmry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58.78 44.51
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68.56 51.00
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 72.82 52.32
hl~y.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.31 50.92
Dune . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 83.51 65.62

Annual AfeurI Temperdurt.
M‘ax. Mm.

7$27° 56.70°

Awsual Rarrge.
Max. Men.

100.7°, June. 39°, February.

Annual amount of rain, 26.87 incnes.

Rain from September till May.

1872-1873.

Monthly Mean Temperature.
Max. Mm.

‘Ugly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87.510 f15.53’J
\ugu5t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . W(.72 67.53
kq)tcmlwr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.17 67.30
)rxrrlwr.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 83.29 63.63
{(wemkr .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74.35 58.12
)txemlrer . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 63.98 50.19
anuary . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 65.28 45.70
February . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 65.62 47.40
rkrch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69.30 51.m
Il)ril . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 81.37
k!ay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88, II

56.75
63.59

use., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84. I z 62.73
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Annual Mean Tnaptraturt.

Max. Min.

78.6s0 58.29°

Annual Range.

Max. Min.

108.3°, May. 34.9°, February

Annual amount of rain, i4.74 inches.

Rain from October till May.

1873-1874.

MonthIy AfcarrTemperature.

Max. Min.

July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..90.36° $.$
August.......... ...... ..... 9z.015
September... .............. 87.80 65:69
October...... ... ............ 86.89 63.90
November . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 74.33 57.62
December.,., . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 60.67

k

46.12
arruary. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55.76 41.59
ebruary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56.39 41.55

March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57.66 41.56
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 75.83
May.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82.98

54.CO
60.91

June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 86.32 62.56

Annuat&feau Temperature.

Max. Min.
?4.75° 55.75°

Annual RCUW.

Max. Min.
105°, May. 33°, February.

Annual amount of rain, 33.4z5 inches.

Rain from October till April.

1874-1875.

Monthty Meun Temperature.

Max. Min.
July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..89.66° ~~
August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.88
September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87.99 65:59
October . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 84.62 61.81
November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77.00
December.. ....... ...... ...

58.84
67.08

rx:;:.:::::::::: ”:::: i;::: :;
March ........ ... ....... ... 62.o7
April... .......... ........ ... 67.I9

45.55

May
49.83

...... ... ... ..... .... .. 77.41
June... ... ...... ..... ...... .. 86.27

5493
64.10

Anrrualhftart Tmpcvature.

Max. Min.

75,49° 55$9°

Aarwai Range.

Max. Min.

97.2°, May. 26.8°, January.

Annual amount of rain, 30.45 inches.

Rain from October till May.

1875-1876.

MurrthtyMcun Temperature.
Max, Min.

July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.~4° :::?
August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88.88
September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84. I3 61,93
October . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 66.15 61.47
Noveml)er .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7265 53.16
December . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 62.90 45.14
January . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 57. II 40.46
February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62.9s 44.76
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72.54 51.87
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . 79.28 5633
May .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86.35 62.25
June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84.56 63.75

Annual Afean Temperature.

Max. Min.

77.27° 56.17°

Awrud R,znge.
Max. Min.

m6°, May. 32.5°, January.

Annual amount of rain, 15.9S inches.

Rain from November tdl May.

1876-1877.

MunthIy Mean Tcmpcraturt.
MAX. Min.

July. 88.50°. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65.33”

August 89.80 66.77. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.%+eml,er. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90.15 66.51

October.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 86.82 62.33

November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72.17 55.04
De~em]Kr . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 68.94 50,(98

Januar y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62.26 43.64
F’ehruary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59.55 45.47
March. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70.18 50.1 ~

April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 7846 55.24
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.3 I 59.61

June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 8730 63.66

Arrarm[ .Vftun Tcmptroturc.

Max. Min.
76.78” 57.06”

Anmsul Ruwgt,
Max. Min.

103°, May. 380, F_ebrunry,

Annual amount of rain, 29.305 inchc~.

Rain from October till May.
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AARON”S tonlb, @.
AI,’dna River, 551, 560.
.41,bas,Shelkb, 501.
Abel, 334, 5+2.
Al)cl Shltnm, 346
Abraham’s oak, 251, 49o.
AIMI Dur’aj Mountains, 442.
Aceldama,2]3.
Acre, ‘31O, ’3I1,527.

ti.ly of, 29, 309,
Run of, 28, 310.

Acropolis, 603.
A,lunis, Cave and F,dls of, s70.
AI IIIaIIC Sea, voyage on, 607.
.4(lullam, Cave of, 222, 259.
Alnon, 292, 506, S08.
Agriculture, 92.
Agrippa, 154.
AI,2+0, 285.
Alned f3uk,3+6.
Ajdon, Valley of, 242.
Ak*ba, Gu1[ Of, qgj.
Akra, 153, IS+ 162.
.AlcxancIria, 420.
Alps, 403.
Afl)erlcan consul,lte, Jeru%lem, 171.
Amman’, 366, 477.
Amu$mreots, 11~, Iao.
An.ttho[h, 2’35.
Antioch, 572.
Antip,i!ns, 275.
Ankwua, Castle of, :68.
Aphek, F\k,3+), ~S7.
AIq)lm,60, 526.
Apricot, 60.
Aque!luct,Solonlon’s, 227.

1’11.111:”s,2j0.
AI’. II) 5,79,84.
Ar.ik-el - I!h!!ir’, 368.
Arch of “I’!tus, ~lz.
Arcltltccture, 103-108.

A!u(,n River, 40, W;-
A,(enh#ol~,l)l:tceof, 2x0.
Ashdud, 2b8.
Askar, 286.
A~kelon, 267,498.
.+ti’kah Mountains, 441,
At~roth, 238.
Athens, 602.
Athlft’, 278.
Aujeh River, 275.

Avarice of Arabs, 88.
Awer’@ 283.
Aze’k&, 259.

13AAI.HEC, 563.
Baal-gad , 337.
B.ihurml, 233.
Bake-oven, 114.
Nmanas, 61.
ILmi:ls, 3r, 355.
Btlptwn of t,be eunuch, 245, a6t.
HaptiS Mission, i4r.
Baptistery, Pisa,405.
fiarclay ’s QuarV, 205.
l]fir Cochcbaa, IS6, a47.
IIa’shan, +, 356.
H.iraars, 105, 167, 170, 553.
Bears. 73, 547.
Eedawin, 79, 81, 478, 480,498.
[ie’troth, 118.
Heer’she~aT 256,494.
Bees, 73.
Ilegglrrg, 88.
l{elrut, s68.
Ileisan, Ilethshean, 301, 513.
[iek~.1, 565.
Belus River, 311, s27.
lieihAlxarah, 353.
I{e(h. my, 232.
Ilethcl. 239,485.
Iictt>h(mn, 242.
IIeth- Ieshimcrth. 3.I6.
lk~tl)l~hem, 217, 488, 489.
Neth-Nmrrah, 346.
fiethphagc. 233.
Ued)smlir, 326, 518.

Julias, 327.
Beth-shernesh, 256, 263, soo.
Ih?t Ii’la, 215.
IW llh’rin. 258)499.
IiZt Net(iW, 260.
Ih, y(,nd Jordwr,4z,355,467.
Kzrtha, 154. 16x.
Illrds, 73.
Ill,m,t revenge, 83.
[ioys, tremment of,87.
liozr. di,358.
Ilread, rl~.
Bricknmklng, 104.
Brd~c of Jacob’s Daughlers, 333.

Mejamf’a, 354, 514.
of Sighs, 611.

Bridles, Arab, 70.
Brook Cherish, a34,339, @,48 .
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13ufrdo, 66.
Burying the dead, 122.
f3ud’hs,h, Ham of, 327.

CfiSAREA, 275, SIO.
Phdippi, 31, 335, 543.

cafes’, 1X1.
Caiaphas, house of, aIz.
Cairo. 434.
Call to prayer, 135.
Callirho@ Springs, 370, 481.
Camel, 67.
Camp, our, 463.
Camprdle’, Venice, 61o.
Campo %rnto, F%a, 404.
Cana of Galilee, 317, 3s4, SZ4.
Capernaum, 323, 517.
Carmel, town of, 255, 493.

Mount, 278, 307.
Carob-tree. 52.
Castle of Goliath, 1s9.

of Hyrcan us, 368.
of Bellefort. 541.

Cathedral of Piss, 404.
of Milan, 612.

cattle, 15.
Cave of Machpelah, 248, 490.

of Adullxm, am, zw
Cedars of Lebanon, s6~~
Chesulloth, 30s.
(-lwkerss, 63, 71.
Children, care of, 112, 527.
Chinneroth, Sea of, 33.
Chorazm, 325.
Christian S!r~et, ]erusalem, 170.
Church of EWland, 140.

of Holy Sepulchre, x7a, 17s.
of Nat IvIIy, 217.
of St. l~mes, 171.
of St. Mark, 606.

Churches, 108.
Cisterns, 48, 186, ZOZ.
Climate. 45, 5a8, 5+8, 617.
Clocks, 117.
CofTee. IIf.
College, Franciscan, Jerusalem, 159, x7a.
C0105seum, 4n9.
Column nf Ynat, 566.
Conscnptmn, 101.
Constantinople. 596.
Contract with she]kh, 466.
Convent of St John. z++

of St. ~atharme, +52.
Cocvenls, 140,
Cooking, 115.116, 524.
Culton (irom>, no;.
Crmmdllc ~lvcr, 27;, 277.
Cucumbers, 61.
Cyprus, Island of, 572.

DAIIIRIVEH, 156, 494.
Damascus, 552.

Paul”s escape from, 559.
(iiate, Jerusalem, 159.
Street, Jerusalem, r70.

D i h F d 33 34 350 353 470

Dan, f_ell d Kadi, 30, 31, 33.+, 542.
I)~nclng, 122.
Davuf Street, Jcrus.dem, 162, 165,
Dawd”s Gate, Jerusalem, 161.

Well, Iie!hlchem, 217.
Dead Sea, 33, 36-42. 34X, 469, 492.

mountains Qf, 40.
name of, 40.
water of, 37–39.

Deburfyeh, Dalerah, 305.
Lkrdarah, 338.
L)ervishes, 4aa.
IMmn, 371.
1)ogs, 63, 70, Iq.
Dom.tree, SS.
Dome of the Rock, 176, MI.

of the Chain, 177, 185.
Donkey, 66, 435, 437.
I)or, 278.
Dothan, 296, 5sa.
Drives, 73.
Dragoman, 463.474, 476, SOI. 5@
Dress, of Turks, 76, 601 ; Of JeWX 78 i of

Redawm, 80; of Fellahin, 84; of na-
tive Christians, Y ; of children, 113.

Drowning. rmcue from, 533.
Wr’rah, oa.

EARTMQLIAKE, 330.
1:.lllllg, 117.
Khenezer, 263.
Edorll, 495.
Etirel, 358.
Education, 13a-139.
Eglon, 267.
Egyptian steamer, 594.
Ekron, 263, 269, SOO.
FXutheropoiis, 258.
I,:llm. 446’
I:li$.ha’s Fountain, 340, 468.
Kmmous, 243.274.
Endnr, 303, 522.
En-gannim, 298.
En.gtxfi, 252, .19c.
FIIgl Ish church. Jerusalem, 171.
l,:n-rogel, 192.
Entering a mosque, 136, 599.
Fld)esus, 574.
l.:rechtheum, 606.
l<:ri’lla, 339.
Escort, 83.
]:sdraehm. 1’I.NIIof. 26.
1,:s11!101,203.
ES S.111, 30+. 365, 475.
b:taIII, 246, SOI.
Europeans in P.destine, 132-139.

FAtt MING in England. 398.
F,lr’r.th, W. I(iy, 34, 293. .j50, 353, S08.
F(.IINI’, Sl)r,kh, 81, 466, 486.
Irl]ahin Arabs, 84.
FlgS, 57, 485.
Fwe-drdl tit sea, 394.
b’ire, hnly, !74.
F]shes, 75, 3679477.
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Ford. Jericho, 346.
Fords of Jordun, 353.
Frank Mountain, azrI, 489.
Fuel, 11+
Fiileh, battle Of, 305.

Funerals, IZ2.
Furniture, 116.

GADAUA, Mkt?s, 356, 357.
Gablee, 29.

L&e of, 32., 515,517.
Gam’da, ‘jz$h

G~mbhnf 121, 122.

G,!rden of Ckthsemane, ao7.
Gwcs of citws, 106.
ti~th, %64, 499.
Gaulonms, 44.
Gaza, 265, 498.
G.tzelle, 7x.
Gennes~ret, Plain of, 321, 322.
Ger’asa, Jemsh, 36a, 47I.
Ger’gesa, Khersa, 328.
Germws colonies, 91, a70, 310.
Gezer, 174.
Gdxah, 236, s37.
Gibson, a+a.
Gihon, Valley of, 144.

Lower Pool of, 165, 193.
Upper f%ul of, 191, 195,

Gilead, 43, 362.
Gdg.d , 3+0, 470.
Glloh, ‘215.
Girls, tkatment of, 87.
Giscala, El Jish, 332.
Glory of Parmhse (painting), 6X1.
Gusts, 64, 65.
Gohlsin’, Sheikh, 479.
Coldms Gate, Jerusalem, 178.
GuOd Samsritm, 233.
Gmnarics, 97.
Graveyards, 125, 13s, XI, 466, 587.
Greek fever, 607.
Grottos, 219.

HA IMSIAN, emperor, 156.
Haif.i, 310.
Haram, the, 176, 486.
I{arve=ling, c)~, 106, 614.
t{asl~~’r:,o Ilm river, 31.
Hash4ym 5.15.
liatlin, 318, 520.
IItltlrAn, 45, 356<
1{.,zeroth, 453.
I Iazor. 333.
Hehron 2.+7, 490.
I idiopolls, 422.

Iicrnlon, Mount, 545, 547.
Lillle, 303, 521.

Herud”s G~te, Jerusalem, x60.
Heshbon, 368, 480.

Spring of 478.
Hill cuurrtl v 24.
Hill of IC,I Cuunsel. 213.

of Offence, 212,

Hinnom, ValleV of, 145, 164.
History of Palestine, 15.

Huly .%pulchre, 172, 175.
Hornstein, hotel-keeper, x66.
Horses, 69, 459, 569.
Hoses, tomb of, 364, 475.
Hot springs, 321, 35a, 355, 370, 471, 481,

516.
Hot winds, ~6, 477, 515.
Houses, 103.
H uleh, Lake of, 31, 542.

Plain of, 30.
}iyenzs, 73.

IJON, Merj Iviin’, 338, 542.
Iksil’, Cbesullotb, 305.
Insects, 74.
Irrigation in Egypt, 437.
Issnaili’a, 437.

JABStOK River, 3+ 43,300,351, 368, 4710

474.
Iabneel, Yebna, adg.
jackal, 71, 513. -
Jacob’s WeI!, 283,506.

{jud}wer, 34.
. ‘l’l.

~ebel Ajl~;’, 365.
Duhy, 2?7,303, 521.
Owsha, 364.
Usdum, 254.

1

erdn’, 298, 512.
eremiah”s Grotto, Z04.

Jericho, 339.344.
Plain of, 339.
road to, 467.

Jerusalem, 143-189.
original city, x43.
under Solomon, x46.
later additions to, 151.
its destruction by Titus, 1SS.
its later history, 156.
its walls and gates, 158.
its hills and valleys, 162.
its streets, 165.
its quarters, 170.
its pubii[ buildings, 170.
its hmtm, x76.
its public pools, 189.
its environs, 202.
arrival at, 461.
ride around, 455.
second visit, 486.
lm.t v151t,502.

Iewelry, 119, 414.
Iews in P,siestine, 78.
Iezreel, z~, 513.

P1.tin of, 27.
JifUX, 279.
JOPfM, 269458.

Gate, Jerusalem, 158, 166.
Jordan River and Valley, 30-36, Ssjt s:8.

s!ze of, 34.35, 343, 346, 470, 483, 515.
Joseph’s Tomb, 284,506.

1

oth~m”s Rock, 509.
ulian, emperor, 157.

Justinian, emperor, 157.
Juttah, 255,493.
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KAIII!SH, Kedes, 334.
Kedr{m, 103.

Valley of, 150, 163, ti.
tielr Ihrlln, 332.
liL41, Wady, 134, 339.468,483
Ktwth, KuniAwfd’, 360.

Kerii’j!+ kl,er, 278.
Kll,ln Nllnyrh, 322.
K,l,rotll h., tt~’-avch, 453.

Klrgag.tlch, s88
KIr Ilarrscth, Kcral:, 37a.
K,rlath-jranm, A13, 461.
Kwhun ~.ivrr, ab, 311.
K~rl s.ar’tubeh, 350, 353.

l. Afvllsli, a67.
i-ig{wns, 22.23.
l,afjtllcet, 59a.
last Supper (psindng), 613.
l.ttnudeof l’.desline,45.
I,alrfin’, 242, a44,460.
I,eanlng”l’ow.r, Pma,406.
Leaving PalcUinc,57a.
Leben, 6$.
lkl~o’nab, ZBO.
I,ed,lbn’, 3x.
Ixjah, 44.
Ixmons, 60.
l.cpera. 193.
1.\ght-houses, 396.
[.imny River, 21,532+.
Liverpool, 397.
I.lzards, 74.

1..4sUlst%75.341.
l.onrfmr. 398, 604.
I.ord’s Prayer, Chapel of, aIo.
luxurious Iivmg, $17.
l.yddtl, 274,459.
Lying, 8b.

MACII%IIIM, 371.
kfagdala, Mejdel, ~al,517.
Mngnesl’a, 5S5.
Mahana!m, 363.
M.mn, 255.
Marah, 446.
hlarhle cement. 6og.
hLtr tJ.li~, (:onvent[~f, a15.
Alarltlme Platn,2a,51t.
h!arom!eso 315.
Marriage and divorce, III.
htar SA’hu, Convent Of, 140, 231.
Man tlill, 603.
MPsada, 253.
Mazar or Mukam, IIO,
Medical Mmlon, x46, 523.
Mediterranean Hotel. 166.
Megiddo, 306.
Mejaml’a Brjdge, 354 s14.
Memphis, rums of, 435.
Menadma River, 351.
Mrnimen, 577, 591.
Merbn’, 33a.
Mwhmash, .a36.
M~gdol. gad, Mejdcl, a68, 499, s12.
Mdao, 61z.

,I!lk and Lu!tcr, 116.
,I]lk (;rollo, 220.
,!111s,97.
,Ilssi(ms III (’niro, 434.

In I’.tlusllne$ 139, 545.
Ill A.Id hltn(, r, s56.
In (“onsi.tntinaple, 598.

dllylt.’lle, 595.
(l!qwh, 241, 504.
\f(,.111, 371, 372,
\l!).{l)ll!’ 51,11)(. 371.
LI!III<IIIIIIIC( l’S<t,ltltunt 178.

kl(maslery 0( II}e ( ross, 244, +5.
blootrh{)rt. c(bllagt.~. 203.

hl(mt (’cnls ‘1 unnei, 403.
hlosquc e) A1. w ]Eo.
Mm.qur lx Onmr, 158.
Mosques, l%.
Mount ( ‘arnwl. 26, 27a, 307, 511.

1;1,.11,21j1, 507.
tiertzlm, z89, 507, 509.
(;llboa, 26. aa, 3~.
I Iermon, 545, 547.
tlor, 496.
hforiah. 146, 1s4. 162.
N:4m, 341, 37Z, 4ai.
of (Mlves, 208, 232, 461.
of ‘1’empltition 344.
Sinai. Pt.mnsula Of, 444, 447, 454
T%alxm, 304, 520.
Vcsuvtus, 414.416.
Zllm, 144.154. 161.212.

Mourning as on art, la+

Muenin’s c.111,135.
hlugral]ln (i.!te, Jerusalem, Ibn.
Muhkneh, Pluto of el, a82, 505.
11ulherry. 60,
M UICS, 70.
Museum at Rome. 400.

at N. II,Ic>, 414.
M,lS)C, 121.
hl u>sulnmn ilt prayer, 137, 533, 600.
Nlzerd,, 357.

NAAMAN the %yrmn, 3s6.
N,ddus, *88, sob.

~Mll, 303. 5~2.
Nriplm, 414.
Nalbvc (’h H511anS,8Q.

Niuuml Im(lge m i .~banOn, 571.
Nazareth, 30, 312, 5a2, 525.
Nehy &II’nWll. 241, 504.
Nehcmtah’s Wail, 153.
Nephfwrh, 2.s3.
Nero, Palace of, 41o.
Netophah, abo.
Ndometer, 424.
Nob, 235.937.

OAK, Alwahom’s, s2.
-tree>, s0.

Otwd-rdum, house of, 2.$:.
Oil-nlilki, 56
Oleandem, 55.
Ohves! 55 .
Omar, Caltf, 157.
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Ophel, 151, 152.
Oranges, 60.

PALM-TREm, 6x.
Panthe’on, 411.
Paris, 4rn, 614.
Parthenon, 6US.
Passports, 4m.
Paul’s prisun, 413.
Paved roads, a15.
Peaches, 60.
Pergarnus, 588.
Petra, 496.
Pheasants. 73.
Philadelphia, 578.
Philip’s Fountain, 245, 501.
Phibslmes, Plain of, ZZ, 460, 499.
Pbumcian sepulchre, 13 r.
Piazza of St. Mark’s, 610.
Piedmont, 613.
Pilate’s Arch, 168.
Pilgrim’s ford, 34I.
Pilgrims to Jerusalem, 175, 460.
Piraass, 602.
P&, 40.$.
Pisgah, 372.
Place of feeding. 328.

/
of esus’ baptism, 343.

Plain o Acre, 28.
of fhti’heh, 327.
of Huleh, 30.
of Jerichu, 339.
of hlamre, 490.
of hloab, 346, 483.
of Moreh, 282, 505.
of Rcphi~im, ZI+
of Sharon, 22.

Plays of children, 113.
Ploughs and ploughmg, 92.
Pnyx, die, 603.
Pol yg.{m y, 8b.
Pomegranates, 61.
I+smpeli, +14.
l%mpey’s Pillar, 420.
Pmrtius l’Il:IIe, house of, 168.
Pool of Arik c1 Emir’, 368.

of 13erhtwLl, 192.
of Ikmr,ih, 359.
of (hhon, Lower, 193,
of Glhon, Upper, 191, 19s.
of Hehron, 250.
of Hezekiah, 197, 462.
of Jerash, 363.
of Jeremiah, 20I.
of Mary, 20I.
of Muses, 339.
of Ramleh, 273.
of Siloam, 191.
of Solomon, 222, 489.
of the Virgin, 189.

Pools, 48.
Poplar-trees, 53.
Port S~’id, 457.
Post-offices, 133, 578.
Prayer, neglect of, 135.

form of, 137, 533, 6c9.

Puteoli, 419.
Pyramids, 424.

QUAILS, 60.
Quarantania, 3440
Quarrels, 89.
Quarters of Jerusalem, 170.
Quince, 60.

RAIUSAH, Amm8n’, 366,477.
Rachel’s Tomb, 216, 488.
Railways, European, 397.

Egyptian, 437.
in Asia Minor. 574, 577.

Rain-fall, 46,.48, 6x7.
Ramah, 238.
Ramleh, 272.
Ramoth-gilead, 364, 365.
Ravens, 74, 484.
Red Sea, crossing-place, 438.
Reptiles, 74.
Rheglum, 419.
Rhodes, 573.
Rlmmon, 240.
Road to Gaza, 246, 26I.
Robbers’ caves, 3z2.

FOUntaln , 279, 280.
Robinson’s Arch, 151.
Rome, 407.
Russ Ian property, Jerusalem, a03.

SACRED Rock, Jerusalem, 182.
Saddles, Arab, 70.
%ifed , 330.
Salcah, 360.
%lim, 293, 508.
Salutations, 119.
Samaria, 294, 510.
Samaritans, 289, 29I.
Sand-ridges, 23.
Sarcophagi. 127.
Sardis, 581.
Sarepta, 532.
Scopus, 206.
Seffirfeh, 30.
Semakh, 321.
Sepulchres, 126, 211, 213, 540, 547.

of bulls, 436.
Shifat, 237.
Shechem, 288, SOS.

Valley of, 285.
Sheep, 63.
Shefr Amr, 526.
Shiloh, 281, s05.
Shochoh, 259.
Shoes, 117.
Shmrem, 302.
Sidon, 539.
Smoking, 121.
Smyma, 574, 592.
Sodom, Hill of, $s54.

site of, 347.
Soil of Palestine, 49.
Soldiers, Turkish, 78.
Solomon”s Palace, 151.

I Pools, 3a2, 489.-
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Solomon’s Stables, 150.
TemcJe. 147.

South co~ntv,’jg;. . .
Sphinx, 432.
Splnnlng, 119.
Springs of Moses, 374. .WCL48 I.

Steamers. 392.
Steep place of the swine, 328, 518.
Stephen, place of s!oning, 2G6.
St. Anne, Church of, 168.
S!. Sophia, hiosqueof,598.
St. Stephen”s Gate, 160, 168.
Stone houses, 36I.
Stones. large. at Baalbec. 562, 563.
Storks, 73, 34x.
Storms at sea. 390, 519.
Street called Straight,,55j.
Streets, 105, 108.
Succoth, phnOf.352,+71.
Suez Canal. 437, +js.

Sultan, a wght of, 601.
Sycamore-trees, 54.
Sychar, Aksar. 286.
Synagogues, 171.
Syra, doz.

‘rA’AXACM, 3c6.
T.tberrtacle, +sx.
l.~i’yebeh, 240.484.

“1’.lntura, 27S, 511.
Tanchva, 321. 51~.
Tarpe]an Rock, 411.
T.ittuo]ng, 118.
Txxxtlorr, 100.
Teko~h, 221.
Tel egraph, 206.
Tell I)am’!eh, 351.
Temple, attempt to rebuild, Iji.

of Cyb’ele, 584.
Tents of Betiawin, 80.
Tenure of lands, 99.
Terraces, 49.
Threshing. 95.
Thyatlra, 585.
Tiberias, 319, 516, 5z0.
Tibuin, 332.
Tlmnalh, 26.+, WI.
Tlrzah, 292.
Tobacco, 63, 121.
Tomatoes, 63.
Tomb ot .\bel, 561.

of DaYttf, 212.
of Hirxm, <’p.
of John the Baptist, 554.
of Joseph. 28+
of Rachel, 21n.
of S,tmson, 203.
of Seth, ;ur.

Tower of ,th: Forty, 273.
of HIPpIcus, 154, 155.
of Mariamne, 155.
of Phaaaelus, 155.

Toys for children, 117.
Trachonitis, 44.
Tro=, 59s.
Turkish harem, 595.
Turks in Palestine, 76, 498.
Turnpike road, 242, 272, 4s9, 55o, 568.
Tyre. 529.
Tyropeon Valley, 14s, 162.

of the V:r:)n \[lrv, ?07.
T)mbs of .-lbworn. of JJmes, of Zachariah,

VALLEY of ,Achor, 344.
of E!ah, 2s9, 383, 500.
of Eahcol, 251, 49o.
of Jezreel, 27.
of Pomegranates, 474.
of Roses, 245.
of Sarek, 243, 461, S00.

Vatrcan palace, 413.
I Ven!ce, 608.
I Vesuv!us, .$,~, 416.
1 via Dolorosa, 167.
, \’ines and vineyards, 58, 2jI, 490.

I ~A~,~, *4.

I Widv el Arfsh’, 19,442.
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